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ABSTRACT

The problematic relationship between racism and slavery has occupied the
attention of several recent generations of scholars. Too often, however, the works
produced have been limited by a reliance on familiar “American” sources, an inflexible
temporal scope, and an overly restricted terrain. This dissertation seeks to break out o f
the confines o f this generally teleological and parochial tradition in order to explicate the
larger social and cultural context in which Anglo-American racial slavery was forged. In
particular, it is argued that racism and slavery were not necessarily linked together in the
English imagination before the settlement of Jamestown and that their relationship to
each other cannot be understood in either a causative or linear fashion. “Race” and
“slavery” are terms that possess specific historical connotations which must be
understood in an early modem context in order to grasp the full import of their
application and conflation in colonial British American society.
The opening section o f this work addresses the multiple meanings and forms o f
human bondage in early modem England. Particular attention is paid to the legitimacy o f
slavery in Tudor England, as well as its attendant symbolic value and social meanings.
Next, the problem o f identity is considered, with a particular emphasis on the efforts o f
elite Englishmen to reinvent “Englishness” through mythic national histories and climate
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theory. Then, the issue o f English “attitudes” about Africans is addressed. Prevailing
ideas about African peoples were neither uniform nor consistent; there were, in fact,
multiple stereotypes concerning the role o f Africans in the Atlantic world. Finally, the
dissertation shifts focus to the Anglo-American world, where the significance o f the first
three sections is tested. Here, traditional English conceptions o f bondage, as well as
Iberian and Spanish American conceptions of proper social relations in multiracial
societies, were initially employed in the new settlements. These models proved to be
confusing, even threatening, when blended in Anglo-American settlements and they were
ultimately subverted by the growing importance o f race-based plantation slavery.
Questions of status and identity among the English were equally as important as
prejudicial assumptions about Africans or Indians in shaping the corpus o f ideas that
supported the development Anglo-American slavery.

Michael J. Guasco
Department of History
The College of William and Mary
Advisor: Ronald Hoffman
“Encounters, Identities, and Human Bondage:
The Foundations o f Racial Slavery in the Anglo-Atlantic World

x
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INTRODUCTION:
CUTTING THE GORDIAN KNOT

Which came first, race or slavery? A simplistic question, to be sure, but
among early American historians there may be no more familiar query than this
particular “either/or” proposition. For the better part o f the last half century, the
problematic relationship between ideas about race and the seemingly concomitant
emergence o f plantation slavery in the Anglo-American colonies has been a staple
feature of textbook chapters and undergraduate lectures. And just as New
England has inextricably been associated with Puritans and Pilgrims, the
Chesapeake region has been the epicenter o f virtually every historical foray into
this subject. O f course, this perspective should hardly be surprising. It is, after
all, virtually folkloric knowledge that the first African peoples in British North
America arrived just a few miles down river from Jamestown in 1619 when a
Dutch ship short on provisions traded “20. and Odd Negroes” to the labor-needy
English settlers o f Virginia. From there, the tale goes, Africans dribbled into the
colony in small numbers, but they could hardly be said to have constituted even a
significant minority o f the British North American population. Later, however,
when the supply o f white indentured servants began to dry up, Englishmen turned
to the increasingly available supply of African slaves and began anew the
1
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construction o f a race-based slave society. By 1700, Virginia was well on its way
to becoming the largest and most important slaveholding English colony in North
America.
A simple story. Still, its one that has been rehashed and retold with
impressive frequency. The reason for this, it seems, is that the subject o f the
emergence o f racial slavery in colonial America has become something much
larger than itself. It is no longer just a topic o f historical inquiry; the origin o f
racial slavery is one o f the most troubling signposts on the road toward the
creation of a distinct American identity and, seemingly, the pivot upon which
greater, more philosophical and psychological, questions about the American
character have been hung. Were the earliest English settlers in America racists?
Was ‘blackness’ a social stigma from which African peoples could not escape?
Were ‘blackness’ and ‘whiteness’ real, or were they invented for other nefarious
reasons by English elites? Were the first Africans in Anglo-America slaves?
Were Africans enslaved because they were different, because they were available,
or because o f some other demographic or economic reason? Perhaps (so the logic
goes) if we can somehow resolve these troubling questions we might be able to
learn something more about not only the nature of early English society in
mainland North America, but also about ourselves, the anxious souls o f modem
America.
At the very least, all o f this says something about why I started down this
path several years ago. Unfortunately, there are no easy answers for these
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3
deceptively simple questions. The historical discourse surrounding the rise o f
racial slavery in early America, perceptively and unassumingly tagged the
‘origins debate’, may even be a blind alley. That is, o f course, something o f an
overstatement, but it is clear that a great deal o f scholarship in this genre is often
premised on spurious or teleological assumptions. For example, early American
historians often take it for granted that “race” and “slavery” are bound together in
some sort o f Gordian knot. Put another way, historians tend to assume that
racism and slavery are locked together in a causal relationship in which one
aspect is somehow the evil twin o f the other. The expansion o f plantation slavery
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the dramatic role played by racial
ideology throughout the recent American past have promoted the conviction that
race and slavery are two sides o f the same coin. Precisely which one, at any
given time, is more determinative in the day-to-day existence of historical actors,
however, is where the real problem lies. In the context o f early American history,
specifically in the Chesapeake, this perspective has produced a close study o f a
limited body o f sources and generally small human population in order to
determine the relative value o f racism (or proto-racism) and slavery. But no
matter how often historians analyze this topic, they will always find both enslaved
Africans and free Africans, as well as evidence o f both a racialized society and
world in which race hardly seemed to matter at all.
To be fair, there have been some important contributions to the field in
recent years. A few historians and an even greater number of literary scholars
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have been hard at work isolating the unique role o f ‘blackness’ in Tudor and early
Stuart popular culture. Much more is now understood about the way race was
constructed in the context o f European expansion into the Atlantic world. The
relationship between gender and race has been carefully considered in both an
English and American context. And some important works have appeared
recently that have allowed us to possess a much more subtle understanding o f
specific pieces o f information often taken for granted as relatively simple “facts.”
Most significantly, important new findings have enhanced our understanding
concerning the form and content of the so-called “Curse o f Ham,” the origin and
circumstances o f the “20. and Odd Negroes” who arrived in Virginia in 1619, as
well as important details about any number o f other links in the chain.
Still, however, there is that problem o f the relationship between race and
slavery. This dissertation seeks to cut this Gordian knot by placing the subject
more firmly in the context o f both the immediate English past as well as that o f
the burgeoning Atlantic world. Specifically, I argue that the nature o f human
bondage and the significance o f race in early America were shaped by
contemporary English cultural and intellectual assumptions, as well as the
prevailing social patterns set down by the Iberian powers in their American
colonies. The histories o f race and slavery, however, must be understood as
distinct phenomena. The larger history o f slavery in early modem England
included components that were not even remotely connected to European
interaction with Africans or the establishment o f permanent overseas colonies.
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The history o f race must also be conceptualized within the framework o f larger
concerns about identity that includes the efforts o f sixteenth-century Englishmen
to articulate stereotypes and myths about themselves, often with greater intensity
than any concern about Africans. Too, certain events often taken as a part o f a
seamless whole - such as the publication o f Shakespeare’s Othello, Sir John
Hawkins’ slave trading voyages o f the 1560s, and Sir Francis Drake’s alliance
with cimarrones during the 1570s - must be separated and understood in their
specific contexts and the historical circumstances surrounding their manifestation.
Not every event can be taken as some sort o f litmus test on the relevance or
preeminence o f race and/or slavery in early America.
By taking a much more contextualized approach to the subject, certain
patterns become clear. When the first Africans arrived in Anglo-America in 1619
(a specious premise in itself) the English settlers in Virginia knew exactly who
these new arrivals were, they were intimately familiar with racial slavery as it
existed in the Atlantic world, and they demonstrated absolutely no compunction
about replicating the system o f social relations they believed to be in vogue in
Spanish America. Racial slavery was present in the minds and habits o f the
English settlers in the Chesapeake from 1607. But what was understood to be
normative in the Atlantic world early in the seventeenth century was a system o f
slavery that differed from what emerged with eighteenth-century Anglo-American
slavery. In seventeenth-century Iberian slavery, manumissions were common,
there existed an important free black population, and racial barriers did not
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necessarily prevent sexual relations between European and African peoples.
These characteristic features o f early American slavery should not, however, be
thought of as indications o f the absence o f racial ideas or presumptive slavery.
Rather, what existed before an Anglo-American system o f slavery emerged with
dramatic legal force during the second half o f the seventeenth century was
another, equally valid, system o f slavery. Accounting for the advent o f the unique
form o f Anglo-American slavery constitutes the heart o f this study.
There are four distinct sections to this work, the first three o f which
address the problems o f human bondage, corporate identities, and Atlantic world
encounters in the broadest possible contexts. The first part analyzes several
notions of human bondage in sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England. I
argue explicitly that slavery was a broadly inclusive term in the Tudor and early
Stuart era. Although the English were increasingly familiar with the enslavement
o f sub-Saharan African peoples in Europe, the Atlantic islands, and the New
World, there continued to exist into the seventeenth century alternate ideas about
what constituted slavery. There were at least four distinct situations dating from
the Tudor era that prompted Englishmen to contemplate and contest their own
enslavement at the hands o f foreigners as well as their own countrymen. First,
villeinage, a virtually extinct institution, was attacked from above and below as
illegitimate because it approximated perpetual and inheritable slavery. Second,
penal labor, particularly in the galleys, was linked with slavery because o f the
historical association between slavery and criminal punishment. Third, some elite
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Englishmen proposed that slavery was a legitimate way to inculcate a sense o f
community responsibility and work ethic in those inclined to vagabondage.
Finally, a number o f Englishmen fell into a state o f slavery in North Africa and
elsewhere, so that there were powerful impulses that associated slavery with the
historical conflict between the Christian and Muslim worlds. Taken together,
these circumstances promoted an imprecise conception o f slavery that seemed to
have room for anyone, regardless o f religion, race, or nationality.
The second section tackles the question o f English identity. I argue that
Englishness was itself highly contested in the context of early modem European
history and that during the Tudor era a number o f elite Englishmen took up the
task of reformulating “Englishness” in a manner that celebrated the virtues of
native-born Englishmen. This themee is explored with an eye toward the later
elaboration o f an explicitly racial ideology that disparaged African peoples as a
means o f justifying their oppression. Thus, I address two specific developments.
First, racial identity in the Atlantic world was closely linked with the emergence
o f distinct national identities in early modem Europe. Similarly, the use o f the
words “race” and “nation” overlapped to a considerable degree during the
sixteenth century. Throughout the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries
English scholars explored the interplay between racial and national identities as
they sought to articulate core foundational myths that emphasized the greatness and historically fre e condition - o f the inhabitants o f England. In the process they
especially relied on climate theory to promote a new stereotype o f Englishmen as
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8
virtuous, wise, and valorous. Climate theory also contributed to the articulation
of England’s unique historical relationship to human bondage. It was within this
intellectual tradition that “whiteness” began to emerge as one distinctive quality
of the English and an outward indicator o f internal qualities.
The third part addresses the English encounter with African peoples in
order to emphasize the need to address specific contexts and settings if we hope to
understand the development of broad ideas about “others.” Here I challenge the
notion that there ever existed anything that can be usefully identified as an
English “attitude” toward black peoples in the period under study. Instead,
different segments o f English society encountered different groups o f Africans in
distinct locations with an array o f intentions and outcomes. Many, perhaps most,
English men and women encountered Africans without leaving England. There
were some who encountered black-skinned people on the streets o f London, or
witnessed their portrayal on stage. Others “met” Africans through the written
word; any number o f historical, geographical, and “scientific” works involved
minimal to extensive contemplation o f Africa and Africans, including
considerable discussion o f the causes o f blackness. Still other Englishmen
encountered Africans on the continent, in the Atlantic islands, in coastal West
Africa, in the Caribbean, or perhaps even on board ship. Few generalizations can
be made that encompass this panoply o f encounters.
Nonetheless, the Atlantic world did offer at least one dramatic model that
English adventurers unquestioningly absorbed: African peoples outside o f Africa
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were almost universally enslaved or placed in conditions of extreme
subordination. Even those who were free, either legally or as runaways, were
stigmatized by their descent from slavery. This situation had originally been
articulated in southern Europe and was a characteristic feature o f the Iberian
world by the sixteenth century. Even more, the link between Africans and slavery
was reinforced dramatically as a result o f the structure o f overseas Spanish and
Portuguese settlements after the fifteenth century. The emergence o f Iberian
colonies throughout the Atlantic world and their reliance on slave labor motivated
Englishmen to voyage to Africa and the New World, occasionally even to profit
directly from the spoils of human bondage. Significantly, the nature and conduct
of Iberian slavery was neither challenged nor questioned by English observers.
This fundamental characteristic o f the Iberian social order in the New World - the
assumption that Africans were slaves - was willingly adopted by English
emulators.
The final part o f the dissertation imposes an early Anglo-American
colonial capstone on the first three sections in order to demonstrate the continuity
of mulitvarious ideas about slavery, the relevance of Englishness in the New
World, and how the diverse nature o f English encounters with Africans
conditioned the construction o f Anglo-American societies. I argue that English
settlers in early America shared broadly similar ideas about the nature o f
Africans, as well as their role in New World settlements. Africans in America
were, fundamentally, slaves. At the same time, slavery had not yet been
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completely disentangled from English identity and there were several episodes
during the first half o f the century in which the inherently “free” (or at least non
slave) status o f Englishmen in America had to be worked out. Similarly, ideas
about the enslaveability o f Indians were at issue, as were assumptions about their
nature based upon English formulations rooted in climate theory. Thus, while
English settlers almost universally accepted the Atlantic or Iberian model of
slavery, each colony had to work out details where prevailing English cultural
practices appeared to be in direct conflict with the new environment. It was this
concern, as well as a newfound appreciation for the difficulty o f managing a
multicultural society with slaves, that led to the construction o f a unique AngloAmerican system o f human bondage.
Woven together, these seemingly disparate strands o f thought and activity
provide a more complete characterization of the emergence o f racial slavery in
Anglo-American colonies. This dissertation, however, is by no means intended to
offer the final word on the subject, nor is it designed to lend support to either the
forces of “race before slavery” or “slavery before race.” Instead, I hope I will
have suggested a framework in which the events so commonly centered around
1619 can more accurately be written as epilogue rather than prologue. The
mostly-English men and women who settled in the West Indies and mainland
North America came from a world in which national and racial identities were in
an active stage o f development. The Atlantic world, however, introduced new
imperatives. Beyond the shores o f England, social hierarchies were not
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necessarily shaped by lineage, education, or domestic alliances. Power was more
contested and authority was not always determined by numbers, technology,
physical strength, or knowledge. Life and death were even less predictable
beyond the seas than in the already uncertain environment o f Europe. And, even
more, the line between freedom and slavery could be easily blurred. Here, in the
Anglo-Atlantic world, what it meant to be a slave took on an entirely new
meaning, particularly as the condition melded with assumptions about the nature
and capacity o f native Africans and native Americans. The intersection of
Atlantic world encounters, evolving national and racial identities, and the
articulation o f modem slave systems did more than anything else to condition the
English embrace of racial slavery, but the vicissitudes o f life in early America
prompted the construction o f an alternate Anglo-American version by the middle
o f the seventeenth century.
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PART ONE:
ENSLAVED ENGLISHMEN IN THE EARLY MODERN ERA

What is slavery? Scholars have wrestled with this seemingly innocuous question
for many years, yet there remain some unresolved fundamental disagreements over how
to define this term. O f course, historians have increasingly recognized that slavery varied
over time and across space, but there has been little dispute over the notion that there are
certain essential qualities unique to slavery that serve to distinguish it from other forms o f
domination, exploitation, or coercion. Therefore, whenever historians set out to define
slavery, certain characteristics are generally identified, such as: (I) slaves were typically
outsiders, native neither to the environment nor the community where they served out
their bondage; (2) slaves were generally regarded as property, as individuals who were
owned by another and could not, in their own right, own anything; (3) slavery was
usually perpetual and inheritable; (4) slaves were often acquired by force or, alternately,
were kept in slavery through a regime o f physical and psychological violence; (5) slaves
were commonly dishonored or dehumanized in some fashion; and, (6) slaves were units
o f labor or, at the very least, obligated to perform whatever task their owner required o f
them. Occasionally, much more precise definitions are available. According to the
Oxford English Dictionary, a slave is “[o]ne who is the property of, and entirely subject
12
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to. another person, whether by capture, purchase, or birth; a servant completely divested
o f freedom and personal rights.” Or, in Orlando Patterson’s well-known words, “slavery
is the permanent, violent domination o f natally alienated and generally dishonored
persons.” 1
Slavery entails something slightly different depending upon which definition, or
which core characteristic, the modem observer chooses to emphasize. At the same time,
however, the very attempt to encapsulate slavery with an absolute definition demonstrates
the widespread acceptance o f the notion that slavery can, in fact, be defined in such a way
that transcends divergent historical experiences. Clearly, slavery was (and is) an
oppressive and dehumanizing condition —the polar opposite, historically, of liberty and
freedom. As a rule, then, any discussion o f slavery generally portrays it as an institution,
or status, with essential qualities. How else are we to distinguish slavery from other
forms o f human bondage? By what standards do we classify slavery as something
altogether different from villeinage, serfdom, indentured servitude, or convict labor?
From an American perspective, with a past characterized by a fundamental status
distinction between the free and enslaved, and racialized divisions among Europeans,
Africans, and Indians, the difference between slavery and every other social, legal, and
laboring category was, and is, crucial.
Fundamentally, there are at least two perspectives from which to define slavery.
First, slavery may be defined from the present, for our academic purposes, with the

'Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1982), 13.
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benefit of hindsight and enough historical experience to distill a functional conception.
As a rule, the basis for this definition o f slavery is the American experience of racial
slavery that reached its peak in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It is this type o f
definition that has resulted in the images outlined above. Second, slavery may also be
defined within the context o f the time and place it (either the institution or, possibly,
simply the word) was employed. This can be much more problematic. For if we are to
rely on the language o f our sources alone, without other points o f reference, slavery could
be many different things. Slavery might refer to lifetime servitude, but the word could
also be used to signify a form o f criminal punishment, the nature o f an individual or
group o f people, as a political or religious metaphor, or simply as an insult. Take, for
example, the comments o f Pierre Charron in an early seventeenth-century English
translation o f his work, OfW isdome. Charron believed that “the use o f slaves . . . is a
thing both monstrous and ignominious in the nature o f man.” He noted that the “law o f
Moyses hath permitted this as other things,. . . but not such as hath beene elsewhere: for
it was neither so great, nor so absolute, nor perpetuall, but moderated within the
compasse of seven yeeres at the most.” He went on to add that there were, in fact, four
kinds of slavery: “Natural, that is, slaves borne; Enforced, and made by right of warre;
Just, termed slaves by punishment by reason of some offense, or debt, whereby they are
slaves to their Creditors, at the most for seven yeeres . .. ; [and] Voluntaries, whereof
there are many sorts .. . . ” According to Charron, there are several kinds o f slavery, but,
in essence, slaves “have no power neither in their bodies nor their goods, but are wholly
their masters, who may give, lend, sell, resell, exchange, and use them as beasts of
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services.'”2
Charron’s characterization parallels the broad outlines o f our historical
understanding of slavery, including references to its arbitrary nature, the loss of power,
and even an association with the animal world. At the same time, Charron suggests that
slavery need not be permanent, that it could simply be another form o f criminal
punishment, that it might even be “just” or “voluntary.” Historians might even be
inclined to discount some elements o f Charron’s discussion as not “really” slavery, and
choose instead to employ phrases such as “convict labor” or “temporary servitude.”
Nonetheless, slavery was a word usefully associated with everything in Charron’s
description and it would not have been difficult for Englishmen, even after the settlement
o f Jamestown, to accept this analysis. Like the Frenchman Charron, Englishmen
possessed a conception o f slavery that was flexible and utilitarian, so much so that many
could even think o f themselves as potential victims. In particular, the lingering vestiges
o f personal unfreedom in the form o f villeinage, experiments with penal slavery, and the
enslavement o f Englishmen in foreign lands helped craft an early modem English
conception o f slavery that was layered and multidimensional. And, certainly, it was not
only applicable to Africans.
Slavery appeared in a number of guises in Tudor and early Stuart England. A
great deal o f the Tudor opposition to villeinage was based upon the emerging consensus
that the institution was a form o f domestic slavery. On the other hand, slavery could also

:Pierre Charron, OfW isdom e Three Bookes, Samson Lennard, trans. (London, ca. 1612), 194, 521.
The original French edition o f this work appeared in 1601
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appear to be potentially redemptive. Some Tudor elites suggested that enslavement might
actually teach their reprobate countrymen a valuable lesson. This curious notion was
certainly the perspective o f Gerard Winstanley in the 1650s when he stated that “those
who have lost their Freedom” should perform the most difficult labor “to kill their Pride
and Unreasonableness, that they might become useful men in the Commonwealth.” This
desire, however, to instill a sense o f “humility and diligence” in Englishmen through
slavery ran counter to the more prominent and consistently espoused distaste for slavery.
Increasingly, Englishmen took it for granted that they were unique, particularly in that the
king “rules over free men, not bondmen.” According to Thomas Hedley in 1610, slavery
was simply “repugnant to the nature o f an Englishman.”3
Slavery played multiple roles in English culture and society. Villeinage
resembled slavery in that it was a perpetual and inheritable status that stood in direct
opposition to the emerging English conception that Englishmen were inherently free.
Slavery was also comparable with penal labor because criminals lost control over their
lives and their native rights as Englishmen. And, certainly, captivity in the
Mediterranean, or elsewhere, was yet another form o f slavery because of the traditional
association between prisoners o f war and slavery, but also because it stood out to most
Englishmen as a brutal, dehumanizing, and anti-Christian condition. In this context,
slavery could signify different things to different people but, also, different things to

’Gerard Winstanley, “The Law o f Freedom in a Platform or True Magistracy Restored,” in The
Works o f Gerard Winstanley, George H. Sabine, ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1941), 597-8; Sir
George More (1626) cited in David Underdown, A Freeborn People: Politics a nd the Nation in
Seventeenth-Century England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 27; Proceedings in Parliament, 1610, vol.
2: House o f Commons, Elizabeth Read Foster, ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 191.
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different people could be considered slavery. In almost every way, traditional English
notions of slavery diverged from the plantation model: enslavement was not racialized;
slavery did not necessarily exist to fulfill a labor demand; bondmen possessed certain
rights; slavery could be temporary; and some, at the pinnacle of society, might even think
o f the institution as potentially rehabilitative.
Non-racialized, non-plantation slavery served an important function in TudorStuart England in the years before the image o f New World slavery overwhelmed all
other English conceptions o f human bondage. Slavery’s diversity, with its everpresent
shadow hanging over the cultural and intellectual landscape, laid the foundation for an
English model o f slavery that would cross the Ocean with the first generation of
colonists. But this kind o f bondage was a fundamentally different system from American
plantation slavery, with its racialized work force and highly arbitrary conditions.
Englishmen were certainly familiar with the broad parameters o f the New World model,
but it was a system that hardly endangered Englishmen before they established a firm
foothold on the North American continent in Jamestown in 1607. Only then did the
racialized implications o f slavery begin to delegitimate the older forms with which most
Englishmen would have been familiar. By the late seventeenth century, then, early
modem English ideas o f slavery were functionally supplanted by a monolithic idea o f
slavery with which we are so familiar today.
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CHAPTER ONE:
“TOO PURE AN AIR FOR SLAVES TO BREATHE IN”:
SLAVERY AND HUMAN BONDAGE IN THE ENGLISH TRADITION

Such as have made forfeit o f themselves
By vicious courses, and their birthright lost
‘Tis not injustice they are marked for slaves.1

In the Winter o f 1585-86 Queen Elizabeth’s Privy Council, meeting in
Greenwich, received an intriguing series o f complaints from the western county o f
Gloucester. A number o f the inhabitants of Thombury manor had petitioned the
government complaining o f “the hardie and extreame usage against them by Edward
Lord Stafford.”2 In response to these grievances the Queen’s councilors notified the
Council of the Marches of Wales, under whose jurisdiction the manor was located, and
requested that they deal with the issue “as may best stande with the good quiet o f the
countrie and with equitie.” The councilors also sent a letter to Lord Stafford informing
him of the complaints and notified him that he should “forbeare to use anie threates or
other extreme dealinges” against the petitioners while the matter was under consideration.

'Thomas Massinger, The Bondman (1624), Act I, scene 3.
:The following account o f Lord Stafford's villeins is extracted from the Acts o f the Privy Council,
vol. 14:48-9, 100, 153, 205-06, and vol. 15:69,303-04.
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By May 1586 Stafford, grandson o f the 3rd duke of Buckingham, who had been attainted
and executed by Henry VIII in 1521, appeared before the Council of the Marches of
Wales to receive a copy o f the complaints, but inexplicably departed before a hearing
could be held. Upon notice o f this incident the Privy Council “required” Stafford to
return to the Council o f the Marches so that the issue could be settled. The Queen’s
councilors also ordered the Council of the Marches o f Wales to examine the grievances o f
the petitioners in person, send them in writing to the Privy Council, and appoint “two or
three of the complainantes (well instructed in their owne and the greifes o f their
neighbours) to attend here.”
The issue o f Lord Stafford’s villeins intensified in June as the Privy Council
deemed it necessary to send yet another letter to Stafford asking him to “forbeare to offer
anie violence, arrest or other molestacion unto Richard Cole, Maior o f the citye of
Bristol, and Thomas Cole, his brother. . . uppon pretence o f challenging them to be his
Lordship’s bondmen.” As with his actions against the manorial tenants, Stafford claimed
that he was well within his rights since the Cole brothers were “villains apertayninge to
the said mannour o f Thomebury.” Stafford’s actions troubled the royal councilors. In
particular, they were disturbed by Stafford’s apparent unwillingness to respect the Cole
brothers’ efforts to “aunswer his Lordship in lawe.” Likewise, they were ill at ease that a
respected city official and his brother had been so harshly treated, “having ben both them
selves and their auncestours heretofore reputed as freemen.” As this matter climaxed in
July, the council again wrote to Lord Stafford informing him that they had received the
petitioners’ depositions taken by the Council of the Marches o f Wales concerning the
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inhabitants o f the manor o f Thombury. The Privy Council took particular notice o f the
cases o f James Segar and John Smithe who were “reputed free and to be descended o f
free parentage.” The council stated that the law supported the presumption o f freedom,
but allowed that Stafford could “prosecute his right against the said parties, or others
supposed to be in lyke case, as by the lawe of the Realme he may.”
Throughout the remainder o f 1586 and into the following year Stafford neither
appeared for a trial nor provided any legal justification for his actions. In addition,
Stafford apparently apprehended the Cole brothers in spite o f the Privy Council’s orders
to the contrary. With a great deal o f irritation the council sent o ff another letter to
Stafford in May 1587 informing him that his refusal to cooperate “tended to the contempt
o f her Majesties lawes, and his forcible intended seisure to the breach o f her Highnes’
peace.” Once again, the council ordered Lord Stafford to appear at a trial, either “as
plaintife or forthwith to answeare as defendant.” Stafford’s boundless intransigence
continued into autumn when an exasperated Privy Council referred the case to the Lord
Chancellor of England, the Lord C hief Justice o f the Common Pleas and Mr. Justice
Periam. From that point the records fall silent.
There is no indication in the historical records o f what prompted Lord Stafford to
attempt not only to claim the residents o f the manor o f Thombury as his villains, but also
to attempt to retrieve the Cole brothers out of Bristol. Extant sources suggest that
Stafford was probably exceeding his legal rights. In the first case, James Segar had
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petitioned for freedom in 1585 and Lord Stafford seems to have manumitted him.3 In the
case o f the Cole brothers, as acknowledged residents o f the city o f Bristol for more than a
year and a day, any rights Stafford may have possessed in them as bondmen probably had
lapsed. Perhaps Stafford was merely attempting to reestablish the family legacy, cut off
with his grandfather’s head in 1521, but reacquired in part when his father, Henry
Stafford, had been made the first Baron Stafford in 1547.4 Whatever the case may be,
Stafford’s actions point to the even more curious issue o f the lingering significance of
human bondage in England at a time when many were beginning to espouse their belief
in the universal freedom and natural liberty of all Englishmen.5 More than likely, Lord
Stafford did not think o f the men he claimed as his bondmen as slaves, at least not in the
sense of the term epitomized by American plantation slavery. On the other hand, he
certainly claimed them as property and behaved in a manner that implied his absolute
power over their lives. And he was not alone in the belief that he had every right to do
so. The Privy Council, in spite o f its distaste for Stafford’s contempt of their directives,
never declared the lord’s actions illegal. Instead, they merely required legal
documentation to support his case. In some sense, then, the Privy Council’s actions

3HMC, 4th Report, part 1 (London, 1874), 378.
4See the entries on Edward Stafford, 3rd Duke o f Buckingham, and Henry, 1st Baron Stafford in
the Dictionary o f National Biography. See also T.C. Banks, The Dormant and Extinct Baronage o f
England, 3 vols. (London, 1807).
5As Keith Wrightson has suggested, “the most fundamental structural characteristic o f English
society was its high degree o f stratification, its distinctive and all-pervasive system of social inequality.”
At the same time, however, this social and structural reality was ideologically whitewashed with the
rhetoric of liberty and freedom, often by the same “authorities” who emphasized that England was divided
by order, degree, rank and hierarchy. Wrightson, English Society, 1580-1680 (New Brunswick, N.J.:
Rutgers University Press, 1984), 17.
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amounted to an endorsement o f the continuing legitimacy o f human bondage in the form
of villeinage on English soil.
Not all Englishmen were free in Tudor England. And although it has been a
matter o f conventional wisdom for centuries, it would be wrong to conclude (without any
qualification) that it was “simply inconceivable to the English elite that they could strip
English people o f their ‘rights’ and ‘privileges’ and turn them into slaves.”6 This view is
only tenable if one subscribes to a monolithic, even transhistorical, conception o f slavery.
In actuality, the categories o f “freedom” and “unfreedom” were somewhat unstable and
often contested throughout the sixteenth century. As late as the 1630s at least one
Englishman complained that ever since slaves were freed in England “there are growne
up a rabble of rogues, cutpurses, and the like mischievous men, slaves in nature though
not in law.” In this line o f thinking, which could have been extracted straight out o f
Aristotle’s Politics, “nature is the ground of masterly power, and o f servile obedience,
which is therto correspondent; and a man is animal politicum, apt even by nature to
command or obey every one o f his proper degrees.”7
In spite o f this increasingly antiquated belief, however, the sixteenth century
witnessed the rapid expansion o f the myth o f inherent English freedoms. This crucial

6Betty Wood, The Origins o f American Slavery: Freedom and Bondage in the English Colonies
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1997), 12.
1Berkely MSS. Hi. 43 (1885); cited in Alexander Savine, “Bondmen under the Tudors,”
Transactions o f the Royal Historical Society 17 (1903): 244-5; See Aristotle, The Politics, book 1, ch. 5,
“That one should command and another obey is both necessary and expedient. Indeed some things are so
divided right from birth, some to rule, some to be ruled
It is clear then that by nature some are free,
others slaves, and that for these it is both just and expedient that they should serve as slaves.”
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pillar of Englishness was buttressed by the apparent absence o f slavery from England for
centuries and the relative insignificance o f manorial villeinage or any other kind of
unfreedom. From a different perspective, however, in the long-term development and
history of human bondage in England’s overseas colonies, slavery and villeinage
continued to exist in the Tudor world, but not necessarily in conventional forms. This
contention makes sense, however, only if human bondage is understood in the context
that early modem Englishmen would have understood it. To sixteenth-century
Englishmen, human bondage was an inclusive notion that included both villeinage and
slavery. Within that framework, slavery itself was also a concept with multiple layers.
Villeinage still played a role in Tudor society during the sixteenth century, and historians
have been careful to distinguish the institution from slavery in all its particulars, but there
are indications that villeins themselves, as well as some members o f the English elite,
saw little difference between slavery and villeinage.8 Ultimately, it was the perception o f
villeinage as a form o f domestic slavery that enabled its final destruction during this era.
Ironically, just as one form o f human bondage was in its death throes, there was
another movement in Tudor England for the establishment o f a form of domestic slavery
that few found unpalatable and many believed to be a path toward the correction o f a
number of society’s ills. Penal slavery could be, and often was, conceptualized merely as
a punitive institution or a means o f social control. But some Tudor Englishmen also

8On the academic effort to distinguish clearly between slavery and serfdom see M.L. Bush, ed.,
Serfdom & Slavery: Studies in Legal Bondage (London: Longman, 1996), especially Stanley L.
Engermann, “Slavery, serfdom and other forms o f coerced labour: similarities and differences,” and
Howard Temperley, “New World slavery, Old World slavery,” 18-41, 144-57.
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demonstrated a curious attachment to penal slavery as a redemptive institution in which
the goal was less to punish than to eliminate undesirable behavior and reincorporate the
'‘corrected” individual back into society. When combined with the declining significance
o f domestic bondage in the form o f villeinage, the conceptual utility o f this alternate form
o f bondage (whereby human beings enslave themselves through misbehavior) points to
an era in English history when slavery appeared in several guises. While their role in the
domestic history o f England may have been minimal, these simultaneous, but divergent,
trends in the history o f human bondage in the English-speaking world ultimately
provided an influential framework for the conception o f the propriety o f slavery on the
distant shores o f North America and the Caribbean.

*

*

*

*

*

Sixteenth-century Englishmen genuinely believed they were uniquely free. Many
could comfortably concur with the notion that “England was too pure an Air for slaves to
breathe in,” and, indeed, this assumption had some basis in historical precedent.9 The
idea o f Englishmen’s inherent freedom had been developing over the half-millennium
since 1066. At the time o f the Norman Conquest varying degrees o f servitude were
common in England, including slavery. As late as the eleventh century, there were at
least 25,000 slaves in England, or roughly ten percent o f the population. In some western
’Helen Tunnicliff Catterall, ed.. Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery and the Negro
(Washington, D.C.: The Carnegie Institution, 1926), 1:9. The citation dates from a 1569 case preventing
the bondage in England o f a Russian slave.
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counties, such as Cornwall and Gloucester, the slave population exceeded twenty percent.
Although these English slaves —the nativi or servi - may have actually operated on an
equal social and economic footing with the lower orders o f free society - the villani,
bordarii, and cotarii —they were legally marked off from all others. And for the most
part, medieval English slaves were not simply idle servingmen who, according to social
critics of a later time, plagued sixteenth-century England. The typical slave on the lord’s
demesne performed manual, generally agricultural, labor as a plowman or oxherd.10
In the century after the Conquest slaves virtually disappeared from the English
landscape. Most evidence suggests that this process was already under way when
William’s army set foot on English soil, but a combination o f economic and social
changes accelerated the demise o f slavery in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The
change in the rural economy from the labor of slaves, clothed and fed by their lords, to
the labor o f tenants who farmed their own plots and fed themselves compelled many to
unfetter their labor force. And since the Church considered the manumission of slaves to
be a pious activity, others were certainly moved to free their bondsmen by higher ideals.11
,0F. W. Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond: Three Essays in the Early History o f England
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1897), 26-36; R. Welldon Finn, An Introduction to the
Domesday Book (London: Longmans, 1963), 118-22. See also Orlando Patterson, Freedom and the
Making o f Western Culture (New York: BasicBooks, 1991), 349-50. On the enduring significance of
slavery in England vis-a-vis continental Europe, see Marc Bloch, Slavery and Serfdom in the Middle Ages:
Selected Essays (Los Angeles: University o f California Press, 1975), 25-6. For a more recent treatment of
medieval English slavery, see David A.E. Pelteret, Slavery and Early Medieval Englandfrom the Reign o f
Alfred to the Early Twelfth Century (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1995). For a reconsideration o f
English slavery in the context o f medieval European history, see William D. Phillips, Jr., Slavery from
Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade (Minneapolis: University o f Minnesota Press, 1985), esp.
43-65.
"Ross Samson has recently outlined the five traditional explanations for the end of early medieval
slavery. They are semantic, natural demography, economic, class struggle, and the influence o f the
Church. Samson dismisses the first three possibilities in favor o f the last two. See Samson, “The End o f
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By the fourteenth century, then, the descendants o f English slaves had merged with the
growing enserfed population. In legal terms, however, there was a distinction between
serfs and slaves. Slaves were technically “the chattels o f their masters, employed as
instruments of production in agriculture or industry, receiving food, clothing and shelter
from the master,” while serfs “possessed, even if they did not own, the means o f
production of their own livlihood.” 12 As will be seen, however, this technical distinction
oversimplifies a much more complex system o f dependence. The history of late medieval
and early modem England reveals that quite often serfs were treated not so differently
from their enslaved predecessors. More importantly, it is wrong to think of the new
status o f English bondmen as something even remotely progressive, much less an
amelioration of their condition. Ultimately, serfs, like slaves before them, were an
isolated group o f unfree people amid a society o f mostly (though not necessarily) free
men.
Parallel to this transition from slavery to serfdom in England was the reduction in
status under the law o f a category o f people characterized as free in the Domesday Book
at the end o f the eleventh century —the villani. Serfdom and villeinage, terms often used

Medieval Slavery,” in Allen J. Frantzen and Douglas Moffat, eds., The Work o f Work: Servitude, Slavery,
and Labor in Medieval England (Glasgow: Cruithne Press, 1994), 95-124. Marc Bloch and Moses Finley
have been the most well-known proponents o f the economic reason, which boils down to the premise that
the slave lacked motivation and was therefore a poor worker. More recently, Ruth Mazo Karras, drawing
on the work o f David Pelteret, concluded that “demesne slavery in England probably came to an end
because it was not as productive as domiciling the slaves and working the demesne by means o f labor dues
from free and unfree tenants.” See Karras, Slavery and Society in M edieval Scandinavia (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1988), 32, esp. ch. 1: “ Slavery and Servitude in Medieval European Society”; and
Pelteret, Slavery and Early Medieval England.
12R.H. Hilton, The Decline o f Serfdom in Medieval England (London: MacMillan and Co., Ltd.,
1969), 10.
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interchangeably by historians, actually have separate sources in English history. For the
most part, serfdom refers specifically to the category in which all descendants from the
slaves o f the Conquest Era (those listed as nativi, or those unfree by birth, in the
Domesday Book) can be placed. As late as the turn o f the fourteenth century Andrew
Horn claimed that villeins were “cultivators o f the fee, dwelling in upland villages.”
Serfs, on the other hand, were ‘servi a servando’ and could not own anything in their own
name - “they do not know in the evening what service they will do in the morning, and
there is nothing certain in their services. The lords may put them in fetters and in the
stocks, may imprison, beat and chastise them at will, saving their lives and limbs.” 13
Thus, even though common law villeinage as a category o f unfreedom developed in
England during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries as lords redefined the obligations o f
the villani in an increasingly dependent and servile fashion, some legal commentators
continued to emphasize the originally free condition o f villeins. By the thirteenth
century, though, the traditional characteristics of unfreedom (labor service, merchet,
heriot, toll, and arbitrary tallage) were being applied to English villeins.14
Although there were subtle, though diverse, levels o f relative “unfreedom” in

,3Andrew Horn, The M irror o f Justices, William Joseph Whittaker, ed. (London: The Selden
Society, 1895), 79.
14Merchet was a payment owed to the lord upon the marriage o f a son or daughter. Heriot
amounted to a death duty. Toll was payment for permission to sell livestock. Arbitrary tallage was an
annual tax. The legal and economic distinctions among categories o f unfreedom in medieval England are a
complex subject generally beyond the scope o f this study. My comments on the subject are drawn for the
most part from R.H. Hilton, “Freedom and Villeinage in England,” P&P 31 (1965): 3-19; Paul Hyams,
“The Proof of Villein Status in the Common Law,” EHR 89 (1974): 721-49; and John Hatcher, “English
Serfdom and Villeinage: Towards a Reassessment,” P&P 90 (1981): 3-39. On the legal history o f
unfreedom in England see Sir Frederick Pollock and Frederic William Maitland, The History o f English
Law, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1898), 1:412-32.
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medieval and early modem England, sources suggest that lords treated their serfs and
villeins as chattels.15 It might even be claimed, as Orlando Patterson has written, that
English serfdom was conceptually ‘recombinant slavery.’16 Thus lords could exercise the
customary prerogatives common to all slave cultures o f selling their bondmen. On the
other hand, custom also allowed for the emergence o f protective rights that benefitted the
villein’s condition, even though they did not alter their legal or social status. For
example, in spite o f the common law notion that the property o f bondmen was ultimately
the property o f their lords, over time villeins often acquired property and defended it in
their own name according to the medieval doctrine o f possession. In essence, lands or
goods acquired by bondmen did not automatically lapse into their lord’s possession,
unless of course the latter managed previously to take them into their own hands.17
By the end o f the fifteenth century and the ascension o f Henry VII, the first Tudor
king, neither slavery nor villeinage existed to any large degree in England. Remnants o f
the two conditions remained, however, as nativi and villeins continued to toil the lands o f
ecclesiastical orders and secular lords. And although economic and religious motivations
had certainly greatly diminished the presence o f human bondage in England, at no time
was it ever outlawed. Although there were important religious and ideological

,5Paul R. Hyams, Kings, Lords and Peasants in Medieval England: The Common Law o f
Villeinage in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), 1-79.
l6Patterson, Freedom in the Making o f Western Culture, 351.
17Paul Vinogradoff, Villeinage in England: Essays in English Mediaval History (Oxford, 1892),
67. Vinogradoff notes that ‘there was absolutely nothing to prevent a villein from acting in every respect
like a free man if he was so minded and was not interrupted by his lord' (68). This point is also discussed
in Hatcher, “English Serfdom and Villeinage,” 6-14.
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reservations about perpetual and inheritable servitude, the monarchy could not interfere in
the rights English subjects were entitled to with regard to their personal property. English
lords would clearly resist any royal effort (real or imagined) to disposess them o f their
estate, even in the form o f men, women, and children. And, in addition to controlling and
circumventing the lives o f bound men well into the sixteenth century, English lords also
vigorously asserted the right to control the property o f those they considered their
villeins.
Aggrieved Englishmen who found themselves subject to the whims o f others
because o f their tainted bloodlines occasionally found recourse to justice in the Court o f
Requests, which had originally been conceived by Henry VII as a court for civil cases,
correspondent to the Star Chamber. The members o f the court o f the Star Chamber
served as the judges o f the Court o f Requests, which also frequently was called the
“Court o f Poor Men’s Causes.” 18 In Netheway v. Gorge in 1534 the Court o f Requests
was confronted with a case that exemplified the plight o f bondmen who, according to
tradition, had no right to personal property. Sir Edward Gorge, lord o f the manor o f
Walton in Somersetshire, dispatched an agent to purchase an ox from the plaintiff,
William Netheway. Allegedly, Gorge’s agent agreed to pay 265. for the ox, but when
Netheway demanded payment Gorge refused to hand over the sum. Gorge informed the
Court o f Requests that the plaintiff was his bondman and therefore Netheway’s ox was
already his property. As the Court confessed, in point o f law, Gorge’s claim was

“ See G.R. Elton, The Tudor Constitution: Documents and Commentary (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1960), 184-95.
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legitimate. But the climate o f the times was such that public opinion forbade
enforcement o f the dated notions o f villeinage. Thus the royal commissioners pressured
the defendant in this case to pay the full value o f the ox.19
While the government tended to side with bondmen when cases came before royal
officials in the sixteenth century, based upon the increasingly powerful presumption of
English freedom, the continuing legitimacy of villeinage under the law allowed for
abuses. In another case beginning in 1535 the Earl o f Bath seized goods from a man
named Burde to the value o f £400. Bath made no pretense o f purchase in this instance, as
in the case o f Netheway v. Gorge this was simply an example o f the legal spoilation o f a
bondman. In 1539, Burde petitioned the Council o f the West which ordered restitution
for the goods seized. The earl not only disregarded the order, but apparently seized
additional property in October 1540. Eventually the plaintiff petitioned the King directly
and in February 1541 the order to pay for the seized chattel was endorsed by a writ o f
Privy Seal from Hampton Court. Still, however, the earl refused to comply until the
threat o f a fine prompted him to restore the goods in 1544. But the earl was not finished,
and in the less assured political climate after the death o f Henry VIII in 1547 and the
subsequent downfall o f Protector Somerset in 1549, the Earl o f Bath once again seized
horses and cattle from Burde. In this last instance before the records fall silent, the earl
defended his actions by claiming that his ancestor who had enfranchised Burde’s ancestor
had exceeded his legal right - he could actually only enfranchise for the term of his own

wSelect Cases o f the Court o f Requests, 1497-1569,1.S. Leadam, ed. (London: The Selden
Society, 1898), Ixix-lxxi, 42-6.
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life, but upon his death the subsequent Earl of Bath could legally reclaim the family’s
legacy.20
In spite o f the larger tendency toward freedom in sixteenth-century England, the
continuing legality o f villeinage prompted several English lords to attempt to reassert
control over the descendants o f true villeins by either seizing their goods, as in the cases
o f Sir Edward Gorge and the Earl o f Bath, or in seizing their actual persons, as in the case
o f Lord Stafford. Non-legal sources suggest that the increasingly antiquated status o f
villeinage could be abused, even to the point that particularly oppressive lords attempted
to reduce freemen to a state o f bondage. In the fourteenth century, Geoffrey Chaucer
noted in the homily o f the Parson’s Tale that bondage was not a natural condition and
condemned those who “taken they o f hire bond-men amercimentz, whiche myghten
moore resonably ben cleped extorcions than amercimentz. O f which amercimentz and
raunsonynge of boonde-men somme lordes stywardes seyn that it is rightful, for as muche
as a cherl hath no temporeel thing that it ne is his lordes.”21 John Fitzherbert reiterated
this view in 1523 when he mentioned that in spite o f manumissions “in some places
bondemen contynue as yet.” Even worse, it seemed to him that in some places the
number of bondmen was actually on the rise and that freemen were falling prey to
dissolute lords. Fitzherbert recorded that “there be many freman taken as bondemen, and
their landes and goodes taken from them so that they shall nat be able to sue for remedy,

20Select Cases o f the Court o f Requests. 1497-1569, lxxi-lxxii, 48-59.
21The Works o f Geoffrey Chaucer, 2nd ed., F.N. Robinson, ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1933), 252.
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to prove them selfe fre o f blode, and that is moost commenly where the fremen have the
same name as the bondemen, or that his auncesters o f whome he is comen was
manumited before his byrthe.”22
Fitzherbert’s opinion o f unscrupulous lords emerges in the case o f Carter v. the
Abbot o f Malmesbury in 1500. The plaintiff in this case, who found himself being
claimed as a villein regardant to Malmesbury abbey, complained to the Court o f the Star
Chamber that although there were bondmen in his lineage, a previous abbot had
manumitted his grandfather. Disregarding this, the Abbot o f Malmesbury had seized
Carter, thrown him in prison, and confiscated his substantial holdings in sheep and cattle.
The abbot defended his actions by claiming that Carter was not a freeman, but a
“vylleyne and bondman regardaunt.” The abbot also denied that his predecessor had
manumitted Carter’s grandfather or that Carter had been cruelly treated. Carter, however,
managed to produce witnesses to corroborate his claim. Although the records fall silent
at this point, more than likely Carter succeeded in passing the singularly definitive litmus
test of descent. Without absolute proof that the ancestors o f the person claimed were
villeins, no English lord could legally hold an individual in bondage. Even if servile
linkage was established, women could not stand as the link, and only one male was
considered insufficient evidence.23 On the other hand, one free male progenitor typically

"John Fitzherbert, The Boke o f Surveying and Improvements (London, 1523), 26-7.
23Select Cases before the King's Council in the Star Chamber, A.D. 1477-1509,1.S. Leadam, ed.
(London: The Selden Society, 1909), 118-29; Vinogradoff, 83-4; Hyams, “The Proof of Villein Status in
the Common Law,” suggests, however, that this “suit o f kin” process was one fraught with difficulty. It
had been used at an earlier time as part of the process that held many in a continued state o f villeinage due
to divergent legal views on whether status followed from the mother or the father. In the thirteenth
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proved that an Englishman could not be a bondman.
The language employed by the Abbot o f Malmesbury reveals an important
distinction o f status employed during the Tudor era. In part, the legal differentiation
among the kinds o f bondmen that had existed in the past helped further the notion that
there were no slaves in England by the sixteenth century. Most, if not all, slaves had in
fact been manumitted, or enserfed, nearly four centuries before and few people remained
in an actual state o f villeinage by the Tudor era. Nonetheless, English writers were
careful to specify the precise nature o f bondmen in their society as they understood it in
law. Sir Thomas Smith, Elizabeth’s occasional ambassador to France and Secretary o f
State in the 1570s, produced an entire chapter on this subject entitled “O f Bondage and
Bondmen” in his De Republica Anglorum in order to clarify the issue. Smith declared
that according to the Roman tradition there were two kinds o f bondmen:
one which were called servi, and they were [either] that which were
bought for money, taken in warre, left by succession, or purchased by
other kinde and lawful acquisition, or else borne o f their bonde women
and called vernae: all those kind of bondmen be called in our lawe villens
[in grosse], as ye would say [immediately] bonde to the person and his
heires. An other they had .. . which they called adscripticij glebae, or
agri censiti. These were not bond to the person, but to the mannor or
place, and did followe him who had the manors. Those in our lawe are
called villaines [regardants].
For the benefit o f his original continental audience, Smith claimed that he never
encountered any o f the first type in the realm. But o f the second kind, “so few there be,
that it is not almost worth the speaking. But our law doth acknowledge them in both

century, “tenemental influence,” or residency, was often more useful in establishing the status o f the
individual.
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those sorts.”24
In this overall denial o f the significance o f bondage in the sixteenth century (one
which historians have frequently echoed), Smith carefully distinguished between ‘villeins
in gross’ (those whose ancestors were slaves) and ‘villeins regardant’ (those whose
ancestors were customary tenants). Although Smith would have it that the former term
was useless and the latter virtually irrelevant, both terms characterized the increasingly
anachronistic status o f unfreedom. On the other hand, the precise meaning o f the
terminology could also be quite significant. For example, in 1531 the Court o f the Star
Chamber heard the case o f Cade v. Clarke and Others. Thomas Cade and two others
accused six individuals with having falsified an entry into the court roll o f the manor o f
Sandridge stating that they (the six) were bondmen “in order to bring damages at
Common Law against the presenting jurors.” Importantly, the defendants responded that
they were ‘villeins regardant’ and, therefore by implication, allowed certain rights which
the bondmen in blood, or ‘villein in gross’ would not possess. In a legal sense, it was an
important point, since the distinction between villein in gross and villein regardant was
analogous to the distinction between absolute ownership and relative ownership.25
Although the language o f human bondage proved useful in court cases and legal
24Sir Thomas Smith, De Republica Anglorum, Mary Dewar, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1982), Book III, ch. 8, pp. 135-6. Dewar’s translation is based upon a reading o f the 6
extant manuscripts from the original work completed in the 1560s. Smith’s work was originally published
in English in London in 1583 with ten more English editions printed before 1691. Words in brackets are
extracted from the editors footnotes for the purpose o f clarity from the 1583 translation.
25Select Cases before the King's Council in the Star Chamber, vol. 2 , 1.S. Leadam, ed. (London:
The Selden Society, 1911), cxxvii-cxxxi, 184-205. As too frequently happens with these sources, there is
no resolution to the case documented. On the Court o f the Star Chamber, see Elton, The Tudor
Constitution, 158-83.
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commentaries, English villeins saw little in the subtle distinction between villeinage in
gross and villeinage regardant to soothe their souls. Whether villeins were impoverished
and obliged to perform manorial labor or simply compelled to pay a variety o f dues, little
in their condition made them believe they were far removed from slavery. Increasingly,
too, the monarchy recognized this situation and took steps to end villeinage as an
acceptable institution once and for all. Villeinage, however, proved to be an insidiously
adaptive condition so that even as the manorial system declined in early modem England,
human bondage in England often mutated into a system o f personal dependence - even
extortion - where lords continued to profit off their authority to charge their bondmen for
licenses and collect fees in a variety o f annual and ceremonial circumstances.26
The lingering existence of villeinage in Tudor England, then, in spite o f its limited
scope, served to highlight the fissures in the self-professed belief in English freedoms.
Englishmen prided themselves on their unique commitment to liberty. While reluctantly
acknowledging the existence o f English laws o f slavery and villeinage, most historical
sources dating back several centuries pointed out the unnaturalness o f slavery. Most
could agree with thirteenth-century jurist Henri de Bracton’s belief that servitude was “an
institution o f the ju s gentium, by which, contrary to nature, one person is subjected to the
dominion of another.” By this logic, the bondman could actually be a free man since
“with respect to the ju s gentium they are bonds, [but] they are free with respect to the ju s

“ Savine, “ Bondmen under the Tudors,” 235-89.
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naturale.”27 Most Englishmen, particularly those who might find themselves subjected to
the yoke o f bondage, took this sentiment to heart. And when the English countryside
occasionally rippled with disturbances, whether caused by dynastic issues, grievances
over enclosures or religious tensions, the issue o f human bondage could be of some
usefulness.
During the spring and summer o f 1549 East Anglia erupted in one o f the most
sustained popular uprisings in the history o f Tudor England. While the so-called Kett’s
Rebellion may have begun when villagers in Norfolk leveled the hedges o f a landlord
who had enclosed a portion o f the common land, the uprising was sustained by the deeper
concern with local issues and the perception o f the absence o f a “good government”
responsive to the concerns o f all people. Fundamentally, Kett’s Rebellion was a
conservative movement in which the rebels clearly believed they represented the interest
of the Crown against the abuses of the local nobility. But buried in the list o f twenty-nine
articles dealing with a variety o f governmental and religious issues compiled by the
leaders of the rebellion could also be found the curious demand “thatt all bonde men . . .
be made fffe for god made all ffre with his precious blode sheddyng.”28
While Kett’s Rebellion was not about really about the issue o f human bondage,
the motivation behind, and the result of, the inclusion o f that one brief statement attested

:7Henri de Bracton, On the Lawes and Customs o f England, 4 vols., Samuel E. Thome, trans.,
George E. Woodbine, ed. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968): 2:29-30.
:8Anthony Fletcher, Tudor Rebellions, 3rd ed. (Essex: Longman, 1983), 122; See also Fletcher,
54-68, 120-3; Diarmaid MacCulloch, “Kett’s Rebellion in Context,” in Paul Slack, ed., Rebellion, Popular
Protest, and the Social Order in Early Modern England (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984):
36-59.
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to the prevailing notion o f human freedom in sixteenth-century England. Like the
western shires o f Gloucester and Somerset, the East Anglian counties o f Norfolk and
Suffolk were the main centers of the lingering vestiges o f villeinage in Tudor England.
Unlike the western counties, where many o f the manors that continued to hold bondmen
into the sixteenth-century were controlled by ecclesiastics, most East Anglian manors
with bondmen were controlled by lay lords.29 One o f the most important o f these families
was the Howards, the dukes of Norfolk, with numerous manorial holdings in both
Norfolk and Suffolk. The Howard family, however, fell from power in 1546 when the
third duke o f Norfolk was attainted and thereby the family’s lands reverted to the Crown.
The power vacuum created by the downfall o f the most powerful family in the area
prompted much o f the friction that erupted in Kett’s Rebellion at the end o f the decade,
but it also played a role in the destruction of East Anglian villeinage, as well.
Soon after the third duke’s downfall, twenty-six heads o f families from four
Suffolk manors, recently held by the Howards, petitioned Protector Somerset for
manumission after the death of Henry VIII. The bondmen informed Somerset that the
late third duke o f Norfolk was much more extreme than his predecessors. In fact, he had
vigorously exacted many o f the traditional rights lords held over their bondmen

:9Diarmaid MacCulloch, “Bondmen under the Tudors,” in Claire Cross, David Loades, and J.J.
Scarisbrick, eds., Law and Government under the Tudors (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988),
94 (TABLE 1). MacCulloch’s numbers indicate that in 1485 Gloucestershire and Somersetshire contained
a total o f 89 manors with serfs, 61 of which (69%) were manors owned by monastic and secular cathedral
chapters or manors owned by monasteries or nunneries. By 1S60 only 18 manors with bondmen remained,
1 o f which was the property o f a cathedral chapter. By contrast, in 1485 the shires o f Norfolk and Suffolk
contained a total o f 115 manors with serfs, 88 o f which (77%) were in lay hands. By 1560 only 35 manors
possessed bondmen. Thus, while the number o f manors holding bondmen declined precipitously in both
regions, manorial lords in East Anglia managed to hold on to more bondmen due to their lay status.
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regardless of the growing irrelevance o f bondage and climate of presumptive freedom of
all Englishmen. Norfolk had “spoiled your said oratours o f any their landes and
tenementes, gooddes and catalles . . . with such extremitie void of any compassion pietie
or reason.” Many bondmen had fled in order to escape Norfolk’s abuses, which also
included his refusal to permit his bondmen “to marrye accordyng to the lawes o f god ne
yet to sette any o f their children to schoole or to any kynde o f leamyng without exaccions
and fines.”30 Thus, the demand “thatt all bonde men may be made ffre” issued during
Kett’s rebellion was certainly linked with the oppressive exactions o f the Howard family.
Ultimately, many o f the former Howard family bondmen would find their way to freedom
through a series o f manumissions enacted after 1550. During the most noticeable flurry
o f activity between 1550 and 1553, forty-six former Howard bondmen were freed.31
Thus during the sixteenth century the lingering effects of villeinage continued to
send ripples through Tudor society. But against the general trend in sentiment away from
systems o f bondage in England, secular lords rarely were inspired by either piety or
prudence actually to part with their own bondmen. Instead, it generally fell to the Crown
and the actions o f bondmen themselves to put to rest for good the last vestiges of serfdom
in England. The greatest strides toward ending villeinage as a living institution occurred
during the Tudor era through manumissions. Throughout the sixteenth century there
were a variety o f circumstances involving the request o f villeins for freedom, or lords

30Cited in MacCulloch, “ Bondmen under the Tudors,” 99.
3lMacCulloch, “Kett’s Rebellion in Context,” 55-6; See also Diarmaid MacCulloch, Suffolk and
the Tudors: Politics and Religion in an English County, 1500-1600 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 75,
308.
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being ordered by the Crown to free their bondmen. In one case, Henry Aleyns in 1503, a
bondman o f the manor of Borowe in Norfolk, received his manumission. In this instance,
the property on which Aleyns resided came into the King’s hands by the forfeiture of the
Earl of Suffolk. This episode does not seem to be a case of mass enfranchisement of
villeins, since this bondman was specifically freed, “to the intent that the said Henry may
take a priest’s orders.”32
The manumission of their bondmen presented English masters with the timeless
dilemma that had confronted, and would continue to confront, those in the possession of
human property: the threat of economic disaster with the loss o f personal wealth in the
form of bondmen. In 1538, Henry VIII’s minister, Thomas Cromwell, requested the Earl
o f Arundel to manumit one of his bondmen. Arundel, however, responded that Thomas
Goodfreye “is in truth my bondman, as all his progenitors have been, and if I made him
free it would be to the prejudice o f my inheritance for ever. I should be glad to gratify
you otherwise in a better thing.”33 Cromwell was equally unsuccessful in convincing Dr.
John London to manumit the Alweyes family, bondmen in his college’s possession in
Colem. London, who had previously been encouraged in this endeavor by Sir Henry
Long and the Bishop o f Winchester, informed Cromwell that the college’s governing
statutes would allow him to “alienate neither land nor bondmen.” For good measure he
added that the head o f the family, the “reve and overseer of my college wood, wastes the

3:1 Dec. 1503, CPR Hen. VII, H: 340; cited in English Historical Documents. 1485-1558, vol. 5,
C.H. Williams, ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), 273.
” Z,P, 13:1 (Jan.-July 1538), 465.
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woods and conceals the rents.”34
For the most part, although Tudor monarchs sympathized with the plight o f their
bound subjects, they rarely did more than issue a polite request for the manumission of
bondmen in their (usually) noblemen's possession. In 1507, Henry VII stretched the limit
o f his prerogative when he granted a charter for three new Welsh counties that
proclaimed a general manumission for the nativi o f those counties. This exceptional case
o f a Tudor monarch manumitting villeins who were not part o f his personal property,
however, would not be tolerated in the future. The House o f Lords made their animosity
toward Henry’s excessive exercise o f royal prerogative explicit when they rejected the
general bill concernes Manumissionem sevorum vocat. Bondmen?5 The sanctity of
property in common law actually enabled English lords to deal with their bondmen with a
great deal o f latitude. In one case in the 1520s the Duchess of Buckingham, the widowed
grandmother o f the future Lord Stafford, simply ignored the complaints o f her tenants on
the grounds that they were villeins regardant to the manor of Rompney.36
Considering the monarchy’s general tendency in the sixteenth century to
encourage the manumission of bondmen toward the goal of having a society o f truly free
people, the best hope for bondmen with aspirations o f free status was for the estate to
i4LP, 12:2 (June-Dee. 1537), 214; LP, 13:1 (Jan.-July 1538), 108.
35See MacCulloch, “ Bondmen under the Tudors,” 99-100. See also J.H. Baker, ed., The Reports
o f Sir John Spelman, 2 vols. (London: The Selden Society, 1976-7), II: 192.
26LP, 4:2 (1526-1528), 1563. Henry VIII’s ministers took an interest in the case o f Eleanor,
duchess o f Buckingham because upon her death her lands and possession would revert to the King’s
possession. According to the inquiry, the bondmen were “three times proved to be bondsmen in the
lifetime o f Edward duke o f Buckingham” and liable “to pay certain charges to the Duchess, and do her
such service as their ancestors did to the late Duke.”
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which they were beholden actually to fall into the hands o f the monarchy itself. In 1550,
Edward VI commissioned Sir Richard Sakevile, chancellor o f Augmentations, to
manumit “those vyllaynes and nefes aswell regardant to our honours lordeshippes and
mannours as otherwyse in gros not yet manumysed and dyscharged o f their bondage.”
Later that same year, Sakevile came to terms with William Cuckoo, “bocher” and his
brother John Cuckoo, “villeins regardant” to the manor o f Ersham. They were able to
pay £3.6.8 to the Court o f Augmentations, for which “William and John and their
sequela” were manumitted and given rights to their goods and lands.37 Although these
and other bondmen typically had to pay a third o f their personal wealth into
Augmentations in order to be freed, and the manumissions were frequently mandatory,
the perception o f villeinage as a form o f domestic slavery troubled Tudor monarchs.
Simply “hating slavery (servituti odientes)” was motivation enough for the manumission
o f four Suffolk men in 1551 who had been villeins regardant to the king’s manor of
Framyngham, Suffolk.38
Elizabeth continued in this vein when she attempted to resolve the status of
“divers and sundry of our poor faithful and loyal subjects” who had been “bom bond in
blood and regardant to divers and sundry our manors and possessions within our realm o f

37CP RE, 3 (1549-1551), 2 15-6, 316.
}tCPRE, 5 (1547-1553), 407. There was certainly a lucrative benefit in the manumission o f
bondmen. In 1538 the Prior o f Leominster wrote Cromwell informing him o f the abbot’s pattern o f
manumitting the richest bondmen o f Leominster and then keeping the profits himself, rather than paying
them into the priory’s coffers. The prior then went on to tempt Cromwell by mentioning that “my
predecessors have had the authority to ‘manumys’ them; and if you will comfort me to use the same, you
shall have half the profits.” LP, 13:2 (Aug.-Dee. 1538), 1538.
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England.” Thus, in 1574, in response to numerous suits for manumission, Elizabeth
ordered the bondmen to be “enfranchised and made free, with their children and
sequels.”39 This manumission, however, only applied to royal lands in four counties and
required the freedmen to pay fines for their enfranchisement. Ultimately, manumission
and enfranchisement in Tudor England were paradoxical in nature. For the most part, the
manumission o f bondmen, like the monies raised for various license fees, could be quite
profitable for lords. For many lords these manumission fees were the sole profitable
remnant of a decayed institution. Elizabeth sought to capitalize on this source o f wealth
in 1575 when she licensed Sir Henry Lee, a minor courtier at the time, to free the Queen’s
bondmen. Lee’s first order o f business was to determine the fine to be paid for
manumission, whether or not the bondmen actually desired their freedom.
Enfranchisement and the manumission fees involved, in this case, were actually
compulsory; if any villeins declined to enter into an agreement Elizabeth authorized Lee
to seize their lands anyway. Once Lee and the bondmen came to an agreement a charter
o f manumission was drawn up espousing the firm belief that “God created all men free by
nature, and the law o f man placed some under the yoke o f servitude.” Thus, it would be
“a pious thing, and acceptable to God and consonant with Christian charity” to free all
bondmen. To this end, and for the greater good o f his own and royal coffers, Lee
rounded up and manumitted at least 137 villein families, including 495 named crown

39Select Statutes and other Constitutional Documents Illustrative o f the Reigns o f Elizabeth and
James /, 4th ed., G.W. Prothero, ed. (Oxford, 1913), 173-4.
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bondmen, in the years between 1575 and 1580.40
Diarmaid MacCulloch’s research has demonstrated that common law created yet
another path to freedom through the “most bizarre o f its collusive legal fictions:
certification o f bastardy.” Since bond status could only be passed through the male line,
and a bastard’s father was, by definition, unknown, bastardy could thwart villeinage.
This curious step toward manumission and free status had its origins in the 1430s and
MacCulloch has identified a continuous series o f cases for the century between the 1470s
and 1570s. Since the process o f the certification o f bastardy was complex and expensive,
most likely it would have been a collusive action between lord and villein in order to
prevent later generations from attempting to reimpose a bound status upon the heirs o f the
villein.41
In spite o f the actions o f a few retrogrades who struggled to reimpose their
authority over villeins, hereditary bondage was clearly under attack from within and
without during the sixteenth century. Bondmen frequently stole away from their manors
in an effort of legitimize their free status by detaching themselves from the manorial
setting. Likewise, many bondmen took a more juridical route by appealing their plight to
the royal courts. Monarchs from Henry VII to Elizabeth I pushed their subjects to
manumit bondmen on their own behalf and when villeins and “natives” came into royal
hands they frequently ordered their manumission. As we shall see below, the myth that

"Savine, “Bondmen under the Tudors,” 268-72; MacCulloch, “Bondmen under the Tudors,” 1078; E.K. Chambers, Sir Henry Lee: An Elizabethan Portrait (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1936), 43-6.
■"MacCulloch, “Bondmen under the Tudors,” lOlff.
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England was a distinctive society o f free men could not coexist with the lingering
presence of human beings bound simply because o f some inherited, or immutable,
familial stain. In a fundamental sense, villeinage was a system of human bondage that
offended many Englishmen primarily because it replicated the arbitrary and inheritable
nature of enslavement. For that reason alone, the destruction o f domestic bondage was a
significant, though subtle, aspect o f sixteenth-century Tudor policy. Although it was a
conceptually different system o f bondage, in the Tudor mentality villeinage increasingly
equaled slavery.

*

*

*

*

*

According to the boastful rhetoric o f Sir Thomas Smith, the English were an
exceptionally free people. In the last half o f the sixteenth century, Smith helped
popularize the notion that the “nature of our nation is free, stout, haultaine, prodigall o f
life and bloud: [but] contumelie, beatings, servitude and servile torment and punishment
it will not abide. And so in this nature and fashion, our auncient Princes and legislators
have nourished them, to make them stout hearted, courageous and soldiers, not villaines
and slaves.”42 William Harrison, in his introductory section to Holinshed’s Chronicles a
decade later, echoed Smith in claiming that Englishmen cherished freedom to such a
degree that they would sooner suffer death than to “yield our bodies unto such servile

J2Smith, De Republica Anglorum, Book II, ch. 24, 118.
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halings and tearings as are used in other countries.” For this reason, Harrison claimed,
‘our condemned prisoners [go] cheerfully to their deaths, for our nation is free, stout,
haughty, prodigal o f life and blo o d ,. . . and therefore cannot in any wise digest to be used
as villeins and slaves, in suffering continually beating, servitude, and servile torments.”43
These sentiments, so vociferously expressed by Smith, Harrison, and other Tudor
patriots, typified the prevailing attitude toward human bondage. It was a matter o f
national pride and a mark o f the heights their civilization had reached that England was a
land void o f slaves and slavery. The persistence o f villeinage and the perception o f it as a
form o f domestic slavery troubled some people, but it was an institution clearly on the
way out. Importantly, however, the legitimacy o f some conceptually progressive forms
o f slavery actually emerged during the sixteenth century and found a number o f
proponents in high places. Beginning with the reign o f Henry VIII, new ideas for the use
of English slaves in England began to be discussed. The form and purpose of this new,
essentially penal, slavery would be quite different from manorial bondage, but the efforts
of elite Englishmen to employ slavery to mold both Englishmen and the society in which
they lived helped prepare the way for the construction o f a system o f bondage that would
entrench itself in England’s overseas colonies in the seventeenth century.
To many sixteenth-century commentators, England appeared to be a society with
an excess of vagrants and idlemen. A rising population, combined with high levels of

43William Harrison, The Description o f England: The Classic Contemporary Account o f Tudor
Social Life, Georges Edelen, ed. (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1994), 147. This passage dates
from the 1587 edition o f Harrison and relies heavily on the work o f Sir Thomas Smith’s De Republica
Anglorum.
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unemployment and the occasional bad harvest, prompted numerous social critics to worry
about England’s integrity. Within this context, a utilitarian conception o f slavery
emerged that was rather different from previous forms o f domestic bondage. Traditional
English slavery and villeinage, like nobility, were systems closely tied to a belief in the
inherited status and legal condition of the family unit through male descent. Bondmen
were simply those at the absolute bottom of the social order, perhaps even outside o f the
social order itself.44 Likewise, this system existed so that the lord, or master, could profit
from the unrestricted labor o f his property. Later on, as the manorial economy evolved,
bondage frequently mutated into system o f extortion in which, rather than his labor, the
bondman owed a variety o f dues in order to mark certain annual and ceremonial
occasions. Penal slavery was entirely different in these two regards. First, bound men
became slaves in the penal sense not because they were bom into it, but because they had
somehow not lived up to society’s minimum standards. Second, the purpose of
enslavement was to punish. But in another more revealing sense, Tudor Englishmen
imagined enslavement as a kind o f early modem educational system, as well. Ideally,
bondage would teach the value o f hard work to the bondman and serve as a constant
reminder to the rest o f society that everyone was expected to work hard and obey the law.
In this somewhat utopian conception of human bondage, whatever labor might be
performed hardly mattered. Slavery represented a positive means to a virtuous end.

44It might be argued that the process of manumitting bondmen amounted to making them truly
English. In ISSO, Sir Richard Sakevile’s commission to manumit the bondmen belonging to Edward VI
stated that the charges that bondmen should pay into Augmentations should be “such fees and charges as
are paid for making denizens.” See CPRE, 3 (1549-1551), 215-6.
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Perhaps the m ost prominent example o f a positive conception o f slaves and
slavery within the context o f Tudor society appeared early in the reign o f Henry VIII.
Thomas More’s Utopia, originally published in Latin in 1516, described an idyllic world
on the far side o f the Atlantic where communal rule and equality dominated society. Yet
even here, More created a setting in which slaves were prominent. Utopian slaves,
however, did not exist in order to fulfill a labor demand; Utopian slaves were convicted
criminals whose enslavement served to punish and reform the flawed individual.
According to More, punishment in Utopia was “mild and practical” in order “to destroy
vices and save men.”45
More recognized that slavery was an effective institution in Utopia in great part
because of its impermanence. Slaves never lost hope of regaining their freedom,
especially if they accepted their punishment “in the spirit o f obedience and patience.”
Even so, while men were enslaved, the most vile and humiliating tasks were reserved for
them. Slaves would do the slaughtering and cleaning in places far removed from the
center o f the city. “Citizens are not allowed to do such work. The Utopians feel that
slaughtering our fellow-creatures gradually destroys the sense o f compassion, which is
the finest sentiment o f which our human nature is capable.” The presence o f slaves in
Utopia thus served the larger purpose of protecting free citizens from tasks that could
corrupt individuals and undermine the social order. The vice of killing also extended to
hunting, which More’s Utopians considered “unworthy o f free men.” Utopians therefore

45Thomas More, Utopia, 2nd ed., Robert M. Adams, trans. and ed. (New York: W.W. Norton &
Co., 1992), 16-17.
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‘"assigned i t . . . to their butchers, who as I said before, are all slaves.”46
More clearly understood the parameters o f Christian-European slavery. In what
could be read as a prescient critique of the developing European involvement with the
African slave trade, More noted that the Utopians enslaved prisoners o f war “only if they
are captured in wars fought by the Utopians themselves.” Slave status also did not
automatically pass through the generations. Slaves in Utopia were thus o f three sorts: (1)
lapsed or fallen Utopians, (2) prisoners o f war, and (3) “men of other nations who were
condemned to death in their own land.” In all cases, slaves in Utopia were easily
categorized as outsiders. And in the case o f foreigners, More actually imagined that their
slave status was an improvement from their previous fate as condemned men in their own
country. Importantly, o f these different groups, Utopians found their own lapsed citizens
the most contemptible since “they had an excellent education and the best o f moral
training, yet still couldn’t be restrained from wrongdoing.”47
Slaves thus served an important social role in Utopian society. Their presence
served as a constant reminder that “crime does not pay.” The redemption o f slaves was
also something o f a pragmatic practice for the good o f the state and the individual.
During their enslavement, however, delinquent Utopians and foreigners provided a
necessary link between the inner and outer world. In More’s Utopia, the social order was
insulated and protected from instability by the very presence o f the slaves who performed
the necessary tasks of butchering and hunting. In the process, the table remained full o f
46More, Utopia, 16-17, 42, 54.
47More, Utopia, 59.
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meats without the distasteful side-effect o f the degeneracy that came with having to
slaughter another living creature.48 In a sense, slaves provided the link not only between
the inner and outer worlds, but also between humanity and the animal kingdom. The
beastly nature o f the slave’s world was reinforced in particular if slaves rebelled against
their condition, since they could “be put to death” like “savage beasts which neither bars
nor chains can tame.”49 In a very real sense, the freedom and equality that so pervaded
More’s Utopia hinged on slavery.
More’s rather abstract conception of slavery in Utopia demonstrates the
conceptual utility o f an institution and status in which the flawed or degenerate individual
could be redeemed and reformed. In addition, it operated as the most extreme form o f
social control exercised primarily through shaming. The shame of slavery was central not
only to the individual, but especially to society as a whole and served as a constant
reminder and deterrent to others. Orlando Patterson has argued that in all slave societies
the slave was somehow degraded, or shamed. Part and parcel o f this process was the
simultaneous enhancing o f the honor of the slaveholder. In essence, the degradation o f
one human being enabled the elevation of another within a cultural setting where the

48How Utopian slaves were supposed to redeem themselves and attain any measure o f virtue while
performing degenerative tasks, such as hunting and butchering, does not seem to have been considered by
More.
49More, Utopia, 62. Orlando Patterson discusses this issue in terms of “liminal incorporation.” As
in the case of the slave in the Anglo-Saxon epic, Beowulf, Patterson argues that even though the slave was
socially a non-person, he was not an outsider. As More’s butcher-slaves in Utopia demonstrate, slavery
involved the contradictory principles o f marginality and integration. See Patterson, Slavery and Social
Death: A Comparative Study (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982), 45-51. On the link between
slavery and the animal kingdom, see Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in
England, 1500-1800 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), esp. 41-50.
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honorific value o f slavery was structurally more important than any economic benefit.50
In More’s Utopia slaves were an ever-present domestic reminder of the outer world and
the existence o f slaves within that society actually buttressed a community that prided
itself on its exceptional standards.
The role o f bondage in a virtuous society, as characterized in More’s Utopia,
found its way into English common law during the brief reign of Edward VI. England’s
increasing problem with “idle beggars and sturdy vagabonds” in the sixteenth century
prompted Parliament to pass its most extreme penal measure in 1547. With this act,
slavery could be imposed on recalcitrant individuals who refused to work. This act,
however, like More’s conception o f slavery, was not necessarily conceived in order to
brutalize the penal code. To a certain strata o f English society, slavery had a progressive
component, particularly in the aspect of the institution that was imagined as a substitute
for the death penalty. The apparent willingness o f lawmakers to enslave other
Englishmen was also rooted in the notion that the individual could be taught to live up to
society’s standards. Slavery, once again, operated in a humanitarian, essentially
redemptive, manner to improve human beings.51
The 1547 vagrancy legislation has received a fair amount of attention, at least in

“ Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago:
University o f Chicago Press, 1980), esp. 39-58; Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, 79fF.
5IDavid Brion Davis, The Problem o f Slavery in Western Culture (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1966), 107-8. Davis overlooks the humanistic conception o f individual improvement in his mention
of More’s portrayal o f the Utopian slave. Rather, he notes that “ More embraced a full developed slave
system” (107). More’s system of slavery, however, although fully developed, particularly in its purpose,
was a fundamentally different system.
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passing, as a result o f the clause which outlined the course o f punishment for any
competent man “not applying them self to some honnest and allowed arte, Scyence,
service or Labour.” If these persons failed to pursue work, or left their work before the
agreed time expired, “such parsone shalbe taken for a Vagabounde,” for which they could
be branded with a “V” and made the slave o f the informant for two years. The master
would have absolute control over the diet o f his bondman, and could “cawse the saide
Slave to worke by beating, cheyninge or otherwise in such worke and Labor how vyle so
ever it be.” The slave could also be leased, sold or bequeathed, as “any other o f the
master’s movable goodes or Catelles.” Runaway slaves were to be enslaved for life; on
the second escape they could be put to death.52
The 1547 act constituted the most extreme parliamentary effort to control the
presence o f idlemen in English society. The problem of underemployment and vagrancy
in England had been developing throughout the Tudor era as the population began
expanding at a rapid rate for the first time since the mid-fourteenth century onslaught of
the Black Death. With the developing Protestant temperament, particularly in ruling
circles, which tended to view work as a Christian virtue, the apparent growth o f idle
members o f society received a great deal o f attention. In the minds o f English
lawmakers, the 1547 statute was not unduly harsh. Rather, the members o f Protector
Somerset’s government sought to extract something positive out of England’s vagrants in
order to improve both the nature o f English society and the condition o f individual
52See 1 Edw. VI, c. 3; This act can also be found in the definitive article on the subject, C.S.L.
Davies, “Slavery and Protector Somerset; the Vagrancy Act o f 1547,” Economic History Review 2 ser. 9
(1966): 533-49.
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English men and women. Slavery, however, was a condition fraught with nasty historical
baggage and proved to be an excessively demeaning status to Englishmen, not to mention
impractical to enforce, thus Parliament repealed the act within two years.53
Though there is no direct proof or commentary to associate this act with the
model of slavery constructed in Thomas More’s Utopia, there are obvious similarities
that distinguish the conception o f sixteenth-century Tudor slavery from later New World
models. First, people were enslaved because of their failure to live up to society’s
expectations regarding individual behavior. Second, enslavement was intended to instill
a sense of virtue, frugality, and hard work; it would make workingmen out o f idlemen.
And, third, slavery was therefore ideally a temporary status. Englishmen were not to be
enslaved because of a need for cheap labor; after all, there were already too many
potential laborers among the nation’s rapidly expanding population. Likewise, the work
performed by slaves was essentially irrelevant. The destruction o f vice and idleness
through industry ultimately mattered most, even at the expense of treating ffeebom
Englishmen as any form o f “movable goods or Catelles.”

” C.S.L. Davies, “Slavery and Protector Somerset,” concurs in this assessment that “ it was the
name that rankled, rather than the actual condition o f slavery'” (547). His suggestion, however, that the
enslavement “of fellow citizens . . . was a foreign concept in the sixteenth century” (548) excessively
diminishes the complex and contested nature o f human bondage in England. Robin Blackburn, The
Making o f New World Slavery: From the Baroque to the Modern, 1492-1800 (London: Verso, 1997),
suggests that the measure proved impossible to implement, “being opposed not only by those at whom it
was directed but also by labourers who did not wish to be undercut by convict labour and magistrates who
thought it provocative” (57). Unfortunately, there is no firm evidence for any o f these conclusions.
Further, while his assessment o f the general mood o f potential slaves and magistrates seems to be
consistent with available evidence, there is nothing to suggest that free laborers viewed convict labor
within a competitive framework. Blackburn’s depiction o f potential early modem labor strife is wholly out
o f time and place here and, moreover, significantly distorts the act’s intentions. The 1547 legislation did
allow for enslavement as a final punishment, but the labor performed by the slaves themselves was
virtually irrelevant to what the act hoped to achieve.
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The 1547 vagrancy legislation was not an isolated attempt on the part o f the
English government to apply slavery as a social measure. Although the legislation
proved to be impractical, it was consistent with the prevailing conception among the elite
o f English society o f the potential utility o f enslavement, especially if the social stigma
associated with it could be put to rest. In general terms, the predominant attitude toward
the nature of human bondage in Tudor England was one o f extreme distaste. In 1577,
William Harrison proudly noted, “[a]s for slaves and bondmen, we have none; nay, such
is the privilege o f our country by the especial grace o f god and bounty o f our princes that
if any came hither from other realms, so soon as they set foot on land they become so free
of condition as their masters, whereby all note o f servile bondage is utterly removed from
them.” In this special quality, Harrison continued, “we resemble . . . the old Indians and
the Taprobanes [Ceylonese], who supposed it a great injury to Nature to make or suffer
them to bound whom she in her wanted course doth product and bring forth free.”54 In
fact, as mentioned earlier, this notion had indeed been upheld in legal circles at least once
in 1569, when a man named Cartwright brought a slave back from Russia. Cartwright
was questioned for his mistreatment o f the Russian slave and it was eventually resolved
that “England was too pure and Aire for slaves to breathe in.”55
Regardless o f his belief in the liberating quality o f England’s air, Harrison’s
contempt for “theft . . . adultery and whoredom” led him to “wish the parties trespassant
to be made bond or slaves unto those that received the injury, to sell and give where they
^Harrison, The Description o f England, 118.
S5Catterall, Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery and the Negro, 1:9.
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listed, or to be condemned to the galleys.”56 Thus, even though he detested slavery,
Harrison’s notion o f crime and the common law, even as late as the 1580s, still had
conceptual room for the legitimacy o f enslavement in some cases. Although the notion of
slavery in England was ideologically awkward, galley slavery appeared to be an
acceptable institution for dealing with vagrants or other criminals. Importantly, galley
slavery, though still a form of bondage in the Tudor mentality, was distinguished from
traditional manorial bondage which was an inherited condition. A person who ended up
as a galley slave had a least been responsible in some manner for their own condition.
Therefore, as in the case of More’s Utopia and the 1547 legislation, the willingness to
threaten criminals or foreign agents with galley slavery stemmed not from a need for a
labor force, but a continuing faith in the larger social benefits to be accrued from slavery
and redeeming value for the individual o f penal labor.
The inherent values of creating a galley fleet were many. The Mediterranean
world certainly provided numerous examples o f the operation o f oared vessels. Unlike
the Mediterranean, however, where weather and sea conditions were often calm, galleys
were generally restricted from use in northern waters for several reasons. First, the
velocity o f tidal currents at many points in the English Channel could exceed the
maximum sustained speed of the best full-sized galley. While the best galley could
maintain a maximum speed under oars o f approximately seven knots for no more than
twenty seconds, tides in the Channel and the North Sea run as fast as ten or twelve knots

56Harrison, The Description o f England, 190.
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in places. Second, in order to be efficient, galleys also needed to be relatively low-lying
in the water in order to allow oarsmen to use the shortest oars possible. Galleys also
needed to be long and narrow to maximize the number o f oarsmen in relation to its total
displacement and minimize drag. These requirements conflicted directly with the
demands the high winds and rough seas the North Atlantic placed on vessels. Third,
large crews required a great number o f provisions. The typical sixteenth-century galley
could supply itself with food and, especially, water for only two weeks. Fourth, ports in
the north were fewer and farther between than in the Mediterranean.57
In spite o f the many limitations the northern environment placed on the use and
usefulness o f galleys, England made several significant attempts to employ a galley force.
Numerous galleys appear on sixteenth-century naval lists, but for the most part these were
rarely classic galleys along the Mediterranean model. A list o f vessels in 1548 contains
the names o f 14 ships listed as ‘galleys’, but only one of these vessels actually qualified
for the name in the traditional sense. The most famous example o f this dates from early
in the century when Henry VIII launched the enormous Great Galley in 1515 which,
when fully complemented, carried hundreds o f fighting men and 120 oars. The Great
Galley, however, also carried four masts and could set eight sails. Rarely, however, was
this ship out o f harbor and she was apparently rebuilt in the 1530s as an ordinary sailing
ship. Likewise, there is little evidence to suggest that the Great Galley ever used

57John Francis Guilmartin, Jr., Gunpowder and Galleys: Changing Technology and
Mediterranean Warfare in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974), 62-4;
British Naval Documents, 1204-1960, John B. Hattendorf, R.J.B. Knight, M.W.H. Pearsall, N.A.M.
Rodger, and Geoffrey Till, eds. (Aldershot: Scolar Press for the Navy Records Society, 1993), 77-8.
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enslaved oarsmen.58
Beginning in the 1540s England embarked upon a period o f galley construction
and use that persisted into the reign o f James I. English interest in traditional galleys
seems to have begun in 1540 when Francis I o f France was informed that Henry VIII
intended to construct six galleys for coastal defense. Only the Galley Subtle, however,
was constructed during this time, although Henry also unsuccessfully approached
Emperor Charles V with the hope o f purchasing or borrowing ten fully-equipped and
furnished galleys. With the failure o f these efforts to build up a galley fleet, Henry
attempted to meet the French menace at sea with the construction o f thirteen rowbarges in
1546. Most o f these, however, were sold off or scrapped by 1549. England acquired
several galleys from France by one means or another during the subsequent decades. In
1546 an English fleet captured the Galley Blanchard, but this was restored to France
(minus its slaves) a year later. England once again captured a French galley in 1549, the
Galley Mermaid, which last appeared in records in 1563. Two more galleys, the
Speedwell and the Tryright were captured in the Firth o f Forth in 1560 and served in the
English navy for another 20 years. In 1563, England acquired the Galley Eleanor from
France, which was later renamed the Galley Bonavolia.S9
Between 1549 and 1559 there were only two galleys in England, the Galley Subtle
and the Galley Mermaid. Throughout the first decades of Elizabeth’s reign there were

58R.C. Anderson, “ Henry VIII’s ‘Great Galley’,” MM 6 (1920): 274-81; J.E.G. Bennell, “English
Oared Vessels of the Sixteenth Century,” M M 60 (1974): 15.
59Bennell, 16-22, 172; E.R. Adair, “English Galleys in the Sixteenth Century,” EUR 35 (1920):
498-503.
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three galleys in operation, although like their predecessors these were infrequently
employed.60 The Galley Subtle had been used in support of land forces during the
English invasion o f Scotland in 1544, but official opinion turned against the use of
galleys by 1551 when the Privy Council issued an order to discharge them, “considering
thei arr o f great chardge to the Kinges Majestie and serve in dede to lytle purpose.”61
During its long career, the Galley Bonavolia helped chart the Thames estuary, worked as
a tug, and during the threat of the Spanish armada in the 1580s was even outfitted for a
military enterprise. But the same rough weather that scattered the Spanish fleet
apparently prevented the embarkation o f the galley. Indeed, it was a common assertion
among European observers that the English “do not use galleys, owing to the strong tide
o f the ocean.”62 Late in Elizabeth’s reign, however, England inaugurated something o f a
modest galley-building program. In 1592 the Galley Mercury was constructed and ten
years later four more galleys were built: the Advantagia, the Superlativa, the Gallarita,
and the Volatilla. None of these actually ever put to sea and they ultimately rotted in
harbor. The last o f the English galleys were eventually sold off because o f their lack of

“ William Harrison reported the existence o f the Speedwell, Tryright, and the Black Galley, which
was most certainly a reference to the Galley Bonavolia, which like many galleys probably had its hull
painted black. The Galley Subtle and Galley Mermaid were both described in 1559 as “very much worn
and o f no continuance” and seem to have been scrapped by 1563. See British N aval Documents, 64, 124 n.
1 and Harrison, 243.
61A PC, 3:209 (5 Feb. 1551). Warrants were issued to pay off the crews in subsequent months, but
in 1552 the galleys were apparently repaired for later use. Adair, 503-4.
62CSPV, 5 (1534-1554), 351-2, 548 (May 1551 and 1554).
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use and constant expense in 1629.63
In the end, galleys were not an important part of Tudor naval policy; only eleven
ever seem to have been employed in England. Galleys spent the majority o f their time in
harbor and when they did venture out to sea they were often manned by free laborers.
When the Galley Bonavolia set to sea twice in the 1580s, wages were recorded for all the
men on board in both circumstances, oarsmen as well as mariners.64 Nonetheless, galley
slavery did play a role in the perpetuation o f a slavery as a legitimate feature o f Tudor
society. Several times during the 1540s legislation appeared in which individuals could
be sentenced to galley slavery. As early as 1544, Henry VIII issued a royal proclamation
ordering alien French to leave England or they would be “sent to his grace’s galleys.”
The following year another proclamation appeared in which Henry determined to use “all
such ruffians, vagabonds, masterless men, common players, and evil-disposed persons to
serve his majesty . . . in certain galleys.” In 1548, the city o f London punished Edmund
Grymeston for “writing an infamous libel full o f reproach” by cutting o ff his ears at the
pillory and sentencing him “to serve in the galleys as a slave during his life.” The Privy
Council likewise authorized the Warden o f the King’s Bench Prison, in Southwark, to
deliver George London, Thomas Allen, and a man named Tomlin, all three previously
condemned to death, to Sir Richard Broke, “captayne of the Galley.” Finally, in 1550,
the threat o f dangerous rumors prompted Edward VI to issue a royal proclamation

a The Naval Tracts o f Sir William Monson, M. Oppenheim, ed., 6 vols. (London: Navy Records
Society, 1902-14), 4:108-9.
“ Cited in Adair, 512.
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condemning anyone found guilty o f spreading rumors of military defeat “into the galley,
there to row in chains as slave or forcery during the King’s majesty’s pleasure, to the
example and terror o f all others.”65
While galley slavery served as a possible remedy to the social ills o f Tudor
society and potential deterrent to dangerous activities in wartime, the reputation of
England as a place void of slaves could also play a strategic role in preventing foreign
galleys from approaching England. When England returned the Galley Blanchard to the
French in 1547, Henry VIII refused to return its complement o f 140 enslaved
Neapolitans, Spaniards and Gascons. After the capture of the ship the slaves had been
compelled by the English to row for their captors. Henry was advised, however, that the
galley would be “some chardge to his [majestie] contynewally iff his highnes do kepe her
styll wth her sute o f forsados as she ys nowe.” Rather than keeping them enslaved in
service to England, or returning them to the French with the ship, Viscount Lisle,
England’s lord admiral, suggested that Henry should “gyve fredom and liberty to the
sayde forsados at the leaste to as many as wold take yt wch I thinkewold be more worth
to his [majestie] then the strength o f iiijor gallys if ever his [majestie] shoid have any more
to do wth theym.” Besides endearing the former galley slaves to the English monarch,
Lisle suggested that this measure would also send a message to foreign powers who
“wolbe ever in doubt to come nere unto any o f the Kyngs mats navy or ports for feare of

6STRP, 1:326-7, 352,456; Reports from the Lost Notebooks o f Sir James Dyer, 2 vols., J.H.
Baker, ed. (London: The Selden Society, 1994), 1:135; APC, 2:556; Bennell, 181.
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Rendering theym selves unto his highnes.”66 In this way, England could put into action a
policy that validated the national predisposition to acclaim itself as inherently free.
While freeing the slaves o f foreign galleys served higher political and
international purposes, few challenged the usefulness o f other Englishmen as potential
galley slaves. Not until the later years o f Elizabeth’s reign, however, did talk o f galley
slaves resurface in Tudor England. Beginning with Harrison’s suggestion that galley
slavery was an appropriate means for dealing with England’s rogues and vagabonds, and
with the looming conflict with Spain on the minds o f many, more talk o f galley slavery
appeared in the 1580s. In 1586 Francis Walsingham relayed to Queen Elizabeth’s
Solicitor General that since the laws o f England were not severe enough “to represse the
insolency o f all sortes o f fellowes,” plans should be made to condemn the most vile
offenders, “being repryved from execution” to the galleys, “whereof one is already built,
and more are meant to be built.” Walsingham hoped that the use o f galley slavery as a
punishment would “both terrify ill disposed persons from offending, and make thos that
shall hasard them selves to offend in some sorte proffitable to the common wealthe.”67
In 1589, Sir John Hawkins issued a memorandum on the sea charges o f the Galley
Bonavolia, noting that the ship would require 150 slaves to fill its 50 banks. There were
probably never that many slaves on board the galley, and even Hawkins, one o f
England’s earliest and most notorious slave traders, did not feel equipped to provide a

66LP, 21:1, 636-7 (15 July 1546). The slaves were not returned with the galley in 1547, but
whether they were set free or continued to serve on the Galley Subtle remains in question. See Adair, 50002 .

67The Egerton Papers, J. Payne Collier, ed. (London: The Camden Society, 1840), 116-7.
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budget for food expenditures for the slaves, since “we are not yett in the experyence o f
yt.”68 Some o f these requirements were possibly intended to be filled in 1593 when the
Privy Council sent Walter Pepper and George Ellis, “two lewd and loose fellowes,” to
Hawkins to use in the galleys.69 In this vein, the Privy Council also ordered the mayor of
Chester to threaten deserters from the troops in Ireland or on the way to Ireland that,
whereas the ringleaders might be executed, the others would not escape because “there is
almoste in readynes an other sorte o f punishmentt for them by putting them into gallyes,
where they shall not be able to runne awaye any more.” Just two years later the Privy
Council sent out an order to all the justices o f the assize requesting that condemned
criminals be sent to the galleys.70 In her waning years, Elizabeth likewise participated in
this effort to stock the newly constructed galleys with several royal proclamations that
condemned offenders to the galleys.71
More than any other single Englishman, Sir William Monson outlined the most
forthright recommendation for the use o f galleys and the benefits o f galley slavery.
Citing the historical precedent o f the Mediterranean and Iberian worlds, Monson

6SThis memorandum is published as an appendix to Bennell, “English Oared Vessels of the
Sixteenth Century,” 185. E.R. Adair, 511, makes the intriguing assertion that Hawkins’ estimate was based
upon the potential use o f black African slaves, in light o f his slave-trading exploits and the rather
incongruous statement that England did not have any experience in the employment o f galley slaves.
MAPC, 24:486-7 (26 Aug. 1593).
10APC, 30:245-6 (13 April 1600); A PC, 32:489 (19 July 1602); cited in Adair, 510.
7lSee TRP III: 86-92 (18 Oct. 1591). According to the legislation o f 1598, quarter session justices
were given the alternatives of committing criminals to jail, houses o f correction, condemning them to
banishment from the realm, execution, or service in the galleys. For the context o f this within other
Elizabethan vagrancy legislation, see D.M. Palliser, The Age o f Elizabeth: England under the later Tudors.
1547-1603, 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1992), 145-51.
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elaborated the utility o f galleys and galley slavery for England. In particular, Monson
believed that galley slavery would serve the same purpose as houses o f correction.
According to Monson’s vision, the time o f service in the galleys would depend entirely
on the prisoners themselves, but “none under seven years.” In all regards they were to be
treated as slaves - “they must be shaved both head and face, and marked in the cheek
with a hot iron.” Monson, however, was careful to point out that these markings were so
that others would “take them to be the King’s labourers, for so they should be termed, and
not slaves.” Through this labor, Monson believed that England’s vagabond problem
would soon diminish, since “the terror of the galleys will make men avoid sloth and
pilfering and apply themselves to labour and pains.”72
In the end, galley slavery in England was discussed more frequently than it was
actually employed. In part, Englishmen could not escape the fact that whatever term was
adopted to characterize the oarsmen, whether slaves or laborers, the work performed by
these men was slavish in nature. In addition, a large-scale galley force was impractical
for a Tudor navy primarily concerned with operations in the rough north Atlantic waters.
Likewise, members of the Tudor government frequently expressed concern, as in 1551,
with the unnecessary expense o f maintaining a corps o f galley slaves when galleys were
only considered useful when weather conditions were ideal or when there was some naval
exigency. Nonetheless, the recurring vision o f slavery as outlined by Sir Thomas More
and the various pieces o f Tudor legislation represented a real willingness to adopt a

72Aravo/ Tracts o f Sir William Monson, 4:107-9.
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program of enslavement in the face o f popular rhetoric about the liberties of freebom
Englishmen. Although there were a number of obstacles to the success of any policy that
called for the use o f slaves, slavery’s potential social benefits captured the attention of
more than a handful of Tudor elites.

*

*

*

*

*

Galley slavery never became a significant part o f either the English navy or the
English penal system. Slavery, although conceptually practical, was a precarious
concept. Nothing demonstrates this fundamental conviction more than Sir William
Monson’s suggestion that although galley oarsmen could easily be treated as slaves, it
would be indelicate to call them “slaves” because o f prevailing popular notions o f the
implications o f slavery. This sentiment was consistent with the emerging sense in
England of the dignity of status and faith in the idea that being English meant that
individuals were at least guaranteed their freedom. To a large degree, then, the
characterization o f work as slavish was less offensive than to be categorized as a slave in
Tudor England. By the turn o f the seventeenth century, human bondage, no matter what
that meant in the day-to-day setting for slaves or villeins themselves, was completely
inconsistent with the increasingly powerful perception o f the sanctity o f birth on English
soil.
This sense o f the absolute horror o f slavery frequently found its way into the
rhetorical realm. In 1550, Robert Crowley typified an important aspect of the use o f
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slavery as a meaningful rhetorical device when he reflected upon the uprisings o f the
previous year. In his commentary on the conflicts between rich and poor he noted that
the poor believed that “in the country we cannot tarry, but we must be their slaves and
labour till our hearts burst.” A similar situation would certainly befall them in the cities,
as well, so they had to “fight it out, or else be brought to the like slavery that the French
men are in!” Crowley, however, put part o f the blame on the poor for being “stubborn”
and failing to believe that their troubles in this life would be remedied in the afterlife.
Even more, by refusing to serve their betters, the poor were actually endangering the
security o f England itself. In weakening the hold o f gentlemen and rulers they were
creating a situation that would ultimately allow “strange nations to subdue thee (as the
Babylonians did the Jews) and lead thee away in captive. So that, refusing to serve in
thine own country, thou shalt be made a slave in a strange country.”73
For their part, the wealthy were not entirely innocent in the troubles that had
befallen England, either. Crowley warned them, as well, not to “invent ways to keep [the
people] bare, lest it chance unto you as it did to king Nebuchadnezzar and his servants
when they devised ways to keep the Hebrews in slavery still.” Coming from a reformed
religious perspective, Crowley warned the “covetous” English elite that God drowned the
Jews’ enslavers in the Red Sea and drove Nebuchadnezzar’s dead soldiers on land so that
“whom they thought to keep still in slavery, might easily take the spoil o f them.” “Be
warned, therefore, and seek not to keep the commons o f England in slavery, for that is the

^Robert Crowley, “The Dangers o f Sedition,” from The W aieto Wealth (1550), in EHD, 303-12.
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next way to destroy yourselves!”74 This was a line o f thinking that many could
appreciate, as it was frequently commented upon that Commonwealths were always “in
danger of trouble and ruine, by the conspiracie o f slaves combining themselves together:
all Histories being full o f servile rebellions and warres.”75
The rhetorical flourish o f slavery actually proved quite useful as a rallying cry in a
number o f situations. Tudor Englishmen were well aware that slavery was an absolute
condition typically characterized by demeaning, back-breaking labor, an absence of social
and political rights, and the polar opposite o f everything English. Queen Elizabeth
employed the language o f slavery on the eve o f the arrival o f the Spanish Armada when
she declared a state o f martial law against the “Possessors o f Papal Bulls, Books,
Pamphlets.” Spain and the Papacy, she warned, were preparing to invade England and
“overthrow our most happy estate and flourishing commonweal, and to subject the same
to the proud, servile, and slavish government o f foreigners and strangers.” Worse still,
the pope was plotting to incite the English “to betray and yield themselves, their parents,
kindred, and children . . . to be subjects and slaves to aliens and strangers.”76
Few disagreed that enslavement was contemptible. According to Henry
Swinburne, “a slave is in greatest subjection, for a slave is that person which is in
servitude or bondage to an other, even against nature.” To compound matters, “even his

7JCrowley, “The Dangers o f Sedition,” in The Waie to Wealth, 303-12.
7SJean Bodin, The Six Books o f a Commonweale (1606), Kenneth Douglas McRae, ed.
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962), 38.
76TRP, 3:13-17.
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children . . . are infected with the Leprosie o f his fathers bondage.”77 As BritishAmerican colonists would demonstrate quite clearly in the late-eighteenth century,
familiarity with the institution o f slavery provided social critics, whether political or
religious, with a potent weapon. Individuals such as Crowley and Queen Elizabeth were
primarily warning their countrymen about the internal threat o f irreligiosity, covetousness
and fundamental challenges to the social order, as well as the external threats o f Spain in
general and Catholicism in particular. Within this context, however, the symbolic
resonance o f slavery placed the urgency of the situation in the forefront. More than death
itself, nothing could frighten, disgust and anger Englishmen more than the threat o f their
own enslavement.
Whether or not it was actually true, then, Englishmen believed that, in a global
context, they were uniquely free. By the seventeenth century this ideal would reach full
fruition in the events and ideas surrounding the English Revolution. Regularly English
parliamentarians invoked the language of liberty, conceived in the wisdom o f their own
past, to strike back at the perceived infringements the monarchy placed upon Englishmen.
In fact, for many, the “ancient freedom and liberties o f England" were older than either
the revered common law or monarchical government. While the “free man” emerged as
the definitive Englishman, the villein, or slave, became increasingly relevant as his
counterpoint. Thus few could argue with Thomas Hedley’s assertion in Parliament, based
upon his recollection o f the condition of villeins, that if you “take away the liberty o f the

^Henry Swinburne, A Brie/e Treatise o f Testaments and Last Willes (London, 1590), 43-4.
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subject in his profit or property . . . you make a promiscuous confusion o f a freeman and
a bound slave,” which was ultimately “repugnant to the nature of an Englishman.”
Villeinage, after all, meant not only the absence o f personal freedom, it implied
diminished capacity as a human being. The villein’s condition “abase[d] his mind” and
made him unfit to serve his country in war or peace since the law did not permit him the
benefits of a free society. Ultimately, a society with bondmen was bound to “grow both
poor and base-minded like to the peasants in other countries.” Even worse, society will
become apathetic as people cease to care for “that wealth and courage that now they have,
but a drooping dismayedness will possess and direct them or deliver them up to desperate
resolutions.”78
Englishmen had only to look back at their own not-too-distant past in order to
comprehend the significance o f human bondage. In one sense, most Englishmen agreed
that they lived in a particularly unfettered society, but they did not conceive o f human
bondage as a monolithic concept. It was consistent with a national mood that cherished
freedom that villeinage should come under assault from both above and below. But this
was not the only form o f “slavery” on the horizon, and other types o f human bondage
were given some consideration during this period. In general, manorial villeinage, or
serfdom, and domestic slavery were disavowed in early modem England because they
were based upon the notion that some Englishmen could be naturally unfree. Englishmen
certainly were not averse to the notion that human beings were imprinted with a certain

n Proceedings in Parliament 1610,2:189-96. On this issue see also David Underdown, A
Freeborn People.
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status by birth; indeed, the belief in nobility, not to mention monarchy, was founded upon
that principle o f hierarchy o f birth. The increasingly important myth, however, that
England was a society o f free men could not stand up to the lingering presence o f human
beings bom into bondage because it was an inherited condition. Even so, there remained
enough conceptual room for the serious consideration o f establishing another form o f
domestic slavery based upon seemingly more progressive ideas concerning the
redemptive value o f human bondage with a socially beneficial purpose. Both o f these
conceptions o f human bondage would find there way across the Atlantic with the early
English settlers. Once there, however, it quickly became apparent that other models o f
slavery, those current in the Atlantic world in the sixteenth century, would have to be
incorporated into the Anglo-American mental world.
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CHAPTER TWO:
“THE WHOLE WORLD IS FULL OF SLAVES”:
ENGLISH PERCEPTIONS OF SLAVERY IN THE AGE OF EUROPEAN
EXPANSION

Anthony up was tane by an English Runagade,
With whom he did remain at the Sea-roving trade:
I'th nature o f a Slave he did i’th Galley row;
Thus he his life did save but Constance did not know:
still she cries Anthony, my bonny Anthony . . .
. . . Algier is the Whirlepoole o f these Seas, the Throne o f Pyracie, the Sinke of Trade and Stinke of
Slavery.2

When Jean Bodin’s Six Books o f a Commonweale appeared in English in 1606
numerous Englishmen were already aware o f the writings o f the French jurist from the
Latin and French editions o f his previous works. Thus, few people would have been
surprised with Bodin’s discussion of the subject o f slavery. Bodin treated slavery as a
widespread human institution that began “immediately after the general deluge” and,
though it diminished for a time “yet is it now againe approved, by the agreement and
consent o f almost all nations.” According to Bodin, it did not matter the religion or form
of government a people lived under; throughout history slavery was omnipresent. From

'“An Admirable New Northern Story,” in The Euing Collection o f English Broadside Ballads. ..
in the Library o f the University o f Glasgow (Glasgow: University of Glasgow Publications, 1971), 10.
2Purchas, HP, 6:108.
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the West Indies, whose people “never heard speech o f the lawes o f God or man” to “the
holiest men that ever lived,” slaves had been used to labor and serve on the behalf o f
others. This shocked no one in England. Although virtually all Englishmen agreed with
the boastful assessments o f William Harrison and Sir Thomas Smith that England knew
nothing o f slavery, they also recognized that England was quite exceptional in that
regard. William Davies, a London barber-surgeon and former slave in the Mediterranean
galleys, had this peculiarity in mind when he asked his audience “[w]hat English heart (I
say) duly pondering these things . . . can otherwise choose but falling downe on his
bended knees, yeeld God immortall and innumerable thanks and prayse-giving . . . for
preserving him so long from so many miseries and wretched thraldomes, whereunto most
Nations of the Earth are subject?”3
The typical Englishman living in the sixteenth century would have possessed a
number of assumptions concerning the significance and legitimacy o f human bondage
based upon the events and developments that had been taking place on their home island.
Compared to their knowledge of the role o f slaves and slavery in history or the present
situation beyond the seas, however, English bondage must have seemed insignificant.
History suggested that if slavery was not part o f God’s design it certainly had flourished
within the framework He had established. Even those people that God had blessed with
greatness in the past were not exempt from lapsing into a state of “extreame bondage” at

’John Bodin, The Six Books o f a Commonweale, Kenneth Douglas McRae, ed. (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1962), 34; William Davies, True Relation o f the Travailes and most miserable
Captivitie o f William Davies, Barber-Surgion o f London (London, 1614), E4. See below for the context in
which Davies believed people should give thanks to God for their freedoms.
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a later time. With a great appreciation for the vicissitudes o f time that only God could
comprehend, Davies warned Englishmen that if the Jews, “being a Nation [God] had once
selected himselfe from all the Nations o f the earth,” and the Greeks, who were once the
“Monarches o f the Earth,” could lapse into a condition o f “extreame thraldome and
punishment,” there certainly was no guarantee that an unduly humble or unrepentant
English nation might not suffer the same fate in the future.4
The Bible was filled with references to slaves and slavery and established human
bondage as an apt metaphor for the complete submission o f mankind and particular
individuals to God. Throughout the book o f Exodus, one could read o f the sons o f Israel
“groaning in their slavery” in Egypt so miserable and cruel that when Moses told them
that Yahweh would free them of their burdens and lead them to a better place they could
not listen, “so crushed wras their spirit.” The entire Old Testament, in fact, granted tacit
justification for the legality o f human bondage, provided it conformed to certain religious
precepts. The book o f Leviticus made it clear that slaves should come from foreign
nations and that they “shall be your property and you may leave them as an inheritance to
your sons after you, to hold in perpetual possession. These you may have for your slaves;
but to your brothers, the sons of Israel, you must not be hard masters.”5 Similarly, the
New Testament, particularly the letters o f Paul, reveal a certain recognition o f slavery as
a legitimate human institution. Thus, while Paul did not put forward a ‘pro-slavery’

4Davies, True Relation, E4.
5Exodus 2:23, 6:1-9; Leviticus 25:44-6; See David Brion Davis, The Problem o f Slavery in
Western Culture (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1966), 63-6.
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argument, he advised without reservation that slaves “must have unqualified respect for
their masters, so that the name of god and our teaching are not brought into disrepute.’’6
Although the Bible was certainly the central guiding text for early modem
Europeans, literate Englishmen possessed a wide array o f sources informing their
perception o f human slavery. In addition to the various Biblical characterizations o f
slavery, the sixteenth-century reading public in England also looked to the ancients where
they found a similar recognition of the legitimacy o f slavery. Within the ancient Greek
tradition the available scholarship tended to insinuate, if not boldly proclaim, the
fundamental naturalness o f slavery. Aristotle’s treatment o f the subject in his Politics,
originally translated into English in 1598, provided one o f the most familiar arguments
for this position, particularly his assertion that slavery was part of a “universal natural
pattern.” According to Aristotle, human societies were naturally ordered and
characterized by a number of relationships between subordinates and authorities,
including that o f masters and slaves. The basis for this distinction was rooted in the
capacity o f individual human beings to reason, for there were those in society whose
“function is the use o f their bodies and nothing better can be expected o f them.” These
so-called “slaves by nature” were those who could and should belong to another because
of their native deficiency in reason. Aristotle even went so far as to claim that it was
“nature’s purpose to make the bodies o f free men to differ from those of slaves, the latter
strong enough to be used for necessary tasks, the former erect and useless for that kind of

61 Timothy 6:1; see also Titus 2:9-10.
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work, but well suited for the life o f a citizen o f the state.”7
Aristotle’s conception of natural slavery served as both touchstone and
justification for many Western Europeans throughout the early modem era. The
significance o f Aristotle, however, did not resurface until the medieval era when his
works were translated into Latin from Arabic sources. Within the Christian tradition,
however, discussions diverged little from the basic question of whether or not slavery was
a natural condition or institution. St. Augustine o f Hippo’s conception o f slavery as a
consequence o f m an’s fall from a state o f innocence was typical o f the views expressed
by the early Church fathers and those who followed them throughout the first
millennium. In the City o f God, a work published in English during the first decades o f
the seventeenth century, Augustine recounted that before man’s fall from a state o f grace,
God ‘did not wish the rational being, man in his own image, to have dominion over any
but irrational creatures, not man over man, but man over the beasts.” In other words,
there were no slaves until Noah “punished his son’s sin with this word; and so that son
deserved this name because of his misdeed, not because of his nature.” The departure o f
Adam and Eve out o f the Garden o f Eden created the climate in which slavery could

7Aristotle, The Politics, T.A. Sinclair, trans. (Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1981), 66-9; Davis, The
Problem o f Slavery in Western Culture, 69-72; Peter Gamsey, Ideas o f Slavery from Aristotle to Augustine
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 23-52. Perhaps Aristotle’s notion that slaves might be
readily identifiable by their physical characteristics alarmed some Englishmen who, in the traditional
European mode o f human description, were often described by their contemporaries as “tall o f stature,
strong of body” or “blockish, uncivil, fierce, and warlike.” According to William Harrison, “for that we
dwell northward, we are commonly taken by the foreign historiographers to men o f great strength and little
policy, much courage and small shift.” See Harrison, The Description o f England, 446. For further
discussion of this point, see Chapter Four below.
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exist, but the so-called ‘curse o f Ham’ provided the impetus for its actual emergence.8
Therefore, slavery resulted from man’s sinful nature, not simply man’s nature. And even
though it was not part o f God’s original intent for mankind, “this can only happen by the
judgement o f God, with whom there is no injustice, and who knows how to allot different
punishments according to the deserts o f the offenders.” Interestingly, even though
Augustine considered slavery to be unnatural in God’s original plan, he did maintain that
“slavery as a punishment is also ordained by that law which enjoins the preservation of
the order o f nature, and forbids its disturbance.” In this view, slavery had become a
natural part o f the Fallen World and, because man no longer lived in a state o f innocence,
mankind, masters and slaves alike, should respect their condition and position in society
in order to ensure peace and harmony.9
St. Augustine’s conception o f slavery as a product of sinfulness in a fallen world

“According to Genesis 9:21-27 Noah became intoxicated on the ark and “while he was drunk he
uncovered himself inside his tent. Ham, Canaan's ancestor, saw his father’s nakedness, and told his two
brothers outside. Shem and Japheth took a cloak and they both put it over their shoulders, and walking
backward, covered their father’s nakedness. When Noah awoke from his stupor he learned what his
youngest son had done to him. And he said: ‘Accursed be Canaan. He shall be his brothers’ meanest
slave.’ He added: ‘Blessed be Yahweh, God o f Shem, let Canaan be his slave! May God extend Japheth,
may he live in the tents o f Shem, and may Canaan be his slave!”’ For a good introduction to the literature
on this subject (which typically delves into the question o f ‘race’ in addition to slavery) see William
McKee Evans, “From the Land o f Canaan to the Land o f Guinea: The Strange Odyssey o f the ‘Sons of
Ham’,” American Historical Review 85:1 (February 1980): 15-43; Benjamin Braude, “The Sons ofNoah
and the Construction o f Ethnic and Geographical Identities in the Medieval and Early Modem Periods,”
WMQ 54:1 (January 1997): 103-43.
9St. Augustine, Concerning the City o f G od against the Pagans, Henry Betterson, trans.
(Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1972), 874-5 [Book 19, ch. 15]. On St. Augustine see Gamsey, Ideas o f
Slavery, 206-19; Stephen Jablonski, “Ham’s Vicious Race: Slavery and John Milton,” Studies in English
Literature, 1500-1900 37:1 (Winter 1997): 173-90. Jablonski points out that Augustine neither linked
slavery with deficiency o f reason nor identified a particular group o f people as more apt for slavery than
others and therefore lacked a concept o f natural slavery (183). Augustine’s conception, however, certainly
admits slavery as a natural pattern and consequence o f a fallen world. Slavery was, in essence, a natural
condition in an unnatural world.
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remained within the dominate strain o f Christian theology for more than a thousand
years. In the twelfth century, however, Western Europe ‘rediscovered’ Aristotle’s
Politics, and in the thirteenth century St. Thomas Aquinas incorporated many of the ideas
contained therein into Christian thought. Working within the confines o f the Augustinian
doctrine, Aquinas maintained the presumption that slavery could not have existed before
the Fall, but he still blended the Augustinian characterization o f slavery with the
Aristotelian. Aquinas resolved these seemingly inconsistent visions by emphasizing that
even though there probably had not been slavery in the state o f innocence, there certainly
had been disparities between individuals based upon sex, age, strength, and even wisdom.
Aquinas believed that “the condition o f men in the state o f nature was not more
honourable than the condition o f the angels. Yet among angels some lord over others.”
In other words, hierarchy or even dominion could have existed in the state of innocence.
Therefore, once slavery had come into existence after the Fall it was a logical addition to
the natural hierarchy within mankind and not necessarily inconsistent, much less
contrary, to the natural order o f things. In rationalizing the legitimacy o f slavery this
way, Aquinas challenged the Roman and earlier Christian tradition which ruled that
slavery ran contrary to natural law. Aquinas lined up much more closely with Aristotle in
his assertion that slavery was in accord with what he called the second intention o f nature
and it ultimately benefitted both masters and slaves.10

,0St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, p t 1, question 96; see also John B. Killoran, “Aquinas
and Vitoria: Two Perspectives on Slavery,” in The Medieval Tradition o f Natural Law, Harold J. Johnson,
ed. (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University, 1987), 87-101; Davis, The Problem o f Slavery in Western
Thought, 93-7; Jablonski, “Ham’s Vicious Race,” 183. See the discussion o f Henri de Bracton in Chapter
One for an English perspective on the “naturalness” of human bondage.
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While the Aristotelian theory o f natural slavery was available to sixteenth-century
English audiences, other views appear to have been more popular. When it came to the
issue of natural slavery and the place of human bondage in the world, the views o f few
writers were as well-known in Elizabethan England as those o f Jean Bodin. Perhaps even
more acclaimed for his contributions in the realm o f political philosophy, particularly for
his views on the relationship between sovereignty and the problem o f order and security
in the state, English writers relied heavily on Bodin’s historical methodology. Bodin also
traveled to England as part o f the Duke o f Anjou’s entourage during his visits to
Elizabeth’s court in 1579 and 1581. During the half-century following these visits Bodin
was cited widely for his thoughts on truthful and analytical historical narratives. He was
also often attacked with Polydore Vergil as being among those who sought to discredit
the British history."
Jean Bodin’s Methodus was widely known in England by the late 1570s, but his
Six Bookes o f a Commomveale provided the clearest analysis o f the history and problems
o f slavery. In particular, Bodin was concerned with whether or not slavery could exist in
a commonwealth or, to be more specific, whether a commonwealth could long survive
with slavery in its midst. Like many authors of his day, Bodin’s treatment of slavery
began with the Aristotelian conclusion that slavery was both a natural institution and a
natural condition. Bodin, however, immediately contrasted this view with the contention
that lawyers, “who measure the law not by the discourses or decrees o f Philosophers, but
"On Bodin’s influence in England see Leonard F. Dean, “Bodin’s Methodus in England before
1635,” Studies in Philology 39:2 (April 1942): 160-6. Polydore Vergil and the attempt to discredit the socalled “British history” will be discussed more fully in Chapter Three.
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according to the common sense and capacitie of the people, hold servitude to be directly
contrarie unto nature.” Bodin claimed that slavery might at first glance appear to be a
natural institution, based upon its ancient and universal history, but slavery was
fundamentally irrational. For example, slavery “is well agreeing unto nature” when a
strong, ignorant man yields his obedience unto a wise and feeble man. But what could be
more unnatural than for “wise men to serve fools, men o f understanding to serve the
ignorant, and the good to serve the bad”?12
Bodin’s attack on slavery as an unnatural institution was rooted primarily in
politics. In essence, although slavery existed in many places and at many times, and
although slavery might occasionally appear in a seemingly natural guise, slavery was
dangerous in a commonwealth. Considering the prevalence o f slave rebellions
throughout history and the repression o f masters over their slaves, there was little doubt
in Bodin’s mind that a slave-holding commonwealth could never achieve any degree o f
stability. In fact, according to Bodin, slave rebellions had been the primary motivation
behind the European decline o f slavery since the millennium as Christian princes “by
little and little released their servitude, and enfranchised their slaves.” This was not only
a characteristic o f Western Europe. Bodin recognized the manumission of co-religionists
as a righteous act among Christians, Jews, and Muslims. Even so, slavery continued to
flourish in the Mediterranean and the New World as “strangers” were increasingly
subjected to human bondage. Over time, Bodin hoped, this more recent manifestation o f

,2Bodin, Six Bookes, 33-34.
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slavery would itself fade out as masters slowly manumitted their slaves, but not before
that had “taught them some occupation whereby to releeve themselves.”13
Bodin and others, particularly those living in Tudor England, were acutely aware
that even in Europe, where slavery was thought to be long absent, human bondage was on
the rise. This was known to be particularly in true in southwestern Europe. Within
Europe itself, no place stood out more for its continuing involvement in slavery than the
Iberian peninsula. Spain and Portugal had long been the most important arena in Western
Europe for the continuation o f older forms o f slavery, but the Iberian nations were also
particularly important in the developing Atlantic slave trade. While slavery had
essentially declined in most parts o f Europe during the Middle Ages, human bondage had
continued to flourish in Spain and Portugal as a result o f the Iberian peninsula’s location
as the main theater o f operations between the Christian and Muslims worlds. In their
roles as merchants, mariners, Catholic exiles and diplomatic representatives, sixteenthcentury Englishmen would have been intimately familiar with the use and presence o f
slaves in the Iberian peninsula.14 Additionally, many would have been aware of the
debate concerning the legitimacy o f human bondage in the New World between the
Spanish humanist Juan Gines de Sepulveda and the Dominican friar Bartolome de las
l3Bodin, Six Bookes, 39, 42, 46; Henry Heller, “Bodin on Slavery and Primitive Accumulation,”
Sixteenth Century Journal 25 (Spring 1994): 53-65. Heller finds it surprising how Bodin tends to conflate
the categories o f slavery and serfdom, remarking that for Bodin the crucial question seems to be one o f
personal liberty (56-7). Indeed, the practice o f paying little heed to the legalistic distinctions between
categories of unfreedom seems to have been quite prevalent at a certain level in English society,
particularly among those who suspected that human bondage was more persistent than others were willing
to recognize.
'“This topic will be developed more full in Chapter Six. Much o f what follows here can be
gleaned from any number o f recent sources. See, for example, Davis, The Problem o f Slavery, 169-73.
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Casas before Charles V in Vallodolid in 1550.
The Las Casas-Sepulveda debate focused primarily on the issue o f the pattern o f
conquest and colonization with particular regard to the place of native peoples and both
men employed the time-honored concepts of ‘just war’ and Aristotle’s presentation of
natural slavery to support their position. The Spanish had been intimately involved with
the Indians of the Caribbean, New Spain, and South America for more than fifty years at
this juncture, but criticisms concerning the method o f conquest emanating from the
religious orders reached their peak at mid-century. The religious orders in America,
particularly as represented by their greatest trumpeter Las Casas, accused Spanish
conquistadores and subsequent settlers of having been excessively cruel and unjust in
their actions toward the natives and added that this situation made it difficult to pursue
what they believed to be the primary objective o f settlement -- the conversion to
Christianity of native peoples.
The rumors of excessive Spanish cruelty were already widely known in Tudor
England during the 1550s. Richard Eden, one of the earliest compilers and editors in the
tradition o f Richard Hakluyt and noted admirer o f Spain, lauded the efforts o f the Spanish
who “have taken nothynge from them [the Indians] but such as they them selves were wel
wyllynge to departe with, and accompted as superfluities, as golde, perles, precious
stones and such other: for the which they recompensed theym with such as they muche
more estemed.” Eden acknowledged the criticism that the Spanish conquest o f America
had resulted in the reduction to servility of a formerly free people. He countered,
however, that their “bondage is suche as is much rather to be disired then theyr former
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libertie which was to the cruell Canibales rather a horrible licenciousnesse then a libertie,
and to the innocent so terrible a bondage.” According to Eden, the Spanish were rescuing
the mass of native society from the powerful elements within their own culture who were
responsible for perpetuating cannibalims and human sacrifice. By “convertyinge them to
a better mynde” the “prophecie may herein be fulfylled that the woolfe and the lambe
shall feede together, and the wylde fieldes with the vale o f Achor, shalbe the folde o f the
heard of gods people.”'5
Few in Spain and fewer in England were sympathetic to this characterization o f
the role of Spanish conquest. Many more would have concurred with the man who was
almost singularly responsible for publicizing the plight o f the natives during the first half
o f the sixteenth century - the Dominican friar Bartolome de las Casas. In the 1550
debate between Juan Gines de Sepulveda and Bartolome de las Casas in Valladolid,
Sepulveda presented a simple formula rooted in Aristotelian logic and Thomas Aquinas’
conception o f just wars. In the same manner as Richard Eden, Sepulveda argued that
wars may be waged when their cause is just and when the authority conducting the war is
legitimate and prosecutes the war in the proper spirit and manner. Since there “were
some by nature [who] are masters and others who by nature are slaves,” it was proper for
those who “surpass the rest in prudence and intelligence, although not in physical
strength” to exert their authority over “those who are dim-witted and mentally lazy,
although they may be physically strong enough to fulfill all the necessary tasks.” The

,5Richard Eden, The First Three English Books on America [1511?] - 1555 A.D., Edward Arbor,
ed. (Birmingham, 188S), SO.
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naturally slavish quality o f these barbarous and inhumane people who practiced
cannibalism and human sacrifice made the use o f arms against them “just according to
natural law.” Sepulveda added, o f course, that the subjugation o f the natives would also
enable the easier spread the Christian faith since “the coarseness, barbarism, and innate
servility o f these men” would be easier to ameliorate over time under strict guidance.16
After Sepulveda’s brief presentation, Las Casas offered his case over the course o f
the next five days. Unlike Sepulveda, who had never been to America, Las Casas had
been in the New World since 1502, when he arrived on Hispaniola as one of many early
Spanish settlers. Las Casas had a spiritual awakening in 1514 that eventually led him to
join the Dominican Order and, ultimately, he became the singularly most important
“defender o f the Indians.” Las Casas argued that unbelievers who had never been
introduced to the Christian faith could not be punished by Christians or the Church, no
matter how horrid their crimes appeared to the outside observer. Therefore, the first order
of business in America should have been to pursue peaceful conversions. Las Casas
believed that this would be especially easy among the Indians who “have a docile
character and are far more gentle, meek, and receptive than most peoples o f the world.”
Significantly, Las Casas did not challenge the Aristotelian presumption that there was
such a thing as a natural slave, but he did contest the view that these natives were in fact
natural slaves. Based upon his extensive experiences in the New World, Las Casas

l6Juan Gin£s de Sepulveda, “Sepulveda on the Justice o f Conquest” (excerpted from Democrates
Alter) in New Iberian World: A Documentary History o f the Discovery and Settlement o f Latin America to
the Early 17th Century, 5 vols., John H. Parry and Robert G. Keith, eds. (New York: Times Books, 1984),
1:324-5.
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presented a rosy picture o f the ability and historical achievements of Indians. Las Casas
compared native Americans with other ancient peoples, characterized them as rational
beings, and argued that they fulfilled every one o f Aristotle’s categories for mastery, not
slavery. Las Casas even claimed that in a number o f ways the natives o f America were
superior to the Greeks and Romans, noting that they were more religious, better parents
and educators, and built monuments every bit as impressive as the pyramids in Egypt.17
Within the context o f Spanish imperial history, the results of the Valladolid debate
were inconclusive since the royal judges came to no definite decision. In the larger
context of Atlantic history and the later English settlements in America, however, Las
Casas clearly prevailed. Not surprisingly, Sepulveda became the hero o f conquistadores
and other Spaniards in the New World who desired license to conduct wars against the
Indians and, if necessary or profitable, enslave their vanquished foes. Sepulveda’s
doctrine, however, virtually disappeared into the folds o f history; his Democrates Alter
was not even published in his own tongue for another two centuries. Las Casas, however,
was widely published and in 1583 his Brevisima Relation de la Destruction de las Indias
was translated and published in England as The Spanish Colonie containing a catalogue
o f “Spanish cruelties and tyrannies, perpetrated in the West Indies.” This work, when
combined with the Anglo-Spanish War beginning in 1585, served to harden further antiSpanish attitudes cultivated in Protestant England during the greater part o f Elizabeth’s

1’Bartolome de las Casas, “Las Casas on the Justice o f Conquest,” (excerpt from In Defense o f the
Indians) in New Iberian World, I: 328, 329; Lewis Hanke, The Spanish Struggle fo r Justice in the Conquest
o f America (Boston; Little, Brown and Company, 1965), 111-32.
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reign.18
Although Las Casas did not base his challenge to Sepulveda on a fundamental
disagreement with Aristotelian theories, his views compared favorably with those put
forth by Jean Bodin. What set Jean Bodin apart from all those before him was the ease
with which he was able to dismiss the presumed wisdom o f Aristotle. Las Casas
continued to accept the basic framework of Aristotelian logic, but like Bodin relied more
on reason and experience to conclude that if there were ‘natural’ slaves these people were
few in number and should more properly be considered as mistakes of nature. Thus,
according to Las Casas, “all the peoples o f the world are men . . . all have understanding
and volition,. . . all take satisfaction in goodness and feel pleasure with happy and
delicious things, all regret and abhor evil.” Las Casas has occasionally been accused of
promoting the enslavement o f Africans to spare the natives o f America from the horrors
o f human bondage, which he did once early in his career when he suggested that black
slaves born in Spain should be brought to work in America. Significantly, Las Casas
changed his views quickly when he learned that the Portuguese had captured and
enslaved some Africans unjustly. Thereafter, the Dominican friar stated that “it is as
unjust to enslave Negroes as it is to enslave Indians, and for the same reasons.”19
The Bible, classical works, and the Iberian precedent, as revealed through
personal experiences or the written source, provided only one measure o f information
concerning slavery for Tudor Englishmen. There were other avenues for understanding
"Las Casas, The Spanish Colonie (London, 1583).
"Cited in Hanke, The Spanish Struggle fo r Justice, 125.
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the nature of human bondage in the steadily expanding Atlantic world, however, about
which an additional layer o f Englishmen would have known. Contemporary publications,
particularly travel accounts, depicted an entire world in which slavery was an
omnipresent reality either as an actual social institution or as a useful description o f the
nature o f a particular group o f people. No publications did more to reinforce this image
than the collections o f voyages and discoveries gathered together by Richard Hakluyt in
the last two decades o f the sixteenth century and Samuel Purchas, his successor, in the
first quarter of the seventeenth century. Both multi-volume collections were widely
popular and went through several editions as additional materials were collected. Slaves
appeared in many guises in these accounts o f the world in the age of discovery. And
although slaves were cast in a variety o f roles and in a number o f places, both Hakluyt
and Purchas clearly located the heart o f human bondage in the Mediterranean region and,
especially, North Africa. Multiple accounts were printed by both editors which
highlighted the presence o f slaves in everyday life in Turkey, Persia, Syria, Jerusalem and
the Levant, Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco.
Most of the slaves in Hakluyt and Purchas were mentioned only in passing and,
with some notable exceptions, neither o f the English compilers bothered to comment on
the legitimacy or propriety o f the institution. In many cases, slaves in the Mediterranean
w’ere clearly prisoners o f war. John Locke, who traveled to Jerusalem in 1553, made
mention o f a battle in which the Turks took a number o f Spaniards as slaves after they
defeated their Christian foes in a battle. At other times, slaves appeared as a particularly
large and powerful military force. In the same year as John Locke’s description o f
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Jerusalem, Anthony Jenkinson described the procession o f “Soliman the great Turke” and
his army into Syria which included 16,000 Janizaries, “slaves o f the Grand Signior.” At
the other end o f the spectrum, slavery occasionally resulted from poverty and famine.
Purchas included in his collection John Leo’s account o f Moroccans who found
themselves pressed between the King o f Portugal on one side and the King of Fez on the
other. The resulting famine and scarcity brought the people “unto such misery, that they
freely offered themselves as slaves unto the Portugals, submitting themselves to any man,
that was willing to relieve their intolerable hunger.”20
Occasionally, Hakluyt and Purchas included more extended descriptions o f the
nature o f slavery in the Mediterranean. In 1610, George Sandys provided an elaborate
description of slavery in the Muslim world. Sandys claimed that the slave population
consisted of Christians taken in war or those purchased with money at any o f the weekly
markets “where they are to be sold as Horses in Faires: the men being rated according to
their faculties, or personal abilities, as the Women for their youths and beauties.” These
slaves performed a number o f services and if they were fortunate enough to possess a
useful skill they would eventually to be able pay for their freedom. Those who ended up
in the galleys or in more menial taks, however, seldom were released. This would have
been the fate of the more than 120,000 Christian slaves Purchas described as being held
in North Africa in Algeria, Tunisia, Fez and Morocco.21
In addition to the Mediterranean region, slaves could also be found in sub-Saharan
20Hakluyt, PN, 5:80, 5:106; Purchas, HP, 5:335.
21Purchas, HP, 8:151-2; 9:269.
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Africa, the South Pacific, parts of Asia and eastern Europe and the New World. Leaving
aside sub-Saharan Africa for later consideration, the presence and roles o f slaves in these
less familiar societies only served to reinforce the predominate conception that human
bondage often resulted from warfare and represented a kind perpetual captivity involving
indiscriminate treatment and harsh labor. Samuel Purchas included some discussion o f
the plight o f slaves in Java extracted from a mixture o f Dutch accounts and that o f
Edmund Scot. Among the more harsh aspects o f the Javan system, slaves reportedly
could be executed for any small fault. Gentlemen in Java often kept an excessive number
o f Chinese slaves who were responsible for most o f the agricultural tasks. Scot thought
much more highly o f the Chinese than their Javan masters, whom he described as “much
given to stealing, from the highest to the lowest, and surely in times past, they have beene
Man-eaters, before the Traffique was had with them by the Chynasses.” A earlier
account of the Chinese, however, presented them in a less flattering light. Among their
vices was the tendency o f those who “finding their family too numerous sell their Sonnes
and Daughters as Beasts, for two or three pieces o f Gold (although no dearth provoke
them) to everlasting separation and bondage [so that] the Kingdome is full o f Slaves, not
captived in warre, but o f their owne free-borne.”22
Commonly, the slaves Hakluyt and Purchas depicted were distinguished in the
roles they performed by their gender. Female slaves were most often depicted as
concubines, or even wives. In 1574, Geffrey Ducket characterized “ [bjondmen and

“ Purchas, HP, 2:440, 443, 12:454-5.
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bondwomen [a s]. . . one of the best kind o f merchandise that any man may bring” to
Persia. Ducket noted in particular that when Persians purchased “any maydes or yong
women, they use to feele them in all partes, as with us men doe horses.” Female slaves
were the absolute servants of their masters and could be sold many times over. If these
women were found by their masters “to be false to him, and give her body to any other,
he may kill her if he will.” Not only Persians, but foreign merchants and travelers seem
to have participated in the ownership o f women. Ducket noted that when the visitors
stayed for any length o f time in one place, he “hireth a woman, or sometimes 2. or 3.
during his abode there . . . for there they use to put out their women to hire, as wee doo
here hackney horses.”23
Samuel Purchas published several accounts that characterized the role o f enslaved
women in a similar vein. In one instance from 1605, Edmund Scot claimed that for every
wife that a free Javan married “he must keepe ten women-slaves.” In his 1610 relations
of his travels to Turkey, George Sandys noted that every man could hold “as many
Concubine slaves as hee is able to keepe, o f what Religion soever.” From his general
description o f the lot o f wives and concubines, Sandys concluded that he could “speake
o f their slaves: for little difference is there made between them.” And while male slaves
were “rated according to their faculties, or personal abilities,” women were valued “for
their youths and beauties.” Thus, slave dealers “endeavour[ed] to allure the Christians to
buy them.” And as was often the case, once the women were purchased they would be

23Hakluyt, PN, 3:165.
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examined for “assurance (if so she be said to be) o f her virginitie.” Masters could then
“lye with them, chastise them, exchange and sell them at their pleasure.” Christian males,
however, were not completely void o f compassion, for “a Christian male will not lightly
sell her whom he hath layne with, but give her libertie.”24
The classification o f women as slaves was certainly something o f which
historically-minded Englishmen could easily comprehend. William o f Malmesbury’s
twelfth-century Chronicle recounted several examples from pre-Conquest society of the
selling o f female slaves out o f England. Malmesbury recorded these tales as examples o f
the degeneracy o f England before the arrival o f the Normans. In one particularly
offensive example, Malmesbury cited the custom, “repugnant to nature, which they
adopted; namely, to sell their female servants, when pregnant by them and after they had
satisfied their lust, either to public prostitution, or foreign slavery.” Likewise, in another
tale. King Canute’s sister was killed by a stroke o f lightening as punishment for her
“habit o f purchasing companies o f slaves in England, and sending them into Denmark;
more especially girls, whose beauty and age rendered them more valuable, that she might
accumulate money by this horrid traffic.”25
The purchase o f females had a particular symbolic power in England stretching

24Purchas, HP, 2:440, 8:147, 151-2.
25William o f Malmesbury's Chronicle o f the Kings o f England, from the Earliest period to the
Reign o f King Stephen, J.A. Giles, trans. (London, 1847), 279, 222; Susan Mosher Stuard, “Ancillary
Evidence for the Decline o f Medieval Slavery,” P& P 149 (November 1995): 3-28, has even argued that
linguistic evidence suggests that the medieval traffic in slaves was overwhelmingly a traffic in women.
Thus, while male slaves were often freed or transformed into serfs, female slaves remained important in the
medieval European textile industry and as domestics in wealthy households. In a sense, Stuard argues,
even though they were few in number, domiciled female slaves “kept the idea o f slave labour alive” (27).
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back beyond the medieval era. As Ruth Mazo Karras has demonstrated, the significance
o f the enslavement o f women was rooted in the owner’s ability to exploit their sexuality
rather than their labor value. In addition, the use of slave women could enhance the
master’s power over slave men, not to mention free men, because o f their ability to
control access to a desired commodity or destination. Male slaves never forgot that no
matter how they might define the nature o f their relationship with a female slave, another
free male actually exercised the ultimate authority. Within this historical context, readers
needed little elaboration in the accounts printed by Hakluyt and Purchas to understand
that female concubinage was an insidious form o f slavery that was part and parcel o f the
overall interest o f the male population in controlling the sexual behavior o f women.26
Throughout the last half o f the sixteenth century and the first decades of
seventeenth century Englishmen were confronted by numerous images of slavery
throughout time and across space. And although most Englishmen could have identified
certain common characteristics that seemed to unite all bondmen, such as captivity,
sinfulness, and labor, from an intellectual perspective slavery was not yet the monolithic
institution it would eventually become in the English colonies. In the context of early
modem history it seemed that anyone could become a slave regardless o f nation, religion,
or gender. Slavery might also be a temporary situation for some and a perpetual
condition for others. Most importantly, however, slavery epitomized the loss of human
dignity, the abrogation o f personal identity, and the elimination o f all rights stemming

26Ruth Mazo Karras, “Desire, Descendants, and Dominance: Slavery, the Exchange of Women,
and Masculine Power,” in Frantzen and Moffat, eds., The Work o f Work, 17.
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from an individual’s association with nation or religion.
In spite of slavery’s prevalence and although the views o f Aristotle were well
known, however, the majority o f Englishmen would have lined up behind St. Augustine,
Jean Bodin, and Bartolome de las Casas in their condemnation o f the notion that one
group o f people were inherently slaves. There was little intellectual evidence to suggest
that slavery was not a justifiable tradition within the ju s gentium, but few accepted that
slavery was part of the natural order. The general absence o f slavery in England, then,
served as a point of distinct honor. For while other nations and cultures continued to
practice this reviled institution - even within the European continent itself - Englishmen
had progressed further to the point where their national institutions and practices
replicated what they perceived to be the natural order o f things. This situation only
provided further justification for the gradually emerging view that the English were
special and, as a nation, the closest earthly approximation to God’s intention for all
mankind.

*

*

*

*

*

English merchants and sailors began to ply their trades in the Mediterranean with
increasing frequency during the sixteenth century. Beginning in 1511, ships out of
London, Southampton, and Bristol sailed down the Atlantic seaboard and through the
straits o f Gibraltar in greater numbers than ever before carrying their cargoes of tin, lead,
salted fish and woolen cloth to the distant ports of Sicily, Tripoli, and Beirut. By the
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mid-1530s, however, Turkish sea power and competition from Mediterranean shipping in
the region slammed the door on English commercial opportunities, particularly in the
eastern Mediterranean. For a while, English merchandise managed to work its way
overland, through Antwerp and Venice, into the Eastern markets. By the 1570s, however,
English ships once again entered the Mediterranean in significant numbers and by the
turn o f the seventeenth century the Levant Company alone had more than 30 ships and
several thousand seamen working in the area. The potential profits to be made in Persian
silks, Turkish carpets and cloths, wines and currants, among other exotic commodities,
brought Englishmen into one o f the most diverse, contested and ancient regions o f their
known world. In doing so, Englishmen also brought themselves into increasing contact
with some o f the most feared elements o f the Mediterranean world such as piracy,
Turkish maritime power and, not least, slavery.27
With their awareness o f the prevalence o f slavery throughout the world, few
Englishmen were shocked to discover firsthand the continuing vitality o f human bondage
in the Mediterranean. Indeed, from a certain point o f view, the Mediterranean in general
and North Africa in particular appeared to be the crucible o f a number o f forms o f human
depravity. Nicholas Nicholay’s 1551 account of Algier characterized the city as one
almost entirely populated by Christians who had turned their backs not only on their
former homelands but, even more offensively, on God. These Turks were “given all to

27Hakluyt, PN, 5:62; Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the
Age o f Philip II, 2 vols. (New York: Harper & Row, 1972-3), 1:612-29. See also Kenneth R. Andrews,
Trade. Plunder and Settlement: Maritime Enterprise and the Genesis o f the British Empire, 1480-1630
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), esp. ch. 4: “The Levant,” 87-100.
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Whoredome, Sodometrie, Theft, and all other detestable vices.” They also tended to
bring large numbers of “poore Christians” to Algier “which they sell unto the Moores,
and other Merchants of Barbarie for slaves.” Christian slaves, whether in Algier or
Tripoli, were subjected to vicious beatings and, upon their sale, being stripped naked so
potential purchasers could “see if they have any naturall impediment in their bodies,
visiting afterwards their teeth and eyes, as they had beene horses.”28
English merchants and sailors who traversed the Mediterranean sea routes were
well-aware of the risks involved in sailing into foreign waters and it was only a matter of
course that a significant number o f Englishmen fell into the hands o f the feared Algerian
pirates or others who easily incorporated the newly arrived northern Europeans into the
same slave system that accommodated so many southern Europeans. Ultimately, literally
thousands o f Englishmen found themselves enslaved in Mediterranean galleys where
hundreds suffered a hasty death.29 If the unfortunate English slave survived long enough,
he would eventually be either ransomed and redeemed or resold into the North African
slave system, perhaps never to be heard from again. In the century after 1570, the
problem of enslaved Englishmen found a receptive audience in England as sailors and
merchants spread their horror stories by word of mouth and publishers issued a steady
stream o f “slave narratives.” Like the slave narratives of a later time and place, the
English slave narrative conformed to a fairly reliable pattern that dramatized for the

2*Purchas, HP, 6:114, 123-4.
29According to David Deiison Hebb, Piracy and the English Government, 1616-1642 (Aldershot:
Scolar Press, 1994), for the period between 1616 and 1642 more than 400 ships and approximately 8,800
Englishmen were taken by Barbary pirates (139-40).
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literate English public the nature o f the capture, the condition o f enslavement, the type o f
work performed, and the recovery o f English freedom. Throughout these narratives,
religion served as a central point o f contention, whether between Christians and Muslims
or Protestants and Catholics, as enslaved Englishmen struggled to maintain their identity
within their forlorn condition.30
Many of the slave narratives appeared in the collections issued in multiple
editions by Richard Hakluyt and Samuel Purchas. While Hakluyt and Purchas reprinted
both well-known and unfamiliar accounts, other narratives were published individually
throughout the late sixteenth and seventeenth century.31 Typically, these works followed
a standardized pattern that began with innocent Englishmen excercising their selfprofessed prerogative to trade in the Mediterranean. At some point, however, the ill-fated

30Paul Baepler, “The Barbary Captivity Narrative in Early America," Early American Literature
30 (1995): 95-120, argues that it is misleading to equate the Barbary narratives with later American slave
narratives because Barbary slaves “were not bom into captivity or stolen from their homeland" (108).
Additionally, many white captives returned home to an intact family and social structure while freedom for
slaves in America ofren disrupted family ties, forced freedmen and women to relocate far from their natal
homes, and never allowed them to escape a racist environment. Certainly, the captivity and enslavement
described in this chapter differs in many regards from later North American racial slavery, but that does not
mean that the condition o f sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century Englishmen in the Mediterranean was
not slavery. Within the context o f European history and, specifically, the Mediterranean world, the fate of
captured English seamen and others fit contemporary definitions o f slavery. Likewise, although most
Englishmen were aware o f the trans-Atlantic slave trade in African peoples, it is a central contention o f this
study that this more modem form o f slavery, which would eventually become singularly predominate in
the English mentality, was only part o f a much more diverse panorama o f slaverys in the English-speaking
world at the time. With regard to the ‘captivity narrative’ and ‘slave narrative’ traditions that would
become so important in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America, the English narratives should be
categorized as forerunner and contemporary of both literary genres. See also, Baepler, Whte Slaves,
African Masters: An Anthology o f American Barbary Captivity Narratives (Chicago: University o f Chicago
Press, 1999).
3'The narratives o f former slaves were published with increasing frequency during and after the
seventeenth century. My discussion, with notable exceptions, is based upon more than a dozen separate
incidents published before 1640. Several o f these, such as the tale o f John Fox, The Jacob, John Rawlins
and Edward Webbe, appeared in print more than once. Additional details have been extracted from three
later narratives, dating from 1666, 1670 and 1675, when the events o f the narrative occurred before 1650.
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seamen either encountered an overwhelming force of Turkish or Algerian pirates or found
themselves incapacitated by some misfortune, such as shipwreck or subterfuge. In 1563
an English ship out o f Portsmouth and bound for Seville encountered a fleet o f eight
Turkish galleys. Sensing that they had no choice but to surrender or certainly be sunk,
the Englishmen said a prayer and prepared for battle in spite of the odds. In a typical
gesture of bravado, the men took up their swords and held them up in defiance against the
Turks as the bowmen launched their arrows and the gunner, John Fox, fired his weapons.
In the end, “the Englishmen shewed themselves men in deed,” especially the boatswain
who “fared amongst the Turkes like a wood Lion” until he was shot down. With his last
breath, however, he bid the men farewell and encouraged them “to winne praise by death,
rather than to live captives in misery and shame.” In Hakluyt’s account, the Englishmen
stood bravely in the face o f their imminent demise and were resolute in their intention to
follow the boatswain’s dying words, except for the “masters mate, who shrunke from the
skirmish, like a notable coward, esteeming neither the value of his name, nor accounting
o f the present example o f his fellowes, nor having respect to the miseries, whereunto he
should be put.”32
The rugged sea-fight with an overwhelming number of pirates or infidels
continued to be a staple feature o f the English slave narrative throughout the seventeenth
century. Edward Webbe reported that his ship o f sixty men resisted fifty Turkish galleys
for two days before the death o f fifty crew members and a lull in the wind gave their

J2Hakluyt, PN, 5:154-5.
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attackers the advantage. An English merchant taken slave by Algerians around mid
century reported that the fight that led to his capture and enslavement was “furious and
bloody on both sides for four hours: Our men behaved themselves gallantly; neither
Death nor Wounds could force them from their Charge and Posts. Some when their
Limbs were all bruised, their Bones shattered, and their Bodies tom with Splinters, did
obstinately continue to handle and manage the Guns.”33 This mighty struggle served not
only to add a bit o f spice to the drama, it also highlighted the natural strength and valor o f
English sailors as they faced death or, worse, enslavement.
Although many reported being taken at sea after a raging sea battle in which the
outnumbered English defenders fought bravely until they were overwhelmed by their
Turkish or Algerian attackers, sometimes Englishmen were simply thrown into slavery by
their own misfortune. Thomas Sanders and the crew o f the Jesus were taken at Tripoli in
1584 when they found themselves embroiled in a controversy that prompted the Turks to
fire upon their ship. The Turkish gunners, however, proved incapable o f hitting the
English ship so they offered freedom and a reward to any Christian captive who could
either sink the ship or cause it to surrender. A Spaniard named Sebastian took the offer
and quickly disabled the English ship with some accurate gunning, but for all his success
Sebastian was sent back to prison “whereby may appeare the regard that the Turke or
infidell hath o f his worde.” Ultimately, the damage done to the ship compelled the crew
to come ashore where they were “cheined foure & foure, to a hundred waight o f yron.”

33Edward Webbe, The Rare and most wonderful thinges. . . (London, 1610), A4; A. Roberts, The
Adventures o f (Mr T.S.) an English Merchant, Taken Prisoner by the Turks o f Argiers (London, 1670), 9.
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In 1593 the crew o f the Tobie found themselves shipwrecked on the coast o f Barbary near
the straights o f Gibraltar. They encountered a group o f Moors and informed them that
they were merchants who “by great misfortune our ship, marchandise, & the greatest part
o f our company were pitifully cast away upon their coast.” Rather than taking pity on the
Englishmen, the Moors proceeded to strip the men o f their clothing and took all their
possessions, after which they returned to the shore where the shipwreck had deposited the
Englishmen, using the castaways “like their slaves” throughout the journey.34
Not all Englishmen who ended up as slaves in the Mediterranean world came by
their bondage as a result o f the aggressive might or wicked subterfuge o f infidels. John
Smith, who would become more well-known for his exploits in Virginia, typified a
number of other Englishmen who traveled east as mercenaries to fight with the Christian
forces against the Turks. As Smith would later recount, he made his fame when he
defeated three Turks in successive single combats in which he took the heads o f his
opponents. A few months later in 1602, however, Smith was among the many left for
dead when the Turks routed the Christians at Rottenton. After the battle, some looters
came across a prone Smith and judged by his armor and apparel that he might be worth
something in ransom. But rather than taking the twenty year-old Englishman west to
recover a ransom, the pillagers took him east where he and others “were all sold for
slaves, like beasts in a market-place.”35

34Hakluyt, PN, 5:292-7; 7:126-7.
35John Smith, The True Travels, Adventures, and Observations o f CaptaineJohn Smith (London,
1630), cited in Philip Barbour, ed., The Complete Works o f Captain John Smith (1580-1631), 3 vols.
(Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1986), 3:186; See also Alden T. Vaughan, American
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Invariably, all newly captured individuals went through a similar process that
involved practical and symbolic assertions o f mastery on the part o f the captors.
Regardless of their national origin or how they were captured the “first villany and
indignitie that was done unto them, was the shaving o ff o f all the hayre both head and
beard.” Soon after Thomas Sanders and the crew o f the Jesus were condemned to be
“slaves perpetually unto the great Turke” in 1584 they were “forceably and most violenly
shaven, head and beard.” The shorn head o f slaves was a common feature o f most early
modem slave societies and the Mediterranean world was no different in this regard. In
the case o f Mediterranean galleys, the act tended to be partly associated with hygiene, but
the act of shaving a newly enslaved individual’s head was also highly symbolic. As
Anthony Munday informed his audience, the act o f shaving an Englishman’s head robbed
“them of those ornaments which all Christians make much of, because they best become
them.” Likewise, by taking a man’s hair, his captor began the symbolic process o f
stripping the individual o f his manliness and freedom.36
In addition to losing their hair, many slaves were stripped o f their clothing and
personal possessions as well. In the case o f the crew o f the Tobie off the Atlantic
Moroccan coast in 1593, their enslavers simply stripped them naked as part o f the process
o f checking the men for booty, but for others the stripping and “reclothing” o f the newly

Genesis: Captain John Smith and the Founding o f Virginia (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1975), 610.

!6Hakluyt, PN, 5:301; [Anthony Munday], The Admirable Deliverance o f 266. Christians by John
Reynard (London, 1608), B2. Orlando Patterson would go so far as to suggest that the shorn head was also
a symbol of castration. See Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, 60.
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enslaved Englishman was part o f the process of breaking the man. In Richard Hakluyt’s
retelling of the John Fox affair, no sooner were the Christian captives sent to the galleys
than “their garments were pulled over their eares, and tome from their backes, and they
set to the oares.” Anthony Munday reported that once they were enslaved, their hardships
were increased by their miserable apparel, which amounted to “thin and course canvas,
their stockings and shooes, heavie bolts and cold Irons.” Others were naked, “onely a
short linnen paire o f breeches to cover their privities.” William Davies, who spent nearly
nine years as a slave in the galleys of the Duke o f Florence, reported that upon his capture
every man was stripped naked and placed in irons in the galleys and after they had been
shaven “every man had given him a red coate, and a red cap, telling o f us that the Duke
had made us all slaves, to our great woe and griefe.”37
Being shaved and stripped naked only served to introduce Englishmen to the
hardships o f North African slavery. By the early decades o f the seventeenth century it
was increasingly taken for granted that there was “no calamitie [that could] befall a man
in this life which hath the least parallell to this o f Captivitie.” The fate o f captured
Christians often varied, however, depending not only upon the circumstances o f the
capture, but also their origin, status, and skills. Those seized in military encounters
typically became the property o f the state and were often consigned to a fate o f rowing in
the galleys, working in the mines, or laboring in arduous construction projects.
Christians captured by the corsairs, however, belonged to the captain and those who may
"Hakluyt, PN, 7:126-7, 5:155; Munday, The Admirable Deliverance o f 266. Christians, B2;
Francis Knight, A Relation ofSeaven Yeares Slaverie Under the Turkes o f Argeire, suffered by an English
Captive Merchant (London, 1640), 28; Davies, True Relation, C l.
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have financed the voyage. In Samuel Purchas’ account o f John Rawlins, English
prisoners were presented to the local Bashaw upon their arrival in Algiers, at which time
this local ruler chose one out of every eight as a fee for himself. The remaining captives
were subsequently taken to the market to be sold “whereat if either there were repining,
or any drawing back, then certaine Moores and Officers attended either to beate you
forward, or thrust you into the sides with Goades [because] this was the manner o f the
selling of Slaves.”38
By all accounts, the sale o f slaves in the marketplace was a degrading and
dehumanizing experience. The men were taken “like dogs” to the market, and “whereas
men sell Hacknies in England, we were tossed up and down to see who would give most
for us: and although we had heavy hearts, and looked with sad countenances, yet many
came to behold us, sometimes taking us by the hand, sometime turning us round about,
sometimes feeling our brawnes and naked armes.” Emanuel D’Aranda, whose
experiences as a slave were translated into English in 1666, reported that after he was
captured in the Atlantic in 1640 he was taken back to an Algerian slave market where
prospective buyers questioned him and examined his hands to see if they were “hard and
brawny by working, and they caus’d me to open my mouth, to see whether my teeth were
able to overcome Bisket in the Galleys.” The physical examination o f captives and their
sale at the slave-market never ceased to be compared to the way Englishmen sold draft

3*Purchas, HP, 6:154; Ellen G. Friedman, Spanish Captives in North Africa in the Early Modern
Age (Madison: University o f Wisconsin Press, 1983), 55-6.
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animals in England.39
Spanish captives were typically valued above other national groups as a result of
the frequency and rapidity with which their ransoms were paid by their countrymen.
Even so, the average length of time between an individual’s capture and their redemption
was slightly more than five years. English captive slaves were still valuable, but there
were far fewer o f them and there were less well-established avenues for their redemption.
Thus, it is probable that a greater percentage o f Englishmen, unless they were men of
some means, who fell into a state o f captivity in the Barbary states were prized more for
their value as slaves than as hostages. Some men, however, were recognized as being
potentially valuable as a unit o f exchange and therefore were often taken by the rulers.
But while wealthy shipowners or merchants with money and connections were often
given lighter tasks, or simply held in prison until they were redeemed by their associates,
the poorer crew members and passengers often “starved to death, others with cold, and
blowes breathed out their last.” Similarly, as James Wadsworth related, an individual’s
fate could be determined by whom they were purchased. Wadsworth considered himself
most fortunate in that some of the Germans who were captured at the same time were
sold to the local Moors in Sallee “and therefore had lesse hopes of future redemtion.”
Wadsworth, however, “deemed my selfe the happiest, because I fell to the Captaine of the

39Purchas, HP, 6:155; Emanuel D’Aranda, The History ofAlgiers and it's Slavery with Many
Remakable Particularities o f Africk, John Davies, trans. (London, 1666), 9. James Wadsworth, The
English Spanish Pilgrime, 2nd ed. (London, 1630), reported that after his capture “we were carried to the
Castle, and crammed like Capons, that wee might grow fatter and better for sale” (36).
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ship . . . a M orisco”40
The living and working conditions o f the vast majority o f English slaves in North
Africa were similar to slaves throughout the world. Upon their arrival at port, most
slaves were initially housed in the bafios, or large corrals with surrounding smaller rooms
in which the slaves were locked up. Slaves who were valued more than others and might
eventually bring a high ransom were often kept in the bano until they were redeemed. In
the bano grande del rey in Algiers between 1,500 and 3,000 captives were housed. Other
smaller bafios in Algiers held Christian captives, but typically in numbers measured in
the hundreds rather than the thousands. James Wadsworth, enslaved in Sallee, described
his housing as “a dungeon in the market place, where they use commonly to lodge their
slaves, who repaire there every night about eight of the clocke, their masters manicling
their hands before for fear they should make an insurrection, the number being about
800." Eventually many slaves came into private hands where the housing conditions
varied depending on the masters. A Christian slave might be considered part of the
master’s household and therefore live in a similar manner as the free members of the
family. A slave might also continue to be locked up in a private bano, or be consigned to
accommodations that amounted to no more than “the bare boords, with a very simple
cape to cover us” or, even more simply, “cold earth.” For Wadworth, however, his bed
was nothing more than “rotten straw laid on the ground, and our coverlets peeces of old
sailes full o f millions o f lice and fleas, so that we could take no rest, being constrained to
40Munday, The Admirable Deliverance o f 266. Christians, B2, B3; Ellen G. Friedman, “Christian
Captives at ‘Hard Labor’ in Algiers, 16th- 18th Centuries,” The International Journal o f African Historical
Studies 13:4 (1980): 624-6; Wadsworth, The English Spanish Pilgrime, 37.
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put backe to backe to rub out the paine.”41
Regardless o f their clothing, or lack thereof, or the nature o f their housing
conditions, all English slaves described the harrowing labors they performed, and
punishments to which they were subject, in cataclysmic terms. According to one
contemporary estimate, the 1,500 English slaves in Algiers alone were “beaten to put on
their clothes and beaten to take them off, they are beaten to eate, drinke, sleepe, and wash,
and are beaten for doing any o f these.” The daily existence o f English slaves read like a
catalogue o f unbearable miseries. After they had been shaved, stripped naked and,
frequently, chained, slaves were compelled to labor. While some Englishmen managed
to find their way into less arduous tasks, many ended up at least for a little while in the
galleys, “chained three and three to an oare.” According to one former slave, while they
rowed the boatswain and his mate hovered above “eche of them a bulls pissell dried in
their handes, and when their divelish choller rose, they would strike the Christians for no
cause.” Indeed, the standard slave narrative o f the time lamented the fate o f the miserable
galley slave who was “at the pleasure o f prowd and dogged Turke for the least fault, nay
for none at all, but onely to feed his humor, to receive a hundred bastinadoes on the rim
o f the bellie with a bulls dried peezle, at one time, and within a day after two hundred
stripes on the backe.”42

41Friedman, “Christian Captives at ‘Hard Labor’,” 624-6; Hakluyt, PN, 5: 301; Wadsworth, The
English Spanish Pilgrime, 37.
42Knight, A Relation ofSeaven Yeares Slaverie, 28; Hakluyt, PN, 5:301; Munday, The Admirable
Deliverance o f 266. Christians, B2-B3. Narratives rarely failed to describe the general brutality of North
Africa and other Turkish possessions. In The Estate o f Christians living under the subjection o f the Turke
(London, 1595), possible punishments included being “tied hand & foote, and laide on the grounde, with a
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Englishmen never descibed life aboard the galleys in pleasant terms. Thomas
Sanders and others reported that the diet was sparse, rarely consisting o f more than a little
bread and some water. The limited cargo space o f the Mediterranean galley and the
problem of obtaining fresh water often resulted in the death o f galley slaves from thirst.
Francis Knight related that galley slaves would “pawne their soules” for a drop o f water
and were often “constrained to drinke o f the Salt Oceans.” In one instance in 1579 thirtytwo oarsmen in one vessel died o f thirst. In reality, the conditions on board Muslim
galleys were no worse than those on Christian galleys and Muslim crew members often
subsisted on the same diets as the rowers. In addition, although conditions were always
rather poor on Mediterranean galleys, shipowners rarely sought to incapacitate their
oarsmen, especially if they were about to engage the enemy in combat.43
The conditions o f oarsmen became increasingly severe for the galley slaves when
their ship engaged the enemy in battle. In order to prevent an uprising, the oarsmen went
into the fray unarmed with “neither needle, bodkin, knife, or any other weapon about us,
nor at any other time in the night, upon pain o f one hundred bastinadoes.” Even in
moments o f peace the slaves remained at their oars “cruelly manackled in such sort, that
we could not put our handes the length of one foote asunder the one from the other, and

stone of almost insupportable waight on their backes. Others are put in the galleys, where they be galled in
deed and used most doggedly. Others they tie hand & foote and laie them on their backes, and let a long
rag of cipres or fine linnen dipped in pickle or salt water, sinke by little and litle into their throats, till it
reach downe to their stomackes, and then they plucke it out againe, and so put the poore Christians to
unspeakable paine and torment” (2-3).
""Hakluyt, PN, 5:302-3; Knight, A Relation ofSeaven Yeares Slovene, 28; Friedman, “Christian
Captives,” 619-20.
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every night they searched our chaines three times, to see if they were fast rivited.”
Francis Knight lamented that all things conspired against the pitiful slaves who “for want
o f sleepe are in continuall extasies.” In lurid detail, Knight remembered the state o f the
slaves at oars: “the scorching heate now penetrates their braines, their flesh is burned off
their backes, when anon they are as much pinched with cold: strong fetters are their
neerest consorts from which they are never exempted, unless for equal miseries.” There
were no comforts for the unfortunate Englishmen who found themselves on the wrong
side of the lash in the Mediterranean. “[T]heir repose, when they have any, is sitting,
their pillow the banke upright, and that bubble, not having so much roome as to stretch
their legges, their sleepe when they have any is an houre in twelve, and that at night,
when one holfe Roaes and the other slumbers.”44
Although galley slavery was clearly the most horrific fate a captive Englishman
could suffer, there were no guarantees that their enslavement would be much kinder
performing labors on land. Galley oarsmen typically spent their winters on land where
they might be required to work on construction projects or any o f a number o f manual
tasks. After a stint in the galleys, Thomas Sanders returned to Tripoli only to be put to
the task of hewing stones at the construction o f a religious site while his companions
served as beasts o f burden in the hauling o f boulders and dirt. Christian slaves who
worked on the public works projects or in the mines typically endured their labor while
bound in chains with iron collars around their necks. For the most part, however, slavery

■
“ Hakluyt, PN, 5:302; Knight, A Relation ofSeaven Yeares Slaverie, 28.
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on land was considered a vast improvement over the galleys since food and water were
more readily available and slaves were generally allowed to rest at night. Likewise, even
though there were still a number o f physically demanding tasks, slaves served in a wider
variety or roles on land that often mollified their condition. In the North African world,
slaves were found in nearly every occupation so an English slave might be employed as a
house servant or working for a private individual as a clerk or shopkeeper. Slaves who
had special skills might also find themselves in relatively moderate conditions. John Fox
found some relief “being somewhat skilfull in the craft o f a Barbour, by reason therof
made great shift in helping his fare now and then with a good meale.” Another
Englishman, a merchant by trade, avoided hard labor by convincing an Algerian Sultan
that he could cook.45
The threat of captivity and harsh, back-breaking physical labor, as well as the
possibility that one might never see their homeland again (should they live long enough
even to have regrets) certainly highlighted the misery of enslavement in the
Mediterranean world. But perhaps even more threatening than the laboring aspect of
enslavement was the awareness o f the desire o f Muslim world to take Christian captives
and make them “turn Turk.” Those back in England were well-aware o f the danger of
forced conversions and reminders o f this subtle threat to the state o f Christianity were
laced in royal proclamations and sermons. In a 1624 proclamation authorizing a
collection for Christian captives, James I recalled that enslaved Englishmen “most

<5Hakluyt, PN, 5:302, 5:156; Roberts, The Adventures o f an English Merchant, 28ff; Friedman,
“Christian Captives,” 620-4.
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lamentably complaine, that most o f the youth fuller sort are o f late forced and compelled
by intolerable and insufferable punishments and torments, to deny their Saviour, and
tume to the Mahumetan Religion.” In the process o f this conversion, Charles FitzGeffrey announced to his audience in Plymouth in 1636, they “received the abomnable
circumcision in their flesh.” Some ministers had little sympathy for Englishmen who
went through the conversion process no matter how they were compelled.46 Edward
Kellet told an Englishman who returned to England and desired to re-convert to
Christianity that his sin “weigheth more, than the sinne o f Caine . . . or o f the Jewes,
which murthered Christ.” Henry Byam lamented the “intolerable servitude” of Christian
captives, but suggested that anyone who sailed into the Mediterranean should have been
aware o f the danger from “[t]hat African monster, to which so many poore soules have
been made a prey; The Turke, (which God forbid) may bring you under his Lee.”47
46As Roslyn Knutson and Carolyn Prager point out, few Englishmen in this era directly criticized
the institution o f slavery. Although they may have looked with horror at the violence of the Mediterranean
world, civic and religious leaders seem to have believed that mariners and merchants should have been
aware that they were placing themselves in harm’s way. John Aylmer wrote to the Privy Council that it
was “very strange and dangerous, that the desier o f worldly and transitori thinges shold carry men so farr
with such kinde o f traficke, which neither our auncestors before us knewe of, nor can be attempted with
selling o f sowles for purchasing o f pelf to the great blemishe o f our religion and the shame of our
Country.” Churchmen quite often took the opportunity to focus on the effect of bondage on the soul and
even suggested that enslavement could be a spiritual benefit that provided an occassion for the soul to
triumph over the body. In support o f this notion, Prager cites the prayer for a galley slave in Thomas
Dekker’s Four Birds o f Noahs Arke, in which the captive prays for relief but promies to endure if is God’s
will that he continue “longer to grone under this heavie yoake o f servitude and slaverie for the triall o f [his]
faith.” Corporation o f London Record Office [CLRO], Remembrancia, I, item 403, cited in Roslyn
Knutson, “Elizabethan Documents, Captivity Narratives, and the Market for Foreign History Plays,”
English Literary Renaissance 26:1 (Winter 1996): 93-4 and Carolyn Prager, ‘“ Turkish’ and Turkish
Slavery: English Renaissance Perceptions o f Levantine Bondage,” Centerpoint (Fall 1976): 57-64.
^Proclamation, James I, 29 June 1624; Charles Fitz-Geffrey, Compassion towards Captives,
chiefly Towards our Brethren and Countrymen who are in miserable bondage in the Barbaries (Oxford,
1637), 35; A Returnefrom Argier [2 sermons by Edward Kellet and Henry Byam preached at Minhead in
the County o f Somerset the 16 of March, 1627, at there-admission o f a relapsed Christian into our Church]
(London, 1628), 16-17,65, 76-7.
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Those who had witnessed the conversion o f Christian captives tended toward even
more graphic descriptions o f the process. John Rawlins claimed that almost immediately
after they arrived in Algiers they were forewarned by other English slaves that more than
“a hundred hansome youths [had been] compelled to tume Turkes, or made subject to
more viler prostitution, and all English.” As he later reported, this conversion was often
achieved by taking Christians and laying them “on their naked backes or bellies, beating
them so long, till they bleed at the nose and mouth; and if yet they continue constant, then
they strike the teeth out of their heads, pinch them by their tongues, and use many other
sorts o f tortures to convert them.” Rawlins added that “many times they lay them their
whole length in the ground like a grave, and so cover them with boords, threatening to
starve them, if they will not tume; and so many even for feare o f torment and death, make
their tongues betray their hearts to a most fearefull wickednesse, and so are circumcised
with new names.” Not all converts resisted in such a noble fashion. Some Renegadoes
simply converted to “serve their tumes, and so for preferment or wealth very voluntarily
renounced their faith.”48
William Davies, who departed England at the end o f the sixteenth century and
ultimately returned after more than eight years in the galleys, provided a graphic
description o f the ceremony that thousands would have gone through, particularly if his
estimation o f the epidemic-like proportions o f converts was accurate. Davies stated that
the convert would be placed on a horse facing backwards with a bow and arrow in his

48Purchas,///>, 6:153-5.
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hands, “then the picture o f Christ is carried before him with feet upwards, at the which he
drawes his Bow with the Arrow therein, and thus he rideth to the place o f his
Circumcision.” Along the way the convert would curse “his father that begate him, and
his mother that bore hym, his Country, and all his kindred: then comming to the place o f
Circumcision, he is Circumcised, receiving a name, & denying his Christian name, so that
ever after he is called a Runagado, that is, a Christian denying Christ and turned Turke: o f
which sort there are more in Turkie and Barbary then o f natural Turkes.”49
To a large degree, the conversion ceremony represented an affront not only to the
Christian faith, but also to family and nationality. Therefore, those English Christians
that resisted the temptation o f conversion were held out for particularly high praise in the
published accounts. After mentioning the case of a ship’s boy from an English ship
called the Green Dragon who had been lured ashore by the King’s son to turn Turke on
the promise o f being “well entertained,” Purchas related the tale o f Richard Burges and
James Smith. The King’s son came to visit his father in Tripoli and spied the two men
and since “they were both yong m e n , . . . he was very disirous to have them tume Turkes,
but they would not yeeld to his desire.” With their refusal o f his son, the King personally
asked the two men to convert, but they refused. Finally, the King compelled an English
Renegado named John Nelson to beg the two men to join him, but they once again
demurred. In the end, the King’s son took the two men with him anyway and had them
forcibly circumcised, but they continued to proclaim their Christianity to the end.50
"Davies, True Relation, B4.
50Hakluyt, PN, 5:304-6.
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Englishmen did not view the Muslim propensity to convert Christians, including
ritual circumcision, in the same light as European attempts to convert others to the
Christian faith. The Muslim rite was actually more commonly described as part of the
perceived overall sexual deviancy o f North African peoples. Francis Knight claimed that
“they are sayd to commit Sodomie with all creatures, and tollerate all vices.” James
Wadsworth related that after his ship was taken by the Moors in 1622 many of the men
were stored in the prow. One night “two Moores come down unto us, and secretly
selecting two o f the youngest and fairest amongst us, abused their bodies with insatiable
lust, and on the next morning they stripping themselves starke naked, and powring out
water one upon the others head, supposed by this washing they were cleansed from their
new acted sinne.” Another English merchant reiterated the lechery of the Muslim world
when he recounted his good fortune in being selected by the local ruler in Algiers after
his capture, allowing him to avoid a sentence to the galleys. Among the ruler’s
selections, however, had been “a pretty German Boy o f a ruddy Countenance.” Since
local rulers tended to select those that held out the promise o f a high ransom, the
Englishman wondered about the choice o f the German youth. He concluded, however,
that “the old man was a greater Lover o f his Pleasures than o f Money, and therefore he
pitcht upon him as one who might procure unto him some in his old Age.” The English
merchant did not find this too strange, however, because he recognized that “a strange
Fancy possesses the minds o f all Southern People; they bum with an unnatural Fire,
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which consumed Sodom and Gomorrah”5'
Although the turmoil o f enslavement and forced conversion served to dramatize
the fate o f those consigned to North African slavery, the highlight o f the English slave
drama typically involved a dramatic escape or ingenious redemption. The most famous
and oft-published account was the story of John Fox who, according to Hakluyt, departed
out of Portsmouth in 1563 on a voyage to Seville. So remarkable was his escape that
after recounting the capture o f Fox’s ship, the Three H alf Moons, Hakluyt declared that
he “will make no mention of their miseries” since everyone could agree that the men
neither fared well nor were not “pestered with too much heate, and also with too much
cold.” Instead, he skipped over Fox’s fourteen years o f captivity “to shew the ende of
those, being in meere miserie, which continually doe call on God with a steadfast hope
that he will deliver them, and with a sure faith that he can doe it.” Anthony Munday’s
retelling o f the John Fox saga in 1608 dwelt somewhat longer on the Englishman’s
captivity, but he likewise featured the deliverance o f the 266 Christian captives
orchestrated by Fox. Likewise, Purchas recalled Fox’s exploits briefly at the end o f his
relation of the Jacob in order to re-emphasize the wonderful escape of Fox who was
rewarded by Queen Elizabeth with a yearly pension for his bravery.S2
The tale o f John Fox’s dramatic escape began in Alexandria where, after a number
of years in captivity, the Englishman managed to establish certain privileges, such as

51Knight, A Relation ofSeaven Yeares Staverie, 50; Wadsworth, The English Spanish Pilgrime,
35; Roberts, The Adventures o f an English Merchant, 28.
52Hakluyt, PN, 5:153-67; Munday, The Admirable Deliverance o f 266. Christians', Purchas, KP,
149-50.
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being able to move about freely during the daytime, although he continued to wear irons
on his legs. In 1577, after the galleys had been harbored for the winter, Fox was one o f
three Englishmen housed in a bano o f 268 Christian galley slaves. Fox made the
acquaintance o f Spanish-born Christian named Peter Unticaro who had been a slave for
thirty years. The two men made six others privy to their planned escape from slavery,
which they were ready to launch by early 1578. The eight men overpowered the guards
o f the prison compound where the Christians were being held and, with some difficulty,
made it through the streets o f Alexandria to a galley, which they quickly rigged and
steered out o f the harbor. After nearly a month at sea, in which they were struck by a
famine leading to the death o f eight men, they landed safely near Gallipoli where they
were relieved by a local group o f monks. Fox eventually made it back to England safely,
but not before making brief stops in Rome and Spain were he was lauded and received
letters o f commendation.53
Samuel Purchas also weighed in with a bit o f English drama with his relation o f
the escape o f John Cooke, William Ling, David Jones and Robert Tuckey after their ship,
the Jacob, was taken by Turkish pirates in 1621. Almost as quickly as these men were
captured they began to plot their escape so that they could avoid the fate o f being “debard
for ever from seeing their friends and Countrey, to be chained, beaten, made slaves, and
to eate the bread o f affliction in the Galleys, all the remainder o f their unfortunate lives.”
While the rest o f the crew o f the Jacob were taken into the Turkish galleys, the four men,

"Hakluyt, PN, 5:156-67.
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with thirteen Turks on board, were compelled to sail their ship to Algiers. During a storm
at sea, however, the Englishmen took the ship back from the Turks and sailed their ship
into a Spanish port where they sold the nine surviving Turkes for galley slaves, as
Purchas reported, “for a good summe o f money, and as I thinke, a great deal more then
they were worth.” Similarly, the escape of John Rawlins from Algiers possessed all the
elements of drama, adventure and revenge. According to Purchas, John Rawlins, a
skilled mariner, who was selected by two English Renegados in North Africa to help
direct the rigging o f the recently capture Exchange and serve as pilot. As Rawlins set to
sea in 1622, if one is to believe Purchas’ dramatizations, he occasionally voiced his
opposition to his enslavement in the form of heart-wrenching soliloquies, such as: “O f
Hellish slaverie to be thus subject to Dogs! Oh, God strengthen my heart and hand, and
something shall be done to ease us o f these mischiefes, and deliver us from these cruell
Mahumetan Dogs.” Other slaves warned Rawlins to speak softly lest they be treated
more harshly for his outburst, but the heroic English slave exclaimed, as all true
Englishmen would in their narratives, “what can be worse? I will either attempt my
deliverance at one time, or another, or perish in the enterprise.”54
After they captured a Turkish ship, the crew o f the Exchange diminished as a
salvage crew took the defeated ship back to Algiers. Nonetheless, as the ship headed out
into the Atlantic, Rawlins and the other slaves continued in their bondage while the
Turkes used them “with insulting tyrannie . . . in all base and servile actions, adding

MPurchas,///>, 6:146-9, 158.
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stripes and inhumane revilings, even in our greatest labour.” About this time Rawlins
began to hatch his plan to take the ship and gradually convinced the other English slaves
and some o f the English Renegados to join him in “so brave an Enterprize.” At a
prearranged signal, the slaves rose up and took the ship and in the process killed many o f
the Turks and Moors: “some were manacled, and so throwne over-boord, and some were
slaine and mangled with the Curtle&xes, till the ship was well cleared, and our selves
assured o f the victory.” Rawlins spared the captains life, as well as five other English
Renegados, who they took back to England with them where they arrived in February
1622.55

The cumulative effect o f the English slave narratives was to impart an image o f
slavery that was characterized by brutality, dehumanization, unbearable labor and
potential death. They also conveyed the impression that human bondage was an avenue
not simply to the subjugation o f the individual, but an assault on the entirety o f Christian
Europe. Although the system clearly existed for profiteering from valuable hostages,
most captives were never ransomed and lived out their lives as slaves. Many, certainly,
recognized the permanence of their situation and chose to convert perhaps for genuine
religious reasons, but most likely in order to improve their condition and ease their way
back to freedom. Slavery and, in the mind o f most Europeans, apostasy were not limited
to North Africa and Turkey. Englishmen also found themselves condemned to slavery in
other parts o f Europe and, in some cases, in New Spain, Peru or elsewhere in the

55Purchas,//P, 6:158-71.
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Americas. Thus, beginning in the last half o f the sixteenth century, the Tudor
government took a much greater interest in the fate o f Englishmen who fell into a state o f
captivity or slavery in foreign lands.
During the reign o f Elizabeth, there was a perceptible rise in the effort o f the
English government to secure the freedom o f Englishmen including those being held in
the Iberian world. In one case in 1576 the English ambassador to Spain, John Smith,
issued a memorandum to Philip II on behalf o f Elizabeth. Among the issues addressed,
Smith requested the liberation o f eight Englishmen “condemned to the galleys and
perpetual imprisonment by the Holy Office in Seville.” These eight Englishmen had
suffered the fate o f many who likewise ran afoul o f the Spanish Inquisition.56 In their
zealous effort to prevent heresy in Spain, the Spanish government had placed harbors
under the control of the Holy Office. Subsequently, stories began to circulate in England
that Protestant English sailors could be thrown into the dungeons, tortured, starved,
condemned to the galleys, or even burned in a fool’s coat for merely possessing an
English Bible. In this state o f affairs, and unable to secure the immediate release o f her
subjects, Elizabeth repeatedly urged Spain’s ambassador to England, Bernardino de
Mendoza, to press Philip for the release o f the Englishmen, particularly Edward Taylor
and Robert Williams. Mendoza even informed Philip that he should at least look into the

56Richard Haselton, Strange and Wonderful Things (London, 1595), related that after he survived
the shipwreck o f the galley on which he was enslaved he fell into the hands of the Inquisition in Majorca.
After more than a year in the dungeon he managed to escape, but he was recaptured and nearly whipped to
death. Eventually, however, Haselton escaped Majorca only to end up back in North Africa where he was
once again enslaved in the galleys for three more years before he was redeemed by a London merchant
(B2-C4).
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cases of Taylor and Williams since “all London is speaking to me about them.”57
Englishmen could also run afoul o f Spanish justice in the New World colonies.
Throughout the last half o f the sixteenth century a number o f privateers under the
command of Sir John Hawkins, Sir Francis Drake and others ventured into the Spanish
Caribbean in search o f booty. Thus there was nothing unusual about the departure o f five
ships under the command o f John Hawkins out o f Plymouth harbor in October 1567.
This English fleet set sail for Africa and the Spanish possessions in the Americas with the
intent to smuggle goods to Spanish settlers. Based upon his previous experience,
Hawkins knew well the potentially lucrative profit to be made in the contraband trade into
the Spanish colonial possessions in the Americas. On this voyage, however, Hawkins
intended to repeat his earlier exploits of sailing with a fleet down to the coast o f Africa,
acquiring several hundred dark-skinned Africans, and selling them into the Spanish
possessions as slaves. With little concern for the African slaves themselves, or any
question about the legitimacy o f their enslavement, Hawkins arrived on the coast o f
Africa, quickly loaded up his fleet with 500 Africans and by February 1568 headed out
across the Atlantic for the Caribbean.
During the better part o f 1568 Hawkins’ fleet moved with impunity throughout
the Caribbean selling Africans into slavery to an often receptive Spanish market. When
the fleet tried to depart at the end o f the summer, however, bad weather drove the English
ships deeper into the Caribbean and they were eventually forced to seek safety from the

i7CSPE (1568-1579), 2:535-8, 586-7; Froude, English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century, cited in
Cecil Roth, The Spanish Inquisition (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1964), 180.
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storm in the sheltered port at San Juan de Ulloa. This safe respite did not endure long and
during the very next day a Spanish fleet arrived off shore and trapped the battered English
ships in the harbor. In the ensuing battle the English fleet lost three ships and many men
were left on shore before two o f the ships managed to limp back across the Atlantic.
Among those left behind was Miles Phillips. Along with the other Englishmen who
found themselves suddenly stranded in a foreign land, he was temporarily placed in the
obrajes o f Tescuco, “into which place divers Indians are sold for slaves, some for ten
yeeres, and some for twelve.” As Phillips understood their situation, the English would
likewise be put to work and used like the Indians as slaves, but upon their arrival they
“were not put to any labour, but were very straitly kept, & almost famished.” As was
typical in the case o f capture, English gentlemen received preferential treatment at the
hands o f the Spanish. The Viceroy kept the English elite in his own home, but eventually
sold off many o f them to wealthy Spaniards, where they were taken as “servants or slaves
. . . for in this countrey no Spaniard will serve one another, but they are all of them
attended and served by Indians weekely, and by Negroes which be their slaves during
their life.”58
Unlike the Indians and Africans, Phillips and other Englishmen were employed as
domestics in the households o f many of the Spanish gentlemen residing in Mexico City
for more than a year. Eventually, Phillips and a few others were sent to the silver mines

58HakIuyt, PN, 9:421, 422-3. For the context o f this voyage, and others associated with it, see
Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement, esp. ch. 6. Hakluyt also includes a shorter account o f the life o f
Job Hortop who, like Phillips, was part o f the Hawkins expedition. Hortop was absent from England for
twenty-three years and spent twelve o f those in the Spanish galleys. See Hakluyt, PN, 9:445ff.
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to work as overseers o f the much derided African and Indian slaves who performed the
most difficult labors there. The English slave drivers even managed to acquire a fair bit
of wealth during this period o f their enslavement, but in 1574 their situation deteriorated
rapidly when all Englishmen in New Spain were called before the Inquisition. Many
were sent to prison where they wallowed for a year and a half before they received their
sentence as “English heritikes.” More than fifty Englishmen were ordered to be whipped,
with several men receiving more than 200 stripes. After this punishment, most o f the
men were sentenced to the galleys for a period o f time ranging from six to ten years.
Three unfortunate men, George Rively, Peter Momfrie, and Cornelius the Irishman, were
condemned “to be burnt to ashes” for their heretical crimes.
Phillips and other gentlemen received less plebeian punishments. Phillips was
ordered to serve in a monastery for five years, without any stripes, during which time he
would “weare a fooles coat, or S. Benito.” While serving out his punishment, Phillips’
central responsibility was as an overseer o f Indians who were engaged in the construction
of a new church. During his five years he learned their language and grew to find the
natives “to be a courteous and loving kind o f people, ingenious, and of great
understanding, and they hate and abhorre the Spaniardes with all their hearts.” At the
same time, Phillips also noted that since the Spaniards kept the natives in “such
subjection and servitude,. . . they and the Negros also doe daily lie in waite to practise
their deliverance out o f that thraldome and bondage, that the Spaniardes doe keepe them
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in.”59 Eventually, however, Phillips would escape New Spain and make his way back to
England via Spain and Majorca disguised as a Spanish soldier.60
Even more threatening than falling into a state o f bondage in the Christian world
was the increasingly real prospect o f being enslaved by infidels, particularly those o f the
Islamic world. In an effort to prevent the enslavement o f Englishmen in the Muslim
world, the English government concluded treaties of amity with several o f the ruling
powers o f North Africa. Much to the dismay o f other Christian powers who were in
perpetual conflict with their southern foes, England even concluded a trading agreement
with the Ottoman Turks in 1580. As a part o f this thirty-five point agreement with the
“great Turk,” it was agreed that any slave in the Turkish dominions who was found to be
an Englishman would be immediately released. Likewise, any subsequent capture and
enslavement o f Englishmen in the Mediterranean by pirates or other “free govemours o f
ships trading the Sea” would be “examined according to justice” in an effort to restore the
Englishmen to freedom. Subsequently, England made a similar treaty with Morocco in
its effort to increase the level o f safety o f Mediterranean trade and to insure the lifelong
freedom o f English sailors.61
England valued the commercial treaties with Mediterranean powers because o f the
enormous profits that could be obtained in the direct importation of rare commodities. As
a result o f the 1580 treaty, Elizabeth chartered the Levant Company in 1581 and a year

59Hakluyt, PN, 9:430.
^M uch more will be said about the English presence in the Spanish Caribbean in Chapter Seven.
61Hakluyt, PN, 5:187-8, 6:429.
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later appointed William Harborne as England’s new ambassador to Turkey. As further
expression of its goodwill, the English government went to some lengths to return the
“ 100 Turkes brought by Sir Francis Drake out o f the West Indyes (where they served as
slaves in the Spanish Galleyes)” to their homeland. The Privy Council took interest in
this matter, ordering their return home to be “presented by the Ambassador unto the
Grand Seignour, whereby their Lordships are perswaded thatt they maie drawe on greater
favor and liberties unto them selves then they yet enjoye.” The council also hoped that
this gesture would lead to “the release o f some o f the captives o f the Englishe nation
there.” This overture did indeed strike a chord as twenty of the former Turkish slaves
appeared in the account o f the voyage o f Laurence Aldersey to Constantinople when their
names were recorded by Egyptians “to remaine in perpetuall memory.”62
Where treaties and other high-level international affairs failed to settle the issue of
Englishmen held in bondage, the English public stepped in with funds to pay the ransoms
asked by the Barbary states. At least as early as 1567 Elizabeth’s government was
receiving requests for licenses to make collections for ransoms o f Englishmen being held
in Algiers. In the last two decades of the sixteenth century, frequent collections were
recorded at the parish level for the redemption o f Englishmen and others who had been
“kept bond and thrall in most cruell slaverie and Bondage” in the Mediterranean. In 1580
the privy council was forced to look into the case of George Clement who during the

62APC 14:205-6 (August 1586); Hakluyt, PN, 6:40. As a result o f the intended amity between the
English and Turks, Elizabeth even received a petition from “Hamed, a distressed Turk” who wrote to the
queen describing his ten years o f “most miserable slavery” in the Spanish galleys before he managed to
escape. Hamed desired a passport and assistance in order to come to England out o f France so that he
could find a way to get back to his own country. See C SP D S(1591-1594), 3:109-10.
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1560s had been taken by the Turks in the straights o f Gibraltar. Clement had been held as
a slave for some fifteen years until John Bodley, a London merchant, had redeemed him
out of captivity for the considerable sum o f £35.12.8. This apparently charitable act,
however, was conditional since in return for the cost o f redeeming the Englishman “the
said Clement is bondslave unto the said Bodley till it be paied.” Considering the
prevalent belief in the inconsistency of human bondage with Englishness at the time,
particularly in that the victim had done no wrong, the Privy Council stepped in and
ordered that “forasmuche as ther are dailie collections within the Cittie gathered for the
redemption o f captives” Bodley should be given his money back out o f the charitable
collections and Clement set completely free.63
Throughout the subsequent decades thousands of Englishmen continued to fall
into a state o f slavery in the Mediterranean region. This situation caused some concern at
home and by the second and third decades o f the seventeenth century a series o f royal
proclamations were issued authorizing the collection o f funds to redeem Englishmen out
of North African bondage. Like the royal licenses o f the previous century, these
proclamations typically were issued for the benefit o f one or two specific individuals.
For example, in 1619 James I issued a proclamation calling for collections to be taken for
one year in order to offset the losses o f D. Archibald and A. Heele at sea and to ransom
the latter from the Turks. In 1623, James I again authorized collections in London and

63CSPDS, 1:295; A PC 12:90 (July 1580); The reference to “most cruel slavery” comes from an
excerpt o f the daybook o f Thomas Harridance, clerk o f St. Botolph Aldgate, 1583-1600. This record from
the Guildhall Library, London records more than 25 collections for the period between 1587 and 1597,
which are reprinted in Roslyn L. Knutson, “Elizabethan Documents, Captivity Narratives, and the Market
for Foreign History Plays,” English Literary Renaissance 26:1 (Winter 1996): 75-110.
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the counties o f Middlesex, Essex, and Hertford in order to assist Amy Lynsteed and Joan
Morse. Their husbands had, in two separate instances, been attacked and taken at sea “by
those miscreant Sea-robbers the Turkes” resulting in the death of William Lynsteed and
the enslavement o f Robert Morse. In yet another case from 1621, James I issued a brief
for collections to assist the Convent o f the Holy Cross in Jerusalem to be used as tribute
to the Turks and the ransom of Christian captives.64
Although most authorized collections were issued for singular cases, occasionally
the early Stuart proclamations were more sweeping. In 1624 James I took notice o f the
case o f “fifteen hundred o f our loving Subjects, English men, remaining in miserable
servitude and subjection in Argier, Tunis, Sally, Tituane” According to the royal
proclamation, Turkish pirates had surprised 150 English ships at sea and taken the men
into “miserable slavery” where they now were “sold from party to party, and kept in
chaines o f Iron, their food, bread and water to their extreme grief.” In addition to their
physical sufferings, many were also “forced and compelled by intolerable and
insufferable punishments and torments, to deny their Saviour, and tume to the
Mahumetan Religion, and to deny their owne King and Country.” Significantly, the
proclamation ordered ministers throughout the realm “to stirre up the charity o f their
Parishioners,” in order to raise the necessary funds to rescue the enslaved Englishmen
who were compelled by infidels to labor “in a bestiall manner like horses, for to get some
foode to preserve their wretched lives, with infinite miseries.”65
64Proclamations, James I, 21 Jac. 1 (24 Mar. 1623); 19Jac. 1 (24 Mar. 1621).
65 Proclamation, James I (29 June 1624).
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James I and Charles I not only passed measures calling for the collection of funds
for the redemption o f English captives, they also pursued more aggressive measures. By
1619 the King’s council believed that the pirates o f Algiers and Tunis had grown so
strong that in only a few years they had taken 300 ships and imprisoned or enslaved
"many hundred persons.” As a result o f this development, “the king has resolved on their
extirpation” and “the merchants o f London have offered £40,000 towards the
expedition.”66 James launched a fleet o f eighteen sail under the command o f Sir Robert
Mansell in 1620 to quash the Turkish pirates and, whenever possible, recover English
captives. This expedition, however, proved to be o f little reward as no more than a
handful o f captives were recovered and the pirates o f the Barbary states were in no way
diminished in their power. An even larger expedition under William Rainborowe to
Sallee, on the Moroccan Atlantic coast, set sail in 1637 in an attempt to secure English
shipping and prevent the capture and enslavement o f Englishmen in foreign parts. In the
mid-1620s the number o f Englishmen being held in Sallee was estimated to be about
1,500 while more than 40 North African men-of-war roamed the Atlantic in search of
more booty.67
Military enterprises represented only one avenue for the redemption o f

“ CSPDS (1619-1623), 10:12.
67Purchas, HP, 6:131-45; Hebb, Piracy and the English Government, chs. 5 & 11: “The Algiers
Expedition” (77-104) & “The Sallee Expedition o f 1637" (237-65); Julian S. Corbett, England in the
Mediterranean, 2 vols. (London, 1904), 1:110-33; Sir Godfrey Fisher, Barbary Legend: War, Trade and
Piracy in North Africa, 1415-1830 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), 188-94; Kenneth R. Andrews, Ships,
Money and Politics: Seafaring and Naval Enterprise in the Reign o f Charles I (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991), esp. ch. 7: “William Rainborowe and the Sallee Rovers” (160-83). See also John
Dunton, The True Journal o f the Sallee Fleet (1637).
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Englishmen out o f North African bondage. Rather than pursuing a series o f expensive
naval expeditions that often seemed to serve little purpose, efforts were made at home to
raise funds to pay the ransoms for the return o f Englishmen. Many o f these collections
were encouraged by royal proclamation, but they could also emanate from the Lord
Mayor, the Bishop o f London, the Lord Admiral or similar officials. Frequently,
however, ministers extended the reach o f the printed word by encouraging their
parishioners to remember their countrymen in religious sermons. In a series of sermons
preached in Plymouth in 1636, Charles Fitz-Geffrey reminded his audience that although
their brethren were suffering from back-breaking work and senseless beatings, the “want
of liberty is sufficient to make up misery.” Fitz-Geffrey was particularly contemptuous
of Turks who sunk so low as to “make marchandize o f men." In graphic detail he
recounted how they placed a price on every Christian’s head “thirty times higher then the
Jewes did on Christ." If the unfortunate Englishman had no access to wealth or influence
and the ransom could not be paid nothing would free the slave who, unless he renounced
his faith, would be “sold in markets like beasts, by creatures more brutish than beasts,
stigmatized, branded when they are bought by circumcised monsters, miscreant
Mahumetans " Fitz-Geffrey preached that Englishmen at home should not only
remember their countrymen in their prayers, they should seek ways to redeem them out o f
their misery. Ultimately, “our barbarous inhumanity is a worse bondage than theirs in
Barbary. In such a captive condition are they who have not this compassion towards
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their captived brethren.”68
Sermons, royal proclamations and public collections appeared in late Tudor and
early Stuart England as both cause and consequence o f an increasingly well-informed
public’s knowledge o f the enslavement o f fellow Englishmen. Englishmen did not have
to be literate or particularly worldly in order to encounter the prevalence of slavery in the
world around them. Redeemed slaves lived in England. Some Englishmen traveled to
Persia and Egypt and returned to write or otherwise tell their tales. The travails of
enslaved Englishmen were vocalized in parish churches on Sundays and other public
places when it came time to collect funds to redeem countrymen. Actors portrayed slaves
in obscure stage productions set in exotic locales. Ballads were sung about unfortunate
Englishmen who were taken and enslaved. More than fifty history plays featuring the
Mediterranean world appeared on London stages in the half-century after 1579. Some,
such as Robert Dabome’s A Christian Turnd Turk (1615) and Philip Massinger’s The
Renegado (1624) exploited the themes frequently contained in the slave narratives.69
Indeed, for a nation just beginning the enterprise that would result in an enormously
valuable overseas empire, already in the early seventeenth century Englishmen were
deeply influenced, in a number o f ways, by human bondage.

“ Knutson, “Elizabethan Documents, Captivity Narratives, and the Market for Foreign History
Plays,” 77; Fitz-Geffrey, Compassion towards Captives, 4, 11, 17, 47.
“ Knutson, “Elizabethan Documents, Captivity Narratives, and the Market for Foreign History
Plays,” 94-101. More will be said concerning the representation o f African and Mediterranean themes in
Chapter Five.
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By the early decades o f the seventeenth century, few Englishmen would question
the increasingly common assertion that “servility and bondage to an ingenious spirit is
worse than death, which is common to all, this to the miserable.”70 Tudor-Stuart
Englishmen were aware o f a number o f forms of human bondage in the world around
them. A number of Englishmen, like other Europeans, possessed notions of human
slavery that were grounded in intellectual and historical conceptions as employed by
Aristotle, the Bible, St. Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. These writings encouraged a
view within the Christian tradition that slavery was a legitimate part o f a sinful world but,
at least according to St. Augustine, was not a part o f God’s original design. Nonetheless,
slavery was historically and currently a worldwide phenomenon that even critics such as
Jean Bodin grudgingly realized seemed to be expanding within the context o f the Atlantic
world. The accounts o f Hakluyt and Purchas similarly encouraged the perspective that
slavery was a commonplace —whether in Africa, America o r Asia there were likely to be
found a number of enslaved people serving as laborers, soldiers, personal servants or
concubines. Likewise, the received wisdom of Aristotle played an important role in
certain places, such as the Iberian world, where slavery was sometimes justified by
sinfulness or the doctrine o f ‘just war’, but also arguments based upon the slavish nature
o f a people, especially native Americans and Africans, were increasingly prevalent.

70Knight, A Relation ofSeaven Yeares Slovene, 14.
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While the imagined world o f slavery, as it appeared in the written works of
acknowledged ecclesiastic and secular authorities, certainly helped shape English
conceptions o f the role and condition of human bondage around the world, there were an
increasing number o f Englishmen who experienced slavery or enslavement first hand.71
Through the publication o f narratives of their enslavement and eventual escape or
redemption, a number o f Englishmen were able to describe slavery based upon personal
experience to an increasingly knowledgeable English audience. Thus, many in England
were probably less concerned with, or even interested in, whether or not slavery was
natural in either the Aristotelian or Augustinian sense, and even fewer would have been
concerned with the subtle differences wrapped up in legal distinctions between the ju s
naturale and the ju s gentium. In late Tudor and early Stuart England, slavery stood out as
a horrible institution that was not necessarily confined to either Africans or Indians; in
the rapidly shrinking Atlantic world even jreeborn Englishmen could suffer a fate that
some in England characterized as worse than death - slavery. Through these graphic and
dramatic depictions o f the nature o f slavery a stereotype o f human bondage (that was only
remotely related to plantation slavery) crystallized in English culture.72

’’Significantly, this topic is generally overlooked for the pre-Commonwealth period. A fair bit o f
scholarship, however, has considered the plight of Anglo-American slaves and the larger subject o f
Mediterranean slavery during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For two recent examples, see
G.E. Aylmer, “Slavery under Charles II: The Mediterranean and Tangier,” EHR 114 (April 1999): 378-89,
and Baepler, White Slavery, African Masters. Unfortunately, these two works are consistent with a larger
body o f scholarship that is generally rooted in the North American preoccupation with the causal
relationship between race and slavery.
72According to William Harrison, condemned persons go “cheerfully to their deaths” rather than
suffer bondage. Miles Philips concurred, lamenting in their enslavement that the English could never be
happy “till we might perceive our selves set free from that bondage, either by death or otherwise.” See
Harrison, The Description o f England, 187, and Hakluyt, PN, 9:419.
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Some events, however, clearly pointed the way toward the future. In the case o f
the Englishmen who were captured in New Spain after the defeat of Hawkins’ fleet in the
1570s, where there were already numerous African and native American bondmen,
Englishmen were placed at an intermediate level o f society. Perhaps as a forecast o f what
was to come, captured English marauders were punished for their piratical and heretical
crimes with torture, physical punishment, and lengthy sentences in the galleys, but they
were not reduced to the same level as the black slaves. Though the English may not have
appreciated the extent o f it, there were clearly some advantages to being European in the
Americas. For as much as they were “English dogs, and Lutheran heretikes” to their
Spanish masters, something distinguished them and ultimately rescued them from that
same degree o f degradation and hard labor suffered by natives and the African slaves.
Unlike the situation in the Mediterranean, a New World model of slavery emerged in the
sixteenth century based on race rather than religion and rooted in the desperate need for
labor rather than the availability of prisoners o f war. The English, then, were insulated
from New World slavery by their Old World status. The question would remain,
however, what would happen to the multiple models o f human bondage when the time
came to construct overseas colonies?
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PART TWO:
CONSTRUCTING THE ENGLISH RACE

Few fields of American scholarship have evoked a more rich and varied body o f
literature in recent decades than the highly volatile subject o f race. Historians,
sociologists, cultural anthropologists and others have worked to uncover the roots and
branches of the racial divide which has pervaded much o f American history. Great
strides forward toward a fuller understanding o f the complexity of this past have been
taken during the last two generations. With the changes wrought by the Civil Rights era,
few people can even conceive o f the American past as a monolithic or monocultural
entity. Indeed, the ethnic and racial diversity o f the Americas (both North and South) has
increasingly been placed in the forefront o f any discussion o f the historical development
o f the Western world in the post-Columbian era. Thus, whether historians and other
academics consider voyages o f exploration, colonial development, westward expansion,
the Age of Revolutions or any number o f other tried-and-true topics, they can no longer
avoid multicultural or racial issues and the way they fed into and/or grew out o f these
transforming moments in time.
The creation o f British North America in the seventeenth century has been no
exception to this larger trend. Once the preserve o f scholars o f New England and Puritan
128
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studies, some o f the most vibrant and compelling works o f the last thirty years have been
devoted to more southern colonies and the problems brought to bear on the simple
transfer of Englishmen across the Atlantic by the presence o f other Europeans, diverse
native peoples, and the increasingly numerous African slaves. No single historian has
exemplified this historiographical shift more than the distinguished early Americanist
Edmund Morgan, who established himself with his studies o f the Puritans and
Constitutional issues, but produced his most influential scholarship with a single work on
Virginia.1 Still the standard-bearer o f colonial Virginia studies, Edmund Morgan’s
American Slavery American Freedom typifies contemporary approaches to the study of
race and racial interaction in early America. For it was Morgan who suggested that from
the onset the Englishmen who sailed up the James River in 1607 were intent on the
construction o f a biracial society that included not only themselves, but also the ‘savages’
of America. Additionally, as Morgan’s reasoning insinuated, few English settlers were
surprised by the emergence o f an increasing number o f African peoples as these initially
biracial New World societies became triracial.2
'Although Morgan published a brief study on Virginia, Virginians at Home: Family Life in the
Eighteenth Century (Williamsburg: Colonial Williamsburg, 1952), his most important early works centered
on New England Puritans and Revolutionary works, such as The Puritan Dilemma: The Story o f John
Winthrop (Boston: Little, Brown, 1958); Visible Saints: The History o f a Puritan Idea (New York: New
York University Press, 1963); and The Birth o f the Republic, 1763-1789 (Chicago: University o f Chicago
Press, 1956. Other similar transformations occurred in the research careers of Darrett B. Rutman and
Alden T. Vaughan.
2Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom: The Ordeal o f Colonial Virginia
(New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1975), 70. As Morgan him self intimates, while it is true that colonial
sponsors suggested that English settlers “were first to preach and baptize into Christian Religion, and by
propagation o f the Gospell, to recover out o f the Aimes o f the Devill, a number of poore and miserable
soules,” other instructions warned colonists against allowing “any o f the natural people of the Country to
inhabit between You and the Sea Coast” lest they “be ready to Guide and assist any Nation that Shall Come
to invade You.” Obviously, the inconsistency between high-minded promotional schemes and the very
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Although the shift in focus demonstrated by this research agenda is laudable, this
approach to American history and the study of race is hamstrung by its reliance upon an
overtly presentist framework and agenda. In the twentieth century, most people believe
that races exist and their fundamental signifier or determinant is, quite simply, skin
color.3 Not surprisingly, in the context o f American history and the pervasive legacy of
slavery, few Americans today can separate the idea o f race from notions o f whiteness and
blackness and even fewer can disentangle themselves from the unchallenged assumption
that racism is synonymous with what St. Clair Drake has labeled ‘White Racism’.4 As a
result, the historical study o f race in America has often degenerated into a teleological
search for situations and events in the past that mirror the present and therefore,
presumably, explain present conditions and attitudes. Because the ascendant idea o f race
near the dawn o f the twenty-first century is black and white, the search for race in the past
has been reduced to the search for ‘white’ evidence and ‘black’ evidence. And because
the history o f ‘white’ and ‘black’ in America can only with difficulty be analyzed outside

real concern with security hardly provided a firm foundation for the creation of a truly biracial society. See
Warren M. Billings, ed., The Old Dominion in the Seventeenth Century: A Documentary History o f
Virginia, 1606-1689 (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1975), 14, 20-1. On contemporary
use o f the word ‘savage’ see James Axtell, “Forked Tongues: Moral Judgments in Indian History,” in After
Columbus: Essays in the Ethnohistory o f Colonial North America (New York: Oxford University Press,
1988), 34-44.
3Most historians, however, have been deeply influenced by recent research, such as that o f
Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure o f Man (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1981), which suggests that
separate human races do not exist and that there is very little genetic diversity among Homo sapiens.
Races, most historians contend, are actually socially-constructed and culturally-determined categories with
little or no biological or scientific underpinnings.
4On ‘White Racism’ as a “systematic ideology . . . embodied in institutional structures,” see St.
Clair Drake, Black Folks Here and There, 2 vols. (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990),
2:13.
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o f the history o f slavery, race and slavery are often conflated and studied as two sides o f
the same coin. By this logic, then, the vast majority o f modem American scholars have
framed their studies within the context o f encounter - the point at which two or more
groups of people considered by today's standards to be distinct races were compelled by
historical circumstances to interact at some level. In American history, with certain
notable exceptions, the precise date selected by most historians has been 1619.5
This approach to the study o f race (and slavery) has been pervasive among
historians o f American history. In recent decades, historians increasingly have been
interested in identifying the temporal origins o f racism and the constituent elements of
that ideology which many have associated with slavery. In this pursuit, a great deal o f
attention has been directed at the significance o f physical appearance, particularly skin
color, as a racial marker. Similarly, many have sought the seeds o f the concepts o f
whiteness and blackness as meaningful and determinative categories o f human identity in
early America. Two historiographical camps have emerged out o f this historical
exploration. One group has pressed the argument that a racial mentality revealed itself

’Among numerous historians, 1619 has achieved (like 1776) a certain icon status as it is the date
o f the earliest recorded arrival o f Africans in what is today the United States of America. Several book
titles reflect this, such as Peter Kolchin’s recent survey o f slavery is titled American Slavery, 1619-1877
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1993); John B. Boles’s older survey, Black Southerners, 1619-1869
(Lexington, KY: University Press o f Kentucky, 1984); and Thomas D. Morris, Southern Slavery and the
Law, 1619-1860 (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1996). Marc Bloch’s concerns about
“The Idol o f Origins” deserve repeating here. In particular, Bloch notes that history oriented toward
origins has often been put to the service o f value judgments, as when past events are “assiduously used as
an explanation o f the present only in order that the present might be the better justified or condemned. So
in many cases the demon o f origins has been, perhaps, only the incarnation o f that other satanic enemy o f
true history: the mania for making judgments.” This is nowhere more true than in the study o f race and
slavery in American history. See Marc Bloch, The Historian’s Craft (New York: Vintage Books, 1953),
29-35.
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with the onset o f settlement or was even carried across the Atlantic in the cultural
baggage o f the earliest settlers and subsequently informed the enslavement o f Africans.
Another group o f historians has not only questioned the timing o f the birth o f racism in
America (usually associating its appearance much later with the American Revolution),
but has also emphasized a more modem, biological definition o f race and the necessity o f
verifying race as a systematic ideology.6 Ultimately, however, the tone o f this early
American historiographical debate reveals some important points o f agreement. Both
camps fundamentally agree that race is a socially-constructed category that emerged
primarily within the context o f the encounter in America between Englishmen and subSaharan African peoples. Likewise, race was meaningful only as an oppositional
category which primarily served to denigrate one group o f people in order to justify a
mode of human relations - slavery —that might otherwise have been viewed in an
unfavorable light within the larger scheme o f English or, later, American legal culture.
Additionally, historians have also overwhelmingly concurred that the emergence of
racism and slavery were causally linked in the American colonies.7
Rarely, however, have American historians thought through the implications o f

6Winthrop D. Jordan, White over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812
(Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1968); Carl N. Degler, “Slavery and the Genesis o f
American Race Prejudice,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 2 (1959): 49-66; Alden T.
Vaughan, Roots o f American Racism: Essays on the Colonial Experience (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1995); Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom', T.H. Breen & Stephen Innes, 'Myne Owne
Ground': Race and Freedom on Virginia's Eastern Shore, 1640-1676 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1980); Barbara Jeane Fields, “Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United States o f America,” New
Left Review 181 (May/June 1990): 95-118. The question o f the role o f racial thinking in the American
colonies will be dealt with more fully in Part Three.
7The intricacies o f this debate have been ably covered by Alden T. Vaughan in “The Origins
Debate: Slavery and Racism in Seventeenth-Century Virginia,” in Roots o f American Racism, 136-74.
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the existence o f a racialized language in the early modem era. From the modem
perspective, historical and scientific suppositions have led to the subdivision o f human
beings into races that reveal themselves through skin color, physical appearance,
language, culture or any other of a number o f possible signifiers.8 Working from this
premise, the assumption o f the existence o f races has conveyed the racist sentiment that
groups possess innate and immutable physical characteristics that are related to moral,
intellectual, and other non-physical attributes or abilities. Indeed, race and racism
invariably go hand-in-hand in this formulation where human difference is a measure o f
inferiority and superiority. Thus, some more astute observers have noted that the
existence o f races depend entirely on racism.9 How, then, does the modem historian deal
with early modem categorizations o f mankind, particularly when either the term “race” is
employed or when the sentiment underlying modem racism can be discerned?10
'The ‘uncritical acceptance’ of the concept o f race that “takes as a matter o f common sense that
individuals are linked in some eventless way by common blood, climate, soil, Kultur, language, mental
disposition, or some commonplace feature such as shape and color of eyes, skin pigmentation, size and
shape of nose, slope o f forehead, cranial capacity, depth o f voice, smell o f body, weight o f breasts, and
length of penes” serves as the starting poing for a recent critical analysis by Ivan Hannaford, Race: The
History o f an Idea in the West (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 3-4.
‘’According to Pierre L. van der Burgh, “the existence of races in a given society presupposes the
presence o f racism, for without racism physical characteristics are devoid of social significance. It is not
the presence o f objective physical differences between groups that creates races, but the social recognition
o f such differences as socially significant or relevant.” Race and Racism: A Comparative Perspective
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967), 11.
,0Lynda E. Boose notes the difficulty o f determining the level o f English prejudice with an
example from Shakespeare’s The Merchant o f Venice, particularly in “Portia’s snide remarks about [the
Prince o f] Morocco’s ‘sooty bosom’” which strikes the modem reader as more racist than her views about
her “German suitor, whom she dislikes because, as a German, he is, ipso facto, also a drunkard.” By what
measure, however, other than our twentieth-century sensibilities, should we consider the former instance as
being “categorically the more virulent and systematic?” In other words, was skin color the most important
category for defining ‘otherness’ in sixteenth-century England? “‘The Gening o f a Lawful Race’: Racial
discourse in early modem England and the unrepresentable black woman,” in Margo Hendricks & Patricia
Parker, eds., Women, 'Race, ’ & Writing in the Early Modern Period {London: Routledge, 1994), 35.
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The belief that historical evidence must conform to pre-existing or even arbitrary
conceptions o f mankind has limited our ability to understand the idea o f racial identity
over a long period o f time or as anything other than skin color. Regardless, race is
actually a much more pliable category o f analysis than we are conditioned to think.
Certainly, it is true, the early modem word ‘race’ was encumbered with numerous
connotations and was often loosely employed, but early modem Europeans were able to
think of themselves and others as separate races in a sense resembling modem
understanding. Like modems, early modems were involved in a process o f self-definition
that was entirely contingent upon establishing boundaries that simultaneously united
some and excluded many others. Racial boundaries have, of course, been devastatingly
effective to this end in the history o f the United States of America. But race also served
this purpose in Tudor-Stuart England. This was a different kind o f race, however, and
was not contingent upon skin color or even, intellectually, upon Africa or America.
English writers employed the word race with great ease and frequency during the
Tudor and early Stuart eras, but the word neither meant nor implied a phenotypical
conception of human biology. In the years leading up to the construction o f overseas
colonies, race served as a meaningful and contested category in at least two important
senses within England before “skin color and physiognomy became overdetermined
markers o f a whole range of religious and sexual and cultural differences by which the
English were distinguished from various non-European ‘others’.” 11 Similarly, these
“Jean E. Howard, “An English Lass Amid the Moors: Gender, race, sexuality, and national
identity in Heywood’s The Fair Maid o f the West," in Hendricks & Parker, Women. ‘R ace,' and Writing,
102 .
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modes o f thinking thrived before any significant introduction o f African peoples into the
English landscape, economy or culture. In the first sense, race implied nation, lineage
and family in the historical sense o f descent. In this conception, the English race was not
distinguished by its skin color, but instead stood apart from the rest o f the world because
o f its historical origin and development over time, including an important series o f events
and people who served to define the meaning o f being English or British. Sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century antiquarians, historians and other intellectuals invested a great deal
o f time and energy into defining exactly what it meant to be English. Much o f this
occurred as Englishmen fought against negative stereotypes emanating from the
poisoned pens o f Continental writers who consistently degraded the inhabitants o f the
British Isles. In reaction, a series o f English writers, who ofren disagreed with each other
over the specific details, began to piece together the intellectual underpinnings o f the
English race through explorations into history, religion, and language.
The English race was also constructed in a second sense that touched much more
closely on the early modem notion o f human biology and suggested that ‘a people’ had
external and internal qualities that were shaped, if not determined, by their environment.
Just as Englishmen had traditionally been scorned for cultural reasons, classical and
medieval authors had perpetuated the myth that Northerners (among whom the English
were certainly counted) were a particularly rude and barbaric branch o f mankind.
According to this logic, Englishmen possessed certain core characteristics because of
their physical location and the related climate. Early modem climate theory worked from
the assumption that because the northern environment was cold and moist, Englishmen
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were fair-skinned, dim-witted, and possessed with great strength. By the sixteenth
century, however, Englishmen began to reformulate this stereotypical conception of
themselves in two ways, neither o f which challenged the basic outlines o f climate theory.
First, they denied that England was colder and more moist than other parts o f Europe or,
at the very least, that there were places that were much colder than England. Second,
many Englishmen began to cast a positive light on the idea of northern barbarity by
valorizing courage and strength, while simultaneously emphasizing their wisdom, which
traditionally had been mutually exclusive o f physical strength.
Racial identity served an important role in the century before Englishmen
established their first permanent overseas colonies and began more frequent interactions
with the usual catalogue of ‘Others’. Both o f these sixteenth-century conceptions of race,
however, were in a state of flux. Englishmen were in the process o f redefining their
lineage as predominately Anglo-Saxon rather than British with important consequences
for the emerging belief in the myth o f English freedoms. Englishmen were also
beginning to alter the traditional climatological view of the world which, at the very least,
suggested that they, as Northerners, were inclined toward barbarism with limited capacity
for enlightened self-government. Thus, by the time the first English settlers arrived in the
Americas, racial thinking rooted in traditionally European notions o f race as a measure of
lineage and human difference had already been introduced into English culture. This
development, which allowed for the English originally to conceive o f themselves as
racially distinct (in the early modem sense) from other Europeans, provided the
groundwork for the easy classification o f African peoples as not simply another group of
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mankind, but even more as another particularly obvious racially distinct group of
outsiders.
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CHAPTER THREE:
“MORE MERVELOUSE THAN TREW” :
NATIONHOOD AND ENGLISH RACIAL IDENTITY

It is friendship which you should have asked o f us, not slavery. For our part we are more
used to making allies than to endure the yoke of bondage. We have become so
accustomed to the concept o f liberty that we are completely ignorant o f what is meant by
submitting to slavery. If the gods themselves try to take our freedom from us, we shall
still do our utmost to resist them with all our strength in our effort to preserve that
freedom.
- Cassiveiaunus, King o f the Britons, writing to Caesar.'
“That English from Saxons draw descent. Their colour white and tongue make evident.”1

When Henry Tudor ascended the English throne in 1485 it was not particularly
clear what, precisely, England, meant. Although there existed some vague notion o f
Englishness among the literary and ruling elite, there was no solid concept o f England as
a “nation state.” Much o f the land was characterized by persistent localism, competing
family dynasties, multiple vernacular languages, and some measure o f social instability.
A

civil war had just come to a close and violent rivalries continued to percolate among

the nobility, threatening to boil over at the slightest provocation. During the half century

'Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, Lewis Thorpe, trans. (London:
Penguin Books, 1966), 108.
2William Camden, Britain, or a Chorographicall Description o f the most flourishing Kingdomes,
England, Scotland, and Ireland, Philemon Holland, trans. (London, 1610), 131.
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after Henry’s victory at Bosworth the English nation gradually took shape. Even then,
however, England resembled a series o f overlapping physical and conceptual islands
more than the modem nations o f subsequent centuries. At its largest, England was a
kingdom set apart from continental Europe by virtue o f geography - an island nation
accessible to friend and foe alike only if they were willing to traverse the seas. At its
smallest, England contained countless enclaves united in name, under one ruler, but
distinct by virtue o f local customs, provincial mental horizons, and only a limited degree
o f physical and social mobility. Nonetheless, the English were, in Geoffrey Elton’s
words, “a nation, self-consciously aware o f their identity and always ready to assert it
across a spectrum o f behaviour that ranged from kindly superiority to embittered
chauvinism.” The kingdom may not have been secure from external or internal strife,
‘“the state” may have been a mercurial concept, and the Roman church may have
overwashed the bulwarks of state sovereignty, but the people were, in essence, a people?
But what were the ligatures that bound together this amorphous identity? Among
scholars o f early modem English history, there seems no doubt that two factors, above all
else, were central: religion and English legal culture. The Henrician Reformation o f the
1530s was clearly a dramatic moment in the development o f English national identity, but
England possessed a distinctive religious culture even in the years before Reformation.
Theoretically, Englishmen belonged to a Universal Church where the papacy and canon
law not only articulated the theological principles o f Christendom, they also legitimated

3Geoffrey Elton, The English (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), 111. See also, John Guy, Tudor
England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988).
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the rule of kings. In practice, however, England had demonstrated a persistent
independence in religious thought and practice throughout the medieval period. As early
as the eighth century, when Bede wrote his Ecclesiastical History o f the English People,
there was some ill-defined idea that England was inhabited by a religiously unified body
of people. The implications o f this perspective were not revealed until the fourteenth
century when John W yclif began to anack clerical privileges and, by implication, the
papal authority over English domestic issues. He made even more o f a name for himself
when he subsequently challenged some of the central tenets o f the Catholic church, such
as transubstantiation and the mass. W yclif s spiritual descendants, known as the
Lollards, argued for the use o f vernacular languages, including an English translation o f
the Bible, and questioned the role o f priests as spiritual arbiters between individuals and
God. The ideas o f W yclif and the Lollards were particularly attractive to English
nationalists and those with anti-papal sentiments, but they proved to be too radical for the
nobility to accept at this stage o f English religious culture.4
Whatever suggestions o f descent may have been present before the sixteenth
century, the Henrician Reformation trumpeted a new stage in the development o f English
national identity. The dramatic events that characterized the English Reformation are
familiar - Henry VIII’s break with Rome and declaration o f royal supremacy over the
Church of England; new literary works like the production o f an English translation o f
the Bible, the Book o f Common Prayer, and John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments (the so4Adrian Hastings, The Construction o f Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion and Nationalism
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 35-9; Elton, The English, 91-99; See also, Anne Hudson,
The Premature Revolution: Wycliffite Texts and Lollard History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988).
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called Book o f Martyrs); Queen Mary’s “bloody” effort to reinvigorate the Catholic
presence in England; Queen Elizabeth’s excommunication in 1570; and so forth. In each
o f these events, religious practice and church organization were increasingly blended with
“the state.” Thus, in spite o f the continuing vitality o f “popular” religious beliefs and
day-to-day rites that continued to be shaped by traditional ideas loosely associated with
the Roman church, England nationalized religion and, in so doing, infused subsequent
endeavors (including overseas expansion in the Americas) with a pietistic fervor rooted in
a new, divinely-inspired understanding o f Englishness.5
Religion constitutes one measure o f national expression during the Tudor era.
England’s political and legal culture provided another and was an equally important
source of emerging identity. Indeed the two - legal culture and religious change - were
related. Parliament’s role in the construction o f a national consciousness was closely
associated with law-making in the wake o f the Henrician Reformation of the 1530s.
From that era, English parliamentarians began demanding obedience from the whole
realm and constructed a new idea o f membership within a political community. The
celebration o f Parliament, however, was not new. As with pre-Reformation religious
expressions, there were legal and constitutional efforts designed to set England apart from
continental Europe before the reign of Henry VIII. Andrew Horn, the thirteenth-century
author of the Mirror o f Justice, claimed that the English Parliament could be traced back
to the time of King Arthur and that Alfred the Great had summoned the body “to ensure
5Richard Rex, Henry VIII and the English Reformation (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993), esp.
6-37. On the continuing relevance o f popular religious beliefs, see especially, Keith Thomas, Religion and
the Decline o f Magic (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971).
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the keeping of those ‘holy usages’ of the kingdom.” English writers commonly
celebrated the timelessness o f the English parliament throughout the late medieval era.
These writers also emphasized the way it facilitated inclusiveness and allowed all
Englishmen to participate in their own government. William Harrison typically boasted
that “our Parliament House . . . is the head and body o f all the realm and the place
wherein every particular person is intended to be present, if not by himself, yet by his
advocate or attorney.” Although Parliament met only intermittently throughout the Tudor
era, Englishmen envisaged the institution as the place where laws were made and unmade
by representatives o f the people. It was, to many legal scholars and antiquarians,
uniquely English and a constituent feature o f national identity.6
Even more important than Parliament, English national consciousness hinged on
the common aw, particularly the sense that the law was both “o f the people” and
immemorial. This conviction was even more widespread after the 1530s when the
Henrician Reformation and the expanding importance o f print culture combined to
produce what Richard Ross has referred to as “the commoning o f the common law.”
Common law was bom in the twelfth century as an amalgam o f local custom, feudalism,
and the royal obligation to maintain justice. From that date, the common law o f England

6Arthur B. Ferguson, Clio Unbound: Perceptions o f the Social and Cultural Past in Renaissance
England (Durham: Duke University Press, 1979), 272; Harrison, The Description o f England, 149-50; G.R.
Elton, “ English National Self-Consciousnes and the Parliament in the Sixteenth Century,” in Studies in
Tudor and Stuart Politics an d Government, vol. 4: Papers and Reviews, 1983-1990 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 131-42; Guy, Tudor England, 319-30. The “revolution in
government” thesis belongs (like so much else) to G.R. Elton, especially his The Tudor Revolution in
Government (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1953).
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served to unify the nation by systemizing the courts and the professionalizing lawyers.7
During the sixteenth century the common law was modernized, codified, and linked much
more closely with the legislative activities o f parliament, but its role as a binding agent of
Englishness only strengthened. With reference to the subject o f nationality, however, the
common law’s importance rests less in its specific legal functions and more in its use
among English intellectuals as a definitive element o f English identity. Indeed, much o f
what was written about the law —excluding legal commentaries - rested on a
mythological or pseudo-historical foundation that was, in reality, entirely imaginary.
Intellectual efforts that purportedly revealed that common law was as old as time itself,
for example, were central to sixteenth-century efforts to carve out a distinct English
identity in the face o f continental opposition in both political and religious arenas.®
The signal importance o f Protestantism and Tudor political culture in the
formation and articulation o f sixteenth-century national identity cannot be over estimated.
Yet, national identity as revealed through the development of a powerful sense o f
Englishness does not typically receive much attention among scholars interested in the
development o f racial slavery in Anglo-America. Some consideration has been given to
the development o f colonial American slave laws in relation to English common law, but

7Richard J. Ross, “The Commoning of the Common Law: Print, Memory, and the Intellectual
History o f Legal Communications, 1520-1640" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, 1998); Elton, The
English, 55-60, 99-103.
‘Debates among scholars o f the Tudor-Stuart era concerning the nature o f the English constitution
and common law take their cues from J.G.A. Pocock’s The Ancient Constitution and the Feudal Law: A
Study o f English Historical Thought in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1957). The literature is reviewed in Ross, “The Commoning o f the Common Law,” 233-44, esp. n.480.
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these works are typically more interested in specific legal precedents and practical models
rather than the way the law and Englishness, as an expression of corporate identity, were
interrelated.9 The emerging sense of England as "a nation” during the Tudor era,
however, provides more than has generally been appreciated some useful ways of
reconceptualizing the development of racial identity in a subsequent time and different
geographic space —the Americas. In particular, although much of the historical effort to
uncover nationalism in England before the eighteenth century has been directed toward
an interest in “the state,” a strong case can be made that the more important development
was the emergence o f the idea o f the English nation as “a people.” Indeed, English
national identity formation during the sixteenth century foreshadowed several o f the
issues that would be crucial to the development o f racial identities in the Anglo-Atlantic
world.
The virtue o f this approach is revealed in the basic similarity in the ways
sixteenth-century English writers employed the words “nation” and “race.” A nation, in
the early modem sense, was an extensive conglomeration o f people closely associated
with each other by common descent, language, and history who were often (though not
necessarily) organized as a political state and who occupied a definite territory.
Eventually the political ideal o f the nation would come to predominate, but in the

’See, for example, Thomas D. Morris, “‘Villeinage . . . as it existed in England, reflects but little
light on our subject’: The Problem o f the ‘Sources’ o f Southern Slave Law,” American Journal o f Legal
History 32:1 (January 1988): 95-137; Warren M. Billings, “The Law o f Servants and Slaves in
Seventeenth-Century Virginia,” VMHB 99:1 (January 1991): 45-62; Bradley J. Nicholson, “Legal
Borrowing and the Origins o f Slave Law in the British Colonies,” American Journal o f Legal History 38:1
(January 1994): 38-54; Jonathan A. Bush, “The British Constitution and the Creation o f American
Slavery,” in Paul Finkelman, ed., Slavery & the Law (Madison: Madison House, 1997), 379-418.
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sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the idea o f family or lineage was m ore important.
This conception o f nation, which emphasized “the people” rather than “the government”
or, even more anachronisticaily, “the state,” prevailed repeatedly. It was the people of the
Iberian peninsula John Knox had in mind, for example, when he wrote contemptuously
about the “odious nation of Spaniards” in 1558. Similarly, John Aylmer was making a
broad generalization about more than the ruler or aristocracy when he characterized
France in 1559 as “that proude nacyon.” These were typical barbs directed at the people
- a group perceived to be a unitary cultural community - based upon a variety o f factors
linked to the political climate or age-old rivalries, but most often in the sixteenth century
they were linked with religious and cultural stereotypes. William Lambarde ventured
down this path in 1570 when he made distinctions between “the Germane nation” and
“our English nation.” These were matters o f blood and lineage, a perspective that became
even clearer when Lambarde discussed the partition o f the world after the Flood, in which
“the lies o f the Gentiles were divided into their kingdomes and nations, by such as
descended o f the children of Japheth.”10
If “nation” possessed several viable connotations, “race” was even that much
more ambiguous in its sixteenth century usages. Race could refer to running,
millstreams, mathematical or astrological lines, or, in nautical terms, a ship’s wake. But
among the several meanings of race in the sixteenth century was the idea that within

,0John Knox, The First Blast o f the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regiment o f Women (1558),
excerpted in George Orwell and Reginald Reynolds, eds., British Pamphleteers (London: Allan Wingate,
1948), 26; John Aylmer, An Harborowe fo r Faithfull and Trewe Subjectes ( 1559), in Orwell and Reynolds,
32; William Lambarde, A Perambulation o f Kent: Conteining the Description, Hystorie, and Customes o f
That Shire (Bath: Adams & Dart, 1970), 12, 323, 9.
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organic populations a race was a group o f persons (or animals or plants) connected by
common descent or origin. This included the offspring or posterity o f a person, or a set
o f children or descendants. Although a more precise biological definition would come to
prevail in later centuries, the looser idea o f family or lineage predominated in the Tudor
era. Thus William Lambarde could write o f those who “descended o f the race of Cham”
and John Foxe in his widely popular Acts and Monuments could refer to the “race &
stocke of Abraham.” Unlike nation, however, race was a much less stable concept, at
least with regard to family or origin, during this era and perhaps offers the modem
historian less promising opportunities for understanding the later emergence of more
biological notions o f lineage than does “nation.” "
Because the concept o f nation does not suffer from the same degree o f plasticity
as “race,” certain conclusions can be drawn about the development o f English identity
that inform the way early American historians conceptualize the chronology o f racism in
Anglo-America. Before doing so, however, some qualifications should be made. In spite
o f the discussion at the beginning o f this chapter, historians often have been unwilling to
employ the concept o f nation —in any context - to the period before the eighteenth
century because o f the modem political construction of nations and nationalism.
According to one school o f thought, although “the Tudor period laid the foundations for

"Lambarde, The Perambulation o f Kent, 9; John Foxe, Acts and Monuments ( I 570). II. 1841/1.
Ivan Hannaford argues that it is “unhistorical to perceive the concept o f race before the appearance of
physical anthropology proper, because the human body, as portrayed up to the time o f the Renaissance and
Reformation, could not be detached from the ideas o f polis and ecclesia.” This is perhaps true if we confine
ourselves to the modem conception o f race. I would suggest, however, that the meaning o f race (and
nation) in the context o f the sixteenth century sheds light on early modem conceptions o f lineage and
descent - ideas that would eventually evolve into firmer notions of race. See Hannaford, Race, 147.
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the growth of English nationhood . . . the English people and the English culture had not
come into their own.” In the well-known words o f Benedict Anderson, the nation is “an
imagined political community —and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign.”
Before the seventeenth century, intense localism, and a powerful system of classes and
castes, the tenuous state o f the English language combined to prevent the formation o f a
national consciousness that united people together in a so-called “imagined community.”
Anderson’s “modernist” view o f nations suggests the existence o f powerful barriers that
inhibited the emergence o f both nations and nationalism.12 Not until the revolution in
print-capitalism and the seventeenth-century English Revolution did the English nation
emerge, rooted in “an entirely new consciousness” in which the common people o f
England sensed that they “were the bearers of history and builders o f destiny at a great
turning point from which a new true Reformation was to start.” It was during this epoch
when common people constructed a “legendary past o f freedom and equality as the
background for the struggle of their ancestors against their “Norman masters,” and
regarded the liberty of all Englishmen as historically grounded.” 13
l2Hastings, in The Construction o f Nationhood, has identified four particular works with the
‘modernist’ point of view, including Bendedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the
Origin and Spread o f Nationalism, rev. ed. (London: Verso, 1991), Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and
Nationalism since 1780 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), John Breuilly, Nationalism and
the State, 2nd ed. (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1993), and Ernest Gellner, Nations and
Nationalism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1983). All o f these works, in one way or another, discount the possibility
o f employing the concepts o f nation and nationalism before the last decades o f the eighteenth century.
l3Hans Kohn, “The Genesis and Character of English Nationalism,” Journal o f the History o f
Ideas 1:1 (January 1940): 74, 79-80; Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communites, 6. The belief that English
nationalism emerged only during the seventeenth century has been the central theme of such works as
David Underdown, A Freeborn People: Politics and Nation in Seventeenth-Century England (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1996) and the highly influential scholarship of Christopher Hill, especially The
Intellectual Origins o f the English Revolution (London: Oxford University Press, 1975) and The World
Turned Upside Down (London: Maurice Temple Smith, Ltd., 1972).
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The unfortunate corollary of this reading is that it diminishes both the gradual
evolutionary nature o f modem constructs, like race or nation, and the dramatic and
sudden changes that occurred during the preceding century. Sixteenth-century
Englishmen possessed a high degree o f national self-consciousness rooted in a sense of
geographic identity, a common English language, and the emergence o f the monarchy
and parliament as “a focus for national sentiment” that quite often “overrode the
splintering effects o f localism and personal allegiances.” But nations were more than
ideological entities or forms o f political expression, a type of nationhood that most
certainly did not predominate until the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Nations
could also be cultural expressions consisting o f myths, memories, sentiments, and
symbols. According to Anthony Smith, modem nations are built upon the foundation of
the ethnic community, or ethnie, which are characterized by: (1) a collective name, (2) a
myth of common ancestry, (3) shared historical memories, (4) a distinctive shared
culture, (5) an association with a specific territory, and (6) a sense o f solidarity for
significant sectors o f the population. More precisely, ethnie are “named human
populations with shared ancestry myths, histories and cultures, having an association with
a specific territory and a sense of solidarity.” 14
Ethnic communities do not necessarily evolve into nations, but in the English case

MElton, “English National Self-Consciousness and the Parliament in the Sixteenth Century,” 131,
142-3; Anthony D. Smith, The Ethnic Origins o f Nations (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 22-31, 32.
Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities prompted a collection o f critical essays that claim he
overstates the homogeneity o f medieval clerical culture, overemphasizes the strength and influence o f
’sacred languages’ at the expense o f vernacular culture, and oversimplifies world views in circulation in
medieval culture. See Simon Forde, Lesley Johnson, and Alan V. Murray, eds., Concepts o f National
Identity in the Middle Ages (Leeds, England: University o f Leeds, 1995).
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the transition to nationhood occurred at a rapid pace in the wake o f the Norman Conquest.
In the intervening years leading up to the Tudor era broad swaths o f England increasingly
unified in a variety o f ways, including the emergence o f a common vernacular language,
the development o f uniform laws and institutions, the expansion o f commerce, and
centralization o f the state. Most importantly, however, for the developing sense o f ethnic,
national or even racial identity (in the sixteenth-century sense o f these terms) was the sine
qua non of identity - the myth o f common descent. Beginning soon after the Norman
Conquest o f England in the eleventh century, a number of writers began to explore the
historical origins o f the inhabitants of the British isles. The development and expansion
o f a national myth o f common descent found a much more attentive audience at the
highest levels o f society among the literate elite. But, with the expansion o f literacy and
print in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as well as through song, theater and popular
tales, the underlying myths that bound Englishmen together in some historical sense were
disseminated more widely throughout society. Importantly, too, the national myth that
helped explain where Englishmen came from, how they were connected with the past,
and what role in the grand expanse of human history Englishmen had played came under
closer scrutiny in the Tudor era.15

ISI should reemphasize that I am not suggesting that sixteenth-century England witnessed the
emergence full-blown modem nationalism. Rather, it is merely my intent to suggest one alternate avenue
for examining the historical roots o f the idea of race by exploring the sixteenth-century conception of
nation. In particular, this section examines the expression o f a nation as a historically- and geographicallydefined human community with a common language and mythology which informed elite and, to a lesser
degree, popular culture. Through this examination it should become clear that in at least an intellectual
sense, Englishmen were able to lay the foundations o f ‘Englishness’ and some o f the core characteristics of
that identity which would ultimately spill over into the development o f ideas about the relationship
between Englishmen and slavery.
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* * * * *

National origin myths that described the nature o f English people by virtue o f
their shared history and common characteristics were an important component o f the
development of English national identity during the sixteenth century. The
popularization o f myths o f descent, shared national stories, and the activities o f heroic
figures buttressed claims made on behalf of the English Church and the common law by
drawing connections with antiquity. They also encouraged the belief that “the English”
were a common people whose local differences and provincial qualities were incidental to
their underlying and essential unity as a family. Too, the stories crafted by English
antiquarians, regardless o f their differences in matters o f detail and authority, increasingly
encouraged the notion that this family o f man, this united people, possessed a common
identity that served as a source of greatness in the past and would serve as the basis for
national greatness once again in the near future. This was particularly evident in tales
about where the English came from and how they ended up in Britain.
Throughout the initial decades o f the sixteenth century, most Englishmen
accepted the prevailing national myth o f descent as set down and popularized by Geoffrey
o f Monmouth’s twelfth-century, History o f the Kings o f Britain. Originally completed in
Latin around 1136, Geoffrey’s History traced the saga o f the Britons from the mythical
figure of Brutus, great-grandson of the Trojan Aeneas, to the last British king,
Cadwallader, who, “harassed by plague, famine, civil dissension and never-ending
invasion from the continent, finally abandoned Britain to the Saxons in the seventh
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century.” According to this work and others that followed in the same vein, Brutus and
his Trojan refugees arrived in Albion roughly twelve centuries before the birth o f Christ.
A fifteenth-century account printed by William Caxton under the title The Chronicles o f
England (commonly known as The Brut) actually began the story with the Syrian ruler
Diocletian. According to this variation of what came to be known as the British history,
Diocletian married off his prodigious brood of thirty-three daughters to thirty-three
foreign kings. All o f the marriages, however, were unhappy and ended when each o f the
daughters slashed her husband’s throat while he slept during the night. Diocletian was
not amused, and punished his daughters by exiling them. After a long voyage at sea they
would find themselves “in an yle that was all wyldemess,” which they named Albion
after the eldest daughter, Albyne. Eventually, the devil provided company for the women
and “in this manere they comen forth, weren boren horrible Geauntes in Albion.”16
In Geoffrey’s version, the story began with Brutus, a Greek youth living in Italy
who accidentally killed his father with an errant arrow shot and was forced to flee for his
life. In exile, the patricidal Brutus ventured to his family’s ancestral home only to
discover that his Trojan cousins had been enslaved by the Greek king Pandrasus.
Distraught by the thought o f his kinsmen’s enslavement, Brutus aligned himself with the
Trojans, employing his military prowess to rise to a position o f prominence and earning
recognition as a wise and valorous leader. Within a short time Brutus successfully
outwitted and outfought Pandrasus’ Greek soldiers and, like Moses, led the Trojans out o f
I6Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 9, 282; The Brut, or The Chronicles
o f England, 2 vols., ed. from MS. Rawl. B 171, Bodleian Library (Oxford: Oxford University Press for the
Early English Text Society, 1906 & 1908), 1:1-4.
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bondage and beyond the confines o f the Mediterranean world. During this exodus,
Brutus dreamed o f a goddess, who stood before him and told him that “past the realms of
Gaul, there lies an island in the sea, once occupied by giants. Now it is empty and ready
for your folk. . . . [F]or your descendants it will be a second Troy. A race o f kings will be
bom there from your stock and the round circle o f the whole earth will be subject to
them.” As foretold, Brutus successfully ensconced himself in Albion (in spite o f the
native giants) and ruled for twenty-three more years before passing the land on to his
three sons.17
Geoffrey’s history celebrated Brutus as the father of the British people, but it also
elevated subsequent characters to legendary heights. In addition to Brutus, two other
figures dominated Geoffrey’s tale o f a peoples rise to national greatness. The first was
Belinus who, along with his brother Brennius, conquered and captured Rome. The
second was the heroic King Arthur who reasserted and expanded British rule in a later era
by defeating the Saxons and conquering much o f Christian Europe. No greater hero
emerges from Geoffrey’s History than Arthur, whose exploits during the early decades of
the sixth century take up roughly one-fifth o f the text. The Arthurian figure stands out in
vivid relief as a divine manifestation o f the heroic British past, a hero who caused the
Saxons, “who only a short time before used to attack like lightening in the most ferocious
way imaginable, now [to] run away with fear in their hearts.” Arthur also destroyed the
Piets and the Scots, subjected Ireland to his rule, conquered Iceland, and, in the end,

17 Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 53-65.
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subdued virtually the entire European continent. It was Arthur, Geoffrey claimed, who
allowed Britain to reach “such a standard o f sophistication that it excelled all other
kingdoms in its general affluence, the richness o f its decorations, and the courteous
behaviour of its inhabitants.” Indeed, Arthur was so integral in defining the meaning and
ambitions o f all Britain that Geoffrey’s history fails to record his death; upon receiving a
mortal wound in the course o f civil war in 542, Arthur was “carried off to the Isle of
Avalon, so that his wounds might be attended to,” from where, the reader supposes,
Arthur may return at a later date.18
The British history had been available in coherent form at least as early as the
twelfth century and was already an important part o f Welsh lore.19 And although tales of
Arthur’s exploits and Merlin’s prophecies circulated in manuscripts and through oral
tradition, it was not until the fifteenth-century print revolution that the tales o f Brutus and
Arthur were presented to a widespread audience in English rather than Latin. Geoffrey’s
History went through three publications during the sixteenth century, but the larger
importance of the British history rested in the derivative works published in the last half
o f the fifteenth century. Indeed, the first book printed in English, The Recuyell o f the
History o f Troye (1475), was intimately connected with the expanding interest in
England’s ties to antiquity. Thomas Malory’s Morte d Arthur, completed in 1469, was
also translated into English and published by William Caxton in 1485. In 1480, Caxton

1'Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 218, 229, 261.
l9So cherished was the myth o f the return o f Arthur, or his line, in Celtic countries that the denial
o f this legend by French monks in Bodmin in 1113 provoked a riot. See Thomas, Religion and the Decline
o f Magic, 416.
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printed other popular medieval accounts based on Geoffrey’s History, including The
Chronicle o f the Brut, under the title The Chronicles o f England, and Ranulf Higden’s
lengthy Polychronicon. Throughout the sixteenth century, Geoffrey’s History lingered in
works ranging from Holinshed’s Chronicles and William Warner’s A lbion’s England
(1586), to Spencer’s Faerie Queene, William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline and King Lear,
and Michael Drayton’s Polyolbion (1612).20
The British history did more than provide myths and tales o f England’s remote
past; it served a number o f cultural and political purposes. Geoffrey’s History portrayed
the British as an ancient people with ties to the pre-Christian Greek and Roman worlds.
O f course, as Henry of Huntingdon and Ranulf Higden noted, in the twelfth and
fourteenth centuries respectively, most nations derived their origins from Troy. English
and Welsh writers characterized Britain as a once powerful civilization with extensive
dominions that, when written, suggested a precedent to the Norman kings in their own
imperial ambitions. Ultimately, Geoffrey’s History laid the foundation for a influential
historical myth that buttressed both racial and dynastic ambitions for another five
hundred years. The British history served the needs of the monarchy throughout this
period as rulers sought to place themselves within the historical continuum for their own
political advantage.21
Numerous historians have demonstrated the tendency among medieval and early

20See Hugh A. MacDougall, Racial Myth in English History: Trojans, Teutons, and Anglo-Saxons
(Montreal: Harvest House, 1982), IS. On the presence o f ancient prophecies in medieval England and
their oral transmission see Thomas, Religion and the Decline o f Magic, 389-415.
21Denys Hay, Europe: The Emergence o f an Idea (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), 48-9.
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modem English kings to invoke the British history in order to establish a link between
themselves and antiquity and thereby legitimate their rule. In 1187, King Henry II had
his grandson christened Arthur in order to undercut the claims o f the rebellious Welsh,
who also traced their lineage through the Britons to ancient Troy. Similarly, Edward I
turned the myth to his own advantage in the thirteenth century when he cast himself in
the role o f “Arthurus redivus”. W ith his Queen in tow, Edward attempted to link his
royal house with Arthur’s when he had Arthur’s purported tomb in Glastonbury opened
so that the bones could be wrapped in silk and the resealed tomb placed in front o f the
altar, “after the removal o f the skulls for the veneration o f the people.”22
Although much attention has been placed on the use o f the British history by the
early Tudor monarchs, several English kings had employed the myth to serve political
ends throughout the late medieval and early modem period. Edward I used evidence
extracted from Geoffrey’s History in a letter to Pope Boniface VIII to establish the
English crown’s rights over Scotland. Edward III founded the Order o f the Garter in the
tradition o f Arthurian knighthood. Edward IV and Henry VIII both had genealogies
constructed that traced their descent back to Cadwallader, the last o f the British kings. In
spite o f these efforts, however, it was not until the Tudor era and the reigns o f Henry VII
and Henry VIII that the full political value o f the British history reached fruition. As the
leader o f an interloping branch o f the royal family, Henry Tudor employed all manner o f
historical precedent from the British history to establish his legitimacy as Henry VII. As
“ R.S. Loomis, “Edward I, Arthurian Enthusiast," Speculum 28 (January 1953): 114-27, and The
Annals o f Woverly, cited in G. Ashe, The Quest fo r A rthur’s Britain (1968), 99-100; cited in MacDougall,
Racial Myth in English History, 7-14.
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a Welshman, Henry VII drew direct connections to the ancient Britons; according to
Geoffrey’s History, Merlin’s prophecies even foretold a day when the Red Dragon,
representing the people o f Britain, would return to power. Henry not only overthrew
Richard III under the banner o f the Red Dragon, he also arranged a pageant celebrating
his arrival in Worcester 1486, in which an actor was supposed to state: “Cadwalader
Blodde lynyally descending, Long hath been towlde of such a Prince comyng, Wherfor
Frends, if that I shal not lye, This same is the Fulfiller of the Profesye.” With this simple
pronouncement, Henry VII deliberately linked his ascension to the throne with Merlin’s
prediction.23
According to the historical links in the process o f being forged during Henry’s
rise to power, it was hardly surprising that in 1486 Henry named his newborn son Arthur,
“o f whiche name Englishemen no more rejoysed than outwarde nacions and foreyne
prynces trymbled and quaked, so muche was the name to all nacions terrible and
formidable.” Arthur, however, never lived long enough to ascend the English throne.24

^MacDougall, Racial Myth in English History, 14-6. The prophecies o f Merlin in Geoffrey’s
History provide only the barest o f reference. In the first prophecy, Merlin mourns, “ Alas for the Red
Dragon, for its end is near. Its caverous dens shall be occupied by the White Dragon, which stands for the
Saxons whom you have invited over. The Red Dragon represents the people o f Britain, who will be
overrun by the White One: for Britain’s mountains and valleys shall be levelled, and the streams in its
valleys shall run with blood.” In the end, Geoffrey recounts the end o f British rule as occurring when
Cadwallader was prevented from returning to Britain with the line: “God did not wish the Britons to rule
Britain any more, until the moment should come which Merlin had prophesied to Arthur.” Curiously,
however, Merlin never meets Arthur in Geoffrey’s account. This statement has been linked with Merlin’s
prophecy that “The mountains o f Armorica [Brittany] shall erupt and Armorica itself shall be crowned with
Brutus’ diadem. Kambria [Wales] shall be filled with joy and the Cornish oaks shall flourish. The island
shall be called by the name o f Brutus and the title given to it by foreigners shall be done away with.” See
Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 171,282, 175.
24Sydney Anglo has warned against making too much o f a “cult o f the British History" by the
early Tudors. Although Henry VII’s grandfather, Owen Tudor, could trace his descent back to
Cadwallader, Anglo contends that the Tudor use of the British history is more accurately seen as part of a
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That seat remained for his younger brother, Henry VIII, in 1509, who continued to
employ the British myth to his own advantage. It proved particularly useful when
Henry’s marriage to Catherine o f Aragon failed to produce a legitimate male heir. When
the divorce issue came to the fore in the late 1520s and early 1530s, Henry attempted to
use the British history to press his advantage. Armed with evidence extracted in part
from Geoffrey’s History, Henry’s representatives argued for the supremacy of the English
king’s position based in part upon ancient precedents. Specifically, English diplomats
presented the recorded history o f Brennius, the British king who had reportedly
conquered Rome, and Constantine who, according to Geoffrey, had ruled in Britain
before assuming leadership o f the Roman Empire and who also had a British mother.
Henry’s agents also mentioned that Arthur had been Emperor o f Britain, Gaul and
Germany. Even the language o f the Act in Restraint o f Appeals in 1533, that claimed that
“by divers sundry old authentic histories and chronicles it is manifestly declared that this
realm of England is an Empire,” depended upon the assertion that Henry was a
descendant o f Constantine through the British kings.25
The British history and the identification of the English with antiquity served the

continuum rather than a radical break with the past. The Trojan descent, the prophecy to Cadwallader, and
Arthurianism certainly appeared early in Henry VIFs reign, but once Henry had secured the throne they
were no longer necessary to justify Tudor rule. See “The British History in Early Tudor Propaganda,”
Bulletin o f the John Rylands Library 44:1 (September 1961): 17-48, and, more recently, Images o f Tudor
Kingship (London: Seaby, 1992).
:5MacDougall, Racial Myth in English History, 16-7; See Edward Hall, The Union o f the Two
Noble and Illustre Famelies o f Lancastre & Yorke; R. Koebner, ‘“ The Imperial Crown o f this Realm’:
Henry VIII, Constantine the Great and Polydore Vergil,” The Bulletin o f the Institute o f Historical
Research 26 (May 1953): 29-52; G.R. Elton, The Tudor Constitution: Documents and Commentary
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 344. See also Dale Hoak, “The Iconography o f the
Crown Imperial,” in Hoak, ed., Tudor Political Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
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needs of more than just the monarchy. It also provided a source o f legitimacy and pride
in religious circles during the English Reformation throughout much of the sixteenth
century. More than anything, English writers looked to historical sources that implied the
arrival of Christianity among the Britons before either the conversion of Constantine or
the coming o f Augustine to Britain in 597. This evidence allowed Henry’s allies during
the divorce proceedings, as well as theologically-inspired nationalists, to argue that papal
authority in England was “but only o f by negligence or usurpation as we take it and
esteem.” Geoffrey had written that King Lucius, in the middle o f the second century,
“sent a letter to Pope Eleutherius to ask that he might be received by him into the
Christian faith.” Accordingly, the conversion o f Lucius, and his recognition by the
Eleutherius as the “vicar o f God” within his realm, prompted “the peoples o f the local
tribes . . . to follow their King’s example.” In another tradition, apparently originating
with the monks o f Glastonbury Abbey in the thirteenth century, Joseph o f Arimathea was
credited with the conversion o f the British people in the years immediately following
Christ’s passion. In the fourteenth century, Edward III, who already had strong ties to the
Arthurian legend, issued a royal writ to inaugurate a search for Joseph’s body. By the
fifteenth century, the national importance o f apostolic conversion among western
European nations prompted increasingly vigorous assertions o f the primacy o f English
Christianity. In 1417 at the Council o f Constance, Thomas Polton went so far as to claim
that “immediately after the passion o f Christ, Joseph o f Arimathea, the noble decurion
who took him down from the cross, came with twelve companions to labor in the
morning in the Lord’s vineyard, that is, in England, and converted the people to the
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faith.”25
The mythical King Lucius and Joseph o f Arimathea in English history contributed
to the emergence o f English national pride in the sixteenth century. In the context o f the
English Reformation, English antiquaries took particular care to identify a pre-existing
non-Roman Christian church in England in order to justify the schism and to fuel the fire
o f national greatness. John Bale, in particular, argued forcefully that the English Church
had remained more faithful to the spirit of Christ and was therefore superior to the corrupt
church in Rome. In the Image o f Both Churches, Bale attacked papal corruption,
claiming that while the early popes may have been decent and simple men, the
subsequent role of the papacy had been to serve as the mouthpiece o f the Devil. Bale
suggested that the English had managed to avoid this contamination until Roman agents
arrived during the sixth century and introduced practices contrary to the spirit o f Christ.
In his Vocacyon (1553), Bale reaffirmed that in 63 A.D. the English “receyved the
documentes o f oure fayth” from Joseph of Arimathea, who came “from the schoole o f
Christe hym self. . . & not from Rome whom both Peter & also Christe called Babylon.”
Perhaps no English writer put this sentiment more directly, however, than John Aylmer,
who simply stated that “God is English.”27
“ Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 124-5; Guy, Tudor England, 133;
Valerie M. Lagorio, “The Evolving Legend o f St. Joseph o f Glastonbury,” Speculum 46:2 (April 1971):
209-24; Cardinal Guillaume Fillastre’s diary o f the Council o f Constance, cited in Lagorio, 221-2. With
this notable exception, most English writers placed the date o f Joseph o f Arimathea’s arrival in Britain in
the year 63 A.D.
:7MacDougall, Racial Myth in English History, 33-4; John Bale, Image o f Both Churches (1548);
Bale, Vocacyon (1553), 12v-I4, cited in May McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor Age (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1971), 22; John Aylmer, An Harborowe fo r Faithful and Trewe Subjectes (1559),
excerpted in George Orwell and Reginald Reynolds, eds., British Pamphleteers (London: Allan Wingate,
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As a statement o f national pride and the primacy o f the English Church, no work
stood out more than John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments. The Book o f Martyrs, as it is
often called, was a widely available declaration in the English language (unlike much o f
Bale’s writings) that emphasized that Englishmen were God’s chosen people. Like Bale,
Foxe claimed that ancient Britons had received the pure church earlier than any other
nation and had avoided the contamination that had so corrupted continental, or at least
Roman, Christianity. Foxe recounted the entire story of Joseph o f Arimathea and King
Lucius before chronicling how the English Church was attacked by the heathen Saxons
and tarnished by Augustine. With the introduction o f monks, the increased wealth of the
Church and the eventual victory o f William the Conqueror, papists and the poisons of
Roman Christianity overawed the original purity of the English Church. Thus, like Bale,
Foxe asserted that it was the Romans who had steered away from the church of Christ,
not the English. In spite o f all this, Foxe’s story reminded his English audience that there
had always been resistance in England to the continuing influx o f impure Christianity.
No figure represented this tendency more than John Wyclif, the fourteenth-century
reformer whom both Bale and Foxe credited with inaugurating the Reformation.28
John Foxe’s Book o f Martyrs served not only the needs o f the English nation as a
distinct historical family, it symbolized a turning point in the emergence of a powerful

1948), 37. Writers like John Bale tended to use British and English almost interchangeably with little
interest in their precise meaning and, certainly, little awareness o f the idiosyncratic implications later
historians would attribute to these two terms.
2*F.J. Levy, Tudor Historical Thought (San Marino, CA: The Huntington Library, 1967), 98-105.
W yclif s disciples also translated the Bible into English in the late fourteenth century. Its extensive use is
indicated by the survival of over 200 manuscripts. See Hastings, The Construction o f Nationhood, 24.
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national myth. Perhaps surprisingly, in his commendation o f English kings, Foxe did not
deify Arthur in the manner o f earlier chroniclers. Rather, he singled out the Saxon king
Alfred for particularly high praise. Although the ancient greatness o f Britain and the link
to the Greek and Roman past represented an important point o f national pride and unity,
some aspects o f Geoffrey’s History, including Brutus and the Arthurian legends, came
under increasing scrutiny during the sixteenth century. Beginning with Polydore Vergil’s
Anglica Historia early in the sixteenth century, an increasing number o f writers
questioned Geoffrey’s veracity. Using the works of Bede, William o f Malmesbury and
Matthew Paris, Vergil declared Geoffrey o f Monmouth’s History to be specious. John
Rastall, brother-in-law to Sir Thomas More, joined in Polydore Vergil’s critique by
denigrating the story of Diocletian and his daughters, as related in The Brut. He noted, in
particular that “this story semyth more mervelouse than trew & though it hath contynued
here in Englond & taken for a trewth among us Englyshmen yet other pepull do therfore
laugh us to skome.” Rastall also doubted the Brutus legend, but refrained from
criticizing it to the same extent he had the Albion myth because “in the same story reding
a man may se many notable examples o f divers noble princes that wisely & vertuesly
govemid their people which may be an example to princis now living to use the same.”29
The Humanist-inspired skepticism o f Polydore Vergil and John Rastall did not go
immediately unchallenged. In what amounted to a sixteenth-century battle of the books,

29John Rastall, The Pastyme o f People (1529), A2. On Polydore Vergil and his Anglica Historia
see McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor Age, 98-103; Levy, Tudor Historical Thought, 53-65; and
Koebner, “ ‘The Imperial Crown o f this Realm’,” 29-52. See also Arthur B. Ferguson, Utter Antiquity:
Perceptions o f Prehistory in Renaissance England (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993).
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a number o f English writers responded to the attacks upon their national foundation myth
with a series o f works designed to buttress the British history and reinforce the ongoing
attacks on Rome. For many people, the Brutus legend inspired an elevated sense o f
patriotism, or national pride, because the story directly linked modem England with the
ancient civilizations o f Greece, Troy, and Rome. Even more, according to the English
history, English blood coursed through the veins of the Roman Emperor Constantine and,
presumably, English greatness antedated the rise of the Roman Empire. Likewise, the
British history had been embellished so that by the Tudor era it included an emphasis on
the primacy o f Joseph o f Arimathea, the purity of the British ecclesiastical tradition and
the anti-papal activities o f kings such as Henry II and Edward I. Polydore Vergil’s attack
challenged the fundamental basis o f all this and situated England within the context o f
Roman history. In doing so, V ergil’s efforts represented to many Englishmen the
glorification o f the Roman imperial past at the expense of the English and a subtle
attempt to reimpose Roman cultural imperialism in the present.
As mentioned previously, John Bale defended this British perspective from a
religious point of view. Simultaneously, numerous other Englishmen moderated Vergil’s
criticisms through the clever use o f logic and reason. William Lambarde set to this task
in a brief passage in his Perambulation o f Kent. Lambarde noted that some people had
begun to call Geoffrey’s History into question, but he believed that Geoffrey “was onely
the interpreter of that which came out o f Normandie.” For evidence, Lambarde
mentioned the existence o f an old book entitled De origine Regum Brytannorum written
in “the Bryttish toong” which was reportedly already old in the twelfth century.
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Lambarde argued that if this book, which began “at the arrivall of Brute, [and] ended with
the actes of Cadwalader, and agreed throughout” with the British history, was already old
at the time of the appearance o f Geoffrey’s History, then “it is very probable, that he was
not the first author, but onely the translator thereof into Latine.”30
Welshmen were particularly disturbed by the implications of Polydore Vergil’s
writings. Although Englishmen looked to the British History as the fountainhead o f their
national identity, Geoffrey’s History duly noted that upon Cadwallader’s abdication of
the island to the Saxons in the seventh century, Wales became home to the remnants of
the British people. Sir John Price and Arthur Kelton were two o f the earliest Welshmen
to celebrate “the imperial lineage o f the Welsh Tudors, especially Henry VII ‘of
Cadwaladers line rightfull kyng o f Britayne called Englond’.”31 Humphrey Lhuyd, David
Powel, Rice Merrick and George Owen weighed in with their own defenses o f the British
history during Elizabeth’s reign. Obviously, the accounts presented by these Welshmen
differed from the English version o f the British history. Powel and Lhuyd, in particular,
although Protestants, displayed a high degree of Welsh national pride when they affirmed
that Welsh was “the same language which the Brytaines spake at the beginning.” Some

30Levy, Tudor Historical Thought, 65-6; McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor Age, 121;
Lambarde, A Perambulation o f Kent ( 1570), 68-69. More than a few publications appeared during the
Elizabethan era which continued to confesse a faith in the British history. See in particular the criticisms of
the Welsh antiquaries Sir John Price, Historiae Brytannicae Defensio (written 1553, published 1573);
Humphrey Lluyd, The Breviary o f Britayne (Thomas Twynne trans., 1573) and David Powel, The History
o f Cambria (1584).
3'Price, Historiae Britanniae Dejensio; Arthur Kelton, A comendacion o f Welshmen (1546) and A
Chronycle with a Genealogie declaryng that the Brittons and Welshmen are lineally dyscended from Brute
(1547). Both works are cited in Peter Roberts, “Tudor Wales, national identity and the British
inheritance,” in Brendan Bradshaw and Peter Roberts, eds., British Consciousness and Identity: The
Making o f Britain, 1533-1707 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 15-16.
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Welsh antiquaries even insisted that “the Welshmen themselves doo not understand what
these words Wales and Welsh doo signifie, nor know anie other name o f their countrie or
themselves but Cambry, nor o f their language but Cambraec, which is as much to saie as
Cambers language or speech.”32
At its most basic level, the British history not only explained the past, but did so
in a way that allowed for a heroic cast o f characters from Brute to Arthur. Polydore
Vergil attempted to tear down this rich tapestry o f traditions with his prosaic insistence
on evidence without providing Englishmen with an alternate glorious past (mythological
or otherwise) upon which a new sense o f national pride could be established. As William
Lambarde noted, if Vergil discredited Geoffrey’s History he would “deprive this nation
o f all manner o f knowledge o f their first beginning” and implicitly call into question the
origins of Spain, France and even Italy, “in which, that which Livie reporteth o f Romulus
and Remus, Numa and Aegeria, is as farre remooved from all suspicion o f truth, as any
thing whatsoever that Galfride writeth, either o f Brute, Merlin, or King Arthur himself.”
Nonetheless, Vergil was not without his supporters. William Camden’s Britannia and his
later Remaines Concerning Britain decimated the British history by casting further and
more conclusive doubt upon the veracity o f Geoffrey’s History. And it was Camden who
set the stage for the fullest expression o f a new national myth by drawing on linguistic
sources that led him to conclude that Anglo-Saxons were the true progenitors o f modem

“ Roberts, “Tudor Wales, national identity and the British inheritance,” 23-9. The celebration o f
national identity at the regional level within Britain was also in evidence in Cornwall. See, for example,
Mark Stoyle, “The Dissidence o f Despair: Rebellion and Identity in Early Modem Cornwall,” Journal o f
British Studies 38:4 (October 1999): 423-44.
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Englishmen.33
Unlike Polydore Vergil, William Camden was acutely aware of the need for a
glorious and heroic past and assured his readers that it was not his intent “to discredit and
confute that storie which goes o f him, for the upholding o f whereof, (I call Truth to
record) I have from time to time streined to the height, all that little wit o f mine.” In spite
o f this, Camden’s Britannia contained abundant evidence that directly challenged the
factual basis o f Geoffrey’s British history. Camden, however, couched his presentation
as the “observations and judgements of other men” and begged his readers not to
“commense action against me, a plaine meaning man, and an ingenuous student o f the
truth, as though I impeached the narrations o f Brutus.” With his recognition o f the value
many people placed on the past, Camden went on to claim that he hoped Brutus would
“be taken for the father, and the founder o f the British nation; I will not be o f a contrarie
minde. Let the Britains resolve still of their originall, to have proceeded from the Trojans
. . . I will not gainstand it.” O f course, Camden did not believe in Trojan descent, but for
his purposes the British history served an important symbolic function. Thus, “[l]et
Antiquitie heerein be pardoned, if by entermingling falsities and truthes, humane matters
and divine together, it make the first beginnings o f nations and cities more noble, sacred,
and o f greater majesties: seeing that, as Plinie writeth, Even falsely to claime and
challenge descents fro m fam ous personages, implieth in some sort a love o f virtue.”34
For Camden, however, the Trojans, Greeks, and Romans did not have a monopoly
” Lambarde, Perambulation o f Kent, 69.
34Camden, Britain, 6, 8-11.
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on virtue; a virtuous past could also be extracted from that nation which his religious,
linguistic, and other evidence suggested more probably spawned the English nation —the
Germans. Although he professed that it was not his intention to impugn the British
history, William Camden laced his work with evidence o f the Germanic origin o f the
English people. Though there had once been Britons in England, Camden suggested the
Germanic Saxons conquered all but “the few who took refuge in the uncultivated western
parts.” The Welsh remnants o f the ancient Britons eventually “became one nation” with
the Saxons and “embraced their laws, name, and language.” Camden continued to
emphasize the Saxon heritage in his Remaines Concerning Britain, a work published in
1605 as an appendix to his Britannia. Like Geoffrey, Camden recounted British
resistance to Roman rule and the eventual relocation o f the Britons to Wales. As the
British vacated the mass o f England, “the Angles, Englishmen or Saxons, by Gods
wonderful Providence were transplanted hither out o f Germany; a people composed o f
the valiant Angles, Jutes, and Saxons.” As proof o f the connection between the English
and German people, Camden focused his efforts on the relationship between the English
and German languages. This gave Camden additional opportunity to laud the English
people since the “English tongue is extracted, as the nation, from the Germans.” Most
importantly, for the construction of a new national myth, Camden claimed that
Englishmen were directly related to “the most glorious o f al [nations] now extant in
Europe for their moral and martial vertues.”3S

35Camden, Remaines Concerning Britain (London, 1870), 14, 24.
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While Polydore Vergil led the charge against the British history and William
Camden elevated it to some degree o f respectability, Richard Verstegan proved to be the
most vociferous advocate of the link with, and virtues of, Germanic civilization in his
Restitution o f Decayed Intelligence (1605). Like Camden, Verstegan introduced his
subject in a cautious manner so that no one would think that he maligned “the praise
worthy Britans, seeing antiquites schoole hath taught us many lessons o f the greatness of
theire verie ancient and honorable fame.” Verstegan did not doubt the existence of Brute,
only the matter o f his origin in Troy. Besides, he added, there certainly was no honor in
descent from ancestors who were no more than “the poore miserable fugitives o f a
destroyed citie.” Although Verstegan wanted to break with the Trojan past gently, he
opened the main body o f his work quite simply with the statement that “Englishmen are
descended o f the German race.” Relying on the scholarship o f Tacitus, Verstegan
announced that “the Germans are home-bred & the natural people o f their countrey, & not
mixed with others, coming from other places.” This ‘purity o f blood’ represented an
ennobling quality to Verstegan, who also lauded “that they have bin the only and ever
possessors o f their countrey.” And finally, unlike the Britons, “they were never subdued
by any,” though not for lack o f effort on the part o f the Romans. Verstegan concluded
that “in all which three pointes o f greatest, national honor, I doubt whether any people els
in the world can chalenge to have equalitie with them.”36

36Richard Verstegan, A Restitution o f Decayed Intelligence (Antwerp. 1605), vi, 95, 1,40, 42-3.
The “germanization” o f precedence and authority in late Tudor political culture was widespread. During
the 1590s the writings o f Tacitus, in particular, were popularized through new English translations. See
Guy, Tudor England, 414-15.
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No single piece o f evidence served the ends o f Anglo-Saxon nationalists more
than language. One o f the most common attacks on English intelligence and wit was
couched in barbs directed at the English language. In the early sixteenth century, literate
Europeans frequently wrote and communicated in Latin and derided Englishmen for their
incomprehensible language skills and the rudeness o f their tongue. For their part, some
Englishmen concurred. According to the pre-Reformation English poet John Skelton:
“Our natural tongue is rude, / And hard to be ennewed / With polished termes lusty; /Our
language is so rusty, / So cankered, and so full / O f frowards, and so dull, / That if I
would apply / To write it ornately, / 1 wot not where to find / Terms to save my mind.”
By the second half of the sixteenth century, however, Englishmen began to praise the
virtues o f the English tongue. With their awareness o f the importance o f national status,
English writers from Thomas Wilson to Richard Mulcaster emphasized the eloquence and
usefulness o f the English language and its role in England’s rise to national greatness.
Mulcaster went so far as to declare it “a mervellous bondage, to becom servants to one
tung for learning sake, the most o f our time, with losse of most time, whereas we maie
have the verie same treasur in our own tung, with the gain o f most time? Our own
bearing the joyfull title of our libertie and fredom, the Latin tung remembring us, of our
thraldom & bondage? I love Rome, but London better, I favor Italie, but England more, I
honor the Latin, but I worship the English.”37

37John Skelton, “Philip Sparrow,” in The Complete Poems o f John Skelton, 2nd Rev. ed., Philip
Henderson, ed. (London: J.M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1948), 82; Andrew Hadfield, Literature, Politics and
National Identity: Reformation to Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), esp. ch. 4:
“Towards a national form: rhetoric and literary theory from Wilson to Puttenham” ; Richard L. DeMolen,
Richard Mulcaster (c. 1531-1611) a nd Educational Reform in the Renaissance (Nieuwkoop: De Graaf
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In actuality, the English language had been promoted by Englishmen for several
centuries. Outside England, the English language had been closely tied to national
identity when Englishmen encountered the Irish, Scots, and Welsh. At other times, the
English language seemed to be imperiled by other foreign threats. When Edward I
attempted to gather support in 1295 for his struggle against Philip IV o f France, he
claimed that the French king intended to invade England and “wipe out the English
language completely from the land.” In another attempt to rally nationalist sentiment,
Edward’s government accused William Wallace in 1305 of refusing to spare the life of
anyone who spoke English (although Wallace probably did so himself). For the most
part, however, assaults on the English language were more subtle; the tendency of
English settlers in Ireland to shed their national identity prompted Edward III to issue an
ordinance in the mid-fourteenth century “that no one of English descent shall speak in the
Irish tongue with other Englishmen .. . but every Englishman should study the English
language.” This attempt to prevent the colonists from “going native” was augmented by
other statutes that outlawed marriages between immigrants and natives, required
Englishmen to use English names, ride in the English way (i.e. with saddles), and wear
English apparel. One William Power, o f Waterford, was actually imprisoned in 1371
“because he could not speak English,” but he was released when it was determined that
he would learn the language. Particularly in the context of Anglo-Saxon Ireland,

Publishers, 1991), esp. ch. 3: “English Patriot” ; Richard Mulcaster, Positions (London, 1581) and The First
Part o f the Elemantarie (London, 1582), 254.
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language was the most potent indicator o f English national/racial identity.38
As Robert Bartlett has argued, “linguistic nationalism or politicized linguistic
consciousness” was developing rapidly in the later Middle Ages. It was perhaps in
Ireland and Wales, Bartlett suggests, that English (of less repute than Norman French in
twelfth-century England) first established itself as a prestigious language among the elite
colonizers. In the case of Wales, the English language remained the preserve of precious
few after Wales lost its independence to England in 1282, but not until the 1536 Act of
Union was English made the official language of law and administration in Wales. It was
also the professed goal o f the English Parliament, through this measure, “to extirp all and
sinister usages and customs differing from the same.” English was to be the language o f
legal proceedings and office-holding in Wales became contingent upon an individual’s
command of the English language while Welsh was dismissed as “a speech nothing like
nor consonant to the natural mother tongue used within this realm.” At the local level,
however, the English language remained “nothing preferred after the acte o f parliamente”
leading one English bishop in Wales to recommend a grammar school be established in
his diocese so that “the Welshe rudenesse wolde sone be framed to English cyvilitie and
their corrupte capacyties easely reformed with godly intelligens.”39
3,Robert Bartlett, The Making o f Europe: Conquest, Colonization and Cultural Change, 950-1350
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 202-3,239. Banlett acknowledges in his endnotes that in
Edward I’s charge against the French —linguam Anglicam .. . omnino de terra delereproponit — lingua
could be translated as “people” rather than “language”. Hastings, Concepts o f English Nationhood, 45.
Relying on William Stubbs, Select Charters, 9th ed., revised by H.W.C. Davis (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1946), 480, Hastings also claims that Edward stated the French intended to “wipe out the English
language” (45).
39Bartlett, The Making o f Europe, 201, 220, 233-4; Roberts, “Tudor Wales, national identity and
the British inheritance," 8, 14. Parliament authorized Welsh translations o f the Bible and Prayer Book in
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It was in England, o f course, where the English language gradually developed
over the course o f several centuries into a core characteristic o f English nationalism and a
point of pride among the literary elite. But this process was slow.40 In 1307, Edward II
took his oath o f office in French, but by the end o f the century, in 1399, Henry IV took
his in English. English was already well-established as the language of the common
people and this gesture on the part o f Henry represented more o f a reconciliation with the
Anglo-Saxon population than a repudiation o f French. By the fifteenth century, however,
although English was clearly England’s lingua franca, the prevalence o f the vernacular
was uneven. In 1538, in a dialogue from Thomas Starkey’s England in the Reign o f King
Henry the Eighth, Thomas Lupset lamented that “our commyn law ys wryten in the
French tonge, and therin dysputyd and tought, wych, besyde that hyt ys agayne the
commyn wele, ys also ignomynyouse and dyshonowhre to oure nayton.” Similarly, the
speaker expressed his concern that “we have not the Gospellys in our mother tong, and ..
. we have our servyce sayd in a strange tong, o f the pepul not understond.” But even in
the sixteenth century, the use o f the English vernacular in certain forums prompted
resistance. The introduction o f an English Bible and liturgy, while often considered as a
means of opening up Christianity to a wider audience, provoked resistance in some
circles. Many Lancastrians, in 1570, “utterly refused to attend divine service in the

1563 and made Welsh the language o f worship beginning in 1566. Not until 1588, however, was the Bible
available in its entirety.
‘“According to William Harrison, The Description o f England, in the centuries after the Norman
Conquest, English came into disrepute at court while French was encouraged, so that “for every French
rascal when he came at once hither was taken for a gentleman only because he was proud and could use his
own language” (415).
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English tongue,” and the western rebels in 1549, many o f whom spoke Comish rather
than English, demanded “oure olde service . . . in Latten not in English” because “certen
of us understande no Englysh.”41
The halting development o f a celebratory nationalism that seemingly fluctuated
back and forth between pride and embarrassment in the English tongue ended in the last
half of the sixteenth century. Richard Mulcaster was preeminent among those who
lauded the English language during the last decades o f the century. Mulcaster believed
that “the people, that use the tung . . . hath allwaie bene o f good credit, and great
estimation, ever since credit and estimation by historie came on this side o f the Alps."
William Harrison believed that the “diligent travail o f Geoffrey Chaucer and John Gower
. . . and after them John Scogan and John Lydgate [brought] our said tongue . . . to an
excellent pass.” Nonetheless, Harrison also noted that only since the Elizabethan era had
“John Jewel, Bishop o f Sarum, John Foxe, and sundry learned and excellent writers . . .
fully accomplished the omature o f the same, to their great praise and immortal
commendation.” Thus, although “some have affirmed us rather to bark as dogs than talk
like men, because the most o f our words (as they do indeed) incline unto one syllable,”
Harrison bragged that the English language excelled all others. Indeed, the genius o f the

■"John Parker, Books to Build an Empire: A Bibliographic History o f English Overseas Interests to
1620 (Amsterdam: N. Israel, 1965), 7-8; Thomas Starkey, England in the Reign o f King Henry the Eighth,
A Dialogue between Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset, Lecturer in Rhetoric at Oxford (153S2), J.M.
Cowper and Sidney J. Heritage, eds., (Millwood, NY: Kraus Reprint, 1981), 122-3, 137; D.M. Palliser,
The Age o f Elizabeth: England under the later Tudors, 1547-1603, 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1992),
402-3; Anthony Fletcher, Tudor Rebellions, 3rd ed. (London: Longman, 1983), 115. For a useful
discussion of the English vernacular in sixteenth-century England, see Arthur B. Ferguson, Clio Unbound:
Perception o f the social and cultural past in Renaissance England (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
1979), esp. 312-45.
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English language was in its very simplicity. Since “ours is a mean language and neither
too rough or too smooth in utterance, we may with much facility learn any other
language, beside Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, and speak it naturally as if we were
homebom in those countries.”42
In Britain and, especially, his Remaines Concerning Britain, William Camden
extracted much o f his evidence for the Germanic origin o f the English people from
language. Accordingly, Camden claimed that the “English tongue is extracted, as the
nation, from the Germans, the most glorious o f al now extant in Europe for their moral
and martial vertues, and preserving the liberty entire, as also for propagating their
language by happy victories in France by the Francs and Burgundians; in this Isle by the
English-Saxons.” Much o f Camden’s national pride was wrapped up in his adoration for
the English language, which he claimed was not “as sacred as the Hebrew or as learned as
the Greek; but as fluent as the Latin, as courteous as the Spanish, as Court-like as the
French, and as amorous as the Italian.” Such was his fondness for his native tongue, and
such was his belief that its excellence was a contingent element o f national honor, that
Camden also included a long section in his Remaines Concerning Britain on “the
excellency o f the English tongue” by Richard Carew to press his argument.43
Several Englishmen pursued the adoration o f the English language into a new

42Mulcaster, Elementarie, 80; Harrison, The Description o f England, 414-6. John Gower (132571408) and John Lydgate (13707-1451?) were English poets. John Scogan, Georges Edelen suggests, may
have been Henry Scogan (13617-1407), a friend and disciple o f Chaucer’s. John Jewel (1522-1571) was
Bishop of Salisbury and apologist for the English church.
43Camden, Remaines Concerning Britain, 24, 33. Extract from Carew’s work, 42-51.
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interest in Anglo-Saxon language and culture. Matthew Parker, the first Elizabethan
Archbishop of Canterbury, exemplified a degree o f pride in Anglo-Saxon origins that was
closely tied to the related efforts o f John Bale, John Aylmer, and John Foxe. In the main,
these Elizabethans sought to establish the greater purity of Saxon Christianity as
practiced in England before the assertion o f later claims o f papal supremacy during the
first half o f the second millennium. To this end, Parker’s group published a selection
from the writings o f the pre-Conquest Saxon abbot Aeelfric in Saxon and English in
1556. In 1571, they released an edition o f the Anglo-Saxon texts o f the Gospels under
Foxe’s editorship. Other Elizabethan’s, such as William Cecil, Lord Burghley, and his
protege, Laurence Nowell, also demonstrated an interest in the Saxon language. Nowell,
in particular, produced transcripts o f an Anglo-Saxon translation o f Bede, the AngloSaxon chronicles, and composed the first Anglo-Saxon dictionary.44
Tudor-Stuart Englishmen were engaged in an increasingly energetic enterprise to
establish a useful and heroic past. Some, particularly William and Camden and Richard
Verstegan, pursued the establishment of an alternate, and more verifiable, past. To this
end, they took it upon themselves to describe the numerous virtues o f their Anglo-Saxon
heritage. The British history was a glorious narrative filled with heroic figures who
placed Britain in the vanguard of Western European history. In all its permutations, the

‘“ Bale, Aylmer, Parker and Foxe managed to pursue an intense interest in the Anglo-Saxon roots
of Elizabethan England and the Reformation church while still committed to the British history. Their
efforts were, in a great part, intimately connected with an emerging anti-French bias that was directed at
the Norman Conquest. John Aylmer, writing from Switzerland in 1556, for example, took pride in the fact
that although the Normans had established themselves in eleventh-century England, “the language and
customes [continued to] bee Englyshe and Saxonyshe.” See MacDougail, Racial Myth in English History,
37-42.
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British history suggested that not only had Britain been the first nation to adopt the
Christian faith, but it had also transmitted Christianity back to Rome in the person o f
Constantine. Anglo-Saxons cherished the value of a virtuous and honorable past, but
they also professed a faith in a fact-based history. The antiquarian battle between those
who continued to espouse the British history and the rising tide who argued for the
Anglo-Saxon past represented an important transition in the treatment o f England’s
historical past. Regardless o f the facts and fictions of these two pasts, however, both
national myths served the same purpose: they provided Englishmen with a collective
identity rooted in a common myth o f descent, history, and culture. Both histories laid
foundations for national pride and the creation (on invention) o f the nation itself. These
myths of descent gave Englishmen an honored place in history as a civilization as great
and noble as any that had ever existed. And within the context o f a complex European
world, these myths supported the increasingly common belief in English
exceptionalism.45

*

*

*

*

*

In spite o f the contested terrain o f competing origin myths in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century England, there emerged during this period a profound emphasis upon
one particular national characteristic that would serve Englishmen well in their later
4SThe place o f the British history and Anglo-Saxonism in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
has been treated in a number o f works. See esp Levy, Tudor Historical Thought, esp. 131-65 and
MacDougail, Racial Myth in English History, 7-48.
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forays into an Atlantic world. Although disputes existed concerning precise genealogies
and linguistic issues, few Englishmen doubted that their history had featured a lengthy
struggle against slavery and an unwavering commitment to freedom. Nonetheless, the
English past was tainted by the stain o f slavery. Even as Englishmen were professing
their undying commitment to the “ancient freedom and liberty o f the subjects o f
England,” many Englishmen could easily reconcile themselves with the lingering
existence o f human bondage on their own shores. To be fair, when most Englishmen
spoke of their “liberty” they were often referring to the preservation o f their property
rights vis-a-vis the exercise o f arbitrary monarchical power.46 Nonetheless, there was a
strong commitment to the notion that Englishmen were linked to a pre-constitutional era
by virtue o f their constitutional liberties. In that light, Thomas Hedley avowed in
Parliament in 1610 that he did not take “Magna Charta to be a new grant or statute, but a
restoring or confirming of the ancient laws and liberties o f the kingdom, which by the
Conquest before had been much impeached or obscured.”47
The myth o f English freedom, including the struggle against enslavement, was a

wOn this issue, see especially John Philip Reid, The Concept o f Liberty in the Age o f the American
Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988).
47Proceedings in Parliament, 16/0, 2:190. One member, Nicholas Fuller, delved deeply into the
British history when he professed his belief that “our common laws are the more to be regarded because
that they have their foundation as well from the laws o f G o d .. . . For King Lucius, the first Christian king
in this island, did write to Eleutherius, Bishop o f Rome, to be instructed for laws to govern his kingdom .. .
. Whereupon we that are now the household o f God hold that every law o f this realm against the laws of
God (although it were by act of parliament) is a void law and that our laws agree or should agree in all
things with the equity o f God’s laws” (152-3). The appeal to “immemoriality” is discussed more fully in
Ross, “The Commoning o f the Common Law,” esp. Ch. 2: “The Memorial Culture o f Early Modem
English Lawyers: Memory as Keyword, Shelter and Identity, 1560-1640,” 204-327.
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powerful theme of both the British and Anglo-Saxon history.48 These histories,
particularly as transmitted by Tudor-Stuart Englishmen, were suffused with imagery that
suggested that England’s ancestors were a people who had periodically resisted the
efforts of other nations to enslave them. Beginning with Geoffrey’s history, the story o f
the ancient Britons was one o f a people bom out of bondage, and much o f their history
since their arrival in Albion had been a struggle against reenslavement. Brutus, after all,
had led the enslaved Trojans against their Greek captors. Their decision to resist entailed
great hardship, but the Trojans preferred to “have their liberty, rather than remain under
the yoke o f . . . slavery, even if pampered there by every kind o f wealth.” In Michael
Drayton’s panegyric to the “God-like Brute,''' the hero returns to Greece only to find his
Trojan cousins enslaved and “there, by Pandrasus kept, in sad and servile awe. I Who
when they knew young Brute, & that brave shape they saw, / They humbly him desire,
that he a meane would bee, / From those imperious Greeks, his countrymen to free.”49
According to Geoffrey’s telling o f the British history, the Trojan exodus out o f
Greece to Albion was a migration o f Old Testament proportions. Some o f the events
discussed above bear repeating in this light. Freed from their bondage and guided by a
prophetic figure, the Britons endured countless difficulties on their way to the Promised

48“ Freedom” and “liberty” were not always directly linked to human bondage. English authors
typically employed freedom and liberty to indicate the absence of any kind o f restraint or exemption from
despotic rule. The use o f these words might also suggest a corporate privilege or membership in a given
community or company. This section, however, attempts to address freedom and liberty as they relate to
physical slavery, or the perception o f human bondage as an aspect of historical identity.
49Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 55-6; Michael Drayton, PolyOlbion, vol. 4 o f The Works o f Michael Drayton, J. William Hebei, ed. (Oxford, 1933), 10. Drayton’s
work first appeared in 1612, but the first complete edition did not appear until 1619.
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Land. In the course o f their odyssey, a goddess spoke to Brutus in a dream and foretold
the emancipated Trojans’ arrival in a land once occupied by giants. As Geoffrey related
the tale, the goddess informed Brutus that “for your descendants it will be a second Troy.
A race of kings will be bom there from your stock and the round circle o f the whole earth
will be subject to them.”50 This epic voyage, filled with battles and the heroic deeds o f
the eventual founders o f Britain, established the noble and valorous base upon which a
distinguished and honorable lineage would emerge. In Geoffrey’s hands, the British
history was more than the simple saga of a migratory people; Geoffrey linked the British
present with the much-fabled Greek and Trojan past and placed the British people, by
virtue o f their descent, squarely in the vanguard o f human history.
The Trojan / British struggle against those who would enslave them did not end
upon their arrival in Albion. Much o f Geoffrey’s tale described the protracted struggle
against re-enslavement by foreign interlopers. Significant passages in the third part o f
The History o f the Kings o f Britain recounted multiple Roman attempts to take the island
by force. In Geoffrey’s telling, this was not simply a case o f imperial expansion; Julius
Caesar is said to exclaim that “[tjhose Britons come from the same race as we do, for we
Romans are descended from Trojan stock.. . . All the same, unless I am mistaken, they
have become very degenerate when compared with us.” When Caesar demanded the
capitulation o f the Britons, however, King Cassivelaunus refused on the grounds that to
do so would signal an end to British liberty and freedom, in both the political and

“ Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 65.
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physical senses o f the terms. And in a dramatic statement of defiance, the king o f the
Britons (or, perhaps more accurately, Geoffrey) rebuked Caesar, asserting that “[i]t is
friendship which you should have asked o f us, not slavery. For our part we are more used
to making allies than to enduring the yoke o f bondage. We have become so accustomed
to the concept o f liberty that we are completely ignorant of what is meant by submitting
to slavery.” Eventually, o f course, the Britons were overawed, but not before they
repelled the Romans on two separate occasions. For this, Geoffrey lauded England’s
ancestors, who “went on resisting the man whom the whole world could not withstand.
They were ready to die for their fatherland and for their liberty.”51
In the words o f Aldroenus, the king o f Brittany who was offered the throne o f the
kingdom o f Britain by his “blood-brothers,” no greater evil was ever done to the island of
Britain than that wrought by Roman rule. Roman overlordship was the antithesis to
liberty and on that ground alone Aldroenus preferred to hold on to his lesser kingdom
because he held it with “with honor and without the obloquy of doing homage to one
more mighty than myself.” In Britain, however, “no man is able to hold lasting power ..
. without losing his freedom and being forced to bear the yoke o f servitude. Who would
not prefer to possess a smaller competency elsewhere and remain free, rather than own
Britain’s riches under the yoke o f slavery?” Thus, even though in “peace and tranquility,
there was . . . no more fertile country in existence,” the blight of Roman thraldom

5'Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 107-8, 117. Geoffrey also
recounted that after the Britons repulsed the Roman forces the first time, Caesar returned to Gaul where he
had to soothe further opposition in order to avoid fighting a war on two fronts. To this end, Geoffrey
noted, “he even went so far as to promise liberation to the slaves” (111). This would be a common tactic
well into the modem era.
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dramatically reduced Britain's value.52
It was this theme o f bondage, or the release from bondage and the return to
greatness, that appeared prominently in the prophecies o f Merlin and the exploits of
Arthur. Geoffrey continued the theme of subjugation in Merlin’s prophecies through
vague allusions and symbolic representation. In the end, though, there was no doubt that
“the race that is oppressed shall prevail in the end.” Merlin represented the people of
Britain with a Red Dragon that would be overrun by “the White One.” Eventually,
however, “the seed o f the White Dragon shall be rooted up from our little gardens and
what is then left o f its progeny shall be decimated. They shall bear the yoke o f perpetual
slavery and they will wound their own Mother with their spades and ploughshares.”
Merlin’s symbolic White Dragon, which represented the Saxon invaders who supplanted
the Romans as Britain’s oppressors, began to suffer this fate with the appearance o f
Arthur.53
The ultimate personification of national greatness and the struggle against
thraldom appeared with Geoffrey’s Arthur. The long passages on Arthur occasionally
read like a catalogue o f battles, but there is a consistent anti-slavery theme in Arthur’s
exploits. Frequently, to take one example, Arthur rallies his forces with obscure allusions
to the efforts o f foreigners to enslave Englishmen and rob them of their native freedom.

“ Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 150.
“ Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 173. Among William Camden’s
choreographical history of Britain were included a number o f epigrams, several of which were concerned
with the Roman conquest, such as “Britain that hath a wintry clime aiotted for her seat, / Where cold
North-Beare shines alway bright with stars that never set / Even at thy sight and first approach o[f] Caesar
soone subdu’d, / Submitted hath her necke to beare strange yoke o f servitude.” Britain, 47.
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In Geoffrey’s presentation, Arthur leads his people with reminders that they “shall be
defending their liberty” when they conquer Gaul and Rome. Arthur characterizes Roman
efforts in battle as “their utmost [effort] to deprive you o f your freedom.” “No doubt,”
Arthur contends, “they imagined, when they planned to make your country pay them
tribute and to enslave you yourselves, that they would discover in you the cowardice of
Eastern peoples.” Thus, Arthur’s many victories were not simply evidence o f English
martial valor or courage. They did not indicate the mere rise to imperial splendor and the
onset of a “golden age.” Arthur’s victories and the expansion o f English influence
throughout most o f Europe were cast by Geoffrey as a defense o f English liberty and part
o f the ongoing struggle to prevent the (re)enslavement o f Englishmen by foreign
powers.54
The anti-slavery theme o f Geoffrey’s History continued to operate in later works
written in the tradition o f the British history. This was particulary apparent in various
accounts of the Norman Conquest and the reign o f King John. Perhaps one o f the more
well-known traditions o f this era was the equation o f William the Conqueror’s rise to
power with the imposition o f ‘the Norman yoke.’55 William Camden, though he
questioned many aspects o f the British history, lauded Britons’ resistance to bondage
once they were confined to Wales, where “with like honour o f fortitude, for many

^Geoffrey o f Monmouth, The History o f the Kings o f Britain, 233, 248-9.
5SChristopher Hill’s recent reconsideration o f his own failure to appreciate the significance of the
“Norman yoke” is indicative o f the escalating attention being granted to the theme o f anti-bondage in
Tudor-Stuart political culture. See Hill, Intellectual Origins o f the English Revolution Revisited (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1997), ch. 17: “The Norman Yoke,” 361-5.
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hundred years repelled the yoke o f both the English and Norman slavery.” William
Lambarde, among others, associated specific regions o f England with freedom and the
Conquest. Lambarde wrote in his Perambulation o f Kent that the common people were
no “more free, and jolly” than in Kent because “Kent was never vanquished by the
Conquerour,. .. [and] there were never any bondmen . . . in Kent.” Lambarde also cited
Fitzherbert’s contention that “it is holden sufficient for a man to avoide the objection o f
bondage, to say, that his father was bom in the Shyre o f Kent.”56
John Selden’s commentary on Drayton’s lyric retelling o f the Norman Conquest
recounted Kentish efforts to avoid “bondage to the Normans,” and their resolve “rather to
die then lose their freedome.” According to this account, Archbishop Stigand and Abbot
Egelsin met with the Conqueror, with the inhabitants of Kent lined up for battle behind
them, and successfully offered to receive William as their liege lord, “upon condition,
that they may for ever enjoy their ancient Liberites and Laws used among their ancestors;
otherwise,. . . being readie rather to die, then undergoe a yoake o f Bondage.” Drayton
continued with this theme in his account o f resistance to King John, which resulted in a
virtual Civil War and led to the rise o f Henry III, “[b]y his more forcefull friends: who,
wise and puissant growe, / The General Charter seiz’d: that into slavery drew / The freest
borne English blood. O f which such discord grew.”57

56Camden, Remaines Concerning Britain, 12; Lambarde, Perambulation o f Kent, 7, 323.
57Drayton, Poly-Olbion, 385, 333. On Kentish liberty, Drayton wrote: “ O noble Kent, quoth he,
this praise doth the belong, / The hard’st to be controld, impatientest o f wrong. / Who, when the Norman
first with pride and horror sway’d, / Threw’st off the servile yoke upon the English lay’d; / And with a high
resolve, most bravely didst restore / That liberties so long enjoy’d before. / Not suffring forraine Lawes
should thy free Customes bind, / Then onely showd’st thy selfe o f th’ ancient Saxon kind. / O f all the
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The omnipresent specter o f human bondage transcended every disagreement
between the adherents o f the British and Anglo-Saxon history. William Camden, for one,
extolled the virtues o f English freedoms through extensive extractions from the writings
o f Tacitus. According to Tacitus, the Roman period witnessed the virtual enslavement of
the British to Roman invaders while “Germany had shaken o ff the yoke o f obedience, and
yet were defended by a river only, and not by the Ocean.” With this example, Camden
recounts how the British stood up against the Romans who had kept them as “captives
and slaves” and “vowed to recover and resume their liberty.” Thus, if the British history
often featured the struggle against enslavement, the Anglo-Saxon history o f Camden and
Verstegan featured an even more pronounced declaration o f the historical sanctity of
English freedoms by linking them with the German past. For these authors, the AngloSaxon heritage o f Tudor-Stuart England promised greater rewards for those in search of
an honorable and free past. Unlike the Britons, who had been conquered by the Romans,
Germans “were never subdued by any, for albeit the Romans with exceedingly great cost,
losse & long trooble, might come to bee the comaunders o f some parte thereof; yet o f the
whole never.” 58

*

*

*

*

*

That Englishmen considered themselves to be a remarkable people in the
English Shires be thou sum am 'd the Free, / And formost ever plac’t, when they reckned bee” (381).
51Verstegan, Restitution o f Decayed Intelligence, 43.
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sixteenth and seventeenth centuries hardly seems surprising. Much has been made o f the
nationalistic implications o f Henry VIII’s battle with Rome, the ascendancy of
Protestantism, the Armada, Shakespeare and other dimensions o f cultural identity. Even
more, Englishmen clearly considered themselves to be the Lord’s standard-bearers on
earth. It was within this mindset that John Lyly could divine God’s feelings on the
matter: “So tender a care hath he alwaies had o f that England, as o f a new Israel, his
chosen and peculiar people.” So also could Milton comment, in the midst of the
seventeenth century, that “[t]he favour and the love of heaven, we have great argument to
think in a peculiar manner propitious and propending towards us. Why else was this
Nation chosen before any other, that out o f her as out o f Sion should be proclaim’d and
sounded forth the first tidings and trumpet of Reformation.” Or, in perhaps the most
familiar o f all expressions o f extreme nationalist ardor:
This royal throne o f kings, this scepter’d isle
This earth of majesty, this seat o f Mars,
This other Eden, demi-paradise;
This fortress built by Nature for herself
Against infection and the hand o f war;
This happy breed of men, this little world;
This precious stone set in the silver sea,
Which serves it in the office o f a wall,
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy o f less happier lands;
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England . . .S9
On one level, why these demonstrations o f English nationalism became more
common, and what purposes they may have served, in the sixteenth century are important
59Complete Works o f John Lyly (Oxford, 1902), 2:205 and Areopagitica, Complete Prose Works o f
John Milton (Yale University Press, 1959), 2:552, both cited in Hastings, The Construction o f Nationhood,
57; William Shakespeare, King Richard 11, Act 2, scene 1.
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questions. But what stands out most clearly is the stridency o f the expression o f English
national identity. The Tudor-Stuart interest in lineage, history and language reveals the
increasing value placed on certain core characteristics that were attributed to Englishmen.
Although this new consciousness was not something without precedents, there can be
little doubt about the singular importance of sixteenth-century events.60
Significant though these disparate developments may be in their own right, what
does any o f it have to do with the construction o f racial identities in the New World?
What does the historical debate over the rise of nationalism have to do with the historical
debate over the rise o f racism? In short: a great deal. The emergence of a highly
ethnocentric nationalism (to employ modem terminology) in sixteenth-century England
provided Englishmen with an articulate and dynamic framework within which they could
evaluate not only themselves, but also those in the world around them. For varied
historical reasons, Englishman deemed it important to craft and recraft a historical sense
o f themselves that emphasized core qualities, specific characteristics that, if they were not
necessarily unique, were epitomized by the English. In particular, by the time English
settlers began redrawing English society in the New World, they had established certain

“ Works that counter the modernist interpretation o f nationalism include, Hastings, The
Construction o f Nationhood', Thorlac Turville-Petre, England the Nation: Language, Literature and
National Identity. 1290-1340 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996); Liah Greenfeld, Nationalism: Five Roads
to Modernity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992); and several works by Anthony D. Smith,
including his recent “National Identities: Modem or Medieval?, in Forde, Johnson and Murray, Concepts o f
National Identity in the Middle Ages. Hastings identifies the development o f English national identity at
the earliest date, but even he concedes that “the Reformation brought an undeniable change in intensity”
beginning with the reign o f Henry VIII (55). It bears repeating that all o f these works have Eric J.
Hobsbawm’s Nations and Nationalism since 1780 in mind as the focus o f their varied critiques. O f course,
even Hobsbawm has admitted that Tudor England possessed the qualities o f proto-nationalism or
“something close to modem patriotism” (75).
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fundamental principles with regard to slavery and race.
The idea of England’s special freedoms and struggles against enslavement by
foreign forces was an exceptionally flexible concept in the Tudor-Stuart era. Adherents
to both the British and the Anglo-Saxon histories laced their descriptions of the past with
the theme of human bondage. Throughout the sixteenth century, in particular, the fight
against human bondage as an element o f Englishness appeared in a variety o f guises.
John Bale, who clearly identified England itself as the holy land in his attacks on the
Roman church, censured Catholic bishops in the Reformation era and characterized
Englishmen as a people “cruelly enslaved by the tyrannical papists, who made them
suffer far more than the Israelites did when enslaved by Pharoah.” In his anti-French
tract, John Aylmer prayed that the God who defended his children o f Israel from their
enemies might “defend us from the slavery and misery o f that proude nacyon, that cruel
people, and tiranous rulers.” And, later, in the context o f the Anglo-Spanish War,
Elizabeth rallied her nation by warning that Spain and the papacy were preparing to
invade England and “overthrow our most happy estate and flourishing commonweal, and
to subject the same to the proud, servile and slavish government o f foreigners and
strangers.” Worse still, Elizabeth suggested, the pope was plotting to incite the English
“to betray and yield themselves, their parents, kindred, and children . . . to be subjects and
slaves to aliens and strangers.”61

61John Bale, The Epistel Exhortatory (1544), cited in Andrew Hadfield, Politics and National
Identity: Reformation to Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 61; John Aylmer,
An Harborowe fo r Faithjull and Trewe Subjectes, in Orwell and Reynolds, eds., British Pamphleteers, 32;
TRP, 3:13-17.
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As with slavery, expressions of English racial superiority through German descent
became much more commonplace in the seventeenth century. By the 1640s, John Hare
wrote, in St. Edward’s Ghost, that Englishmen should revel in their German ancestry,
characterized by “our generosity of blood and freeness o f descent and condition.” These
ideas took on an even more jingoistic fervor during the English Civil War as nationalistic
English writers increasingly couched their discussions o f their native land in the language
o f purity and righteousness. By the early sixteenth century, however, the seeds had been
sown that would ultimately reify the idea that Englishmen were not bound together
simply by common laws, language or terrain, but also by an uncorrupted blood line.
Simply put, in Richard Verstegan’s words, Englishmen were the direct descendants o f a
people that had “ever kept themselves unmixed with forrain peoples.”62
Both o f these qualities - the rhetorical freedom o f all Englishmen and the purity
o f English blood - would serve English settlers well in America. Indeed, the preservation
o f these definitive characteristics only heightened in the New World. The personal
freedom of Englishmen became a particularly pressing issue once New World slavery
took hold in the English colonies. And the simple fact that this rapidly expanding
institution was based upon the exploitation of particular groups of people (Africans and
Indians) only heightened the interest in English blood lines and the ways in which

62Verstegan, Restitution o f Decayed Intelligence, 43. Verstegan took particular umbrage with
those who would doubt the purity o f English blood. Thus, “whereas so do call us a mixed nation by reson
o f these Danes and Normannes coming in among us, I answere . . . that the Danes and Normannes were
once one same people with the Germans, as were the Saxons; & wee not to bee accompted mixed by
having only som such joyned unto us againe, as somtyme had one same language and one same original!
with us” (187).
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Englishmen were, by virtue o f their “race,” free and unenslavable. But Englishmen did
not only concern themselves with history, lineage and language. Another intellectual
trend in England, as well as Europe as a whole, provided a firm foundation for evaluating
the nature o f human beings by their physical appearance, in particular, skin color.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
“OUR COUNTRYMEN TO BE ACCOUNTED WISE AND VIRTUOUS”:
CLIMATE THEORY AND THE ESSENCE OF ENGLISHNESS

And for that we dwell northward, we are commonly taken by the foreign historiographers
to be men o f great strength and little policy, much courage and small shift, because o f the
weak abode o f the sun with us, whereby our brains are not made hot and w arm ed.. .

Several generations o f historians have been debating the relationship between race
and slavery in the British North American. Since the publication o f Oscar and Mary
Handlin’s seminal article, “The Origins o f the Southern Labor System,” in 1950, the issue
received its most complete coverage with the appearance of Winthrop Jordan’s White
over Black in 1968 and has had numerous treatments in subsequent years. Although there
are several points o f divergence, the historiography has essentially concluded that, at least
by twentieth-century definitions, late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century
Englishmen did not conceptualize humanity in biological terms whereby human beings
were defined by distinct racial categories. Nevertheless, race has not ceased to be an
important explanatory device in early modem studies. Historians, literary critics, and
anthropologists continue to employ race as an analytical device, but they have also
increasingly resorted to the related concepts o f racialism, race prejudice and
'Harrison, The Description o f England, 446.

189
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ethnocentrism in order to escape the problematic question o f the precise definition o f race
and racism. Indeed, based upon a strict and overtly modem definition of the terms, many
have simply concluded that race is not a relevant construct for the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Thus, whenever historians have employed race as their lens on
history, they have often been compelled to manufacture (sometimes in a rather arbitrary
fashion) historically-relevant definitions o f their key terms.2
Two recent examples o f this phenomenon highlight this trend. Kathleen M.
Brown, who challenges the usefulness o f race as a meaningful analytical category before
the late seventeenth century, narrowly defines race as “the social meanings attached to
physical appearance —itself a highly mediated phenomenon contingent upon culture —
and

used in the service o f economic and imperial goals.” Thus, in this perspective, race is

signified by physical appearance and the meanings attached to it, but does not really exist
until culturally-determined signifiers were exploited for profit or power. On the other
side o f the fence, Kim F. Hall sees a definite usefulness for a much earlier racial analysis
and

identifies the emergence o f race in “descriptions o f dark and light [that] became in

the early modem period the conduit through which the English began to formulate the
notions o f ‘se lf and ‘other’ so well known in Anglo-American racial discourses.”
According to Hall, the history o f race and racism is not contingent upon questions o f
economy or power. Race was meaningful the moment societies began to employ skin

2Oscar and Mary Handiin, “Origins o f the Southern Labor System,” WMQ 7:2 (April 1950): 199222; Winthrop D. Jordan, White over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812 (Chapel
Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1968). Subsequent works along these lines have been cited
previously.
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color as a way of setting themselves apart from others, even at the level o f mere
description.3
As these two recent examples demonstrate, while there continues to be a great
desire to study race in the early modem era, few agree as to how to go about it.
Additionally, scholars from different professional backgrounds often fall into two camps
on the definitional problem. Historians and anthropologists, regardless o f their stance in
the time-honored ‘origins debate’, have been hesitant to recognize the unqualified
existence of a racialized ideology in early modem England. As St. Clair Drake phrased
it, “color prejudice there was in Shakespeare’s time, but White Racism was yet to come.”4
Literary scholars, on the other hand, have been much more willing to argue that not only
was there a racial discourse, but that there was sometimes outright racism in early modem
England.5 The two opposing camps, however, have tacitly agreed that race is The
3Kathleen M. Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches & Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and
Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, for the IEAHC, 1996), 4, and
Kim F. Hall, Things o f Darkness: Economies o f Race a n d G ender in Early Modem England (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1995), 2. While Brown and Hall have strinkmgly different conceptions o f the
meaning o f race in English culture, they wholeheartedly agree that there was a crucial interrelationship
between race and gender, with Brown emphasizing the role o f gender discourse in the articulation o f racial
discourse in seventeenth-century Virginia and Hall more interested in the interconnections o f race and
gender as tropes.
4Drake, Black Folk Here and There, 2: 282; See also, for example, Audrey Smedley, Race in
North America: Origin and Evolution o f a Worldview (Boulder: Westview Press, 1993), who defines race
as “a folk classification, a product o f popular beliefs about human differences that evolved from the
sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries. As a worldview it was a cosmological ordering system
structured out o f the political, economic, and social realities o f people who had emerged as expansionist,
conquering, dominating nations on a worldwide quest for wealth and power” (25). Even Winthrop Jordan,
frequently the poster-child for those who would privilege race at the expense of slavery in the ‘origins
debate’, stated that 'until the latter part of the eighteenth century . . . there was no explicit racist doctrine in
existence.” See White over Black, 131.
’Other works which are less concerned with a hard-and-fast definition o f race and usefully explore
notions of blackness from the literary perspective include, Carolyn Prager, ‘“ If I be Devil’: English
Renaissance response to the proverbial and ecumenical Ethiopian,” Journal o f Medieval a n d Renaissance
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Question because of the centrality o f racial concerns in the second half o f the twentieth
century. The crucial issue, however, should not be whether or not our sociallyconstructed and frequently biologically-rationalized conception o f human diversity rooted
in a racial world-view existed in Elizabethan England, but rather what sociallymeaningful concept(s) o f human difference operated in their world. Too frequently,
scholars have endeavored to uncover the history of race, only to reveal much more about
themselves than those they study.
How then to study “race” if the word itself is so deeply embedded in the twentieth
century? In the previous chapter, I discussed the relationship between the underlying
sentiments o f race and nation in order to suggest that sixteenth-century Englishmen were
involved in the construction and articulation o f themselves as a people with a distinctive
and meaningful historical identity. In this chapter, I will explore the one aspect of
modem racial identity that has, historically, exerted a disproportionate amount of
influence: skin color. One common way o f pursuing this end has been to identify the
nature o f human variety as understood by sixteenth-century Englishmen. From that, the
historian has only to craft an inclusive definition of race that allows for a meaningful
discussion o f the pertinent issues that ultimately developed into modem racism.6
Studies 17 (1987):257-79; Peter Frost, “Fair Women, Dark Men: The Forgotten Roots o f Colour
Prejudice,” History o f European Ideas 12:5 (1990): 669-79; and Hardin Aasand, “ ‘To blanch an Ethiop,
and revive a corse’: Queen Anne and The Masque o f Blackness,” Studies in English Literature 1500-1900
32:2 (1992): 271-85.
6One o f the more inclusive definitions is Alden Vaughan’s assertion that racism is “a belief that
races exist and that members o f one or more races are innately inferior in certain characteristics.” See
Roots o f American Racism: Essays on the Colonial Experience (New York: Oxford University Press,
1995), ix. I am entirely sympathetic with Kim Hall’s concern that “dismissing the term ‘race’ altogether or
imposing absolute historical boundaries between early modem and contemporary constructions may allow
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Alternately, as discussed above, one could also develop a strict definition of race and
thereby define the subject out o f historical existence.7 Whatever tack one takes, it seems
difficult to ignore the existence of a widely-accepted system o f human diversity that
addressed the issues o f physical appearance and human capacity. Contrary to Kathleen
Brown’s assertion that Englishmen “had yet to define the meaning o f ‘black’ and
‘white’,” sixteenth-century Englishmen believed that they knew the causes of skin color,
and they also suggested that ‘blackness’ and ‘whiteness’ revealed a great deal about the
nature of both individuals and larger groups united, in part, by their outward physical
appearance.8 In the strictest sense, this was not race, but rather a philosophical truism, as
well as a fundamental component o f natural law, that explained why some people were
more intelligent or imaginative than others, and why some people were by nature more
servile or free. This was the essence o f early modem climate theory, a system o f belief
that set the terms o f the debate by which modem racism would come to be defined.

us not to think about race either in Renaissance texts or in our classrooms.” I do not, however, completely
agree with her related point that “the correct insistence on race as a construction seems at times to be used
as a shield against talking about racism, which is no less painfully real just because it is a fiction.” In fact,
the identification o f race as a social construct seems to have heightened both the level o f discussion and
analytical climate in studies o f race. See Hall, Things o f Darkness, 255.
7This is a criticism. The most influential recent statement o f this view has been Barbara Jeanne
Fields, who has argued that race is not an idea (or a loose collection o f ‘attitudes’) but an ideology —a
“descriptive vocabulary o f day-to-day existence, through which people make rough sense of the social
reality that they live and create from day to day.” According to Fields, racial ideology could not and did
not emerge before the American Revolution. See “Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United States o f
A m e r ic a New Left Review 181 (May/June 1990), 110.
*Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches & Anxious Patriarchs, 6. The overwhelming majority of
scholars frame their studies around the conjunction between “color prejudice,” or anti-blackness, and
racism. As argued in the previous chapter, I would suggest that although there certainly existed a vague
sense o f blackness (and whiteness) in Elizabethan England, a more illuminating avenue for understanding
the emergence o f racism can be found in the convergence between Englishness, or national identity, and
racism.
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* * * * *

Elizabethan Englishmen did not think of the world in modem racialized terms;
quite simply, few could escape the religiously-sanctified fact that, according to the Bible
and the inherited wisdom o f the ages, “all inhabitants o f the Earth, have a three-fold
originall or beginning. The first was from the first Creation, the second was immediately
after the generall deluge, wherein all the seminary o f living creatures was preserved in the
Arke: The third, is the first stock or originall o f each several nation.”9 Human beings
were obviously quite diverse, but that was generally understood to be a product o f the
migrations o f the three branches o f mankind that descended from Noah’s sons and the
confusion created by God’s punishment of those who had attempted to construct the
Tower o f Babel. But without Adam and Noah, the organizing principal of Christian
European society collapsed entirely. This Biblical view o f the world, however, did not
preclude additional complementary explanatory devices. England, as well as the other
nations of western Europe, possessed a whole catalogue o f national myths that explained
where people lived and how they were rooted to antiquity through heroic sagas,
migrations, and legendary tales. That did not mean, however, that they were incapable o f
employing a sophisticated, if archaic, pseudo-scientific system o f human difference that
privileged some groups o f people over others based upon qualities that were imagined to
characterize entire nations.

’Nathanael Carpenter, Geography Delineated forth in two books (Oxford, 1625), 2:204.
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Tudor Englishmen possessed an array o f assumptions concerning the nature o f
mankind that had their intellectual roots in the writings o f Aristotle and Hippocrates.
According to these classical authorities, human beings were influenced, externally and
internally, by their geographic location, or climate. Climate theory posited that the world
was divided into latitudinal zones that were defined according to their relative position to
the sun. Because o f their geographic location, generally a measure o f degrees extending
north and south from the equator, climatic zones were either hot or cold and dry or moist.
According to the earliest explanation, as put forth by the Greeks, the world was divided
into places that were hot (habitable and inhabitable), places that were cold (habitable and
inhabitable), and temperate climates, which were those zones between the colder North
and hotter South.10 By the early modem era, climate theory had developed into a much
more sophisticated system as writers began to isolate specific climates based upon wellpracticed calculations. In one schema, the world consisted o f Zones that were either
temperate or intemperate. The intemperate zones were those between the two tropics (the
fabled Torrid Zone) and the arctic regions. The northern temperate zone, then, extended
from the Tropic of Cancer to the Arctic Circle while the southern temperate zone
stretched from the Tropic o f Capricorn to the Antarctic Circle.11
,0According to late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century Englishmen, the classical authorities
on climates were the writings o f Galen; Hippocrates’ Airs, Waters, Places (first English edition in 1597
after ten sixteenth-century Latin editions); Aristotle’s Politics (first English edition from the French in
1596); pseudo-Aristotle’s Problems,; Pliny’s Historia naturlis, which went through numerous Latin
editions before appearing in a Philemon Holland 1601 translation as The History o f the World; and, o f
course, Ptolemy’s Geographia.
"Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 1:202-09. Carpenter also provided an English translation of
Virgil’s poetic description o f the Zones:
Five Zones ingirt the Skies; wherof one fries
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In addition to Zones, the earth could also be divided into a smaller series o f
Climates that existed in latitudinal parallels encompassing the globe. While there were
essentially five zones, there were as many as 24 climates, each spanning 7 1/2 degrees, in
which the farthest southern and northern zones were considered uninhabitable. The
fifteen degrees straddling the equator was also believed to be inhospitably hot, if not
completely uninhabitable (except, of course, to the natives o f those areas). Within this
system, any single climate could be identified simply by calculating the duration o f the
longest day o f the year and doubling the number o f hours above twelve. Thus, according
to Peter Heylyn, since the longest day in northern France was approximately sixteen
hours, that part o f the country stood in the eighth climate. Through similar calculations,
Heylyn determined that Spain rested in the fourth and sixth climates and England
spanned “the 9th and 13th Climates of the Northern temperate Zone.”12
In the main, climate theory provided the lens through which the vast majority o f
educated Englishmen, and Europeans in general, viewed human beings and explained
why people appeared to be different in a variety o f fundamental ways. For example, it
was visually apparent that human beings were different, seemingly as nations, by skin
color, hair color and style, eye color, and height, but climate theory also provided a way
With fiery Sun-beames, and all scorched lies.
‘Bout which the farthest off on either hand,
The blew-eyed Ice and brackish showres command.
‘Twixt these two and the midst the Gods doe give
A wholesome place for wretched man to live.
l2Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 1:209-14; Peter Heylyn, Microcosmus, or a little description
o f the Great World (Oxford, 1621), 23-4, 50, 241. Carpenter’s treatise also subdivided the world into 48
parallels, which he describes as areas within climates whose situation can be caluculated by taking the
longest day and multiplying the number o f hours above twelve by four. Heylyn, 214-9.
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to explain why it was that some nations were more warlike and why others were more
inclined to intellectual pursuits. Climate theory, as postulated by the pre-Christian
Greeks (especially Galen, Hippocrates and Aristototle) explained why human beings were
different from each other to a world, ironically, that took the Old Testament stories o f
Adam, Noah, and their progeny quite literally. Accordingly, sixteenth-century
Englishmen, with a few notable exceptions, concluded that all mankind originated from
Noah, but that the natural climate of the regions in which separate nations had resided in
the subseqent millenia affected and altered the essential natures of the inhabitants.
Therefore, Biblical beliefs blended with the Aristotelian contention that “those nations
which inhabite cold places, and in Europe, are full o f courage, but have no sharpness o f
wit, nor cunning . . . . They o f Asia are wittie, and more apt to the learning and practising
o f arts, but they are not so couragious.” Greece, located between Europe and Asia
according to Aristotle’s paradigm, “participate[s] o f both, being courageous and
ingenious.”13
Predictably, the classical conception of climate theory privileged Greece at the
expense o f its northern and southern neighbors. According to the Hippocratic tradition,
because the northern regions tended toward excessive coldness, the temperature, or
“complexion,” o f its inhabitants was cold and moist. Hippocrates specifically claimed
the Scythians “are a ruddy race because o f the cold [which] bums their white skin.” The
internal moisture o f Northerners resulted from the absence o f sun’s heat to dry out the
l3Loys Le Roy, Aristotles Politiques or Discourses o f Government, J. Dickerson, trans. (London,
1598), 359 (book 7, chapter 7). Obviously, Aristotle’s formula conceptualized Asia rather than Africa as
the polar opposite o f Europe. Aristotle’s “Asia,” however, included Egypt.
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body. Climate theory generally privileged dryness over moisture (according to some,
dryness was a masculine quality while moisture was feminine) leading Greek authorities
to conclude that the northern climate had numerous adverse effects on the inhabitants. O f
course, the Greeks generally considered themselves superior to the "‘barbarian” peoples of
the North and climate theory tended, in many ways, to reconfirm pre-existing
assumptions. Thus, Hippocrates stated that among the Scythians “neither bodily nor
mental endurance is possible” because o f the continual cold, and “for these causes their
physiques are gross, fleshy, showing no joints, moist and flabby.” Among other
Europeans, however, the Greeks recognized a greater deal of variety because o f the
changes of the seasons, but the colder climate still imbued the inhabitants with “wildness,
unsociability and spirit. For the frequent shocks to the mind impart wildness, destroying
tameness and gentleness.” In this sense, northern courage was linked directly to a lack of
refinement, mental power, and grace.14
Climate theory also ascribed a distinctive set o f qualities to those who lived in the
South that, for the most part, directly contrasted the characterization o f those who lived in
the North. Because o f their proximity to the sun, Southerners were presumed to be hot
and dry. And like the inhabitants o f the North, Greek writers assumed the existence of
peculiar characteristics unique to Southerners that resulted from their internal
complexion. Southerners were timid rather than courageous and wise rather than dull.

l4Hippocrates, Airs, Waters, Places in W.H.S. Loeb, ed., Hippocrates, vol. 1 (London: William
Heinemann, 1923), 123, 12S, 133; For a discussion o f the impact o f climate theory in England, see Mary
Floyd-Wilson, ‘“ Clime, Complexion, and Degree’: Racialism in Early Modem England” (Ph.D.
dissertation, University o f North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1996).
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The heat o f the sun was also thought to affect their physical appearance. Southerners
tended toward “a smaller stature, dark complexion, curly hair, black eyes, strong legs, and
thinness o f blood.” On the contrary, the cold o f the North made the inhabitants much
taller with a “fair complexion, straight red hair, [and] blue eyes.” In pseudo-Aristotle’s
answer to the question “why have some men curled hayre and some smooth,” the
response was given that “the cause of the curling o f the hayre is great abundance of heate,
so that if there be much heate in a man then his hayre doth curie, and grow upw ard.. . .
But the cause o f smoothness, is the abundance o f moyst humors, which tend downward.15
Early m odem physicians also ascribed to the basic tenets o f humoral physiology,
which could be traced back to the writings o f Galen, Aristotle, and Hippocrates.
According to this system, the human body consisted o f four principal humors: blood,
phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile. If these elements remained in proportion to each
other the body would remain free from sickness. Ill health resulted from “the increase or
diminuation o f any o f them in quantitie or qualytie, over or under their natural
assignement.” Humoral theory, however, generally recognized that most human beings
were likely to be more influenced by one o f the humors, which, in addition to some
medical imbalance, could also be a product o f climate. Thus, according to Sir Thomas
,5[Pseudo-Aristotle], The Problems o f Aristotle (Edenborough, 1595), 5; Vitruvius, On
Architecture, Frank Granger, ed. and trans. (London, 1931), 6.1.3-4; cited in Floyd-Wilson, “A Digression
Concerning Blackness: Climate Theory and Early Modem Racialism,” paper presented to the Institute of
Early American History and Culture seminar, Constructing Race: Differentiating Peoples in the Early
Modern World, 1400-1700 (Williamsburg, VA, April 19-21, 1996), 4. Floyd-Wilson claims that there are
conflicting depictions o f climate theory in the Hippocratic and pseudo-Aristotelian tradition, suggesting
that pseudo-Aristotle offers a theory o f “counteraction” which maintains that Southerners are cold because
the heat is drawn out o f their bodies by the sun. Northerners, then, are hot because the excessive cold of
their climate seals in their heat. Pseudo-Aristotle’s discussion o f hair, however, seems to suggest that the
curly hair o f Southerners is caused by their internal heat, not cold. See Floyd-Wilson essay, 18 f. 15.
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Elyot during the reign o f Henry VIII, a body where heat and moisture prevailed was
called Sanguine and could be identified in physical appearance by certain qualities:
fleshyness, plenty o f red hair, a white and ruddy visage, a tendency to sleep often and
anger quickly. A cold and moist person was Phlegmatick and would be characterized by
fatness, much hair, whiteness, slowness, a dull wit and little courage. Those who where
hot and dry were Cholerick and could be recognized by their lean body, black or dark
auburn curly hair, salowe or red skin, quick and sharp wit, and hardy in fighting. The
Melancholic, or cold and dry, individual was described as lean and hard with plain and
thin hair, a dusky color or “white with leannes,” opinionated, tymerous and fearful, and
“anger longe and frettinge.”16
Balance, or the moderate influence o f each of the elements (fire = hot and dry,
water = cold and moist, air = hot and moist, and earth = cold and dry) enabled the
preservation o f a healthy “complexion,” wherin the four humors (blood, phlegm, choler,
and melancholy) would maintain a counterposing relationship. With regard to
geography, then, a balanced or “temperate” complexion was the ultimate goal. In
addition to providing a salubrious environment for human beings, the temperate zone
facilitated the creation and stability o f good government. In this region, neither hot nor
cold predominated so the inhabitants shared in the benefits o f both the wisdom that was
fostered by warmth and the martial valor that emanated from coldness. It was precisely
this balance o f courage and ingenuity that explained why Greece could “continue and
l6Sir Thomas Elyot, The Castel o f Helth (London, 1541), B2-B3, C4; Floyd-Wilson, “A
Digression Concerning Blackness,” 4, 17-18 n. 12; Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline o f Magic (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971), 8-9, 296.
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keepe her libertie, and is well governed.” Climate theory suggested that Northerners
generally lived in less-structured societies because o f their fierce natures and lack o f
wisdom and therefore could not develop along the lines o f the renowned Greek citystates. Southerners were cursed with excessive heat and therefore, although they were
certainly respected for their intellects, “they are not so couragious, and are therefore
subject and doe serve continually.” In other words, Northerners were generally free, but
frequently to the point o f wildness. Southerners were generally well-govemed, but often
to the point o f captivitie. As Hippocrates noted, the Asiatics were more likely to be under
kings, but “where there are kings, there be the greatest cowards . . . [f]or men’s souls are
enslaved.” Thus, the composition o f the state, or city-state, hinged upon a balance o f
mulitiple traits allowing for the emergence o f particularly advanced nations. This middle
zone perspective - the belief that a place is neither too hot nor too cold but temperate —
would continue to serve as an intellectual touchstone o f well-formed nations into the
modem era.17

* * * * *

Climate theory and the human complexion received a careful retelling in
sixteenth-century England not because o f simple “scientific” curiosity, but rather because
through an understanding o f climatic zones and internal complexions a great deal could

l7AristotIe, The Politics, 359 (Bk. 7, ch. 7); Hippocrates, Airs, Waters, Places, 133.
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be said about the nature o f human beings. Thus, Thomas Cogan informed his audience in
the preface to The Haven o f Health that since the topic o f his study was “our English
nation” he first needed to “declare the situation & temperature o f this countrey.”
According to the received wisdom o f the classical era, Cogan reiterated the division o f
the world into Zonce and reminded his audience o f the ideas o f Aristotle, Galen, and
Hippocrates. Richard Carew’s 1594 translation o f Juan Huarte’s Examination o f M en's
Wits followed a similar pattern. Huarte reported that Galen had proven that “the manners
of the soule, follow the temperature o f the body . . . and that by reason o f the heat, the
coldnesse, the moisture, and the drouth, of the territorie where men inhabite” the
inhabitants o f an area would be conditioned by certain qualities. Citing Hippocrates,
Aristotle, and Plato, Huarte affirmed that “the difference o f nations, as well in
composition o f the body, as in conditions of the soule, springeth from the varietie o f the
temperature: and experience itselfe evidently sheweth this, how far are different Greeks
from Tartarians: Frenchmen from Spaniards: Indians from Dutch-, and /Ethiopians from
English.”18
In the late Elizabethan era, most intellectuals accepted that the “first most notable
and universall distinction o f men, which concemeth the soule and body, and whole
essence o f man, is taken and drawne from the divers sites o f the world.” In every way,
human beings were thought to be remarkably diverse. In Pierre Charron’s account, based
upon the standard Greek sources, “the colour, the feature, the complexion, the
'“Thomas Cogan, The Haven o f Health (London, 1584), ii-iii; Juan Huarte, Examen De Ingenios
[The Examination o f Men's Wits], Richard Carew, trans. (London, 1594). Huarte originally published his
work in 1575. The Carew translation was printed six times in four editions between 1594 and 1616.
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countenance, the manners, are divers, but also the faculties of the soule.” In the most
general of terms, and with little apparent irony (in the context of the emerging Atlantic
slave system) Charron declared that ‘“mechanical 1and manuall artes belong to the North,
where men are made for labour; Speculative sciences came from the South.” Six years
earlier an English edition of Jean Bodin reported in almost identical words that “the
people of the South are made and appointed for the search of hidden sciences, that they
may instruct other nations: Those o f the North for labour and manuall artes: and those of
the middle betwixt the two extreames, to negotiat, traffique, judge, plead, command,
establish Commonweales; and to make lawes and ordinances for other nations.” In
familiar fashion, the middle zone perspective took precedence in these characterizations
o f the world and the people who inhabited it.19
Charron’s treatise, however, was limited to rough-hewn assertions. The French
author also produced a table o f general characteristics o f men from the three main
habitable regions o f the world: North, South, and Middle. Specifically, Charron
characterized northern bodies as “high and great, phlegmaticke, sanguine, white, and
yellow,” with soft skin and haire, great voices. They were also thought to be great eaters
and drinkers, “heavie, obtuse, stupid, sottish, facill, light, [and] inconstant.” The northern
climate also produced inhabitants who lacked religious devotion, who were valiant
warriors, free from jealousie, but also “cruell and inhumane.” Southerners were reported

’’Pierre Charron, OfW isdome Three Bookes, Samson Lennard, trans. (London, 1612), 169-70,
171; Jean Bodin, The Six Bookes o f a Commonweale (facsimile reprint of the 1606 edition), Kenneth
Douglas McRae, ed. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962), 561. The original French edition o f
Charron appeared in 1601.
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to be "‘little, melancholicke, cold, and drie, black, Solitarie, the voice shrill, the skinne
hard, with little haire, and curled, abstinent, [and] feeble.” People from the hotter regions
were also supposedly “ingenious, wise, subtile, and opiniative” in spirit; supersititious
and contemplative in religion; and in manners lacking any warriors, “idle, unchaste,
jealous, cruell, and inhumane.” Those o f the middle region were “indifferent and
temperate in all those things, as neuters, or partakers a little o f those two extremities, and
participating most of that region to which they are neerst neighbours.”20
Although the organizational principal o f climate theory - the idea that although
human beings were all members o f the same family, they were also fundamentally
different by virtue o f their habitations - persisted into the Stuart era, some o f the more
significant conclusions were modified in the early modem era. Nathanael Carpenter, for
one, insisted in his geographical study of the world that “wee say not that the heavenly
bodies have any power to impose a Necessitie upon the wills and dispositions o f men; but
only an inclination.” This cautious reminder stemmed in part from the accounts o f the
increasing number of global travelers and more recent authorities, such as Jean Bodin,
who prompted several Englishmen to examine the supposed wisdom of the ancients by
challenging their methodology. For example, even though Bodin reasserted the verity of
climate theory in general, he also challenged the opinions o f those “who draw their
arguments o f civilitie and barbarisme from the effects o f heate and cold.” Additionally, a
great deal physical evidence came to light in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that

J0Charron, OfWisdome Three Bookes, 171.
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undercut the basic assumptions o f classical climatology. Most obviously, the outward
physical appearance o f human beings was not dramatically altered by a change o f
climate, even over several generations.21
Even more threatening to the European worldview was the implicit assault
contained in climate theory upon the nature o f the people and societies of northern
regions. Traditional Hippocratic and Aristotelian assumptions characterized the
inhabitants o f the colder climes as particularly frightening. In the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, however, supposedly “rude and barbaric” northern writers directly
challenged this notion. Jean Bodin was in the vanguard o f Europeans who, while
maintaining the general precepts o f classical and medieval climate theory, challenged
many of its basic assumptions. Bodin did not believe it sufficient to characterize people
in the North simply as warlike and witless and people in the South as wise and weake
without additional consideration o f religion, civilitie, geography and other characteristics
that were specific to a given people and region. For example, Bodin suggested that the
nature of a people might be conditioned by commerce, “as they that lie upon the sea for
their traffique, and those o f barren countries for their sobrietie, are industrious.” But
frequent interaction with foreign peoples could also dampen human nature, for where two
nations are enemies they “are more fierce and warlike than the rest, for that they are
continually in warre, which makes men barbarous, mutinous, and cruell; as peace makes

21Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 23; Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 552.
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them quiet, courteous, and tractable.”22 He also demonstrated the contradictions among
the classical authorites by contrasting the views o f Hippocrates and Aristotle who claimed
that Northerners had “a flaxen and fine haire” with the Galenic view that “they have the
haire red.” Nonetheless, Bodin readily concurred with the general principle that the
people o f the middle regions “have more force than they of the South, & lesse pollicie:
and more wit than they o f the North, & less force.” History, he claimed, clearly
supported this since “even as great armies and mightie powers have come out o f the
North; even so the hidden knowledge o f Philosophic, the Mathematicks, and other
contemplative sciences are come out of the South.”23
Bodin’s methodological considerations, as well as his use o f history and
observable evidence, also led him to analyze the relationship between the environment
and cruelty. He noted that the ancient historians had agreed that “the people o f the North
are not malitious nor crafiie, as the nations o f the South be.” Bodin also cited Tacitus on
this point, who noted that the Germans were “neither subtill nor crafiie.” In actuality,
however, Bodin suggested that both Northerners and Southerners were cruel. Northern
cruelty, according to the wisdom of climate theory, stemmed from “the lesse reason and

“ Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commotrweale, 565. This point helped Bodin understand the nature o f
the English. Warfare, in particular, had made “the English heretofore . . . so mutinous and unruly, as even
their princes could not keepe them in awe: yet since they have treated of peace and alliance with France &
Scotland, & that they have been governed by a mild and peaceful princesse, they are growne verie civill
and full o f courtesie.”
■^Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 548, 550. Once again, the English provided ample
evidence for Bodin’s views, for “although the English have had great victories over the French and
conquered the country which lieth to the South o f them, yet for nine hundred yeres they could never expell
the Scottish men out o f the island; and yet it is well knowne how much more populous France is than
England, and England than Scotland” (550).
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judgement men have,” which made them more akin to “the nature o f brute beasts.” The
people o f the South, on the other hand, were “cruell and revengefull, by reason o f
melancholie.” As evidence o f this, Bodin cited not only the classical authors, but also
“the horrible treacheries mentioned by Leo o f Africa.” Additionally, Bodin cited “the
like cruelties or greater at the West Indies, newly discovered: for the Brasilians are not
contented to eat the flesh o f their enemies, but will bathe their children in their blood.”
Bodin did not countenance cruelty in either the northern or southern setting, but he
undoubtedly considered southern cruelty to be more apprehensible. Northerners were
more easily forgiven by virtue of their inability to reason, while “the other (like unto
foxes) imploy all their wits to glut themselves with revenge.” Fynes Moryson adopted
Bodin’s position essentially verbatim when he noted that “Northeme men, because they
are fat, are lesse prone to the extremities o f good or evil, and so [are] lesse cruell.”
Moryson believed that Bodin could have used as further evidence of this point “the lenity
o f the Britans . . . where the greatest offences are punished with hanging, except treason,
for which drawing and quartering are added, yet the severity thereof is commonly
mittigated by letting them hang till they be dead.”2'’
The attempt to recraft climate theory as a system that rehabilitated Northerners at
the expense of Southerners could also assume a highly gendered framework. The English
author Nathaneal Carpenter suggested that it was common to characterize things that
were “stronger, worthier, or greater” as masculine, while things which were “deficient
2JBodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 555-6; Fynes Moryson, An Itenerary, 4 vols. (Glasgow:
James MacLehose and Sons, 1908), 3:430. Moryson’s account o f his travels was first printed in London in
1617.
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and wanting in these perfections” were feminine. Carpenter believed this analogy
perfectly apt for understanding the differences between the North and the South, “for
against the large and fertill Territoryes o f the Northeme Hemispheare containing in it
wholy Europe and Asia, with the greatest part o f America and Africa, wee shall find . . .
only three continents to oppose.” And o f the land in the South, particularly southern
Africa, “we shall finde the aire by reason o f the heat, very distemperate, situat betwixt the
/Equatour and the Tropicke o f Capricorn: The land very barren, the Inhabitants o f a
brutish disposition, wanting . . . all sense o f science or religion: bearing heavy as yet the
curse of Noah, the first father o f that African Nation.” Although the North might be
characterized as “fertill” and the South as “barren,” Carpenter considered the North to be
more masculine because o f its greater size and strength while he believed the South to be
more feminine precisely because its people were less refined and lacking in intelligence.25
All in all, Carpenter believed that “in riches and magnificense, as valour, science, and
civill government, farre surpasse the people o f the South Hemispheare.'"16
The elevation o f masculinity as something worthy o f praise provided a powerful
tool for the English, who had always been lauded more for their strength and valor than

“ Carpenter, like an increasing number o f Englishmen, was not constrained by traditional climatic
stereotypes. He argued that the North was both strong and wise, while the South lacked both. More on
this transformation below.
“ Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 2:40-1, 221. The relationship between sub-Saharan Africans
and Noah’s curse will be discussed in the following chapter. Interestingly, Carpenter continued with his
Biblical assertions o f the superiority o f the Northern hemisphere by declaring that Noah’s ark had landed in
the northern part o f the world, and therefore the North was also superior by virtue o f its longer period of
habitation. Likewise, what might anachronistically be called “natural selection,” had determined that the
best and strongest remained in the North, while those who “could either bee best spared, or had the smallest
possessions at home" were compelled to migrate (42-3).
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for their wits. It was also o f paramount concern, since it had long been espoused that
“[t]he male passeth the female in perfect complection, in working, in wit, in discretion, in
might and in lordship. In perfect complection, for in comparison the male is hotter and
dryer, and the female the contrary.” English writers, rather than attacking the basic tenets
of climate theory, then, strove to elevate one particular quality that few previous
authorities had considered worthy of excessive praise. Thus, in the late sixteenth century,
English antiquarian William Camden valorized “their courage most hardie and valiant,
whose manhood by exploits atchieved both at home and abroad, is now famously
renowned thorow the whole world.”27 Similarly, in a passage worthy o f extended
quotation, William Harrison argued that
it is but vanity also for some to note us . . . as barbarous because we so
little regard the shedding o f our blood, and rather tremble not when we see
the liquor o f life to go from us (I use their own words). Certes if we be
barbarous in their eyes because we be rather inflamed than appalled at our
wounds, then are those objectors flat cowards in our judgment, sith we
think it a great piece o f manhood to stand up to our takling until the last
drop, as men that may spare much because we have much, whereas they
having less are afraid to lose that little which they have . . . . As for that
which the French write o f their own manhood in their histories, I make
little account o f it, for I am of the opinion that as an Italian writing o f his
credit, a papist entreating o f religion, a Spaniard of his meekness, or a Scot
of his manhood is not to be builded on, no more is a Frenchman to be
trusted in the respect o f his own affairs, wherein he doth either dissemble
or exceed, which is a foul vice in such as profess to deal uprightly.. . .28
:7Bartholomeus Anglicus, Deproprietatibus rerum, [trans. John o f Trevisa], rev. and comm.
Stephen Batman (London, 1582), bk. VI, ch. 13, fol.74va, cited in Joan Cadden, Meanings o f Sex
Difference in the Middle Ages: Medicine, Science, and Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1993). 183; Camden, Britain, 4.
:8Harrison, The Description o f England, 448. Kathleen Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches &
Anxious Patriarchs, 32-4, suggests that English voyagers “ fashioned new masculine identities for
themselves as civilized masters o f the seas and tamers o f nature” in the meetings with new cultures they
characterized as savage and outlandish in Russia, Africa, the Levant and the Americas during the sixteenth
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For most Europeans the formula was clear: according to the “wyse and skilfull
Physiognamers” mankind could be divided into two forms, “the Maxculynitie and
Feminitie, according to the propertie o f the spirite.” This conventional wisdom blatently
asserted that “man naturally, except his procreation be hindered, is perfiter than the
woman, both in conditions and actions.” Man was “of a lively minde and courage . . . yet
slowly mooved to yre, slowly pleased, advised in businesses, in due and fytte tymes
studious, abroade lyberall, stowte, juste, trustie, unconstant and wandring from place to
place, and true o f his worde.” Women were the oppositional group and according to the
received wisdom of Aristotle and Avicena were “more pittiful and gentle than men: more
convertible, lighter perswaded, sooner seduced, enviouser, fearefuller, unshamefaster,
more foolishe, lyars, more fradulent, more receive frawde, more esteeming trifles, slower,
tenderer, weaker, and more prone, or sooner drawing in familiaritie, and into companie
with an other.” In the early fifteenth century, Englishmen were tainted with effiminacy
by there fondness for fashions, as characterized by Andrew Boorde. Even more than
fashion, classical climate and humoral theory tainted Englishmen with femininity.
According to medieval and early modem humoral theory, Englishmen were often thought
of as phlegmatic, which Sir Thomas Elyot charaterized with the qualities of whiteness,
“slowness [and] dulnesse in leaminge.” Women, too, were often considered to be
phlegmatic. Boorde, however, and an increasing number of native writers afterward,
century. There does seem to be some indication, however, that the English construction o f a national
identity in which masculinity, or manliness, served an important role also developed within the context
intra-European stereotyping in the sixteenth century. To what degree, then, may the feminization o f others
have been an outgrowth of an earlier English masculinization of themselves?
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played up the manhood and masculinity o f Englishmen as a positive outgrowth of
England’s more northerly climate.29
While classical climate theory impugned the reputation o f northern Europeans in
general, Englishmen were particularly self-conscious about their geographically remote
location from the historically-lauded intellectual and cultural centers o f Greece and
Rome. English writers recognized that they had an historical and literary reputation as a
particularly barbaric people. Even the widely-popular writings o f Jean Bodin reminded
readers that “the English heretofore were held so mutinous and unruly” because of their
continual warfare with France and Scotland. In Juan Huarte’s discussion o f the
connection between coldness and the lack o f understanding, he made certain to clarify
that Spain, his place of birth, was “not so cold as the places subjected to the Pole,” such
as those identified by Aristotle, which included the Flemish, Dutch, French, and English,
whose “wits are like those o f drunkards: for which cause they cannot search out, nor
understand the nature of things.” The Frenchman Pierre Charron reiterated this
sentiment, suggesting that while Northerners possessed an impressive memory, this
quality paled in comparison to understanding and widsom, which were more
characteristic o f hotter and temperate climates respectively.30
29BarthIomew Cocles, The Contemplation o f Mankinde, Thomas Hill, trans. (London, 1571), 1011. Cocles would note later in his text that when men are considered effiminate it is meant in two ways:
“when as such be delighted to go in apparell, and decked with ornaments like to women: the other, to
appeere lacivious, and weake both o f will, and courage” (20); Andrew Boorde, The Fyrst Boke o f the
Introduction o f Knowledge, F.J. Fumivall, ed. (London: Early English Text Society, 1870; orig. 1542),
116-118; Elyot, The Castel o f Helth, B3; Cadden, Meanings o f Sex Difference in the Middle Ages, 184.
30Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 565; Huarte, Examination o f M en ’s Wits, 56, 116;
Charron, OfW isdome, 50-1, 52. Within the context o f Aristotle’s discussion o f the relative significance of
wisdom and the soul, his discussion o f natural slavery highlighted Charron’s assertion that cold served no
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Based upon the ancient world's periodic conflict with northern invaders, classical
Greek climate theory predictably denigrated the reputation o f all northern Europeans.
Later writers, however, found a similar utility in the Greek “middle zone” perspective,
although they generally had to vary the precise location o f this region in order to elevate
the status o f their respective nation. The Spanish writer Juan Huarte cited Galen’s
inquiry into the wit o f men based upon the temperature of a region noting that “those who
are seated between the North and the burned Zone, are o f great wisedom, Which
situation,” he added, “answereth directly to our region.” Jean Bodin placed France within
the temperate zone, but the overwhelming historical evidence o f both intellectual and
martial achievement led him, in part, to determine that Italy was “in the most temperat
situation that can be.” The English writers, Sir Robert Dallington and Nathaneal
Carpenter, also considered France to be “seated under a very temperate and wholesome
Clymate.” Carpenter even reasserted Bodin’s belief about the climate’s effect on the
nature o f its inhabitants and proceeded to conclude that the most ideal region lay between
forty and fifty degrees in the northern hemispere, a climate that included a broad swath o f
France.31

purpose “but to hinder all the motions and functions o f the Soule.” Indeed, it was a common conclusion
among climate theorists that people o f the North were made for “labour and manuall artes” because of their
strong bodies and “want o f wisdom” (Bodin, 561).
3lHuarte, Examination o f M en's Wits, 116; Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 554; Sir Robert
Dallington, A M ethodfor Travell (London, 1598), B1; Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 2:226-7.
Interestingly, Dallington’s conclusions about France’s climate did not seem to stem from an abject love o f
all things French. In fact, in the introduction to his Method he suggested that travellers visit Italie last,
“because we best remember the last impressions, and I would rather he should come home Italianate, then
Frenchefied.” His “view o f France” also featured a number o f slurs, including the conclusion that the
French are “rayling, disobedient, negligent, rechlesse, forgetful, unmannerly, slovenly, and dishonest,” not
to mention a people who “hath least reason to find fault with drinkers.” Dallington, B4 (introduction), T2-
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In the main, English intellectuals were no different than their continental
contemporaries in their desire to employ conventional wisdom to their own advantage.
The central problem with climate theory, however, was that it hardly provided a firm
foundation and actually led to unflattering conclusions about the nature o f Englishmen
and their capacity for national greatness. By the sixteenth century, with the dramatic
events surrounding the opening o f the Atlantic world and the Protestant Reformation,
Englishmen were inclined to believe that they were in the vanguard o f the modem era.
Indeed, a number of foreign visitors to Tudor England believed that the English isle
epitomized a flourishing nation. An anonymous Venetian author, who apparently served
as an aide on a foreign mission to England, claimed that “the riches o f England are
greater than those o f any other country in Europe, as I have been told by the oldest and
most experienced merchants, and also as I myself can vouch, from what I have seen.”
Included in his remarks upon the tin and wool in England, this traveller also referred to
“the great fertility o f the soil.” Thomas Platter, a German visitor late in the century, also
remarked positively upon the English when he noted that the “inhabitants of this island
are almost all prosperous, both because o f the sea and the shipping.”32
Despite the rather benign descriptions of English trade and agriculture, few
travelers had nice things to say about Englishmen themselves. England was, after all, a
cold and only barely habitable northern outpost of European civilization, at least

T3.
12A Relation, or Rather a True Account o f the Island o f England. . . about the year / 500,
Charlotte Augusta Sneyd, trans. (London: Camden Society, 1847), 28; Thomas Platter’s Travels in
England, 1599, Clare Williams, trans. (London, 1937), 184.
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according to climate theorists. Medieval mapmakers often demonstrated this conception
when they visually excluded England from the physical confines o f mainland Europe by
relegating the island nation to the margins o f the known world. And while the island
itself might be thought of as bountiful, the English themselves were typically
characterized in rather unglorious terms. The same Venetian visitor who lauded
England’s natural riches also described Londoners as having “such fierce tempers and
wicked dispositions that they not only despise the way in which Italians live, but actually
pursue them with uncontrolled hatred.” Such was their ferocity that the startled Venetian
claimed that “at night they sometimes drive us off with kicks and blows of the
truncheon.” A later visitor found the English “urbane and friendly to the stranger, but
they are quickly angered, and are in that state to be dreaded.” Numerous sixteenthcentury visitors descibed their rude reception in England and it was commonplace for
Europeans to assert that the English detested foreigners. Another Italian visitor suggested
that the source of this antipathy was the belief among the natives that foreigners “never
come into their island, but to make themselves masters o f it, and to usurp their goods.”33
Some visitors distinguised between the nobility and the commoners, and while the elites
may have been described as “replete with benevolence and good order,” the much more
fierce “rabble and mob are as it were turbulent and barbarous in their manner.” Indeed,
Thomas Platter claimed that “one dare not oppose them, else the street-boys and

33As demonstrated in the previous chapter, this fear would have been entirely consistent with one
o f the main themes of the “Bristish history.” Tudor intellectuals often emphasized the constant struggle,
from the time of Brutus, to maintain their liberty in the face o f adversity and those who would “enslave”
them.
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apprentices collect together in immense crowds and strike to the right and left
unmercifully without regard to person; and because they are the strongest, one is obliged
to put up with the insult as well as the injury.”34
Continental assumptions about the rude and occassionally barbaric nature of
English society were closely connected with conclusions about the nature o f the
environment and the effects o f the climate on the English people. Typically, printed
works concerning the nature o f human complexions addressed foreign fears o f violent
treatment in England with the warning that “they that dwell Northward and in cold
regions, by reason o f grosse bloud and thick Spirites, are seene to be bolde and full o f
venturous courage, rude unmanerly, terrible, cruell, fierce, and such as with very
threatnyng countenaunce, and manacyng wordes, make others stand in feare o f them.”35
Numerous English personal characteristics and historical events could easily be linked to
the supposed effects o f living in a colder climate. For example, because a colder
environment theoretically made Northerners larger in stature, it was not difficult for
Thomas Platter to report somewhat casually that in “former times there were many strong

UEHD, 5:190, 208-9; William B. Rye, ed., England as seen by Foreigners in the days o f Elizabeth
and James the First (London 1865), xlix, 7; A Relation o f the Island o f England (1500), 23-4; The Second
Book o f the Travels ofNicander Nucius, o f Corcyra, Rev. J.A. Cramer, ed. and trans. (London: Camden
Society, 1841), 13. See Rye, footnote on 186 for numerous references to the discourtesy shown by the
English to foreigners.
35Levinus Lemnius, The Touchstone o f Complexions, Thomas Newton, trans. (London, 1581), 13,
16. Lemnius was actually one o f the very few who complemented the English on their hospitality and
insisted, as well, that they neither ate nor drank too much. According to this author, “franckely to utter
what I thincke o f the incredible curtesie, and frendlines in speache and affability used in this famous
Realme, I must needes confesse, it doth surmount and carye away the pricke and pryce o f al others” (4849).
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giants in England. And the country still contains many fine robust inhabitants.”36
Northerners were reportedly great drinkers and eaters, an impression that few visitors
ever challenged. They were also thought to be quite martial, but their deficiencies o f wit
and wisdom prevented them from transmitting their valor and strength into permanent
conquests. Thus, in characteristic fashion, Jean Bodin could report that “although the
English have had great victories over the French and conquered the country which lieth
South to them, yet for these nine hundred yeres they could never expell the Scottish men
out o f the island.” According to the wisdom o f human complexion, “where the Spirites
be grosse, thicke and cold, it happeneth the mynde to be overclowded & (as the dymmed
Sunne) not to shyne brighte out. And this is the reason that persons in this sort affected
have duller Wyttes, and blunter capacities.” In essence, in spite o f their large bodies and
martial valor, Northerners could be dismissed rather succinctly as “meere doltes &
Asseheads.”37
The presumption that England lay at the northern extreme o f the northern
temperate zone, and was therefore susceptible to the negative side-effects of a colder
climate, prompted English writers to defend the greatness o f the island nation and
enunciate reformulations o f the temperate zone. Too that end, many writers challenged
the basic precept that England was in fact cold. Foreign travelers, in part, helped to
dislodge the abstract notion that England was particularly cold with the standard assertion

36Thomas Platter’s Travels in England, 183. As discussed in the previous chapter, this
observation merged smoothly with certain mythological / historical writings that claimed that Albion had
been occupied by giants before the arrival o f the ancient Trojans.
37Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 550.
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that the climate was indeed “mild and healthy.” Giovanni Botero wrote in a somewhat
startled manner that “although it stand somewhat more northerly . . . the aire there is so
gentle and temperate, rather thick and moist, then sharpe & co ld .. . .

And it is most

certaine, that Flanders and Brabant are more vexed with cold and ice then England.” The
anonymous Venetian visitor o f 1500 similarly remarked that the climate was “very
healthy, and . . . though so far to the north-west, the cold in winter is much less severe
than in Italy, and the heat proportionably less in summer.”38
Although several foreign writers contributed to the rectification of England’s
image within Europe’s literate circles, English writers made an even greater effort to
challenge the notion that they were a rude and barabaric people. Like the foreign
travellers, however, many Englishman did not challenge the assumptions o f climate
theory, but worked to turn it to their advantage with the simple assertion that “the Ayre o f
this Countrey is very temperate, neither so hot as France, and Spaine in the Summer,
because of its northemly situation; nor so cold in the Winter.” Edward Aston, who
translated Johann Boemus’s Fardle o f Facions into The Manners, Lawes, and Customes
o f all Nations in 1611, believed that Boemus had given England such short shrift in his
original edition that he added a “more lively description o f this our Realme o f Great
Britany.” This section began, predictably, with the statement that the country was
“sytuated in a most mild & temperate clymate.” Fynes Moryson reiterated this view and
cited, as many Englishmen would, Julius Caesar’s observation that “the cold is not so
^Travels ofNicanderNucius, 27; Giovanni Botero, The Worlde, or An historicall description o f
the most famous kingdomes and common-weales therin (London, 1601), 25; A Relation o f the Island o f
England (1500),%, 10.
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piercing in England as in France.” Few knew why this aberration o f the strict rules o f
climate theory seemed to be true, but Moryson suggested that “the Sunne draweth up the
vapours of the Sea which compasseth the Iland, and distills them upon the earth in
frequent showers o f raine, so that frosts are somewhat rare . . . . Also the coole blasts o f
Sea winds, mittigate the heat o f Summer.” Indeed, many looked directly to rainfall, or
the thickness o f the air and winds, which variously cooled the summer or warmed the
winters.39
Andrew Boorde’s early sixteenth-century treatise similarly attacked the
stereotypical condescensions directed at England. Boorde took a particular interest in the
foreign tendency to remark positively on the English landscape while simultaneously
describing the people in less flattering terms. In his opinion, “the people o f England be
as good as any people in any other land and nacion that ever I have travayled in, yea
much more better in many thynges, specially in maners & manhood.” O f course,
Boorde’s characterization o f Englishmen as “bolde, strong, & mighty” did not challenge
foreign assumptions about Englishmen; if anything, Englishmen suffered from an excess
o f martial valor within the classical climatic paradigm. Indeed, Boorde’s work was
emblematic o f an era when English writers were content to be more self-deprecating.
Boorde even featured several o f the standard barbs in verse, chiding Englishmen for their
purported addiction to fashion and the lack o f learning. Late sixteenth-century
commentators, however, were more conscious o f implied insults and therefore attempted

39Heylyn, Microcosmus, 245; Johann Boemus, The Manners, Lawes. and Customes o f all N ations.
. . (London, 1611), 388; Moryson, An Itenerary, 4:165.
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to reshape climate theory in a more flattering manner. For example, Thomas Cogan’s
1584 moderation o f Aristotelian and Galenic assumptions about the cold North abounded,
particularly within the increasingly prominent assertion that England stood in a milder
climate than France. With the support o f statements from Julius Caesar and Polidore
Vergil, Cogan espoused the highly relative conviction that “England may be called
temperate in heat in respect o f Spain, & temperate in cold in respect o f Norway, yet to be
reckoned cold notwithstanding & moist, because it declineth from the mids o f the
temperarte Zone Northward.”40
English writers did not make a special point o f asserting the temperate nature of
their native climate out o f mere interest in the weather; the implications o f a cold, hot, or
moderate climate were generally unquestioned and national honor required the defense of
their native character. This could not be achieved without consideration o f the climate.
Englishmen could not ignore the historical, religious, and scientific conclusions o f the
day. All evidence seemed to support the conclusion that although everyone and
everything could trace their origins back to Noah, the world was in fact populated by
diverse peoples. The fact that human beings looked different on the outside and that
nations lived in varying degrees of civility under several forms o f government had to be

■
“ Boorde, The Fyrst Boke o f the Introduction o f Knowledge, 118-19; Cogan, The Haven o f Health,
iv. Boorde’s well-known work contains poetic descriptions o f the British isles and most o f Europe, Africa,
and Asia. Boorde’s verse on the English includes the passage:
“ What do I care, y f all the worlde me fayle? I will get a garment, shal reche to my tayle;
Then I am a minion, for I were the new gyse. The next yere after this I trust to be wyse,
Not only in wering my gorgious aray, For I wyl go to learynyng a hoole somers day;
I wyll leame Latyne, Hebrew, Greeke and Frenche, And I wyl leame Douche, sittyng on
my bench.”
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explained. From the English perspective in the late sixteenth century, however, the
tripartite structure o f the Grecian model failed to recognize adequately the qualities that
many Englishmen believed set them in the forefront o f European, and therefore global,
civilization. Therefore, since they were unable to unload climate theory, and since
climate theory privileged a middle zone perspective, English intellectuals simply found
ways to reconstruct England as a temperate climate.
The work of Nathanael Carpenter clearly demonstrated this tendency. For
example, although he was a devout student o f Jean Bodin, he hesitated when the
Frenchman’s climatology produced a negative image o f Carpenter’s home county of
Devon. Rather than allowing a negative or unglorious image to stand unchallenged,
Carpenter chose to set Devonshire “on the stage o f Envy, [rather] then Dishonor.” In a
rather stem passage, Carpenter claimed that he disagreed with the “vain-glorious Greekes,
who boasting too much of their owne perfections, esteemed all Nations els Barbariens.”
Carpenter’s admittedly biased experience (and his desire to improve him self by
improving the climate that produced him) taught him that Devon and Cornwall did not
deserve accusations o f “Blockishness or Incivility. Barren Countries have bin known to
nourish as good wits” as more temperate climates. As proof o f his assertion that Devon
deserved a place o f importance within England, and Europe, he provided a long list of
luminaries who traced their roots back to that part o f England. Carpenter was well aware
o f the stereotypical portrayals o f Englishmen and stood up to “stop their mouthes who
being sooner taught to speake then understand, take advantage o f the rude language and
plaine attire o f our countrymen, admiring nothing more then themselves or the
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magnificent splendour o f their own habitation.” Carpenter, like Boorde before him, did
not challenge the assertion that English was a rude tongue, but argued that “a rude dialect
being more indebted to Custome then Nature, is a small argument of a blockish
disposition.” And in perhaps his strongest modification o f the rules o f climate theory,
Carpenter suggested that “the Naturall disposition o f men, and their gifts of
understanding and mental 1 faculties, arise either from their naturall Temper, or their
Discipline and education.'’’ Nathanael Carpenter, like many Englishmen, had a great deal
of confidence in the tenets of climate theory and Jean Bodin’s formulations, but was
suspect when those theories led to false generalizations, especially ones that maligned the
English nature.41
William Harrison penned the classic defense o f the English character within the
intellectual confines of climate theory in his Description o f England. Harrison’s text,
which originally appeared as the introductory section o f Raphael Holinshed’s Chronicles,
praised England as a blessed land and Englishmen as a particularly wonderful people.
Even so, although climate theory posed a subtle challenge to Harrison’s vibrant
patriotism, he could not detach himself from it as a basic organizing principle. In a
discussion o f the English diet, for example, Harrison explained the English propensity to
consume great quantities o f food with the statement that “the situation o f our region,
lying unto the north, doth cause the heat o f our stomachs to be o f somewhat greater
force.” Thus, Englishmen craved “a little more ample nourishment than the inhabitants

■"Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 2:260, 264-5.
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o f the hotter regions are accustomed withal” since the internal heat o f people who resided
in more southern climates was not as strong as people who resided in colder climates.42
In the standard line o f defense, though, Harrison challenged the notion that England’s air
was “gross and nothing so pleasant as that is o f the main.” Personal experience and the
records o f authoritative figures demonstrated that the air was “no less pure, wholesome,
and commodious than is that o f other countries.” Harrison emphasized that nothing in the
climate detracted from the quality o f the people and England was therefore at least the
equal o f the rest o f Europe.43
Harrison was only one o f many Englishmen who, beginning in the late sixteenth
century, invoked excessive praise in an effort to recast England’s reputation in terms that
expressed the view that Britain was exceptional. Harrison bragged about the fruitfulness
o f England’s soil and claimed that while England produced “many commodities whereof
other countries have need, and yet itself (if fond niceness were abolished) needless o f
those that are daily brought from other places.” Not only that, the soil had grown more
fruitful in recent years so that crop production had increased threefold. Perhaps the most
impressive product o f the English climate, however, was the people themselves, whom
Harrison described in the typical fashion as “o f a good complexion, tall o f stature, strong
J2By the late sixteenth century, many writers had reversed the Hippocratic formula and asserted
that people who lived in the South were cold on the inside as a counteraction against external heat.
Therefore, people who lived in the North were often thought to be hot on the inside as a balance to the
coldness o f their environment. Although it is not the subject o f this section, considered in light o f the
relationship between “temperature” and gender, this transition seems significant. Since women were
generally classified as inclining toward coldness and moisture, this transformation of the English, as a
nation, into a people who were predominantly hot paralleled the overall rectification of their national
character at the exepense o f Southerners.
43Harrison, The Description o f England, 123-4, 428-9.
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in body, white o f color, and thereto of great boldness and courage in the wars.” Harrison
supported the idea of the physical beauty of Englishmen by the reported “testimony o f
Gregory the Great at such time as he saw English [captives] sold at Rome.” In this
increasingly common story (to which Harrison merely alluded rather than repeating it in
its entirety) Gregory spotted some young men who were about to be sold and was
informed that they were ‘Angleshmen\ but that they were not Christians. Gregory
reportedly lamented that “the foul fiend should be Lord o f such fair folks,” but thought
their name apt “for they have Angelick faces, and seem to be made coheirs with the
Angels in heaven.”44
Harrison was well aware of the presumed benefits and deficiencies o f residing in a
northern climate. He even admitted that “in pregnancy o f wit, nimbleness o f limbs, and
politic inventions,” Southerners generally surpassed Northerners, but he also noted that
those “gifts o f theirs do often degenerate into mere subtlety, instability, unfaithfulness,
and cruelty.” Englishmen were acutely aware that foreigners generally thought very little
o f the intellectual capacity o f Northerners and maintained a stereotype o f the inhabitants
o f colder climes as “blockish, uncivil, fierce, and warlike.” It certainly did not impress
Englishmen that otherwise admired Frenchmen such as Phillippe de Comines and Jean
Bodin perpetuated this depiction in their works. Harrison, however, did not place much
value in their ideas and thanked God “that all the wit o f [the French], if it may be called

“ Harrison, The Description o f England, 429,432; William Camden, Remaines Concerning
Britain, IS. This story appears repeatedly in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Once
again, the association between English identity and enslavement is germane. Much as they were bom out
o f slavery by Brutus, this story recounts how they were given their name out o f enslavement, as well.
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wit, could never compass to do so much in Britain as the strength and courage o f our
Englishmen (not without great wisdom and forecast) have brought to pass in France.” In
particular, Harrison even considered Comines’ imputations o f English wisdom to be a
complement, “[fjor if it be a virtue to deal uprightly, with singleness o f mind, sincerely
and plainly, without any such suspicious fetches in all our dealings as they commonly
practice in their affairs, then are our countrymen to be accounted wise and virtuous.”45
Rather than merely throwing accusations back at continental Europe, Harrison’s
treatment of the nature o f the English epitomized the attempt to redefine the essential
human characteristics resulting from the influence o f climate. Numerous Englishmen
took the initial step o f disassociating England from the colder zones and instead
emphasized, typically in the first few pages o f their work, that “Britaine is seated aswell
for aire as soile, in a right fruitfull and most milde place.” This did not usually involve a
great deal of intellectual reformulation. English writers found it easy to contrast the
received wisdom o f Greek and Roman writers who had never been to England with the
views of an entire cadre o f alternate authorities (some o f whom had visited the island)
who described Britain as a temperate clime. Thus William Camden could completely
ignore the well-known works o f Aristotle, Hippocrates, and Galen and instead recite the
more favorable views o f Cicero, Caesar, Strabo, and Tacitus. And although Englishmen

■^Harrison, The Description o f England, 446-7. In the same manner as Carpenter, Harrison
generally placed great confidence in the writings of Bodin, but the implication by any Frenchman that the
English were their inferiors was too much to accept. In the same passage as above, Harrison went on to
accuse the French o f “craftiness, subtle practices, doubleness, and hollow behavior’' when they pretended
“policy, amity, and wisdom” and therefore it was the French who should be accounted vicious. Harrison,
447.
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were not hesitant to express their own views, many adopted the plan o f Camden who, in
order not to “seeme to exceed over-much in the praise o f my native countrie,” reprinted
selected passages which praised Britain as “more fortunate than all other lands.”
Similarly, Camden and Harrison also suggested that there might be a connection between
England and the legendary places o f ancient lore. Camden mentioned that some believed
that Britain might #ven be a part o f the Fortunate Isles “wherein all things, as Poets write,
doe still flourish as in perpetuall Spring tide,” while Harrison claimed, in the absence of
contravening evidence, that according to Plutarch part o f the Elysian Fields were “to be
found in Britain and the isles that are situate about it in the ocean.”46
Few Englishmen questioned the logic o f climate theory and rather confidently
assumed, with Thomas Walkington, that “the soule followes the temper o f the body.” In
a more direct fashion, Walkington noted that there would always be exceptions to this
simple formula, but the rule generally holds true “for as a Fox is knowne by his bush, a
lion by his paw, an Asse by his eares, a Goate by his beard, so easily may a man be
discerned, I meane the excellency o f his soule by the beauty o f his body, the endowments
o f the former by the complements o f the latter.” Walkington and others also recognized
that this system o f belief involved derogatory stereotypes about Northerners, but he
specified in defense o f his fellow Englishmen that “this is spoke o f the remoter parts near
unto the pole, lest we derogate any thing from the praise of this our happy Ileland
(another blisfull Eden for pleasure). . . wherein there are and ever have been as praegnant

■“ Camden, Britain, 2-4; Harrison, The Description o f England, 429.
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wits, as surpassing politicians, as judicious understandings, as any clime ever yet afforded
under the cope o f heaven.” As with the reformulation of manliness as a laudatory
category and the special importance attached to the English language, English writers
carefully recrafted themselves in a more flattering light without discarding the larger
framework of climate theory. This faith in received wisdom, however, would come under
increasing pressure in subsequent decades. George Starkey, who was bom in Bermuda
and who lived in New England before he moved to England during the Commonwealth
years, considered nothing to be “more absurd, then to make use o f the prescription o f a
Grecian, who lived and wrote 1200 years agoe, and to apply it to an English temper.”
During the early Stuart years, however, many more Englishmen were likely to adopt the
perspective of the singularly influential William Camden who was content to rehabilitate
and elevate the English nation within the increasingly destabilized model o f climate
theory.47

*

*

*

*

*

As the English nation increasingly insinuated itself into the complex fabric of the
Atlantic world, numerous English geographers, chroniclers, historians and theorists
articulated what it meant to be English. The rise o f the Tudor monarchy and the break
with Rome provided some impetus toward the elaboration of national identity. G.R.
47T. W. [Thomas Walkington], The Optick Glasse o f Humours, or the touchstone o f a golden
temperature (London, 1607), 16-17, 20; George Starkey, Natures Explication and Helm ont’s Vindication
(London, 1657), 58-9.
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Elton would even suggest that the Tudor monarchy and Parliament overrode the
splintering effects o f localism, sectionalism, and personal allegiances. Others, such as
John Pocock, have emphasized the existence o f multiple national and historical
consciousnesses (deliberately plural) and the continuing relevance o f local consciousness
and the universal ideals o f Christendom as indications o f the boundaries o f national
sentiment.48 Within this superstructure, however, the development o f the idea of an
English “race” based upon lineage and climate helped solidify a notion o f Englishness
that, among other things, informed Englishmen’s perspective toward Europeans and nonEuropeans alike. Likewise, this emerging sense of Englishness proved vitally important
as a foundation from which Englishmen developed their ideas and attitudes about
Africans and slavery in a colonial context.
Although this enterprise was confined to a small strata o f society, by the late
sixteenth century there were an increasing number of Englishmen who adopted a
historical approach to national identity. John Dee, the renowned philosopher-magician
and book collector o f Elizabethan England, filled his books with marginalia which
indicated a concern with names, dates, and pedigrees o f the early British rulers,
particularly Brutus and Arthur. And although the medieval chronicle was gradually being
supplanted by more historical texts, they continued to provide a basis for a conception o f

4,G.R. Elton, “English National Self-Consciousness and the Parliament in the Sixteenth Century,”
136, 142-3; John Pocock, “England,” in National Consciousness, History, and Political Culture in Early
Modern Europe, Orest Ranum, ed. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975), 98-117. As
discussed in the previous chapter, much o f this disagreement revolves around how one chooses to define
“nationalism,” “nationhood,” or “national identity.”
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an England with a long and glorious past.49 The late sixteenth-century battle o f the books
between those who clung to the British history and others who elevated the Anglo-Saxon
past exacerbated the tendency to glorify the English past. History, precedent, and lineage
served a variety o f authors such as John Foxe and William Camden in their efforts to
articulate a national identity. Richard Hakluyt and Samuel Purchas perpetuated this end
in their compilations o f overseas enterprises. The Society o f Antiquaries emerged after
1586 as a place where the historical search for origins reached its most institutional
expression. Whatever perspective one adopted, however, there seemed to be plenty o f
evidence to further the notion that the English were special.50
England itself —its location, the soil, the topography, resources and climate —
represented a second foundation for the creation o f a myth o f national greatness.
Englishmen, however, were aware that foreigners often employed outdated models which
presumed that England was intemperate, as when the Constable of France in
Shakespeare’s Henry V exclaimed: “Is not their climate foggy, raw, and dull; On whom,
as in despite, the sun looks pale, Killing their fruit with frowns? Can sodden water, A
drench for sur-rein’d jades, their barley-broth, Decoct their cold blood to such valiant

49As May McfCisack, in Medieval History in the Tudor Age, puts it, “stress could be laid on the
very early chapters o f British history, before the establishment o f the primacy o f Rome. The story o f
Brutus could be used as evidence o f direct connection with classical antiquity, and the conversion o f the
Britons by Joseph o f Arimathaea or St. Paul as evidence o f the purity o f British ecclesiastical traditions. In
telling the story o f succeeding ages, stress could be laid on the anti-papal activities of Icings, like Henry II
or Edward I, ecclesiastics, like Grossteste or Wyclif, politicians, like Gaunt orOldcastle. Or again, English
history could be written and read mainly as the history o f great men o f action . . . " (121).
50William H. Sherman, John Dee: The Politics o f Reading and Writing in the English Renaissance
(Amherst: University o f Massachusetts Press, 1995), 97 and ch. 7: ‘“ This British Discovery and Recovery
Enterprise’: Dee and England’s Maritime Empire.”
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heat?” Later, as the English prepared for the battle o f Agincourt, French leaders referred
to Englishmen as “fat-brained” and challenged their wisdom with barbs such as, “if their
heads had any intellectual armour they could never wear such heavy head-pieces.” Even
the stereotype of northern military might was mocked when a French lord remarked that
“England breeds very valiant creatures; their mastiffs are o f unmatchable courage.”
Nonetheless, the English won the day. As Shakespeare told the tale, Englishmen rose up
above those who would restrain them as a result o f their native wits and courage and
because, according to Shakespeare’s protagonist, “God fought for us.”51 Indeed, this was
a sentiment that an increasing number o f Englishmen could endorse.
By the end o f the sixteenth century and into the seventeenth century, few
Englishmen questioned the salubrity o f their native climate. More and more, Englishmen
equated their natural disposition with wisdom and martial valor as a direct result o f their
climate. And with the increasing presence o f Africans and Native Americans into their
mental framework, Englishmen were able to divide the world into regions that could be
characterized by their masculinity and femininity. In order to achieve this perspective,
Englishmen had to alter dramatically the traditional assumptions and stereotypes that
resulted from a climatological view of the world. Not surprisingly, then, martial valor
and native guile easily meshed with the increasingly common self-espoused notion of
national identity rooted in Protestantism and a faith that Englishmen lived in an unique
political culture. Thus, while England may have possessed an ancient constitution and

51William Shakespeare, Henry V, Act III, Scenes 3 and 6, and Act IV, Scene 8.
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may have returned to a more pure church, much o f the long-term success o f the English
nation hinged on the temperate climate which continually produced a crop of virtuous
Englishmen who would perpetuate the ancient greatness into the future with wise
governance and, if necessary, indefatigable might. In the end, if Englishmen did not
question Juan Huarte’s assertion “that there are linages of foolish men, & races o f wise
men,” they vigorously asserted the novel idea that foolish men would have to be sought
out elsewhere.52

52Huarte, Examination o f M en’s Wits, 319.
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PART THREE:
ENCOUNTERING AFRICANS

There may be no greater tension in historical practice than the fundamental
conflict between reality (“what really happened”) and representation (“what historians
claim to have happened”). Historians like neat and tidy packages. They like to make
arguments, construct models, isolate causes, narrate chronologies, attribute amorphous
ideas to specific groups o f people, draw boundaries, demarcate beginnings and endings,
and, ultimately, determine what is important and what is not. This is how history is often
portrayed. In reality, however, the past does not lend itself well to simple explanations.
Historical actors are rarely as rational as we’d like them to be, events do not often happen
according to plan, and what was really important often turns out to be a matter o f
contingency, or blind chance, rather than the impersonal forces of culture, the market, or
a particular ideology. Every historical endeavor must somehow come to terms with these
inconsistencies and make some attempt to calculate the variety of experiences. Still, in
our effort to manage the unmanageable, to straighten up what is inherently messy, our
forays into the past continue to involve breaking down large geographic spaces, human
populations, and time periods into manageable chunks (“England,” “the English,” the

231
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Tudor era”) and reconstructing them in a fashion that tells one specific story out of many
possible stories.
The history o f “encounters” may be the messiest o f historical projects; the variety
o f dimensions present can be quite remarkable. In the effort to try and make sense about
the meeting o f groups o f peoples, all sorts o f generalizations and reconstructions have to
be employed. For example, one might read about how the Portuguese sailed down the
western coast o f Africa, where they proceeded to establish trading outposts among the
native inhabitants. The story might also continue that the Portuguese looked down upon
the natives because they appeared to be less civilized - they dressed oddly (when they
dressed at all), they worshiped multiple gods, they hunted and enslaved people who
appeared to be just like themselves, and so forth. All o f this might relate a reasonable
facsimile o f events, but there are also enormous problems with this crude depiction. Who
are “the Portuguese”? Do “the Portuguese” include rich and poor, men and women,
adults and children, Christians and non-Christians, the educated and the illiterate,
merchants and farmers, ship captains and the lowliest o f crewmen. And even if we
constructed a group o f people with shared characteristics —educated wealthy adult male
Christian merchants —can we then make generalizations? Perhaps some o f these
merchants were educated in the law, while others possessed a theological background.
Some might have inherited their wealth, while others may have constructed their fortune
themselves. Perhaps some of these men had traded most o f their lives in northern
seaports, while others toiled in the Mediterranean trade. It goes on and on.
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All o f this gets even more complicated when we try to factor in not only who the
"‘observers” were, but also who were “the observed.” The historical interest in English
“attitudes” about African peoples in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has been
unjustifiably imprecise and generally misleading. The considerable achievements of
Winthrop Jordan’s scholarship typifies this problem. The first chapter in White over
Black purports to consider “First Impressions: Initial English Encounters with Africans.”
Within this chapter, however, Jordan asserts a number o f particulars drawn from an
amorphous body o f evidence that transcends more than 200 years o f history. For
example, he claims that the “most arresting characteristic o f the newly discovered African
was his color.” This is followed by the use of certain pieces o f evidence that would seem
to support this notion —a poem by Robert Baker, who voyaged to the West African coast
in 1562 and 1563, a line extracted from the record o f George Fenner’s voyage in 1566,
and so forth. But then Jordan declares that blackness made an impact because o f the
“suddenness of contact,” which would not be so strange, except for the fact that his
subsequent use o f evidence includes the Oxford English Dictionary, an undated poem;
Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko (1688); Peter Heylyn’s Microcosmus (1621); and the accounts
o f Francis Moore and Nathaniel Uring, whose publications o f their expeditions to Africa
date from 173 8 and 1726 respectively.1
This is not an isolated example o f drawing evidence somewhat indiscriminately
from vastly different periods, observers, and contexts; when Jordan makes his influential
comments concerning the tendency o f English authors to associate African peoples with
‘Jordan, White over Black, 4-11.
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apes, as one o f their “first impressions,” most of his evidence is extracted from
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century texts. Even more, many o f his “authorities” had
never even visited Africa.2 The effort to identify English “attitudes” or “ideas” about
Africans loses much of its complexity and all of its subtlety when historians fail to
consider the nature o f their sources and the specific context within which the expressed
idea was forged. Did the writer o f a derogatory statement about Africans ever travel to
Africa? Had he encountered black-skinned people, perhaps even have interacted with
them? Was the view expressed written before or after racial slavery became
commonplace in the Anglo-Atlantic world? Was his intent to justify slavery, promote
trade or overseas expansion, divine the cause o f blackness, denigrate Portuguese imperial
policies, encourage or discourage proselytization, entertain audiences, sell books, or
something else? In the case o f Jordan, he has employed a variety o f sources written by
authors with distinct intents over the course of a broad period o f time. Having done so,
perhaps he has succeeded in demonstrating some long-term trends and ideas that
transcend highly localized concerns. Yet, this very same disregard for specificity hardly
allows us to understand the nature o f “first impressions” in early modem England.
This section o f the dissertation addresses this problem by characterizing the ideas
of English observers in light o f the specific nature of their encounter. During the period
under study, many English men and women encountered African peoples throughout the
Atlantic world. And in the course o f these encounters, a number of ideas emerged that
contributed to the construction o f certain stereotypes among the English concerning the
2Jordan, White over Black, 28-32.
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nature and capacity o f sub-Saharan Africans. These “ideas” were crucial to the later
development o f racial ideology in British America and the United States, as well as to the
construction o f a system of plantation slavery buttressed by law and custom. Still,
because of the cautionary note that began this section, it would be a futile effort to
attempt to isolate in any absolute fashion just what those ideas were. We cannot escape
the problem that there are many English, many Africans, many places, many encounters,
and many identities. Certain patterns and trends however can be cautiously advanced.
Because o f the diverse nature o f the world, the different kinds o f people, societies
and circumstances, numerous types o f encounters occurred. P.E.H. Hair has suggested
for the period 1400-1700 that there were four modes o f encounter. First, there were non
encounters, or European expansion into unpopulated areas, such as the Portuguese in the
Atlantic Islands. Conquests constituted another form o f encounter, as when Europeans
came face-to-face with peoples they fully intended to subdue or eliminate. Third, some
European “outthrusts” were rejected and the nature o f the encounter tended to be
managed not by Europeans, but by indigenous peoples o f other regions, as in China.
Finally, the most common form o f encounter was one in which there was “a significant
degree of tolerance o f ‘the Other’ imposed by the prospect o f gain,” or opportunist co
existence. Another way o f conceptualizing the variety o f historical encounters has been
offered by Philip D. Morgan. One variation involves the intent: were the encounters
conditioned by commerce, territorial acquisition, plunder or something else? Another
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variation is to consider whether contacts are casual, intermittent or sustained over a long
period of time.3
If more attention were paid to these kinds o f particularities, English encounters
with sub-Saharan African peoples could be better understood. Tudor Englishmen were
generally knowledgeable about the world they inhabited, but few people ever came into
direct contact, at least in any sustained fashion, with Africa until the latter part of the
sixteenth century. Even then, contact was haphazard and generally confined to isolated
enclaves on the west coast o f Africa or concentrated on the Mediterranean littoral.
Nonetheless, there were a number o f opportunities for Englishmen, quite often merchants
or sailors, to witness and even interact with African peoples. As slaves, free laborers,
entertainers, or emissaries, black-skinned individuals could be found throughout Europe,
particularly in Spain and Portugal where English merchants and exiled Catholics resided.
At least several hundred and probably more than a thousand Africans found their way to
London, the coastal cities, or even the more interior parts o f England by the end o f the
Tudor era. Many Englishmen also encountered a concentrated population o f enslaved
Africans in the Caribbean and the mainland settlements o f Spain and Portugal. With the
potential for diverse personal experiences, augmented by written accounts, storytelling,
theatrical productions and mythological knowledge, few Englishmen would have been
completely ignorant o f the existence of sub-Saharan Africans.

3P.E.H. Hair, “Outthrust and Encounter: An Interpretive Essay,” in Cecil H. Clough and P.E.H.
Hair, eds., The European Outthrust and Encounter: The First Phase c. 1400-c. 1700 (Liverpool: Liverpool
University Press, 1994), 43-75; Philip D. Morgan, “Encounters between British and ‘indigenous’ peoples,
c. 1500-c. 1800,” in Martin Daunton and Rick Halpem, eds., Empire and Others: British Encounters with
Indigenous Peoples, 1600-1850 (London: University College o f London Press, 1999), 42-78.
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The varying circumstances under which English men and women encountered
Africans conditioned the prevailing attitudes and concerns o f those who would later
(consciously or unconsciously) relate their experiences for the historical record.
Depending upon the location o f the meeting - Africa, England, Europe or America - the
potential relationships between the English observer and observed Africans were likely to
be circumscribed by a variety o f conditions based upon the nature of specific power
relations. In Africa, for example, the English observer could be a wealthy and powerful
merchant in charge o f a slave-trading expedition, as was the case with John Hawkins.
Another merchant-observer, Thomas Wyndam, traveled to Africa with little or no concern
in the Atlantic slave trade, but was interested in other native trade goods such as ivory or
pepper. Less illustrious observers included wayward English sailors like Andrew Battell,
who after his capture by the Portuguese off the coast o f Brazil in 1589 was sent to Angola
where he spent eighteen months in the service o f his captors. Yet another group of
English observers never even left their homes, rather they encountered Africa and
Africans in the published accounts often only recently translated out of Spanish or
Portuguese into English. Even more possibilities for encounters emerged for Englishmen
on the soil o f foreign powers in Europe and in the colonial setting o f the Americas. In
each of these circumstances the intent, context, and power relation between the English
and Africans varied. Not surprisingly, then, the attitude o f the English observer would
have been similarly textured. Indeed, to speak o f the existence o f a singular or easily
reducible English attitude toward Africa and Africans in this climate would be not only
misleading, it would border on hopelessly simplistic.
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Who met whom, where the meeting took place, and what both participants were
after inherently conditioned early modem encounters. In that sense, the potential nodes
of encounter between Englishmen and Africans (particularly considering the instability of
the categories ‘English’ and ‘African’) are incalculable. For one, Englishmen were
perfectly capable o f incorporating Africans into their world-view without actually ever
leaving their homeland or even interacting with one o f the small number of sub-Saharan
Africans who could be found in England itself. Whether in a written source, on stage, or
in the form o f oral communication (i.e. story-telling, ballads, or aphorisms), there were
increasing opportunities for the more provincial English man or woman to begin to
construct an imaginary African from a rather remote distance. Countless Englishmen
contemplated Africa from afar. Many o f those who lacked extensive personal experience
beyond their native soil wrote about Africans within the context of Biblical and classical
authority. In Chapter Five I argue that while some slight attention was given to the
historical origin o f sub-Saharan Africans, perhaps more than anything else, Tudor and
early Stuart ‘authorities’ were preoccupied with the issue o f the physical appearance of
Africans, particularly black skin and its relation to the climate. Typically, English
authors had little more than an academic interest in Africans; few were concerned with
trade, slavery, or colonization.
Chapters Six and Seven, on the other hand, consider the nature o f English
encounters with Africans in three distinct alien environments: Southern Europe
(particularly the Iberian peninsula), coastal West Africa, and the Americas. Each locale
featured unique intentions, varying degrees o f intensity, fluctuating power relations, and
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differing roles, or functions, for both the observer and the observed. Significantly, the
Englishmen who encountered Africans in these three regions were themselves a disparate
lot. In Spain and Portugal, they often consisted o f exiled Catholics, merchants, and
seamen. Although a much broader spectrum o f English society than would encounter
Africans in either Africa or the Caribbean, they constituted a relatively small segment of
the English population. Additionally, this limited body was generally in isolated
enclaves, especially the coastal urban centers where, in fact, the vast preponderance o f
Africans peoples were to be found. Here they met, interacted with, and, in some cases,
owned or traded in, black slaves. But not all slaves were o f sub-Saharan African descent
on the peninsula. Many were North African Moors who had been captured in battle. Still
others were Canary Islanders, and there could even be found the random Russian or Slav.
Additionally, not all o f the Africans these Englishmen encountered were actually
enslaved; the Englishmen in Spain and Portugal resided in the midst o f one o f the earliest
free black populations in either Europe or the New World. Some o f the dark-skinned
people these Englishmen encountered were not only free, they were organized into
religious brotherhoods or possessed official titles and served as representatives o f their
community to the larger royal government.
The English encounter in West Africa was vastly different than the English
encounter with sub-Saharan Africans in Europe. Whereas the Englishmen who voyaged
to, or lived in, the Iberian peninsula were somewhat diverse, and even included a handful
o f women, those who went to West Africa were almost exclusively involved in trade,
either as ship captains, merchants, or sailors. Still, their experiences could be quite
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diverse. Many Englishmen went to Africa because there were slaves to be purchased and
resold elsewhere. But not every English ship that coasted West Africa was interested in
purchasing slaves; there were many English ships that were involved in establishing
trading relationships in order to acquire gold, ivory, or other valuable commodities. For
those who had little interest in what was generally thought of as a distasteful enterprise the slave trade - there was less reason to point out the supposed deficiencies of the
indigenous peoples. Often, in fact, it was the Portuguese or other Europeans who were
accorded the most critical assessments by English observers. Thus, even as Englishmen
recognized Africa, throughout the sixteenth century and ever after, as the world’s most
important slave depot, they were equally capable o f dealing with African merchants,
emissaries, bureaucrats, and kings, all o f whom were liable to receive lavish praise for
their civility, honesty, and fine appearance.
Chapter Seven considers the final, and perhaps most influential, contact point
between Englishmen and Africans: the Caribbean. Nowhere else, not even on the West
African coast, was the English encounter with African peoples conditioned more by
slavery. Here, again, there was a fairly limited body o f Englishmen who encountered
Africans. The main difference, however, was that there were far fewer merchants who
traveled to the Caribbean and many more privateers. Also, there was the random English
Catholic who managed to establish a residency in the New World, not to mention those
marauding Englishmen who were shipwrecked, abandoned, or captured. Unlike the
Iberian world or coastal Africa, there was not a significant presence o f free Africans
within the larger social order. On the other hand, slavery was not an absolute condition
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and some Africans were manumitted and allowed to live free within the Spanish social
order. Even more, there was an influential body of runaway slaves, the Cimarrones, who
traded with the English and, for a while, served as guides and auxiliaries when English
privateers operated in the Caribbean. Nonetheless, virtually every African in the
Caribbean was tainted by slavery. African peoples in Spanish America were slaves, the
children of slaves, former slaves, or runaway slaves.
Taken together, these disparate strands o f observation, interaction, and
appropriation seem to point toward conflict rather than uniformity. Nonetheless, it seems
clear that the Caribbean model - with its connection to overseas plantations, extractive
economies, stratified multi-cultural social orders, and (many English commentators were
sure to note) Imperial greatness - constituted the most adaptable model for future English
interaction with, and use of, Africans in Anglo-American New World societies. Africans
outside of Africa were contemplated in an entirely different light than those who
remained rooted in the African subcontinent. Similarly, Englishmen outside o f England
were equally likely to consider an entirely different range of issues within the context of
much more complex and occasionally insidious circumstances than their countrymen
whose observations about Africans tended to be much more arcane, or at least academic.
Recognizing this difference, then, should allow us to have a greater appreciation for the
character of early modem racial discourse in the Anglo-Atlantic world and, perhaps, the
world-view that conditioned early English responses to the African presence in their
overseas colonies in the seventeenth century.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
‘AS ENGLYSHE MEN BE WHITE, MORIENS BE BLACK’:
PERCEPTIONS OF AFRICA AND AFRICANS IN TUDOR-STUART ENGLAND

Titus Andronicus: Poor harmless fly,
That with his pretty buzzing melody
Came here to make us merry! and thou hast kill 'd him.
Marcus Andronicus: Pardon me, sir, ‘twas a black ill-favour dfly,
Like to the empress ’ Moor; therefore I kill'd him.
Titus Andronicus: O, O, O.
Then pardon me fo r reprehending thee,
For thou hast done a charitable deed. '

England did not “encounter” Africa in any readily identifiable instantaneous
moment in time. Although the mid-sixteenth century witnessed a dramatic rise in the
number of English merchants and sailors who traveled to Africa and the Americas, and in
so doing dramatically enhancing English awareness o f dark-skinned peoples, there was
no reason anyone had to leave the British Isles in order to “encounter” Africans.
Throughout the sixteenth century, for example, there were isolated (though increasing)
examples o f Africans in the British isles. There were several African musicians in the
courts of both James IV o f Scotland and Henry VII o f England during the initial years o f
the sixteenth century. During the 1540s Spanish mercenaries battled the Scots on behalf
o f their English benefactors in the northern marchlands. Among these soldiers was one
'William Shakespeare, Titus Andronicus, Act III, Scene 2.
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Sir Pedro Negro, who appeared in English records several times between 1545 and 1550.
There is also enough evidence to suggest to some historians that this mercenary was
either black or o f mixed descent, as apparently were many o f the other Spanish
mercenaries who fought for the English. O f course, the m ost famous group o f Africans to
arrive in England were those “certaine black slaves” who returned with John Lok from
Africa in 1555. These men were brought out of Africa in order to leam English and
ultimately return to facilitate trade on the African coast between Englishmen and
Africans. William Towerson reported that upon his return in 1556 to the same region that
Lok visited an African came aboard his ship and “demaunded why we had not brought
againe their men, which the last yeere we tooke away, and could tell us that there were
five taken away by Englishmen.” Accordingly, when Towerson returned to Africa the
following year he brought with him several Africans who had been in London and
reported that there was another English ship at Mina “which had brought one of the
negros againe” who had been taken away by Thomas Lok.2
The last half of the sixteenth century offers much more tantalizing evidence o f the
presence o f black Africans living in England. During the last decades o f the Tudor era an

:Peter Fryer, Staying Power: The History o f Black People in Britain (London: Pluto Press, 1984),
2-4; APC, 1:208, 511; 2:183, 201, 235, 279, 419, 427; John William Blake, ed., Europeans in West Africa,
1450-1560, 2 vols. (London: Hakluyt Society, 1942), 2:326-46, 382, 399-400. There is some disagreement
over the precise dating of the arrival o f the first Africans in England. Martha Warren Beckwith, Black
Roadways: A Study in Jamaican Folklife (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1929), claims
without any specific reference that the first blacks were brought to England in 1440 (3). Cedric Dover,
Hell in the Sunshine (London, 1943), purports that two dozen West Africans were sold to “curious English
gentlemen in 1553" (159). The works o f James Walvin, Black and White: The Negro in English Society,
1555-1945 (London: Penguin Press, 1973) and Folarin Shyllon, Black People in Britain, 1555-1833
(London: Oxford University Press, 1977) reveal the general consensus that 1555 is the most readily
verifiable date.
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increasing number o f Africans appear in the local and individual records of English
society. Edward Stanley, 3rd Earl o f Derby may have possessed a black servant as early
as 1569, although the records leave room for doubt.3 Certainly, Nicholas Wichehalse o f
Barnstaple possessed an African servant or slave who is referred to in Wichehalse’s 1570
will as “Anthonye my negarre.” The greatest preponderance o f evidence of a sustained
black presence in England dates from the 1590s. Africans appeared as household
"servants” among the propertied classes during the final decades o f the sixteenth century.
Lady Raleigh, wife o f Sir Walter, and the Earl o f Dorset were among those with Africans
in their possession. An assessment o f “straungers” in the parish o f Tower Ward records
the presence of “Clare a Negra at Widdow Stokes . . . Maria a Negra at Olyver Skynnars .
. . [Jesse?] a Negro at Mr Miltons . . . [and] Marea a Negra at Mr Woodes.” Not all
Africans in Tudor England were the slaves or servants o f well-to-do Englishmen and
women. One group o f seemingly prosperous Africans built their own house in London in
1597, in spite of building regulations which militated against such efforts.4
Perhaps even more indicative o f the increasing importance o f Africans in English
society are the records o f births and baptisms. Several Africans were baptized in

3The Derby Household Books contain ‘Orders touching the government o f My lord’s house’
which state that “no slaves nor boyes shall sitt in the hall, but in the place therefore appoynted convenyent.
. . . That the yemen o f horses and groomes o f the stable shall not suffre any boyes or slaves to abye about
the stables nor lye in them.” Stanley Papers, pt. 2 (Chetham Soc., 1843), 9, cited in Alexander Savine,
“ Bondmen under the Tudors,” Transactions o f the Royal Historical Society 17 (1903), 251. Savine, C.S.L.
Davies and James Walvin suggest that these slaves may have been black, but Peter Fryer argues that they
were probably ‘the villeins regardant o f the manor’.
4Report and Transactions o f the Devonshire Association, xxxviii, 1906, 240 (28 August 1570);
cited in Fryer, Staying Power, 8-9 and Walvin, Black and White, 8; CSPDS (1595-97), 381 & CSPDS
(1598-1601), 199; Notes and Queries, new ser., 8:4 (April 1961): 138; E.M. Leonard, The Early History o f
English Poor Relief (Cambridge, 1906), 297n.; cited in Walvin, Black and White, 8.
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Barnstaple in the years after 1596 following the baptism o f “Grace, a neiger servante o f
Mr. Richard Dodderidge.” There was also the burial o f a man who had been in the
service of John Norris, a Barnstaple merchant. Richard Dodderidge was one o f eight
merchants named in “A Patent granted . . . for a trade to the river o f Senega and Gambia
in Guinea, 1588" and later became mayor o f Barnstaple in 1589. Thus, it is likely that the
Devonshire Africans may have come directly from Africa sometime after 1591. Other
Africans, however, were bom in England. Mary, an illegitimate “negro o f John Whites”
was baptized in Plymouth in 1594. Even more intriguing, however, is the passing
reference in George Best’s well-known Discourse (1578) to having “seene an Ethiopian
as blacke as cole brought into England, who taking a faire English woman to wife, begat
a sonne in all respects as blacke as the father was, although England were his native
country, and an English woman his mother.” If Best was indeed describing an actual
circumstance rather than creating a situation in order to make a larger point, this example
o f integration and intermarriage was certainly a remarkable (and rare) phenomenon in
Elizabethan England.5
If naming practices are any indication, it would seem that many of the Africans
who appeared in England during the last decades o f the sixteenth century were filtered
through Portuguese or Spanish channels before arriving in the British isles. This

sAlison Grant, “ Breaking the Mould: North Devon Maritime Enterprise, 1560-1640,” in Todd
Gray, Margery Rowe, and Audrey Erskine, eds., Tudor and Stuart Devon: The Common Estate and
Government (Exeter University o f Exeter Press, 1992), 126-7; The Register o f Baptisms, Marriages &
Burials o f the Parish o f St. Andrews Plymouth Co. Devon A.D. 1581-1618. . . , M.C.S. Cruwys, ed. (Exeter,
Devon & Cornwall Record Society, 1954), 57; cited in Fryer, Staying Power, 9; Hakluyt, PN, 7:262.
Best’s Discourse will be given greater consideration below.
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population expanded as an outgrowth o f England’s late sixteenth-century interloping
expeditions to the Caribbean, the Canaries, and the Iberian peninsula. Other Africans
arrived in England in ones and twos from Africa itself with the English privateers who
braved Portuguese and Spanish opposition to their Atlantic enterprises. The surviving
ships o f Sir John Hawkins’ fateful third slave trading expedition of 1567, which left more
than a hundred men behind after the defeat at San Juan de Ulua, returned to England with
roughly a dozen Africans. Some were certainly unsold Guinea slaves, but others may
have been the survivors o f a group of African freemen from England who had sailed with
the expedition as interpreters or returned hostages. According to Richard Hakluyt, there
were complaints in some port cities that these black men had been brought to England
while Englishmen were left behind to suffer the wrath o f the Spanish Inquisition.6 The
practice o f returning with Africans to serve as translators, hostages or slaves would
become increasingly commonplace in subsequent years. Sir Francis Drake acquired three
Africans from the Spanish off the coast o f California during his circumnavigation and
was carrying others who were captured with Indians and tools from the Spanish in the
West Indies and taken to Roanoke Island in 1586. Ralph Lane, however, chose to leave
the settlement and returned to England with Drake and, presumably, the black slaves.
Other English privateers, including Sir Walter Raleigh, also routinely employed Africans
as crew members and carried captured black slaves off Spanish ships or out o f Spanish or

6Archivo General de Indias, 51-3-81/5 (C.U.L., Add. 7258): depositions o f Walter Jones, Richard
Temple and Michael Sole, Seville, November-December 1569; cited in P.E.H. Hair, “Protestants as Pirates,
Slavers, and Proto-missionaries: Sierra Leone 1568 and 1582,” Journal o f Ecclesiastical History 21:3 (July
1970): 220.
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Portuguese colonies back to England.7
Not surprisingly, the African presence was most heavily felt in London and in the
coastal cities involved in Atlantic enterprises. The vast majority o f Africans who arrived
in England during the sixteenth century represented an outgrowth o f England’s increasing
involvement with Atlantic commerce and warfare with Spain. The historical record
provides only the merest glimpse of these Africans and certainly underestimates the black
population in England. Occasionally, however, tidbits survive that should warn the
modem researcher against easy conclusions. For example, Africans were not confined to
port cities. In 1596 the Privy Council ordered the Council of the North to conduct a
search for “one Greene, a tall black man, dwelling in the city o f York” who was accused
o f harboring Jesuits and priests. The authorities searched the houses o f the four known
Greenes in York, but found them all “o f good fame, well affected in religion, and very
conformable to her Majesty’s laws.”8 Obviously, this intriguing episode raises more
questions than it answers. What was “a tall black man” doing in York? Was he from
sub-Saharan Africa or elsewhere? Could he have been a Spanish or Portuguese mulatto?

7Hakluyt, PN, 6:436, 7:122, 9:319; 10:191, 243, 11:144, 175; Ralph Lane, “ Discourse of the First
Colony,” Quinn, The Roanoke Voyages (London: Hakluyt Society, 1955), vol. 1, 235, 268, 272-74; cited in
Carole Shammas, “The Elizabethan Gentlemen Adventurers and Western Planting” (Ph.D. diss, The Johns
Hopkins University, 1971), 143. This subject will be dealt with more full in Chapter Seven.
8HMC, Salisbury VI, 339; D.M. Palliser, “Civic Mentality and the Environment in Tudor York,”
in Jonathan Barry, ed., The Tudor and Stuart Town: A Reader in English Urban History (1990), 229.
Palliser cites this event as evidence of the difficulty o f locating people in the burgeoning city o f York. It
would seem to be an even more remarkable piece o f evidence if Greene was indeed an African. Even that
conclusion, however, must be cautioned. As Jack D. Forbes, Africans and Native Americans: The
Language o f Race and the Evolution o f Red-Black Peoples, 2nd ed. (Urbana: University o f Illinois Press,
1993), has cautioned, “terms such as ‘Blackamoor’, negro, and ‘black’” were often used loosely in the
early modem era and “cannot a priori be assumed to be useful for determining precise genetic identity”
(4).
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If Africans were such a rarity in late sixteenth-century England, why was this presumably
readily identifiable individual so difficult to track down? How many “black men” resided
in York? Could they have arrived in small numbers from the European Lowcountry?
Were they, like Greene, typically free? Or, perhaps, he was some English scoundrel who
was called “black” in reference to his character or some nefarious deed, not the color of
his skin.
By the 1590s Africans lived in Elizabethan England in numbers large enough to
capture the attention o f the Queen herself. In 1596 the Privy Council, at the request of
Elizabeth, issued a directive ordering the removal o f all Africans from England. The
Council expressly stated that “there are lately divers blackamoors brought into this
realme, of which kinde o f people there are already here too manie.” Idleness and
vagrancy were common concerns o f England’s ruling elite and by the 1590s Africans
came under fire for taking work away from the “people of our owne nation.” The Privy
Council therefore directed all civil authorities to aide Casper van Senden “to take up
suche blackamoores as he shall finde within this realme with the consent o f their masters,
who doubt n o t . . . yield those in their possession to him” and choose to be served by
needy Englishmen instead. According to this plan, van Senden would then ship the
Africans off to the Iberian peninsula where the Africans could be sold so that van Senden
could recover his own costs for having transported 89 English subjects back to England
after they had been detained as prisoners.9

'APC, 26 (1596-7), 16-17.
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In the long run, the ideal o f African removal proved to be quite difficult to
achieve. Van Senden complained in 1600 in a letter to the Queen that English masters,
once they had seen by his warrant that the Africans could not be taken without the
master’s consent, would not release any o f their Africans. In the mean time, van Senden
had incurred even greater debts by procuring the release of some 200 Englishmen and
returned them to England. He therefore petitioned the Queen “for [another] license to
take up and carry into Spain and Portugal all blackamoors he shall find, without
interruption o f their masters or others.” Thus, in January 1601, Elizabeth issued a royal
proclamation expressing her discontent with the “great number o f Negroes and
blackamoors which . . . are carried into this realm since the troubles between her highness
and the King o f Spain; who are fostered and powered here, to the great annoyance o f her
own liege people that which co[vet?] the relief which these people consume.” The Queen
proceeded to give a “special commandment that the said kind o f people shall be with all
speed avoided and discharged out of this her majesty’s realms.” In this more forceful
declaration, Elizabeth added that “if there shall be any person or persons which be
possessed of any such blackamoors that refuse to deliver them in sort aforesaid, then we
require you to call them before you and to advise and persuade them by all good means to
satisfy her majesty’s pleasure therein.” If they remained obstinate, Elizabeth licensed van
Senden “to certify their names to us, to the end her majesty may take such further course
therein as it shall seem best in her princely wisdom.” 10

1°TRP, 3:221-2. Correspondences relating to Casper van Senden’s requests can be found at
Hatfield House. See the Calendar 14:153, 10:399 & 431.
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The attempt to expel blacks from England was doomed from the start. As with
the Tudor monarchy’s unwillingness to pass a sweeping manumission act that would
have freed all o f England’s villeins because o f reservations about personal property
rights, Elizabeth could not explicitly order her subjects to part with their presumably
enslaved African possessions either. The forcefulness of her language in the 1601 royal
proclamation, however, suggests that this was indeed a pressing concern and that the
presence o f African peoples on English soil must have been in the hundreds, if not
thousands. Already, by the turn o f the seventeenth century, blacks had become
entrenched in English society as slaves, servants, drudges and entertainers. Many
Africans had even been baptized into the Protestant Christian faith. And, as several
historians have demonstrated, blacks continued to reside in England and expand in
numbers throughout the subsequent decades. Even if Elizabeth had been able to expunge
Africans from England, there still remained another medium for Englishmen and women
to encounter black peoples without ever departing their native soil: the realm o f popular
culture including stage presentations, ballads, and aphorisms.
African characters were increasingly prominent on the Elizabethan and early
Tudor stage as the spread o f knowledge about Africans and Africa expanded. The early
presence o f Africans as court musicians has already been mentioned above. Beginning
mid-century, however, African, or black, characters began to appear in aristocratic court
masques, which were elaborate productions consisting of pantomime, song, and dialogue.
In 1547, during the reign o f Edward VI, there was a “Masque o f Young Moors”; two
other similar productions occurred at Edward’s court 1551. No other masque o f Moors
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was staged again until 1559, which was followed in 1560 by a masque o f Barbarians.
After that there were no more masques involving African characters until 1579. Not until
Ben Jonson’s Masque o f Blackness in 1605, however, did this form o f entertainment fully
exploit the increasingly common stereotypes o f Africa and its inhabitants. Jonson’s work
dramatized the River Niger’s quest to return his daughters to their original whiteness.
The river travels to England where the Sun has the power to “blanch and Ethiop” and
leaves his daughters there to return to a natural state of whiteness and beauty.
Significantly, the Niger’s black daughters were portrayed by none other than Queen Anne
and other ladies of the court in what one observer claimed was an “ugly Sight [of] leancheek’d Moors.” Three years later, Jonson would pen a sequel to The Masque o f
Blackness entitled The Masque o f Beauty in which night, or blackness, served as an
emblem o f ugliness and evil over which beauty ultimately triumphs."
As court masques increasingly exploited the imagery o f Africa and Africans,
Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists mirrored this tendency on stage. Medieval
romances provided the foundational assumptions for many o f the stereotypes which
would predominate later. The Chanson de Roland, in typical fashion, characterizes
Roland’s Saracen attackers as blacks:
What does it matter? If Marsilie is fled,
His uncle Marganice has stayed behind,

"Anthony Gerard Barthelemy, Black Face, Maligned Race: The Representation o f Blacks in
English Drama from Shakespeare to Southerne (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1987),
esp. ch. 2: “Beauty’s Beasts: Blacks in the Court Masque”; Eldred Jones, Othello's Countrymen: The
African in Renaissance Drama (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), 28-31; Hardin Aasand, ‘“ To
blanch an Ethiop, and revive a corse’: Queen Anne and The Masque o f Blackness," Studies in English
Literature, 1500-1900 32:2 (1992): 271-85.
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The lord o f Carthage, Alffere, Garmalie,
And Ethiopia, a cursed land
Whose black-skinned people are beneath his sway;
They have large noses and great outstretched ears;
When Roland sees that race o f infidels
- Each one o f them is blacker fare than ink,
Their teeth are the only feature that shows white The count concludes, ‘Now do I know in truth
That we shall die today, I know it well’.
The black Saracen or, more commonly, black Moors emerged full force on the English
stage in the last years o f the sixteenth century. George Peele’s Battle o f Alcazar (1589)
epitomized the immense interest throughout Europe in the 1579 battle in North Africa in
which the young Portuguese king Sebastian and much o f the Portuguese nobility had
perished. Peele casts Muly Muhamet as the black villein, while Abdilmelec served as the
noble ‘white’ Moor. The same event would later reappear in The Famous History o f the
Life and Death o f Captain Thomas Stukeley and William Shakespeare would employ the
allegory o f the evil black Moor with Aaron in Titus Andronicus. Indeed, Aaron’s own
diabolical nature is evident to himself, as he illuminates in an aside: “Let fools do good,
and fair men call for grace, Aaron will have his soul black like his face.”12
The link between black stage characters and the embodiment o f evil was not
limited by gender. Female black Moors appeared in two guises: the passive figure in her
native setting and the treacherous and lustful servant-woman in exile. Beginning with
John Marston’s Wonder o f Women -- The Tragedy o f Sophonisba (1606) English
[2The Song o f Roland, Howard S. Robertson, trans. (London, 1972), 1913-18, 1932-36; cited in
Barthelemy, Black Face, Maligned Race, 10-11; Jones, Othello's Countrymen, 14, 40-9; Peter Frost, “Fair
Women, Dark Men: The Forgotten Roots o f Colour Prejudice,” History o f European Ideas 12:5 (1990):
672-3; William Shakespeare, Titus Andronicus, Act III, Scene 1.
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audiences were introduced to the ultimate diabolical female Moor in the person o f
Zanthia. In this play, Zanthia plays the “vile, lascivious, and faithless” servant o f
virtuous Sophonisba. Zanthia, or “Zanche” characters continued as a standard type,
usually the black waiting-woman, in several subsequent plays, including John Webster’s
The White Devil (1611) and John Fletcher’s The Knight o f Malta (1616). Although there
were neutral presentations o f Moorish women, as in Shakespeare’s Merchant o f Venice
(1596) and several other contemporary plays, black sexuality as personified by black
women represented a serious threat to the community. As Barthelemy concludes, black
women on stage “inherit their sinfulness directly from the black progenitor Satan” and
were often characterized by “an insatiable sexual appetite,. . . [and] seek only their
pleasure, though the price is ruin for everyone else.”13 The association between the
power possessed by women through their sexuality and reproductive power and the threat
to patriarchy implicit in unions between white men and black women has been an
increasing point o f emphasis among historians and literary scholars alike in recent
years.14

l3Jones, Othello's Countrymen, 118-9; Barthelemy, Black Face, Maligned Race, 131; Carolyn
Praeger, ‘“ If I be Devil’: English Renaissance response to the proverbial and ecumenical Ethiopian,”
Journal o f Medieval and Renaissance Studies 17:2 (Fall 1987), esp. 276-9.
l4As Lynda E. Boose, ‘“ The Getting of a Lawful Race’: Racial discourse in early modem England
and the unrepresentable black woman,” in Margo Hendricks & Patricia Parker, eds., Women, "Race, ” &
Writing in the Early Modern Period {London: Routledge, 1994), argues, the formation o f racism may be
traced to “white male culture’s discovery that not only was black more powerful than white and capable o f
absorbing and coloring it, but that in this all-important arena o f reproductive authority, black women
controlled the power to resignify all offspring as the property o f the mother” (46). On this topic, see also
Karen Newman, “‘And wash the Ethiop white’: Femininity and the Monstrous in Othello, in Jean E.
Howard and Marion F. O ’Connor, eds., Shakespeare Reproduced: The Text in History and Ideology (New
York: Methuen, 1987); Michael Neill, “Unproper Beds: Race, Adultery, and the Hideous in Othello,"
Shakespeare Quarterly 40 (1989): 383-412; and Hall, Things o f Darkness.
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Not all Moors, however, were portrayed with either a diabolical soul or simple
evil intent. The Prince o f Morocco in Shakespeare’s Merchant o f Venice and Porus in
George Chapman’s The Blind Beggar o f Alexandria (1598) were two o f the earliest nonvillainous Moors to appear on the English stage, but none has had a more profound
impact on the study of racism and racialisms than Shakespeare’s Othello (1604).
Between 1604 and 1687 Othello was produced for English audiences not less than
fourteen times. Shakespeare’s earlier treatment o f Aaron in Titus Andronicus reflected
the early English propensity to demonize Moorish characters with sweeping, unreflective
stereotypes. But in Shakespeare’s later work the treatment o f human difference in which
skin color was not determinative suggests a much more careful understanding o f the
complexity o f the human condition. Indeed, it is Iago, not Othello, who “fix[es] the terms
of difference” and in doing so confounds simplistic associations between blackness and
evil. And yet, at the same time, Othello's excellence was entirely dependent upon that
very same simple and, for early modem Englishmen, easily recognizable cliche -blackness, strangeness, evil and Africans were all part o f the same whole.15
Jonson’s Masque o f Blackness, Shakespeare’s Othello and other stage productions
appeared within a cultural climate that increasingly considered whiteness to be normative

'’Barthelemy, Black Face. Maligned Race, ch. 5: “ Ethiops Washed White: Moors o f the
Nonvillainous Type”; Emily C. Bartels, “Making More of the Moor: Aaron, Othello, and Renaissance
Refashionings o f Race,” Shakespeare Quarterly 40:3 (Fall 1990): 433-54. The inversion o f accepted social
valuations o f skin color for the purpose of dramatic irony also appears in John W ebster’s The White Devil
(1611). The literature on the relationship between Shakespeare’s Othello is extensive and ever-expanding.
A representative selection beyond the works already cited includes Bartels, “Othello and Africa:
Postcolonialism Reconsidered,” WMQ 54:1 (January 1997): 45-64; Martin Orkin, “Othello and the ‘plain
face’ o f Racism,” Shakespeare Quarterly 38 (1987): 166-88; G.K.. Hunter, “Othello and Colour Prejudice,”
Proceedings o f the British Academy 53 (1967): 139-63.
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and blackness to be an aberrant characteristic related to climate or, perhaps, sin and the
devil. Englishmen who culled up images o f the diabolical or witchcraft often elaborated
upon ‘an ugly devil having horns on his head, fire in his mouth, and a tail in his breech,
eyes like a basin, fangs like a dog, claws like a bear, a skin like a Niger and a voice
roaring like a lion.” 16 Broadside ballads frequently employed woodcuts which featured
the Devil in a similar form to this. More commonly, however, writers depicted blackness
as a kind o f permanent stain. The Renaissance commonplace for futility, “To wash an
Ethiop [or blackamoor] is to labor in vain” was believed by some to be grounded in
experience. According to Biblioteca Eliotae (1545), the proverb “grew out o f one that
boughte a Mooren, and thinking that the blacknesse o f his skinne happened by the
negligence o f his first maister, he ceassed not to wasshe the Mooren continually with
such things, as he thought would make him white.” As a mark o f dubious distinction,
this proverb also received Biblical sanction in Jeremiah 13:23: “Can the Ethiopian change
his skin, or the leopard his spots? And you, can you do what is right, you so accustomed
to wrong?”17

,6Reginald Scot, The Discovery o f Witchcraft (1584), VIl.xv; cited in Keith Thomas, Religion and
the Decline o f Magic (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971), 475. Thomas suggests that
’’contemporary assumptions as to what was displeasing and perverted" were revealed through such
descriptions o f demons. Thus, one apparent victim o f possession described Satan as ‘an ugly black man
with shoulders higher than his head’ (480).
17For examples o f woodcuts see The Euing Collection o f English Broadside B allads. . . in the
Library o f the University o f Glasgow (Glasgow: University o f Glasgow Publications, 1971), 108, 402, 522;
Biblioteca Eliotae (London, 1545) cited in Prager, “‘If I be Devil’,” 259. Several continental examples are
included in Ladislas Bugner, general ed.. The Image o f the Black in Western Art, vol 2, pt. 2: Jean Devisse
and Michel Mollat, From the Early Christian Era to the "Age o f Discovery": Africans in the Christian
Ordinance o f the World (Fourteenth to Sixteenth Century), William Granger Ryan, trans. (Lausanne,
Switzerland: Office du Livre, 1979), 59-61.
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The causes o f blackness occupied an inordinate amount o f attention throughout
the Tudor-Stuart era. This concern, however, was not unique to the English-speaking
world. Classical and medieval sources also commented upon blackness and grounded
their conclusions about the significance o f skin color within the firm foundation of
climate theory. As discussed in the previous chapter, climatic theory promoted the
conclusion that just as there was a correlation between the whiteness o f the inhabitants o f
the cold North, there was also a causal relationship between the hot climate o f the South
and the black skin o f those who dwelled in that environment. Dickerson’s English
translation o f Loys Le Roy’s Aristotles Politiques (1598) affirmed this bit o f conventional
wisdom and reminded Elizabethan readers that according to Ptolemy “[t]he properties o f
Countries . . . have been usually distinguished either by all Paralleles and all Angles, or
by their scituation towards the Eclipticke, and the sunne.” Thus, those “who are under
the Southeme Parallels . . . have their bodies as it were burnt, their haire curled and
thicke, their faces narrow, and their stature slender, and they are whote o f nature and
manners, cruell through great heat which raigneth in those countries, and are those wee
commonly call Ethiopians.” '8
Pseudo-Aristotle’s Problems generally addressed much more complex questions
relating to blackness than many other classical sources. According to the English
translator, pseudo-Aristotle even pondered why it was that “the imagination o f the

'‘Loys Le Roy, Aristotles Politiques or Discourses o f Government (London, 1598), 360
(commentary on Book 7, chapter 7); Pseudo-Aristotle, The Problems o f Aristotle (Edenborough, 1595), 5,
also attributed skin color and curled hair to an abundance o f heat, although he explained it as a result o f an
excess of internal heat rather than as a consequence o f the sun actually scorching the skin.
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mother, which imagineth o f an Aethiopian or Blackamoore, cause the mother to bring
forth a black child: As Albertus Magnus reporteth o f a Queene, who in the act o f camall
copulation, imagined o f a Blackamoore which was painted before her, and so brought
foorth a Blackamoore?” In addition to the inclusion of the thirteenth-century writer
Albert the Great, the author invoked the wisdom of Avicenna in this case, answering that
‘'an imagination o f a fall, maketh a man fall, and the imagination o f a leprosie maketh a
man a leaper. And so in this purpose the imagination is above the forming power, and so
the child borne followeth the imagination, and not the power o f forming and shaping,
because it is weaker then the other.” 19 Pseudo-Aristotle also attempted to answer “why
doe some women love white men, and some black?” According to classical wisdom,
there were two reasons. First, “some women have a weake sight, and such delight in
black, because the white dooth hurt the sight more than blacke.” Second, “like doth
delight in like” and because “some women are o f a hot nature, such are delighted with
blacke men, because blacknes doth follow heate.”20
Medieval sources continued to express this interest in blackness. Nowhere was
this more evident than in the Travels o f Sir John Mandeville, certainly the single most
popular work in Europe between 1350 and 1600. The unknown author o f this mixture of

|,5Levinus Lemnius, The Touchstone o f Complexions, Thomas Newton, trans. (London, 1581), also
reported that “a Woman at the tyme o f her conception, stedfastly fixing her imagination uppon any thinge,
deryveth & induceth certain markes and tokens therof into the Infant” (93). The birth o f a black child
continued to be cause for innuendo in later years. A diplomatic correspondence from Henry Tweedy in
Padua to Sir John Egerton, 14 Sept. 1614, reported that “there was lately a gentlemans wife of Venice
brought a bedd o f a blackamoore, they say there was a black a moore boy a pretty stripplinge in the same
house, some say there was none.” See Huntington Library, Ellesmere Collection, 1666.
“ Pseudo-Aristotle, Problems, 41-2, 54.
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travelogue and fantasy claimed to have sojourned to the Holy Land and visited other parts
of Europe, Asia and Africa during the fourteenth century. In the course of these journeys,
which demonstrated a greater awareness o f late medieval manuscripts and folklore than
physical geography, the author of the Travels o f Sir John Mandeville frequently
mentioned encounters with black-skinned peoples. The first group o f black-skinned
people who appeared in his text were the Nubians, whom Mandeville described as a
Christian people “black in colour.” Mandeville expressed some fascination and curiosity
with the Nubians belief that blackness was a mark o f beauty and “the blacker they are the
fairer they seem to each other.” In stark contrast to the European pattern, Mandeville also
claimed that Nubians believed that angels were black and the devil white. Such was the
Nubian adoration o f blackness that “if they do not seem black enough when they are
bom, they use certain medicines to make them black.”21 Ultimately, however, the skin
color of the Nubians was worthy o f little consideration since most people would have
been aware, if only by reputation, that “the countrey is marvellously hot, which makes its
folk so black.” Similarly, the inhabitants of Ethiopia were also described as black, but
Mandeville revealed in this passage that there were varying degrees o f blackness, as in

:iThe reversal of the traditional valuations associated with white and black appearance became
something o f a standard European observation by the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As Richard
Eden would report in 1555, “we may see howe vainely mankynde wandereth in his owne blyndnesse. The
Ethiopian thincketh the blacke colour to be fayrer then the white: And the white man thinketh otherwise.”
According to Pierre Charron, “[w]ith the Indians the greatest Beautie consistith in that which we account
the greatest deformitie, that is, in a tawny colour, thicke and swollen lips, a flat and large nose, teeth
spotted with black or red, great eares and hanging, a little low forehead, dugs great and pendent, to the end
they may give their little ones sucke over their shoulders, and to attaine to this forme o f beauty, they use all
maner of arte.” See Edward Arbor, ed., The First Three English Bookes on America [?J51 JJ-J555 A.D.,
Being chiefly Translations, Compilations, &c„ by Richard E d en . . . (Birmingham, 1885), 195; Charron, O f
Wisdome Three Bookes, Samson Lennard, trans. (London, [1612?]), 20-1. For further examples o f this
type of commentary, see the citations in Jordan, White over Black, 10 n.20.
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Mauretania where he claimed the people were “blacker than those in the eastern part.”
Although Mandeville commented on the greater beauty o f those who were white,
blackness was not necessarily held up as a mark o f ugliness. When ugliness was
mentioned it typically derived from physical deformity or, in one case, was reserved for
very specific people, such as those who lived near the Indus River whom Mandeville
described as “an ugly colour, yellow and green.”22
The Book o f the Knowledge o f all the Kingdoms, Lands, and Lordships that are in
the World, written by an anonymous Spanish Franciscan in the middle o f the fourteenth
century who actually traveled beyond the dank confines o f the Norman French
manuscript world, supports Mandeville’s discussion o f blackness. The work began with
description o f Europe in terms o f landscapes, cities and royal courts, but ignored the
inhabitants with the exception o f the Norwegians who the author had heard “have heads
fixed in their breasts with no necks whatever, but I did not see them.” Once in Africa and
Asia, however, the Franciscan made a more concerted effort to discuss the inhabitants,
particularly when he encountered other Christians. This Spanish traveler also identified
Prester John as the Patriarch o f Nubia and Abyssinia which were “very great lands and
many cities o f Christians.” The existence o f a powerful Christian kingdom initially
located in Asia, but later in Africa, under the leadership o f Prester John, reputedly a
descendant o f the Magi, had circulated throughout Europe since the twelfth century and

~The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville, C.W.R.D. Moseley, trans. (London: Penguin, 1983), 64,
117-8, 120. On Mandeville’s popularity and its limitations see Benjamin Braude, “The Sons o f Noah and
the Construction o f Ethnic and Geographical identities in the Medieval and Early Modem Periods,” WMQ
54:1 (January 1997): esp. 115-20.
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continued to influence travel narratives in Africa for the subsequent four centuries.
Indeed, medieval Europeans, including Sir John Mandeville, imagined in Prester John the
existence of a potential ally in the fight against Islam over control o f the Holy Land.
Importantly, the identification of Prester John’s kingdom as lying within a part o f Africa
also rumored to be inhabited by “negroes” was never considered contradictory or
problematic by European writers. Henry IV o f England had even written to Prester John
in 1400 asking him to lend his support to the reconquest o f the Holy Land.23
As with M andeville’s writings, the Book o f the Knowledge did not contain an
overtly racialized portrayal o f Africans. There was, however, an implied sense o f
inferiority when the Franciscan added, after mentioning the Nubian and Abyssinian
Christians, that “although these men are negroes they are still men o f intelligence with
good brains, and they have understanding and knowledge.” This tendency to possess a
derogatory conception o f sub-Saharan Africa was rooted in centuries o f ignorance and the
perpetuation of gross stereotypes, particularly in those parts of Europe under the sway of
the Roman world. By the medieval period, however, as ignorance was supplanted by
firsthand contact and more verifiable information, the image o f black Africa underwent a

23Book o f the Knowledge o f all the Kingdoms, Lands, and Lordships that are in the W orld. . Sir
Clements Markham, trans. and ed. (London: Hakluyt Society, 1912), 35-6. “Negroes” are mentioned in
passing in several passages, but this work does not contain any sustained discussion o f the nature o f the
inhabitants. R. Lefevre, “ Riflessi etiopici nella cultura europea del Medioevo e del Rinascimento: Seconda
parte,” AnnLat 9 (1945): 369-70, cited in Devisse and Mollat, Image o f the Black in Western Art, vol. 2, pt
2, 281 n. 176. For a contextualized discussion o f Prester John see J.R.S. Phillips, The Medieval Expansion
o f Europe (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 143-63, and Devisse and Mollat, Image o f the
Black in Western Art, vol. 2, pt. 2, 90-1, 116-28, who specify that only with the new association o f Prester
John with Africa rather than in Asia, beginning in the first decades o f the fourteenth century, did Ethiopia
become one of the kingdoms o f the world worthy o f representation on maps and scholarly attention in
general.
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brief recovery. Throughout the fifteenth century there was extensive contact between
Rome and Ethiopia as ambassadors traveled back and forth in increasing numbers.24
Rumors o f Prester John’s kingdom and the continued hope for aid in the reconquest of the
Holy Land also persevered. Several fifteenth-century world maps even included
vignettes which portrayed Prester John as black and, in the case o f one Catalan world
map dating from mid century, included the legend that “In this province is the Grand
Emperor Prester John, Lord o f the Indias, which are black by nature.”25
Medieval authors generally took notice o f black skin when they encountered
Africans or Indians or anyone from a more southerly region, but they did not directly
assert any link between outward physical appearance and natural inferiority. Mandeville
and the Spanish Franciscan were not completely neutral on the subject, however; both
authors used language to suggest that they believed blackness to be unattractive and
“negroes” remarkable only when they were not “wild”. As discussed in the previous
chapter, medieval and early modem Europeans were accustomed to thinking of
themselves in a much more positive light than those the strange peoples who lived in
lands typically characterized as too hot or too cold and lacking cities, industry or
commerce. In all o f this, sub-Saharan Africans were imagined by most western

:4For a more extended treatment o f European involvement in East Africa and the legend of Prester
John, see A True Relation o f the Lands o f the Prester John being the narrative o f the Portuguese Embassy
to Ethiopia in 1520 written by Father Francisco Alvares, 2 vols printed in 1 as The Prester John o f the
Indies, C.F. Beckingham and G.W.B. Huntingford, eds. (London: Hakluyt Society, 1961).
2SThe written legend on the Catalan map was written in a mixture o f Catalan and Spanish. My
translation varies slightly from that provided by Devisse and Mollat, who provide “ lord o f the Indias where
the people are black by nature.” See Image o f the Black in Western Art, vol. 2, pt. 2, 120-4.
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Europeans to be the most exotic, strange and remote o f all the peoples worthy of
consideration. A long tradition in classical and medieval art sustained the impression that
blackness was associated with evil, sin and social decadence and throughout the first
millennium, with some notable exceptions, blacks were often portrayed as demons,
executioners, Saracen marauders or other dangerous foes.26 The blackness o f Africans, in
particular, came under even closer scrutiny in the centuries after Mandeville’s
comparatively disinterested treatment o f skin color in the fourteenth century. Blackness
had always possessed symbolic value, but by the early modem era, numerous Europeans
began to pay special attention to the causes o f black skin and, ultimately, what that may
symbolize.
The most sustained consideration o f the color o f Africans appeared within the
context of Tudor and Stuart geographical writings on climates and the resulting nature o f
people who lived in particular regions. Much o f the conventional wisdom o f the day was
expressed in the simple formula put down by Sir Thomas Elyot as early as 1534 that cold
and heat determine the color of men, “as englyshe men be white, Moriens be black.” Few
people doubted that Africa was unbearably hot and, therefore, the people who lived there
were likely to be physically different. Through the sixteenth century and beyond the
simple logic o f the philosophical and “scientific” insights handed down by the likes of
Aristotle, Herodotus, Galen and others remained supremely influential. The Greek
formula informed the Latin author Vitruvius who explained that where the sun “comes
“ Devisse and Mollat, Image o f the Black in Western Art, vol. 2, pt. 2, 59-71. For an analysis o f
the more positive treatment o f blacks see the discussion and images o f blacks in the German-speaking
world in the first chapter in the aforementioned volume, pp. 7-58.
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near and the earth scorches, he bums out and removes the moisture.” In the thirteenth
century, Albert the Great continued in this vein, noting that the heat in Africa caused the
body to emanate “a fine moisture,” and burning “the earthly mass which remains, and
generates blackness.. . . And because their bodies are surrounded by very hot air, it is
necessary that they be porous and dry, since the moisture evaporates continually from
them.” Not surprisingly, then, sixteenth century authors commonly repeated this
formulation in the simplest of terms: “In hot Countryes blacke men and browne bee
bome, as among the Moores.”27
Richard Eden’s English 1555 translation and publication o f a variety of
geographical works, including Peter Martyr, Sebastian Munster, and Sebastian Cabot,
was laced with commentaries on the blackness o f Africans. Occasionally, the description
was less than flattering, as when Sebastian Munster described the inhabitants o f Zanzibar
as “idolaters” who were “all blacke, and goe naked, onely covering theyr pryvie partes.
The heare o f theyr heades, is merveylouslye corlde. They have great nosethrilles flyrtting
upwarde and wyde, with great eares and cruell eyes. Theyr women are deformed by
reason of theyr greate eyes, greate mouthes, and greate nosethrilles.” This digression on
ugliness, however, stood apart from Eden’s overall presentation which generally confined
itself to castigating Africans and others for idolatry or cannibalism. Quite often Eden

27Elyot, The CasteI o f Hellh (London, 1541), E2; Batman uppon Bartholome (London, 1582), 26;
Vitruvius, On Architecture, Frank Granger, ed. and trans. (London, 1931), 6.1.3; Albert the Great (Albertus
Magnus), The Nature o f Places (De Natura Locorum), Jean Paul Tilman, ed. and trans., in An Appraisal o f
the Geographical Works o f Albertus Magnus and His Contributions to Geographical Thought, Michigan
Geographical Publication 4 (1971), 22-145. Vitruvius and Albert the Great cited in Floyd-Wilson, “A
Digression Concerning Blackness,” 4-5.
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included references to the blackness o f the Africans in the tradition o f climatic theory.
Thus, the collection includes the first two English voyages to Guinea which contain little
information about the inhabitants except that they were “pure Gentyles and Idolatours”
or that the “Negors [were] a people o f beastly lyvynge, without a god, lawe, religion, or
common welth, and so scorched and vexed with the heate o f the soone, that in many
places they curse it when it ryseth.”28
At no time, however, did early modem writers ever suggest that blackness, or
people with black skin, could only be found in Africa. According to the loosely
constructed rules o f climate theory, blackness occurred wherever it was excessively hot
and that zone, as far as anyone knew, girdled the globe. Thus, Johann Boemus reiterated
what Mandeville and others had already reported about the inhabitants o f India: “Thei are
all by nature blacke o f hewe: even so died in their mothers wombe acordyng to the
dispocision of the fathers nature, whose siede is blacke: as likewise in the Aethiopians.”29
Richard Eden’s collection also contained references to the presence o f black-skinned
people in South America who were “excedynge fierce and cruell.” Conventional
wisdom, however, suggested that these people could not have been native to the area and
Eden explained that most authorities believed “that in tyme paste certeyne blacke mores

28Eden, The first Three English Books, 23, 374, 384.
29Johann Boemus, Thefardle offacions (London, 1555), L I. Boemus’ work first appeared several
decades earlier as Omnium gentium mores, leges, & ritus ex multis clarissimis rerum scriptoribus and was
published several times in English. The most complete edition to appear was The Manners, Lawes, and
Customes o f all Nations (London, 1611). In spite o f its appearance after many o f the “discoveries” o f the
sixteenth century, this work was in many ways medieval in character. See Margaret T. Hodgen, Early
Anthropology in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Philadelphia: University o f Pennsylvania Press,
1964), esp. ch. 4: “The Fardle o f Facions: or the Cabinet of Curios.”
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sayled thether out o f Aethiopia to robbe: and that by shippewracke or sume other
chaunce, they were dryven to those mountaynes.” More problematic, however, than the
blackness of Indians was the difficulty explaining color differentiation to the north and
south of the fabled Torrid Zone. If climate truly determined outward physical
appearance, those who moved to more temperate climates from the areas most directly
under the sun should, theoretically, change color over time. Juan Huarte even pondered if
twelve male and twelve female Ethiopians were brought to Spain how long would it take
them and their posterity to become whiter. His answer: “To me it seemeth a long space
o f yeares would be requisit. For though 200 yeares have passed over our heades, sithens
the first Aegyptians came out o f Aegypt into Spain, yet their posterity have not forlome
that their delicacie o f wit and promptnesse, not yet that rosted colour which auncestors
brought with them from Aegypt.” The only explanation Huarte could provide for this
challenge to the strict tenets o f climate theory was that “such is the force of mans seed
when it receiveth thereinto any well rooted quality.” Ultimately, Huarte simply
concluded that “to be ignorant or wise, is as well an accident in man, as to be black or
white.”30
According to the wisdom o f the day, Africa was a divers continent, filled with
men and women o f divergent hues, sizes, and shapes. Johann Boemus reported in 1555
that in Ethiopia there were “dyvers peoples of sondry phisonomy and shape, monstrous
and o f hugly shewe.” But while some may have been “monstrous,” Boemus also

J0Eden, The First Three English Books, 126; Huarte, Examination o f Mens Wits, 199.
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recognized the existence o f a hierarchy and characterized the king o f Ethiopia as an
exceedingly powerful individual who descended from the family o f King David and was
“not as the most o f the Ethiopians are, blacke, but white.” The “whiteness” o f the elite in
Africa conformed with the notion that the outward physical appearance of an individual
was a reliable indicator o f inward qualities.31 Thus, Benjamin C odes could report that
“black colour, very soft, doth declare a weake, fearefull, & craftie man” which quality
C odes suggested could be “applyed to the blacke Moore.” European writers did not have
to prove this and other like generalizations; the authority o f the ancients buttressed the
idea that “the maners o f the soule, follow the temperature o f the body, in which it keepes
residence, and by reason o f the heat, the coldnesse, the moisture, and the drouth, o f the
territorie where men inhabit. . . some men are blockish, and some wise: some o f woorth,
and some base: some cruel, and some merciful.” Aristotle taught sixteenth-century
writers that hot and dry climates “makes them curle-pated, crooke-legged, and flat nosed
as are the yEthiopians.” Juan Huarte’s assessment o f Galen and Aristotle encouraged the
notion that “men very hot and dry, are never faire, save by a miracle, but rather hardfavored, and ill-shaped” and in this sense essentially disfigured.32
More than anything, the diversity o f skin color within Africa posed problems for

3'The idea that there could be pockets of ‘whiteness’ which signified greater beauty or elite status
amid a sea of dark skin would continue to appear even in the 1620s when Samuel Purchas recorded out o f
John Leo that in Egypt “the Countrey people are o f a swart and browne colour: but the Citizens are white.”
Similarly, the equation o f blackness and beauty was generally considered to be exceptional, as in the case
o f “Abu Baer, simamed Pargama, the Kings Brother, who is blacke in colour, but most beautifull in mind
and conditions.” See Purchase, HP, 6:2, 5:523.
32Cocles, The Contemplation o f Mankind, 13-14, 221; Huarte, Examination o f Mens Wits, 21-2,
34-5, 281.
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simple formulations o f the causes and meanings o f skin color. The author o f Batman
uppon Bartholome wondered openly about the inhabitants o f the Cape o f Good Hope at
the southern tip o f Africa who were supposedly “very blacke” even though the climate
was somewhat temperate compared to other places. Consequently, “if we will attribute
this blacknes to the burning o f the Sunne, we are to consider how the Spaniards, and the
Italians, and other Nations in the South parte, have theyr bodies so white, forasmuch as
they are, as forre from the Equinoctial! lyne, as they are the sayd inhabitaunts o f the
Promentory o f good hope.” The relationship between heat and skin color only became
more complicated when it was added that “they which live under Prester John, are
brownish, but they which inhabit Zeylan and Malabar are very blacke, under the selfe
same distance from the Aequator, and under the Paralell o f heaven.” Once the skin color
o f the inhabitants o f South America was considered, the issue became that much more
confused, for “a man maye more mervayle at this, that in all America, there are found no
blacke men, saving a fewe in a place they call Quareca. What then is the efficient cause
of this colour?” As far as this author could tell, it had something to do with “the drinesse
o f heaven, or o f the earth, or perchaunce a certaine unknowen propertie o f the soyle, or a
certayne reason hidden properlie in Nature unknowen unto man, or altogether
unperceived. But these things I leave to be considered o f the searchers out o f the nature
o f things.”33
Much o f this echoed Richard Eden’s inclusion o f long passages about the variety

33Batman uppon Bartholome, 251.
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of colors and the causes o f outward physical differences. Importantly, much o f this was
cast within the framework o f the writings o f Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes
(1526), which established the premise that there existed an infinite variety o f plants,
animals and “men likewyse which in sum countreys are blacke, are in other places whyte:
and yet are both these and they men.” But as an extended passage from the writings of
Francisco Lopez de Gomara suggested, this variety was easier to describe than explain.
Not only were some men white and others black, there were an infinite variety o f shades
which included “dyvers sortes o f whytenesse: yelowe after dyvers maners o f yelowe: and
blacke after dyvers sortes o f blackenesse,” as well as various shades o f “browne and
redde,” “asshe colour, and murrey,” and “tawnye,” “purple” and more. All o f “which
colour is to them natural and not by theyr goynge naked as many have thought: albeit
theyr nakednesse have sumwhat helped therunto.” One typical passage exemplified the
mystery of skin color as most sixteenth-century intellectuals understood it:
No lesse marvayle is it to consyder that men are whyte in Sivile and
blacke at the cape o f Bunana Speranza, and o f chestnutte colour at the
ryver o f Plata, beinge all in equall degrees frome the Equinoctiall line.
Lykewyse that the men of Affryke and Asia that lyve under the bumte line
(cauled Zona Torrida) are blacke: and not they that lyve beneathe or on
this syde o f the same line as in Mexico, Yucatan, Quauhtema, Lian,
Nicaragua, Panama, Santo Domingo, Paria, Cape saynt Augustine, Lima,
Quito, and other landes of Pern which touch the same Equinoctiall.. . . By
reason whereof it may seeme that suche varietie o f colours proceadeth o f
man, and not o f the earth: which may well bee all borne of Adam and Eve,
and know not the cause why god hath so ordeyned it, otherwyse then to
consyder that his divine majestie hath doone this as infinite other to
declare his omnipotencie and wisedome in such diversities o f colours as
appere not only in the nature of man, but the lyke also in beastes, byrdes,
and floures, where dyvers and contrary colours are seene in one lyttle
fether, or the leaves growynge owt o f one lyttle stalke.. . . All which
thynges may give further occasion to phylosophers to search the secreates
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of nature and complexions o f men with the novelties o f the newe worlde.34
By the last half o f the sixteenth century simple assertions concerning skin color
had become highly problematic. Even in very specific regions there could be a diversity
o f skin colors. Jean Bodin reported that the “southerners who dwell by the River Niger
are small, weak, and ashen colored; those to the north, on the other hand, are larger and
stronger and very black.” The people “on this side o f mount Atlans are farre lesse
ingenious than the Numidians, and other nations which are on the other side o f mount
Atlas: for the one are very white, and the other exceeding blacke.” In Ethiopia the
inhabitants were “small, curly-haired, black, flat-nosed, blubber-lipped, and bald, with
white teeth and black eyes.” Bodin, like Eden before him, could only conclude by these
differences that within the middle zone there was an infinite diversity o f men. Even when
one looked at “climates that be alike and o f the same elevation [there were] foure notable
differences o f people in colour. . . for that the West Indians are general lie o f a duskish
colour like unto a roasted quinze,. . . and in Sivill o f Spaine the men are white, at Cape
Bonne Esperance black, at the river o f Plate o f a chestnut colour, all being in like latitude,
and like climates.” But although Bodin recognized the overwhelming divergence of
physical appearances he could not ultimately readily identify something other than
climatic factors as the cause o f skin color. According to his understanding o f recent
explorations, “it has actually been found . . . that the region of the equator is very
healthful, while the areas beneath the tropics bum with an incredible heat, and the reason

3‘‘Eden, The First Three English Books, 235, 338.
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is, o f course, manifest. For the sun rises higher at the equator and, on account o f the size
o f the circle, is carried much more swiftly than on the tropics.. . . Other features are a
heavy rainfall, lofty mountains, and thick woods.”35
Climatic explanations for the outward physical appearance o f sub-Saharan
Africans continued to circulate throughout the first half of the seventeenth century,
although the emergence of a greater and more accurate appreciation for the diversity o f
human populations throughout the world seriously undermined the simple formulations
o f the previous generations. Three works from the 1620s highlight this point. The
publication o f Peter Heylyn’s Microcosmus, or A Little Description o f the Great World
typified the tendency to denigrate the nature o f African peoples, but Heylyn was also
aware of the variety o f skin colors within Africa and other parts o f the world within
similar climatic zones. Heylyn reported that in Barbarie “the men are o f a Duskish
colour” while in Egypt, “though this countrie lie in the same climate with Barbarie” the
inhabitants “are not blacke, but tawnie and browne.” In “Terra Nigritarum” the people
were reportedly “o f a black color” even though this could range from “cole black” to
“tawnie” to “olive tawny.”36 Even more, those who lived in America, even though “a

“ Jean Bodin, Methodfor the Easy Comprehension o f History, Beatrice Reynolds, trans. (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1945), 87, 140, 143; Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 562-3, 568.
“ Heylyn, Microcosmus, 371, 379, 381, 387. In spite o f this confusion, Heylyn includes a rhyme
that reinforced many o f the stereotypes concerning the so-called “Land o f the Negros” :
The land o f the Negros is not far from thence,
Neerer extended to the Atlanticke maine
Wherein the black Prince keepes his residence.
Attended by his Jetty coloured traine
Who in their native beauty delight,
And in contempt do paint the Divell white.
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great part o f this Country lieth in the same paralell with Ethiopia, Lybia, and Numidia,”
were considered by some to be “o f a reasonably faire complexion, and very little (if at all)
inclining to blackness.” What, then, to make of this if “the extraordinary and continuall
vicinity of the Sunne” is the operative cause o f blacknesse? According to Heylyn,
although the Sun might “further such a colour, as we see in our country lasses, whose
faces alwaies are exposed to winde and weather,” there must be other forces at work.
Some had suggested “the generative seed o f the Africans to be blacke; but of the
Americans to bee white,” but Heylyn clearly considered that to be a “foolish
supposition.” Ultimately, the issue was so complex that Heylyn could only conclude that
“wee must ascribe it to Gods peculiar will and ordinance.”37
Nathanael Carpenter’s Geography Delineated (1625) similarly evoked the logic o f
climate theory while it struggled with the inconsistencies o f this ancient paradigm in the
midst o f recent global encounters. Carpenter noted that the apparent irregularity that the
regions lying about the equator were actually more temperate than the regions under the
Tropics which “shall be further confirmed hereafter by the complection o f the native

37Heylyn, Microcosmus, 403. Winthrop Jordan, White over Black, notes that the two later editions
o f Heylyn’s work altered this discussion o f blackness. The 1627 edition included the Curse of Ham as a
possible cause o f blackness, but eliminated it as a “foolish tale.” In 1666 yet another edition o f Heylyn was
published in which the author repeated his denial o f the Curse of Ham, but conceded that it was possible
the Curse for some unfathomable reason “hath an influence on it” (19). Jordan, Peter Fryer and, more
recently, Mary Floyd-Wilson suggest that Heylyn was giving a tepid endorsement with the publication o f
his third edition, but the mere mention o f the Curse hardly warrants this conclusion. Ultimately, there is
not much difference between the statement that blackness might be a result o f “God’s peculiar will and
ordinance” in 1621 and the concession that “possibly enough the Curse o f God on Cham and on his
posterity (though for some cause unknown to us) hath an influence on it.” Certainly, there is hardly
enough here to claim that this transition signified the moment when “blackness is reinvented as a sign of
inferiority, implicitly justifying a growing slave economy.” See Fryer, Staying Power, 142-3, and Mary
Floyd-Wilson, “A Digression Concerning Blackness,” 8.
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Inhabitants, which we shall finde to be Choller-adust, the true symptome o f an extemall
heat.” On the other hand, at the equator itself the inhabitants were not “so blacke and
swartie as elsewhere. For toward the Tropicke [of Cancer], is the land o f Blackmores, or
Nigritarum Regio, where the people are all coleblack.” Under the other Tropic, however,
“other causes interpose themselves, which hinder the excesse o f heat, which is taken to be
the chief cause of this blacknes.” Much like Heylyn, Carpenter mentioned the opinion o f
Herodotus that blackness might result from the color o f a m an’s seed, or from the Curse
o f Ham, but dismissed both o f these as highly unlikely. Were either of these true, “it
would of necessitie follow (saith Bodin) that ^Ethiopians in Scythia should alwaies be
bome blacke, and Scythians in Ethiopia should be always white.” Contrary to the
opinion of Juan Huarte, however, Carpenter claimed “experience teacheth us, that men
transplanted into another Soyle, will in manner o f trees and Plants by little degenerate &
change their first disposition. As if a Blackmore marry and beget children here with us in
England, experience will plainely declare the children to be more inclining to whitenesse
than the fathers and the grand children more than them.” Ultimately, then, Carpenter
ascribed blackness to nothing more than the extemall heat o f the climate.38

“ Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 2:48-9, 230. Carpenter’s views echoed the earlier opinion o f
Jerome Turler, The Traveller (1575), that “like as hearhes & fruites planted in one ground, if they be
remooved into another or that is o f some other qualitie, by reason o f the nature of the soile, influence o f the
heavens, and goodnesse of the aire, and he diverse maner o f nourishment: so hapneth also ye like in men
according to ye condition of nourishment, and the aire that compasseth them changing them into another
constitution and temperature o f the body, & enclining them to ensue other maners and studies. By this
means a Dane is transformed into a Spaniard, or a Germane into a frenchman or Italian.. . . Wherefore, we
must diligently take heede that we imitate the vertues and not ye vices o f other” (101-2). Whether or not
European could become an African, or vice versa, does not seem to have been considered in this context.
This view contrasted dramatically with the more widely cited opinions o f Jean Bodin and Juan Huarte, who
argued that men were not like plants which quickly lose their identity by adapting to a new soil; “men do
not change the innate characteristics o f their own nature easily, but after a long period o f time.” The
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Francis Bacon also attempted to resolve the complex issue o f the causes o f skin
color with the posthumous publication of Sylva Sylvarum in 1627. In the face o f all
contravening evidence, Bacon asserted the traditional formulation that “the Heat of the
Sunne maketh Men Blacke in some Countries, as in yEthiopia, and Ginny." Unlike fire,
which emanated an intense heat, the Sun was a gentle heat which “doth but draw the
Bloud to the Outward Parts', And rather Concoteth it, than Soaketh it: And therefore wee
see that all /.Ethiopians are Fleshy, and Plumpe, and have great Lips; All which betoken
Moisture retained, and not drawne out.” Thus, according to Bacon, “Negroes are bred in
Countries that have Plenty o f Water, by Rivers, or otherwise,” as in the Congo or in the
vicinity of the Niger River. In other places, such as “the Abyssenes, and Barbary, and
Peru, where they are Tawney, and Olivaster, and Pale,” the climates were more “Sandy
and Dry.” In some ways, Bacon’s explication for blackness conformed to climatic theory
in his assertion that blackness was a direct result o f the relationship between heat and
moisture. Unlike earlier sources, however, Bacon’s work departed from the past with his
assertions that blacks were moist rather than dry. Typically, fleshiness and moisture had
been qualities primarily associated with white skin and the inhabitants o f the colder
northern climates. In fact, Bacon even asserted that since Ethiopians were “Plumpe, and
Fleshy; So (it may bee) they are Sanguine, and ruddy Coloured, if their blacke Skinne
would suffer it to be seene.” Remarkably, Bacon seemingly suggested that black-skinned
people were not actually black, rather their blackness was an effect o f their blood coming
simple tenets o f climate theory supported Carpenter’s conclusions, but Huarte’s experience in the
cosmopolitan and multi-cultural Iberain world plainly demonstrated the persistence of physical
characteristics. See Huarte above and Bodin, Method, 144.
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to the surface and darkening their “naturally” ruddy complexion. In taking this step, as
Mary Floyd-Wilson has argued, Bacon presented the argument that blackness was an
aberration, a complication which hindered scientific observation. Others, o f course, had
suggested that there existed a relationship between blackness and physical deformity or
even ugliness, but Bacon extracted these subjective assertions and recast them in both
climatic terms and the increasingly prevalent faith in “scientific” observation.39
Heylyn, Carpenter and Bacon composed their ideas about blackness within a
prevailing system o f beliefs that found it difficult to ignore climatic influences. Although
the physical evidence that appeared during the course o f the preceding two centuries
confounded the easy assertions o f the ancients, no other single explanation carried as
much explanatory power as the influence o f the Sun in the relationship between heat,
cold, dryness and moisture. Increasingly, though, traditional formulations were being
laced with an ever expanding body o f implications concerning the meaning and
subsidiary causes o f skin color. Even as climatic conclusions concerning skin color were
becoming muddled by reports of the great diversity o f human appearance throughout the
world, English authors increasingly singled out the combination o f Africa and blackness
as particularly unpleasant signifiers. As discussed in the previous chapter, northern
Europeans in general and Englishmen in particular had traditionally been subjected to
gross stereotypes about their nature as a result o f the colder climate. Classical authorities
emphasized that whereas Southerners were wise by virtue of their hot climate,
3‘’Francis Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum: or a Naturall History in Ten Centuries (London, 1627), 105-6;
Mary Floyd-Wilson, “A Digression Concerning Blackness,” 10-11; Floyd-Wilson, ‘“ Clime, Complexion,
and Degree’,” 105.
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Northerners were blockish, slow or dim-witted. Northerners, Scythians in particular,
were also often thought of as barbaric, rude, and lacking many o f the refinements o f
civilization. And, historically, unlike the great civilizations o f the Mediterranean world,
the North seemed to be governed by predatory bands of loosely organized, nomadic
peoples living in militarized kinship structures.40 By the middle o f the sixteenth century
Englishmen had begun to reclaim their reputation by stripping climatic assumptions
about northerners o f their negative connotations and, in the process, began projecting
many of those limitations upon those who occupied the opposite end o f the spectrum:
Southerners.
Unlike the later medieval authors, early modem Englishmen, through their own
writings and the works they chose to translate into English, began to devalue blackness
through the use o f climatic reasoning. Peter Lowe, for one, reported that “the people
toward the South are melancholick, cruel, vindictive, always timide, they are subject to be
mad & furious.” In Ethiopia, Lowe claimed, “they be leane, pale coloured, black eyed,
and are hot, by the natural aire.” Peter Heylyn claimed that the inhabitants o f Numidia
were “base & vile people, theevs, murderers, and ignorant of all things.” In “Terra
Nigratarum” the inhabitants “doe almost want the use o f reason, most alienate from
dexterity of wit, and all arts and sciences, prone to luxury, and are for the greater part
Idolaters.” In northern Ethiopia “the people are much inclined to barbarisme, destitute of
all learning,” while in southern Ethiopia many o f the “nations are Anthropophagi, and
40This stereotype could even be highly localized, as in the case of English attitudes toward the
Scots. See Arthur H. Williamson, “Scots, Indians and Empire: The Scottish Politics o f Civilization, 15191609,” P&P 150 (February 1996): 46-83.
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have shambles o f mans flesh as usually as we o f ordinary meats. The people doe always
kill their children so soone as they be borne, lest they should be a hinderance to they in
their vagabond wandrings.”4'
A century earlier similar descriptions o f acts o f cruelty and absence o f wit or
reason would more than likely have been directed at those people who inhabited the
colder regions o f the North. Some o f these slights could still be found in sixteenthcentury depictions o f Russians or Tartarians, whom Johann Boemus described as “most
deformed in body, they bee for the most part little men, having great eyes standing farre
out o f their heads, and so much covered with eye lides, as the sight or opening o f the eye
is marvelous little.” Russians were described as mostly “bond-men and servile, and that
willingly, for many o f them . . . set to sale themselves, their wives and children, other, for
because they may thereby live more idlely, or enjoy greater pleasure.”42 But in some
ways, Northerners had a better reason for their deficiencies as set down according to
climatic theory. As Jean Bodin was explaining by the latter decades o f the sixteenth
century, there was a difference between the cruelty o f the people o f the North and the
people o f the South, “for that the first are transported with a brutish violence, like beasts
without reason: and the other (like unto foxes) imploy all their wits to glut themselves
with revenge.” Traditionally, Northerners were thought to be barbaric and cruel as a
direct result o f their climate and little else was expected o f them. Ancient histories taught

■"Peter Lowe, The Whole Course o f Chirurgerie. . . (whereunto is annexed the presages o f Divine
Hippocrates) (London, 1597), C1-C2; Heylyn, Microcosmus, 378-9, 381, 386.
42 Boemus, The Manners, Lawes, and Customes o f all Nations, 119, 219.
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that “the people of the North are not malitious nor craftie, as the nations o f the South be.”
Southerners, on the other hand, were “made and appointed for the search o f hidden
sciences, that they may instruct other nations.” But that very same heat made Southerners
“cruell and revengefull, by reason o f melancholie, which doth inflame the passions o f the
soule with an exceeding violence, the which is not easily suppressed.43
By the sixteenth century many writers began to add a new charge against those
who resided in hot climates: they were excessively libidinous. Traditional climate theory
did not really include any judgmental statements about the sexuality o f people in either
the far north or south, but classical authors did utilize environmental explanations to
explain the physical differences between Ethiopians and Scythians. Greek and Roman
artists also employed African characters in their works. Aristotle’s Politics included no
discussion, but Hippocrates suggested that coldness limited fertility with his conclusion
that the Scythians “have no great desire for intercourse because o f the moistness o f their
constitution and the softness and chill o f their abdomen, which are the greatest checks on
venery.” Pseudo-Aristotle provided the commonplace that melancholy men were
“swarthie, browne of complexion” and “incontinent unlesse he bridle his affection.”
According to Jean Bodin, Ptolemy claimed that Africa was “under Scorpio and Venus,
adding moreover that all Affrike did worship Venus” Nonetheless, blackness was not
portrayed in art and literature as a debilitating stain and even when it was derided it was
rarely layered with accusations o f venery or lustfulness. By the Middle Ages, the

43Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 554-6.
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assumption was so uncommon that neither Mandeville nor the author of the Book o f the
Knowledge mentioned anything about the sexuality of Africans.44
Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writers, however, were more inclined to
accuse Africans of possessing an excessively sexual nature.45 For some writers the issue
warranted little more comment than the perfunctory statement that “lust is caused, of
hotenesse and moystness.” Batman uppon Bartholome provided only slightly more
information with the assertion that “ [i]f the body be hot, then is . . . a man of great
fecundity, a quicke goer, hardye, wrathfull, lovelye, lecherous and desiring much.” As
late as 1555, Richard Eden’s diverse collection o f writings, mostly out of the Iberian
experience, completely ignored the issue. Only with the highly influential writings o f
Jean Bodin did the more negative connotations really surface and take hold of the
European conception o f Africans. As the Frenchman phrased it, “the southerners are

■
“ Hippocrates, “Airs, Waters, Places,” 125; Pseudo-Aristotle, Problems, 56; Bodin, The Six
Bookes o f a Commonweale, 557. On the Classical view o f Africans see Frank M. Snowden, Jr., Blacks in
Antiquity: Ethiopians in the Greco-Roman Experience (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), and
Before Color Prejudice: The Ancient View o f Blacks (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983). See
also Ladislas Bugner, general ed., The Image o f the Black in Western Art, vol. 1: Jean Vercoutter, Jean
Leclant, Frank M. Snowden, Jr., and Jehan Desanges, From the Pharaohs to the Fall o f the Roman Empire
(Lausanne, Switzerland: Office du Livre, 1976).
45Winthrop Jordan, White over Black, has suggested that the “ [d]epiction o f the Negro as a lustful
creature was not radically new” when Englishmen first met Africans face-to-face (34). On the contrary,
the association between lasciviousness and the physical encounter with Africans seems to have been
concurrent with historical events. Jordan’s only evidence for a more ancient association and historical
continuity comes from Jean Bodin’s invocation o f Ptolemy. I would argue that Mary Floyd-Wilson is
much closer to the mark with her assertion that before 1550 there “seems to be little precedence for
associating natural lasciviousness with hot climates.” Floyd-Wilson, however, would single out the
appearance in 1600 of the English translation of Leo Africanus’s text, with its references to lustful Moors
and Africans, as the watershed. This argument is based on the earlier arguments o f Winthrop Jordan,
Alden Vaughan, and Elliot Tokson (and their surveys o f the travel literature), as well as her own readings
o f Richard Eden and Richard Hakluyt. See Floyd-Wilson, “’Clime, Complexion, and Degree’: Racialism
in Early Modem England,” 48, 69 n. 27.
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especially given to camal pleasures and lust.” Bodin did not really agree with the
Hippocratic assertion o f that Scythians were “not fitted for love, on account o f the
excessive coldness and dampness o f their bellies” since the Goths, Scythians and
Germans had established great civilizations in the north and “also they have sent colonies
into all Europe.. .. Moreover, since the Scythians are warm and wet, whence fecundity
is generated, there is no doubt that o f all peoples they are the most fecund.” Bodin did
not have an explanation for why Hippocrates thought the Scythians were internally cold,
but he certainly believed that all evidence was on his side since “[n]ature itself
demonstrates that is false.”46
Unlike earlier authors, Bodin explicitly separated lust and fecundity into negative
and positive categories. In this sense, human sexuality in the North took on a more
natural and beneficent implication, whereas human sexuality in the South was
demonized. Northerners were “more chaste and abstinent, and those of the South more
given to lust.” Thus, although Southerners have “more wisdom and reasoning power,”
Bodin suggested that they were also more likely to sin for the sake o f pure camal
pleasure. And because “self-control was difficult, particularly when plunging into lust,
they gave themselves over to horrible excesses. Promiscuous coition o f men and animals
took place, wherefore regions o f Africa produce for us so many monsters. Hence is
derived that unbelievable jealousy o f the southerners . . . from which the Germans are
entirely free.” The existence o f “great troupes o f wives and concubines” also suggested,

■“Codes, The Contemplation o f Mankinde, 12; Batman uppon Bartholome, 25; Bodin, Method,
103.
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like the other accusations being slung in the direction o f the Muslim world, that the South
was a depraved world where the people “are infected with great diseases o f the bodie, and
notorious vices o f the minde.”47
After Bodin it became increasingly common to characterize Africans as
abnormally lascivious. Peter Lowe noted in 1597 that Ethiopians were “subject to Venus
gaimes, because o f the melancholicke spumous humor, which is cause, that the Kings o f
that countrie have had all times a great number of wives & Concubines, so that some
have had three hundreth, foure hundreth, some a Thousand, as reporteth Bodin in his
commonweatlh.” In contrast, as Bodin proclaimed, Lowe also noted that the people o f
the North were “more beautyfull, than those o f the South, lesse given to the lust o f the
flesh, & lesse subject to jelosie.” Nathanael Carpenter also reiterated Bodin’s views that
“no men are more moved by this itching appetite o f camall Copulation, then Melancholy
m en.. . . [Sjensuall concupiscence raigne more in the Southerne men.” Thus, after only a
few decades, Francis Bacon could depict a “holy hermit” in his New Atlantis (c. 1624)
who “desired to see the Spirit o f Fornication; and there appeared to him a little foul ugly
yEthiop.” By the early decades o f the Stuart era it was taken as a matter o f course that
lechery ruled the African.48
The gradual emergence in the last half o f the sixteenth century o f a stereotype o f
abnormal sexual practices, or lasciviousness, in hot climates such as Africa also appeared

47Bodin, Six Bookes o f a Commonweale, 557; Bodin, Method, 105. See Chapter Two for a
discussion of emerging stereotypes concerning the abnormal sexuality o f the Muslim world.
4SLowe, The Whole Course o f Chirurgerie, C2-C3; Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 2:228;
Francis Bacon, New Atlantis, cited in Jordan, White over Black, 34.
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in the three main sources o f travel accounts o f the period: Richard Eden’s First Three
English Books (1555), Richard Hakluyt’s Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques &
Discoveries (final ed. 1599-1600), and Samuel Purchas’ Hakluytus Posthumus (final ed.
1625). The treatment o f Africa and Africans in these works will be addressed more fully
in the next chapter, but an indication o f the absence or inclusion of lustfulness or
bestiality among Africans is revealing. Eden’s work made no mention whatsoever o f any
sexual degeneracy in Africa. As discussed above, Eden’s work does not necessarily
speak highly o f Africans or black-skinned peoples, but he generally confined himself to
accusations o f idolatry, nakedness, or cannibalism. Hakluyt’s work, though containing
much more descriptive accounts o f the inhabitants o f Africa also generally ignored
lustfulness. There were some implications o f impropriety associated with attempts to
make Englishmen “turn Turk” and insinuations that some Africans were particularly
unattractive, such as the “Moores and Cafres o f Ethiopia” who were “disfigured in their
lips & noses.” Skin color and its diversity was also mentioned frequently, particularly in
Hakluyt’s discussion o f the natives o f America. Hakluyt’s collection does, however,
include George Best’s “Discourse,” which attributed the blackness o f Africans to Cham’s
violation o f his father’s desire that his sons “should use continencie, and abstaine from
camall copulation” during the Flood.49
Not until the appearance o f Samuel Purchas’ continuation o f Hakluyt’s project
during the second and third decades o f the seventeenth century did the accusations o f

49Hakluyt, PN, 5:304-5 (on turning Turk); 6:384-5 (on the disfigurement o f some Africans);
7:263-4 (on Best); 8:307, 425, 429,432, 452, 456 (on the skin color of Americans).
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lustfulness, which began to appear in the more abstract treatments by Europe’s resident
intellectuals in the 1570s, truly take hold o f the English imagination. Unlike earlier
works, Purchas’ Hakluytus Posthumus overflowed with negative stereotypes and
references to the deviant sexual practices of the African world. Among the works
included in this collection were extensive excerpts from John Leo’s famous description o f
Africa, which included much more specific depictions o f the natives. John Leo hardly
possessed a favorable impression o f those people who lived in the “Land o f the Negros,”
whose inhabitants he claimed were “more prone to Venery” than any nation on earth.
Likewise, Leo characterized sub-Saharan Africans as “subject unto Jealousie,” and
“addicted unto Treason, Trecherie, Murther, Theft and Robberie.” Purchas also included
several accounts o f Africans which lingered on the subject o f the “great privie member”
or “their membrous Monstrosity.” These tales were compounded by the extravagent
stories o f Englishmen forced to turn Turk and “the Sodomiticall lusts to Boyes”
seemingly everpresent in North Africa and the Mediterranean. Overall, in addition to a
catalogue o f other gross insults, Purchas encouraged the recently triumphant stereotype
that Africans were “very lecherous, and much addicted to uncleannesse; especially with
yong women, whereby they are much subject to the Poxe, and other uncleane diseases,
that are gotten thereby.”50
For modem historians, the single most popular tale to emerge in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries was the so-called Curse of Ham. In the historiography o f American

“’Purchas, HP, 5:353, 356, 359 (Leo); 6:263, 265; 9:281, 295, 300.
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slavery, the Curse o f Ham often has been at the root o f historical explanations for the
origins o f slavery and / or the origins o f racism. The idea o f the curse is based on Genesis
9: 21-7, a passage which relates how during the Flood Noah’s son Ham observed his
drunk father lying naked and, rather than demonstrating discretion, told his brothers.
Shem and Japhet returned to their father’s sleeping quarters and, walking backward so
they would not see their father’s nakedness, covered him with a blanket. When Noah
awoke and found out what his son had done he exclaimed: “Cursed be Canaan, the
lowliest slave shall he be to his brothers. And he said, Blessed be the Lord, the God o f
Shem, unto them shall Canaan be slave. May God enlarge Japheth, may he dwell in the
tents o f Shem, unto them shall Canaan be slave.”SI
While the modem Biblical passage clearly states nothing about blackness,
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century authors occasionally mentioned the Curse as a
possible explanation for the blackness o f sub-Saharan Africans. The first significant
English popularizer o f this myth was George Best, who traveled with Martin Frobisher in
search of the Northwest Passage in 1577 and a year later published a discourse on the
habitability o f all parts o f the world. This discourse was later reprinted by Richard
Hakluyt and survives as an oft-cited and notorious endorsement of the idea that

s,There is no indication why N oah’s curse fell on Canaan rather than Ham, although the story
served to justify the enslavement o f the Canaanites in relation to the descendants o f Shem, the Israelites.
Similarly, Biblical scholar’s remain unsure o f what exactly Ham did to Noah. Throughout the centuries
there have been various references to castration or sodomy. Significantly, Hebrews stereotypically
associated the Canaanites with lasciviousness. But, as one recent authority has noted, Ham’s simple failure
to avert his eyes may have been thought o f as a terrible taboo and therefore worthy o f the curse. See
Robert Alter, Genesis: Translation an d Commentary (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1996), 40-1.
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blackness was God’s curse on the descendants o f Ham.52 Like many o f the writers
identified above, Best introduced the notion that many people believed the “middle Zone
to be extreame hot, because the people of Africa, especially the Ethiopians, are so cole
black, and their haire like woole curled short, which blacknesse and curled hair they
suppose to come onely by the parching heat o f the Sunne.” Best, however, disputed this
idea (like several others) because those peoples European explorers had encountered in
other places near the equator in America and the East Indies were neither necessarily
black nor had curled hair. Best also claimed that he had seen “an Ethiopian as black as

s- There has been some contention concerning the source o f Best’s Discourse. Peter Fryer has
noted that Gilbert G^ndbrard, a sixteenth-century Benedictine monk and archbishop o f Aix, has often been
attributed as the first to suggest that Chus was made black by the curse on his father Ham. Fryer, however,
claims that Gdnebrand simply copied this idea from a visionary named Guillaume Postel. Gilbert
Genebrand, Chronographia Libri Quatuor (Leyden, sumptibus loannis Pillehotte, 1609), 26-7; Guillaume
Postel, De Originibus (Basle, per Ioannem Oporinum, [1553], 96ff.; Guillaume Postel, Cosmographicae
disciplinae compendium (Basle, per Ioannem Oporinum, 1561), 37ff; cited in Fryer, Staying Power, 142-3.
Ivan Hannaford claimed, however, that Best popularized the Hamitic Curse came out o f Berossus, a
Chaldean whose work survived in fragments through the writings o f Flavius Josephus (A.D. 37 - ca. 95), a
Jewish general and historian, and Annius o f Viterbo (1432-1502). Annius proved to be a forger named
Juan Nanni, a Dominican whose work Commentaria super opera diversorum auctorum de antiquitatibus
was discredited by Petrus Crinitius in De honesta discipiina (1504). Nonetheless, the Berossus and Annius
continued to assert some influence a century later in the writings o f Raphael Holinshed, Richard Verstegan,
Samuel Purchas and others. See Hannaford, Race: The History o f an Idea in the West (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 89-92, 9405, 163-4, 170, 181, 183, and 410 n. 17.
By far the most pernicious assertion has been the link between Best’s Discourse and Jewish
theological writings. The claim that Judaism is the source o f anti-Black racism first appeared in the 1960s
with the publication o f Thomas F. Gosset, Race: The History o f an Idea in America (Dallas: Southern
Methodist University Press, 1963), who asserted that the idea o f the Curse resulting in blackness first
appeared when the oral traditions of Jews were collected in the Babylonian Talmud between the second
and sixth centuries A.D. (5). Others have reiterated and expanded upon this point of view, but only with
the publication o f Winthrop Jordan’s highly influential White over Black (1968) were origins o f the idea of
blackness as a curse and oversexed Africans placed firmly at the doorstep o f Talmudic and rabbinical
sources. The notion that anti-Black racism emerged from Jewish writings, particularly as presented by
Jordan, has been subjected to withering refutations in recent years which have focussed on much more
closely on source materials, historical context, and the problem o f translations. See, in particular,
Benjamin Braude, “The Sons o f Noah and the Construction o f Ethnic and Geographical Identities in the
Medieval and Early Modem Periods,” WMQ 54:1 (January 1997): 129-31, esp. 129-30 n.60; and David M.
Goldenberg, “The Curse o f Ham: A Case o f Rabbinic Racism?” in Jack Salzman & Cornel West, eds.,
Struggles in the Promised Land: Toward a History o f Black-Jewish Relations in the United Stales (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 21-51.
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cole brought into England, who taking a faire English woman to wife begat a sonne in all
respects as blacke as the father was, although England were his native countrey, and an
English woman his mother.” This led Best to conclude that the explanation for blackness
must be something other than climate, perhaps even “some natural infection o f that man,
which was so strong, that neither the nature o f the Clime, neither the good complexion o f
the mother concurring, could any thing alter.”53
Once Best concluded that blackness proceeded from some “blot o f infection”
which “polluted” the entire blood line, it remained for him to explain the issue in greater
detail. Best claimed, like most literate men o f the day, that Noah and his three sons were
the forefathers o f all mankind. These men, however, “being white, and their wives also,
by course o f nature should have begotten and brought foorth white children.” In a
variation of the standard Biblical account, Best reported that Noah “commaunded his
sonnes and wives, that they should with reverence and feare beholde the justice and
mighty power o f God, and that during the time o f the floud, while they remained in the
Arke, they should use continencie, and abstaine from camall copulation with their
wives.” Nonetheless, Noah’s “wicked sonne Cham disobeyed, and being perswaded that
the first childe borne after the flood (by right o f the Lawe of nature) should inherite and
possesse all the dominions of the earth, hee . . . used company with his wife.” As
punishment for this contempt of his father’s wishes, “God would a sonne should be borne
whose name was Chus, who not onely it selfe, but all his posterity after him should bee so

S3“George Best’s Discourse,” in Hakluyt, PN, 7:261-2. My italics.
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blacke and lothsome, that it might remaine a spectacle of disobedience to all the worlde.
And of this blacke and cursed Chus came all these blacke Moores which are in Africa.”54
In some ways. Best’s argument was much more clearly stated and forcefully
argued than contemporary accounts which attempted to rationalize climate theory with
the ever expanding body o f contradictory human evidence. Regardless, very few
Englishmen took the idea o f the Curse o f Ham seriously before the last decades o f the
seventeenth century.55 The anonymous author o f Mandeville’s Travels, who certainly
was not one to shy away from fanciful tales, reported that “Ham was the one who saw his
father’s privy parts naked as he lay asleep,. . . and so afterwards his father, when he knew
o f it, cursed him.” Mandeville made no mention, however, o f either perpetual bondage or
black skin. Indeed, he claimed that Ham was “the richest and mightiest o f the brothers.”
Similarly, most sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Englishmen concurred with Jean

S4“George Best’s Discourse,” in Hakluyt, PN, 7:263-4.
“ Secondary scholarship tends to rely heavily on Best’s “Discourse” at the expense o f the clearly
more influential and popular climatic assertions. Best’s “Discourse” was a remarkable aberration from the
general pattern when it was reprinted by Hakluyt in 1600, and even more so when it first appeared in 1S78.
Typical o f the present tendency to inflate Best is Ivan Hannaford, who boldly asserts that “Best’s
popularization o f the Hamitic heresy . . . was a huge success in England as well as in France and Germany”
{Race, 183). In a similar fashion, Alden T. Vaughan, “The Origins Debate: Slavery and Racism in
Seventeenth-Century Virginia,” in Roots o f American Racism: Essays on the Colonial Experience (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1995), has asserted without much evidence that Best’s “conclusion about
the Africans’ pigmentation was widely shared” (164). Betty Wood, The Origins o f American Slavery,
suggests that arguments which emphasized the Hamitic Curse as the cause o f blackness were “o f crucial
significance” (24). These conclusion are all guilty o f projecting later developments in racial theories
backward to an era when those very theories were ridiculed by most commentators. In recognition o f this,
Alden Vaughan has recast his views slightly and wisely noted that “Best’s specific interpretation seems not
to have been adopted, in print at least. In the first h alf o f the 17th century, English authors increasingly
ascribed the African’s blackness to the Curse o f Canaan but without Best’s unique scriptural reading.”
With this, Vaughan is much closer to the mark. See Alden T. Vaughan and Virginia Mason Vaughan,
“Before Othello: Elizabethan Representations o f Sub-Saharan Africans,” WMQ 54:1 (January 1997): 27 n.
25.
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Bodin’s contention that he could “hardly be persuaded that men are made black from the
curse of Chus, as a certain learned man reports.” Indeed, the vast majority o f Tudor texts
completely ignore the possibility. When Elizabethan authors discussed Ham at all, it was
typically in the context o f the search for genealogical origins and often amounted to no
more than the simple assertion that “Noes sonnes departed and divided the world after the
floud among them: Sem with his offspring had Asiam, and Japhet Europam, Cam
Affricam.”56
Few Stuart authors championed Best’s contention concerning the blackness of
Africans. Peter Heylyn was exceptional with his willingness even to include the
possibility in the three editions o f his Microcosmus published in 1621, 1627, 1666.
Nathanael Carpenter more willingly ascribed to the traditional tripartite genealogy when
he described the land between the Equator and the Tropic o f Capricorn as “very barren,
the Inhabitants o f a brutish disposition, wanting (as it were) all sense o f science or
religion: bearing heavy as yet the curse o f Noah, the first father o f that African Nation.”
Further on, during his ruminations upon the inferiority o f the Southern Hemisphere,
Carpenter suggested that one possible cause was “that bitter curse cast on Cham and his
posterity by his father N oah” In both these cases, however, although Carpenter invokeed
the Curse o f Ham he did not mention anything about blackness. Significantly, as will be

56Travels o f Sir John Mandeville, 145; Bodin, Method, 87; Batman uppon Bartholome, 212.
Benjamin Braude’s insightful research has convincingly demonstrated that although the Shem-Asia,
Japhet-Europe, and Ham-Africa association was common in the medieval period, it was by no means
consistently employed. Unlike later, more racially-conscious paradigms, the original fourteenth- and early
fifteenth-century Mandeville manuscripts almost universally ascribed to a Ham-Asia and Shem-Afnca
genealogy. See Braude, “The Sons o f Noah,” 115-9.
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discussed in the following chapters, the only individuals to lend much credence to Best’s
conception o f the Curse were others like Best who had traveled beyond the English isle.
In 1625-6 Samuel Purchas reprinted George Sandys’ view that Africans were the
descendants o f Chus, “the sonne o f cursed Cham; as are all o f the complexion, Not so by
reason o f their Seed, nor heat o f the Climate . . . but rather from the Curse o f Noe upon
Cham in the Posterity of Chus.” Richard Jobson and Sir Thomas Herbert, who traveled
through Africa in the 1620s, similarly gave serious consideration to the Curse of Ham,
though, at least in the case of Jobson, not necessarily as an explanation for color.57
These exceptions to the continuing power of climatic reasoning, whether or not it
was clearly articulated, may have pointed the way toward eighteenth- and even
nineteenth-century conclusions, but they ultimately failed to hold sway over the
seventeenth-century intellectual arena. Sir Thomas Browne, in perhaps the century’s
most important commentary on blackness, expressed serious doubts about the Curse and
although he remained skeptical about the climatic paradigm, he could not shake it
completely. Browne’s discussion o f blackness appeared during the 1640s in his
Pseudodoxia Epidemica, a volume dedicated to the examination o f the received wisdom
of the ages which Browne believed to be “the mortallest enemy unto Knowledge.” Much
like the authors who preceded him, Browne clearly considered blackness to be an

57Carpenter, Geography Delineated, 2:40-1, 42; George Sandys, “Journey begun 1610,” cited in
Braude, “Sons o f Noah,” 137; Richard Jobson, The Golden Trade: Or, a Discovery o f the River Gambra,
and the Golden Trade o f the Aethiopians (London, 1623); Thomas Herbert, Some Years Travels into Divers

Parts ofAfrica, and Asia the Great, Describing More Particularly the Empires o f Persia and Industan . . .
[4th ed.] (London, 1677), 16. Sandys, Jobson, and Herbert will be discussed more fully in the following
chapter.
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aberrant condition which, unlike whiteness, required close examination as to its causes
and significance.58
According to Browne, there were two possible causes for blackness: “the heat and
scorch o f the Sun; or the curse o f God on Cham and his posterity.” Climate theory, o f
course, had ancient roots, but Browne also noted that it “hath been doubted by several
modem Writers, particularly by Ortelius; but amply and satisfactorily discussed as we
know by no man.” Much o f what followed, then, restated the standard body of
inconsistencies that English writers and others, especially in the wake o f Bodin, had been
discussing for three quarters o f a century. Browne mentioned that the Senegal River had
tawny men on one side and black men on the other and wondered aloud about the
dramatic diversity o f color throughout Africa where, regardless o f latitude, some people
were black and others tawny. He noted that there was no correspondent color
differentiation in the animal kingdom. He discussed the observation that human beings
did not seem to change color when they were transplanted to dramatically different
environments, as with “the Moors in Brasilia, which transplanted about an hundred years
past, continue the tinctures o f their fathers to this day. And so likewise fair or white
people translated in hotter Countries.” Browne also challenged the relationship between
lack o f moisture and blackness, noting that “the parts which the Negroes possess, are not
so void o f Rivers and moisture.” Additionally, Browne reiterated the mysterious absence

58Sir Thomas Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica, or enquiries into very many received tenents and
commonly presumed truths, vol. 2 in Geoffrey Keynes, ed., The Works o f Sir Thomas Browne, 4 vols.
(Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1964), 40 (Book 1, chapter 6).
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o f black-skinned people at the same latitude as black Africans throughout the world.59
How, then did one explain blackness? Browne confessed immediately that “how,
and when this tincture first began is yet a Riddle, and positively to determine, it
surpasseth my presumption.” Nonetheless, Brown supposed that it could be “the inward
cause of certain waters or fountains o f peculiar operations.” He also imagined that
blackness might result from “the Power and Efficacy o f Imagination; which produceth
effects in the conception correspondent unto the phancy o f the Agents in generation; and
sometimes assimilates the Idea o f the Generator into reality in the thing ingendred.”
Perhaps blackness began this way and “found afterward concurrent co-operations, which
were continued by Climes, whose constitution advantaged the first impression.” Yet a
third possibility was that blackness began artificially and over time became a permanent
trait. For example, in “Guiny Moors and others, it hath been observed, that they
frequently moisten their skins with fat and oyly materials, to temper the irksome dryness
thereof from the parching rayes o f the Sun. Whether this practice at first had not some
efficacy toward this complexion, may also be considered.” However, inexplicable the
origins of blackness seemed to Browne, he was confident that it was “maintained by
generation . . . so that they which are strangers contract it not, and the Natives which
transmigrate, omit it not without conmixture, and that after divers generations.”60
Ultimately, then, Browne believed that blackness originated from some unnatural
cause or causes that were impossible to account for. Browne did not believe that
’’Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica, 461-5 (Bk. 6, ch. 10).
“ Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica, 466-70 (Bk. 6, ch. 10).
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blackness originated with climatic conditions, although he supposed that the delicate
balance of heat, cold, moisture and dryness in an individual and within a climatic zone
may play some role in sustaining blackness. He was certain, however, that blackness did
originate with a curse. Marshaling his evidence, Browne noted that the Curse was “not
denounced upon Cham, but Canaan his youngest son.” Perhaps even more importantly,
"the curse is plainly specified in the Text, nor need we dispute it, like the mark o f Cain;
Servus servorum erit fratribus suis, Cursed be Canaan, a servant of servants shall he be
unto his brethren.” Browne also could not imagine that blackness was a curse if only
because Africans and most Europeans did not consider it to be one. Thus, in an
increasingly familiar formula, Browne commented that Africans “take so much content
therein, that they esteem deformity by other colours, describing the Devil, and terrible
objects, white.” Lastly, Browne resisted the idea that blackness was a curse simply
because it was an “injurious method unto Philosophy, and a perpetual promotion o f
ignorance, in points of obscurity;. . . to fall upon a present refuge unto Miracles; or recurr
unto immediate contrivance, from the insearchable hands o f God.”61

*

*

*

*

*

Without ever leaving the comfortable and relatively safe and familiar physical
surroundings o f the British Isles, there were numerous opportunities for Englishmen to

6‘Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica, 470-5 (Book 6, ch. 11).
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take stock o f African peoples in the century following 1550. Literally thousands o f
Africans migrated to England, typically forcefully, in the decades after English merchants
began their voyages down the west coast o f Africa in a sustained fashion in the 1550s.
By the 1590s their numbers were large enough to prompt Elizabeth to order the removal
o f all “blackamoors” in 1596 and 1601. These two efforts were completely unsuccessful
and Africans continued to serve as slaves, servants, court entertainers and increasingly as
important members o f the maritime community on the docks and at sea. By 1650,
residents o f London, Bristol, Liverpool or any other port city, as well as those who
traveled among the elite, could not have avoided the African presence in England.
Even more than their actual numbers, Africans were symbolically represented as
cultural artifacts in an even wider arena beginning in the sixteenth century. For the elite,
Africans had frequently been associated with entertainment at Court and African
characters were increasingly common on the Elizabethan and Jacobin stage in the last
decades of the sixteenth century. Shakespeare’s complex and layered protagonist Othello
has certainly cast long shadows over historical understandings o f African stage
characters, but there were many others who more crudely conformed to predominate
stereotypes. Some, like Aaron the Moor in Titus Andronicus and Muly Muhamet in
George Peele’s Battle o f Alcazar played upon the association between Africa and
treachery, blackness and evil. Africans were also represented in woodcuts and as
characters in broadside ballads where they most often appeared in diabolical forms or as
North African marauders.
Perhaps most consistently, English intellectuals received their knowledge about
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Africans from the ever-expanding body of geographic, historical, and travel literature.
Often Africans were not central to any single treatise, but consistently questions which
touched on Africa and those who lived there bubbled to the surface. In particular,
English intellectuals, like others around Europe, were particularly curious about the
blackness of Africans. One could always find some discussion o f the nature o f Africans,
their religion or their trade goods, but the elite intellectual community o f England was
most fascinated by skin color. Climatic reasoning served as the basis and starting point
for virtually every consideration and although some writers, such as George Best,
attacked the prevailing wisdom o f the ancients, climate theory continued to exert some
influence on people’s ideas about blackness well into the seventeenth century. And
contrary to many modem historical treatments, virtually no one took seriously the idea
that Noah’s curse on Ham, as recorded in Genesis 9-10, possessed any explanatory power
as to why Africans were black.
Ultimately, it was not too shocking to discover that black people lived in Africa;
after all, this “discovery” was precisely what one might expect if they were familiar with
climate theory. Why blackness did not always conform neatly to latitudinal consideration
or the presence or absence o f heat was another problem entirely. The English view o f
Africans, like their conception o f themselves, was fraught with racialisms in the early
modem era. As an extension o f this development, by the sixteenth century there emerged
a generally negative impression o f blackness and Africa which was often applied to
African peoples themselves. Negative impressions, however, were not necessarily
contingent upon linking Africans with some sort of Biblical curse, or characterizing them
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as ape-like or libidinous. Most English intellectuals were also content to recognize that
their own preference for whiteness over blackness was culturally conditioned. Blackness,
however, was increasingly categorized as unnatural, as an aberration from the
prototypical human condition. Blackness was also increasingly used as an outward
indicator of internal qualities that later would be used to justify the burgeoning Atlantic
slave trade. Thus, although racialisms were consistently present from at least 1550, the
implications o f those ideas were not the same as they would be two hundred years later
when racist ideology undergirded the Atlantic slave complex.
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CHAPTER SIX:
“THEY PLAYED AND DAUNCED . . . AMONG THE NEGROS”:
ANGLO-AFRICAN ENCOUNTERS IN THE EASTERN ATLANTIC

. . although the people were blacke and naked, yet they were civill.”'

Although Africans and slavery were significant issues in early modem England,
they were much more pressing in southern Europe and in the context o f European
encounters in West Africa. More English men and women may have contemplated
Africans from within the limited confines o f their native soil, but the physical presence o f
Africans was relatively small into the first half o f the seventeenth century. Thus, while
plenty o f sources survive that indicate a concern with Africans among English observers,
they are invariably academic, artistic, or incidental in nature. This does not, however,
diminish the significance o f African themes or the ability o f abstract notions, such as
“blackness,” to act as cultural determinants, but clearly English encounters with Africans
in England were predominantly abstract, often impersonal, and invariably only remotely
connected to “real world” concerns. It was one thing to contemplate the causes o f skin
color, quite another to address the construction o f a new social order, oversee the work o f
black slaves, or manage diplomatic relations in opposition to competing foreign powers.
'Hakluyt, PN, 6:270.
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Southwestern Europe and Africa were, for all intents and purposes, the “real”
Atlantic world. Here, fewer Englishmen (and very few English women) met African
peoples, but those who did were witness to a remarkable new world. English encounters
with Africans in the eastern Atlantic were invariably face-to-face, occasionally
interpersonal, and perhaps even market-oriented. Slavery, however, was not typically the
basis o f Anglo-African interaction. Those few English voyagers who journeyed to the
Iberian world (including the Atlantic Islands) or the coast o f West Africa, were often
interested in trade, but not necessarily in human cargoes. There were some famous
exceptions, but for the most part it was access to gold, ivory, pepper and other rare or
valuable commodities that conditioned late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century
English ventures. Even so, Anglo-African encounters in these regions were hardly
uniform; the English who went to Spain and Portugal were different from those who went
to West Africa. The two groups sometimes overlapped (as with merchants), but the
intent, duration, and scope o f the English encounter with Africans on the European
mainland was distinct from that which took place in Africa.
The English presence in Spain and Portugal was similar to that in other foreign
environments in that it contained a significant number o f seamen and merchants, but there
were also a number o f permanent and semi-permanent residents, many o f whom were
Catholic. Their encounter with Africans was premised on the simple fact that the Iberian
nations contained a significant number o f free and enslaved sub-Saharan blacks. Most
blacks in the Iberian world resided in urban areas (precisely where most English seem to
have lived or passed through) and they were increasingly visible as a coherent, racially-
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distinctive, enslaved population. Although some Englishmen were clearly invested in
this population, English encounters with the Hispanic slave population were generally
incidental. Yet, though the sources are often frustratingly silent on the matter, those
English men and women who found themselves in Seville or Lisbon could hardly have
failed to notice the unique position o f sub-Saharan Africans. Blacks were treated as a
people uniquely suited to enslavement, but they were also (as free individuals) able to
prosper as part o f the larger multi-cultural racial and ethnic mix that was so characteristic
of the southern European social order.
West Africa was another world entirely. For one, the coastal region o f subSaharan Africa was the one place where all Europeans approached the black-skinned
peoples from a position o f weakness. For the English, whose presence in the area was
considerably less significant than the Portuguese or French, this was a powerful
determinant. Many English traders in sub-Saharan Africa (and most were there
specifically to trade) were compelled to come to some understanding with the indigenous
peoples. In order for trade to occur, diplomatic overtures needed to be made and alliances
formed; well-educated and somewhat wealthy Englishmen were often forced to approach
African peoples “hat-in-hand.” Still, rarely did English observers color their recollections
o f these encounters with derogatory or “racist” language. And, unlike their countrymen,
safely ensconced in fire-warmed cottages back home, Englishmen in Africa devoted
precious little time to the causes o f blackness or other like concerns. Certainly, observers
were struck by the physical appearance o f their African hosts, but they wasted little ink
on why people might be black, or naked, or covered with ritual markings. And although
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there were plenty derogatory commentaries concerning the inhabitants o f sub-Saharan
Africa, the vast majority o f written accounts seem to have been primarily interested in
establishing a trading relationship. In the end, then, the level o f prejudice among those
who traveled to West Africa was either less than their less adventurous, homebound
countrymen, or subsumed under a more immediate concern for profit and a safe-passage
home.

Beyond the limited confines o f their native soil, continental Europe offered the
most promising opportunity for sixteenth-century Englishmen to encounter African
peoples in a sustained manner. English merchants, exiled Catholics, royal emissaries,
and others traveled throughout Europe during this era and, in the course o f their sojourns,
were occasionally introduced to large numbers o f sub-Saharan African peoples, many o f
whom were, in fact, enslaved. Slavery was, as was noted in Part One o f this dissertation,
an amorphous yet seemingly ever-present feature in early modem England. In particular,
human bondage was recognized to be a global phenomenon with deep historical roots.
The presence o f slaves in continental Europe, therefore, surprised no one. Before the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, the slaves who toiled away their lives in
Europe were neither distinguished by absolute racial barriers nor the performance o f
plantation labor. Only with the emergence o f an Atlantic world characterized by long
distance commercial networks, plantation economies, massive slave labor, and multi
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national (multi-ethnic and multi-racial, as well) social orders, would these factors become
all-too-common realities.2
During the early modem era, slavery was most evident in southern Europe, where
access to Mediterranean captives and the trade in human beings from more distant
regions served to keep alive an institution that northern Europeans had long since
abandoned. The kind o f slavery that existed in early modem Europe, however, was
somewhat different from the institution that had been such an integral feature o f ancient
and medieval society. This was primarily attributable to two dramatic changes that
occurred roughly around the turn o f the millennium. First, the spread o f Christianity
among all levels of European society, including the related development of a sense o f
Christendom as a corporate entity, promoted an ideological reevaluation o f the legitimacy
o f human bondage. The expansion o f Christian influence throughout Europe encouraged
the view that the enslavement o f Christians by other Christians was, at the very least,
awkward. There was no direct attack on the institution by the Church; during the late
fifteenth century Ferdinand o f Aragon delivered 100 Moorish slaves to Pope Innocent III
as a gift, who subsequently distributed them among the cardinals and other Roman
nobles. Christianity did, however, promote a greater sense o f solidarity across lines o f
class and status, and began to reserve slave status for those the Church considered to be

2The larger narrative is ably introduced in the early chapters o f two recent works: William D.
Phillips, Jr., Slaveryfrom Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade (Minneapolis: University o f
Minnesota Press, 1985), and Robin Blackburn, The Making o f New World Slavery: From the Baroque to
the Modern, 1492-1800 (London: Verso, 1997). The classic study o f European slavery is Charles
Verlinden, L 'esclavage dans I ’Europe M idievale. Vol. 1, Peninsule Iberique —France. Vol. 2, Italie —
Colonies italiennes du Levant - Levant latin - Empire byzantin (Bruges, 1955, 1977). Unfortunately, this
work has yet to attract the attention o f an English translator.
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infidels. The second factor that contributed to the diminishing relevance o f ancient and
medieval slavery was the dramatic changes in labor relations and technology that
lessened the demand for a large, bound labor force. By the late medieval period, most
property owners perceived the potential for greater profits and less grief if they employed
either an enserfed or free labor force. Thus, European slaves often became serfs, with
little actual alteration in their day-to-day living conditions.3
The most important factor in the lingering vestiges o f human bondage in early
modem Europe was the frequent warfare between the Christian and Muslim worlds.
Indeed, it was only within the context of this perpetual state o f war that Christian doctrine
truly began to grapple with the idea of intra-faith slavery. Nowhere was this more clearly
demonstrated than during the era o f the Crusades. But while the Crusades certainly
provided the most dramatic example o f Christian-Muslim warfare, it was on the Italian
and Iberian peninsulas where doctrines of slavery were most completely reformulated for
the modem era within the context o f Christian-Muslim conflict. Italian slavery was
widespread throughout the late medieval period; slaves could be found in urban as well as
rural areas and their numbers were continually reinforced because o f Italy’s geographic
location and its trade links throughout the Black Sea region and the Mediterranean world.

3William D. Phillips, Jr., “Continuity and Change in Western Slavery: Ancient to Modem Times,”
in M.L. Bush, ed., Serfdom A Slavery: Studies in Legal Bondage (London: Longman, 1996), 71-88; Pierre
Dock&s, Medieval Slavery and Liberation (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1982); Pierre Bonnassie,
From Slavery to Feudalism in South-W est Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991);
Blackburn, The Making o f New World Slavery, esp. 34-41; Iris Origo, “The Domestic Enemy: The Eastern
Slaves in Tuscany in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries,” Speculum 30:3 (July 195S): 355. Slavery
may have persisted as a predominantly female institution in central Europe. See Susan Mosher Stuard,
“Ancillary Evidence for the Decline o f Medieval Slavery,” PAP 149 (November 1995): 3-28.
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Because of this, Italy’s slave population was diverse, including a number o f Russians,
Slavs, Muslims, and sub-Saharan Africans. In Tuscany, for example, slavery was
widespread and no self-respecting nobleman would have been caught without three or
four slaves. The vast majority o f these were Tartars. Although slaves could be found
everywhere, they were most common in the city-states where they were chiefly employed
as domestic servants. Slavery changed dramatically during the Italian Renaissance for a
number of reasons, in part because the Black Death heightened demand for labor during
the mid-fourteenth century and access to slaves from the Black Sea region diminished
during the second half o f the fifteenth century. This contributed to two long-term shifts.
First, since servants were still in demand and slaves were less available, the price of
slaves rose dramatically. Therefore, many Italians turned to indentured servants rather
than slaves. Second, since access to Christian and Muslim slaves in the East became
increasingly difficult, those on the market for slaves turned their gaze to non-Christian
slaves (including sub-Saharan Africans) who could be acquired from western sources,
particularly the Iberian peninsula. Thus, although slavery was less pervasive by the
sixteenth century, it was becoming an increasingly African institution. Additionally,
those on the market for slaves were becoming a more socially cohesive group. Slavery
was increasingly concentrated among Italy’s elite and their interest in slavery was more
influenced by Renaissance fascination with exotica than personal service or other labor
demands.4
‘Phillips, Slaveryfrom Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade, 97-106; Origo, “The
Domestic Enemy,” 321-66; Daniel Evans, “Slave Coast o f Europe,” Slavery & Abolition 6:1 (May 1985):
41-58.
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Slavery in the Iberian peninsula resembled the Italian model, but varied from the
pattern in several significant ways. Unlike the rest o f Western Europe, the Iberian
peninsula was a highly contested border region between Christendom and the Muslim
world. Slaves were easily acquired and slavery more casually justifiable in this frontier
zone because o f perpetual warfare and raiding. Thus, while slavery among Christians
declined here, as elsewhere, during the medieval period, numerous captured Muslims
filled the ranks o f the unfree. The enslavement o f Muslim prisoners o f war, however,
was quickly superseded by the enslavement o f sub-Saharan Africans during the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as the Reconquista subsided and some regions, like
Portugal, not only reestablished regional control but also ceased to share a border with a
Muslim kingdom. Thus, by the first decade o f the sixteenth century, even the recently
captured city o f Granada, once the center o f Moorish civilization on the Iberian peninsula,
engaged in a slave trade that was two-thirds black.s
Not all slaves in southern Europe were the product o f cultural and religious
conflict. Many o f the slaves that served in continental Europe were sub-Saharan Africans
who arrived via overland trade networks controlled by Muslim middlemen. Well-placed
Europeans, including Englishmen, would have witnessed black slaves rowing Venetian
’Phillips, Slaveryfrom Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade, 107-13; Juan Marfa de la
Obra Sierra, “Protocolos Notariales, Fuentes Para el Estudio de la Esclavitud in El Esclavo Extranjero en la
Granada de Principios del Siglo XVI,” Anuario de Historia Contemporanea 12 (198S): 5-27; James H.
Sweet, “The Iberian Roots o f American Racist Thought,” WMQ 34:1 (January 1997), has suggested, in his
useful discussion o f the emergence o f racism, that Iberian Christians “became acquainted with the Muslim
system o f black slavery and adopted the same set o f symbols and myths, with additional arguments” (149).
On the medieval frontier states, see Robert Bartlett and Angus MacKay, eds., Medieval Frontier Societies
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), esp. Manuel Gonz&lez Jimdnez, “Frontier and Settlement in the Kingdom
o f Castile (1083-1330),” and Josd Enrique Ldpez de Coca Castafler, “Institutions on the CastilianGranadan Frontier, 1369-1482.”
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gondolas, serving as personal servants at royal and papal courts, and among the countless
laboring poor in port cities throughout the Mediterranean. English visitors to the court o f
Francis I may even have noticed, or heard rumors about, the young black woman who
served as his mistress. Some blacks were placed on sale in Bordeaux in 1571, but they
were ultimately ordered released by the French government on the grounds that slavery
did not exist in France. A Flemish humanist, upon his arrival in Portugal in 1535,
certainly took note o f the African presence. According to this visitor, blacks and Moors
performed every manner o f task and seemed to be present in such large numbers that he
suggested “in Lisbon there are more men and women slaves than free Portuguese.”
Shocked by this sight, he declared that upon his arrival “in Evora I thought that I had
come to some city o f evil demons: everywhere there were so many blacks whom I so
loathe that they may just be able to drive me away from here.”6
A number o f Englishmen were intimately familiar with Iberian slave systems
during the Tudor era. In the wake o f the Anglo-Spanish alliance in the 1490s, English
merchants developed extensive trade networks in the coastal cities o f the Iberian
peninsula where black slavery was most common. Robert Thome, a wealthy London
merchant-tailor and son o f a Bristol merchant, resided in Spain during the 1520s. Upon

‘John Hale, The Civilization o f Europe in the Renaissance (New York: Atheneum, 1994), 43-5;
William B. Cohen, The French Encounter with Africans: White Responses to Blacks, 1530-1880
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980), 5; A.C. de C.M. Saunders, A Social History o f Black
Slaves and Freedmen in Portugal, 1441-1555 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 1. Similar
comments on the extraordinary number o f “Ethiopians” in Portugal were recorded by the Bohemian baron
Leo o f Rozmital in 1466 and Hieronymus M(Inzer in 1494. See A.J.R. Russell-Wood, “Before Columbus:
Portugal’s African Prelude to the Middle Passage and Contribution to Discourse on Race and Slavery,” in
Ver Lawrence Hyatt and Rex Nettleford, eds., Race, Discourse, and the Origin o f the Americas: A New
World View (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 148.
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his death in 1532, Thome’s inventory showed an enormous personal estate, including “a
house and slaves in Sevyle [valued at] 94£.” This was perfectly consistent with
prevailing patterns; slavery was an integral feature o f sixteenth-century Seville. Between
1501 and 1525 there were more than 5,000 slaves recorded in the city’s notarial records.
A 1565 census records the presence o f 6,327 slaves out o f a total population o f 85,538.
The enslaved population contained some Muslims and Canary Islanders, but the vast
majority were of sub-Saharan African origin. Even so, black Africans were not confined
to perpetual servitude in cosmopolitan Seville. Numerous blacks adopted Christianity,
became free, and were integrated into the larger Iberian social order. As early as 1474,
Ferdinand and Isabella appointed a local man of African descent named Juan de
Vallodolid, popularly called “El conde negro,” judge and official leader of Seville’s black
community.7
Throughout Spain, and particularly the coastal cities, Africans constituted
anywhere from five to ten percent o f the population throughout the sixteenth century.
Lisbon held the greatest percentage o f slaves in Iberia, with Seville a close second.
Valencia, the center of slavery in Aragon, possessed a more diverse slave population than
did either Portuguese or Castillian cities, yet more than 5,000 blacks reached Valencia
between 1482 and 1516. As in Seville, however, black freedmen were also an important
presence in Valencia from the fourteenth century. In 1472, a group o f free blacks

7W.G. Hoskins, The Age o f Plunder: The England o f Henry VIII, 1500-1547 (New York:
Longman, 1976), 39; Phillips, Slavery from Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade, 160-3; Ruth
Pike, Enterprise and Adventure: The Genoese in Seville and the Opening o f the New World (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1966), SS; Pike, “Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century: Slaves and Freedmen,”
Hispanic American Historical Review 47:3 (August 1967): 344-59.
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received a license to form a religious brotherhood, which they named the cofradia o f
Nuestra Sefiora de Gracia. Indeed, free blacks were able to form religious fraternities in
several urban areas. Since the Church viewed Africans as human beings with immortal
souls, they considered baptism and the conduct o f a Christian life as necessary for blacks
in Spain and Portugal. The Church expressed its charitable intentions in Seville in the
late fourteenth century when it established the Hospital o f Our Lady o f the Angels in the
parish o f San Bernardo to serve the African community. Early in the next century, blacks
were allowed to organize their own religious cofradia in Seville to run the hospital.
Africans seem to have accepted Christianity willingly during this era, recognizing that it
both distinguished them from the enslaved North African Moors and offtered them
greater means to social acceptance and, possibly, freedom. In Portugal, where 35,000
blacks resided in the mid-sixteenth century, Christian slaves were also generally treated
better than their Muslim counterparts.8
English merchants could be found in all the slaveholding outposts of European
society, including the Canary Islands, where a number of Englishmen fell into the hands
of the Spanish Inquisition during the 1590s. In all, nearly fifty individuals were detained
there between 1574 and 1624. According to Richard Hakluyt, English merchants had
been involved with trade to the Canary Islands throughout the sixteenth century. Thomas
Midnall and William Ballard, English merchants residing in San Lucar in Andalucia as

'Phillips, Slavery from Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade, 163-9; Saunders, Black
Slaves and Freedmen in Portugal, 149-3S; Pike, “Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century,” 345-6;
Miguel Gual Camarena, “Una cofradia de negros libertos en el siglo XV,” Estudios de la Edad Media en la
Corona de Aragdn 5 (1952): 457-66.
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early as 1526, maintained a relationship with Canary Island traders. Thomas Nichols, an
Englishman who lived in the Canary Islands for seven years, composed a description o f
the islands and native peoples, the Guanches, which Hakluyt published in his collection.
Even more significant, however, were the “divers voyages to the lies o f the Canaries”
made by John Hawkins during the mid-sixteenth century. According to Hakluyt, it was
here that Hawkins, “by his good and upright dealing,” gathered information about the
West Indies from the inhabitants and was assured “that Negros were very good
marchandise in Hispaniola, and that store o f Negros might easily bee had uppon the coast
o f Guinea.” When Hawkins made his first slave-trading voyage in 1562, he once again
stopped at Teneriffe, “where he received friendly entertainment.”9
Some English merchants who operated in the Iberian world, like William Fowler
o f Radcliffe, were actually deeply involved in the slave trade, but most English traders
probably dealt infrequently in slaving since it required a special license. English
merchants, however, were large in number; they were so numerous that they were granted
corporate privileges in San Lucar by the Duke o f Medina Sidonia in 1517. Ultimately,
they banded together to form the Andalusia Company in 1530. Other permanent
merchants became influential in their local setting; the houses o f Hugh Tipton and John
Sweeting were recognized meeting places in Seville, while Thomas Butler and Botolph
Holder gathered the English community together in Puerto de Santa Maria and Lisbon

9 L. de Alberti and A.B. Wallis Chapman, eds., English Merchants and the Spanish Inquisition in
the Canaries (London: The Camden Society, 1912); Eduardo Aznar Vallejo, “The conquests o f the Canary
Islands,” in Stuart B. Schwartz, ed., Implicit Understandings: Observing. Reporting and Reflecting on the
Encounters Between Europeans and Other Peoples in the Early Modern Era (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994): 134-56; Hakluyt, PS, 6:124-31, 10:7-8.
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respectively. When Robert Tomson traveled to New Spain in the 1550s he spent a year in
Seville with John Fields, another English merchant who had lived in the city since the
1530s. Nevill Davies, an English merchant in Seville early in the seventeenth century,
even served the English ambassador by assisting in the release of Englishmen from the
galleys and by passing along the complaints registered by his counturymen. Davies’
experience, however, was rare. By the latter part o f the sixteenth century and early on
during the subsequent century, the English presence was greatly diminished by the
oubreak of open hostilities between Spain and England.10
The length o f time the average Englishman remained in Spain varied greatly.
Some, like the innumerable English Catholics who fled to the Lowcountries, France, and
Spain, only hoped to be able to return to their homeland one day. There were also a
number of members o f crews o f English vessels, traveling factors and cape merchants
who appeared for a few weeks or resided in coastal commercial centers for several years.
Perhaps no single individual highlights the links between Spanish and English society
during this era more than Roger Bodenham. Bodenham participated in voyages into the
Mediterranean in the 1550s and during the subsequent decade settled in Seville, where he
married a Spanish woman and started a family. As a merchant, Bodenham participated in
the Barbary trade as well as transatlantic enterprises. These notoriously risky trade
networks eventually landed Bodenham in the hands o f Moorish privateers who sold him,

l0Hakluyt, PN, 9:338; Pauline Croft, The Spanish Company (London: London Record Society,
1973); Croft, “English Trade with Peninsular Spain, 1558-1625,” (D.Phil. diss., Oxford, 1969); Croft,
“Trading with the Enemy, 1585-1604,” The Historical Journal 32:2 (1989): 281-302; V.M. Shillington and
A.B. Wallis Chapman, The Commercial Relations o f England and Portugal (New York: Burt Franklin,
1907).
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along with nine other Christians, on the Cadiz slave-market, where he was fortuitously
ransomed by a friend who recognized him. Bodenham not only traded for his own
personal profit, he also had important connections in both the Spanish and English courts
and sent useful commercial and political information back to London until his departure
from Spain in 1586."
What, then, can be determined about the English encounter with African peoples
in a European context? Certainly, any English visitor to the Iberian world would have
been confronted with the stark reality that darker-skinned human beings were generally
subjected to slavery, whether they were sub-Saharan Africans, North African Moors, or
Guanches from the Canary Islands. Sub-saharan Africans, however, were not the most
despised element o f the Iberian social order. That place was generally reserved on the
domestic side for Jews and Moriscoes, although for distinct reasons. Jews had been the
object o f growing animosity among Christian Europeans throughout the medieval period
and in the Iberian world they were increasingly viewed as a biologically distinct group of
humanity. This was the single most important context out of which Spaniards began to
pride themselves on their limpeiza de sangre, or bloodlines that had not been
contaminated by Jewish ancestry.12 The foreign population that created the greatest stir,
"J. Pauline Croft, “English Trade with Peninsular Spain, 1558-1625,” (D.Phil. diss., Oxford
University, 1969), 351-4; Albert J. Loomie, S.J., The Spanish Elizabethans: The English Exiles at the
Court o f Philip 11 (New York: Fordham University Press, 1963).
l2For a recent study o f this development and the related social repercussions, see David Nirenberg,
Communities o f Violence: Persecution o f Minorities in the Middle Ages (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1996). According to Cecil Roth, it was “the fact that the veins appear to be o f a bluer tinge in
persons o f fair complexion [that] gave rise to the use o f the term sangre azul by certain families o f Castile
who claimed that they were uncontaminated by Moorish, Jewish or other admixture: this in turn being
adapted in English in reference to the ‘blue-blooded’ aristocracy.” See The Spanish Inquisition (New
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however, was almost certainly those enslaved Moors who had been captured in battle.
Thus, whatever racialized assumptions sixteenth-century Iberians may have possessed
concerning black peoples, it was o f little consequence when compared to the threat the
Muslim world seemed to offer the very survival o f Christendom. Black slaves, or free
blacks, may have been thought o f as generally inferior in physical and mental attributes,
perhaps even childlike. Moors, on the other hand, though generally lighter-skinned, were
thoroughly despised and mistrusted.13
There really was no firm basis for the relationship between Englishmen and
Africans in this environment. Unlike contemporary encounters in W est Africa and the
Caribbean, sub-Saharan Africans were tangential, at best, to the concerns o f most o f the
English who passed through this world. Whether they were Catholic exiles, royal
emissaries, or merchant-traders, the existence o f slavery only remotely touched the lives
o f Englishmen. And although some, like Robert Thome, were successful merchants and
able to own at least one slave, many o f the Englishmen in Spain were destitute. This was
particularly true among the exiled Catholic community during the last half o f the
sixteenth century. Many English Catholics had been forced to flee their homeland rather
quickly after the 1560s, without being able to make arrangements to support themselves
on the continent. During the last two decades o f the century, a number o f Englishmen
became pensioners in Spain, with Sir Francis Englefield serving as liaison for the English

York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1964), 198.
l3Saunders, A Social History o f Black Slaves and Freedmen in Portugal, 166-78. On the multi
faceted nature o f encounter and conflict in the Iberian world, see Bernard Lewis, Cultures in Conflict:
Christians, Muslims, and Jews in the Age o f Discovery (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995).
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community. Few English Catholics were ever in a position to build up a personal estate
that would have allowed them to hire a servant, much less own a slave. Additionally,
most English Catholics seem to have considered their stay in Spain, or elsewhere, as
temporary. From the Spanish Crown’s perspective, the granting o f pensions to well-born
Englishmen was a means o f securing support from those they imagined would eventually
be in a place o f importance once England turned back the tide o f heresy.14
English merchants, many o f whom were Catholic, were much better placed to
encounter African peoples on a more regular basis. Some English merchants even traded
in slaves, though certainly not exclusively. Most English merchants were located in the
port cities, as were most o f the black slaves in the Iberian world. This coincidence does
not necessarily mean, however, that English merchants came into daily contact with
slaves; many o f the slaves in Seville, for example, were employed in domestic service in
wealthy households. On the other hand, slaves could be found on the street, oflen
following their masters or practicing a trade. Also, among the group o f people most
likely to own slaves were merchants, which might suggest that more than a few
Englishmen purchased slaves, something they almost certainly would not have done were
they based in northern Europe. Importantly, although urban areas like Seville or Lisbon
were home to significant numbers o f both enslaved and free blacks, there is little
evidence to suggest that Englishmen were predisposed to look upon this element o f

l4Loomie, The Spanish Elizabethans, 14-51, 182-229. Another important group of temporary
residents were the students o f the two English colleges founded in Spain during the 1590s. S t Alban’s at
Valladolid and the College o f St. Gregory at Seville were organized to produce English priests who were
intended to return to England to serve English Catholics.
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society in an overtly racialized manner. Unlike the writings o f Englishmen who never
left England, there are few sources that suggest Englishmen in continental Europe were
genuinely concerned or intrigued about the nature o f Africans, or why they had black
skin. Blacks were, in brief, a small part o f the lower orders o f society. Like poor whites,
they were derided for their status. Beyond the galleys, there were few occupations which
were necessarily reserved for slaves.15
Although the Iberian world may not have provided the best model for the
construction o f a bipolar racialized society, it certainly allowed Englishmen to absorb the
notion that sub-Saharan Africans were a people distinctly suited to enslavement. Among
the different groups o f people who found themselves in Iberian slavery, sub-Saharan
Africans were unique: their numbers were growing throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries (in contrast to other groups) and they were more often treated as merchandise
than captives or prisoners o f war. Nowhere was this more true than in the Atlantic
islands where English merchants were a constant presence from the middle o f the
fifteenth century. Unlike the Iberian peninsula, the Azores, Cape Verdes, Madeiras, and
the Canary Islands were replete with black slaves who were imported for the express
purpose o f agricultural labor.16 The Iberian world, then, offered the observer a singular
perspective on blacks. Most came to southwestern Europe unwillingly and the vast
majority were enslaved. At the same time, blacks were able to escape slavery and over

l5Pike, “Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century,” esp. 348-51; Saunders, A Social History o f
Black Slaves and Freedmen in Portugal, 132.
I6G.V. Scammell, “The English in the Atlantic Islands c. 1450-1650,” A/A/72:3 (August 1986):
295-317.
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the course of several generations a sizeable free black population grew up. Although this
group may never have been accepted on equal terms with other Catholic Europeans, the
black population was absorbed (linguistically, religiously, and culturally) into the Iberian
world. From an English perspective, then, free blacks and black slaves were less
“outsiders” than were the interloping Protestants from a tiny island nation. The English
could still look down their noses at blacks in Iberia, but in light of other more pressing
religious and national concerns, the presence o f blacks in Spain and Portugal was rarely
buttressed by rampant racism on the part of the English observer.

The west coast o f Africa provided a starkly different forum for English encounters
with African peoples. Compared with the Iberian peninsula, which resembled the rest o f
Europe in many fundamental ways, Africa was a land o f exotic landscapes, valuable
commodities, and starkly different peoples. The west African coastline was not cluttered
with a great deal o f ocean-going traffic, nor were there perceptible urban centers to be
found, at least not any that European observers would have been inclined to classify as
such. The land, as well, seemed both sparsely populated and generally undeveloped;
there were no plantations, manor houses, or trading stations to speak of, at least before the
mid-fifteenth century when the Portuguese began to establish the first European outposts
in this seemingly pristine environment. Even after the Portuguese began to establish
feitorias, European visitors continued for more than a century to conduct their affairs on
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the African coast as if it was a land generally void o f any civilized society. Still,
Europeans came to Africa because they wanted commodities that they otherwise would
have been dependent on Muslim middlemen to provide. These were primarily gold,
pepper, and ivory, but from 1441 they also included black slaves.17
In fact, there were people, societies, and civilizations throughout sub-Saharan
Africa. West Africa was not, however, a united polity. There were many small,
ethnically, linguistically, and culturally diverse kingdoms that ranged in size from a few
hundred people to tens if not hundreds of thousands. Although the casual European
observer may not have noticed, there was quite a great deal about African society that
marked it as a dynamic region on par with many parts o f western Europe. There were
active long-distance trade networks that generally flowed toward the northern interior o f
the continent, local governments that were able to regulate trade and moderate the
commercial activities o f merchants, and manufacturing, including a wide variety o f cloths
andiron. And there was also slavery. From the moment o f “first contact,” Europeans
eagerly tapped into the pre-existing African slave trade. By force and by trade, European
ships extracted sub-Saharan African peoples from their home soil and exported them to
the Mediterranean, the Atlantic islands, southern Europe, and eventually the Americas.18
17Bailey W. DifFie and George D. Winius, Foundations o f the Portuguese Empire, 1415-1580
(Minneapolis: University o f Minnesota Press, 1977), esp. 74-112, 154-65. On the larger context o f
Portuguese exploration during the fifteenth century, see Phillips, The Medieval Expansion o f Europe. On
Africa in the English imagination, see Emily C. Bartels, “Imperialist Beginnings: Richard Hakluyt and the
Construction o f Africa,” Criticism 34:4 (Fall 1992): 517-38.
“John Thornton, Africa and Africans in the Making o f the Atlantic World, 1400-1800, 2nd ed.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), esp. 13-71. Direct European involvement in the slave
trade, and its relation to preexisting patterns and eventual implications, continues to be a source o f some
controversy. For different perspectives, see Paul Lovejoy, Transformations in Slavery: A History o f
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English involvement with West Africa developed slowly from the mid-fifteenth
century through the mid-seventeenth century. Nonetheless, interest in establishing a
trading relationship with Africa dated back to the 1480s when John Tintam and William
Fabian proposed to mount an expedition to West Africa during the reign o f Edward IV.
In 1482, Edward IV petitioned Pope Sixtus IV to authorize English expeditions to Africa
on the grounds that it would be “advantageous to the Christian religion that wealth and
other things . . . should be drawn into its power from the hands o f the infidels.” Not until
the sixteenth century, however, would the English inagurate their intermittent trading and
slaving voyages down the eastern Atlantic seaboard. Between 1530 and 1540, five or six
English expeditions touched base with West Africa. The most famous o f these were the
three expeditions launched by William Hawkins to Brazil between 1530 and 1532, during
which the English captain “touched at the river o f Sestos upon the coast o f Guinea, where
hee traffiqued with the negros.” Hawkins’ voyages, however, were aberrations from
prevailing trade patterns, which were more focused on the intra-European and
Mediterranean networks. Not until the 1550s and 1560s would English ships once again
become involved in the African trade; between 1553 and 1567 roughly a dozen
expeditions made the trip to Africa and back. And although a handful o f Africans
returned to England with these ships, none o f these voyages was a slave-trading venture

Slavery in West Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983); Patrick Manning, Slavery and
African Life: Occidental, Oriental, and African Slave Trades (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990). Thornton’s work provides a concise historiographical synopsis o f the most important works in what
has come to be known the “transformation thesis.”
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in the classic sense o f the term.19
It may be true that during the sixteenth century fewer Englishmen encountered
Africans in Africa than in either the European setting or the Caribbean. Whereas sixty to
seventy English ships actually touched Guinea during the age o f Elizabeth (based on less
than complete records), far more than a hundred made the trip to the Caribbean and back.
The small number o f potential English observers was further limited by high mortality
rates on the West African coastline. Even those ships that made the trip to West Africa
were unlikely to return with a full complement o f men; the surviving wills o f some 80
seamen who died during voyages to the west coast o f Africa during the 1550s and 1560s
testifies to the high mortality rate o f European seamen in that adverse environment.
During the 1553 and 1558 voyages ships had to be abandoned because too few sailors
remained alive to sail them home, and in the case o f the former, “o f the sevenscore men
came home to Plimmouth scarcely forty, and o f them many died.” An additional limiting
factor was that English seamen were exposed to Africans ashore in a less sustained
fashion than they were in either Europe or the Caribbean. Although English seamen
certainly went on land and traded with the indigenous peoples, the minimal English
exposure to Africans in Africa rarely involved extended stays ashore or forays into the
I9BIake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:295-9. For the context of these early voyages see, P.E.H.
Hair and Robin Law, “The English in West Africa to 1700,” in The Oxford History o f the British Empire,
vol. 1, Nicolas Canny, ed., The Origins o f Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 242-4;
Kenneth R. Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement: Maritime Enterprise and the Genesis o f the British
Empire, 1480-1630 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 41-63, 101-10. According to
Melanie Perreault, this period o f English interaction with Africans (1530-1567), is the time o f “first
contact,” or that era when slavery was less important than trade, racism less pronounced than curiosity, and
the balance o f power generally rested in the hands o f Africans rather than Englishmen. See Perreault,
“First Contact: English Encounters with the Natives o f Russia, West Africa, and the Americas, 1530-1614"
(Ph.D. dissertation, College o f William and Mary, 1997), esp. 127-82.
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interior o f the continent. In that regard, the English encounter with Africans was much
more sustained in Europe and slightly more so in Latin America, where numerous
expeditions featured extended interaction with the runaway slave communities on land.20
Still, English voyagers to West Africa were able to develop ideas about African
peoples that contributed to the larger picture emerging in conjunction with the panoply o f
encounters throughout the Atlantic world. Like elsewhere, these ideas were crafted in the
context of both intentionality and circumstance. First and foremost, the English voyagers
to Africa were there to trade. Once in a while, as in the case o f the three voyages o f John
Hawkins during the 1560s, English ships came looking for slaves, but this was the
exception rather than the rule. From the first encounter it was commercial enterprise that
billowed the sails o f English ships. When William Hawkins sailed in 1530 he may or
may not have become involved with African slavery, but he most certainly “traffiqued
with the Negros, and tooke o f them Elephants teeth, and other commodities which that
place yeeldeth.” Ten years later Hawkins’ ship, the Paul o f Plym outh, set out again for
West Africa and Brazil with a cargo o f hatchets, combs, knives, copper, lead, and other
items. When the ship returned in October 1540 it carried a cargo o f brazil wood from
America and ivory from Africa. Simple trade in staple goods and exotic commodities

“ Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:320; P.E.H. Hair, “The Experience o f the Sixteenth-Century
English Voyages to Guinea,” MM 83:1 (February 1997): 3-13; P.E.H. Hair and J.D. Alsop, English Seamen
and Traders in Guinea, 1553-1565: The New Evidence o f Their Wilts (Lewiston, N Y : The Edwin Mellon
Press, 1992). On English mortality rates in Africa during the sixteenth century, P.E.H. Hair has
demonstrated that the number o f seamen who made voyages during the 1550s and 1560s —perhaps 12 total
expeditions —numbered somewhere between 1,000 and 1,500. O f these, between 300 and 500 died for a
mortality rate that averaged roughly 30 to 35%. A rough estimate o f the number o f English voyages to the
Caribbean has been extracted from the work o f Kenneth Andrews, especially Elizabethan Privateering:
English Privateering during the Spanish War, 1585-1603 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964).
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was the basis for English encounters with Africa during the reign o f Henry VIII.21
Even as English ships continued to sail to Africa during the 1SSOs, the trade in
ivory, gold, and pepper was the preeminent goal. Much to the chagrin o f the Spanish and
Portuguese, Thomas Windham sailed to Barbary in 1SSI and 1SS2 with “all sorts o f
munitions o f war” in exchange for sugar, dates, almonds, and molasses. These voyages,
however, resembled earlier English voyages to the Mediterranean rather than subsequent
expeditions to Guinea. Nonetheless, Guinea voyages also became more commonplace
during the ISSOs. It is impossible to determine precisely how many English expeditions
sailed for Guinea in the course o f this decade, but the surviving records o f the five most
well-known journeys provide some indication o f the intentions and impressions o f
English merchant-explorers. These include (l)Thom as Windham in 1553, (2) John Lok
in 1554-5, and William Towerson in (3) 1555-6, (4) 1556-7, and (5) 1558. Like the
English expeditions that preceded them, these were small contingents o f English
merchants and sailors primarily concerned with gold, pepper, and ivory. Yet, unlike the
earlier expeditions, the records also provide some indication o f English impressions of
the African peoples they encountered.22
Richard Eden printed the narrative account o f Windham’s voyage in his Decades
o f the New W orld in 1555. According to this description, Windham’s fleet carefully
avoided the Portuguese outpost at Mina, but traded with the natives in the nearby coastal
areas. A small contingent of Englishmen was even conducted to the royal court where
21HakIuyt, PN, 11:23-4; Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:300-301.
^Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:305-7.
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they met a local king who, “being a blacke Moore (although not so blacke as the rest),
sate in a great huge hall, long and wide.” The English merchants managed to exact
pepper concessions from the king, but little else was recorded about the natives
themselves. Indeed, it was left to Richard Eden (who almost certainly never traveled to
Africa himself) to record for posterity a brief description of Africa and its inhabitants.
Accordingly, Eden declared that there were “no cities: but onely certeyne lowe cotages
made o f bouwes of trees plastered with chauke and covered were strawe.” As for the
people, Eden declared they were “pure Gentyles and Idolatours withowt proffesion o f any
religion or other knowleage o f god then by the lawe o f nature.” This characterization,
along with his account o f the kingdom o f Prester John, reveals the degree to which
educated Englishmen were dependent upon classical assumptions and mythology as the
basis for their opinions about W est African natives. Too, Eden’s account o f Africa and
Africans was consistent with other English works composed by authors who encountered
Africans from afar. Those who actually sailed possessed a more nuanced view.23
John Lok’s voyage the following year provided the basis for Richard Eden to
record a fuller descriptive account o f the natives o f West Africa. Although this voyage
was envisioned as a trading mission, Eden’s account dwelled somewhat longer on the
nature o f the people who lived in Africa. In a manner consistent with his conclusions that
accompanied Windham’s narrative, Eden declared that the people “we now call Moores,
Moorens, or Negroes, [are] a people o f beastly lyvyng, without a god, lawe, religion, or

“ Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:314-20; Eden, The First Three English Books, 374.
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common welth, and so scorched and vexed with the heate o f the soonne, that in many
places they curse it when it ryseth.” There was, however, a great deal o f diversity in
Africa. In some regions the people were thought to be “wylde and wanderynge people.”
Those who lived on one side o f the Niger River were described as “o f hyghe stature and
blacke” while those who lived on the other were considered to be “browne or tawny
colour and [of] lowe stature.” Lok’s account also provided a forum for Eden to discuss
the kingdoms of Ethiopia and Trogloditica, “whose inhabitauntes dwell in caves and
dennes.” All of this, however, was written in complete ignorance o f actual English
experiences trading in Africa. Eden was either unaware or uninterested in the basis o f
English relations with Africans. The writings o f Pliny, “a grave and faythful autour,”
rather than first-hand observation or personal experience, were enough for Eden to
mention that Africa was also home to a “people without heades cauled Blemines,
havynge theyre eyes and mouth in theyr breste.”24
As numerous historians have noted, however, it was John Lok who was reputed to
have brought one o f the first groups o f “certeyne blacke slaves” into England when he
returned in 1555. According to Eden, “sum were taule and stronge men, and could well
agree with owr meates and drynkes.” At the same time, the “coulde and moyst ayer
dooth sumwhat offende them.” As discussed in previous chapters, this “fact” would have
surprised no one who was familiar with the nature o f climates and Eden repeated these
folkloric truisms verbatim. “[D]oubtlesse men that are borne in hotte regions may better

24Eden, The First Three English Books, 53, 384-5.
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abyde heate, forasmuch as vehement heate resolveth the radicall moisture o f mens bodies,
as could constreyneth and preserveth the same.” After all, Eden noted, it was “a secreate
woorke of nature, that throughout all Afryke under the Equinoctiall line and neare abowt
the same on bothe sydes, the regions are extreame hotte and the people very blacke.” At
the same time, Eden’s characterization o f skin color was as abortive as his ethnography.
As a compiler o f geographic and travel accounts, his interest lay elsewhere. Although his
publication featured some discussion o f the people o f Africa, Eden’s work tended to
focus primarily on commodities and landscapes rather than human beings.25
Additionally, the black men who voyaged to England with John Lok were not
“slaves” in the m odem sense o f the term. The five men whom John Lok brought to
England were transported on a temporary basis and, as William Towerson informed a
group of Africans several months later, “they were in England well used, and were there
kept till they could speake the language, and then they should be brought againe to be a
helpe to the Englishmen in this country.” Towerson, like Windham and Lok before him,
voyaged to Africa in order to trade. Since the West African coast had been visited by the
Portuguese and French to a greater degree than the English, communication could be
somewhat awkward (in spite o f the fact that m ost English ships carried Portuguese pilots
or crewmen). Thus, the first black “slaves” in England were conceptualized as agents to

23Eden, The First Three English Books, 387. The exception to this was in his consideration o f the
skin color o f indigenous Americans who, according to Eden’s climatic logic, should have been the same
color as sub-Saharan Africans. Eden’s translation o f Peter Martyr’s Decades o f the Newe Worlde offered
some broad considerations on skin color, although they were generally crafted in a neutral tone. In a
passage in which he reflects on physical difference, he notes quite simply that “Men likewyse which in sum
countreys are blacke, are in other places whyte: and yet are both these and they men” (23S).
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facilitate easier trade in the most prized commodities: gold, pepper, and ivory. And,
indeed, three Africans returned with Towerson to Africa, where the blacks served as
valuable middlemen.26 Still, Africans were rightly cautious in their dealings with
Europeans. At one point Towerson’s ships encountered two small villages, “but the
negros in a long time would not come to us, but at the last by the perswasion o f our owne
negros, one boat came to us, and with him we sent George, our negro, ashore, and after he
had talked with them, they came aboord our boates without feare.” George, and the
others, proved to be invaluable allies in these early English efforts.27
If the trade in gold, pepper, and ivory typified the English encounter with Africans
through the first decades o f the seventeenth century, there were other experiences that,
although less common, helped flesh out English ideas about African peoples. First, a
significant minority o f English ships came to Africa with the express purpose of
acquiring slaves. As early as the 1530s, William Hawkins may have transported black
slaves across the Atlantic to Brazil, but it was his notorious son John who has earned the
dubious distinction o f being the first English slave trader. During the 1560s, four English
26These may have been among the earliest “cultural brokers” between the English and West
African worlds. These Africans would also have been among the earliest generation o f “Atlantic creoles,”
a group whose existence has been emphasized by Ira Berlin. See, especially, “From Creoles to African:
Atlantic Creoles in the Origins o f African-American Society in Mainland North America,” WMQ 53:2
(April 1996): 251-88.
27Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:382, 398. Although most historians agree that the five
Africans were not slaves in the traditional sense o f the term, the blacks may have been slaves in the
contemporary sense o f the term. After all, although George and the others returned with the English, they
operated as English agents in Africa. Likewise, Towerson was compelled to abandon the coast during his
first voyage because “the negroes [were] bent against us, because that the last yeere M. Gainsh did take
away the captaine’s sonne and three others from this place with their golde, and all that they had about
them” (388). These Africans almost certainly were unwilling captives. With regard to the importance of
language, see P.E.H. Hair, “The Use o f African Languages in Afro-European Contacts in Guinea, 14401560,” Sierra Leone Language Review 5 (1966): 7-17.
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expeditions (three o f which were led by Hawkins) sailed to the coast o f West Africa,
gathered together cargoes of slaves, and sold them into perpetual bondage in Spain’s
American colonies. Hawkins’ first expedition, which departed in England in 1562,
consisted o f three ships and “not above 100. men for feare o f sicknesse and other
inconveniences.” The small fleet sailed to Sierra Leone where, “partly by sworde, and
partly by other means,” the English acquired “300. Negros at the least, besides other
merchandises which that country yeeldeth.” The ships sailed on to the Caribbean where
they sold off their cargo and returned to England in September 1563. A year later, in
October 1564, Hawkins set out again with a slightly larger and much more powerful fleet
o f four ships and more than a hundred and fifty men. This expedition was broadly similar
to the first and succeeded in capturing or trading for four hundred Africans, which were
subsequently transported across the Atlantic and sold into slavery. John Lovell attempted
to follow in his former commander’s footsteps two years later when he departed
Plymouth with three small ships. Lovell, however, possessed little o f Hawkins’ skill, or
fortune, and managed to sell only a few slaves. Others were abandoned in the Caribbean
or returned to England with the dispirited fleet in 1567.2®
The most well-known slave-trading voyage, and the last serious effort for many
years to come, departed England in 1567, once again under the command o f John
Hawkins. This expedition consisted of six ships, including two royal warships, and
eventually crossed the Atlantic with five hundred Africans. Hawkins sold most o f his

N um erous secondary sources have recounted the details o f these slave trading voyages. For the
best succinct treatment, see Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement, 121-5.
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cargo in Caribbean ports, but his fleet ran into trouble at San Juan de Ulua when a
Spanish fleet bearing the new Viceroy showed up. In the end, only two ships managed to
limp home and roughly 300 out o f 400 men either lost their lives or were taken captive by
the Spanish. After this devastating voyage, English ships generally returned to
privateering without dealing in large shipments o f slaves, although there were a few
exceptions. In 1587 two English ships were granted safe passage by the Portuguese to
trade textiles into the Azores, where they were to acquire wine that would be used for the
purchase o f slaves in Guinea or Angola. These were to be sold in Brazil in exchange for
a cargo o f sugar destined for England. For the most part, however, it was not until the
mid-seventeenth century, nearly a hundred years later, that English ships determined to
invest their fortunes in the transatlantic slave trade. Illicit trading in black slaves was
sporadic throughout the 1620s and 1630s and scattered evidence suggests that the scope
o f this trade may have been larger than modem historians generally appreciate. The
records are better for the 1650s, when the trade was clearly expanding rapidly, but largescale efforts were an outgrowth o f the formation of the Royal African Company in
1663.29
As men primarily interested in the slave trade, the perspective o f these few
voyagers concerning the nature o f Africans was somewhat biased. Unlike many other
observers, slave traders paid particular attention to the presence o f slavery in African

29Hakluyt, PN, 9:398-444; Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement, 125-29; Scammcll, “The
English in the Atlantic Islands, c. 1450-1650,” 310. See also, John C. Appleby, “A Guinea Venture, c.
1657: A Note on the Early English Slave Trade,” MM 79:1 (February 1993): 84-7, and Appleby, ‘“ A
Business o f Much Difficulty’: A London Slaving Venture, 1651-1654,” M M%\:\ (February 1995): 3-14.
Much more will be said about the American context o f these voyages in the next chapter.
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society. Significantly, English visitors recognized that slavery in Africa was not
governed by capriciousness; there were specific reasons why slavery existed and standard
ways for Africans to become slaves. Thus, although slavery was an ever-present feature
o f African society, it varied in nature from place to place and was often contingent upon
traditional rivalries among distinct states. For example, Hakluyt’s account o f Hawkins’
second slave-trading voyage in 1564 elaborated on the nature o f African polities in West
Africa and the existence o f peoples who appeared to be both physically different and
possessed of different levels o f technological skill. The people o f Cape Blanco were
characterized as “tawnie, having long haire without any apparell, saving before their
privie members,” while those who dwelled just to the south at Cape Verde were “all
blacke.” The residents o f this region were held up for high praise. They were “o f stature
goodly men, and well liking by reason o f their food, which passeth all other Guyneans for
kine, goats, pullin, rise, fruits, and fish.” These “Leophares” were “counted the goodliest
men o f all other, saving the Congoes, which do inhabite on this side the cape de Buena
Esperan?a.” And unlike their warring neighbors, the “Ieloffes” (Jolofs?), the “Leophares”
were considered to be “more civill then any other, because o f their dayly trafficke with
the Frenchmen, and are o f nature very gentle and loving.”30
English slave traders also accepted that their participation in the slave trade was
generally contingent upon either providing desired trade goods or allying themselves with
local rulers in their struggles against other Africans or other Europeans, especially the

30Hakluyt, PN, 10:14-15. The relationship between civility and external trade networks was also
employed as a defense o f English civility during the sixteenth century.
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Portuguese. Many o f the slaves acquired by John Hawkins during his third slaving
voyage, for example, were his reward for providing military aid to an African king in an
assault on an enemy town. According to Miles Philips, as many as 900 Africans were
captured in battle that were supposed to be taken away by the English, “howbeit the
Negro King which requested our ayde, falsifying his word and promise” left during the
night with half the prisoners. Regardless, the English put together a cargo of roughly 500
slaves. At the other end o f the spectrum, English traders might be granted the right to
employ slaves in smaller numbers as a result o f their alliances. In 1555, a group o f
English merchants petitioned Queen Mary in order to obtain free trade privileges in
Guinea. They claimed that earlier English expeditions to Africa had uncovered several
local rulers who were happy to trade with English ships. Additionally, the “said
inhabitauntes o f that country offred us and our said factors ground to build uppon, if they
wold make anie fortresses in their country, and further offred them assistaunce o f certen
slaves for those workes without anie charge.” Whatever the need, English traders
recognized, access to slaves was most easily obtained through the African traders who
procured them.31
English views o f Africans were wide ranging and quite often contradictory.
Virtually every English voyager to Africa was involved in some sort o f mercantile
expedition and therefore most written accounts center on attempts to tap the African
market. Nonetheless, English accounts provide broad generalizations about the natives o f

3,Hakluyt, PN, 6:400; Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:355-8.
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West Africa. The most important stereotypes were oft repeated: the natives were black,
naked, and adorned with either brass jewelry or extensive scarification. Blackness was
noted by virtually every observer, but Englishmen were not surprised to find black people
in Africa. Since it was generally taken for granted that the heat o f equatorial Africa went
a long way toward explaining skin color, there was little that was surprising in blackness.
Over and over again, English commentators presented skin color as a matter o f fact.
According to Anthony Knivet, who generally dwelled somewhat longer on the fabulous
than his contemporaries, it was enough to remark that the “Moors of Angola are as black
as jet,” or that another group o f Africans “inhabit right under the line, and o f all kinds o f
Moors these are the blackest.” Africans may have had black skin, and the degree o f
blackness may have been noteworthy, but whether or not this indicated physical beauty or
ugliness, or suggested inferiority, or just simply why there were different colored people
throughout the world was not a significant concern o f those who had face-to-face
encounters.32
Perhaps the most vivid example of the relative importance of blackness among
Englishmen who went to Africa was written by Robert Baker, who traveled to the region
as a merchant in 1562 and again in 1563. His second voyage resulted in his capture by
the French and during his captivity he penned a narrative poem describing both o f his
journeys. After describing the origins of the voyage, and that the English sailed to
Guinea “to seeke for golde,” his first mention o f African peoples appeared nearly 200

32Hakluyt, PN, 6:270; Anthony Knivet, in The Strange Adventures o f Andrew Batteil ofLeigh, in
Angola and the Adjoining Regions, E.G. Ravenstein, ed. (London: Hakluyt Society, 1901), 97, 101.
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lines into the poem when he noted that upon entering a river the English caught their first
glimpse o f the native inhabitants:
And entring in we see
a number o f blacke soules,
Whose likelinesse seem’d men to be,
but all as blacke as coles.
Their Captaine comes to me
as naked as my naile,
Not having witte or honestie
to cover once his taile.
By which I doe here gesse
and gather by the way,
That he from man and manlinesse
was voide and cleane astray.
The first four lines o f this excerpt have often been taken as evidence that blackness was
an “arresting characteristic” to English observers. But what stands out more clearly is
that while Baker observed that the inhabitants o f Africa were black, he did not judge them
to be ugly or disagreeable in any way because o f their blackness. Rather, the subsequent
eight lines indicate much more distaste for the nakedness that prevailed among Africans,
which led him to conclude that they lacked “witte,” “honestie,” and “manlinesse.”
Strikingly, it was at precisely this moment that Tudor intellectuals back in England were
crafting a new image o f the consummate Englishman, deeply rooted in climate theory,
which emphasized that two o f the most characteristic qualities possessed by Englishmen
were their wisdom, or wit, and manliness rooted in martial valor. That West Africans
lacked these virtues, as evidenced primarily by their nudity, and only incidently by their
skin color, represented a dramatic condemnation o f customary practices, but not
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blackness itself.33
By extension, we might wonder how thoroughly derogatory Baker’s poem really
was, especially in the context of the unique circumstances o f his individual encounter.
Alden Vaughan and Virginia Mason Vaughan correctly note that Baker variously referred
to West Africans as “wilde” men, “blacke beast[s],” “brutish blacke people,” “blacke
burnt men,” “beastly savage people,” and “fiends more fierce than those in hell.” It
should also be noted, however, that there were only a few other comments along these
lines and rarely were these epithets employed more than once in a narrative poem roughly
1,300 lines in length. In fact, the use o f positive, or neutral, language was just as
common as hateful labels and “stigmatic characterizations.” The presence o f both can be
explained by paying close attention to the context o f Baker’s encounter. Robert Baker
and his shipmates went to Africa to trade for gold. Upon their arrival they met a “wilde
man” who they attempted to entice with English trade goods. During the night, however,
some Africans stole a large quantity of English merchandise, after which a battle ensued
as tensions mounted. Only then did Baker begin to call the Africans “slaves,” which he
did three times in just a few lines, or “the blacke beast” and “this brutish blacke gard.”
What began as a peaceful trading voyage degenerated into violent conflict, and only when
that happened did Baker employ vitriolic language in his narrative poem.34

u The Brefe Dyscourse o f Robert Baker, in Robert Baker: The Travails in Guinea o f an Unknown
Tudor Poet, in verse, P.E.H. Hair, ed. (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1990), 25,26; Jordan, White
over Black, 4. On the publication o f Baker’s poem, see Vaughan and Vaughan, “Before Othello," 31-2,
including notes 36 and 37.
2*The Brefe Dyscourse o f Robert Baker, 27-8; Vaughan and Vaughan, “Before Othello," 32.
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There were, o f course, variations on this theme. When George Fenner remarked
in 1566 that the inhabitants of Guinea were “blacke and naked, yet they were civill,” he
revealed the subtle power of cultural stereotypes rooted in pre-contact assumptions. But
the fact that he did not dwell on the point is also suggestive. More extended
commentaries on the nature and significance o f blackness were more likely to be found in
the kinds of sources detailed in the previous chapter, including editorial commentaries
and translations (which were themselves a kind of “editorial commentary” by virtue of
their publication). Editors, not eyewitnesses, were concerned with the “meaning” of
blackness. Something has already been said o f this in the context o f Richard Eden’s
commentary on the first English voyages to Africa during the 1550s, as well as George
Best’s Discourse in the previous chapter, but Samuel Pure has was no different in this
regard. For example, in an excerpted passage from The Golden Trade, by Richard
Jobson, which contemplated the nature o f the relationship between the “Fulbies” and
“Mandingoes,” Purchas was compelled to comment on the importance o f skin color.
Jobson claimed that the Fulbies were “a tawny People much like to those vagrants
amongst us, called Egyptians,”33 and that they lived in subjugation to the Mandingos,

“ Interestingly, the 1623 edition o f Jobson is slightly different than the text offered by Purchas.
Whereas the Purchas account compares the Fulbies in a negative fashion to Gypsies, Jobson’s text reads,
“These are called Fulbies, being a Tawny people, and have a resemblance right unto those we call
Egiptians.” The differences are also noticeable in the subsequent commentary on Fulby women. Purchas
records that “the women [are] well featured, with a long blacke haire, more loose then that o f the Blacke
women, neatly apparelled in the habite o f the Natives.” Jobson is more effusive in his praise: “[T]he
women amongst them, are straight, upright, and excellently well bodied, having very good features, with a
long black haire, much more loose then the blacke women have, wherewith they attire themselves very
neatly, but in their apparell they goe clothed and weare the same habite, the blacke women do.” Purchas,
HP, 9:288-9; Richard Jobson, The Golden Trade or A Discovery o f the River Gambra. and the Golden
Trade o f the Aethiopians (London, 1623; reprinted 1968), 42.
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who were “perfectly blacke.” In a somewhat convoluted explication, Purchas noted that
this proved that “colour comes from the seed which takes hold on the Portugals borne o f
Negro women, and not o f the Sunne-bumd Fulby, in the same place.”3*
Jobson’s invocation o f George Best’s Discourse was exceptional in several
regards. First, few Englishmen took Best seriously; in spite o f the expanding body of
information made available by increasing human interaction, the general principles o f
climate theory still prevailed in 1625. Second, the significance that Purchas attached to
Jobson’s observation had little to do with Jobson’s intent. Jobson told the story o f the
Fulbies as evidence o f a people who lived in subjugation because o f their lifestyle. They
were, according to the observer, hard-working herdsmen. Indeed, Jobson noted that the
Fulby lived such a difficult life that “in a manner he is become bestiall.” Third, Purchas’
reiteration o f Best was, in essence, an endorsement o f one particular version o f the Curse,
but Jobson wrote nothing about the Curse in relation the skin color o f either the
Mandingos or Fulbies. Much later in the text, however, Jobson invoked the Curse, but it
was a remarkably different version than that proposed by Purchas. “[Ujndoubtedly,”
Jobson claimed, “these people originally sprung from the race o f Canaan, the sonne o f
Ham, who discovered his father Noahs secrets, for which Noah awakeing cursed Canaan
as our holy Scripture testifieth, the curse is as by Scholemen hath been disputed, extended
to his ensuing race, in laying hold upon the same place, where the originall cause began,
whereof these people are witnesse, who are fumisht with such members as are after a sort

5#Purchas, HP, 9:289.
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burthensome unto them.” Purchas’ edited version o f Jobson included several
observations on the “membrous Monstrosity,” or “Mens membrositie,” o f African males,
but he did not connect it to the legendary Curse.37
Regardless o f this particular episode, it was the lack o f clothing among many
Africans that prompted the most attention. Every source available to Europeans for
hundreds of years mentioned that the inhabitants o f the continents were black, but
classical authorities rarely concerned themselves with the dress o f sub-Saharan peoples.
Thus, William Towerson’s first voyage to Africa noted right away that the natives “are
mighty bigge men and go al naked, except something before their privie parts.”
Likewise, “the most part o f them have their skin and their bodies raced with divers
workes, in maner o f a leather jerkin.” Although much o f this was a symptom o f early
contacts, Englishmen never ceased to be fascinated by the lack o f clothing among the
Africans. William Finch, who traveled to Africa in 1607 virtually ignored the skin color
o f the natives he encountered, beyond simply stating that they were “of a tawnie color.”
At the same time, however, he pointed out that the men wear “no apparel, but a Girdle
made o f rindes o f Trees to cover their privities.”38
Predictably, the absence o f clothing among the natives o f Africa occasionally
prompted English observers to take particular note o f the appearance and nature o f
African women. This was true o f both translated works by foreign authors and the
earliest English voyagers. For example, Richard Eden’s 1555 compilation offered a
37Jobson, The Golden Trade, 44,65-6; Purchas, HP, 9:295, 300.
3*Blake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:366-7; Purchas, HP, 4:11.
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number o f observations that provided a baseline from which further assumptions could be
drawn. From Sebastian Munster, Richard Eden translated the statement that the women
o f Zanzibar “are deformed by reason of theyr greate eyes, greate mouthes, and great
nostrilles.” For the most part, however, sixteenth-century writers were generally neutral
on the subject of African women. Eden’s characterization o f John Lok’s voyage to
Africa, therefore, was typical when it was noted that Africans “go in maner all naked, yet
are many o f them and especially their women in maner laden with collars, braslettes,
hooped, and chaynes eyther o f golde, copper, or Ivery.”39 In this regard, the most
important message conveyed by observer was not any particular sense o f “titillation,” but
the wide availability o f jewelry composed o f valuable commodities. Indeed, in this
representation, Eden’s publication dangled African adornments, not African people,
before the eyes of English readers.40
English observers were capable of offering up generally derogatory impressions
o f native African women. This was first apparent with William Towerson, the first
English observer to pay special attention to the physical appearance o f West African
women. Towerson’s account o f his stay in West Africa flowed easily from a commentary

39Eden, The First Three English Books, 23, 386.
^Jennifer Morgan suggests that “English writers regularly directed readers’ attention to the
sexually titillating topic o f African women’s physiognomy and reproductive experience.” This “conveyed
a sexual grotesquerie that ultimately made African women indispensible, in that it showed the gendered
ways o f putting African savagery to productive use.” While this may be generally true for the later period,
this conclusion is somewhat misleading for the mid-sixteenth century. Rather, I would endorse Melanie
Perreault’s argument that early contacts generally lacked female characters and that women generally
appeared in only the most trivial circumstances before the publication o f Richard Hakluyt’s works during
the last decade o f the sixteenth century. See Morgan, ‘“ Some Could Suckle over Their Shoulder’: Male
Travelers, Female Bodies, and the Gendering of Racial Ideology, 1500-1770,” WMQ 54:1 (January 1997):
178, and Perreault, “First Contact,” 151.
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on the prevalence o f nakedness among the natives to the observation that “the men and
women goe so alike that one cannot know a man from a woman but by their breastes,
which for the most part be very foule and long, hanging downe low like the udder o f a
goate.” He also informed readers that his men were entertained by female dancers, but
failed to comment on their appearance in this instance. Further on, however, Towerson
remarked that the women of one small town “have such exceeding long breasts that some
o f them wil lay the same upon the ground and lie down by them, but all the women have
not such breasts.” As other historians have noted, these observations were clear examples
o f the gendered exoticism o f sixteenth-century overseas exploration and European
observation. At the same time, Towerson’s remarks demonstrate the English propensity
to characterize Africans (men and women) as excessively beastly and remarkably
different from anything that could be found in “civilized” Europe.41
There is a danger, however, o f placing too much emphasis on Towerson’s
observations dating from the mid-1550s; few other Englishmen were as overtly negative
in their characterization o f African women over the course o f the next half century. At
the very least, few English observers singled out African women, to the exclusion of
other “exotic” women, as being especially ugly, wild, or beastly. Indeed, women were
generally invisible to English observers (at least in their published accounts). Richard
Hakluyt’s narration o f John Hawkins’ three slave trading expeditions (1562, 1564-65,
1567-68), Robert Baker’s narrative poems o f 1562 and 1563, and the account o f George

4IBlake, Europeans in West Africa, 2:367, 382. See also Perreault, “First Contact,” 153-4, and
Morgan, ‘“ Some Could Suckle over Their Shoulder’,” 179-81.
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Fenner’s 1566 expedition to Africa all contain no mention whatsoever o f the appearance,
nature, or disposition o f women in Africa. Similarly, neither the description of Sir
Francis Drake’s circumnavigation beginning in 1577 nor that o f Thomas Cavendish in
1586, though both occasioned stops in Africa, featured any mention o f the women in
Africa. In fact, the most extensive discussion o f the women o f sub-Saharan Africa from
the latter voyages appeared in a brief episode during the expedition led by two London
merchants to Guinea in 1588. According to James Welsh, the people o f Guinea were
“very gentle and loving, and they goe naked both men and women untill they be married,
and then they goe covered from the middle down to the knee.” In this passage, unmarried
women were not characterized as beastly or ugly. Rather, nakedness was depicted as a
natural folkway indigenous to the region that marked the transition from one stage o f life
to another.42
The observations gathered together by Samuel Purchas a generation later
generally contained little more discussion o f native African women than had appeared in
the writings o f Richard Hakluyt. In the twenty printed volumes o f the modem edition o f
Purchas there can only be found two examples o f Englishman who journeyed to subSaharan Africa and recorded anything o f substance about African women or gender
conventions in the region.43 First, as noted above, Purchas extracted significant passages

42Hakluyt, PN, 6:457.
<3There are, o f course, other accounts o f Africa, but many o f these were authored by other
European nationals and translated into English by Purchas. As such, these “encounters” would fall into the
kind discussed in the previous chapter. The most important example o f this kind o f source, however,
would not have been any o f those originally composed by other Christian Europeans, but the inclusion o f
“John Leo,” whose work takes up nearly 2 complete volumes o f the modem Purchas edition used for this
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from Richard Jobson’s The Golden Trade, which originally appeared on its own in 1623.
Jobson was one o f the earliest resident factors and spent considerable time in the
company o f various African groups. Jobson reported that among the inhabitants in the
vicinity o f the Gambra River were a number of Portuguese, many o f whom seemed to be
involved in the slave trade and sexual relations with the native women. Nearby could be
found the Fulbies, whose women were “well featured, with long blacke haire, more loose
then that o f the Blacke women.”44 Second, Purchas included the recollections of Andrew
Battell, a captive resident for seventeen years (1590-1607) in Africa who provided a few
more details. He noted that “the women are very fruitful, but they enjoy none of their
children: for as soon as the woman is delivered of her child, it is presently buried quick
[alive].” This may have been, as at least one historian has noted, a commentary on the
absence o f a sense o f motherhood among the natives, but it hardly constituted a damning
indictment o f black women. Although they did not completely ignore the subject o f subSaharan African women, neither Jobson nor Battell contributed anything o f substance to
the idea that black women were particularly beastly or ugly.45
Although the observations o f Englishmen in Africa generally ignored the subject
o f black women as subjects worthy o f considerations, a great deal more was said about
gender conventions and masculinity and femininity among the North African Moors. For

dissertation.
"See note 32 above.
45Purchas, HP, 9:288, 289-90; Jobson, The Golden Trade-, The Strange Adventures o f Andrew
Battell, 32; Morgan, “‘Some Could Suckle over Their Shoulder’,” 183.
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example, although neither Jobson nor Battell delved into the nature o f black women, both
alluded to odd sexual practices. Jobson detailed the existence o f polygamy and
concubinage and made particular note o f the “membrous Monstrosity” o f African men.
Because o f this, Jobson declared, women would not have intercourse after conception
“lest she or it [the child] be destroyed.” Women also kept blood stones, which they
“weare about their middles, to preserve them from bloudie issues, the mens membrositie
seeming to give thereto much occasion.” Battell recorded nothing in this regard, but he
did declare that there “are sometimes bom in this country white children, which is very
rare among them, for their parents are negroes.” These individuals were called Dondos
and were “brought up in witchcraft, and always wait on the king.” Battell contributed
greatly to the popular notion that blackness was, at the very least, an aberrant and
unnatural condition, when he added that the “children in this country are bom white, and
change their colour in two days to a perfect black.” Although this was remarkable to
Battell, he hardly found this to be abhorrent, rather it was something marvelous to behold
and yet another example o f the exotic nature o f Africa.46
From the perspective o f the majority o f English observers, the center o f sexual
deviancy was the Mediterranean or Islamic worlds, not sub-Saharan Africa.47 The
“ Purchas, HP, 9:295, 300; The Strange Adventures o f Andrew Battell, 48,49.
47In other words, the observations o f Englishmen such as Towerson, Jobson, and Battell should
not be taken as necessarily representative. Historians have not been incorrect in their identification o f a
tendency among Englishmen and other Europeans to denigrate African women, but the number o f
Englishmen who actually viewed African women in their native environment firsthand before the mid
seventeenth century, and subsequently recorded overtly negative impressions, is exceedingly small. As
with the misplaced importance placed in historical scholarship on George Best’s Discourse (see previous
chapter), too much can be made o f these exceptional (rather than representative) perspectives. For
example, Winthrop Jordan has noted that Jobson’s observations were not unusual based on a similar
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frightening sexual practices and porous boundary between masculinity and femininity
were all-too apparent in the English Slave Narratives produced by former captive slaves.
George Sandys, who traveled to the region in 1610, provided a great deal o f information
about local practices, including sexual matters. Sandys reported that “every man is
allowed foure w ives,. . . and as many Concubine slaves as hee is able to keepe.” Women
were valued for their beauty and Turks “do use their Bondwomen with little lesse respect
then their Wives, and make no difference betweene the Children begotten both o f the one
and the other: who live together without jealousie.” Not surprisingly, Sandys believed
the women were “for the most p a r t . . . browne o f complexion, but exceedingly welfavoured, and excessively amorous.” Robert Withers, however, reported that among
those to be found in the seraglios o f Constantinople were a number of “Black-moore
Girls” imported from Cairo. Unlike the Englishmen who travelled to sub-Saharan Africa,
Withers was firm in his condemnation o f the appearance o f black women. Withers noted
that “the more uglie and deformed” the black women were, the more they were esteemed
by the Turks. Thus, “the Bashaw o f Cairo . . . is alwayes diligent to get the most ilfavoured, cole-blacke, flat-nosed Girles that may be had throughout all /Egypt, or the

statement from the anonymous author o f The Golden Coast written more than forty years later in 1665.
Further evidence concerning the “hot constitution’d Ladies” o f Africa is provided from William Smith’s A
New Voyage to Guinea, published in 1744. Thus, one can only marvel when Jordan adds in this context
that it is difficult “to see why Englishmen should have fastened upon Negroes a pronounced sexuality
virtually upon first sight” (italics added). That is to say, “the picture o f Negro sexuality which developed
so rapidly and in such explicit terms in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.” Jordan may be right
in this regard, but the evidence available from firsthand English sources —and Jordan’s use o f lateseventeenth and eighteenth-century observations —hardly supports this conundrum which has driven so
much subsequent scholarship. Jordan, White over Black, 35.
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bordering Countries.”4*
Even more than the role o f women, the fate o f men who shed their masculinity
through misfortune or circumstance was noteworthy to English observers. Battell, for
example, noted that the people o f the province o f Dombe “are beastly in their living, for
they have men in women’s apparel, whom they keep among their wives.” Jobson went
into considerable detail about the circumcision o f one o f his young traveling companions,
Samgulley. Among North Africans, however, the presence o f eunuchs was even more
remarkable to Englishmen. Children were occasionally purchased in the slave markets
and castrated, “making all smooth as the backe o f the hand, (whereof divers doe dye in
the cutting).” Sandys added that “in times past, they did buy onely geld them, but being
admitted to the free converse o f their women, it was observed by some, that they more
then befittingly delighted in their societies.” Both Withers and Sandys mentioned the
presence of black Eunuchs in the seraglios and their role as trusted guards. Even more
threatening, these accounts reinforced the notion that Eunuchs were extracted from the
slave population. In that regard, the practice o f making Eunuchs was both a subject o f
fascination, even revulsion, and a threatening possibility for anyone, including
Englishmen, who fell into a state o f slavery in the Mediterranean world.49
Although English observers noted o f the prevalence o f blackness and nudity
among sub-Saharan Africans, other subjects were also deemed worthy o f notice. For

"Purchas, HP, 8:147, 151-2, 165, 9:368-9.

*9The Strange Adventures o f Andrew Battell, 18; Jobson, The Golden Trade, 137-47; Purchas, HP,
8:152, 9:368-9.
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example, there was some disagreement concerning the basic nature o f African peoples:
were the inhabitants friendly or were they untrustworthy and hostile? James Welsh
reported that the people o f Benin were “very gentle and loving” in 1588. English
voyagers to the Senegambian coast in 1591 similarly declared “the people very friendly
and tractable.” Francis Petty, who sailed with Thomas Cavendish during his
circumnavigation recounted that on the outward bound leg o f the journey, the English
ships stopped briefly at Sierra Leone, where “the Generali sent some of his company on
shore, and there they played and daunced all the forenoone among the Negros.” As men
interested in establishing more permanent trading relations with the natives, most English
observers had nothing to gain by disparaging African people. Indeed, it was in the best
interest of many Englishmen to demonstrate that sub-Saharan Africans could be useful
trading partners or, at the very least, potential allies against the Portuguese who generally
controlled the West African coastline and European access to the interior o f the sub
continent. In that regard, it was more common for Englishmen to speak harshly about the
Portuguese in African than native Africans.50
Regardless o f the prevalence of laudatory and neutral commentary concerning
native West Africans, there were a number o f observers who were vociferous in their
condemnation o f blacks. Walter Wren, who sailed with George Fenner in 1566, told how
the natives violated the standard diplomatic exchange o f hostages. The men whom the
English had set ashore as pledges o f good conduct were taken “with great violence.”

^Hakluyt, PN, 6:457, 7:93, 11:292.
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Wren declared that “the Negros . . . used our men with such cruelty’’ and refused to
negotiate their release. This incident would have been no surprise to John Hawkins,
whose experiences on the coast o f West Africa taught him that among the people “is
seldome or never found truth.” William Bends, one o f only a few survivors o f an
expedition gone awry in 1584, was equally clear in his denunciation o f the
trustworthiness o f African peoples. He and several other men were taken and stripped
naked when they stumbled ashore, whereupon the natives “buried one Coxe an olde man
alive, notwithstanding his pitifull lamentation.” Bends was eventually sold to the
Portuguese and only managed to escape after being returned to Lisbon. This episode,
however, was an exceptional example o f the type o f treatment Englishmen expected to
receive from North African Moors, or perhaps the Spanish or Portuguese, not subSaharan Africans. As with their general underastanding o f sexual deviancy, English
observers were much more inclined to identify the inhabitants of the Mediterranean world
as treacherous or unfriendly than they were those they were just beginning to deal with
regularly south o f the Sahara.31
This tendency is even more apparent when one considers the exploits and
impressions o f those few Englishmen who established more permanent residences among
native Africans. Although most Englishmen stayed only briefly on the African continent,
several stayed for longer durations. Not surprisingly, these observers, when given the
chance, provided a much more textured and generally more favorable description o f

“Hakluyt, PN, 6:272, 10:65-6, 6:412.
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African peoples and societies than did those who visited for the purpose o f trade or those
who ruminated on such subjects as skin color or “venery” from their insulated
surroundings in England. These men were o f two types. First, some Englishmen
established residences as merchants in West Africa. This practice had been developing
slowly on the North African Mediterranean littoral since the mid-sixteenth century, but it
was not until 1607 that any sustained effort was made to establish a semi-permanent base
on the coast o f Africa. The leading figure at that time was the London merchant John
Davies whose efforts eventually led to the formation o f the Company o f Adventurers of
London trading to Gynney and Bynney in 1618. This chartered corporation was
primarily interested in locating gold mines in the interior o f Africa, and to that end
evidently established a trading fort on the Gambia River. Unfortunately, little gold was
found and the company incurred enormous debts; the three voyages sponsored by the
company between 1618 and 1621 were entirely unproductive and the fort was abandoned.
Other forts were established soon thereafter, including one in Sierra Leone in 1628 to
facilitate the trade in redwoods. Once the Company was reorganized under the leadership
o f the London merchant Nicholas Crispe, it was granted a new monopoly as the Company
o f Merchants Trading to Guinea. Subsequently, a number o f other English outposts were
established on the Gold Coast, with a fortified headquarters located at Kormantin.52
Throughout the period to the mid-seventeenth century, English merchants rarely

52Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement, 113; Hair and Law, “The English in Western Africa to
1700,” 250-3. See also John W. Blake, “The English Guinea Company, 1618-1660,” Proceedings o f the
Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society 3:1 (1945-1946): 14-27; Robert Porter, “The Crispe
Family and the African Trade in the Seventeenth Century,” Journal o f African History 9 (1968): 57-77.
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bought and sold slaves for the transatlantic trade. Nonetheless, it would be inaccurate to
conclude that they did not have an interest in slavery as an institution endemic to the
region; European residents in Africa were greatly indebted to slavery and many
commanded their own slaves as personal servants, guides, and intermediaries. William
Finch, an English merchant in Africa during the first decade o f the seventeenth century,
took particular interest in his journal o f the nature of African slavery. For example, Finch
remarked that a local ruler in Sierra Leone “hath power to sell his people for slaves,
(which he proffered unto us).” This kind o f behavior, o f course, was perfectly consistent
with local custom, at least as educated Englishmen would have understood it based on
their reading o f Portuguese sources and other “authorities” dating back to the fifteenth
century. More important to this early generation o f merchants, however, was the
availability o f gold, ivory, pepper and other inorganic commodities. These were goods,
before the advent o f sugar cultivation in the English colonies during the 1640s, that had
intrinsic value and could be resold for great profits in England. Thus, not until 1663 was
the Royal African Company chartered for the express purpose o f slave trading. Even so,
by 1665 the Company’s profits from the sale o f gold, ivory, wax, hides, dyewoods and
pepper was three times the total value o f the sale o f slaves to the English colonies.53
The second group of Englishmen who took up more extended residence in subSaharan Africa consisted of those who were captured and held as hostages, prisoners, or
slaves. These men were few in number and the record o f their impressions is slim, but

53Purchas, HP, 4:2; Hair and Law, “The English in Western Africa to 1700,” 254-6.
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some sense o f their experiences can be gleaned from a few selected accounts, but
especially that o f Andrew Battell. In some regards, Andrew Battell’s story is
unexceptional. Like countless other Englishmen, he was left behind in America after a
privateering expedition went afoul. In Battell’s case, the year was 1589, the expedition
was Abraham Cocke’s, and the location o f his abandonment was Brazil. From there,
however, Battell’s story diverges from the commonplace. Unlike many others who were
summarily executed as pirates, or held as slaves for the same offense, Battell was sent to
Africa. Although this punishment was rare, at least three other Englishmen are known to
have traveled down the same path during the last half o f the sixteenth century. Thomas
Turner, Andrew Towres, and Anthony Knivet were also taken by the Portuguese off the
coast o f South America and each was sent to Angola for their crimes.54
Thus, many o f the impressions conveyed by English observers are easily
comprehendible if some consideration is taken o f the timing and context o f the encounter
in which they were forged. Predictably, English observers who came to trade and stayed
for some duration seem to have been genuinely intrigued by sub-Saharan Africans. There
is little evidence o f disgust or any inclination to attribute every negative quality to black
skinned people. Indeed, they were generally unimpressed by skin color, but possessed a
certain fascination with nudity. On the other hand, even the most favorable observer
found it difficult to escape the cultural stereotypes of his homeland and seemingly non-

54Almost nothing is known about Turner, except that he probably spent two years in Brazil and
may have been transported to Angola at the same time as Battell in 1S90. Towres was sent to prison in Rio
de Janeiro for eating meat on a Friday. After he attempted to escape, he was condemned to spend the rest
o f his life in Angola, where he subsequently died. Knivet survived his experiences in Angola and Kongo
only to return to England where a fabulous account o f his “adventures” was later published by Purchas.
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judgmental accounts were often seasoned with stereotypical barbs. This was particularly
true among those few Englishmen who came to Africa in search o f slaves. The
observations o f those who sailed with Hawkins in the 1560s were particularly severe.
Similarly, those who came at a later period, when gross stereotypes about the slavish
nature of Africans were much more prevalent, were much more likely to characterize the
indigenous peoples as beast-like, ugly, dishonest, or, perhaps, cursed.

Because the nature o f the English encounter with Africans in W est Africa
fluctuated over the course o f the century after 1550, the ideas expressed about Africans
by the minority of observers who left written recollections are themselves diverse. Even
so, there was a tendency among English observers to pay much closer attention to the
specific nature of their subjects than those who contemplated Africans from afar. In that
regard, blackness was hardly worthy contemplating, since the real difference among
African peoples was more noticeable in their fashions, languages, polities, and other
social characteristics. No single individual encapsulates this tendency better than Richard
Jobson. Jobson carefully distinguished between competing “tribes,” contemplated the
nature o f social relations, and made an effort to comprehend local customs. When
Samgulley, his favorite companion throughout his journey, decided that he wanted to be
circumcised (a right o f passage into adulthood generally endured around the age o f
sixteen), Jobson and his companions went with him. Often portrayed as characteristic of
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the sexual deviancy o f the Mediterranean world, circumcision was generally condemned
by English authors. Jobson, however, described the ceremony with great interest, in no
small part because he was interested in the welfare o f Samgulley. True, Jobson was not
particularly impressed by the religious or cultural basis of the practice, but he accepted its
existence and was genuinely moved by the courage o f the young men who eagerly
participated in the ritual.55
Perhaps he maintained this perspective because he was a merchant and was able to
distance himself from the more abstract issues o f national and religious identity. That
certainly seems to have been the case among English merchants during the AngloSpanish War after 1585, who worked hard to secure peace in order to reestablish trade
rather than because they had a heart-felt interest in victory. Thus, it is a telling moment
in Jobson’s work when he recalls his efforts to ingratiate him self with “Buckor Sano my
blacke Merchant.” Jobson recalled that Buckor Sano was an influential figure who
controlled trade within the upriver region the English merchants visited. His importance
was established upon his arrival, which Jobson characterized as tantamount to that o f a
local lord or prince, “with musicke playing before him, with great solemnity, and his best
clothes on, and about some 40. more” retainers. In a famous passage, he even offered to
sell Jobson “certaine young blacke women,” to which Jobson replied that Englishmen
“did not deale in any such commodities, neither did we buy or sell one another, or any
that had our owne shapes.” Even so, Jobson neither dwelled on the subject nor

55Jobson, The Golden Trade, 137-47.
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condemned the local slave trade. Jobson recognized the existence o f their mutual goal:
trade. Thus, “he would tell us . . . you must deale better with me, then either with the
Kings o f the Country or any others, because I am as you are, a Julietto, which signifies a
Merchant, neither do I, as the Kings o f our Country do which is to eate, and drinke, and
lye still at home amongst their women, but I seeke abroad as you doe: and therefore I am
nearer unto you.” Jobson may not have been completely comfortable with the larger
implications of this particular “brotherhood,” but he was willing to accept the principle if
it would facilitate trade.36
Jobson’s account o f his time in West Africa was also indicative o f yet another
English perspective: by the time Englishmen began venturing to sub-Saharan Africa in a
sustained fashion, the region had ceased to be entirely African. The Portuguese presence
over the course of the previous hundred years had altered the environment such that it
could be thought o f as Affo-Portuguese in many regards. Robert Baker noted as much
when he characterized the manner o f communication between English traders and coastal
West Africa during the 1560s:
Unto the coast o f Myne,
for Niegros came aboord
With weights to poise their golde so fine,
yea speaking every woord
In Portuguese right well
demanding trafficke there
If we had any wares to sel l . . . .
Not surprisingly, then, when Jobson and others commented on the social order in which

**On Anglo-Spanish trade in the context of war, see Croft, “Trading with the Enemy, 1585-1604";
Jobson, The Golden Trade, 109, 112, 116-17.
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they found themselves, West Africans were often praised precisely because they could be
viewed in opposition to the Portuguese inhabitants. Too, these were not even good
Portuguese, rather “they are such, as have beene banished, or fled away, from forth either
o f Portingall, or the lies belonging unto that govemement.” According to Jobson, the
Portuguese were the ones to be feared, not native West Africans. It had been “a few
poore dejected Portingals and M olatos, . . . being onely banisht people, and for the most
part runnagados from their Country,” who were responsible for the murder o f Jobson’s
predecessor, George Thomson.”
If Richard Jobson took care to characterize African societies in a positive light,
Andrew Battell did not. The contrasting language o f their accounts, however, can be
explained with some understanding o f their varying circumstances and the different
purpose each possessed when they wrote their accounts. Whereas Jobson hoped to
establish more regular trade, Battell was a captive who hoped for nothing more than to
make his way back to England. Jobson traveled to Africa willingly; Battell was sent to
Angola to be punished and to serve Portuguese masters. He was initially placed in prison
and subsequently ordered to carry out the wishes o f resident Portuguese traders. Battell’s
life in Africa was filled with hardship, failed escape attempts, and with a sense of
impending doom. When he related his experiences to Samuel Purchas after his return to
England he was less interested in useful information that might be o f value to navigators
or traders. Instead, Battell became a story-teller. His tale therefore had more in common
slThe Second Voyage to Guinea, 39; Jobson, The Golden Track, 35,6-7. On West Africa as an
Afro-Portuguese world when Englishmen began to arrive, see P.E.H. Hair, “Hamlet in an Afro-Portuguese
Setting: New Perspectives on Sierra Leone in 1606,” History in Africa 5 (1978): 21-42.
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with the English slave narratives discussed in Chapter Two than any scientific,
geographic, or mercantile account produced by other English writers. As such,
everything was dramatic. The people were described as “beastly,” or as “the greatest
cannibals and man-eaters that be in the world.” While Jobson emphasized the reasonable
nature of African peoples, Battell played upon cultural stereotypes, suggesting at one
point that the leader o f the “Gagas . . . warreth all by enchantment, and taketh the Devil’s
counsel in all his exploits.” Battell’s Africa was filled with witches, women who killed
their children, human sacrifice, monsters, pygmies and many other marvels that both
fascinated and repelled English readers. In other words, even though both Jobson and
Battell were both Englishmen who traveled to the interior o f African and spent
considerable time among the natives, there were fundamental differences between their
experiences that promoted the production o f a historical record seemingly at conflict with
itself.58
The context o f Anglo-African encounters, then, offers some explanation for the
remarkably different ideas expressed about Africans. English “observers” in England, the
Iberian world, and Africa may all have shared in a corporate national identity, but they
were also quite distinct in many other ways. Homebound intellectuals and world-wise
merchants had different agendas and probably subscribed to subtlety different
stereotypes. Likewise, the location in which Anglo-African encounters occurred
frequently had a determinative role on perception. The Africans Englishmen met at
ilThe Strange Adventures o f Andrew Battell, 7, 18,21,28. The point may be made even more
simply by contrasting the titles under which the two accounts were published - The Golden Track and The
Strange Adventures.
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home, in continental Europe, and in West Africa itself, were a disparate lot whose
conditions ranged from absolute power to absolute powerlessness. Thus, the recorded
observations o f different authorities could be quite damning, neutral, or even laudatory.
This situation, in which the context o f the encounter was so important, was also true when
Englishmen cast their eyes upon Africans in other environments. This was particularly
the case in what may have been the most important context o f all: the Americas.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
“NEGROS WERE VERY GOOD MARCHANDISE”:
ENGLISHMEN AND AFRICANS IN THE NEW WORLD

[I]n that countrey no Spaniard will serve one another, but they are all o f them attended
and served by Indians weekely, and by Negroes which be their slaves during their life.1

As they made their way down the eastern Atlantic seaboard in the direction o f the
Canary Islands, the large squadron under the joint command o f the aging knights, John
Hawkins and Francis Drake, was surely an impressive sight. The year was 1595, and for
the first time in six years the English were able to ignore the Spanish threat in northern
Europe and turn their attention back toward the Iberian peninsula, the Atlantic islands,
and Spain’s New World possessions. More than twenty-five ships, several o f which had
confronted the Spanish Armada in 1588, others under the command o f capable privateers,
carried roughly 2,500 men in pursuit o f the greater glory of England and Queen
Elizabeth. The scene being played out was a familiar one; the generals sought to loot the
West Indies, cripple Spanish trade, and diminish the war-making capacity o f their
Catholic foe in what amounted to the last great privateering expedition o f the era. It was,
in the end, a horrible failure. Drake and Hawkins both perished and many ships, soldiers,

'Hakluyt, PN, 9:422-3.
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and sailors never returned to England. Yet the course of the expedition was also
strikingly familiar in another regard. Throughout the voyage, the English capitalized on
the experience o f countless previous voyages by seeking out free and enslaved Africans
to be used as allies, experts, hostages, and slaves. Thousands o f Englishmen in hundreds
o f ships had passed through the Caribbean since mid-century. They knew and accepted
that the vast majority o f black-skinned people in the Americas were enslaved. They were
also quite willing to use that fact to their utmost advantage whenever they encountered
Africans on the other side of the Atlantic world.
There was nothing that was remarkable about the African presence in Spain’s
American possessions in 1595. From the English perspective, they were a highly
exploitable commodity, valuable for their expertise, as well as their brawn. When the
English forces occupied Rio de la Hacha in December 1595, Thomas Maynarde reported
that “we tooke many prisoners Spaniards & negroes, some slaves repairinge to us
voluntarily.” This was a familiar pattern established during previous encounters. The
English response was also typical: “the whole (except the slaves w hich voluntarily
repayred unto us) was yeilded unto them for 24000 peases.” In other words, some of
slaves were ransomed back to the local Spanish settlers, others were taken along with the
fleet. They were not free, however. A Spanish observer would later report when the
English arrived in Panama, they brought with them “twelve negroes for the road - these
are from Rio de la Hacha.” Some o f the slaves were more immediately useful. John
Troughton reported that the “intelligence o f som negros” led to the discovery o f several
stashes o f pearls, silver, gold, and other valuables the locals had attempted to hide in the
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woods. There were also a number o f blacks who wanted nothing to do with the English
invaders. After one skirmish, “some Spanyardes & negros made there retreat to the
Shipps at nombre de dios.”2
The English encounter with Africans in the New World was a far cry from their
experiences on the other side o f the ocean. The predominate image o f Africans in
England was that of an outsider, but they were also exotic figures, even curios, who could
be found in stage, in literature, and other realms o f popular culture. The blackness of
Africans was frequently discussed in metaphorical, theological, and scientific terms.
They could also be found as slaves, lowly servants, or common laborers. In Spain and
Portugal slavery was much more important and the association between blackness and
slavery much more absolute. But the Iberian world was also a place where Africans were
present as an important part o f free society, as co-religionists and legal Spanish subjects.
The ability o f vastly different groups o f people to co-exist (regardless o f the harsh
policies enacted toward Jews and Muslims) was a distinguishing feature o f the peninsula.
In West Africa, Englishmen certainly recognized the significance o f slavery, but the
Africans they encountered were more often signified by their empowerment, not their
powerlessness. Too, as merchants in search o f gold, ivory, and pepper, few Englishmen
were all that concerned about gross stereotypes that suggested sub-Saharan Africans were
inherently inferior or oddities.
In America, the image o f the African was almost entirely shaped by slavery. Most

2Kenneth R. Andrews, ed., The Last Voyage o f Drake & Hawkins (London: Hakluyt Society,
1972), 94,217, 111, 112.
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New World Africans were conceptualized as slaves, ex-slaves, or runaway slaves. When
the anonymous author o f The Drake Manuscript put together his nearly 200 images of
West Indian plants, animals, and human life (and drafted the brief captions) in the 1590s,
Africans appeared in highly circumscribed roles. To this observer, who seems to have
sailed with Drake since he made specific references to almost thirty o f Drake’s regular
ports o f call, Africans in the Americas dove for pearls, served the Spanish in the gold
mines, and carted valuables across land and sea. They were, with little doubt, slaves,
consigned to a life o f drudgery. Yet, there was also another reality. As the caption under
the image o f the port o f Nombre de Dios indicated, the local inhabitants were “afraid to
have the gold and silver transported by land from Panam a. . . because o f the runaway
negro slaves who steal and plunder everything they find on the road belonging to the
Spaniards. These runaway negroes form bands for fear to be surprised by the Spaniards.”
Some Africans, at least one foreign observer recognized, held a certain amount o f power
in the region.3
Africans were present in America from nearly the beginning o f European
colonization in the 1490s. The first Africans typically accompanied Spanish explorers
and conquistadores as slaves, although most o f them were highly Hispanized and a
significant free black population existed in Latin America from the sixteenth century.
Regardless, their numbers were small during the first half century; perhaps 15,000 blacks
were shipped to the Americas before 1550. During the remainder o f the century, as black

3The Drake M anuscript (in the Pierpont Morgan Library) —H istoire Naturalle des Indes, Ruth S.
Kraemer, trans. (London: Andrg Deutsch Limited, 1996), f. 5 7 ,97-97v, 98-98v, 10-100v, 106-106v.
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slavery became more routinized, approximately another 40,000 were transported across
the Atlantic. Not until the seventeenth century would black slaves begin to arrive in
Portuguese and Spanish America in overwhelming numbers. Still, the African slaves that
toiled in the Americas during the sixteenth century tended to be located in precisely those
areas that interested English privateers the most - the Caribbean islands, central Mexico,
and the gold-mining region o f northern South America. Free blacks and slaves were also
a significant presence in the urban areas o f Latin America, where many worked as
artisans and personal servants.4
As with the Englishmen who encountered African peoples in other parts o f the
Atlantic world, those who voyaged to the Americas during the sixteenth century were not
representative o f the entirety o f English society. They were, in many ways, an especially
peculiar subset. The vast majority were pirates. As such, their interest in the New World
was generally limited to plunder. Many were there because o f the deteriorating
relationship between England and Spain, which reached its nadir in 1585. The
international situation had been somewhat touchy throughout Elizabeth’s reign, but when
King Philip II ordered his officials to impound all English merchant ships in Spanish or
Portuguese ports in M ay o f that year, English privateers prepared their ships for battle.
The story o f English privateering has already been told and the nature of the AngloSpanish War is somewhat beyond the scope o f this project, but the relationship between
these subjects and English encounters with Africans and the nature o f slavery in the early
4See Frederick P. Bowser, “Africans in Spanish American Colonial Society,” in The Cambridge
History o f Latin America, vol. II, Colonial Latin America, Leslie Bethel), ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984), 357-79.
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modem English Atlantic requires more extensive discussion. Just as English encounters
with Africans elsewhere were shaped by several ulterior motives and unique local
conditions, the same was true in America. But even more than other environments,
America provided the most tangible model for a racialized social order for Englishmen to
consciously imitate or reject at a later date when they too would live amid Indians and
Africans.

The most notorious mode of encounter between Englishmen and Africans in the
American setting was the continuation o f a minor form o f interaction that originated in
the African world - the slave trade. Specifically, an overabundance o f scholarly attention
has been placed on the three slave trading expeditions under the command o f John
Hawkins during the 1560s. Contemporary publications and personal experience had
taught Tudor Englishmen that Africans were valuable commodities in Spanish America,
which prompted Hawkins to set out in 1562 on the first of his three expeditions. The first
voyage succeeded in transporting roughly 300 Africans across the Atlantic and selling
them into slavery in the Caribbean. In 1564, Hawkins set sail again and repeated the
voyage, this time with 400 Africans. Hawkins set out on his third and final expedition in
1567, in which he took 500 Africans across the Atlantic and sold or abandoned most of
them in the Caribbean. Additionally, John Lovell departed Plymouth in 1566 with three
ships provided by Hawkins. Lovell transported about 100 Africans across the Atlantic,
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but was forced to abandon most o f them without payment when his expedition misfired.
All together, then, four English expeditions were explicitly involved in the slave trade
from point o f origin to point of sale. Approximately 1,300 Africans —not an insignificant
number - were carried across the ocean by the English during this brief period o f activity,
which ceased abruptly after Hawkins barely escaped with his life and about a quarter o f
his men at the conclusion o f his third voyage.5
Something has already been said o f these expeditions, but it is important to note
that it is both easy to overstate and oversimplify the significance o f the English slave
trade during the 1560s. O f the more than 100 English expeditions to the Caribbean
between 1562 and 1603, only 4 consciously intended to profit from the trade in human
beings.6 Nonetheless, they imparted a dramatic, if increasingly unsurprising, message:
Africans in the Americas were slaves. Additionally, although the records o f these
voyages give some indication of English impressions o f coastal West Africa, as suggested
in the previous chapter, little was recorded about the slave cargo itself during the voyage
or the fate o f black slaves in the Americas. Much the same way as a cargo o f wines or
ginger might be sold in Hispaniola, without further consideration of their use after

’Hakluyt, PN, 10:7-74; I.A. Wright, Spanish Documents concerning English Voyages to the
Caribbean, 1527-1568 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1929), esp. 95-112. The most useful account o f these
slave-trading voyages is Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlem ent, esp. 116-34.
‘Between 1S62 and 1S68 there were 4 slave-trading expeditions involving perhaps IS ships.
Between 1S70 and 1S8S, 14 expeditions involving no more than 30 ships. Between 1S8S and 1603,76
expeditions involving 235 vessels operated as privateers in the Caribbean. Two o f these expeditions,
Drake’s 158S and 1595 voyages, accounted for 52 o f the ships. See Kenneth R. Andrews, The Spanish
Caribbean: Trade a n d Plunder, 1530-1630 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978), and Elizabethan
Privateering. According to Andrews, extant records may only reveal half o f the total number o f actual
voyages that occurred during this era.
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payment had been made, the Africans on board the English ships during the 1560s
disappeared from the historical record. In that sense, English mariners had little interest
in the nature o f their human cargo and published works that resulted from the expeditions
demonstrated remarkably little interest in the Africans themselves. More important were
the commodities that could be found in the Caribbean, or sailing directions, and the
nature o f illicit and official Anglo-Spanish relations.
While the small number o f English slave trading voyages should dissuade us from
simple assumptions about the purpose o f Anglo-African encounters in America, they
should not distract us from the singularly important context of slavery that overarched
every English voyage to the area. Even when Englishmen engaged with purportedly
“free” Africans, the reality o f slavery was omnipresent. For example, an important form
o f English encounter with African peoples in the Caribbean involved coordinated
activities with local cimarrones, especially by Francis Drake during the 1570s. During
the course o f at least thirteen separate voyages to the region between 1570 and 1577, the
cimarrones proved to be indispensable allies in English efforts to loot the Spanish
possessions. Cimarrones were a continual source o f anxiety to the local Spanish; in 1570
a minor official in the region informed the Spanish crown that the “matter which, in this
kingdom, most urgently demands remedial action is the problem o f dispersing the
cimarrones, black outlaws in rebellion in its mountainous, unpopulated interior.”
According to this source, cimarrones were practiced thieves and murderers, but they also
“carry o ff negroes sent out for fire-wood, and induce others to leave their owners, as they
do every day.” The runaway slaves in the area, then, were serious power brokers and
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their desire to exact revenge from those that would enslave them was a valuable
component of their relationship with other Europeans who also hoped to see the Spanish
come to some harm.7
It was during Drake’s third independent command to the Carribean, beginning in
1572, that English privateers established an alliance with the cimarrones in Panama. As
early as January 1573, some twenty Englishmen and forty Africans combined their efforts
in an assault on the highway between Nombre de Dios and Venta de Chagre. Whereas
Spanish officials had once been concerned about the separate activities of runaway slaves
and foreign privateers, this new situation was utterly chilling. “The league between the
English and the negroes is very detrimental to this kingdom,” the Municipal Council o f
Panama concluded in February 1573, “because, being so thoroughly acquainted with the
region and so expert in the bush, the negroes will show them the methods and means to
accomplish any evil design they may wish to carry out and execute.” For the English,
this alliance would enable them to fleece the Spanish o f their gold and silver, but rumors
circulated as well to the extent that the English marauders intended to attack certain cities
and “deliver to them [the cimarrones] what Spanish inhabitants, men and women, it may
have, to be their slaves.”8
7Andrews, Trade, Plunder a n d Settlem ent, 129; I.A. Wright, ed., Documents Concerning English
Voyages to the Spanish Main, 1569-1580 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1932), 9, 33.
‘Wright, D ocum ents,!569-1580, SO, 69. It seems unlikely that the English would have handed
over Spanish subjects to the cim arrones to be used as slaves. In fact, John Oxenham earned the ire o f the
cimarrones when he allowed some Spaniards to go free during his 1577 expedition. The English were not
beyond treating other Europeans badly -- during an expedition to Brazil beginning in 1S94, James
Lancaster captured a ship with sixty blacks, ten Portuguese women, and forty Portuguese men.
Accordingly, “the women and the Negros we turned out o f the towne, but the Portugals our Admiral kept
to draw the carts when they were laden, which to us was a very great ease.” It was one thing for
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For a brief period, English relations with the cimarrones were somewhat
convivial, but they began to break down almost as quickly as they became normative.
Too, there were few great successes resulting from this alliance. No other expedition had
as much good fortune as Drake’s first coordinated effort in 1573. John Oxenham’s
attempt to capitalize on the alliance in 1577 was as disastrous as his former commander’s
was profitable. Like his predecessor’s, Oxenham’s expedition was small —far fewer than
100 men and only one ship in excess o f 100 tons. Oxenham established contact with the
cimarrones soon after his arrival in Panama and proceeded to march inland.
Unfortunately, his presence shocked the local officials into action. One force o f
Spaniards easily captured Oxenham’s vessels while he was away with the body o f his
men and the cimarrones. The remaining Englishmen were either captured by the other
force of Spaniards, or were rounded up in the ensuing months while the now-militarized
Spaniards took the fight to the cimarrones themselves. Before he was himself executed,
Oxenham reported that the English relationship with the cimarrones had soured and that
“if at present the negroes meet any English in the bush or in their villages now, the
English will have cause to fear greatly and will be in great danger, f o r . . . they did no
wish the Spaniards to come in search of them.”9
Almost as quickly as relations had been established they ceased to exist. In an
abnormally brief period o f time, Spanish officials reacted forcefully to the cimarron

Englishmen to use other Europeans slavishly, but quite another for them to allow the cimarrones to do the
same. Wright, Documents. 1569-1580, 172-3, 176; Hakluyt, PN, 11:57.
’Wright, Documents, 1569-1580, 176-7. For more concerning the specifics and larger context o f
the Oxenham expedition, see Andrews, The Spanish Caribbean, 134-46.
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threat in 1577 by passing harsh legislation in an effort to curb the growth o f extant
runaway communities. Through the 1550s, Spanish laws concerning the African
population in Mexico, which may have numbered more than 20,000 had typically
followed Iberian precedents. Legislation provided for certain protections and immunities,
guaranteed marital privileges and family solidarity, and articulated avenues by which
individuals could become free. None o f these efforts, however, diminished slave
resistance. The escalating number o f slave revolts after mid-century, increasing
cooperation between Africans and Indians, as well as the coordinated efforts of
interloping Europeans and the cimarrones prompted more repressive legislation by the
1570s. A “fugitive slave code” was drawn up between 1571 and 1574 that established
measures for better supervision and harsher penalties that could include death. Other
declarations were equally punitive. Viceroy Martin Enriquez declared in 1579 that any
slave who “escaped from the service o f his master and is found in the mountains, shall for
the same be arrested and castrated.”10
Additionally, Spanish authorities organized and conducted military activities in
Panama in an effort to subdue their former slaves who had demonstrated an inclination to
work with the English. Generally known as the Vallano War, the military efforts o f
1577-1578 succeeded in destroying a number o f cimarron villages and either capturing or
driving away hundreds o f cimarron peoples. In January 1579, peace negotiations took

l0David M. Davidson, “Negro Slave Control and Resistance in Colonial Mexico, 1519-1650,”
Hispanic Am erican H istorical Review 46:3 (1966): 235-53, reprinted in Richard Price, ed., M aroon
Societies: Rebel Slave Communities in the Americas, 2Bded. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1979), 82-103; Edgar F. Love, “Negro Resistance to Spanish Rule in Colonial Mexico,” Journal o f
Negro History 52:2 (April 1967): 91.
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place and the local blacks agreed to cease aiding foreign interlopers in exchange for semi
autonomy in a two large towns, Santa Cruz la Real and Santiago del Principe. This
peace, along with Oxenham’s alienation of the cimarrones soured further English
relations. When Drake returned to the region in 1596 with the intent of combining his
forces with the local blacks he found that his allies not only refused to assist him, they
actively opposed his efforts. Spanish reports indicated that upon Drake’s arrival in the
vicinity o f Nombre de Dios, “the Negroes o f Santiago del Principe would not allow the
enemy to take water at the River Fator and killed some o f them . . . . ” This resistance on
the part o f Drake’s former allies must have been disappointing, but the Spanish were
equally surprised with the response o f the local African community. Miguel Ruiz
Delduayen noted with obvious pleasure that “[t]he subjugated Negroes o f both factions at
Santiago del Principe and Santa Cruz la Real have rallied to his majesty’s service with
loyalty, hard work and energy, and the freed Negroes came to serve in this war under the
banner of their captain Juan de Roales who is also one o f them . . . . ” Also, “[m]ore
loyalty was found among the slaves than was expected, for it was their disloyalty which
was feared here and which the enemy counted upon.”"
Regardless o f a number of efforts to employ the cimarrones to their own ends,
"Andrews, The Last Voyage o f Drake & Hawkins, 211, 212; Andrews, Trade, Plunder and
Settlement, 134. The two cimarron communities were actually somewhat small. The town o f Santiago del
Principe numbered fewer than 30 houses, while Santa Cruz la Real was home to about 100 people. And
although both settlements were supposedly loyal to the Crown, Spanish authorities continued to be wary.
A 1587 report on the defenses in Panama, for example, remarked that “there is no trust or confidence in
any o f these Negroes, and therefore we must take heede and beware o f them, for they are our mortall
enemies." It may be significant that this observation fell into English hands and was published in the final
edition o f Richard Hakluyt’s Principal Navigations. As Kenneth Andrews notes, Drake probably had
access to this document before his departure in 139S. See Andrews, The Last Voyage o f Drake & Hawkins,
193 n.2.
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English observers were not particularly interested in the nature or attributes o f runaway
Africans in the Americas. As privateers in search o f gold and silver, the English were
generally unconcerned with ethnography and rarely engaged in any extensive
commentary about the nature o f the cimarrones. In the simplest of terms, the cimarrones
were “fugitive Negroes” who ran away because o f the “bad intreatie which their Masters
had given them.” They were characterized in 1628 by Francis Drake’s nephew, and
namesake, as a “blacke people which about eightie yeeres past fled from the Spaniards,
their Masters, by reason o f their crueltie, and are since growne to a nation, under two
Kings of their owne.” 12 In that light, runaway slaves could be conceptualized within the
“Black Legend” framework laid down during the previous century. Thus, although they
might not be too interested in any precise understanding o f African peoples, the English
could sympathize with the plight o f the enslaved under their diabolical and vicious
Spanish overlords. Even more, this sentiment could be expressed without necessarily
criticizing the propriety o f slavery itself. After all, by 1628, more Englishmen willingly
accepted that African peoples in the New World were most usefully employed as slaves.
Not every encounter involved the transatlantic slave trade or interaction with large
bands of runaway slaves. Perhaps the most common form o f interchange occurred when
English ships came across small numbers of Africans, often in ones or twos. For
example, even when they did not establish formal relations with the cimarrones, English
interlopers typically employed individual Africans as guides. Several o f the Englishmen

,2Wright, Documents, 1569-1580, 339,259. The younger Sir Francis Drake’s Sir Francis Drake
Revived is reprinted in its entirety by Wright.
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who sailed with Drake and Hawkins in 1595 were captured and interrogated by Spanish
officials. They reported that they were guided by “a man of small stature and a tall
mulatto” who apparently was a “cowherd named Amador.” When the Earl o f
Cumberland’s expedition landed in Puerto Rico in 1596, they marched inland “till we met
with a blacke-Moore, who we hoped should have bin our Guide.” This individual served
in that capacity, but the Englishmen found him to be somewhat inept, since he proved
unable to guide them to their desired location. Generally, however, English privateers
were more successful with their guides and the practice o f acquiring “sixe or seven
Negroes for guides” proved to be quite common. Individual guides were also useful
auxiliaries to the cimarrones. Even as Drake was making diplomatic overtures to the
cimarrones in 1572, he acquired the services o f “Diego a Negro,” who provided valuable
information about the military strength o f specific towns, the location o f gold and silver,
and the route m ost commonly traveled by Spanish treasure trains.13
As guides and military allies, African expertise was indispensable to the English.
The simple fact that Africans were disposable commodities made them valuable in other
situations as intermediaries, or messengers. Many English captains chose to conduct
relations with the Spanish through their captured Africans. As slaves, the English
concluded that their messengers harbored little affinity for the Spanish and, if their was
any foul play, the blow would be softened i f danger fell on the slave rather than another
Englishman. Thus, as the Earl of Cumberland’s ships waited in the Rio de la Plata in

l3Andrews, The Last Voyage o f Drake & Hawkins, 220, 207; Purchas, HP, 16:59, 193; Wright,
Documents, 1569-1580, 264-5, 269.
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1586 with captives, the “Admirall sent a [captured] Negro ashore, with letters from the
Portugals, that wee had prisoners aboord.” In the Azores ten years later, the same
commander “sent a Boat off with an old Portgull, and an African o f Mozambique, who
bearing a flagge of truce, should give the Ilanders to understand what his Lordships
pleasure was.”14
In addition to these encounters, whose significance can be found in the roles
blacks were able to serve Englishmen because o f the adversarial relationship that existed
between England and Spain, other relationships were forged under more normative
conditions. Over the course o f the sixteenth century several hundred Englishmen spent
some time as permanent or temporary residents in Spain’s American colonies. Like those
Englishmen who resided on the Iberian peninsula, many were merchants or Catholic
exiles. Others, however, ended up in Mexico, the Caribbean, or South America as
prisoners, even slaves, when they were captured in the course o f privateering. To these
individuals, blacks were generally less significant as allies or as individuals whose
expertise could help undermine Spanish control. The Englishmen who resided in Spanish
society in the New World, no matter how they ended up in that position, were most likely
to be impressed by the large numbers o f rural slaves, free urban blacks, and the
significant presence o f a group o f people o f obviously mixed ancestry: mulattoes.
English merchants were present in New Spain throughout the sixteenth century, in
spite o f Spanish imperial regulations that discouraged the presence o f foreigners and,

“Hakluyt, PN, 11:222; Purchas, HP, 16:102-3.
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especially, Protestants.13 Necessarily, many o f the English merchants must have been
Catholic and most were almost certainly closely connected with the Spanish trade itself.
The ties that linked Englishmen throughout the nominal Spanish world are apparent
through the case o f Robert Tomson, who left England for Seville in 1555. Tomson lived
an entire year in Seville, where he “repaired to one John Fields house an English
Marchant, who had dwelt in the said city o f Sivil 18. or 20. yeres.” During this period, he
also established ties with a group of English merchants, “servants o f one Anthony
Hickman and Edward Castelin,” who resided in the Canary Islands. Hugh Typton, “an
English marchant o f great doing” in Seville also served Tomson’s needs. When
Tomson’s fleet set sail from Cadiz in 1556, one o f the ships departing for the New World
was owned by John Sweeting and captained by his son-in-law Leonard Chilton. On
board was yet another English merchant, originally from Exeter, named Ralph Sarre.
And once Tomson arrived in New Spain there were other countrymen and near neighbors
he could rely on, including Thomas Blake, “a Scottishman borne [who]. . . had dwelt and
bene married in [Mexico City] above twentie yeeres before I came.”16
Although the accounts o f English merchants tended to focus more on trade
possibilities and less on social relations, there occasionally appeared some consideration

l5According to Richard Hakluyt, PN, 10:6-7, Thomas Tison found his way to the West Indies in
1526. While in residence he “seeme to have bene some secret factour for M. [Nicholas] Thome and other
English marchants in those remote partes; whereby it is probable that some o f our marcharts had a kinde of
trade to the West Indies even in those ancient times and before also: neither do I see any reason why the
Spaniards should debarre us from it at this present.”
16Hakluyt, PN, 9:338,341,347, 350. Tomson’s case was unexceptional. In Hakluyt’s selective
collection, the relations o f several other English merchants (including Roger Bodenham, John Chilton, and
Henry Hawks) conveys the impression that the English presence was hardly anomalous in the Indies.
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o f the role o f blacks in the New World. Not surprisingly, the blacks that merchants
discussed were invariably commented upon in their role as laborers. Tomson mentioned
that the Spanish king owned “20. great and mightie Negroes” in San Juan de Ulloa whose
sole responsibility was to maintain an island in the harbor. John Chilton commented on
the same island, and reported that the king employed “about 150 negroes, who all the
yeere long are occupied in carying of stones for building & other uses.” In Cuba, Chilton
noted, “the Spanyards mainteine . . . many negroes to kil their cattell, and foster a great
number o f hogs.” According to Henry Hawks, Spanish mines could not be operated
without slave labor, and a “good owner o f mines must have at the least an hundred slaves
to cary and to stampe his metals.” Blacks were, to the English merchants who passed
through the Spanish-American world, both instrumental and incidental to the social order.
Their presence was necessary to augment native labor, yet their individual identity —
culture, language, religion - was generally unworthy o f comment.17
Thomas Gage, who lived in Mexico and Guatemala between 1625 and 1637, was
probably unique in his experience as an English Jesuit. Gage was bom in England in
1603, became a member o f the Jesuit order and traveled to the New World, but he also
returned to England and the Puritan fold during the 1640s. As part o f his retrospective

17Hakluyt, PN, 9:354, 361,368, 389. The possible exception to this pattern was the interest
Robert Tomson took in a few o f the Africans he encountered. He noted, for example, that there was a
“kind o f small worme which creepeth into the soles o f mens feet & especially o f the black Moores and
children which use to go barefoot, & maketh their feet to grow as big as a mans head” (342). Tomson’s
mild curiosity was aroused even more by the plight o f “a woman black Moore,” who fell into the ocean
after a shipwreck while trying to get into the rescue boat. Tomson related how the woman was “caught by
the coat & pulled into the boate having still her child under her arme, both o f them halfe drowned, and yet
her natural! love towards her child would not let her let the childe goe” (344-5).
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condemnation of the Catholic church and Spain, Gage published The English-American,
or A New Survey o f the West India s soon after his conversion. There had been a few
other full-length works translated into English before Gage, but his was the first
significant treatment to appear originally in English by an Englishman. In it, Gage
sought to encourage further English colonization activities by emphasizing what the
Spanish had wrought in the Americas. An important part o f this program was to
demonstrate to English audiences that Indians and Africans had been exploited by both
the Catholic church and the land-owning elite. Because they were oppressed, Gage
argued, the native inhabitants and other oppressed peoples of the region would be waiting
for the English as they would await their liberators. In the process, Gage shed
considerable light on the role o f blacks in a New World society.18
According to Thomas Gage, as had been the case with his predecessors, the most
basic fact o f life for Africans and their descendants in Mexico and Guatemala was
slavery. Gage never bemoaned the existence o f slavery. For him, it was a simple and
obvious fact that slavery existed and that some people were bound to serve others.
Indeed, the casualness o f his depiction o f slavery reinforces this sense of
disinterestedness. N ear Tlaxcala, Gage marveled at the wheat and sugar farms and took
special note o f one in particular (owned by the Dominicans) that “maintained in my time
above two hundred blackamoor slaves, men and women, besides their little children.”

“This discussion o f Gage’s relies on Thomas Gage "s Travels in the New World, J. Eric S.
Thompson, ed. (Norman, OK: University o f Oklahoma Press, 19S8). Gage’s work was originally
published in 1648, although it went through subsequent editions in 16SS (to coincide with the Venebles
expedition to capture Hispaniola), 1677, 1699, 1702, 1711, and 1758. Other editions have continued to
appear up to the present.
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Gentlemen “have their train of blackamoor slaves . . . waiting on them, in brave and
gallant liveries . . . The merchants on the island o f Margarita (Pearl Island) “have
thirty, forty, or fifty blackamoor slaves only to fish pearls out o f the sea about the rocks.”
In another passage, Gage confirmed the notion that the ability to own slaves was a sign of
status and wealth when he told the story o f Sebastian de Zavalata, who was bom a poor
man in Spain but made his fortune in sugar and rose to possess “at least threescore slaves
o f his own for the work o f his farm.” Black slaves were, in the estimation o f at least one
Englishmen, both a form o f wealth and a necessity for the maintenance o f wealth through
the production o f goods.19
In spite o f the significance of slavery in Mexico and Guatemala, Gage
characterized social relations among the Spanish and blacks as relatively fluid. At one
level, this meant that free blacks and mulattoes could be found everywhere. Many were
peasants or laborers, like the “company of poor and ordinary people most o f them
mestizoes, and mulattoes, who live in thatched houses” along the Rio de la Vacas in
Guatemala. Others, however, were quite remarkable. At a place Gage referred to as El
Agua Caliente, there lived “a Blackamoor in an estancia of his own, who is held to be
very rich, and gives good entertainment to the travellers that pass that way.” This
individual was thought to be so exceptional that it was rumored that his wealth did not
“increase from his farm and cheeses, but from this hidden treasure, which credibly is
reported to be known unto him.” Since this man had once been a slave, local officials

l9Thomas G age’s Travels, 51, 73, 97, 203.
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had even questioned him about his wealth, but he replied that “when he was young and a
slave, he had a good master, who let him get for himself what he could” and “God hath
since given [him] a blessing with a greater increase o f stock.” At another juncture o f his
narrative, Gage remarked positively on the mulatto captain o f a ship, whose experience
emphasized the larger purpose o f the publication. The mulatto was a native o f Cuba who,
in his youth, ran away from his native Havana and threw himself on the mercy o f some
Dutch ships he found off shore. According to Gage, he promised to “serve them
faithfully against his own nation, which had most injuriously and wrongfully abused, yea,
whipped him.” His skill as a seaman so impressed the Dutch that they eventually made
him a captain.20
Spanish America was in reality home to a significant free black population,
particularly as a percentage of the total black population. This characteristic had been a
feature o f both Spain and Portugal and it continued to be so in the Americas from the
time o f Christopher Columbus. Most o f the first blacks to arrive in America came
directly from the Iberian peninsula and were either already free or had been enslaved for
some time already. Some of the earliest to arrive served as auxiliaries and soldiers during
the Conquest and were rewarded for their service. Juan Valiente, a black slave from
Mexico, served in the conquest of Peru and was granted an encomienda for his service to
the Spanish Crown. Few Spanish expeditions did not include black slaves and freemen as

2°Thomas G age’s Travels, 197, 315-6. A similarly well-to-do “free Negro o f Nombre de Dios”
named Ana G6mez was characterized by Spanish officials during Drake’s 1S9S raid on the Isthmus o f
Panama as a “rich trader” who was despoiled o f “some Negro women” by the English. Gomez apparently
even dined with Drake on one occasion soon after this incident. See Andrews, The Last Voyage o f Drake
& Hawkins, 230, 211-12.
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part o f their organization. From the Indian perspective, the earliest generation o f blacks,
free or enslaved, were “black white men.” They may have existed on the margins o f
Spanish society, but they were certainly part o f the Hispanic social and cultural order.
Since the slavery in the New World was so firmly entrenched in the Iberian model, in
terms o f personnel and legal rationalization, it was not difficult for slaves to become ex
slaves through manumission or self-purchase. The Catholic church generally applauded
manumission and Iberian society had a long tradition o f incorporating diverse peoples
into the larger social order. From the English perspective, the New World exhibited a fair
degree o f tolerance toward free blacks.21
Even after the Conquest, free blacks continued to prosper in Latin America and in
some places, particularly urban areas, their numbers were large. This was not necessarily
because o f economics. Between 1524 and 1650, wills and manumission records indicate
that fully one-third o f black slaves in Lima were freed unconditionally. In Mexico City,
during the same period, more than 40% o f black slaves were freed without any payment
or further obligation to their former masters. In the main, however, the opportunity for
manumission was limited to certain constituencies. Children and females, for example,
were the two groups most likely to be freed. In Lima, women and children under the age
o f fifteen accounted for more than 90% o f all manumissions between 1524 and 1650.
When adult males were liberated, they tended to be more skilled, urban, and were often

21Mark A. Burkholder and Lyman L. Johnson, Colonial Latin Am erica (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1990), 117; Phillips, Slavery fro m Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade, 196.
Other useful sources on the role o f free blacks in the Conquest include, Peter Gerhard, “A Black
Conquistador in Mexico,” Hispanic American H istorical Review S8:3 (1978): 4S1-9, and Frederick
Bowser, The African Slave in Colonial Peru, 5-10.
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mulattoes who had an influential relative that might intercede on their behalf. Total
numbers are hard to come by during the sixteenth century, but at least one archival study
has indicated that Mexico City alone possessed 435 free blacks. O f these, more than 300
were women and more than 85% o f all free blacks were actually mulattoes. Thus,
although there were a significant number of free blacks in sixteenth-century Spanish
America, they tended to be concentrated in certain core areas and restricted by age and
gender. Nonetheless, in these core areas, free blacks may have constituted ten to twenty
percent o f the overall black population.22
At another level, Gage’s narrative revealed the degree to which the presence of a
large number o f blacks, free and enslaved, facilitated behavior he considered to be
immoral or, at the very least, contrary to social propriety. For example, Gage consistently
noted the excessive apparel o f the inhabitants of Mexico and Guatemala, but he was
particularly shocked by the finery worn by non-Europeans, which led to “pride and
vanity.” In Mexico City, “a blackamoor or tawny young maid and slave . . . will be in
fashion with her neck-chain and bracelets o f pearls, and her ear-bobs o f some
considerable jewels.” Those who attended the local elite were even more remarkable.
The “jet-like damsels” who accompanied Spanish ladies appeared to Gage “with their
bravery and white mantles over them . . . to be, as the Spanish saith, ‘mosca en leche,’ a
fly in milk.” Even more shocking than the problem o f people adorning themselves

“ Bowser, “Africans in Spanish American Colonial Society,” 375-77; Phillips, Slavery from
Roman Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade, 208-9. See also Colin Palmer, Slaves o f the White God:
Blacks in Mexico, 1570-1650 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1976), and Bowser, “The Free
Person o f Color in Mexico City and Lima: Manumission and Opportunity, 1580-1650,” 331-68.
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beyond their station in life was the loose sexual morals Gage considered to be endemic in
the New World. To some degree, Gage related this to clothing, for “[t]he attire o f this
baser sort o f people o f blackamoors and mulattoes . . . is so light, and their carriage so
enticing, that many Spaniards o f the better sort (who are too prone to venery) disdain
their wives for them.”23
Spanish lasciviousness was a central concern for Thomas Gage. Closely
connected to this stereotype, however, was the broader notion o f Spanish cruelty. These
two impressions o f New World Spaniards were epitomized in Gage’s rendition of his
Guatemalan acquaintance, Juan Palomeque. According to Gage, this man “lived like a
wild cimarron among his slaves and Blackamoors.” He was also “so cruel to his
Blackamoors that if any were untoward, he would torment them almost to death.”
Palomeque reportedly tortured his slaves with incredible brutality. He often hung one
particular slave, named Macao, “up by the ears, and whip[ped] him till the blood ran
about his back, and then, his flessh being tom, mangled, and all in a gore blood, he would
for last cure pour boiling grease upon it.” Gage found this treatment of poor Macao quite
distasteful, but he was also shocked by Palomeque’s indiscretions with black and mulatto
women. According to Gage, Palomeque “was so sensual and carnal that he would use his
own slaves’ wives at his pleasure.. . . He would never marry, because his slaves supplied
the bed o f a wife.” Not surprisingly, then, “he hasted to fill that valley with bastards o f
all sorts and colors.” In this last regard, at least, Palomeque was hardly any different than

23Thomas Gage's Travels, 68-9, 73.
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his countrymen, to whom Gage attributed the large and ever-growing population o f
mulattoes, “which are o f a mixed nature, o f Spaniards and blackamoors.”24
Gage’s views o f the nature o f the Spanish in the New World and the plight o f
Africans and the indigenous peoples was consistent w ith the impressions conveyed by
other Englishmen who spent some time in Spain’s American colonies. In addition to
merchants, who wrote little on the subject, and the vituperative treatment o f local society
provided by Gage, several Englishmen relayed accounts o f the region after serving as
captives or slaves in the New World. Miles Philips, an English sailor who found himself
in the Atlantic world as both slaver and slave, was in a unique position to evaluate the
role o f blacks in New Spain. As a captive himself, he and other Englishmen trapped in
Spanish America were more inclined to view them sympathetically.25 Like other English
observers, captive Englishmen took note o f the fundamental reality that “Negroes . . . be
their slaves during their life.” Even when other Europeans or Indians were placed in a
state o f slavery, their terms were generally specified for a specific number o f years. As
outsiders, however, these Englishmen and Africans had much in common. After a term
o f servitude, some Englishmen even established more permanent relations with blacks or
mulattoes. Philips reported that “David Alexander & Robert Cooke returned to serve the
Inquisitor, who shortly after maried them both to two o f his Negro women.” John Storie,
another former captive, also married a black woman.26

2tThomas G age's Travels, 198-9, 68.
25An account o f Miles Philips’ capture and enslavement appears in Chapter Two.
“ Hakluyt, PN, 9:422-3,431.
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Philips was neither the first nor the last Englishman to fall into a state o f slavery
in the New World. A t least fifty men were captured with him during the Hawkins’
botched third slave trading expedition, but many others were ensnared at other times. Job
Hortop, another Englishman taken by the Spanish at this time, went on to serve twelve
years in the Spanish galleys and only managed to return to England twenty-three years
later. Captivity and enslavement, however, were not the only possibilities for
Englishmen who ran afoul o f the Spanish. Often, Spanish officials would simply put
English privateers to death. When John Noble was captured with his 28 men off Nombre
de Dios in 1574, “[t]hey were all killed, excepting two boys who were condemned to the
galleys for life.” John Oxenham’s expedition numbered approximately fifty men when it
departed England in 1577. In the end, most o f these men were put to death, as well,
although a small number were condemned to slavery in the galleys. Generally, however,
captivity did not result in enslavement. Most Englishmen were simply held as prisoners.
Peter Carder was held in Bahia by the Portuguese after being lost in South America while
serving as a member o f Drake’s circumnavigation expedition. He would return to
England by 1586. Francis Sparrey was captured in Guiana by the Spanish in 1595, but
would find his way back to his homeland by 1602.27
These men, who more than others were victims o f misfortune, possessed the
greatest sympathy for blacks in America. As captives in a foreign land, their plight was
different from enslaved Africans only by a matter o f degrees. While he was held by the

27Hakluyt, PN, 9:445-65; Wright, Documents. 1569-1580, 93; Andrews, The Spanish Caribbean,
141-4; Purchas, HP, 16:142-5, 303-7.
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Portuguese in Bahia, Peter Carder worked with his “friends Negros and Savages in their
planting o f ginger.” In the process o f working side by side, or even establishing personal
relationships, captive Englishmen came to view Africans in the Spanish world with
genuine compassion. Others might lament the plight o f the cimarrones, who had been
forced to flee because o f their cruel masters, but that was an attitude rooted less in
personal interaction or observation than an increasingly popular literary convention. In
reality, however, very few Englishmen looked upon blacks with much sympathy. This
perspective is remarkably apparent when English observations o f blacks are compared
with those of indigenous peoples. Thomas Gage’s account is filled with references to
“gallant Indian towns o f Indians” who had been “kept under an oppressed by the
Spaniards.” Even more, Gage, who was virtually blind to the plight o f enslaved Africans,
declared that the “condition o f the Indians of this country o f Guatemala is as sad and as
much to be pitied as of any Indians in America. I may say it is with them, in some sort,
as it was with Israel in Egypt.” And whereas it was simply a matter of fact that Africans
were slaves, it was unfortunate that “the poor Indians are sold for threepence apiece for a
whole week’s slavery.” Whereas Africans had been completely uprooted from their
family and nation, Gage considered it a travesty o f justice that Indians were “not
permitted to go home at nights unto their wives, though their work lie not above a mile
from the town where they live.”28
It is in this regard, more than any other, that the English impression o f Africans in

“ Purchas, HP, 16:144; Thomas Gage's Travels, 212, 214-5, 217.
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the Americas can be understood. They may have been victims, but their enslavement was
conceptually legitimate. This was a consistent implication o f the observations o f both
seafaring voyagers and those who remained in Spanish America for longer periods o f
time. Although the encounters o f Englishmen who resided in the Americas were
important, very few o f them ever returned to England to share their stories. Some
accounts were published and a few former exiles or captives wandered back to England
some time after their adventures. Arguably, however, it was the transient Englishmen —
those at sea - who were able to exercise the greatest role in conditioning public
impressions. These men may have been less prominent, less wealthy, and less literate,
but they surely circulated much more widely throughout English port towns and, perhaps,
into the countryside. Thus, the diversity o f encounters at sea deserves even more
attention than a discussion o f slave trading, coordinated activities with cimarrones, or
even consideration o f merchants and captives. For example, English voyages to the
Caribbean, and throughout the Atlantic, brought the illicit traders and privateers into
frequent contact with other ships that were carrying Africans either as cargo or crew
members. When the English took a ship, generally Portuguese or Spanish, they had to
decide what they were going to do with the captives, white and black. In this common
occurrence, a whole series o f evaluations had to take place: Were the blacks on board
useful? Were they crew or cargo? Could they be sold for profit? Should they be sold for
profit? Were they fundamentally, or incidentally, slaves?
Sir Francis Drake’s circumnavigation, which began in 1577, provided several
opportunities for English sailors to acquire black slaves. The first blacks to be brought on
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board, however, were not taken from either the Spanish or the Portuguese; two black
men, at least one o f whom served as Drake’s personal servant, were with the fleet when it
departed Plymouth in November. Like other “cultural brokers” in the Atlantic world,
these men, who may have been acquired during one or two of Drake’s earlier expeditions
to the Caribbean, facilitated communication between Englishmen and Spaniards. Drake
also valued their input as guides and potential intermediaries between the English sailors
and the cimarrones living in the vicinity o f Panama. According to Spanish sources,
Drake acquired one individual in 1573 from among the cimarrones in Vallano (Panama).
This, o f course, aroused much speculation among Spanish officials, who imagined that
“under the protection o f this negro, who must be a chieftain amongst the negroes o f that
region, [Drake] could carry his bootv, by land, to the shore o f the N orth Sea.”29
The precise origin and identity o f these two men, who sailed with 86 Englishmen
and 3 boys, is difficult to determine. While on the west coast o f South America, several
Spaniards who had been taken prisoner by Drake for a short period o f time reported the
presence o f two black men. Only one o f these, however, had actually been with the fleet
since the beginning. Soon after Drake rounded Cape Horn he went ashore at the island o f
Mocha, off the coast o f Chile. During a conflict with the natives two o f Drake’s men
were killed, including “Diego, a black Moore, which was Drake’s m an.” Diego died in
November 1578, yet all subsequent Spanish reports generally record the presence o f two

29New Light on Drake: A Collection o f Documents Relating to His Voyage o f Circumnavigation,
1577-1580, Zelia Nuttall, trans. and ed. (London: Hakluyt Society, 1914), 102. On the notion o f “cultural
brokers” among the earliest generation o f Africans in the Atlantic world, see Berlin, “From Creole to
African,” and his expansion o f this issue in Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries o f Slavery in
North America (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press o f Harvard University Press, 1998).
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“negroes,” only one o f whom came from England. Thus, an official report to the Spanish
crown from Peru claimed that Drake left England with a Portuguese pilot and “one o f the
negroes whom he had taken from Vallano.” Even this could not be agreed upon. A royal
licentiate from Guatemala named Valverde wrote to Philip several months later in 1579
that he suspected the “negro was not o f those from Vallano but that he had been taken
from a ship near Panama.” From a deposition recorded in Panama it was reported that
Drake took “a negro who was said to be a Cimarron” from the ship o f Gregorio Alvarez,
but that he “has also had with him, for the last six years, a negro who used to belong to
Captain Gonzalo de Palma.” Juan Pascal, who was deposed in 1580, also reported that
Drake carried with him “two negroes. One of the latter spoke Spanish, and also English,
and all said that the Englishman had brought him from England. The other one also
spoke Spanish, and told witness so, and that he had been seized at sea.”30
In actuality, there were more than two or three blacks who came aboard Drake’s
ships during the course o f this expedition. From the time he reached South America,
Drake’s ships continually acquired a small number o f black slaves, some o f whom were
kept for longer periods o f time than others. Off the coast o f Chile, Drake released two
Spanish prisoners he had previously captured, but he kept one Nicholas Jorge and a black
slave. He picked up another black slave, along with three Spanish mariners, near Callao,
but this slave was set adrift with the Spaniards almost immediately. Several times during

MNew Light on Drake, 27n. 1,94, 106, 171, 325. If Diego had been with Drake since 1573, he
may be the same “Diego a Negro” recorded in Sir Francis Drake Revived (London 1628). The Diego
recorded in this work came to Drake’s men upon their arrival in Panama and continually appeared in the
record for his help in locating gold and silver, facilitating relations with the cimarrones, and small-scale
construction projects. See Wright, Documents, 1569-80, 264-5, 269, 275, 278.
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the voyage Drake set Spaniards and slaves adrift, rather than leave them ashore where
they could warn their countrymen o f the presence o f Drake’s ships. Still, in spite o f the
constant food shortages that haunted all ships o f the age, Drake continued to retain some
blacks. When he captured the ship of Benito Diaz Bravo, he kept the shipmaster and
several black slaves because he expected they could provide useful information. In one
notorious episode, Drake even tortured Diaz Bravo’s nephew, Francisco Jacome, in an
effort to discover the location o f some treasure he learned about from the testimony o f the
blacks. Eventually Drake let the Spaniards go free, but he kept the blacks for a while
longer.31
The catalogue o f English voyages recorded in the collections o f Richard Hakluyt
and Samuel Purchas reveal that Englishmen at sea frequently kept small numbers o f
Africans aboard their ships during the course o f their expedition. Often English ship
captains chose to get rid o f their African passengers / cargo before returning to port. As
early as 1566, George Fenner had five Africans on board, 3 o f whom had originally
served as hostages when the English ships attempted to establish a trading relationship on
the coast of Guinea. As Fenner’s fleet returned to England, they encountered a
Portuguese vessel carrying sugar and cotton. Believing these goods to be more valuable
commodities in England than the five Africans, “our Captaine and Marchants shewed
them five Negroes that we had, and asked whether they would buy them, which they were
very desirous to doe, and agreed to give for them 40 chests o f sugar.” On other

3lHarry Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake: The Queen's Pirate (New Haven: Yale University, 1998), 141,
149, 152, 154-6.
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occasions, English ship captains were content simply to put the blacks ashore rather than
provision them during the Atlantic crossing. This option proved to be attractive to
Christopher Newport in 1591 when his ships captured a Portuguese slaver loaded with
300 Africans bound for Cartagena. Newport took the slave ship to Puerto Rico where he
“hoped to help us to some money for his Negros there,” but the ship’s merchant deceived
the Englishmen and they were unable to sell the slaves. Thus, the Englishmen sailed
some distance down the coast from the city o f San Juan and “landed the Negros, and
sunke the ship.”32
The record o f Drake’s circumnavigation also reveals that English ships picked up
African women during their voyages. While sailing north along the western coast o f
Guatemala and Honduras, Drake captured the ship o f Don Francisco de Zarate. In
addition to looting the ship its valuables, Drake took an African man and woman whom
he found on board. The woman, called Maria, was thought to be “a proper negro wench,”
and was surely kept on board to service the crew during the long trans-Pacific voyage that
lay ahead. After a voyage o f more than two months, Drake’s ships reached the islands o f
the western Pacific. By this time the presence o f a woman on board had either become
problematic (she m ay have been some source o f tension among the men or she may have
become pregnant) or no longer necessary since others would be encountered on Pacific
Islands. An anonymous source clearly indicates that the decisive issue was pregnancy
and that she was “gotten with child between the captaine and his men pirates.” A t any

32Hakluyt, PN, 6:284, 10:184-S. Other instances o f English ships capturing a Portuguese slave
ship and landing the cargo can be found in Purchas, HP, 16:293.
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rate, whether he was more concerned about maintaining an infant or concerned about his
reputation should his ship return to port with a mulatto child in tow, Drake decided to
abandon Maria and two other blacks on Crab Island, just south of the Moluccas.33
Often, as with Francis Drake in 1573, one or more Africans returned from the
Caribbean with English ships. An expedition led by William King in 1592 followed
closely in the wake o f Christopher Newport; in April, while off the coast o f Santo
Domingo, he “tooke a shippe o f an hundred tunnes come from Guiny, laden with two
hundred and seventy Negros." Once again, he took the ship to Puerto Rico where, in
addition to capturing another ship loaded with wine, he “put the Negroes, except fifteene,
all on land." The fifteen who returned with the ships to England would have constituted
an abnormally large number. Typically, Africans arrived in England during the sixteenth
century in smaller groups o f one to five. When Francis Drake returned to England from
his 1572-1573 expedition, he almost certainly had at least two blacks on board, including
the aforementioned “Diego.” The other was “a young Negrito of three or foure yeeres
old, which we brought away” from a Spanish ship, even though they released five or six
other blacks “to seeke their Masters.” According to the deposition of Alonso de Ulloa de
Toro, John Burgh’s men seized more than a hundred blacks in 1593, along with a
quantity o f pearls, o ff an island. Eventually, however, “they returned most o f the negroes
to their owners in exchange for some ransom.” The ransoming of slaves back to their

“Citations from Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake, 201. If Drake had been concerned about criticism
upon his return regarding the condition of the black woman, he was partly justified. William Camden later
wrote that Drake had “most inhamanely” left the “Black-more-Maide who had been gotten with Child in
his Ship” to her own fate on a deserted island. Cited in Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake, 201.
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owners was actually quite common. James Langston chose this method during his 15931594 raid on Santo Domingo, as had Drake during his attack on the island and Cartagena
nearly ten years earlier.34
More often than not, however, little mention is made o f the plight o f the slaves
who happened to be on the ships the English encountered. One o f the men who sailed
with Captains Amias-Preston and George Sommers in 1595 recalled that they took “some
few Spaniards and Negros their slaves with them” off a small island near Margarita, but
no mention was made o f their fate. Similarly, Purchas’s retelling o f the voyage o f the
Earl of Cumberland in 1586 mentions the capture o f “a small Portugall ship” in which
they found “five and fortie Negroes.” The following day they captured yet another ship,
“in which were five and thirty Negro women,” yet once again there is no indication about
whether they were kept on board, taken back to England, abandoned somewhere in the
Caribbean, ransomed to their owners, or sold at another local market. All o f these
circumstances occurred during this era and each o f them was feasible in the decades
before the English established their own permanent American colony.35

Sir Francis Drakes 1585-1586 expedition to the West Indies provides a good

“ Hakluyt, PN, 10:191; Wright, Documents, 1569-1580, 283; Kenneth R. Andrews, ed., English
Privateering Voyages to the W est Indies, 1588-1595 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1959), 234. This
collection also contains further documentation relating to Newport’s and King’s voyages.
“ Hakluyt, PN, 10:216; Purchas, HP, 16:6.
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opportunity to observe many o f the possible scenarios outlined above, and how they
could come together during the course o f a single expedition. Moreover, this well-known
enterprise highlights the multivarious nature o f slavery throughout the Atlantic world and
the rather porous boundary between freedom and bondage for Europeans, Africans, and
Americans alike during the sixteenth century. Unlike many o f the other voyages o f this
era, Drake’s expedition was large and powerful; the fleet numbered twenty-five sail, as
well as eight smaller vessels, and departed Plymouth with more than 2,000 men.
Included among the captains and men were an impressive array o f experienced privateers,
veterans from Irish and continental campaigns, and sons o f nobility. It was, in many
ways, a dramatic announcement to the Spanish that England was on a war-footing. It was
also an indication o f the significance English military planners placed in Spain’s
American possessions. As it played out the expedition failed to achieve at least one o f its
major objectives - English investors failed to make any money and those that survived
the year-long enterprise had to wait some time even to get paid for their efforts.
Nonetheless, there were some remarkable achievements. English forces managed to rout
the Spanish in Santo Domingo, Cartagena, and St. Augustine. Less well-known,
however, is the way this venture highlighted the prevailing role o f blacks (free and
enslaved) and slaves (European, African, and American) in the larger Atlantic world.36
Drake’s expedition went into the planning stages almost as quickly as he returned
from his circumnavigation in 1580. By 1584, after numerous delays, Elizabeth agreed to
36For information on ships and crews, see the “Furnishing List” for the fleet reproduced in Mary
Frear Keeler, ed., Sir Francis Drake's West Indian Voyage, 1585-86 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1981), 4350.
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allow Drake to conduct a new voyage to the Moluccas, but the Queen soon changed her
mind and Drake was still in London in April 1585. Ultimately, Spain settled the matter.
In May, King Philip ordered the embargo o f all English ships in Spanish and Portuguese
ports, which led the Privy Council to authorize reprisals against Spanish shipping. On
July 1, 1585, Drake was unleashed in order to free the embargoed ships, hijack the annual
Spanish treasure fleet, and inflict damage on the Spanish outposts in the Caribbean. To
these ends, Drake’s fleet departed Plymouth in September and sailed for Spain. At the
end o f the month they reached Vigo, whereupon Drake met with Spanish officials and
demanded the release o f English shipping. Not surprisingly, a local English merchant
named Short served as intermediary in this matter. Like other English merchants residing
on the Iberian peninsula, his sense o f nationalism was dulled significantly by his
countervailing desire to trade freely, as there were great profits in the Anglo-Iberian
trade.37
Soon after Drake’s arrival he learned that the King had lifted the embargo and
released the goods of English merchants. Freed from the responsibility o f this aspect o f
his mission, Drake set out to achieve his central objective, the looting and pillaging o f the
Spanish Empire abroad. Drake’s ships thus set course for the Canary Islands, where he
hoped to water his ships before moving on to the Cape Verde Islands and engage the
Spanish treasure fleet. As it turned out, the treasure fleet had already arrived safely in
Spain. In complete ignorance o f this development, and after failing to make landing in
37Keeler, Sir Francis Drake's West Indian Voyage, 25-6. On the continuation o f trade between
Spain and England during the Angio-Spanish War, see Pauline Croft, “Trading with the Enemy, 15851604,” The Historical Journal 32:2 (1989): 281-302.
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the Canaries, Drake’s fleet steered for the Cape Verdes, where they arrived in midNovember. After idling their time for several days, the English prepared for their first
assault on Santiago on November 17. At least one observer found the town unimpressive
and the inhabitants consisted o f “some Spaniardes & some Portingalles who have Divers
bond slaves bo the blacke men & women.” Few o f these people were anywhere to be
found, however. Most o f the residents, who had been forewarned o f the arrival o f the
English, had cobbled together their valuables and fled to the interior o f the island. In an
effort to track down more booty, Drake and his military commander, Christopher Carleill,
marched 700 men to the inland town o f Santo Domingo. At their head was “a Nigro to
bee our guide which we brought owte o f Inglande with us that dwelte before in this
Ilande.” Apparently, this individual had great incentive to serve the English, since “the
generall promised this Nigro that if wee could take the Spaniarde that the Nigro before
was slave unto, that then the Spaniarde should? bee slave unto the N ig ro ”39
Drake’s attack on the Cape Verde Islands failed to reap great profits, but it did
provide a forum for the English to interact with Africans in the Atlantic setting. First,
Drake obviously brought some Africans out of England for the express purpose o f acting
as guides. These were indispensable liminal characters in many English expeditions to
Africa, the Atlantic Islands, and the Caribbean. Their knowledge o f the landscape and,

n The Primrose Journal, cited in Keeler, Sir Francis D rake's West Indian Voyage, 188-9. A
similar off-handed comment regarding the presence o f black slaves appears on page 191. One o f the other
main sources for this expedition, hereafter known as The Leicester Journal, contains the simple remark that
“the generall and most o f his Captens with 700 men went into the Hland. They went in the night from
Saint Iacomo having 2 or 3 Moores for there guides
” Also cited in Keeler, Sir Francis D rake's West
Indian Voyage, 148.
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perhaps, desire to exact revenge on those who may have used them badly made them
important auxiliaries. Many blacks in the New World clearly singled out the Spanish as
their primary oppressors and, although they may not have been particularly fond o f them,
they saw in the English (or French or Dutch) a group o f people eager to inflict damage on
Spanish society in the New World. Thus, even the simplest of efforts was palpable. For
example, even if the English did not use blacks as guides, captured or runaway black
slaves were often quite willing to hand over valuable information to the English. As
noted earlier in this chapter, Drake was able to uncover hidden treasure in 1595 in both
Rio de la Hacha and Nombre de Dios based on the “intelligence o f som negros.” This
was perhaps the m ost subtle o f all contributions, but it was widespread.39
Second, Englishmen took note of the presence o f black slaves in the Cape Verde
Islands and by the cursory attention they paid to them revealed the degree to which this
situation was considered to be unremarkable. For example, upon their arrival in Santiago,
the English came across a hospital in which they found “abowt 20 sicke persons all
Nigros, lyinge o f verie fowle & fylthie Diseases.” From this, the observer moved on to
comment on the bells the English pillaged from the attached church. Nothing more was
said about the diseased Africans. Their presence was neither alarming nor worthy o f
extensive consideration. In fact, had not Drake’s fleet suffered from a massive epidemic
soon after leaving the islands, this incident may not have even made it to print. Blacks
were often incidental characters, but they were always there. Another characteristic

39Andrews, The Last Voyage o f Drake and Hawkins, 111.
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feature o f these kinds o f encounters occurred when the English left the Cape Verdes. At
least one Spanish observer claimed that Drake’s men “carried o ff 150 negroes and
negresses.” Once again, English privateers routinely pilfered the Spanish o f their
valuables, and the acquisition o f black slaves, either to rob the locals o f their native
wealth or to sell o ff to other buyers somewhere down the road, was typical during the last
half of the sixteenth century.40
The English fleet sailed the Atlantic between the Cape Verde Islands and the West
Indies in less than three weeks. By the time they arrived the sickness that made its first
appearance soon after they departed Santiago in the Cape Verde Islands may have taken
as many as 500 lives. Thus, before they could assault another fortified Spanish
settlement, Drake’s rested his men and aired out the ships on the island o f St.
Christopher’s. Here the English spent Christmas, but soon after the fleet set sail for
Hispaniola and the city o f Santo Domingo. In one o f the more famous events o f the
expedition, Drake launched a coordinated two-pronged attack conducted on land by
Carleill and at sea by Martin Frobisher. His men took less than a day to beat back the
Spanish and by the end o f New Year’s Day they held Santo Domingo. Once again,
however, this effort was aided by an expert guide, though not an African. One day before
the attack, Drake’s fleet took a Spanish ship bound for Santo Domingo. On board they

*°The Primrose Journal, 187; Wright, Further English Voyages, 212. N o single English source
makes more mention o f blacks than The Primrose Journal. Indeed, the unknown author o f this invaluable
record occasionally expressed some anti-Spanish vitriol, which led him to reserve a certain compassion for
those blacks subjected to Spanish cruelty. For example, he mentioned in passing that while the English
forces occupied Santo Domingo “there came 3 or 4 nigros whom wee succored & gave vittles unto,” but
little else was said in this regard (190).
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found “a woman Nigro with a boie & a Greeke.” The Greek turned out to be a pilot and
gttided the English landing the following day.41
English forces held on to Santo Domingo for more than a month while they
awaited Spanish ransom payments and subjected the city to systematic destruction. Once
again, as with their attack on the Cape Verde Islands, the occupation o f Spanish territory
brought the English into repeated contact with Africans and other enslaved peoples in a
variety o f ways. First, Santo Domingo was the home o f a manned galley. There had
been two ships, but one had been destroyed in 1583, during which time the remaining
galley had been severely crippled and remained unfit for battle three years later. When
Drake’s fleet arrived the galley’s commander, Don Diego Osorio, positioned the ship so
that her guns could be used against the English, but these proved to be o f little
consequence. The galley slaves, however, were an important element in the capture o f
the city, although not in the way the Spanish might have hoped. As the Audiencia o f
Santo Domingo reported to the Crown, the English eventually “took with them the
galley-slaves from the galley, whose irons had been removed that they might help us.
Later they rose against us and did more looting than the English.” According to the
author o f “The Primrose Journal,” this galley had “4 hundred slaves, Turkes, Moores,
Nigros, Frenchemen & Greekes,” which the English took with them when they left the
city.42

*'The Primrose Journal, 193.
<2Wright, Further English Voyages, 35; The Primrose Journal, 195. Less than twenty o f the
galley slaves seem to have been French. See Louis Lacour, ed., Memoire du Voiage en Russie Fait en
1586par Jehan Sauvage Suivi de L 'Expedition de Fr. Drake en Amerique a la Meme Epoque (Paris, 1855),
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Second, Santo Domingo provided another scenario whereby the English could
acquire large numbers o f both runaway and pilfered slaves formerly in the possession o f
Spanish masters. Although it might be a bit generous to characterize these Englishmen as
liberators (at least in the honorable sense of the word), at least one Spanish source
conceded that many “negroes belonging to private persons (who are the labourers o f this
country) went with them o f their own free will.” Others took the opportunity to flee into
the hills, choosing to carve out their own destiny rather than take a chance on the good
will o f Drake’s forces. It was, o f course, standard practice for English privateers to sail
off with the slaves o f Spanish settlers they looted in the Americas. The difference here
was both a matter o f scale and where the slaves ultimately ended up. Under normal
circumstances, English marauders generally took only a small number of slaves. This
was primarily a result o f the small size of most expeditions, generally no more than two
or three ships and often only one craft. Drake’s expedition had more than twenty-five
ships and the ranks were already seriously depleted by disease. There was plenty o f room
for additional cargo and probably a need for more hands to man the ships.43
Third, the capture o f Santo Domingo was also the scene o f an unsubstantiated
event that fed into the simmering anti-Spanish bias in England, after it appeared in print,
and has lent support to the notion that English viewed blacks differently than other

cited in Keeler, 195n.3. According to at least one report, some German and French slaves did indeed make
it safely back to Europe. See Keeler, 32n. 1. On the Spanish galleys in Santo Domingo, see Richard
Boulind, “Shipwreck and Mutiny in Spain’s Galleys on the Santo Domingo Station, 1583,” MM 58 (1972):
297-330.
<3Wright, Further English Voyages, 35; Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake 263.
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Europeans. During the occupation o f Santo Domingo English and Spanish
representatives met to discuss how much it would cost the local inhabitants to get their
town and possessions back. On one occasion “a Spaniard camme in neere our cowrtes
[of] garde with his flagge o f trewse on horsebacke, & the Capt[ain] sent a Nigro boie to
talke with him.” Drake’s black agent obviously possessed the requisite language skills
and, like any number o f other blacks who served as intermediaries for the English in the
Caribbean, was presumably more expendable than other Englishmen. In this case events
went as wrong as they could. After talking for some time, the Spaniard “tooke his staffe
& ranne the boie thorowghe & rode awaie in hast for he was withowte our cowrtes o f
garde.” According to another source, composed retrospectively with a greater sense o f
drama, the wounded boy “returned to the Generali, and after he declared the maner o f this
wrongfull crueltie, died forthwith in his presence.”44
What can be discerned about English attitudes from this incident? In truth, very
little. According to the two sources in which this event appeared, Drake was so enraged
at this brutality that he “commanded the Provost martiall, to cause a couple o f Friers, then
prisoners, to be caried to the same place where the boy was stroken . . . and there
presently to be hanged.” Drake also threatened to hang two other prisoners every day
until the Spanish delivered the offending officer. Soon thereafter the Spanish hanged the
man responsible for this so-called atrocity. At no time, however, was any indication

**The Primrose Journal, 196; A Summarie and True Discourse o f Sir Francis Drakes West Indian
Voyage, in Keeler, Sir Francis D rake’s West Indian Voyage, 242. The document reprinted in Keeler was
published in 1589, but it was based on earlier editions attributed to Walter Bigges. The story o f the black
boy does not appear in the extant manuscript variant [Harley MS 6221, British Library], nor does it appear
in the 1588 Latin and French editions.
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given that the murdered black boy was in any way important to the English. The internal
evidence suggests that he was probably from Hispaniola, since other English sources
often indicated whether or not the black in question came out of England or was thought
o f as a member o f the crew. Indeed, the greatest lesson to be learned from this story was
one o f inherent Spanish cruelty and complete lack o f propriety. The victim’s blackness is
hardly at issue, except that he represents, in this instance, someone who is utterly
helpless; he is a child, seemingly without any attachments, insignificant in his lack o f
Englishness or Spanishness (void o f national identity), and carrying a flag o f truce. As in
many other English depictions o f the Caribbean during this era, the black character is
merely an object, someone who comes to our attention almost accidently because he had
the misfortune to stray in the path o f yet another more infamous character - the cruel
Spaniard.45
Drake eventually agreed to a ransom o f 25,000 ducats in exchange for tattered
remains o f Santo Domingo. After a month in the city, the English loaded up their ships
with booty and former slaves and sailed directly to Cartagena. The locals had been
warned and most o f the women, children, and valuables had already been removed from
the city by the time Drake’s forces began their assault. During the first night as many as
1,000 English soldiers under Carleill’s command went ashore and began their march
toward the city. For the most part, Spanish defenses proved inadequate to the task and
the English occupied Cartagena after less than a days fighting. It had not been entirely

45A Summarie and True Discourse, 242-3; The Primrose Journal, 196.
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without incident, however. Many Englishmen lost their lives in the ground assault
because o f the placement o f poisoned stakes which the Spanish had positioned along the
way and because, significantly, unlike most other English overland expeditions, Carleill’s
army lacked a native guide (African or otherwise). Also, during the English assault the
Spanish had attempted to use two royal galleys to stem the advance o f the English sea
forces, but the avenue from the inner harbor to the main harbor proved too shallow. Both
galleys were also beset by slave uprisings among their crews and one ship was actually
set on fire when its supply o f powder exploded.
Once again, English forces occupied one o f the most important Spanish coastal
cities in the Caribbean. This placed them in an increasingly familiar position that
compelled them to come to terms with slavery and black-skinned peoples. And, as usual,
there was no singular experience. First, during the English attack on the city they were
opposed by many people o f European descent. They were also challenged by a company
o f free black and mulattoes musketeers under the command o f a free black named
Augustin. Augustin’s commission was apparently given to him in the field; he was
neither an educated man (he could not sign his own deposition “because he said that he
does not know how to write”) nor were free black militiamen as common in this era as
they would become at a latter date. The more important lesson o f this situation to an
English observer, however, must have been the significant number o f African peoples
who were eager to defend the Spanish grip on America. This would not have been
remarkable in the larger Atlantic context. It was also perfectly consistent with the
experience o f those Englishmen who spent any time whatsoever on the Spanish-
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American mainland. Free blacks could also be found throughout Europe (including
England itself). Nonetheless, by the late sixteenth century, slavery was o f such
paramount importance that free blacks seemed to be the exception rather than the rule.
Still, Englishmen often found that even as some African peoples were willing to assist
them, others just as willingly opposed them.46
There has also been some speculation that Drake’s forces sought out the
cimarrones in the hinterland o f Hispaniola and may have hoped for their support at
Cartagena. Even more, there is reason to believe that the fleet was bound for Panama at
some point during the Caribbean voyage. The Spanish understood that “the Englishman
brought with him for the negroes o f Vallano and that when the corsair was on the isthmus
he planned for this return.” The same source also noted, however, that although “he had
with him certain persons who were to put him into communications with the negroes . . .
he very much regretted to hear that they were at peace with Spaniards.” Based on
Drake’s earlier exploits, Spanish officials were always acutely concerned that
Englishmen, or other Europeans, might try to rally the countryside against Spanish
settlements. In fact, there is no evidence in any English or Spanish documents that Drake
tried to contact the cimarrones at any point during this expedition. The losses he suffered
from disease and his inability to take the Caribbean port towns of Santo Domingo and
Cartagena by complete surprise also put him in an awkward position. Thus, even if he

46Wright, Further English Voyages, 104, 127-9. It was recorded in another deposition that “the
negroes o f Santo Domingo, armed with nicking knives and swords, seriously harass these English
continuously and kill many, and do daring things” (30-1). See also, Andrews, Last Voyage, 94, 112, for
evidence o f blacks fighting on the side o f the Spanish.
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had planned to contact the cimarrones in Panama, he abandoned that strategy in favor o f
beginning his return voyage.47
Additionally, there was the issue o f the use of galleys and galley slavery itself.
Galley slavery was perhaps the one form o f slavery that was most deeply impressed on
the imagination o f Englishmen during the late sixteenth century. It was a particularly
ominous condition because Englishmen were not immune from it. Several Spanish
prisoners captured at Cartagena reported to the author of The Primrose Journal that after
they had defeated the English “wee should all die by [20] o f the beste & they shoulde bee
made gallie slaves.” This had been the case for many of those left behind by Hawkins in
1S68 and captured English mariners would continue to suffer the same fate in the
Caribbean for several generations. There is no mention in the records from either Santo
Domingo or Cartagena, however, o f any English galley slaves, although there were
Germans and Frenchmen, in addition to Turks, North African Moors, Spanish convicts,
and blacks. And, indeed, the English took advantage of these people as replacement crew
members and valuables to return to Europe. Upon leaving Cartagena, for example, Drake
reportedly had 200 Turks and Moors on board. Many o f these apparently returned to
England with the fleet, where they arrived during the summer 1S86. Soon thereafter, the
Privy Council directed the merchants trading into Turkey to take charge o f these men and
to return them to their homeland in the hope that “they maie drawe on greater favor and

47Wright, Further English Voyages, 52; Keeler, 30n.3; Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake, 261. The
assertion that Drake sought out the cimarrones in Hispaniola dates back to the classic work o f Julian S.
Corbett, Drake a n d the Tudor Navy, 2 vols. (London, 1898, 1899), esp2: 33-35.
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liberties unto them selves then they yet enjoye.”48
Finally, some blacks were slaves to the English. On the one hand, the
enslavement o f Africans occurred when the English willingly ransomed slaves back to
their legal owners. This behavior should hardly have been surprising, for one o f the main
avenues to wealth for Drake was to ransom anything the Spanish held dear and reap the
rewards by threatening to relieve Spaniards o f these valuables. In one case, Drake held a
local official hostage for “four head o f the best slaves I had,” after which he “demanded a
ransom for them. In like manner he carried off 50 slaves from this city.” Pedro Martinez
de Susuaga and other notables “ransomed slaves and things that were theirs,” as well.
Even when the Spanish elite were willing to pay a price for their slaves, the English were
not always entirely willing to oblige. Don Luis de Guzman and Alonso de Tapia reported
to the Spanish crown that “most o f the slaves . . . from the galleys went off with the
English as did some o f the negroes belonging to private owners. Although their masters
were willing to ransom them the English would not give them up except when the slaves
themselves desired to go.” As noted earlier, during the 1595 voyage o f Drake and
Hawkins, the English captured a body o f Spaniards and slaves o ff Rio de la Hacha. Some

*%The Primrose Journal, 199, 202n.3; Andrews, Last Voyage, 107n.l; Wright, Further English
Voyages, 173,212; APC 14:205-6 (August 1586). The Mediterranean context o f this is discussed more
fully in Chapter Two. The number o f Turks taken from Santo Domingo and Cartagena is somewhat
difficult to ascertain. The Primrose Journal merely states that u[w]ee had manie Turkes, Frenchmen,
Nigros, Moores, Greekes & Spaniards went with us from This towne [Cartagena].” Alonso Suarez de
Toledo reported to the Crown that Drake took “200 negroes, Turks and Moors” from Cartagena. Pedro
Sanchez claimed that Drake “carried o ff the Moors from the galleys at Cartagena and at Santo Domingo,
about 200.” The Privy Council order the return o f the “ 100 Turkes brought by Sir Francis Drake out of the
West Indies.” Finally, Richard Hakluyt recorded the voyage o f Laurance Aldersey to Egypt in 1586 in
which he carried 20 Turkes “which were to goe to Constantinople, being redeemed out o f captivitie, by Sir
Francis Drake in the West Indies” (Hakluyt, PN, 6:40). Almost certainly other merchant ships did the
same.
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of the slaves and free blacks were apparently captured, while others ran away to the
English “voluntarily.” When it came time to ransom the prisoners, “the whole (except the
slaves which voluntarily repayred unto us) was yeilded unto them.”49
There were so many runaway and liberated slaves roaming Cartagena while Drake
occupied the city that the English commander was forced to enact regulations regarding
slave-holding. Because o f infighting among the occupying forces, “it was sett downe that
none under the degree o f ansient [ensign] shulde keepe a Negro or other stranger.” The
ownership o f slaves was a delicate issue for the English. Certainly, slaves were widely
available after the sack o f Santo Domingo and Cartagena. They symbolized power and
prestige and English sailors who otherwise were rather low creatures seem to have craved
the honorific value that the ownership o f another human being imparted. Unfortunately,
however, greed and self-interest negatively affected the smooth functioning (such as it
was) o f Drake’s command. In addition to setting down regulations as to who could keep
a former slave, “a general commandement [was] gyven for the well usage of Strangers,
namely Frenchmen, Turkes & Negros.” Since there were several hundred “strangers”
that had been added to the expedition, the English commanders needed to make sure that
peaceful conditions prevailed. Additionally, not everyone taken from Santo Domingo or
Cartagena continued to be slaves in the minds o f the English. The continuation o f slave

49Wright, Further English Voyages, 51, 124, 135, 159; Andrews, Last Voyage, 94. There is no
indication whether or not those who ran to the English were therefore free, or whether the English kept
them as slaves. Diego Mendes Torres wrote from Panama that the English brought with them “twelve
negroes for the road - these are from Rio de la Hacha” (217). Whether they were enslaved or freed, it
seems likely that the English kept them around in order to work, in this case as porters.
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status seems to have been reserved for blacks and some Indians.50
By the time Drake’s expedition finally departed Cartagena in April it was short on
supplies, suffering from a large loss o f life because o f disease, and generally light on
riches. The expedition did have, however, hundreds o f slaves that could still be useful,
and possibly add to the wealth o f the voyage. Before they could continue, however,
Drake’s fleet stopped as the western end o f Cuba where they gathered drinking water and
firewood. After about a month in the area, the English armada sailed north to the Florida
coast and arrived at the Spanish settlement o f St. Augustine in late May. As he had at
previous Spanish ports, Drake managed to take the town, which he proceeded to destroy
during his subsequent occupation. He did not remain long; by early June Drake’s fleet
was off the coast o f North Carolina and soon he was in contact with the English
commander o f the settlement at Roanoke Island, Ralph Lane. Drake intended to resupply
the settlement until the relief ships arrived, but violent storms dispersed much o f his fleet
and Lane decided to abandon the colony. The English sailed from Roanoke in mid-June
and were back in Portsmouth by the end o f July. They arrived dispirited and generally
short on funds, but the expedition had been an incredible moral victory for the English in
their war with Spain. They may not have had much to show for their efforts in the form
o f gold and silver, but Drake’s fleet had successfully attacked and severely damaged
Santiago, in the Cape Verde Islands, Santo Domingo and Cartagena in the Caribbean, and

50The Leicester Journal, 169. Kelsey contends that the restrictions on slaveholding were an
outgrowth o f the much larger problems that were incurred by the practice o f taking female slaves for
sexual partners. According to his sources, Englishmen engaged in an “unrightous intercourse” with
captured African and Indian women. This, Kelsey suggests, may have been the root o f the tensions that
existed among the English. See Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake, 270-1.
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St. Augustine on the Florida Coast.31
Although the English accounts are generally silent on the subject, throughout this
final stage o f the journey, slavery continued to be an important issue. In particular,
Drake’s black slaves behaved in a manner that suggested the English commander was not
a benevolent liberator. According to Spanish depositions taken in Cuba, “three negroes ..
. escaped from them (o f those the English had seized in Santo Domingo) [and] said that
the Englishman was going to Santa Elena to take that place.” Others ran o ff during
Drake’s occupation o f St. Augustine and similarly provided intelligence as to the
destination and intent o f the expedition. It was also these sources, along with several
Spanish accounts, that provided the broadest outline as to the number o f blacks, and
others, that remained on Drake’s ships. According to Diego Fernandez de Quifiones,
Pedro Menendez Marguez took the depositions o f “three negroes who speak and
remained behind [in Cuba] when the corsair left. They say he meant to leave all the
negroes he had in a fort and settlement established at Jacan [Roanoke] by the English
who went there a year ago. There he intended to leave the 250 blacks and all the small
craft he had.” Alonso Suarez de Toledo declared that Drake took “300 Indians from
Cartagena, mostly women,” in addition to “200 negroes, Turks, and Moors.” Pedro
Sanchez reported that Drake “carried off 150 negroes and negresses from Santo Domingo
and Cape Verde —more from Santo Domingo.”52
Clearly, Drake carried with him a large number o f Indians and black slaves when
5'For a useful narrative o f this part o f the expedition, see Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake, 215-9.
52Wright, Further English Voyages, 181, 204, 173, 212. See also pp. 206 & 230.
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he departed the Florida coast for the English settlement at Roanoke Island. Unfortunately
either circumstance or reticence has left an eerie silence in the English sources as to the
precise number and the ultimate fate o f the blacks and Indians Drake held in June 1S86.
One o f the most important English sources, The Leicester Journal, falls silent with its
final entry on March 15. The Primrose Journal, which is generally the most informative
about matters relating to English interaction with blacks, records virtually nothing about
Roanoke and absolutely nothing about any blacks after the departure from Cartagena.
The Summarie and True Discourse provides some useful information about Roanoke and
the decision to abandon the colony, but, again, nothing was recorded about the several
hundred blacks and Indians rumored to be with the fleet. Additionally, none o f the
English settlers from Roanoke ever mentioned the presence o f blacks on Drake's ships.
Neither did they say anything about his intent to leave them with several hundred
laborers. According to Ralph Lane’s account, when Drake first arrived, he offered to
supply the settlement with “victuals, munition and clothing, but also o f barkes, prinnaces
and boates.” Nothing, however, o f Indian or black slaves.53
What, then, happened to the blacks on board the fleet? One possibility is, as
several historians have suggested, that upon their departure from the North Carolina
coast, the English ships simply disembarked the blacks in order to lighten their load.
This, however, seems unlikely, considering the commodity value o f Africans, especially
in light of how little other gold, silver, or other valuables the expedition had to show for

“ Hakluyt, PN, 8:342.
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itself. Additionally, this supposition is based on the assumption that Drake’s fleet was
badly overcrowded and the addition o f 100 more Roanoke settlers meant that some
people had to go. Unfortunately, this does not bear the burden o f close scrutiny, either.
By the time Drake’s fleet reached Roanoke his ships were, if anything, undermanned,
having lost more than 500 men, and perhaps close to 1,000, to sickness or death in battle.
Many blacks, who must have been dispersed throughout the fleet, were hard at work
keeping the ships afloat when Drake’s ships anchored off Roanoke Island. In fact, Drake
was short enough on manpower that he was willing to part with the Francis, a 70-ton
ship, as well as “two pinnesses, and foure small boats.” Even after a storm dispersed the
fleet, including the Francis, Drake offered to leave the Barke Bonner, a 170-ton ship.54
^Hakluyt, PN, 8:343-4. The myth o f England's unique commitment to freedom and anti-slavery
principles has been enabled, in part, by the record o f English privateering activity in the West Indies during
the last half o f the sixteenth century. In particular, much has been made o f the “liberated” slaves o f 15851586. According to David Beers Quinn, The Roanoke Voyages, 1584-1590, 2 vols. (London: Hakluyt
Society, 1955), Drake arrived at Roanoke with numerous “negro domestic slaves to whom he promised
their freedom, and a substantial number o f South American Indians (about 300, including women) ..
Quinn claims Drake intended to dispose o f them as “free labour for the Roanoke settlers” (1:251,254). In
a later collection o f documents, edited with Alison Quinn, First Colonists: Documents on the Planting o f
the F irst English Settlem ents in North America, 1584-1590 (Raleigh, NC: North Carolina Department o f
Cultural Resources, 1982), we have the statement that “[i]t is unfortunate that we have not the precise
terms o f Drake’s offer, since in it he would have referred to liberated Indians and Negroes who were
intended as reinforcement to the colony’s labour force” (149). Karen Ordahl Kupperman, Roanoke: The
Abandoned Colony (Savage, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1984), states merely that Drake’s men “rescued a
very large number o f slaves and Indians from Spanish clutches. The few European galley slaves among
them he intended to keep, but he decided to offer the three hundred to five hundred others to the colony,
probably as a labor supply” (88). When the English decided to abandon the colony, “the several hundred
freed slaves and Indians collected by Drake for the colony were probably left in Carolina. . . . If they
succeeded in melting into the Indian population,” Kupperman adds, “then they began a tradition that was to
have a long history in that part o f America” (92). Edmund Morgan, American Slavery, Am erican Freedom
(New York: W.W. Norton & Co. 1975), offers the most melodramatic interpretation. For him, Drake’s
expedition took “hundreds o f liberated slaves,” from Santo Domingo; Drake “made it clear that he would
return no slaves, ‘except when the slaves themselves desired to go’” from Cartagena; Drake arrived at
Roanoke “with his load o f Indians and Negroes freed from their Spanish oppressors; and, finally, “What,
then, o f the liberated slaves and Indians? The saddest part o f the story and perhaps the most revealing is
that no one bothered to say
Thus casually and ignominiously ended the first attempt to join the
planting o f English gentle government in North America with the liberation o f the Caribbean and South
America from Spanish tyranny” (34-5,41-2).
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Another more likely scenario is that Drake took many if not all the blacks back to
England with the fleet and disposed o f them in London and various port cities. English
ships that traveled to the Caribbean routinely returned to England with a number o f
blacks on board. John Lovell’s generally unsuccessful slave trading expedition o f 15661567 made landfall in Britain with a dozen or more unsold slaves. When John Hawkins
departed on his third slave trading expedition in October 1567, a month after Lovell’s
return, he took with him fifty slaves that probably had been part o f the earlier expedition.
When Hawkins limped home from his voyage a year later, he had on board roughly a
dozen blacks. William King’s 1592 expedition may have returned to England with
fifteen blacks on board. And although neither Drake nor Hawkins returned to England
with the remnants of their 1595 expedition, at least ten blacks did return with the man
who inherited the expedition, Sir Thomas Baskerville. Considering this pattern of
behavior over the course o f thirty years, it should not seem remarkable that Drake would
have felt perfectly comfortable returning to England with a cargo o f blacks, many o f
whom may have been sold off for profit or simply given away as gifts. That Drake
returned from Roanoke with black slaves is evidenced by the fact that Lady Raleigh, the
wife o f Sir Walter Raleigh, the sponsor of the Roanoake colony, possessed African

Based on the pattern o f English involvement with Africans in the Atlantic world, it is a dubious
assertion that Drake or any other Englishman believed that they had “freed” or “liberated” as many as five
hundred blacks and Indians from Spanish America. The English were not “freedom fighters.” Neither
does it seem likely that Drake, or any other elite Englishman, could have conceptualized depositing such a
large number o f blacks and Indians at Roanoke as anything but bound laborers. Most likely, Drake hoped
to leave the Roanoke settlers these several hundred laborers (probably as lifetime slaves) and then, had
everything gone as planned, received payment from the colony’s sponsor, Sir Walter Raleigh, or the Queen
for his service to his country’s overseas enterprise.
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servants during the late 1580s. Perhaps they were among those who returned to England
with Drake in 1586. Also, it is no coincidence that most o f the compelling evidence for
the presence o f large numbers o f blacks in England (many o f whom seem to have
Hispanic names) dates from after the mid-1580s.55
Thus, in the course o f a single expedition, Englishmen encountered Africans in
the Americas who were primarily distinguishable by their connection to slavery, but who
also served in countless related capacities. When they had the opportunity, the
Englishmen sailing with Drake also demonstrated a willingness to employ Africans in an
equally diverse manner. Africans toiled, translated, guided, served as combatants (for the
English, Spanish, and themselves), and sometimes simply changed hands when hostagetakers accepted payoffs for the return o f these human “commodities” to their Spanish
owners. All o f this, however, was deeply rooted in the late sixteenth-century reality that
Africans and their descendants in the Americas were primarily slaves. They might be
free, but their bloodlines were severely tainted by a heritage o f enslavement. They might
be experts in some useful field or extremely knowledgeable about their surroundings, but

ssFor the evidence o f those who returned with Lovell, see Robert Barrett’s testimony, cited in
Kelsey, Sir Francis Drake, 433n.73. For those who returned with Hawkins in 1568, see P.E.H. Hair’s
discussion in “Protestants as Pirates, Slavers, and Proto-Missionaries: Sierra Leone 1568 and 1582,”
Journal o f Ecclesiastical History 21:3 (July 1970): 220 and Job Hortop’s remarkable statement: “Since my
retume into England I have heard that many misliked that he left us so behind him, and brought away
many Negroes: but the reason is this, for them he might have had victuals, or any other thing needfull, if by
foule weather hee had bene driven upon the Islands, which for gold nor silver he could not have had.” In
other words, the blacks could labor for the English so that the Englishmen might survive. Hakluyt, PN,
9:455. For evidence from William King’s expedition, see Hakluyt, PN, 10:191. For those that returned
with Baskerville, see the reference in A PC, 26:16 (1596-97), that one Edward Banes should “take o f those
blackamoores that in this last voyage under Sir Thomas Baskervile were brought into this realme the
nomber o f tenn, to be transported by him out o f the realme.” On the presence o f blacks in England during
the 1580s and 1590s, including those in the possession of Lady Raleigh, see Chapter Five.
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these practical skills were usually a direct outgrowth o f their captivity and their
circumscribed lives. They might even have escaped slavery by running away, but they
continued to be categorized as slaves in Spanish-American legal culture. Even when
escaped African peoples established treaties o f amity in order to preserve their
independence, as they did in Panama, they were, in essence, re-subjected to a kind o f
communal bondage closely related to their previous enslavement as individuals. At the
same time, however, slavery did not function the way it would at a much later time in the
British American colonies. Thus, there were any number o f free blacks who, though
clearly conceptualized as “outsiders,” might possess or demonstrate a great deal o f
loyalty toward Spanish American society.
Finally, Drake’s expedition clearly demonstrates the way Old World and New
World conceptions o f human bondage overlapped during this era. One need only think o f
the circuit o f slavery that encompassed the inhabitants o f four continents. The English
may not have “liberated” the sub-Saharan Africans they encountered (at least not in large
numbers), but the North African Moors were a different matter. They sailed back to
England with Drake and, after a brief stay, were returned to their homeland in an effort by
English authorities to establish more peaceful relations in the Mediterranean world. One
important part o f this overture was the hope that it would lead to “the release o f some o f
the captives of the Enlgishe nation there.” And, in fact, some Englishmen were returned.
Too, some o f the blacks “liberated” from Spanish America may also have been part o f
this Atlantic circuit o f slavery. When Elizabeth ordered the expulsion o f “divers
blackamoores [lately] brought into this realme,” she assigned the project to Casper van
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Senden, who would ship the Africans off to the Iberian peninsula where they would be
sold to offset Van Senden’s costs for having transported nearly a hundred English
subjects back to England.36
In the early m odem Atlantic world, it was no simple matter to determine who was
a slave and who was free. Just as African identities were contingent upon context, so too
were those o f Europeans and Americans. Although the notion that Africans in the
Americas were the consummate slaves was clearly ascendant, Old World notions o f
human bondage continued to exercise a great deal o f influence. This was not because
slavery was some sort o f vague or shapeless notion. Rather, it was because slavery had a
variety of connotations and practical applications, each o f which were valid and deeply
meaningful in very specific ways. The association between slavery and “blackness” may
have been increasingly absolute in the American environment, but the larger Atlantic
world still had room for multiple kinds o f slavery and several different groups o f
enslaveable peoples. Even Englishmen could find themselves enslaved. And though
they frowned upon the idea and were terrified by the prospect of life as a slave, they were
vividly aware that there were few guarantees that they might not find themselves in
another nation’s galleys, silver mines, or compelled to a life of drudgery at the hands o f
Catholics or Moors. The English encounter with Africans in the Americas suggested that
all Africans were tainted by slavery, but it did not imply that all slaves were necessarily
Africans. That would be something the English would have to work out during the

*APC, 14:205-6 (August 1586); Hakluyt, PN, 6:40; APC, 26:16-17 (1596-7). These issues are
considered in other contexts in Chapters Two and Five.
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seventeenth century, when it fell to Anglo-American colonial governments to decide for
themselves what the appropriate nature o f human bondage was in their infant settlements.
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PART FOUR:
STATUS AND IDENTITY IN ANGLO-AMERICA

The meeting o f Englishmen, Indians, and Africans in early Anglo-America during
the first half o f the seventeenth century has been, and continues to be, a commonly told
story. During recent decades, for example, historians have demonstrated an interest in a
variety o f topics, such as the nature of cross-cultural encounters, the transfer and
(re)articulation o f group folkways, the alteration o f indigenous rites and practices,
settlement patterns, land use, and the escalation o f social conflict. Two other common
themes, which have been at the center o f this particular study, are social status and
individual or corporate identity. One important subset o f these two issues is slavery,
particularly how Anglo-American societies defined slavery as an institution and how
Englishmen determined who could, or should, be enslaved. Explorations into the
question o f identity have taken on more diverse forms, but an increasingly important
question among early American historians has been that o f what it meant to be “English,”
especially once English men and women began to live, form families, develop communal
networks, reproduce and die in a land far different from the one inhabited by their
ancestors. Inevitably, these fields o f investigation (slavery and identity) have overlapped,
and nowhere has this been more true than in scholarship concerned with the emergence of
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racial slavery.
The central premise o f this dissertation, however, is that the foundations of racial
slavery are not to be found in Anglo-America. The elements that combined in an
unforseen fashion during the mid- to late-seventeenth century - the propriety o f human
bondage in English culture, the meaning o f Englishness, and the perception o f Africans were complicated issues that manifested themselves in three distinct and often unrelated
arenas throughout the Tudor era. During the last half o f the sixteenth century, and well
into the seventeenth century, Englishmen were engaged in an intellectual exploration into
the problem o f human bondage both at home and abroad. Different elements o f English
society worked along parallel lines to comprehend the meaning o f slavery, its legality, its
applicability, and under what circumstances it was entirely unacceptable. At the same
time, but not necessarily for the same reasons, the broad outlines o f English identity were
articulated in a manner that allowed a much broader spectrum o f society than ever before
to understand the importance o f a shared history, climate, language, political culture, and
national religion. Finally, in a third setting, Englishmen encountered Africans in multiple
places where they often attached different meanings to their experiences. There were
enough opportunities to develop ideas about African peoples - who they were and what
roles they served - but they were highly localized and rarely consistent among a disparate
English audience.
Whereas these three issues were generally distinct during the sixteenth century,
with unique historical trajectories and separate interest groups, the exigencies o f
permanent overseas colonization collapsed the barriers that divided them. In England
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slavery had been a social status and consideration typically involving English men and
women in unique circumstances or under duress in foreign lands. Some elites even
imagined a form o f slavery that might punish and redeem, or even educate, wayward
English subjects who refused to work or otherwise conform to reified social norms.
Certainly, there existed an ideological predisposition to condemn slavery and celebrate
the English as naturally and historically free, but human bondage was also recognized as
a legitimate form o f social control within English society. It was also a justifiable fate for
prisoners o f war between the European and Muslim world. In each of these cases,
however, slavery reinforced the prevailing sense o f Englishness. Bondage could be
viewed positively in England, for example, when it was imagined as something that
preserved or developed a sense o f common identity. When Englishmen were enslaved in
far-off lands, their stories resonated in print and in the pulpit precisely because an English
audience possessed a sense o f themselves as a unified group. The pity early modem
English society might express for another nation’s slaves was highly intellectual; their
expressions o f grief and anger at the enslavement o f fellow Englishmen by peoples of
other nations and religions was intensely visceral.
The purpose and meaning o f slavery in Anglo-American societies initially
followed similar patterns o f thought and practice. This perspective, however, weakened
in the English colonies when it became clear that Englishness was not as secure in the
American plantations as it had been in Britain. Large numbers o f indigenous and African
peoples, in particular, promoted the development o f remarkably diverse societies in
which “being English” competed with alternate forms o f social allegiance. In England,
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religion, language, history, and physical appearance were signal features o f a common
identity. In America, each o f these characteristics highlighted differences and disparities.
Even more, much o f what occurred in America had been shaped by the activities o f other
European peoples, particularly the Spanish and Portuguese. The ideological and cultural
instability of the early seventeenth century, with regard to the relationship between status
and identity, conditioned an important transition in the history of racial slavery. Because
of the clash between inherited assumptions about human bondage and the realities o f
social relations in Atlantic world, Anglo-Americans ceased to conceptualize slavery
within a predominantly English framework. Instead, slavery in Anglo-America became a
racialized institution designed to facilitate the cultivation of cash crops on plantations. At
root, this new slavery was arbitrary, brutal, perpetual, and inheritable and, from the
perspective of Anglo-Americans, the antithesis o f their inherited identity. In the words of
one member of Parliament during the 1650s, it was something fit only for “those
Negroes.”
Explaining the development of slavery in early Anglo-America requires a
threefold analysis. First, because most early Anglo-American settlers were products o f a
society and culture in which human bondage as a domestic issue was still contested, and
layered with several meanings, slavery continued to be a viable concept both for those
who wished to control the lower orders in early America and those who hoped to redress
their grievances against those who oppressed them by attracting attention to their plight.
Second, because Englishmen privileged history and climate as elements that shaped
national identities and because the physical setting o f North America could be expected
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to shape those who took up residence there, some Englishmen felt compelled to
conceptualize Indians as a people broadly similar to the English. This fundamentally
shaped Anglo-American justifications for how and why the indigenous peoples o f
America might, or might not, be enslaved. Third, because the English experience with
African peoples was diverse and open to a variety o f both positive and negative
assessments, and because the singularly most important model o f social relations with
regard to African peoples in the Atlantic world was Hispanic, Anglo-Americans took it
for granted that Africans in the Americas were slaves. Even so, their conception of
African slavery in the Americas was quite distinct from both the sixteenth-century
English model and the characteristically Anglo-American system o f racial slavery that
became normative by the eighteenth century.
The significance of these developments can be measured in a number o f ways.
For my purposes, they suggest that race and slavery are both appropriate analytical issues
before and immediately after the settlement o f Jamestown, but not necessarily as often
imagined. Although they are relevant, they were not necessarily intertwined with each
other in the English imagination before the seventeenth century. In contrast to the
standard formulation o f the problem, the preceding chapters and the evidence presented in
the concluding chapter argues that neither race nor slavery “came first,” neither race nor
slavery “caused” the other, and neither race nor slavery were “invented” in AngloAmerica. Instead, the foundational issues discussed in the three preceding parts o f this
dissertation - the variety and flexibility o f slavery in early modem English culture, the
development o f a sense of Englishness that promoted the articulation o f a common
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identity, and the diversity o f English encounters with African peoples that facilitated the
emergence o f complex impressions that were both positive and negative - continued to be
relevant to English settlers in early America. During the seventeenth century English
settlers attempted to employ English and Hispanic models o f social organization in their
relations with Indians and Africans. The results proved to be either unsuccessful or
unpalatable. This realization prompted the transition to a unique form of racial slavery
that was characteristically Anglo-American in conception and articulation during the last
half of the seventeenth century.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
“OUR LIVES WILL BE AS CHEAP AS THOSE NEGROES”:
RACIALIZING SLAVERY IN ANGLO-AMERICA

And if they be not worthy of the name of a Nation, being wilde and Savage: yet as
Slaves, bordering rebells, excommunicates and out-lawes are lyable to the punishments
of Law, and not to the privileges; So is it with the Barbarians, Borderers and Outlawes o f
Humanity.1
“wee are naturally inclin’d to love neigros if our purses would endure it.”2

It must have been fetid that late summer day in 1619 when the Flemish privateer,
the White Lion, dropped anchor off Point Comfort at the eastern extremity o f the English
settlement in Virginia. Captain Jope and his men had apparently had a rough time o f it
while at sea. Like countless marauders before him, the Dutch captain had been in the
West Indies pillaging the Spanish and taking away whatever o f value he could get his
hands on. When he arrived in the Chesapeake and made contact with the English
settlement the weather was almost certainly uncomfortably hot and humid, as it can be
during late August in Virginia, and he was short on fresh water and palatable food after
working his way up the North American coastline. It may have been that his passage was

‘Purchas, HP, 19:224.
:Charles Calvert to Lord Baltimore, April 22, 1664; cited in Lois Green Carr, Russell R. Menard,
& Lorena S. Walsh, Robert Cole's World: Agriculture & Society in Early Maryland (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1991), 160.
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slower than anticipated or that his provisions had been spoiled by exposure to rough
weather or rotted as a result o f improper storage. His men may also have been hungry
and thirsty because o f the extra mouths they had stored away somewhere in the belly o f
the ship, for on board were “not any thing but 20. and odd Negroes, w[hich] the
Govemo[r] and Cape Marchant bought for victualle.”3 By the time he departed, however,
Jope had acquired a fresh supply of food and water and had reduced the number o f
mouths on board by striking a bargain with the English settlement which resulted in the
first recorded African presence in Virginia. For Captain Jope and his men it was clear
sailing as they headed back out into the Atlantic; for the Anglo-American Virginia
colonists, and the historians who have studied them, the new arrivals elevated the level of
discomfort on land precipitously.
A little more than thirty years ago Winthrop Jordan quipped that “were [it]
possible to poll the inhabitants o f Jamestown, Virginia, concerning their reaction to those
famous first ‘twenty Negars’ who arrived in 16191 would be among the first at the foot
o f the gangplank, questionnaire in hand.”4 Judging by the response to his book over the
last few decades, a number o f people would love to know the results of such a survey; it
is clear that the burden o f 1619 continues to be relevant nearly four hundred years after
the fact. Racial slavery was a characteristic feature o f early American history that also

3John Rolfe to Sir Edwyn Sandys, January 1619/20, cited in Engel Sluiter, “New Light on the “20.
and Odd Negroes” Arriving in Virginia, August 1619,” WMQ 54:2 (April 1997): 395. This event will be
discussed in greater detail below.
‘Winthrop D. Jordan, White over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812
(Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1968), viii.
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has proven to be an essential component in the construction and subsequent history o f the
United States o f America. As a historical subject, the relationship between race and
slavery continues to interest present-day scholars who often find themselves struggling
with the meaning o f racism in contemporary society. In doing so, however, we often take
for granted that racism and slavery were always related to each other in some fashion in
the North American experience. For some historians this means using race and slavery as
interchangeable categories o f analysis; for others it involves the effort to establish the
causative relationship between the two issues. It has been a central conviction throughout
this dissertation, however, that this is a misguided enterprise and that although racial
slavery appeared in seventeenth-century America, the foundations o f this phenomenon
are much broader, more disparate, and less unified than traditionally imagined.
Status and identity were complicated and highly contested issues in early modem
Europe. This was particularly true in England where the rights o f individuals, whether
they could be subjected to human bondage, and what it meant to be English, were
discussed and analyzed with great interest throughout the Tudor era. Placed in the
American environment, these questions became even more potent. During the initial
decades o f Anglo-American settlement the nature o f Englishness and the meaning o f
human bondage were crucial issues because overseas societies were inhabited not just by
Englishmen, or even Europeans, but also by an indigenous population and a growing
number o f Africans. It was impossible for English settlers in the New World to pretend
that they were simply recreating England on the far side o f the Atlantic Ocean, or that the
social, cultural, and legal traditions o f their native land would prove to be sufficient in
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this alien environment. This limitation was particularly true because an impression o f
America —as a component o f the Atlantic world - had already been articulated by other
Europeans. It was a foregone conclusion, for example, that American settlements would
necessitate interaction with the indigenous inhabitants. The English also recognized,
albeit less so, that the construction o f new English societies in the Americas would
involve some contact with African peoples who had been removed from Africa.
There were, then, two overarching intellectual and cultural frameworks within
which English settlers comprehended their presence in America. The first was English
and contained within it the ideals o f colonial settlement as well as the values of an
increasingly unified people bent on national greatness. The second was essentially
Hispanic and involved the realities o f power, social organization, and the ordering o f
cross-cultural relations across an enormous expanse o f the Atlantic world. The
negotiation between the exigencies o f these two worlds characterized the AngloAmerican experience during the first half of the seventeenth century, just as it was, in
some ways, the rejection o f both o f these worlds that defined the emergence of a unique
American identity at a later date. In the beginning, however, Anglo-American settlers
had to address questions o f status and identity among the English, Africans, and
Americans within the parameters and precedents then at their disposal.
Nowhere was this necessity more true than in the nature o f early cross-cultural
encounters and the consideration o f the proper role o f human bondage in Anglo-America.
Slavery was a complex subject in English society and culture, but before the settlement o f
America it had been possible for people to discuss the issues with relative ease because
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two particular issues were not in play. First, Englishmen did not typically conceptualize
slavery as a racial issue before the early seventeenth century. Whatever else they might
disagree upon, including the precise meaning o f slavery, English commentators more
often than not considered the nature and purpose of human bondage as either an English
or European topic. To be sure, English authorities were aware o f the African slave trade,
but virtually no one expended any energy attempting to divine the meaning or legality o f
this particular trade. Second, slavery was not conceptualized as a labor issue. Put
another way, slavery as a labor system was not o f great interest among early modem
Englishmen. Human bondage was a moral, legal, punitive, religious, redemptive, and
social issue. Few paid much attention to slavery as a way o f extracting labor from
individuals for the purposes o f production.
Once the social order and intellectual framework ceased to be essentially mono
national or mono-racial, and once slavery became a labor issue rather than a form of
social control, it became very difficult to apply traditional explanations and arguments
when confronted with the issue o f human bondage. This dilemma conditioned the history
of slavery in early Anglo-America. That English settlers addressed the issue o f slavery in
Anglo-America is hardly surprising. Their use of it in America was, after all, consistent
with a conceptually legitimate feature of sixteenth-century English society and culture.
Slavery was also a common aspect o f the Atlantic world —a fate which befell countless
African peoples. Thus, English colonists took up the issue o f human bondage among
Englishmen, Indians, and Africans, but they did so originally within the framework of
their traditional assumptions about identity. For English settlers and Indian peoples,
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traditional European standards and customary English assumptions initially allowed for
the use of slavery as a form o f social control in Anglo-America because o f the belief that
the two peoples were fundamentally similar to each other. Africans were enslaved for
very different reasons. Their destiny was sealed less by English precedents than by the
customary practices established by the Spanish and Portuguese in the Atlantic world.
Ultimately, however, the use o f slavery in these disparate fashions became untenable.
Colonial leaders were unable or unwilling to manage multiple slaverys in the Americas
for several reasons. On the one hand, the ideological implications o f the Atlantic world
model of racialized plantation slavery conflicted with the sanctity o f Englishness in the
New World. On the other hand, those who promoted a positive image of Indians
gradually fell silent as the indigenous peoples resisted, often violently, the English
presence. In the long run, then, English slavery would disappear and enslaved Indians
would increasingly be lumped into the same category as Africans. But this scenario was
not full articulated in 1607.

*

*

*

*

*

When three English ships unloaded their band o f more than a hundred English
settlers on Jamestown Island in the spring of 1607, few people were thinking about either
slavery or Africans. The planting o f the Chesapeake settlement was part o f a larger
imperial enterprise first articulated by Richard Hakluyt during the 1580s, but generally
epitomized in the English mind by the historical greatness o f either the Roman Empire
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and, in a contemporary context, the burgeoning wealth and power o f Spain. The English,
however, were not simply conscious imitators; many intellectuals envisioned their
overseas endeavors as missionary enterprises whereby Protestant Englishmen would save
the indigenous inhabitants o f North America from their own savagery and Spanish
cruelty. Fundamentally, though, the establishment o f English colonies had very little to
do with people. English colonial promoters and their investors were interested in the
profits that could be extracted from the land, the ability o f that land to sustain settlements
where religious and economic freedoms could develop in an unhindered fashion, and the
potential for national greatness vis-a-vis other European nations.5
Nonetheless, English settlements necessarily were filled with human beings and
the nature and condition o f the inhabitants o f Anglo-America quite often proved to be a
grave concern for colonial leaders. In particular, the English settlers themselves provided
a constant headache for their governors and leaders. Between 1607 and 1660, English
colonists in the Chesapeake, Bermuda, New England, Barbados and Providence Island
were a source o f considerable anxiety for those most responsible for turning overseas
enterprises into profitable ventures while, simultaneously, maintaining some semblance
o f the English social order. In each colony an effort was made to replicate England,
either as the settlers and organizers believed it to exist or, in some cases, believed it to
have once existed in some idyllic past. Few things mattered more in English society than

5See the several articles in The Oxford History o f the British Empire, vol. 1: The Origins o f
Empire: British Overseas Enterprise to the Close o f the Seventeenth Century, Nicholas Canny, ed. (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1998), esp. Canny, “The Origins o f Empire: An Introduction” (1-33), Anthony
Pagden, “The Struggle for Legitimacy and the Image o f Empire in the Atlantic to c. 1700 (34-54), and
Canny, “England’s New World and the Old, 1480s-l630s” (148-69).
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order. Individuals presumably knew their place, recognized the natural capacities o f their
social betters, and unquestioningly accepted the proposition that an elite few were fit to
rule while the majority were meant to serve. In an English context this could mean many
things - most o f which are well beyond the scope o f this project. One possible meaning,
however, was that human beings who refused to live up to society’s standards (as defined
by the elite) could and should be subjected to harsh punishment. Among the many
possible punishments was something uncommon but consistent with sixteenth-century
English history: slavery. Or, more accurately, early English leaders in the Americas
recognized that slavery was an appropriate punitive and rehabilitative measure that could
redeem wayward Englishmen from their sinful or slothful ways.
English slavery appeared very early in colonial America. Sometimes it was more
apparent than real and generally the concept was articulated more clearly than the system.
Nonetheless, it is possible to discern the broad outlines o f a sense o f slavery deeply
rooted in English traditions. And, equally important, it is possible to see in the
transatlantic migration o f this conception o f human bondage the first genuine critique of
slavery, as well as some o f the earliest declarations o f the incompatibility o f
“Englishness” with slavery. This was certainly the case with Virginia which, by the early
1620s, hardly resembled the somewhat fanciful depictions issued for the reading public at
the behest o f the Virginia Company o f London. In fact, much to the chagrin o f company
officials, a number o f colonists identified more closely with the derogatory accounts that,
according to Company supporters, were published by “the base and idle lubbers . . . that
are ever opposite to all good publicke workes.” According to these reports, thousands of
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settlers seemingly had perished and, especially after March 1622, tensions with the
indigenous peoples had escalated. Additionally, some settlers bemoaned their condition
in terms that startled their countrymen back in England. In the aftermath o f the 1622
Powhatan uprising, Richard Freethome wrote home complaining o f the high mortality
rate and the want o f food and clothing in Virginia. Freethome begged to be “freed out of
this Egipt,” and informed his parents that his situation was no better than that o f armless
beggers back in England. He entreated his father “as your Child release me from this
bondage.” Freethome was not alone in his grief. Thomas Best also wrote home in the
spring o f 1623 complaining o f the lack o f food, but added that in his case his master
“Atkins hath sold me for 150 pounds [of tobacco] like a damnd slave as he is for using
me so baselie.” A year later Jane Dickenson similarly lamented that her master, a Dr.
Potts, threatened to make her serve him “the uttermost day” in a fashion akin to “her
slavery with the Indians” unless she too procured 150 pounds o f tobacco.6
In addition to these complaints there also circulated several published accounts
and private correspondences that employed a similar language of slavery in order to cast a
damning light on the Virginia Company’s endeavor. John Bargrave submitted a petition
to the Privy Council in 1622 accusing the former secretary of the Virginia Company, Sir
Thomas Smith, o f having “contrary to the patent and royal instructions caused a certain
book to be printed o f tyrannical government in Virginia, whereby many lost their lives,
and were brought into slavery.” Less than a year later the Privy Council received another
‘Alexander Whitaker, Good Newes from Virginia (London, 1613), D l; Records o f the Virginia
Company o f London, Susan Myra Kingsbury, ed., 4 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1906-33), 4:41, 58, 61, 235,473.
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communication endorsed by the governor, Council, and Assembly in Virginia in response
to the publication of Nathaniel Butler’s similarly unflattering Unmasking o f Virginia.
Butler, a protegee o f the Earl o f Warwick and the former governor o f Bermuda between
1619 and 1622, spent several months in Virginia in the immediate aftermath o f the
Powhatan uprising. Upon returning to England he composed a scathing critique o f the
colony as part of his larger campaign to discredit the leadership o f the Virginia Company,
particularly Edwin Sandys. In response, the colonial government challenged Butler’s
charges o f mismanagement by claiming to have “followed the laws and customs o f
England to their uttermost.” And with regard to the extraordinary loss o f life reported in
the young colony, the government noted that “six, not ten, thousand persons have been
transported to Virginia, who for the most part were wasted by the more than Egyptian
slavery and Scythian cruelty exercised upon them by the laws written in blood” during
Sir Thomas Smith’s tenure. By 1624, Governor Francis Wyatt and other colonial
officials were boasting to the Privy Council that matters had since improved, noting in
particular that “their slavery from that time has been converted into freedom.”7
John Bargrave, Nathaniel Butler, and the colonial officials residing in Virginia
were not employing the language o f slavery lightly. Much of Sir Thomas Smith’s tenure
as Secretary o f the Virginia Company had in fact coincided with the implementation o f

7CSPCS, 2:28-9 (April 12, 1622), 2:38-40 (February 1624), 3:58 (February 28, 1624). Butler was
also a member o f the Virginia Company o f London and would later serve as governor o f Providence
Island. On Butler’s career, see the pertinent sections in Karen Ordahl Kupperman, Providence Island,
1630-1641: The Other Puritan Colony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), esp. 271-74. On
the politics and factions of the Virginia Company, including even more detailed information about Butler,
see Wesley Frank Craven, Dissolution o f the Virginia Company: Failure o f a Colonial Experiment (New
York, 1932).
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martial law after its introduction by Sir Thomas Dale, who arrived as Governor de la
Warr’s deputy in 1611. The Lawes Divine, Morall and Martiall, or Dale’s Laws,
prescribed a strict work regimen for the colonists and laid out severe punishments,
including death and slavery, for a number of offenses. Several planters reported, after the
downfall of Sir Thomas Smith and the emergence o f Sir Edwyn Sandys as Secretary in
1619, that upon his arrival in Virginia, Dale “oppressed the whole company with such
extraordinary labors by daye and watchinge by night, as maye seeme incredible to the
eares o f any who had not the experimentall thereof.” The list o f abuses reported by the
planters and others has left an indelible stain of Dale’s name in Virginia lore. It was
reported that “for stealinge to satisfie their hunger [some] were hanged, one chained to a
tree till he starved to death.” Others who attempted to escape into the forest or back to
England “were shott to death, [or] hanged and broken upon the wheele.” Additionally,
others were whipped and “workinge as slaves in irons for terme o f yeares.”8
Early Virginians were not alone in their criticism o f colonial rule. Bermudian
colonists presented a list o f grievances in 1622 that complained, for one, that orphans
were frequently kept “in litle better Condition than Slaves.” This was no chance use o f
the rhetoric o f slavery, either, for the leaders o f both Virginia and Bermuda had

'William Strachey, For the Colony in Virginea Britannia: Lawes Divine, Morall and Martiall,
David H. Flaherty, ed. (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1969); Journals o f the House o f
Burgesses o f Virginia, vol. I: 1619-1658/59, H.R. Mcllwaine, ed. (Richmond, VA, 1915), 31. In spite o f
this ignoble reputation, Dale had his defenders. According to Ralph Hamor, A True Discourse o f the
Present Estate o f Virginia (London, 1615), “more deserved death in those daies, then do now the least
punishment, so as if the law should have restrained by execution, I see not how the utter subversion and
ruine o f the Colony should have bin prevented.. . . Sir Thomas Dale hath not bin tyranous, nor severe at
all; Indeed the offences have bin capitall, and the offenders dangerous, incurable members . . ( 2 7 ) .
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demonstrated a willingness to employ slavery as a form o f punishment. In the same
petition that lamented the plight o f orphans, Bermudians also complained about Nicholas
Gabriel, who had been sentenced to be “a slave to the colony” in 1617 for defaming the
governor. This paralleled the efforts of Virginia’s ruling elite to apply slavery as a form
o f punishment. Dale’s Laws, in addition to declaring a whole spate of offences for which
one could be sentenced to death, also listed crimes that could result in galley slavery.
Several years later, Governor Samuel Argali issued proclamations that sentenced
individuals to short-term slavery for price gouging, failing to attend church, refusing to
set aside a small plot o f land for the cultivation o f com, and wasting ammunition during a
shortage.9
When Massachusetts leaders sentenced at least eight men and one woman to
slavery for assault, rape, and theft between 1638 and 1642, they were likewise resorting
to a conception o f human bondage deeply rooted in English society. William Andrews,
for example, was “censured to bee severely whiped, & delivered up as a slave” for
“haveing made assault upon his m[aster], Henry Coggan.” In addition to this breach o f
conduct in the master-servant relationship, the Court determined that Andrews had also
conspired “against the peace & welfare of this whole com[m]on welth.” Massachusetts
leaders did not condemn Andrews to slavery because they needed laborers, rather they

9The Rich Papers: Letters from Bermuda, 1615-1646, Vernon A. Ives, ed. (Toronto: University o f
Toronto Press, 1984), 327-9; Memorials o f the Discovery and Early Settlement o f the Bermudas or Somers
Islands, 1515-1685, 2 vols., J.H. Lefroy, ed. (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1981), 1:127; Lawes
Divine, Morall and Martiall, 11, 13-14, 20, 24, 27, 29-30, 32-36; Kingsbury, Records o f the Virginia
Company, 3:69, 93. See Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom: The Ordeal o f
Colonial Virginia (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1975), esp. 71-91, for the context o f the laws, although
Morgan failsto mention galleys.
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believed that this extreme form o f servitude would encourage this wayward spirit to
reform his ways and accept his place in the social order. It was, fundamentally, a utopian
conception o f human bondage. And, in this case, the Boston court appears to have been
satisfied with the results. In September 1639, less than a year after his original sentence,
William Andrews, “who was formerly com[m]itted to slavery for his ill & insolent
carriage,” was “released (upon his good carriage) from his slavery, & put to Mr
Endecott.” Having mended his behavior, Andrews ceased to be a slave and, instead,
became a common servant.10
In actuality, very few Englishmen were sentenced to slavery in the Americas. As
with the appearance o f slavery in sixteenth-century England, competing notions o f
slavery clashed with each other, and with the emerging sense that Englishmen were a
uniquely free people. Additionally, certain aspects o f slavery in the Americas were
difficult to implement; the closest galleys to the early Chesapeake, for example, were
probably the small number rotting away at their moorings on the Thames River. Thus,
whatever else might be said about Sir Thomas Smith’s reign as the leader o f the Virginia
Company and the authoritarian and heavy-handed rule o f colonial governments in
general, they did not result in the wholesale reduction o f large numbers o f English settlers
to a state o f slavery. The infamous Lawes Divine, Morall and Martiall, about which so
many people complained, had been implemented within a couple o f years o f settlement at

10Records o f the Governor and Company o f the Massachusetts Bay in New England, 5 vols.
Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed. (Boston, 1853-54), 1:246, 269 (Andrews). Other cases appear at 1:284, 297,
300, and 2:21; Records o f the Court ofAssistants o f the Colony o f Massachusetts Bay, 1630-1692, 3 vols.,
John Noble and John F. Cronin, eds. (Boston, 1901-28), 2:78-9 (Andrews). Other cases appear at 2:86, 87,
90,97, 118.
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Jamestown, but they had been primarily concerned with instilling a rigorous sense o f
discipline in the struggling outpost. In reality, Dale’s Laws resembled the Tudor
government’s efforts at social control and its desire to quell vagrancy and idleness. These
laws, in particular, were also almost certainly part o f the tradition o f conciliar justice
employed in Ireland and the English marchlands, which was rooted in the preservation of
order and the effort to maintain a sense o f security in potentially hostile surroundings."
Most historians have been unwilling to equate “real” slavery with these critiques
o f harsh government and with the use o f slavery as a form of criminal punishment. The
use of the language o f slavery in the early seventeenth century is typically ignored or
dismissed as merely rhetorical. To Edmund Morgan, for Thomas Best to be treated “like
a damnd slave” was not the same as “buying and selling men and women for life and
their unborn children with them.” Indeed. But if Thomas Best was not really a slave, at
least according to the one definition o f the term and the institution, how did he come to
associate his condition with slavery? The answer would seem to lay in the immediate
English past. For if the conception o f slavery employed in Virginia, Bermuda, and
Massachusetts in the aftermath of settlement was anachronistic in the context o f the
bound labor system emerging in the Atlantic world, it was perfectly consistent with the
1'D.M. Pal User, The Age o f Elizabeth: England Under the Later Tudors, 1547-1603, 2nd ed.
(London: Longman, 1992), 139-51; Paul Slack, Poverty and Policy in Tudor and Stuart England (London:
Longman, 1988); David Thomas Konig, ‘“ Dale’s Laws’ and the Non-Common Law Origin o f Criminal
Justice in Virginia,” American Journal o f Legal History 26:4 (October 1982): 354-75; Konig,
“Colonization and the Common Law in Ireland and Virginia, 1569-1634,” in James A. Henretta, Michael
Kammen, and Stanley N. Katz, eds., The Transformation o f Early American History: Society, Authority,
and Ideology (New York: Alfred A. Knopt, 1991), 70-92; Warren M. Billings, “The Transfer o f English
Law to Virginia, 1606-1650,” in Kenneth R. Andrews, Nicholas P. Canny, and P.E.H. Hair, eds., The
Westward Enterprise: English Activities in Ireland, the Atlantic, and America, 1480-1650 (Liverpool:
Liverpool University Press, 1978), 215-44.
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nature and conception o f human bondage that had circulated among the English during
the previous half-century. The use o f slavery as a punitive measure by colonial
governments and protestations couched in the language of slavery by common subjects
had virtually nothing to do with labor and even less to do with the production o f staple
crops for export. These were methods o f imposing social control. Similarly, English
subjects were familiar with the use o f slavery as a wedge to draw attention to their plight,
especially when they could argue that their harsh condition resulted from arbitrary or
capricious actions.12
Perhaps the most revealing indicator o f the presence o f an Old World framework
o f human bondage in these episodes is the precise language employed by the letter writers
and petitioners. Specifically, their constant frame o f reference was comprised of
inherited notions o f human bondage; Anglo-American settlers did not complain about
slavery because it was a condition reserved for Africans. Whenever an individual sought
to capture the attention o f a benefactor back in England by employing the language of
slavery, he or she typically utilized the imagery of either the Bible or the Mediterranean.
Richard Freethome, notably, begged to be redeemed out of “this Egipt.” Virginia’s
government responded to charges o f mismanagement and culpability for the high
mortality rate by claiming that early settlers had perished because they had been
subjected to “more than Egyptian slavery and Scythian cruelty.” The arbitrary nature of
slavery —that individuals could be bought and sold as “goods and chattels” - horrified

I2Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom, 130.
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many English settlers. It was exactly this situation that prompted both Thomas Best and
Jane Dickenson to pen complaints. A generation later in the West Indies, another group
of petitioners made the pointed and accusatory claim that not even “amongst the cruel
Turks” would it be acceptable “to sell and enslave those o f their own country and
religion.” Anglo-American petitioners consistently resorted to Biblical precedents in an
effort to shame those who might condone their enslavement.13
Since no form of slavery was more familiar to an English audience at this time
than that practiced in North Africa, it should not be surprising that in addition to
comparing their plight to that o f Englishmen held in the Mediterranean world, AngloAmericans generally requested comparable remedies. Richard Freethome did not ask his
parents to “free” him, rather he argued that “if you love me you will redeem me suddenly,
for which I do entreat and beg.” Because o f the existing mechanisms o f redemption to
free Englishmen from their various thraldoms beyond the seas, Freethome imagined that
it was possible that his parents might even be able to “get the merchants to redeem me for
some little money.” At one level, redemption implied the act o f being freed out of
captivity or slavery by the payment o f a ransom by some third party. At another level,
however, redemption was a concept bound up with the Christian notion o f deliverance
from sin. In that regard, to be redeemed was tantamount to salvation in more than just a
purely physical manner. Redemption was also the word employed by English elites when
they espoused a utopian conception o f slavery that emphasized the institution’s ability to

l3Thomas Burton, Parliamentary Diary, 1656-1659, 4 vols. (London, 1828), 4:255-57.
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reclaim wayward English subjects. The concept was also integral to the efforts o f the
English public to gather funds to redeem enslaved Englishmen out o f North African
bondage and subjection to the Moors. And this sense o f redemption was never too far
from the minds o f Anglo-Americans who genuinely believed they were unduly abused.
Public awareness o f Englishmen held as galley slaves in the Mediterranean was
widespread and it proved to be a useful reference point during the first decades in
America.14
There is some evidence to indicate that the complaints that emanated from early
colonists succeeded in capturing the attention o f elite Englishmen during this era. At a
meeting of the Virginia Company in London in November 1622 the members discussed
the “Daylie complaints from Virginia of people that are kept and Detained Servants by
their Maisters” and determined more should be done to regulate written contracts to
protect servants from abuse. By June 1623, the Company directly implicated AngloAmerican masters’ with abusing servants with “intollerable oppression and hard usage.”
John Rolfe also acknowledged the scandalous nature o f master-servant relations in
Virginia and the implied danger that they might degenerate into something more akin to
slavery. He reported that the “buying and selling [of] men and boies . . . was held in
England a thing most intolerable” and “the very report thereof brought a great scandall to
the generall action.” Considering the Company’s need to encourage emigration,
especially in the wake of the Powhatan uprising in March 1622, colonial leaders wanted

MKingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 4:61.
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to remove any suspicion that English subjects might forfeit their rights by going to
Virginia.15
Although the language and use o f slavery was directly linked to English culture
and society, its implementation in the Americas was easily confused with the forms o f
human bondage that were applied to two other groups o f people: Native Americans and
Africans. The conceptions o f slavery imposed on Native Americans and Africans,
however, were distinct from that employed in an English context. English slavery was
supposed to be either punitive or redemptive and, ideally, individuals should only have
been subjected to slavery until such time as their behavior improved. Slavery was, in this
sense, perfectly consistent with Englishness and in no way undermined national identity.
But other forms of slavery, such as the kind applied to prisoners of war or the new
plantation model, destabilized corporate identity. Massachusetts leaders were perhaps the
first to recognize this in a legal context when, in 1641, they sought to guarantee the rights
o f Englishmen as inherently “free subjects” by enacting the Body o f Liberties. When they
declared that “there shall never be any bond-slavery, villenage or captivitie amongst us,”
Massachusetts leaders were beginning to demarcate the line between what could happen
to Englishmen as opposed to indigenous peoples and Africans. In other words, this
declaration was an important turning point not because o f its anti-slavery sentiment, but

l5Kingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 2:129, 130-1, 442. In the absence o f conclusive
evidence about what was actually occurring in Virginia, the Virginia Company also sought to protect
masters from servants who might attempt to abrogate legal contracts with false accusations.
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because it specifically eschewed any form of English slavery.16
From the initial decades o f Anglo-American settlement, slavery offered a
convenient reference point for those who chose to complain about their condition in the
Americas because o f the shared historical experience of early modem Englishmen. By
mid-century, however, the use o f slavery among the English became more complicated
because racial slavery and the rise of New World plantations changed the primary
meaning of slavery in English and Anglo-American culture. The clearest expression o f
this sentiment dates from two unrelated episodes in the 1650s, by which time the
instances o f enslaved Englishmen (even in the colonies) had become exceedingly rare. In
a case from late in the decade, two petitions authored by Marcellus Rivers, Oxenbridge
Foyle, and Rowland Thomas, who had been captured at the Salisbury rising in 1654,
appeared in Parliament complaining that they and seventy other Englishmen had been
sold as “goods and chattels” in Barbados and continued to be “bought and sold still from
one planter to another, or attached as horses and beasts for the debts o f their masters.”
The petitions, which purported to detail the plight of more than seventy “freebom people
o f this nation now in slavery,” prompted Parliament to conduct an abortive debate on
slavery. Since the petitions were introduced through irregular channels, however, many
members of Parliament ignored the content o f the complaints and simply expressed their
conviction that the documents were a Cavalier ploy “to set you [the member of
Parliament] at division.” Other members were directly implicated either by name or as

16The Book o f the General Laws and Libertyes Concerning the Inhabitants o f the Massachusetts
(facsimile reprint o f the 1649 ed., San Marino, CA: The Huntington Library, 1975), 4.
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property holders in Barbados or other American colonies. Martin Noel o f Staffordshire
noted that he traded in those parts and to the best of his knowledge the work was indeed
hard, “but none are sent without their consent” and those who went “were civilly used,
and had horses to ride on.” Besides, Noel added, they were commonly contracted for five
years and did not work as hard as the petition claimed since “the work is mostly carried
on by the Negroes.” Captain Hatsell claimed to be present at Plymouth when the men
were shipped out and stated for the record that he “never saw any go with more
cheerfulness.” Secretary of State John Thurloe, another of the members accused in the
petition o f selling an Englishman “as a slave to Barbados” took such offence at the
accusation that he reintroduced the issue five days after the initial debate had subsided in
order to produce evidence to clear his name. For the Secretary o f State, it was clearly a
matter o f reputation and he resented the whisperings that he “could enslave, and had
enslaved, the people o f England, at his pleasure.” 17
While numerous members o f Parliament stood up to contest the appearance of the
petitions and accuse some of their fellow members o f sowing the seeds o f dissension, a
handful o f others took the opportunity to register their concerns about the possible
enslavement o f Englishmen. Sir Henry Vane, for one, did not believe this “Cavalierish

17Burton, Parliamentary Diary, 4:255-7, 258-9, 260-2, 301. The petition and subsequent debate
can be found in Thomas Burton’s diary, 4:255-73 and 301-308. Members o f Parliament were not being
disingenuous when they expressed their concern that these types o f petitions were a Cavalier plot designed
to divide them. Oliver Cromwell had died only the previous September and Richard Cromwell’s position
as Lord Protector was not whole-heartedly embraced by everyone, especially the army. On Thurloe’s
parliamentary affairs at this time, and his efforts to balance opposing factions in the wake o f Oliver
Cromwell’s death, see Philip Aubrey, Mr. Secretary Thurloe: Cromwell's Secretary o f State, 1652-1660
(London: The Athlone Press, 1990), esp. 129-63.
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business” and considered the matter worth discussing since it “concerns the liberty o f the
free-born people o f England.” The idea that English subjects could be used in a
“barbarous manner” and be “sold there for 100/” seemed reprehensible to Vane. Major
Beake concluded directly that “slavery is slavery” and petitions which carried such grave
accusations should be considered regardless o f how they were introduced. Hugh
Boscawen o f Cornwall raised a Biblical concern when he noted that he was as much
against the Cavalier party as anyone else, “but you have Paul’s case before you. A
Roman ought not to be beaten. We are miserable slaves, if we may not have this liberty
secured to us.” In the context o f an Atlantic world characterized by starkly divergent
conditions o f freedom and bondage, many were inclined to believe that an Englishman’s
rights by virtue o f his birth alone had to be more closely guarded than ever. According to
Boscawen, if Englishmen lost the right to a trial or to petition Parliament, “our lives will
be as cheap as those negroes. They look upon them as their goods, horses, &c., and rack
them only to make their time out o f them, and cherish them to perform their work.” For
that reason alone, Boscawen “would have [Parliament] consider the trade o f buying and
selling men.” 18
Boscawen’s critique suggests not only the sanctity o f rights Englishmen
possessed, but perhaps that by the 1650s “those negroes” stood at the opposite end of the
spectrum. This interpretation is also suggested by an episode from Bermuda in the
1650s, when four men, Henry Gaunt, John Cowper [or Cooper], John Saunders, and John
''Burton, Parliamentary Diary, 4:262-4, 268. “Paul’s case” refers to Acts 22:25 wherein Paul was
arrested and strapped down for punishment, at which time he questioned the Centurion on duty whether it
was “legal for you to flog a man who is a Roman citizen and has not been brought to trial.”
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Braum, were each sentenced “to be a slave o f the colony” for periods ranging from one to
three years. Unlike the episodes o f criminal punishment, however, those in which
Bermudians were sentenced to slavery were unquestionably linked to racial issues.
Henry Gaunt was convicted of “incontinence with the daughter o f Capt. Forster & an
Indian o f Mr. Wilkinson.” The other men were similarly convicted of incontinence, or
fornication, but with black women. The women, presumably slaves, were whipped for
their indiscretions. This concern with racial intermixture, and the notion that slavery
might be a useful remedy for English offenders, was most baldly demonstrated during the
tenure o f Governor Sir John Heydon, who arrived on the island in May 1669. In an effort
to curb the growth o f mixed-blood Bermudians, Heydon ordered in 1672 that
“whatsoever marries one o f ye Company Negroes shall become a Colonie Slave and their
posteritye likewise.” By this late date, however, nobody could tolerate the notion that
Englishmen could be enslaved in a world where racial slavery was clearly predominant.
When Thomas Wood fathered a Child with the Company’s mulatto slave, Ann Simons,
and then proceeded to express his intention to marry her “to prevent their living in sin,”
Governor Heydon accepted £20 from Wood and freed Simons rather than enforce his own
decree.19
Although English slavery, as it had been imagined and practiced in Tudor
England, migrated across the Atlantic during the first half o f the seventeenth century, it

19Bermuda Colonial Records [hereafter BCR], 3:63-4 (Assize 11-22 Nov. 1650). It is unclear
whether these examples from 1650 are exceptional cases or part o f a longer pattern o f punishment since the
records between 1631-1638 and 1640-1647 are missing. For an account o f the Governor Heydon episode,
see Michael Jarvis, “ ‘In the eye o f all trade’: Maritime Revolution and the Transformation o f Bermudian
Society, 1612-1800” (Ph.D. Dissertation, College o f William and Mary, 1998), 276.
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did not transplant well in American soil. It was exercised for only a brief period in
Virginia, Bermuda, and New England. In effect, traditional English notions o f bondage
had limited applicability in America because early English settlers in Virginia, Bermuda,
and even Barbados, found the language of slavery to be an effective form o f protest.
Slavery was too difficult to employ as either a punitive or redemptive measure when
other forms of slavery seemingly based on racial difference were increasingly wellknown. Eventually, colonial legislators found it prudent simply to avoid the word
“slavery.” By the 1650s, the notion that Englishmen might be bought and sold “like
bullocks and horses,” or that Englishmen were buying and selling other Englishmen, was
thought to be “an offence o f a high nature.” Sir John Lenthall, reflecting on the case o f
the Barbadian petitioners, hoped that it was not “the effect o f our war to make
merchandize o f men,” especially as these were Englishmen. Englishmen were “the freest
people in the world” and the idea that the petitioners were “put to such hardships, to heats
and colds, and converse with horse” seemed antithetical to the very core o f Englishness.20

*

*

*

*

*

Slavery was not, however, antithetical to “Indianness.” Just as the onset o f
permanent overseas settlement in the Americas caused Englishmen to evaluate their
inherited beliefs about the propriety o f “English” slavery, the encounter with the

J0Burton, Parliamentary Diary, 4:270, 304.
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indigenous inhabitants o f the Americas raised further questions about status and identity.
With regard to social and legal status in the emerging colonial settlements, English
leaders not only had to determine the place o f Indians in Anglo-America - should they be
included or excluded —they also had to determine whether or not Indians were
enslaveable, and if so, on what grounds. To do this, Englishmen had to come to some
conclusion about who, precisely, the Indians were. In other words, were they “Others” or
were they fundamentally similar to the English themselves? This question was o f
paramount importance in the context of a geographic and temporal environment in which
conflicting notions about the purpose and legitimacy o f human bondage were in play.
For if Indians were fundamentally like the English, or at least like other Europeans, then
the use of them as slaves would generally have to conform to Old World standards. But
if they were “Other”, like West Africans, whose slavery was premised on a need for labor
and little concern over why or how they became slaves, then the nature o f Indian slavery
would be based on New World standards.
The English drive to settle North America was framed by the publication o f
promotional literature that espoused an idealized faith in peaceful trade and conversion.
The clearest expression o f this perspective was Richard Hakluyt’s Discourse on Western
Planting (1584), which framed the aims o f English overseas colonization in direct
opposition to the Spanish model. With all the Protestant nationalistic fervor he could
muster, Hakluyt declared that English colonization would not only stem the tide o f
Spanish expansionism, it would bring true religion to the natives, “reducinge o f them
from darkness to lighte, from falsehoode to truthe, from dombe Idolls to the livinge god,
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from the depe pitt o f hell to the highest heavens.” In order for this view to have any
currency, however, potential English settlers and, more important, colonial investors had
to accept the notion that the indigenous peoples o f North America were tractable. In this
light, Thomas Harriot would write of the natives inhabiting the region around Roanoke
Island as a “very ingenious” people who “should desire our friendship and love, and have
the greater respect for pleasing and obeying us.” If English settlers treated them to “good
government. . . they may in short time bee brought to civilitie, and the imbracing o f true
Religion.”21
Two issues were crucial to the idealized portrait o f North American Indians put
forward in the 1580s by Hakluyt and Harriot. The most consistent theme dating from the
last half o f the sixteenth century was the escalating antipathy for Spain that, with regard
to the original inhabitants o f the Americas, encouraged the idea that Indians were the
innocent victims o f Spanish barbarism, a situation akin to that which many Englishmen
believed they too were subjected by the 1570s and 1580s.22 This had not always been the
case. As recently as the 1550s, Richard Eden praised Spanish dealings with New World
31J. Frederick Fausz, “The Powhatan Uprising o f 1622: A Historical Study o f Ethnocentrism and
Cultural Conflict” (Ph.D. dissertation, College o f William and Mary, 1977), 150-76; Hakluyt, Discourse on
Western Planting, cited in Fausz, “The Powhatan Uprising,” 152; Thomas Harriot, “A briefe and true
report of the new found land o f Virginia,” in Hakluyt, PN, 8:375-6. On the initial settlement and the
application of preconceptions, see Martin H. Quitt, “Trade and Acculturation at Jamestown, 1607-1609:
The Limits o f Understanding,” WMQ 52:2 (April 1995): 227-58.
"Some o f this had already been apparent during the 1550s when Queen Mary’s marriage to Philip
II of Spain encouraged the view (especially among displaced Protestants) that Spain would oppress
England just as Spanish conquistadores had wrought havoc among New World Indians, which ultimately
resulted in mass death and slavery. Thus, John Ponet, the former bishop o f Winchester, reminded Mary in
1556 that the English were “free men and n o t . . . bondemen” and that she could never “geve or sell them
as slaves and bondemen.” John Ponet, A Short Treatise o f Politike Power (1556), cited in Edmund S.
Morgan, American Slavery American Freedom: The Ordeal o f Colonial Virginia (New York: W.W. Norton
& Co., 1975), 8.
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natives. In response to those who might claim that the Spanish “possesse and inhabyte
theyr [Indians’] regions and use theym as bondemen and tributaries, where before they
were free,” Eden declared that the Spanish conquest was “convertyinge them to a better
mynde.” In Eden’s view, the Spanish were the “mynisters o f grace and libertie” whom
“god hath ordeyned to be a lyght to the gentyles, to open the eyes o f the blynde, and to
delyver the bounde owt of pryson and captivitie.” Indeed, in their dealings with the
natives and their settlement of the America, Eden believed that the “Spanyardes have
shewed a good exemple to all Chrystian nations to folowe.” Thus, while Richard
Hakluyt would attempt to goad the English government into sponsoring overseas
settlement in the 1580s, in part to diminish the spread of Spain and Catholicism, Eden
encouraged the English in the 1550s to establish overseas settlements in conscious
imitation o f Spain. “[T]here yet remayneth an other portion o f that mayne lande
reachyng towarde the northeast,” with “manye fayre and frutefull regions,” that stood
waiting for English colonists.23
By the 1580s, however, Anglo-Spanish relations had deteriorated to the point of
open warfare and in spite of the English tendency to emulate the Spanish in America in
some ways they began to distance themselves from the Spanish model o f Indian relations.
23Eden, The First Three English Book, 50-55. Edmund Morgan characterizes English awareness
of Spanish activities in the New World as a “horror story” virtually from the 1511 publication o f Peter
Martyr’s De Orbo Novo. Clearly, however, there was room for a positive assessment o f Spanish activities
through the 1550s, as evidenced by Eden’s editorializing. As late as 1616 Captain John Smith could
declare that “it would bee an historie o f a large volume, to recite the adventures o f the Spanyards, and
Portugals, their affronts, and defeats, their dangers and miseries; which with such incomparable honour
and constant resolution, so farre beyond beleefe, they have attempted and indured in their discoveries and
plantations, as m ay well condemne us, o f too much imbecillitie, sloth and negligence.” Morgan, American
Slavery American Freedom, 7, and John Smith, A Description o f New England (London, 1616), 22-23, in
Force, Tracts, vol. 2.
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The centerpiece o f the anti-Spanish literature, and the root o f the Black Legend, was the
English translation and publication o f Bartolome de las Casas’ Brevisima Relation de las
Indias as The Spanish Colonie in 1583. Las Casas’ writings, which compared the
behavior o f Spanish settlers in the New World to that of “ravening wild beasts, wolves,
tigers, or lions that had been starved for many days,” proved to be a potent force during
this period o f escalating antipathy for all-things Spanish and all-things Catholic. Tales of
Spanish atrocities in the Americas furthered anti-Spanish attitudes as the two nations
lurched toward open warfare. Spanish treatment o f Indians since 1492 was a relatively
small concern compared with the fear that England might be overrun by Spanish military
power, but the belief that the Spanish were particularly brutal by nature proved to be an
important stepping-stone in the articulation of a colonial philosophy that took sympathy
on the plight o f American Indians.24
The English effort to contrast themselves with Spanish behavior in the Americas
was also evident in gender relations. Upon his return from his Guiana voyage in 1595,
Sir Walter Raleigh published The Discoverie o f Guiana in an effort to justify his
expedition and to rationalize the lack o f anything to show for his efforts. One o f the
issues he raised, however, was the increasingly commonplace notion that the natives

24BartoIomd de las Casas, The Devastation o f the Indies: A B rief Account, Herma Briffault, trans.
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), 29. Two good general treatments on the Black
Legend are William S. Maltby, The Black Legend in England: The Development o f Anti-Spanish Sentiment,
1558-1660 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1971), and Charles Gibson, ed., The Black Legend: AntiSpanish Attitudes in the Old World and the New (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971). For a recent
interpretation o f English impressions o f the Spanish, Anglo-Indian relations, and the question o f English
identity during the second half o f the seventeenth century, see Jill Lepore, The Name o f War: King Philip's
War and the Origins o f American Identity (New York: Vintage Books, 1998), esp. 3-18.
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feared the English when they arrived because the Spanish treated them harshly. The
Spanish “tooke from them both their wives and daughters dayly, and used them for the
satisfying o f their own lusts, especially such as they tooke in this manner by strength.”
Englishmen, Raleigh declared, were above such behavior: “I neither know nor beleeve,
that any o f our company one or other, by violence or otherwise, ever knew any of their
women, and yet we saw many hundreds, and had many in our power, and o f those very
yong, and excellently well favoured, which came among us without deceite, starke
naked.” This self-restraint was “so contrary to the Spaniards (who tyrannize over them in
all things) [that it] drewe them to admire her Majestie . . . and also wonderfully to honor
our nation.”25
Anti-Spanish sentiment that espoused sympathy for Indians was even more
common during the early years o f colonial settlement. Richard Ebume offered some
praise of Spanish efforts in 1624 when he noted that “the Spaniard hath reasonably
civilized” Indians, but he also observed that they might have been more successful had
they “not so much tyrannized” the native peoples of Latin America. From an English
perspective during the initial years o f settlement, barbarity was more easily associated
with the Spanish in America than the indigenous inhabitants.26 This theme was picked up
^Hakluyt, PN, 10:390-91. See the useful discussion o f Raleigh’s narrative in Louis Montrose,
“The Work o f Gender in the Discourse o f Discovery,” in Stephen Greenblatt, ed., New World Encounters
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 177-217.
:6It is perhaps not surprising that English writers accused the Spanish o f enslaving Englishmen in
the Americas during the first decades o f the seventeenth century. Samuel Purchas reprinted an account of
the voyage o f Henry Chalions in 1606 that led to the Englishman’s capture and imprisonment in Spain
(where, by the way, his cause was taken up by three English resident merchants). Purchas related, in light
o f this tale, that o f the capture of 18 Englishmen south o f Cuba and the execution o f the 14 men, “the other
foure beinge youths were saved to serve the Spaniards, whereof, two o f them, refusing to serve longer in
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by a number of English authors. Samuel Purchas, in the process of reminding his readers
about the misadventures o f Hawkins’ third slave trading voyage, claimed that the
abandonment o f more than a hundred Englishmen in America meant that they had been
left “to the mercy of cruell elements, crueller Savages, [and] cruellest Spaniards.”
William Castell petitioned Parliament in 1641 on behalf o f more than 70 English divines
to encourage the “propagating o f the Gospel in America.” In it, the Northhamptonshire
parson chided the Spanish for their record o f “unchristian behaviour, especially their
monstrous cruelties” which “caused the Infidels to detest the name o f Christ.”27
The other factor that conditioned Englishmen to ally themselves, at least
intellectually, with Indians was their inclination to conceptualize the world and its
inhabitants according to climatic principles. This predisposition made the American
environment and its indigenous inhabitants the subject o f concern because it might be
imagined that the North American climate would soon exert an influence on English
bodies. Clearly, nobody would have hazarded a long ocean voyage if they had expected
to find themselves in inhospitable surroundings. The task o f colonial promoters and
English writers interested in overseas settlement, therefore, was simple. First, they
needed to articulate the existence o f a temperate and habitable physical environment for,
as Richard Ebume declared in 1624, “[t]he Temperature o f the Climate, the goodnesse of

there ships, were put into the Prison at Sevill, the other two remayne still as slaves to the Spaniards.”
Purchas, HP, 19:292,295-6.
27Richard Ebume, A Plaine Path-way to Plantations (London, 1624), 28; Purchas, HP, 19:263;
[William Castell], A Petition o f W.C. Exhibited to the High Court o f Parliament (1641), 5, in Force, Tracts,
vol. 1.
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the Aire, and the fatnesse o f the Soile,” were prime considerations in “every Countrey to
bee inhabited.” Second, by extension, English writers could only demonstrate the
veracity of their perspective by celebrating the physical nature o f the native inhabitants of
America which could be attributed to that very same climate. This argument was all the
more persuasive since physique was believed to reflect the internal qualities o f human
beings. The physical appearance of the natives —color, corpulence, height —was the most
telling evidence English observers had about the habitability o f North America. This
agenda, then, prompted many early observers to praise the physical appearance o f Indians
in spite o f the fact that most Englishmen possessed serious reservations about the conduct
o f native life, the character o f Indian social organization, and the potentially hostile
reception English settlers might receive from the “savages” of coastal North America.28
From an early date, and through the initial stages of overseas settlement, English
promoters emphasized that “the ayre and clymate [are] most sweete and w holesom e,. . .
and very agreeable to our Natures.” In 1612, in another publication designed to
encourage English settlement in Virginia, an anonymous author re-emphasized that “the
soile and climate [was] apt and fit for industrious mindes” to plant “pretious” goods and
conduct trade in such a fashion that “no Countrie under heaven can goe beyond it.”
Although these impressions were recorded during the first two decades o f the seventeenth

2SEbume, A Plaine Path-way to Plantations, 21; Gary B. Nash, “The Image o f the Indian in the
Southern Colonial M ind,” in Race, Class, and Politics: Essays on American Colonial and Revolutionary
Society (Urbana: University o f Illinois Press, 1986), 35-64; Alden T. Vaughan, “ From White Man to
Redskin: Changing Anglo-American Perceptions o f the American Indian,” in Roots o f American Racism:
Essays on the Colonial Experience (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), esp. 3-13; Karen Ordahl
Kupperman, “Presentment o f Civility: English Reading o f American Self-Presentation in the Early Years
o f Colonization,” WMQ 54:1 (January 1997): 193-228.
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century, they were consistent with earlier descriptions. George Peckham’s 1583 account
o f America emphasized that the English would find “all thinges that be necessarie
profitable, or delectable for mans life” because the region was “neither too hotte nor too
colde.” Too, the region in question consisted o f a rather broad swath o f coastal terrain
that easily encompassed the Chesapeake to the south and New England to the north.
Thus, Captain John Smith lauded the “moderate temper of the ayre” in 1612, which
“approove[d] this a most excellent place, both for health and fertility.” Perhaps most
directly, Thomas Morton’s opening lines in his New England Canaan in 1632 declared
without reservation that “[t]he wise Creator o f the universall Globe, hath placed a golden
meane betwixt two extreames: I meane the temperate Zones, betwixt the hote and cold;
and every Creature, that participates o f Heavens blessings, with in the Compasse o f that
golden meane, is made most apt and fit, for man to use, who likewise by that wisedome is
ordained to be the Lord of all.” In that important regard, in a fashion that would have
sounded remarkably familiar to an English audience by the 1630s, Morton celebrated
temperate climates, England’s propitious geographic position, and North America’s
fundamental similarity.29
The admiration of the North American climate was a fundamental premise from
29Nova Britannia: Offering Most Excellent fruits by Planting in Virginia (London, 1609), 11, in
Force, Tracts, vol. 1; The New Life o f Virginia: Declaring the fom er successe and present estate o f that
plantation (London, 1612), 24, in Force, Tracts, vol. 1; George Peckham, A True reporte. O f the late
discoveries .. . (1583), cited in Joyce E. Chaplin, “Natural Philosophy and an Early Racial Idiom in North
America: Comparing English and Indian Bodies,” WMQ 54:1 (January 1997), 236; Smith, A Description o f
New England, 6, in Force, Tracts, vol. 2; Thomas Morton, New English Canaan (1632), 11, in Force,
Tracts, vol. 2. For a discussion of the evolution o f climate theory in the colonies during the seventeenth
century, see Karen Ordahl Kupperman, “Climate and Mastery o f the Wilderness in Seventeenth-Century
New England,” in David D. Hall and David Grayson Allen, eds., Seventeenth-Century New England
(Boston: Colonial Society o f Massachusetts, 1984), 3-37.
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which English authors could praise Indian bodies. It was, after all, an important basis for
the celebration of English bodies that became increasingly prevalent during the last half
o f the sixteenth century. In this context John Brereton noted the “perfect constitution” of
New England Indians, a simple yet important idea based in part on the 1602 voyage of
Bartholomew Gosnold, who also characterized New England natives as “strong and well
proportioned.” James Rosier, who sailed with Gosnold, wrote to Sir Walter Raleigh
informing him of the general impression that the people who inhabited the region in
which Englishmen were beginning to imagine they might settle were “o f a perfect
constitution of body, active strong, healthfull, and very witty.” This combination of
strength and wit - the classically contradictory categories which Englishmen had only
recently managed to combine to fit their own self-impression - must have been
encouraging. It was an even more promising development that this impression o f natives
continued to hold favor after settlement in Virginia. William Strachey, writing from the
youthful settlement in 1612, described the Indians as “generally tall o f stature, and
streight, of comely proportion, and the women have handsome lymbes, slender armes,
and pretty hands.” Although most Englishmen possessed serious reservations about
Indians religious practices, living arrangements, their sexual division o f labor, dress, and
other manifestations of their culture, they were often characterized as exceedingly fine
physical specimens.30

30John Brereton, A Briefe and true Relation o f the Discoverie o f the North part o f Virginia, cited in
Kupperman, “Presentment o f Civility,” 198; Purchas, HP, 18:304, 319; William Strachey, Historie o f
Travell into Virginia Britania, cited in Vaughan, “From White Man to Redskin,” 11. For an insightful
discussion of this idea that explores this topic as an important stepping-stone in the articulation o f racial
ideology - a point with which I am entirely in agreement - see Chaplin, “Natural Philosophy and an Early
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Condemnation o f Spanish practices and the celebration o f Indian bodies were two
themes designed to encourage overseas settlement, but the sentiment that underlay these
views was the idea that if you stripped away the rude exterior o f Indian society and their
customary practices, Indians were fundamentally similar to the English. Nowhere was
this idea more clearly stated than in the frequent reference to England's past. In an effort
to make sense o f the overseas enterprise in a manner that emphasized human progress,
several writers compared Indians with the Piets and ancient Britons. Thomas Harriot
vividly emphasized this basic similarity in his 1590 publication, Briefe and True Report,
in which the Theodor de Bry added illustrations which showed “how that the Inhabitants
o f the great Bretannie have bin in times past as savage as those o f Virginia.” Richard
Ebume added that the conversion o f American Indians would not only be similar to the
introduction o f Christianity to Britain, it should be easier than “the Conversion o f our
Ancestors and predecessors in this land, a people as rude and untractable, at the least that
way, as these now.” Ebume imagined that some awareness o f the history o f ancient
Britons - “for wee are also their Off-spring” - would prompt the English “not to despise
even such poore and barbarous people, but pitty them, and hope, that as wee are become
now, by Gods unspeakable mercy to us-ward, to a farre better condition, so in time may
they.”31
The use o f mythic history to uplift nations in the present was, of course, a familiar

Racial Idiom in North America,” 229-52.
31Vaughan, “Early English Paradigms for New World Natives,” in Roots o f American Racism, 45;
Ebume, A Plaine Path-way to Plantations, 7,28.
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practice among Tudor intellectuals and it carried over to the Americas smoothly. Britain
was itself, according to various schools o f historical thought, a colony. “When Brutus
came first into this Land,” Richard Ebume pondered, “who would have imagined it
would have proved so goodly, so plentifull, so fruitfull, so rich, so excellent and hapy a
Land”? People were not “civil” by nature, rather they achieved civility through
sometimes violent means, but it was invariably for the best. The message was clear:
“Were not wee our selves made and not bome civill in our Progenitors dayes? and were
not Caesar Britaines as brutish as Virginians?” This perspective was not limited to the
English either. John Mair and James VI of Scotland both composed arguments that
characterized the inhabitants o f America as barbaric, with an emphasis, however, that
they were fundamentally similar to the ancient inhabitants o f the British Isles in this
regard. Upon assuming the English throne, James rationalized English overseas
settlement on the grounds that Indians were “slavish” and “beastly.” Slavery and
incivility were identities never too far from the surface in the English past. They were
also twin issues in the process o f being separated from the intellectual construction o f
northern climates. By identifying an extended family across the ocean in need o f good
government, godly religion, and all the trappings o f civilization, English intellectuals not
only put an optimistic spin on overseas settlement, they further embellished the
importance of Englishness within the Atlantic world order by distancing themselves from
their own barbaric reputation.32
32Ebume, A Plaine Path-way to Plantations, 35; Vaughan, “Early English Paradigms for New
World Natives, 48; Arthur H. Williamson, “Scots, Indians and Empire: The Sconish Politics o f
Civilization, 1519-1609,” P& P 150 (February 1996): 46-83, but esp. 56-66
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In an even more simple formulation o f the basic similarity between Englishmen
and Indians, multiple observers took special care to note that the indigenous peoples o f
the Americas were, like the English, naturally white. This was vividly brought to light by
Richard Hakluyt, who included in his Principal Navigations the recollections o f Robert
Fabian, who had sailed with John Cabot late in the previous century. Fabian reported that
Cabot returned to England with three natives taken from Newfoundland. Originally, they
were “clothed in beasts skins, & did eate raw flesh, and spake such speach that no man
could understand them, and in their demeanour like to bruite beastes.” After two years
living amongst the English, however, Fabian “saw two apparelled after the maner o f
Englishmen in Westmenster pallace, which that time I could not disceme from
Englishmen.” Considering the general tendency for sixteenth-century English observers
to note that natives were tawny, olive, swarthy, or brown, this transformation might seem
odd. Most English, however, seem to have believed that skin color was not necessarily a
“fixed” quality in Indians. Although English writers pointed out that Indians were
“inclined to a swart, tawnie, or Chestnut colour,” they also often noted that it was “not by
nature but accidently.” Both John Smith and Thomas Morton noted that native children
emerged from their mother’s wombs “of complexion white as our nation, but their
mothers in their infancy make a bath o f Wallnut leaves, huskes of Walnuts, and such
things as will staine their skinne for ever, wherein they dip and washe them to make them
tawny.” William Strachey concurred, attributing the color change partly to the effect o f
the sun as well as from a combination o f “‘arsenickstone’, ointments, and juices applied
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‘so sone as they ar borne’ and reinforced with daily painting.”33
The reluctance o f English colonial promoters to dissociate the essential natures of
Englishmen and Indians was consistent with the prevailing faith in the universal
similarity of mankind. It was also an ideal that supported an early emphasis on the
conversion of Indians to Christianity and civility. Regardless o f these preconceptions, the
realities of a multiracial colonial world soon destroyed any honest intentions that may
have been espoused from London. This shift was most evident in Virginia where, before
1622, Virginia Company authorities encouraged some measure o f integration and
conversion. Thus, much as Hakluyt, Harriot and other colonial promoters had before
them, the Virginia Council encouraged its colonists “with all diligence [to] indeavor the
[conversion] of the natives and savages to the knowledge and worship o f the true god . . .
as the most pious and noble end o f this plantacon.” In order to achieve this goal, the
Company instructed Sir Thomas West, Lord de la Warr, “to procure from them some of
theire Children to be brought up in our language and manners.” Although there was some
disagreement on the Indians’ willingness to hand over their children, the Company
believed that this would enable greater success by separating the youth from “the
Iniococks or priests.” In much the same way, Company officials informed Sir Thomas
Gates in 1609 that the most effective way to achieve peaceful relations with the natives
would be to “free them all from the Tirrany of Powhatan,” whose main vice seemed to be

“ Hakluyt, PN, 7:155; Purchas, HP, 18:325, 439; Morton, New English Canaan, 24; William
Strachey, Historie ofTravell into Virginia Britania, 70, cited in Vaughan, “From White Man to Redskin,”
10.
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“that he loved not our neighbourhood and therefore you may no way trust him.”34
With dramatic violence in March 1622, natives o f the Powhatan Confederacy
announced that they were not too interested in being “reduced to civility.” What Indian
resistance signaled to the English, however, was that by refusing to conform to accepted
forms of behavior and by declaring open warfare on English settlers, the indigenous
peoples were liable to be punished in traditional fashion: enslavement. With some
notable exceptions, Indians had been sheltered from outright enslavement during the
initial years o f Chesapeake settlement. In part Indians had been protected for practical
reasons, but it was also an intellectual and cultural imperative rooted in the English desire
to hold themselves above the Spanish and because English colonial promoters
encouraged the view that Indians were like the English. It was this unique perspective
that promoted the notion that Indians could be enslaved but, unlike Africans, it should be
for reasons that might be applied to either Englishmen themselves or the inhabitants of
foreign nations with whom Europeans might be at war. In other words, it was the
fundamental similarity between English and Indians peoples, which was originally
promoted to encourage overseas settlements and defray concerns about what might
happen to English settlers’ bodies in the New World, that allowed for the development of
the idea that the natives might be enslaved for justifiable reasons. Unlike with African
peoples, it was imagined that there might be a purpose for Indian slavery which could
simply be punitive but it might also be redemptive.

MKingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 3:27, 71, 128, 18-19.
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Whatever Englishmen might have thought about the natives in Virginia before
March 1622, the surprise attack “o f that perfidious and inhumane people” condemned
Indians in the minds o f many English. In some important ways, Indian identity was
utterly transformed after 1622 in the eyes o f Anglo-Virginians. Edward Waterhouse
epitomized the changing situation when he characterized natives as those “naked, tanned,
deformed Savages.” He hoped, in particular, that the English would soon begin to exact
revenge by “force, by surprize, by famine in burning their Come, by destroying their
Boats, Canoes, and H ouses,. . . by pursuing and chasing them with our horses, and
blood-Hounds to draw after them, and Mastives to seaze them.” Additionally,
Waterhouse suggested that the English could simply drive them “upon their enemies who
are round about them, and by animating and abetting their enemies against them, may
their ruine and subjection be soone effected.” This proposal agreed with the sentiments
o f the Virginia Council. Upon receiving news o f the uprising, it ordered the English “to
roote out from being any longer a people, so cursed a nation, ungratefull to all benefitts,
and uncapable o f all goodnesse.” In the ethnocentric thinking of the European
interlopers, the Powhatans had proven themselves unworthy o f the English by virtue of
resisting the English. According to the law o f nations, Indians were now suitable
candidates for enslavement.35
The language employed by the English after 1622 reveals two conflicting
justifications for Indian removal and slavery. First, since many writers had argued that

“ Kingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 3:557-8, 672.
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Indians in mainland North America were essentially similar to the English, justification
for their enslavement was premised on European conceptions o f just war and the
enslavement o f prisoners o f war. Indians, according to Waterhouse, “may now most
justly be compelled to servitude and drudgery” in Virginia, including “digging in the
mynes” or being “sent for the service o f the Sommer Islands." The Company
recommended “the preservation o f the younger people o f both Sexes, whose bodies may,
by labor and service become profitable,” while the men (who were not killed) could be
taken “for slaves, as goods . . . unto the Collony for fortification and other publique uses;
and the other Moytie devided amongst the Souldiars themselves.” John Martin wrote that
the Indians were “fitt to rowe in Gallies & friggetts and many other pregnant uses too
tedious to sett downe.” A discourse printed by Samuel Purchas in 1625 was even more
direct: “[TJhat bloudy Massacre . . . requires that servile natures be servily used; that
future dangers be prevented by the extirpation o f the more dangerous, and commodities
also raised out of the servilenesse and serviceablenesse o f the rest.”36
Second, some authorities began to emphasize that Indians were fundamentally
dissimilar to the English and could therefore be treated with the same kind of impunity
applied to Africans in the Atlantic world. John Morton, for example, suggested in the
wake of the Powhatan Uprising that the “natives are apter for worke then yet o[ur]
English are.” Perhaps even more dramatically, the Virginia Company o f London took a
giant step away from its avowed intention o f “convertinge . . . the Infidells,” declaring

36Kingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 3:558-9, 672, 706; Purchas, HP, 19:246.
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that “itt was an attempt impossible they being descended o f ye cursed race of Cham.”
This was no idle assessment. Just seven years later the author o f The Planters Plea felt
compelled to answer an objection to settlement and proselytization based on the idea that
“some conceive the Inhabitants o f New-England to be Chants posterity, and consequently
shut out from grace by Noahs curse.” This was an exceptional notion, even among the
generally ethnocentric English, but it was revealing o f the growing tendency to find other
explanations for the nature o f Indians in the wake o f their violent resistence to English
efforts to introduce their own notions o f civility to North America. And by connecting
Indians to the so-called “Curse o f Ham,” they were taking at least a small step toward the
racialization of Indian identity.37
Ironically, Indian resistance prompted at least one Englishman to take a second
look at the Spanish precedent as a useful example to follow. The aforementioned Edward
Waterhouse noted that “the Spaniard made great use for his own tume of the quarrels and
enmities that were amongst the Indians” and applied the principle: “Diude & impera,
Make divisions and take Kingdomes.” He also reintroduced the impressions o f Gonzalo
Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes, whose Sumario de la Natural Historia de las Indias and
Historia Natural y General de las Indias were central to the formation of Western

37Kingsbury, 3:706, 2:397; The Planters Plea. Or The Grounds o f Plantations Examined, A nd
usuall Objections answered (London, 1630), 30, in Force, Tracts, vol. 2. Jill Lepore, in a generally
excellent treatment o f the issue o f Indian slavery in the context o f King Philip’s War, notes that the
enslavement o f Indians in the wake o f that conflict was yet another “critical step in the evolution toward an
increasingly racialized ideology o f the differences between Europeans and Indians.” She is surely correct,
but is also important to note that this had been a constant struggle throughout the seventeenth century and
was not completely resolved for several more generations. Lepore, The Name o f War, 150-70 (quote on p.
166).
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European ideas about Native Americans. According to Waterhouse, Oviedo declared that
Indians were “by nature slothfull and idle, vitious, melancholy, slovenly, o f bad
conditions, lyers, o f small memory, [and] o f no constancy or trust.” Referring again to
the authority o f Oviedo, Waterhouse added that they “are lesse capable then children o f
sixe or seaven yeares old, and lesse apt and ingenious.” In Waterhouse’s opinion, both
the pattern o f Spanish conquest and Spanish ethnology were useful precedents for
explaining the course o f events in Virginia, as well as what the English might expect in
the future if they were too lenient.38
Few Indians were actually enslaved as a result o f events in Virginia in 1622, but
subsequent decades witnessed a rise in Indian slavery for similar reasons throughout the
Anglo-American world. For example, the first group o f Indian slaves in Bermuda were
supposed to have arrived from New England in 1637. According to John Winthrop, more
than seven hundred natives had been killed or captured during the Pequot War and many,
as prisoners o f war, were condemned to lifetime servitude. O f these, Massachusetts
shipped “fifteen o f the boys and two of the women to Bermuda, by Mr. Peirce; but he,
missing it, carried them to Providence Isle.” Mr. Peirce returned from the West Indies
early in 1638 with his ship laden with “some cotten, and tobacco, and negroes [from
Providence Island] and salt from Tertugos.” The enslaved New England Indians were
almost certainly welcomed by the island’s English ruling elite; a great deal o f tension had
been mounting during the preceding months about the preponderance o f African slaves

“ Kingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 3:562.
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and the potential for rebellion. Enslaved North American Indians could help ameliorate
this situation by providing a means whereby at least a small part o f the African
population could be exported while what remained behind was, at least superficially, a
more diverse and therefore theoretically factionalized pool of slaves. Nonetheless, with
the offhanded recommendation that “special care” should be taken o f them upon their
arrival in Providence Island, the “Cannibal negroes brought from New England”
disappeared into the island’s burgeoning slave population.39
The record o f this small shipload o f Indians demonstrates the consistent
application o f the classical notion that individuals captured in a “just war” could be
enslaved. Even when the English had been in the possession of a more benign, perhaps
even optimistic, conception of North American natives they still recognized that
opposition in battle and defeat in arms was an avenue to enslavement - for both the
English and Indians. Richard Freethome’s letter home to his parents in 1622, for
example, had included some mention o f Virginia settlers’ fear of the Powhatans, but also
noted in passing that “wee have had a Combate with them on the Sunday before
Shrovetyde, and we tooke two alive and made slaves o f them.” This principle New
England settlers employed when they decided to commit their prisoners-of-war to
slavery. They appreciated that they might be able to extract labor from Indian slaves, or
the Africans they received in trade, but that was not the intent o f Indian slavery at this

"George H. Moore, Notes on the History o f Slavery in Massachusetts (New York, 1866), 4-6;
CSPCS, 277-8. On the transportation o f captured Pequots to Providence Island, see Kupperman,
Providence Island, 172, 178, and Alison Gaines, ‘“ The Sanctuarye o f our rebell negroes’: The Atlantic
Context o f Local Resistance on Providence Island, 1630-1641,” Slavery & Abolition 19:3 (December
1998): 7.
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early stage in English colonial societies.40
Anglo-Indian relations in New England reveal the degree to which English settlers
were inclined to view the natives within a European legal framework when it came to the
subject of human bondage. How they conceptualized Africans, however, reveals in even
more clear relief how exceptional natives were in that regard. In one o f the most wellknown letters from the 1640s, John Winthrop’s brother-in-law Emanuel Downing
suggested that blacks were essential to the well-being of the New England colony. Often
taken as evidence for the gradual evolution o f negative English attitudes toward Africans,
Downing’s letter is even more indicative o f the willingness to apply a universal standard
to Indians that they were unwilling to employ in their dealings with Africans. Dowling
wrote: “A warr with the Narrangansett is verie considerable to this plantation, ffor I doubt
whether yt be not synne in us, having power in our hands, to suffer them to maynteyne
the worship o f the devill, which their paw wawes often doe; 21ie, if upon a Just warre the
Lord should deliver them unto our hands, wee might easily have men, woemen and
children enough to exchange for Moores, which wilbe more gaynefull pilladge for us then
wee conceive . . . . ” Africans could be acquired by trade or pilfered from the Spanish
with little concern about how they were originally enslaved. Indians, as Downing
suggests, had to be acquired in a “just war.”41
Even so, the line between traditional European concepts o f slavery and the

^Kingsbury, Records o f the Virginia Company, 4:58.
4'Moore, Notes on the History o f Slavery in Massachusetts, 10; Lorenzo Johnston Greene, The
Negro in Colonial New England (New York: Atheneum, 1942), 60-1; Jordan, White over Black, 68-9.
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encroaching Atlantic / Hispanic model were blurring already by the 1630s and the
example o f the Pequots who were sold or traded to Providence Island settlers represents a
particularly cloudy historical moment. On the one hand, as discussed previously in the
context o f early Virginia, numerous Englishmen espoused their conviction that Indians
were candidates for Christian instruction and might even be incorporated, in some form,
into the Anglo-American community. At the very least, Indians made good trading
partners. Even more, however, English settlers believed that Indians were particularly
useful military allies and nowhere was this more true than on Providence Island. Located
as they were in the heart of Spain’s American empire, the Puritan settlers on this distant
and lonely outcrop could ill afford to foster enmity with the local indigenous peoples.
Thus, the enslavement of Indians, particularly the nearby Moskito Coast natives with
whom they did business, was forbidden. It was, perhaps, this precedent that underlay the
suggestion from the Providence Island Company in London to the governor and ruling
council on the island itself that special care be taken of the New England Indians.42
On the other hand, by the late 1630s slavery had clearly been tainted by its almost
universal (at least in the Americas) association with bound African laborers. In this
regard, the characterization of the captured Pequots as “Cannibal negroes” is a
significant, although exceptional, choice o f words. As Alison Games has noted,
cannibalism fascinated English observers during the era o f European overseas expansion
and served as a common way o f measuring the degree o f civility or barbarity of various

42Kupperman, Providence Island, 166-7.
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native groups. Not only was cannibalism recognized as a particularly degenerate
practice, it justified the conquest and enslavement o f Indians who otherwise may have
been offered friendship or protection. The use of the word “negro” was not an accident
either. First, as “cannibal negros” the New England Indians were distinguished from the
Moskito Coast natives with whom the English hoped to maintain amicable relations.
Second, as “negros” they were condemned to a recognized status —slavery —that was
contingent in the Atlantic world upon a particular identity. By the early seventeenth
century there had been a long tradition in Spain and Portugal, and increasingly in England
as well, o f referring to enslaved peoples (typically Africans) as “negros.” Thus, the
seventeen Pequots were called “negros” not because o f confusion about their physical
appearance or the absence of even the most basic understanding o f national or ethnic
characteristics, but because the definitive slave in the Atlantic world was the “negro.” In
an important sense, then, as punishment for their capture in a just war, the Pequots ceased
to be Indians and instead became “negros,” that is, “slaves.”43
O f course, the Pequots were originally bound for Bermuda, not Providence Island.
The failure o f Captain Peirce to navigate his Salem-built craft to Bermuda did not
diminish the Bermudian appetite for Indian slaves. Indeed, Patrick Copeland informed

45Games, ‘“ The Sanctuarye o f our rebell negroes’,” 7. On the significance of the use o f the word
“negro” in the colonial era, see Jack D. Forbes, Africans and Native Americans: The Language o f Race and
the Evolution o f Red-Black Peoples, 2nd ed. (Urbana: University o f Illinois Press, 1993). The literature on
European conceptions of cannibalism is rich, but for a suggestive analysis see Peter Hulme, Colonial
Encounters: Europeans and the Native Caribbean, 1492-1797 (London: Routledge, 1986), esp. ch. 1:
“Columbus and the cannibals” (13-42). On the tension between English conceptions o f civility in the New
World and cannibalism, see Michael Zuckerman, “Identity in British America: Unease in Eden,” in
Nicholas Canny & Anthony Pagden, eds., Colonial Identity in the Atlantic World, 1500-1800 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1987), esp. pp. 143-57.
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John Winthrop late in 1639 that if the original shipment had arrived “I wold have had a
care o f them, to have disposed them to such honest men as should have trained them up
in the principles o f religion.” When they were ready, Copeland imagined, they could be
shipped back to New England where they could “doe some good upon their countrymen.”
If others could be procured, Copeland wrote to Winthrop, “I will see them disposed . . . to
honest men: or if you send mee a couple, a boy and a girle for my selfe, I will pay for
their passage, so they be hopefull.” Copeland’s language in this exchange is striking and
demonstrates the ability o f at least one Englishman to imagine that slavery could serve
the same purpose for Indians that other Englishmen hoped enslavement would serve
among the English themselves. Copeland, after all, did not place any emphasis on
slavery as a labor system, rather he suggested that slavery was a means to a different end.
In this case, slavery might even be an agent o f conversion and would last until such time
as the Indians were ready to return to New England as, theoretically, examples for their
brethren to emulate. Slavery would, in this case, quite literally redeem the Pequots, but
this was conceptually possible only because Copeland was able, at some level, to imagine
that Indians were not so different from the English themselves.44
Ultimately, then, there were three legitimate justifications for Indian slavery in
early Anglo-American culture: (1) to redeem them from the practice o f false religion; (2)
to punish them for, and redeem them from, criminal behavior; and (3) to punish them as
captives acquired in a just war. All of these notions were premised on either the legal

“ Lefroy, Memorials, 1:698, 700.
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heritage o f Western Europe or the tenets o f human bondage outlined in the Old
Testament. It was also on these grounds that critics might argue against treating Indians
slaves harshly. Roger Williams wrote to John Winthrop from Providence several times
during 1637 in an effort to prevent English settlers from enslaving Pequots who willingly
gave themselves up to England’s native allies: “it would be very gratefull to our
neighbours that such Pequts as fall to them be not enslaved, like those which are taken in
warr, b u t . . . be used kindly.” Several months later, Williams openly wondered about the
grounds that existed for enslaving the defeated Pequots. Writing once again to Winthrop
“concerning captives,” Williams noted that “the Scripture is full of mysterie & the Old
Testament o f types.” Should the Pequots be enslaved? Williams believed that “the
enemie may lawfully be weaknd & despoild o f all comfort o f wife & children &c., but I
beseech you well weigh it after a due time o f trayning up to labour & restraint, they ought
not to be set free: yet so as without danger o f adjoyning the enemie.” In other words, the
Pequots could be enslaved, but their enslavement should be temporary and directed
toward productive ends. Indian slaves should be instructed in Christian morality and
develop a proper sense o f labor and responsibility before they should be freed. Slavery
could be, in W illiams’ mind, their path to salvation.45
But this version o f Anglo-American Puritan idealism was not to be. Instead,
during the 1640s, Indians began to be sold in significant numbers as perpetual slaves in
Bermuda. Some o f these came in small numbers, as in the case of the Indian male given

45Moore, Notes on the History o f Slavery in Massachusetts, 2, 3.
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as a gift by the governor o f New Netherland to William Sayle in November 1644. Others
were clearly contraband Indians, stolen from the Spanish Caribbean, such as those
imported by Captain William Jackson in January 1644/5 and Captain James Groliere in
May 1645. Between 1644 and 1672,47 Indian slaves were recorded in Bermuda records.
O f these, all but one were either Bermudian-bom or imported from English and Spanish
possessions in the Caribbean. What differentiated this group o f Indians from those who
might have arrived as a result of the Pequot War, however, was that although there was
some criticism o f the practice, Bermudians easily incorporated them into the same slave
system inhabited by African peoples. Perhaps because there was no native Indian
population, as on the North American mainland, or because there was no need to establish
peaceful relations with nearby peoples as with Providence Islands, Bermudians made
only half-hearted efforts to pretend that they were not simply stealing Indians to be used
as perpetual laborers, a fate that would presumably befall their offspring as well.46
During this early period, Indian slaves generally trickled into Bermuda, but at
least one large cargo o f captive Indians arrived on the island where, according to later
critics, “30 or 40 Indians which were ffeebom people [were] made perpetual slaves to the
great dishonor o f God . . . . ” According to extant records, between January 1645/6 and
July 1646, Captain Barholomew Preston and several members o f his crew sold at least
sixteen Indian women to local Bermudians for nine or ten pounds sterling apiece. As a
rule, the arrangements also stipulated that the term would be for “fourscore & nineteen

46BCR, 2:99, 110; Jarvis, ‘“ In the eye o f all trade’,” 160.
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yeares If shee shall so long live.” These sixteen women formed the largest single
identifiable contingent o f enslaved Indians; the surviving records o f indentures and deeds
o f sale for 1636 to 1661 reveal the existence o f at least 27 Indians, all but one o f whom
clearly served for life. Although the Indians were sold with indentures, only the barest
pretense separated these contracts from slavery. For example, John Wainwright
purchased an Indian woman from John Quick on January 1645/6 with a ninety-nine year
indenture. Theoretically, those years should have diminished over time, but when
Wainwright resold Anne two years later to a local doctor the indenture was once again for
ninety-nine years.47
Like the first generation o f Africans in Bermuda, slavery was the presumptive
status of imported Indians. As such, Indians were chattel, whose activities and offspring
had to be negotiated when more than one household became involved in a situation. In
August 1651, Philip Lee and William Williams agreed to allow their Indian servants,
James and Frances, to marry. According to the arrangement, should the couple produce
children, Williams was to have the first child and Lee the second, although Williams (as
the owner o f Frances and the recipient of the first child) was to care for each o f the
children for a year and a day after birth. Similarly, since childbirth would limit Frances’
ability to work, Lee was to pay for a midwife and provide a substitute servant “for the
tyme the mother o f the child lyeth inn.” Presumably there were at least two children

"BCR, 2:113, 146. Only the barest reference is given to these Indians by Virginia Bernhard,
“ Beyond the Chesapeake: The Contrasting Status of Blacks in Bermuda, 1616-1663,” Journal o f Southern
History 54:4 (November 1988): 557. According to this collection o f deeds and bills of sale, 131 lifetime
servants were involved in recorded transactions during the twenty-five years after 1636. 26 o f these, or
nearly 20%, were therefore Indian slaves.
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because Philip Lee was in the possession o f a young child “Called by the name o f Francis
the produce of my Indian man James & his wife and Indian belonging to Capt.
Williames.” Lee presently sold the child to Lazarus Owen who presented the young
Francis as a gift to his daughter Elizabeth the following year. If Elizabeth Owen was to
die, her father determined that the Indian child would go to his other daughter, Sarah.
Also, if the young Indian girl should grow to maturity and produce offspring o f her own,
her fist child was to go to Sarah and “after that all such children: as shalbe borne o f the
body of the said Indian Francis shalbe equally devided betweene my said daughters.”48
Although this situation clearly demonstrates the callous commodification o f
Indians as slaves, there continued to be some differences between the intellectual
conceptualization o f Africans and Indians in the Anglo-Atlantic world. For one, voices
were raised in opposition to the treatment, or enslavement, o f Indians from an early date.
In April 1655, Captain Jennins took up the cause o f enslaved Bermudian Indians before
the Company in England. Jennins declared that Captain Preston had taken them “by
deceipt” and prompted the Company to request that “some course may be taken for the
restoring o f this freebome people to their form[er] libertyes.” Bermudians almost
certainly ignored this request, for six years later the Company once again declared that
they had received multiple complaints “touching the Indians for so manie yeares in
bondage.” Once again, they requested the General Assembly “to consider o f a way and
manner for the enfranchiseing o f these people.” A similar sentiment emanated from

“ BCR, 2:195, 299, 300; Lefroy, Memorials, 1:669-670.
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Barbados during the 1650s when the plight of a group of Indians encouraged Captain
Henry Powell to go to the Governor and ask for their liberation after nearly thirty years of
“slavery and bondage.” Powell had recruited 32 natives from Guiana in 1627 with
promises o f land and freedom, but the subsequent “Government o f this Iland hath taken
them by force and made them slaves.”49
In spite o f the growing willingness to treat Indians more like Africans and less
like Europeans, they were rarely made part o f an undifferentiated class o f bondmen.
Colonial records, official and unofficial, typically distinguished African slaves from
Indian slaves.50 Upon Richard Ligon’s arrival in Barbados in 1647 he noted that Colonel
Modyford purchased the property o f Major William Hubbard, which contained “[hjouses
for Negroes and Indian slaves, with 96 Negroes, and three Indian women . . . . ” And
although both Indians and Africans were slaves, Ligon distinguished them by virtue of
their intellectual capacity and physical appearance. Indians were “very active men, and
apt to learn any thing, sooner than the Negroes', and as different from them in shape,
almost as in colour.” In a manner consistent with earlier pronouncements, however,
Ligon also concluded that Indians were “much craftier, and subtiler then the Negroes', and
in their nature falser.” Decades of interaction with the natives, including frequent
49Lefroy, Memorials, 2:54-5, 154-5; V.T. Harlow, ed., Colonising Expeditions to the West Indies
and Guiana, 1623-1667 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1925), 30, 32, 37-8. B rief mention and the context o f
the Barbados Indians can be found in Richard S. Dunn, Sugar and Slaves: The Rise o f the Planter Class in
the English West Indies, 1624-1713 (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1972), 227.
S0The exception to this rule occurred when slaveowners purposely characterized all their bondmen
as “negroes,” perhaps in an effort to evade the greater opposition to Indian as opposed to African slavery.
This occurred in sixteenth-century Spanish America, where the enslavement o f indigenous peoples was
condemned by the papal bull Veritas Ipsa in 1537, and generally prohibited after the promulation o f the
New Laws in 1542. Indian slavery was outlawed in Brazil in 1570.
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conflicts over land, religion, and government, had conditioned otherwise optimistic
Englishmen to view Indians, in the words o f John Smith, as “[c]raftie, timerous, quick of
apprehension and very ingenious.” They were thought to be “covetous” and “soone
moved to anger, and so malitious, that they seldome forget an injury.” These notions,
however, were rooted in the recognition that Indians, unlike African slaves, were to be
feared for the power they were able to exercise in the Americas. During the first half o f
the seventeenth century, Indians were more easily imagined as members o f identifiable
political entities and therefore, unlike black slaves, English settlers needed to approach
them with greater caution.51

The plight o f African peoples in early Anglo-America has often been compared
favorably with the life and status o f European indentured servants. This characterization
is typically rooted in one o f two popular historical assumptions. First, many historians
have concluded that the absence of a significant cash crop and the ready availability o f
white laborers during the initial decades o f the seventeenth century, combined with the
absence of any presumptive law o f slavery, allowed many blacks to labor as temporary

5,Richard Ligon, A True & Exact History o f the Island o f Barbadoes (London, 1673), 54; John
Smith, A Map o f Virginia (Oxford, 1612), cited in Warren M. Billings, ed., The Old Dominion in the
Seventeenth Century: A Documentary History o f Virginia, 1606-1689 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1975), 214. The ever-expanding slave population and the increasing significance of
maroonage would, by the last half of the century, reorient English apprehension in the general direction of
their African slaves.
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servants and to attain free status. The second, and generally less common, assumption
has been that the condition o f white laborers was so slave-like that the plight o f black
peoples, regardless o f their legal status, is best thought o f as being no different than the
lowest social elements of European society. Both o f these perspectives, however, are
directed toward conceptualizing the dramatic transformation that took place during the
middle decades of the seventeenth century when the division between blacks and whites,
based either on the development o f racism or the articulation o f a slave society, became
more acute. Before mid-century, Africans (free, indentured, or enslaved) were not looked
upon much differently than the mass of white (or Indian) laborers. After mid-century, the
argument goes, blacks were increasingly subjected to the whims of a racist society and
more often than not consigned to perpetual slavery. In other words, there was a
transformation in the Anglo-American colonies from an era when neither race nor slavery
were important categories to a time when racialized slavery was a defining feature not
only in the life of African peoples, but also colonial society as a whole.52
One of the more persuasive restatements o f this general position has recently been
put forward by Ira Berlin. Berlin argues that the “fluidity o f colonial society, the illdefined meaning o f slavery, and the ambiguous notions o f race” allowed the first groups

S2This argument has been outlined in other places in this dissertation. To reiterate, however, the
classic formulation of the first perspective can be found in Edmund Morgan’s American Slavery, American
Freedom. The other argument - that the lives of early indentured servants were slavish to begin with - has
most recently been advanced by Theodore W. Allen in The Invention o f the White Race, vol. 1: Racial
Oppression and Social Control, vol. 2: The Origin o f Racial Oppression in Anglo-America (London:
Verso, 1994, 1997). The clearest statement o f this point-of-view can be found in Hilary McD. Beckles,
White Servitude and Black Slavery in Barbados, 1627-1715 (Knoxville: University o f Tennessee Press,
1989).
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o f black-skinned peoples to “carve a place for themselves” and perhaps even “achieve a
modest prosperity.”53 W hat makes this remarkable, however, is our knowledge o f what
came to pass later in the seventeenth century —the full flowering o f an oppressive, racebased slave labor system that engulfed much o f Anglo-America. Looking through the
other end of the telescope, at what came before rather than what came after, we might
conceptualize the story o f the earliest Africans in the English-speaking Americas from a
different perspective. More specifically in the context o f the sixteenth century and the
pre-existing parameters o f the Atlantic world, what shines through most clearly is that
early Anglo-American slavery was remarkably unexceptional and the lives o f African
peoples not much different than they could expect in any other Atlantic outpost. Indeed,
the Iberian model o f social relations - o f slavery - seems to have been adopted whole
heartedly by Anglo-Americans during the first half o f the seventeenth century.
The survival o f Hispanic precedents in early Anglo-America can be identified in
several ways, but for our purposes, three factors stand out. First, slavery was the
presumptive condition o f newly arrived Africans wherever they happened to land. This
could not have been the case if English settlers in the Americas adhered to the social
conventions o f English common law. Second, although Africans arrived as slaves there
were widely available avenues to freedom, as there were in the Spanish-speaking world.
The disappearance o f these safety-valves at a later date would signal, in part, the onset of
a new Anglo-American slave system. Third, racial barriers existed in early Anglo-

53Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 41.
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America but they were generally quite porous. The legislative assault on racial
intermixture and social integration would be yet another signal after mid-century that
English leaders were intent on distancing their American colonies from that o f the
Spanish. The important point, however, is that these three factors were fundamental
aspects of every Anglo-American colony not because o f the absence o f a defined system
o f slavery, but because o f the presence o f a functional and highly adaptive Iberian
model.54
The English willingness to employ Hispanic practices can be identified in a
number of ways.55 Perhaps the most intriguing connection between the English and
Spanish colonies was simply the matter of supply - many o f the earliest Africans were
looted from Spanish or Portuguese sources. Englishmen knew from their privateering
days that African slaves were not just brute laborers, many were highly skilled in
technical trades. Some o f the first Africans in English colonies, then, were acquired from
the Spanish not just because of their geographic proximity, but also because the Spanish

54In other words, Berlin is certainly correct to point out the “fluidity o f colonial society.” But
while his interest evolves from the ability o f “Atlantic creoles” to manipulate their environment, my
concern is with the opportunities and constraints inherent in the social order and the degree to which those
“surroundings” mimicked or were consciously adapted from Hispanic precedents. Philip Morgan is also
correct to point out that this fluidity could be conceptualized as a feature o f slaveowning, as opposed to
slave societies. According to Morgan, this meant that ‘"the legal status o f blacks was often uncertain,” “the
niches for blacks tended to be quite wide-ranging,” and “sexual relations between whites and blacks tended
to involve choice.” Morgan, “British Encounters with Africans and African-Americans, circa 1600-1780,”
in Bernard Bailyn and Philip D. Morgan, eds.. Strangers within the Realm: Cultural Margins o f the First
British Empire (Chapel Hill: University ofN orth Carolina Press, 1991), 163-4. Although I certainly agree,
I would emphasize that these characteristics are not only structural features, they are cultural constructions
as well.
SSA common practice has been to identify Spanish and Portuguese names among the first
generation of black slaves, many o f which are obviously Hispanic in origin. For several examples, see
Jordan, White over Black, 73; Breen and Innes, "Myne Owne Ground", 70; and Berlin, Many Thousands
Gone, 39;
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system featured specially skilled slaves who could help the English develop their own
colonial economies. The earliest and clearest example o f this pattern occurred in
Bermuda, where blacks were present from 1616. Early that year the Somers Island
Company, an offshoot of the Virginia Company of London that had been independently
chartered in 1615, expressly commissioned Daniel Tucker to gather provisions for
Bermuda from Caribbean sources, including “negroes to dive for pearles.” Shortly
thereafter, in May, the Edwin returned from the Caribbean —just as many other English
ships had returned to England from the same location during the previous half century with “an Indian and a Negroe, the first these Hands ever had.” One year later, Robert
Rich, Bermuda’s largest landholder, reported to his brother Nathaniel that tobacco was
being cultivated successfully on the island, thanks in great part to the “good store of
neggars which Mr Powell brought from the West Indies.” Captain John Powell was also
deeply indebted to the prevailing patterns o f acquisition established by previous
generations o f English privateers. The Africans Powell brought to Bermuda were part of
the booty from three Spanish ships that he and his men had taken at sea. Unfortunately,
for Powell, Governor Daniel Tucker seized the human cargo and immediately set them to
work on the island. Some were put to the cultivation o f sugar, others helped develop
Bermuda’s tobacco economy, while still others were sold or granted to private owners.”56
Throughout the first half-century o f settlement Bermudians recognized the

56Lefroy, Memorials, 1:115-6; Nathaniel Butler, The Historye o f the Bermudaes or Summer
Islands, Sir J. Henry Lefroy, ed. (London: Hakluyt Society, 1882), 84-5; Ives, Rich Papers, 25. Further
details concerning the first slaves in Anglo-America can be found in Jarvis, ‘“ In the eye o f all trade’,” 14364, and Virginia Bernhard, “Beyond the Chesapeake,” 545-64.
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necessity o f black labor and expertise in the production o f specific commodities. The
experience o f the Spanish world had clearly demonstrated that black slaves were
invaluable agents of colonial progress and, since the lesson had been taught on the fringes
o f the Spanish-American Empire, Bermudians went to the source for their own devices.
Powell was only the first to unload a batch o f captured Caribbean Africans on Bermuda;
an English pirate named Kirby traded fourteen blacks to Governor Miles Kendall during
the summer o f 1619 in exchange for a large quantity of com and naval supplies. Daniel
Elfrith, yet another Englishman with piratical inclinations, extracted a group o f blacks
from “an empty Angola ship” a few months later and eventually landed 29 o f them in
Bermuda. Thus, between 1616 and 1619, three cargoes o f Spanish blacks totaling at least
75 individuals, and perhaps more than 100, were brought to the island where they quickly
became the core of Bermuda’s labor-starved tobacco plantations.57
Bermuda was hardly exceptional in its reliance on booty from Iberian sources in
order to expand its supply o f black laborers. Every indication suggests that the first
group of Africans to arrive in Virginia were similarly connected to the Iberian market
and, almost certainly, West Africa itself. It has long been a historical truism that the first
blacks to arrive on mainland North America appeared in August 1619 when an ailing
Dutch ship traded “20. and Odd Negroes” in exchange for supplies for its return voyage
to Europe. Recently uncovered census material, however, has suggested that there were

"Citations from Jarvis, “In the eye o f all trade’,” 145-8. Virginia Bernhard concludes that the
total number o f blacks in Bermuda in 1619 was “at least twice” that o f those in Virginia the same year. If
there were only “20. and Odd Negroes,” as most historians suggest, then Bernhard probably underestimates
the total Bermudian black population by at least half. On the other hand, the number of blacks in Virginia
may have been much higher than the standard sources indicate. See below.
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32 blacks, 15 men and 17 women, living in Virginia in the Spring o f 1619, several
months before the arrival o f the Dutch privateer.5® Perhaps two dozen more blacks were
added to their numbers in August when the Dutch ship, which had been sailing in consort
with Daniel Elfrith’s Treasurer, limped into the English settlement. The two ships were
returning with their cargo o f black slaves after having looted the Portuguese slaver, the
Sao Joao Bautista, o f more than 100 Africans recently shipped out from the West African
slave-trading station at Luanda. Almost certainly, the cargo o f blacks taken to Bermuda
in the Treasurer by Elfrith were part o f this same shipment. Additionally, it seems fair to
suggest that Elfrith may have landed some of his blacks at this time before sailing on to
Bermuda.59

51William Thomdale, “The Virginia Census o f 1619,” Magazine o f Virginia Genealogy 33:3
(Summer 199S): 155-70. Thom dale’s census material is dated in such a fashion as to allow a certain
degree o f mystery. The census, uncovered in the Ferrar Papers, is dated ‘March-May 1619'. Since the
calendar year turned over during the month o f March during the seventeenth century, some historians
might conclude that the census originated in March 1619/20 rather than March 1618/19. Additionally,
Michael Jarvis has noted that the census lists arrivals from June and July 1619, reflecting the tendency o f
individuals to add to documents over the course of a short period o f time. Therefore, Jarvis and others
have concluded that the “20. and odd Negroes” originally recorded by John Rolfe were probably the same
as those listed in the Thomdale census.
I am confident, however, that Thomdale is correct in his conclusion that the census identifies the
existence o f a significant num ber o f blacks in Virginia before the arrival o f the Dutch ship. As suggested
throughout this dissertation, blacks were not unusual in the Anglo-Atlantic world and their presence among
roughly 1,000 English settlers in early Virginia would hardly have been cause for comment. They almost
certainly trickled into the colony in small numbers - perhaps even one at a time - either from Spanish or
Portuguese possessions, by way o f Dutch or English privateers. A few may even have come directly from
England. In following this path, these Africans remained as invisible as many others have to the historical
record. Only the fortuitous survival o f this census in the Ferrar Papers has reclaimed their existence.
59Engel Sluiter, “New Light o f the ‘20. and Odd Negroes’ Arriving in Virginia, August 1619,”
395-8; John Thornton, “The African Experience of the ‘20. and Odd Negroes’ Arriving in Virginia in
16 19,” WMQ 55:3 (July 1998): 421-34. The research, when combined with that o f Thomdale and Jarvis,
allows for an extension o f the already close relationship between Virginia and Bermuda. It may be added
that not only were the two settlements closely related in terms o f the origin o f the white population and the
individuals who guided the governments, significant portions o f the black populations can be closely
linked with a specific region o f W est Africa (Luanda) and even one particular Portuguese slave ship (the
Sao Joao Bautista).
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This coincidence o f events and the sparse historical record begs some additional
speculation. First, did the Treasurer leave any Africans in Virginia before proceeding to
Bermuda in 1619? The muster o f Captain William Peirce in 1624 includes the name o f
“Angelo a Negro Woman in the Treasurer.” In addition to its arrival in August 1619, the
Treasurer had made five previous voyages to Virginia in 1613, 1614, 1615, 1617, and
1618. After Elfrith’s 1619 expedition the ship was “weather-beaten and toume, as never
like to put to sea againe.” According to one source, however, the Treasurer made a final
trip to Virginia some time before 1623 where the hulk was overturned and sunk in a
creek.60 Angelo, then, may have arrived in Virginia anywhere from one to six years
before the “20. and Odd Negroes” of August 1619, or she may have been aboard the ship
during its final voyage from one to four years afterward. A more likely scenario,
however, was that even though Elfrith remained only briefly at Point Comfort in 1619, he
easily could have sold or deposited at least one African ashore.61 It would not be
surprising to leam that Elfrith left even more behind in Virginia at this time and, if he did
so, it would help account for some of the missing Africans the Treasurer and the Dutch

“ Alden T. Vaughan, “Blacks in Virginia: Evidence from the First Decade,” in Roots o f American
Racism, 132; Jarvis, ‘“ In the eye o f all trade’,” 148.
6lThe events surrounding Daniel Elfrith and the Treasurer in 1619 are somewhat complicated.
The Treasurer departed England in April 1618 and sailed for Virginia, where then-Govemor Samuel
Argali (a part-owner o f the ship) commissioned Elfrith to “raunge the Indies.” Elfrith thereafter sailed to
Bermuda and then joined up with Captain Jope o f the White Lion. After capturing and looting the
Portuguese slave ship, the two privateers were separated and arrived in the Chesapeake several days apart.
By the time Elfrith returned to Virginia, George Yeardley was governor and apparently less receptive to
Elfrith’s pirated booty than had been his predecessor. Elfrith therefore departed for Bermuda where he
hoped to find greater profits. See Lyon Gardiner Tyler, ed., Narratives o f Early Virginia, 1606-1625 (New
York, 1907), 337; Vaughan, Roots o f American Racism, 300n.l7; Jarvis, ‘“ In the eye of all trade’,”
148n.89.
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privateer looted from the Sao Joao Bautista.
Second, precisely how many blacks were there in Virginia in 1619? According to
the available sources there were either thirty-two (Thomdale census) or well over fifty
(Thomdale census plus Rolfe’s report). In the absence o f any tabulation o f the total
population between 1619 and 1624, nothing can be said with any degree o f certainty. But
there were some common patterns of behavior which are highly suggestive. Blacks were
valuable assets to the English in a number o f capacities, from expert guides and allies to
hostages, concubines, and pilfered slaves. Considering the ease with which English
sources commonly ignored the black presence on their ships - one need only remember
the unknown fate o f the several hundred blacks that sailed to Roanoke with Drake in
1586 - it would have been easy for blacks to seep into Virginia between 1607 and 1619
in imperceptible increments o f ones, twos, or threes. A few may even have arrived from
England since, during the later years o f the reign o f Queen Elizabeth I, they were being
encouraged to leave. Certainly it is plausible that there were more than fifty Africans in
Virginia at the end o f 1619.
Third, assuming a number in excess o f fifty for 1619, how many blacks were there
in Virginia during the 1620s? Over the decade a handful o f new arrivals added to the
more well-known number who arrived in 1619. Antonio arrived in the James in 1621.
Mary, “a Negro Woman,” came in the Margarett and John in 1622. John Pedro, “a
Neger aged 30,” reportedly arrived in 1623. “John Phillip A Negro Christened in
England 12 yeers since,” and possibly a crewman on an English vessel, was allowed to
testify in a suit against an English colonist in 1624. A year later, there is mention o f a
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“negro caled by the name o f brase,” who may have been the unnamed man who arrived
in Virginia during the summer o f 1625. In September o f that year, the General Court
ordered “the negro [that] came in w[i]th Capt Jones” should remaine with Lady Yeardley
“till further order be taken for him and that he shalbe allowed . . . forty pound waight of
good merchantable tobacco for his labor and services so longe as he remayneth with her.”
Unlike John Philip, who was privileged because he was a Christian, this black was
presumably exempted from slavery because he and a Frenchman “came away willingly”
out of the West Indies. Not until 1628 did another relatively large shipment o f blacks
arrive in Virginia (according to the surviving records), when the Fortune took “an Angola
man with many Negroes, which the Capt. bartered in Virginia for tobacco.” The Straker
brought yet another unknown number o f blacks (probably less than five) to Virginia.62
All told, five named individuals appear in the standard Virginia records for the period
1621-1625. These individuals are representative o f the probable arrival during that time
span of at least twice that number who left England for Virginia or were acquired,
perhaps even voluntarily, in the Caribbean. The Fortune and the Straker almost certainly
added at least another twenty-five African peoples, bringing the total plausible number of
blacks arriving in Virginia between 1619 and 1628 to a conservative estimate o f 91
individuals.63

62Annie Lash Jester and Martha Woodruff Hiden, eds., Adventurers o f Purse and Person:
Virginia, 1607-1625 (Princeton, 1956), 46, 62; H.R. Mcllwaine, ed., Minutes o f the Council and General
Court o f Colonial Virginia, 1622-1632, 1670-1676 (Richmond, 1924), 33, 67-8, 71-3; Vaughan, “ Blacks in
Virginia,” 134.
63This estimate is based on 32 blacks (probably o f English and West Indian origin) recorded in the
1619 census, 25 from Luanda delivered in the White Lion in 1619, 10 individuals (5 recorded by name, 5
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Ironically, the problem of accounting for the specific number o f Africans in
Virginia during the 1620s is complicated both by the absence o f adequate records and the
survival o f others that are actually less illuminating than generally assumed. Specifically,
much of what has been concluded about the black presence in Virginia during the 1620s
has been exacted (with several notable exceptions) from the arrival o f the Dutch ship in
1619 and the two censuses dating from the mid-1620s. The census materials, however,
are an important testament to the general disregard English record-keepers had for blacks
during this era. Compared with the notations made about white residents, very little was
recorded about the twenty-two blacks living in Virginia in February 1623/24 and the
twenty-three blacks present one year later. As Alden Vaughan has so capably
demonstrated, none o f the Africans from the first census were accorded a last name and
nearly half were listed simply as “negar” or, in the case o f Flowerdew Hundred, six
“negors.”64 The 1625 census was equally vague, with very little recorded information
with regard to names and even less consideration given about the date o f arrival. As
Vaughan notes, the absence of any record o f arrival date in the 1625 census is a valuable
piece of information that undermines the suspect notion that blacks in early Virginia were

estimated additional arrivals) imported in small numbers between 1621 and 1625, 20 to account for the
“many Negroes” taken from the Portuguese slave ship by the Fortune, and 5 more from the Straker.
“ Vaughan finds this remarkable, in part, because “most o f them had been in America for five
years” by the time o f this census. While this may have been true for some o f them - perhaps those
accorded at least a first name in the records - the absence o f names not only indicates a certain level of
indifference, it suggests the possibility o f more recent importation. Those named included four men at
Flowerdew Hundred (Anthony, William, John, and Anthony), one man (John) near James City, two men
and two women at “Warwick’s Squeak” (Peter, Anthony, Frances, Margarett), and a man and a woman at
Elizabeth City (Anthony, Isabella). Vaughan, “Blacks in Virginia,” 130-31.
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originally classified as indentured servants.65
Indifference, however, is only part o f the story. Even more problematic is that
although the two censuses were compiled less than twelve months apart, the total number
of blacks and their precise location is a matter o f some confusion. First, the absolute
population went from twenty-two to twenty-three. Although surviving records do not
indicate the arrival o f any new blacks during the interim there is some indication that
there was at least one birth. Anthony and Isabella, recorded as living in Elizabeth City in
1624, reappear in 1625 census, which reads: “Antoney Negro: Isabella Negro: and
William Their Child Baptised.” Therefore, assuming no deaths occurred among the
February 1623/24 black population (a somewhat specious assumption), we can account
for the new number. More likely, however, several blacks died or were relocated beyond
the Chesapeake during the intervening months and the total black population either was
augmented by several new arrivals or some blacks were recorded in the second census
that had been passed over the first time. The changing location o f the black population
lends some credence to this suggestion. In the first census, there were three unnamed
blacks listed at James City, while a year later there were nine (three men and six women).
Four blacks could be found at “Warwick’s Squeak” in 1624, but only two lived at
“Wariscoyack” in 1625. In 1624 the largest concentration o f blacks was the eleven living
at Flowerdew Hunred; in 1625 the largest concentration was the seven at Peirseys

65For the two censuses, see “Lists o f the Livinge and Dead in Virginia Febr: 16th 1623,” and
“Musters of the Inhabitants in Virginia,” in John Camden Hotten, ed., The Original Lists o f Persons o f
Quality. .. 1600-1700 (London, 1874), 169-96, 201-65. Specific references to Africans appear on pages
172-4, 178-9, 182, 185, 190,217-8, 222, 224, 229, 241, 244, and 258.
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Hundred. How, then, to account for this? Clearly, the changing locations could be
attributed to internal movement, but unrecorded deaths and new arrivals would make
these changes somewhat easier to comprehend.66
No matter where one looks in early Anglo-America, it is difficult to get a sense o f
the precise number o f Africans in English colonial settlements. Much o f this may simply
be attributed to a dearth o f records or an unwillingness to recognize the black presence —
no blacks were recorded in the first Bermudian census taken during the 1620s, rather the
end o f the tally simply stated: “Persons in all uppon the Tribes besides those which are
uppon the publick Land beside the Negroes: 806.”67 Other factors might be noted as well.
As the case o f the early arrivals in Bermuda indicate, many o f the earliest Africans were
illegal booty from Africa or the Spanish possessions in America. During 1619 and 1620
there was some dispute concerning the ownership o f the Africans brought into the colony
by Captains Kirby and Elfrith. Kirby arrived during the summer of 1619 and gave thenGovemor Miles Kendall “ 14 Negars” in exchange for 50,000 ears of com. Elfrith, who
arrived just a few weeks later and who was also laden with pilfered blacks, sailed away

66Another point o f admitted speculation along these lines has to do with the larger problem o f
black mortality during the entire ten-year period after 1619. The 1623/24 census mentions that one African
had died during the spring o f 1623, but no mention is made o f any other deaths during the rest o f the
decade. Certainly, however, there must have been some mortality during this decade, especially if (as the
record indicates) a significant number o f new arrivals came directly from Africa. We might also ask if any
blacks lost their lives during the Powhatan Uprising o f 1622. There is no indication that any “negroes"
were killed, and if that is in fact true, one can only wonder why. Sadly, it seems unlikely that these
questions will ever be answered with any degree o f certainty. The absence o f any record, however,
certainly stands as further testimony to the idea that Englishmen were either reluctant to record the
comings-and-goings o f African peoples or they were simply disinterested.
67The double “beside”, I think, is telling o f the degree to which blacks were beyond the historical
eye. Ives, Rich Papers, 244.
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with an additional 100,000 ears of com. By January 1619/20 the new governor,
Nathaniel Butler, was writing to Sir Nathaniel Rich condemning his predecessor on the
grounds that Kendall’s exchange meant that “hereof wee are unfurnished o f such a
quanititie o f com . . . so that we are likely to live without bread two or three months.” A
year later Butler continued to express his annoyance with Kendall when the former
governor claimed that the fourteen blacks he had received were his personal property and
not that o f Company. Butler acquiesced for the moment, but informed Rich that “the
truth is, that it wer fitter that he wer rewarded . . . some other way. For thes Slaves are
the most proper and cheape instruments for this plantation that can be, and not safe to be
any wher but under the Govemours eye.”68
The illegal entry o f Africans was a complicated issue in other colonies as well.
Blacks were present in New England from at least 1637, when Captain Peirce returned
from Providence Island after depositing a small number of Pequots among the laborhungry settlers. According to one source, however, Samuel Maverick, who arrived in
Plymouth in 1624, had black slaves in his possession several years before the arrival o f
the Puritan settlers at Massachusetts Bay.69 By the 1640s, New England ships were
actively engaged in the slave trade, although they did not necessarily return to the region

“ Ives, Rich Papers, 157, 229; Jarvis, ‘“ In the eye o f all trade’,” 143-51. The relationship between
privateering and early slavery was perhaps nowhere more crucial than in Bermuda. As Jarvis notes, once
the Company clamped down on West Indian privateers in 1621, blacks and Indians ceased to arrive in the
colony for more than a decade (151).
“ Robert Twombly and Robert H. Moore, “Black Puritan: The Negro in Seventeenth-Century
Massachusetts,” WMQ 24:2 (April 1967), claim that there was at least one African in Massachusetts as
early as 1633 (225).
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with Africans. John Winthrop recorded in his journal in 1645 that “one o f our ships. . .
returned now and brought wine, and sugar, and salt, and some tobacco, which she had at
Barbadoes, in exchange for Africoes, which she carried from the Isle o f Maio.” But
during that same year, the case o f Thomas Keyser and James Smith revealed that
importing Africans who were perceived to have been acquired through illegal means
could be difficult. Keyser and Smith had been on the coast o f Africa where they, in
consort with some English ships, attacked a village on Sunday, killing many o f the
inhabitants. When they returned to New England with two Africans, they were brought
before the General Court and charged with murder, man-stealing, and Sabbath-breaking.
The Court eventually decided to send the Africans back not because there was any
fundamental opposition to slavery, but because “the negars” were not theirs, “but
stolen.”70
On the other hand, there were incentives to record the entry o f as many Africans
as possible in other cases. Nowhere was this more true than in the Chesapeake where, by
the 1620s, fifty-acre headlights were granted to those who imported laborers into the
colony to work the ever-expanding tobacco lands. Captain Henry Browne was awarded a
large headlight in 1634 for importing 21 laborers, including “Mingo a negro,” “France a
negro, Jon. a negro, [and] two women negroes.” Charles Hamer brought eight others into
the colony in 1635, whose names were recorded as Alexander, Anthony, John, Sebastian,
Polonia, Jane, Palatia, and Cassanga. In subsequent years blacks would be much more

70Moore, Notes on the History o f Slavery in Massachusetts, 29, 29-30; Greene, The Negro in
Colonial New England, 16-17.
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common in Virginia headright records, as they would be throughout the official records
o f commerce in the Chesapeake. Richard Kemp, writing to Lord Baltimore in 1638,
freely informed his Lord that he had received his “Commands o f the second o f August
Last for the buying o f Fortye neate Cattle, ten Sowes, Forty Henns and Ten Negroes to be
Transported to St. Maryes for yo’r use.” Four years later, John Skinner “covenanted and
bargained to deliver unto the said Leonard Calvert, fourteene negro men-slaves, and three
women slaves, o f between 16 and 26 yeare old able and sound in body and limbs.” By
the 1640s, the introduction o f Africans into Anglo-American colonies ceased to suffer
from the same constraints that curtailed the activities o f the earliest settlers.7'
Ultimately, there were just as many reasons to be circumspect about the number
o f Afncans in Anglo-America as there were to be forthcoming. Any effort to identify the
total black population in early Anglo-America is highly speculative. Still, there are at
least two important points to be gleaned from this endeavor. First, rather than the often
static portrait o f the first few Africans in places like the Chesapeake, we can instead
detect a fair bit o f physical movement in and around the Anglo-Atlantic colonies. Early
African populations were also dynamic in that their numbers ebbed and flowed with
births, deaths, and new arrivals and departures. Second, a disproportionate number o f
early Africans were funneled through Iberian sources. This is hardly surprising.

7I“ Abstracts o f Virginia Land Patents,” VMHB 7:2 (October 1899): 191-2; Susie M. Ames, ed.,
County Court Records o f Accomack-Northampton, Virginia, 1632-1640 (Washington, D.C., 1954), 35;
“ Land Patents,” VMHB 3:3 (Janauary 1896): 273; Elizabeth Donnan, Documents Illustrative o f the History
o f the Slave Trade to America, Vol 4: The Border Colonies and the Southern Colonies (Washington, D.C.,
1935), 8, 9. Numerous contracts revealing the importation of blacks for Virginia headlights have been
reprinted in Virginia Magazine o f History and Biography, especially the first ten volumes.
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Throughout the last half o f the sixteenth century most English encounters with Afncans
took place in Iberian arenas. This included the coast o f West Africa, which was
essentially a Portuguese domain by the time Englishmen began to frequent the coast
during the last half o f the sixteenth century. Moreover, suggestive evidence indicates that
a majority o f the African peoples who arrived in Tudor England were plucked out o f the
Spanish- or Portuguese-speaking world. And, as discussed above, the earliest Africans to
arrive in both Virginia and Bermuda were clearly the product o f Anglo / Dutch
privateering in the West Indies or somewhere else along the normal sea lanes traveled by
Spanish and Portuguese vessels. Even in New England, located some distance from
Spanish America, the Africans who arrived in 1637 from Providence Island had almost
certainly been looted originally from the Spanish or purchased from Dutch interlopers.
After that, Africans trickled into New England in small numbers from other West Indian
islands.72
Another way o f conceptualizing the Hispanic nature o f early American slavery is
the presence of free blacks. As has been pointed out throughout this dissertation, the
focus o f the “origins debate” in early American history has been two simple propositions
relating to the history o f racism and slavery. On the one hand, these issues have been
conceptualized independently: Were early Anglo-Americans racist —yes or no? Were
early African-Americans slaves —yes or no? On the other hand, these two themes have
been developed in close conjunction with each other: If early Anglo-Americans enslaved
72As many 1,200 Englishmen arrived in New England from Barbados alone between 1643 and
1647. It would not be improper to suggest that a handful of Africans arrived with this group of English
immigrants. Jordan, White over Black, 67.
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early Africans in the Americas it must have been related to their racism; or, if early
Africans in the Americas were not necessarily enslaved, it must have been partly due to
the absence o f racism among Anglo-Americans. The existence o f free blacks who were
able to prosper during the initial decades of settlement, like Anthony Johnson, is regularly
analyzed in this context. For example, Johnson’s story commonly appears as a piece of
evidence that early Anglo-America was conditioned more by “economic status rather than
racial identity.”73 But there may be another way o f looking at this familiar experience
that does not rely on any “either/or” propositions like those that characterize the “origins
debate.”
Anthony Johnson arrived at Jamestown in 1621 and subsequently labored on
Edward Bennett’s plantation. Eventually, Anthony married Mary, an African woman
who arrived in the colony in 1622. By 1640, the couple had four children and had moved
across the Chesapeake Bay to Virginia’s Eastern Shore where they continued to labor for
the Bennett family. During this period Anthony Johnson began to live his life somewhat
independently, even operating his own farm. In 1651, thirty years after his arrival in
Virginia, Anthony Johnson received a 250-acre headright for bringing five servants into
the colony. By this time, Johnson was a free man o f some standing in the community
who could even expect justice in the local courts and fair treatment from the government.
When his plantation burned in 1653 he petitioned the government for, and received, some
assistance in the form o f tax relief. Johnson and his heirs, especially his sons John and

73T.H. Breen & Stephen Innes, "Myne Owne Ground”: Race & Freedom on Virginia’s Eastern
Shore, 1640-1676 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980), 111.
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Richard, prospered in early Virginia, where they owned land, servants, and slaves and
achieved a modicum o f respect in the local community.74
Anthony Johnson was not entirely unique. Other Afncans in English colonies
became free, owned land, and received equitable treatment in local courts. Whether or
not this indicates the absence o f racism in early America, or whether individuals like
Johnson should be thought o f as “Atlantic creoles” with “a genius for intercultural
negotiation,” only tells part o f the story. In particular, neither framework fully explains
the limitations that governed the lives of African peoples or the opportunities that existed
for them in the English colonies. The story o f free blacks in early America may be
understood better if we conceptualize their lives in light o f their original status as slaves,
which would have been the case if early Englishmen adapted the social policies laid out
by their Spanish predecessors in the New World over the course of the previous century.
In doing so, we might perceive that Anthony Johnson’s life did not work out the way it
did simply because racism had yet to develop fully, or because he was an exceptional
individual with valuable cultural skills, but because there were customary avenues toward
freedom that, theoretically, were open to any slave.75
The opportunity for freedom and the ease with which blacks could operate as free

74Accounts o f the life o f Anthony Johnson are too numerous to recount in detail, but the most
important include Breen & Innes, "Myne Owne Ground", esp. Ch. 1; J. Douglas Deal, Race and Class in

Colonial Virginia: Indians, Englishmen, and Africans on the Eastern Shore o f Virginia during the
Seventeenth Century (New York, 1993), 217-50; Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 29-32. See also Kathleen
M. Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches & Anxious Patriarch: Gender, Race, and Power in Colonial
Virginia (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1996), who usefully makes Mary Johnson as
central to the story as her husband Anthony.
75Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 23,29.
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individuals once they were manumitted may have been the most characteristic feature o f
the Iberian model o f racial slavery. Indeed, rather than weakening the system, or
suggesting that slavery did not exist, high rates o f manumission and the presence of a
large number of free blacks were evidence o f the existence o f a model o f slavery that was
fully articulated and secure. Manumission rates in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
Latin America were remarkably high compared to the minuscule rates in the nineteenthcentury United States South, but they were never high enough to threaten the continued
existence of racial slavery. The same was true in early Virginia, Bermuda, and New
England where the free black population certainly never exceeded twenty percent o f the
total black population. And, in actuality, the presence o f free blacks was a small but
important part o f many Anglo-American colonies before last third o f the seventeenth
century when more restrictive legislation began to appear which gradually set the free
black population apart from the rest o f the inhabitants o f overseas colonies.76
Anthony Johnson’s story stands out as remarkable because o f our awareness o f
the racial realities that would come to shape the lives o f black Americans during
eighteenth century, but during the first half o f the seventeenth century English
slaveowners were often quite willing to free their slaves and may even have absorbed the
Hispanic notion that it was an act of benevolence to do so. In Bermuda during the 1640s
blacks were routinely sold with 99-year indentures, but it was also common for them to
appear in colonial records because they had been exchanged to serve a white Bermudian

76For a useful discussion o f manumission and its modes, see Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social
Death: A Comparative Study (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982), esp. 209-39.
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for “so longe as she Liveth,” or “duering their naturall lives with their children after.”
Nonetheless, there were paths to freedom. Between 1647 and 1655, seven black and
eight mulatto children were bound to twenty or thirty year indentures in order to learn a
trade. As second generation slaves, several o f these youths clearly benefitted from their
parent’s long service and association with Bermudian masters. Several others were the
children o f Englishmen who had no interest in seeing their children bound out for life.
Thomas, “a Mallattoe child,” was “borne at the house o f Mr. Henry Smith” and was
“disposed o f ’ to Smith “untill he attaine to the age o f twenty years.” The sheriff also
declared that the child was “to be brought upp by him [Smith] the feare o f god, and to
readinge, so farr as the knowledge of the Bible.” Henry Smith was also to instruct the
child in the weaver’s trade. White parentage was even more certain in two other cases.
In 1649, William Johnson was granted the rights to “A mallatto child: reputed to be the
child of John Browne begotten of Mr. Johnsons negroe untill that child attaines the age of
thirtie.” Johnson also received another child “Reputed to be begotten by Lewis Pratt
uppon the same Negroe.”77
In other colonies, many of the blacks who attained their freedom did so by
exploiting the willingness o f their English owners to accept cash payments in exchange
for release from bondage. Inevitably, manumission was also contingent on the ability of
Africans to tap into patron-client relationships that had been built up over the course of a
generation and would continue after freedom. The structure o f this relationship could be

^Jarvis, ‘“ In the eye o f all trade’,” 161; BCR, 2:193, 208, 146, 168.
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Hispanic in the way it paralleled ritual godparentage. The most vivid example o f this
occurred also in Bermuda where James Samando, “Commonly Called olde James the
Nigro” and his wife engaged Hugh Wentworth in a ceremony designed to cement a
Active familial bond. At the time, Saranando and his wife were the parents o f a sevenyear old daughter Hanna. The Samandos appeared at the Wentworth home sometime in
1639, whereupon “the sayd James did take the Childe by the hand & delivered it into the
hande of Mr. Wentworth saying heere Master mee give you this Childe take her & bring
her up & mee give her to you freely.” The ritual was repeated once again with Samando
placing his daughter’s hand in that o f Wentworth’s wife and with Sardando’s wife
placing Hanna’s hand in that of Hugh Wentworth. At the end of the ceremony, the
Samandos clearly imagined that they had formed a bond that would enable them and their
daughter to live fuller lives and, perhaps, might open the door to manumission at a later
date.78
This episode was clearly more than a simple “touching” ceremony. As members
of a generation of African peoples with close ties to Spanish or Portuguese America, the
Samandos were enacting a ritual that closely paralleled the compadrio, or ritual
godparentage. As Stuart Schwartz has shown for Brazil, ritual godparentage “created a
set of bonds, o f spiritual kinship, between the godchild (afilhado) and his or her godfather
(padrinho) and godmother (padrinha), and between the natural parents and the
godparents.” In Brazil these bonds were formed in the context of the Catholic Church,

n BCR, 2:85.
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but James Samando seems to have modified it to fit the realities o f a secular or Protestant
world. But, as Schwartz notes, masters did not traditionally serve as godparents in Bahia
and, indeed, Wentworth did not own the Samandos. James Samando and his wife were
owned by the Earl o f Warwick; Hugh Wentworth was a former indentured servant who
had risen high enough to refer to himself as a gentleman. He was also serving as
Warwick’s agent by the late 1630s and was, by one measure, Bermuda’s most important
dealer in African and Indian slaves. In Wentworth, Samando may have hoped to engage
the protection o f an influential free Bermudian to ensure the sanctity o f his family’s
tenuous union.79
The first generation o f Africans in English colonies commonly gained their way
to freedom using patron-client relationships that were clearly more secular in the Englishspeaking world than those that existed in Latin America. Francis Payne negotiated with
his owner to secure his freedom over the course o f several years by purchasing new
servants to replace his and his family’s labor. John Graweere purchased his child out o f
slavery by making an arrangement with his wife’s owner, Robert Sheppard, to accept
payment in livestock that Graweere was allowed to cultivate in accordance with a

79On ritual godparentage, see Stuart B. Schwartz, Sugar Plantations in the Formation o f Brazilian
Society: Bahia, 1550-1835 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), esp. 406-12 (quotation on p.
406); Schwartz, “Opening the Family Circle: Godparentage in Brazilian Slavery,” in Slaves, Peasants, and
Rebels: Reconsidering Brazilian Slavery (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1992): 137-60. Virginia
Bernhard is probably correct to point out that Wentworth and Samando had probably known each other as
fellow laborers during the 1620s. On the other hand, Bernhard probably goes astray when she suggests
that Hanna actually came into Wentworths possession. Hanna Samando continued to be a Company slave
and in 1645 she was sold by another Warwick agent to the Reverend Nathaniel White for a term of
“fourescore & nineteen yeares.” Considering the death o f Wentworth in 1641 and Hanna’s continued
enslavemnt, it would seem that Samando’s ritual failed to achieve its desired results. Bernhard, “Blacks in
Bermuda,” 557-8.
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relationship he had established with William Evans. Free blacks were just as common in
New England, where blacks were able to attain free status through similar mechanisms.
Governor Theophilus Eaton freed his slave, John Wham, in 1646 and proceeded to settle
the man and his wife on a nearby farm. Like some o f the earliest Africans in Virginia,
blacks in New England were also able to own land, sue in courts, and purchase bound
labor. Unlike Virginia, however, the avenues to freedom and prosperity were not cut o ff
during the 1660s and the free black population continued to expand as blacks purchased
their freedom or were freed through legal action or their owner’s last will and testament.80
Free blacks were less common in the West Indies, where the dramatic emergence
o f the sugar economy during the 1640s promoted a much more rapid commodification o f
African labor than elsewhere. So desperate were West Indian planters for labor that the
status o f white indentured servants remained perilously close to that o f black slaves
before the 1660s. Even so, there were a few free blacks in the islands and several o f them
managed to maintain their free status even after manumission ceased to be socially and
legally acceptable. In 1654, Anthony Iland petitioned for his freedom on the grounds that
he arrived on the island as a free person and o f his own accord. Accepting the argument
that he had in fact been kidnapped by William Leachy, a local sugar planter, the Council
sided with Iland. This particular loophole in the law continued to benefit a few brave

“ Breen & Innes, "Myne Owne Ground", esp Ch. 4: “The Free Blacks o f the Eastern Shore”;
Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 290-315. Significantly, Breen & Innes also discuss the
perseverance of ritual godparentage on Virginia’s Eastern Shore, where Francis Payne made provisions in
his 1673 will for the future well-being o f his own godchildren. This form o f godparentage - where the
ritual relationship was established between a well-to-do black patriarch was perhaps even more common in
Latin America than the kind epitomized by the bond formed by James Samando and Hugh Wentworth.
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souls thirty years later when, in 1687, they too were ordered to “be freed and [to] be able
to dispose o f themselves as they shall see fit.” As a percentage of the overall black
population, however, there numbers were minuscule. Richard Ligon, whose account of
his time in Barbados during the 1640s demonstrates a profound curiosity about the nature
and composition o f the Barbadian African population, fails to mention any free blacks on
the island.81
Although Hispanic slavery shaped early English practices in the Americas, there
were still aspects o f the system that Anglo-Americans struggled to adapt to their own
devices. The first hurdle involved the issue o f Christianity and the propriety of
Englishmen holding other Christians in perpetual bondage. The Hispanic world, with the
complicity of the Roman church, had long since moved beyond this particular problem,
but English traditions mitigated against holding co-religionists as slaves. It was precisely
this issue, for example, that allowed “John Phillip, A negro Christened in England 12
yeeres since,” to exercise his freedom in Virginia, which he visited in 1624 as a member
of the crew on a privateer. For the most part early English settlers managed this problem
because neither baptisms nor conversions occurred in very large numbers and those that
did were not necessarily taken as markers o f freedom. There were, however, a few voices
in the wilderness that suggested that Christianity and slavery were irreconcilable. Samuel

8lBeckles, White Servitude and Black Slavery in Barbados, 86; Richard S. Dunn, Sugar and
Slaves: The Rise o f the Planter Class in the English West Indies, 1624-1713 (Chapel Hill: University o f
North Carolina Press, 1972), 255-56; Ligon, A True & Exact History, esp. 46-54. For a useful discussion
of the slave-like conditions o f white indentured servants in Barbados, see Beckles, “The concept o f ‘white
slavery’ in the English Caribbean during the early seventeenth century,” in John Brewer and Susan Staves,
eds., Early Modern Conceptions o f Property (London: Routledge, 1996), 572-84.
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Rishworth created quite a stir in Providence Island during the 1630s when he challenged
the legality o f human bondage on Christian principles and was accused by other island
leaders o f encouraging slaves to run away. The Providence Island Company especially
condemned Rishworth for espousing the dangerous and “groundless opinion that
Christians may not lawfully keep such persons in a state of servitude, during their
strangeness from Christianity.”82
It was this last part, the idea that non-Christians could be held as slaves, that
virtually everyone agreed upon - nobody seriously challenged the idea that sub-Saharan
African peoples in the Americas were essentially slaves. But what about once they
became Christians? Richard Ligon apparently believed that African slaves could be
introduced to the basic tenets of Christianity yet continue to toil as slaves in Barbados.
He was particularly taken with an African slave named Sambo who demonstrated (in
Ligon’s opinion) a remarkable intellect compared with other slaves on the island. When
Sambo declared his intention to become a Christian Ligon took the slave’s case to his
owner. The slave owner, however, informed Ligon that “the people o f that Island were
governed by the Lawes o f England, and by those Lawes, we could not make a Christian a
Slave.” Ligon responded that it was not his intention to enslave Christians, rather he
“desired . . . to make a Slave a Christian.” The Barbadian sugar planter agreed that there
was a difference, but continued to object on the grounds that “being once a Christian, he

,2John Phillip is discussed in several places, but for the most useful contextualization see esp.
Vaughan, “Blacks in Virginia,” 130, and Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 40; CSPCS, 202-3. F o ra fuller
account o f Rishworth and his controversial activities on Providence Island, see Kupperman, Providence
Island, esp. 168-9.
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could no more account him a Slave, and so lose the hold they had o f them as Slaves, by
making them Christians; and by that means should open such a gap, as all the Planters in
the Island would curse him.”83
This difficulty was emblematic of the confusion that existed in a world where no
one was really sure whose customs and legal traditions carried more weight —England’s
or Spain’s? Whereas some Englishmen imagined that there would be no difficulty in
introducing Africans to the tenets of Protestant Christianity —as their awareness of the
Hispanic model suggested —others were more swayed by the traditions o f English society
and culture, which suggested that Christianity and slavery were mutually exclusive
categories. Other colonies negotiated this issue more easily. In New England and
Bermuda, the two places which may have most closely paralleled Latin America when it
came to reconciling slavery with religious conversion, it seems to have been a matter a
greater urgency to offer Christian instruction to African slaves and baptism to their
children. Just a few years after the arrival o f the first black slaves in Massachusetts “a
Negro woman belonging to Rev. Stoughton o f Dorchester, Massachusetts . . . was
received into the Church and baptized.” Considering that John Winthrop also reported
that this took place after “divers years experience,” one suspects that this particular
woman may have arrived from England or had been in Reverend Stoughton’s employ for
a longer period o f time than extant records can verify. Baptisms were recorded more
often in Bermuda during the 1630s and 1640s, although a 1647 legislative act 1647

*3Ligon, A True & Exact History, 50.
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outlawed the “baptizing o f Bastards or Negroes children.”84
Baptism and conversion were equally contentious issues in the Chesapeake, where
some Africans were able to exploit their adoption o f Christianity as an avenue toward
freedom. This was the case with John Phillip, but even more so with Elizabeth Key who
sued for her freedom during the 1650s, partly on the grounds that she had been baptized.
Elizabeth Key was bom in Virginia around 1630, the illegitimate child o f Thomas Key
and an unnamed slave woman. At the age of six she was bound out by her father to her
godfather Humphrey Higginson for a nine-year term. Sometime later, however, she
became the property o f Colonel John Mottrom. It was because o f his death in 1655 that
Elizabeth Key had the opportunity to bring suit, since members o f the Mottrom estate
seemingly intended to keep her in bondage. Key won her case but not before working her
way through at least three levels o f Virginia justice and surviving several appeals on both
sides. Another Virginia slave, Fernando, also attempted this path to liberty in 1667.
Fernando claimed that he “was a Christian and had been several yeares in England.” The
Court, however, ruled against Fernando, no doubt in part because o f a recently enacted
statute that declared neither baptism nor conversion altered the condition o f slaves.85
While the cases o f Fernando and Elizabeth Key demonstrate “increasing
MGreene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 257; Bernhard, “ Beyond the Chesapeake,” 557-8.
15Warren M. Billings, “The Cases o f Fernando and Elizabeth Key: A Note on the Status of Blacks
in Seventeenth-Century Virginia,” WMQ 30:3 (July 1973): 467-74. Documents relating to both cases may
be found in Billings, The Old Dominion in the Seventeenth Century, 165-9. For a slightly different
interpretation o f this case o f Elizabeth Key and its relationship to the development o f racial slavery, see
Theodore W. Allen, The Invention o f the White Race, Vol 2: The Origin o f Racial Oppression in AngloAmerica (London: Verso, 1997), 194-7. Whereas this dissertation is working from the premise that there
was nothing radically new about racial slavery, Allen contends that perpetual slavery was not normative for
the earliest Africans in Anglo-America.
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intolerance,” they also highlight an awareness among African slaves of a tension that
existed in English colonial societies between two cultural models of slavery. In that
regard, Warren Billings is correct to note that more important than the fact that Fernando
lost his case was his recognition that an avenue toward freedom was open through a
declaration of his Christian faith.86 Because of the tension between Spanish practices and
inherited English assumptions about slavery and Christianity, there was a brief period o f
time at mid-century when an intellectual loophole was momentarily revealed. This
ambivalence had not been as much o f a problem during the initial decades of settlement
when virtually every African slave had been acquired from outside sources. It ceased to
be a problem later in the century when colonial legislatures began to specify that
conversion to Christianity did not affect slave status. But the emergence of a second
generation o f African peoples in English colonies who were, theoretically, “Englishbom,” made it possible for conversion and baptism to disrupt the relative calm of the
initial decades. Thus, the codification of slave laws after the 1660s, particularly in the
Chesapeake, was not simply a response to growing numbers o f Africans. AngloAmericans were also beginning to resolve the difficulties that emerged out of their
practice of holding black slaves for the duration of their lives based on a tradition that
clashed with their sense o f the common law and Protestant Christian principles. In the
process, they began the construction of a subtlety different but entirely new system o f
racial slavery.
“This was the same wild-card played by several black Bermudians in 1669 when they petitioned
for their freedom on the grounds that “the Gospel allowes noe bondmen.” Cited in Morgan, “British
Encounters with Africans and African-Americans," 170.
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On the other hand, there were still a number o f people who believed that
conversion or baptism was not an impediment to continued enslavement. King Charles II
suggested as much in 1660 when he encouraged the Council o f Foreign Plantations to
determine “how such o f the Natives or such as are purchased by you from other parts to
be your servants or slaves may be best invited to the Christian Faith,. . . it being to the
honor of our Crowne and o f the Protestant Religion that all persons in any o f our
Dominions should be taught the knowledge o f God and be made acquainted with the
misteries o f Salvation.” Significantly, although this may have been a departure for the
English common law, it was a reaffirmation o f the Spanish precedent and the customary
practices o f the Atlantic world. It was also from this that colonial legislators gradually
began to assert more firmly that the “conferring o f baptisme doth not alter the condition
o f the person as to his bondage or Freedome.” By the 1680s, the Reverend Morgan
Godwyn, who was generally critical o f the unwillingness o f planters in Virginia and
Barbados to introduce their slaves to Christianity, could emphasize with genuine
conviction that “Bondage is not inconsistent with Christianity.” In some ways it was an
ironic declaration. In essence the English Crown and Anglican ministers attempted to
convince somewhat skeptical Anglo-American planters, who were notorious for their lack
o f religious conviction, that they should emulate Catholic doctrine in this regard and
ignore their principled objections which were ultimately rooted in their understanding of
the Bible and common law.87
,7Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 263; Billings, “The Case o f Fernando and
Elizabeth Key,” 470; Alden T. Vaughan, “Slaveholders ‘Hellish Principles’: A Seventeenth-Century
Critique,” in Vaughan, Roots o f American Racism, 69. On the lack o f religious instruction among
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Where colonial leaders in both England and the colonies agreed, however, was in
their effort to distance Anglo-American slavery from Hispanic slavery by limiting the
expansion o f the mulatto population. Christianity was but one important way in which
African peoples in Anglo-America were able to achieve their liberty. This endeavor was
also often related to the fact that many African and English settlers formed more intimate
bonds that resulted in the expansion o f the mulatto population throughout AngloAmerica. Although they were not necessarily encouraged in the Spanish-speaking world,
interracial sexual relations were normative and they continued to be so in early AngloAmerica. Elizabeth Key, for example, was able to exploit her descent from an English
father to gain her freedom and it seems clear that this component of her freedom suit was
just as important as the fact that she had been baptized. As a mulatto, her identity
straddled two worlds, an Afro-Hispanic one whereby she could be assumed to be a slave
and an English one in which her presumptive status and identity were, by definition, free.
This was a dynamic that played an important role not only in bridging two cultural and
legal frameworks, but also in highlighting the shaky foundation upon which both slave
status and English identity rested in the ill-defined world o f Anglo-America.
Mulattos were an early outgrowth o f overseas settlement and dramatic evidence o f
the willingness o f many English and Africans to form intimate bonds across racial lines.
As a component o f the emerging free black population, mulattos were disproportionately
large in number. This situation was most evident early on in Bermuda where, by

Barbadian planters, see Dunn, Sugar and Slaves, 103-04.
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the 1640s the second generation o f Africans was beginning to appear. In 1640 Sarah
Layfield, “a muletto gyrle” was among the first to appear in Bermuda records when she
was admonished in an Assize for “Follish and dangerous words touching the person o f
the king’s majesty.” Because she was “but o f the age of seaven or eight,” however, she
was discharged. Sarah Layfield was typical o f the mulatto population o f the 1640s in that
she was young. The others who appeared throughout the decade were similarly youthful,
if not infants. A “Mollatto girle called Marye beinge 4 yeares of age” was granted to
Thomas Wood “for and duringe the tearme o f fowerscore an Nineteene yeeres.” A
greater percentage of mulatto children were placed out for twenty or thirty years terms of
service. Susan, “a Mallatta child borne at Mr. Smiths house,” was only two in January
1648/49 when Henry Tucker placed her in the care of Captain Thomas Turner “untill shee
shall com to the age o f 20 yeares o f age.” Tucker placed “Thomas a Mallattoe child”
with Henry Smith for a similar length o f time “to be brought upp by him the feare o f god,
and to readinge, so farr as the knowledge o f the Bible.”88
Since most o f these children were the product of illicit relationships, there were a
number o f efforts to curb fornication that were enacted in a fashion consistent with the
common law. During the 1650s several Englishmen were punished for “incontinence”
with African women. In most of these cases, the concern of Bermudian authorities was
only partly with the crime o f fornication. They were also interested in diminishing the
number o f mulattos on the island since their presence was increasingly viewed as

“ Lefroy, Memorials, 1:565; BCR, 2:146-7.
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disruptive to the social order and because in many cases the children o f Englishmen were
being bom to company slaves. In the December 1660 assize, the Court addressed this
problem when they ruled that John Davis was “permitted to marry Penelope Strange one
o f the Companys molatto women upon condition that every other child bom o f the
marriage shall be the property o f the Company —reserving to the said Davis the right to
put in a negro child in lieu o f any one o f those so falling to the company.” Davis was
also allowed to pay for Penelope’s freedom, “but in the interim he is to pay 40s per
annum for her wages.” This solution was not very satisfactory and in the long run it was
determined that in order to prevent “the great mischiefe & anger which otherwise is like
to happen by the multyplication o f malattoes” it was ordered in early 1664 that “from
henceforth if any mallato shall be made free, such p[er]son doe within twelve months
after depart the Islands.”89
This pattern was repeated elsewhere. Originally, mixed parentage obliged AngloAmericans to look more favorably on the plight o f the child, but over several decades
mulattos were increasingly viewed as subversive to the emerging social and legal order.
This was particularly true in the Chesapeake where social conditions resembled those in
Bermuda. In other places, however, the problem o f mulattos in the social order
manifested itself along slightly different time-lines. At one end o f the spectrum was
Providence Island, where the settlement was so short-lived that no policy ever developed
with regard to the mulatto population. At the other end was New England, whose black

*9Lefroy, Memorials, 2:141, 178-9.
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population was exceedingly small and fornication dealt with so severely that its threat to
society was evidenced slowly. According to Lorenzo Greene, the term “mulatto” did not
even appear in regional records until 1679. Even so, at least one accusation o f an
“improper” relationships between an Englishman and a slave women, which resulted in
the birth o f a mulatto child out o f wedlock, occurred in 1663. Over the course o f
subsequent decades fornication was punished similarly regardless o f whether the
offenders were both English, both African, or one o f each. Not until 1705 was racial
intermarriage declared to be illegal in Massachusetts.90
In the Chesapeake, mulattos were also common and a natural outgrowth o f the
interracial sexual relations that characterized the colony during the seventeenth century.
Before the 1660s, in particular, African men and English women frequently participated
in illicit relations and even occasionally formed more permanent unions. There were
exceptions. Elizabeth Key was somewhat unusual for marrying a white man, William
Greensted, during the 1650s after he successfully pleaded for her freedom in Virginia
courts. More often than not Chesapeake marriages involved African men and English
women, as with Francis Payne, who was married to an English woman named Aymey.
As Ira Berlin has pointed out, at least one man from the three leading black families on
the Eastern Shore (the Johnsons, Paynes, and Drigguses) married a white woman. This
was common pattern o f behavior in colonial societies where the number o f Africans was
small. But the pattern and frequency o f racial intermixture in Anglo-America was also

’“Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 150, 204; Twombly and Moore, “Black Puritan,”
224-42.
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consistent with the nature o f interpersonal social relations in Latin America. By 1662,
however, the Virginia legislature began to attack sexual relations between English settlers
and Africans when they declared that “if any Christian shall commit fornication with a
Negro man or woman, he shall pay double the fines o f a former act.”91
What the Virginia evidence suggests most vividly is that the legislative assault on
intermarriage was related just as much to managing slavery by crafting rules that
conformed to English assumptions about identity as it was about a growing distaste for
mulattos. The 1662 law, for example, was even more important for declaring that the
status of the child o f an Englishman and African woman would be “bond or free
according to the condition o f the mother.” Although interracial marriages ofren featured
African men and English women, many less permanent unions were formed between
English males and African females. Every offspring o f these relationships could make a
claim for their freedom because o f the legal doctrine o f partus sequitur ventrum. In an
effort to cut off African freedom suits, like that o f Elizabeth Key, Virginia elites diverged
from English precedents and codified what presumably had been common in the Atlantic
world to begin with. It was, in many ways, a dramatic restatement o f the way status
passed through the generations in American slave societies and a significant effort to deal

’’Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom, 333-7; Breen and Innes, "Myne Owne
Ground", 107; Berlin, Marty Thousands Gone, 44-5; Morgan, “British Encounters with Africans and
African Americans,” 172-3; A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., In the Matter o f Color: Race & The American
Legal Process: The Colonial Period (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 43. On the history of
interracial relations between Europeans and Africans in Latin America, see Magnus Mttmer, Race Mixture
in the History o f Latin America (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1967) and, more recently, R.
Douglas Cope, The Limits o f Racial Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City, 1660-1720
(Madison: University o f Wisconsin Press, 1994), esp. 9-26 and 49-67.
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with the ever-expanding reliance of Anglo-Americans on African slave labor.92
Christianity and the mulatto presence were issues with which Anglo-Americans
revealed their willingness to follow a Hispanic model, but the way in which individuals
wrestled with these issues also demonstrates a growing recognition that English colonies
needed to articulate their own system of slavery. The most dramatic evidence o f this
development occurred when Anglo-Americans began to recognize that possessing slaves
could be dangerous. Nowhere was this more starkly demonstrated than in the slave
rebellions that began to occur in English colonies. English privateering activities in the
Spanish West Indies during the last half of the sixteenth century had often counted on the
rebelliousness o f enslaved Africans as a potential ally to their efforts. English observers,
like Thomas Gage, even suggested that Spanish slavery was so harsh that Africans would
welcome the English as their liberators. Indeed, the English expedition that took Jamaica
in 1655 counted on such a response and hoped runaways and rebels would destabilize
Spanish control o f the island. Curiously, however, only a few Englishmen seem to have
recognized that it was not the Spanish so much as being subjected to slavery that
generated the willingness to take up arms. Thus, English colonists learned slowly during
the first half of the seventeenth century that just as the black presence was disruptive in
Spanish America, so it was also in Anglo-America.
The effort to curb the dangerous activities o f black slaves began in Bermuda,
where the first piece o f legislation designed to “restrayne the insolencies of Negroes” was

^Higginbotham, In the Matter o f Color, 43.
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enacted in 1623. According to the wording o f this act, the Assembly had received several
complaints from local inhabitants that blacks “suffered to goe abroad in the night and
other unfitt tymes have committed many trespasses.” The worst offenses included
stealing farm animals and foodstuffs, but also they involved wandering about with
“cudgells and other weapons.” In order to clamp down on these activities the Bermuda
General Assembly declared that “if any negroe shall hereafter weare any weapon in the
day tyme,” trespass or steal, the owner of the African would be liable for damages.
Blacks could also be subjected to corporal punishment. As an extension o f this law, the
Assembly also proclaimed that “it shall not be lawfull for any negroe to buy or Sell,
barter or exchange for goods Tobacco or other things whatsoever” without the consent of
their master.93 The restrictive legislation in Bermuda was not necessarily a unique
outgrowth o f living in a multiracial society. English masters were also genuinely
concerned about the behavior o f white servants, particularly in the West Indies, where
roaming Spanish and French ships could exploit servant unrest to their advantage - just
as the English had done to the Spanish during the previous half-century. Late in 1629
English fears came to pass in the Caribbean when a Spanish fleet, on its way to attack the
Dutch in Brazil, appeared off the coast of Nevis. Much to the chagrin o f the English,
however, countless indentured servants took the opportunity of the Spanish presence to
desert their masters. According to one report, “our Servants proved treacherous, runn
away from us & Swimed aboard & told them where we hid our provisions, & in what

9]Lefroy, Memorials, 1:308-9.
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case our Islands stood in.” In other places on the island, soldiers reportedly ran away,
“most o f them being Servants [who] cry out, ‘Liberty, joyfull Liberty’.” Sir Henry Colt
reported in 1631 that a number o f servants “stoll away in a Dutch pinnace although they
cann live in no place so well.” He also noted that servants on St. Kitts “desyer ye
Spaniards might come,” so that “they might be freed.” The French capitalized on these
internal divisions in 1635 when they promised freedom to the slaves on the island, which
compelled the English commander to concede to his enemy’s demands.94
Although there was a genuine concern about the insurrectionary activities of both
white servants and black slaves, the English experience in the Caribbean since the mid
sixteenth century emphasized the danger o f living amid a large and enslaved African
population. Thus, there was an obvious tension between a rapacious desire to acquire
black slaves in order to sustain new plantation economies modeled on Spanish precedents
and the fear that the very same people who were required for the colony to prosper might
also be the root o f resistance, rebellion, and even foreign invasion. Still, English West
Indian colonies were populated with African slaves from the beginning and when
Maurice Thompson sailed to St. Kitts in 1626 he arrived “to plante [with] about sixty
slaves.” And on Providence Island, where English settlers turned to African labor more
quickly and more eagerly than in any other settlement, Company officials were eagerly
expressing their desire to acquire black slaves by 1633, something that had been in the

■“ Harlow, Colonising Expeditions to the West Indies, 10, 74, 87-8. For context, see Dunn, Sugar
and Slaves.
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works since 1630.95 Located close to several Spanish possessions and right along
Caribbean trade routes, African slaves could be purchased from passing Dutch ships or, if
necessary, looted from Spanish possessions.96
The history of African slavery on Providence Island offers the most vivid example
o f the paradoxical relationship between racial slavery as both the source of success and
the source of disaster. Even as Company officials were contemplating the use o f black
slaves in 1633, noting in particular their usefulness on public works, they also warned
Governor Philip Bell that “too great a number on the island might as yet be dangerous.'’
Unfortunately, the Company was never able to provide an adequate number of English
servants to fill the labor needs o f the island, thus colonists willingly turned to black
slaves. So successful were the early Providence settlers at tapping into the Dutch and
Spanish suppliers all around them that within a decade the colony had as many black
slaves as it did English settlers. Association Island, settled at roughly the same time as
Providence Island, was even more successful at acquiring blacks labor. The tiny island
just off the northern coast o f South America had so many slaves by 1637 that it had to be

95This assertion is in complete sympathy with Alison Games’ argument that it was not Puritanism
that fundamentally defined Providence Island, rather it “was distinctly Atlantic in the complexity of its
origins.” Its subsequent history was thus “a product of an emerging Atlantic system devised by Spanish
and Portuguese invaders.” I am somewhat skeptical, however, about her assertion that all this was
“unfamiliar to late English arrivals” or that the island’s downfall was rooted in the “English failure to
comprehend the realities o f colonial life in the contentious and multiracial plantation complex.” I would
emphasize that it was not necessarily a lack o f awareness or understanding o f the inherent dangers, rather
the inability o f Colonial leaders in London to control settler behavior and the fundamentally bad location o f
the island - for an English settlement - that doomed the colony. Games, ‘“ The Sancturarye o f our rebell
negroes’,” 4.
’‘Harlow, Colonising Expeditions to the West Indies, 26; Robin Blackburn, The Making o f New
World Slavery: From the Baroque to the Modern, 1492-1800 (London: Verso, 1997), esp. 223-6; CSPCS,
124, 152, 153, 159-60.
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abandoned by the English because o f “their mutinous conduct.” This prompted the
Providence Island Company to clamp down on “further trade for them . . . , with
exceptions, until Providence be furnished with English.”97
In spite o f their concern about the fate o f Association Island, and perhaps some
awareness o f similar problems dating from the sixteenth-century Spanish Caribbean,
Providence Island did not cut back on slave importations until 1637. Colonial leaders
tried to assert some control over the burgeoning problem in 1636 by ordering blacks to
dispersed in to families among the elite. They also initiated a watch “to prevent plots or
any danger to the island being attempted.” After 1637, the Providence Island Company
also made a more concerted effort to send newly acquired slaves to Bermuda and Virginia
where, it was believed, “they may be put off to the masters’ very great advantage.” Later
that same year the Company ordered Governor Philip Bell to forbid further importations
altogether until such time as more English settlers could be procured. These efforts on
the part of the Company were not without critics among both English settlers and
Africans themselves. The English disliked Company policy primarily because the
Company itself owned numerous slaves even as they were telling individuals they could
not purchase any more o f their own. The Company even made some effort to increase its
holdings in skilled slaves, particularly those who could dive for pearls, but also any who
had knowledge in the cultivation o f cochineal and indigo.98
African disavowal o f Company policies appeared in the form of running away to
97CSPCS, 162, 249; Kupperman, Providence Island, 58.
n CSPCS, 229, 244,247, 249; Games, ‘“ The Sanctuarye o f our rebell negroes’,” 12-13.
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the interior o f the island and, in May 1638, outright rebellion. The rebellion did not
achieve much, but it apparently facilitated the expansion o f the maroon population in the
interior of the island. With the strength o f the island’s maroon community augmented by
escaped rebels and additional runaways, Providence Island’s security became
increasingly precarious. This proved to be particularly true in May 1640 when the island
was attacked by Spanish forces who failed to take the island at this time, but did run off
with some captured Africans. Also in 1640, Providence Islanders became suspicious of
another slave conspiracy, which resulted in the execution of fifty African slaves. Finally,
in 1641, Providence Island succumbed to a large Spanish force, which counted as part of
its booty at least 381 African slaves.99
Outright rebellions and the specter o f Spanish invasion were not as common in
other English colonies, but it seems fair to suggest that Anglo-Americans took the
Providence Island experience as an omen. Settlers in both New England and Virginia
broached the question o f arming slaves for colonial defense during the 1640s and 1650s.
The practice of using slaves and free blacks in colonial militias was yet another common
feature of Hispanic slave societies. Providence Islanders, by necessity, followed this
tradition in 1640 when they repelled the first Spanish invasion. As Alison Games has
noted, the survivors celebrated “with due gratitude and wonder” the “loyalty in adversity
o f the negroes who had often rebelled in times o f prosperity.” But as the Bermuda

"Games, ‘“ The Sanctuarye o f our rebell negroes’,” 16-17; Kupperman, Providence Island, 172.
Kupperman’s research suggests that there may have been as many as 1,600 slaves on Providence Island in
1640, but many were apparently sold o ff as part o f the effort to redress the imbalance between the English
and Africans.
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declaration o f 1623 indicates, Anglo-Americans were somewhat skeptical about arming
slaves unless absolutely necessary. After events on Association and Providence Islands,
however, there seems to have been a greater awareness that not only were large numbers
o f slaves dangerous, they posed even more o f a security threat when they had access to
weapons. For example, the only time New England blacks were singled out in the law
before the 1680s was when Massachusetts elites considered the question o f arming
Africans during the 1650s. In 1652, the Massachusetts General Court ordered “that all
Scotsmen, Negeres and Indians . . . shal be listed, and are hereby enjoyned to attend
traynings as well as the English.” The Court reversed itself in 1656, however, when it
declared that “henceforth no negroes or Indians, although servants to the English, shal be
armed [or] permitted to trayne.” 100
The issue of arming Africans was also among the first pieces of legislation
relating to the emergence o f slavery in Virginia. In 1640, the General Assembly passed
an act requiring “all masters o f families” to furnish “themselves and all those o f their
families which shall be capable of arms (excepting negroes) with arms both offensive and
defensive.” There is some dispute about whether or not this act was designed to disarm
all African peoples in early Virginia, but it was certainly part of an effort to ensure that
the vast majority lacked the ability to strike back with firearms against English society.
That this measure was enacted just a little more than a year after the 1638 rebellion in
Providence Island may be coincidence, but it might also suggest that events in the West

l00Games, ‘“ The Sanctuarye o f our rebell negroes’,” 16; Moore, Notes on the History o f Slavery in
Massachusetts, 243.
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Indies had some effect on mainland North America. At the very least, it signaled the
intent o f Virginia elites to ignore the Hispanic practice of employing black slaves in their
militias for colonial defense.10'
O f all the English colonies, Barbados was least in need of outside instruction
concerning the security risks inherent in a slave society. By 1660 the island’s population
was at least fifty percent African and “many good Lawes and Ordinances” had already
been passed that addressed slavery. In 1661 the island passed its first comprehensive
slave code and was well on its way to becoming, in Philip Morgan’s apt words, “one of
the most nakedly racial and ruthlessly exploitative societies in Western history.”
Although there were mundane aspects to this slave code, the Barbados Assembly
revealed that its main concern was with ensuring the safety of English masters from “an
heathenish, brutish and uncertaine, dangerous kinde o f people.” To that end, masters and
overseers were ordered to keep their slaves under close observation, checking them for
stolen items and weapons twice a month. They began to account for runaway slaves
more carefully and organized an official scouting party to scour the island for absconders
who were to return recaptured slaves to their owners dead or alive. The legislation also
declared that the most draconian punishment o f all —death - would be the fate o f those

,0lBilIings, The Old Dominion in the Seventeenth Century, 172. Breen and Innes argue that the
1640 act was not intended to disarm all blacks, only those who resided in white households. According to
their argument, “the law does not prohibit a black master such as Anthony Johnson from possessing a
firearm, nor for that matter, does it order all blacks regardless o f their status to surrender their weapons to
the state. And finally, the law does not make it illegal for blacks to engage in offensive or defensive
warfare.” They conclude, however, that the law did separate “some blacks for special treatment, but little
more can be said with authority about the act.” See “Myne Owne Ground", 26. O f course, “some blacks”
probably equaled roughly 80% of all Africans in Virginia.
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who rebelled or conspired against English society.102
O f course, these efforts did not end slave rebelliousness in Anglo-America. All
English settlements continued to deal with plots and uprisings, both real and imagined, as
the number o f enslaved Africans continued to expand. Anxiety over this problem was in
evidence even in places like Bermuda, where the total number o f blacks was significantly
less than that in Barbados. Whereas Anglo-Bermudians were initially concerned about
blacks’ stealing valuables and moving around during the night with weapons, they began
to worry about the possibility o f a slave rebellion should the black population continue to
grow. In both 1656 and 1661 the tiny island was disrupted by fears about impending
slave uprisings. The first “plot” came to the attention o f the ruling elite in November
1656 when it was pronounced that blacks were making plans “for cutting off and
distroieing the English in the night.” In the subsequent trial, ten black men were accused
o f the crime and Black Anthony, Cabilecto, Frank James, Black Tom, and Will Force
were all found guilty by the unanimous vote o f the court. Black Robin and Tony were
judged to be accessories to the crime, while the three remaining men were credited with
revealing the plot and were therefore spared. Ultimately, only Black Tome and Cabilecto
were sentenced to hang while the others were either reprieved or transported out o f the
colony.103
The fallout from this conspiracy prompted Governor Forster to issue yet another

l02Dunn, Sugar and Slaves, 238-41; Philip Morgan, “British Encounters with Africans and
African-Americans,” 173.
,03Lefroy, Memorials, 2:94-5. See also Virginia Bernhard, “Bids for Freedom: Slave Resistance
and Rebellion Plots in Bermuda, 1656-1761,” Slavery & Abolition 17:3 (December 1996): 186-7.
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proclamation concerning “the insolencies o f the negroes amongst us.” Forster ordererd
that henceforth “none o f the negroes o f these Islands to whomsoever they do belong, or
what sort soever they are, shall have liberty to straggle or wander from their masters
houses or lands after half an hour after the setting of the sunne.” Anyone caught without
a pass would be “at the power o f any English man that meets such a negro to kill him
then & there without mercy.” The governor also declared —in a remarkable departure
from the Spanish model o f slavery and freedom - that in the future freed blacks would be
banished from the island, or else in danger of being resubjected to enslavement. In spite
o f these draconian declarations, as well as others relating to trade and church attendance,
yet another scare overtook the island five years later. In this second case, Governor
William Sayle was informed that “there hath bin a dangerous plott or combination by the
Irish and Negroes.” In response, the governor ordered a night watch and proclaimed that
militia officers should make a special effort to disarm all Irishmen and blacks, as well as
make sure that the two groups were not meeting together in the future.104
These efforts to manage slave rebelliousness by limiting their access to arms and
supervising their activities more closely reveal that Anglo-Americans were becoming
increasingly aware that slavery demanded stronger methods o f control than those they
believed to be in place in Spanish America. In this transition period, however, the
implementation o f new constraints was uneven. In some instances the English continued
to condone Iberian practices. Free blacks were not always disarmed. On the eastern

IMLefroy, Memorials, 2:159-60.
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shore of Virginia they continued to own guns. Philip Mongum’s household possessions
in 1651 included, among other things, “Two guns.”105 Increasingly, however, armed
Africans were viewed with mounting concern by English elites. Attempts to deal with
the issue, like parallel efforts directed at clarifying the relationship between Christianity
and slavery as well as the increasing presence o f mulattos, revealed the tension between
inherited English assumptions about human bondage and the social organization o f slave
societies in the Hispanic Atlantic world. By the middle decades o f the seventeenth
century, Englishmen in the Americas were taking their first steps toward the creation of
their own slave system in an effort to govern a multi-racial social order. In doing so they
developed a new form o f racial slavery that was neither entirely Hispanic nor English in
form or conception, but something uniquely Anglo-American.

*

*

*

*

*

Status and identity were highly fluid and somewhat unstable categories in
England’s early seventeenth-century colonies. Nowhere was this more clearly revealed
than in the efforts to employ and rationalize slavery among English settlers, indigenous
peoples, and imported Africans. Early modem Englishmen believed that human bondage
was a rational, purposeful, and conceptually legitimate institution. They also recognized
that slavery was not a concept or condition that might befall just one group o f people.

l05Breen and Innes, "Myne Owne Ground”, 89.
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English history and sixteenth-century events at home and abroad indicated that whatever
individuals thought about human bondage, there were a variety o f circumstances in which
it might be applied to Englishmen, other Europeans, Muslims, sub-Saharan Africans, or
anyone else for that matter. At the same time, most Englishmen were aware that slavery
was neither a monolithic institution nor a universal concept. As repeatedly emphasized in
this work, human bondage implied different things to different peoples in different places
at different times. Even among the English, slavery was a contested concept that could
be employed by the monarchy, governing elites, landowners, and villeins. Englishmen
also recognized the existence of slavery on a global scale, such as the use o f bondmen in
the Mediterranean, among Africans, in the Americas, and elsewhere. In other words,
sixteenth-century Englishmen did not possess a definitive idea o f slavery. They would
not have been able to describe a “typical” slave system. Slavery, in early modem
England, was defined by its context, not a universal standard.
This confused, subjective, and multitudinous notion of slavery informed the
mentality o f those English settlers who set up an overseas outpost in the Chesapeake.
During the initial decades o f colonial settlement slavery continued to be employed in
traditional ways among the English in their efforts to govern their own societies. Human
bondage was relevant to English elites in America who believed that the institution might
be a useful redemptive and punitive mechanism as they struggled to govern their own
countrymen. Petitioners and letter writers found a use for slavery as a rhetorical device
that attracted attention to certain abuses under which they believed they suffered. Some
protestors went so far as to complain that their condition was not merely similar to
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slavery, they had in fa c t been enslaved. Anglo-Americans also found in slavery a
legitimate way to deal with Indians who refused to conform to the newly-imposed social
and cultural standards o f the English colonists. In doing so, they drew directly on the
notion that it was both legal and proper to condemn prisoners-of-war to slavery. And,
finally, English settlers willingly employed African slaves as laborers, just as their
Spanish predecessors had done during the sixteenth century in their American colonies.
In doing so they employed slavery as a labor system and a form o f social organization
that distinguished human beings primarily by racial rather than behavioral standards.
All of these slaverys were distinct; each had its own purpose and justification.
That had been somewhat easier to manage in England, where questions o f national
identity and the rights o f freebom Englishmen were less in doubt. The existence of
multiple slaverys in America, however, proved to be unmanageable. On one level, there
was the simple question of identity: If anyone could be subjected to slavery, how were
Englishmen in America any different than Indians or Africans? When Parliament
declared that Englishmen could be slaves in 1547, or when Tudor royal declarations
threatened to condemn recalcitrant individuals to galley slavery, there was never any
threat that these slaves were in danger o f losing their English identity. In some ways, it
was imagined that this kind o f treatment might even make them better Englishmen. This
was not the case in America. Seventeenth-century Anglo-America was a place where
national identity was insecure, even among freebom elites. The use o f slavery regardless
o f national, ethnic, or racial considerations threatened to destabilize Englishness even
more than it already had been by geographic separation. It was a simple proposition from
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the perspective o f one member o f Parliament during the 1650s: the loss of rights as
Englishmen threatened to make “our lives . . . as cheap as those negroes.”106
On another level, there was the problem of competing systems o f slavery rooted in
two distinct cultural models. The standards by which Anglo-Americans measured the
legitimacy o f slavery among Europeans and Indians were different from those applied
solely to Africans. Once again, status was delineated by larger assumptions about
identity. Indians were initially perceived by English writers as basically similar to the
English and other Europeans, with the notable exception o f their level of civility. As
such, their enslavement, when it became necessary, was often contingent upon Old World
standards. Indian slavery was initially a punitive system, something held out for
prisoners-of-war, or perhaps even as a way of redeeming the indigenous peoples of
America from their own depravity. Africans, on the other hand, were slave laborers.
Anglo-Americans based their enslavement of Africans on Hispanic practices, not English
ones. Unlike Englishmen and Indians, whose slavery was generally supposed to be for
their own benefit (or at least imagined to have been earned), the enslavement o f Africans
was not necessarily conceptualized as punitive or redemptive. The enslavement of
Africans was solely for the benefit o f English masters. Once again, the existence of
multiple meanings and conflicting purposes, especially in light o f evolving racialized
assumptions about Africans, Indians, and Englishmen, promoted the development o f one
model o f slavery and the destruction o f another.

'“ Burton, Parliamentary Diary, 4:268.
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Anglo-American racial slavery developed out o f this convoluted environment
during the middle decades o f the seventeenth century. It may not have been
economically or demographically dominate outside o f places like Barbados, but the
general parameters o f the system were coming into focus as a series o f social and cultural
conclusions were reached about the purpose, legitimacy, and boundaries o f human
bondage. In part, the legal construction o f slavery was rooted in the larger effort to
preserve the status o f freebom Englishmen, including the rights of the lowliest members
o f that group. But it was also the result o f the ongoing effort to demarcate identities in a
place many considered to be hostile and unstable. The creation o f Anglo-American racial
slavery was, in other words, a fundamental part o f the effort to preserve Englishness,
redefine Indianness, and isolate Africanness. In that regard, it was a logical extension o f
many of the same issues Englishmen had been confronting in various domestic and
Atlantic contexts throughout the early modem era.
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CONCLUSION

The nature o f early American slavery defies simple explication. This was
particularly true during the first half-century o f Anglo-American settlement when English
conceptions o f human bondage were shaped by both Old World sensibilities and New
World realities. For example, English settlers in America accepted the legitimacy of
human bondage, but what they meant by that was quite complex. Slavery was,
alternately, an institution, a condition, an idea, and a labor system. As an institution,
however, it was rarely clearly defined before the second half o f the century. As a
condition, slavery could be permanent or impermanent, harsh or benign, and applied to
virtually anyone. As an idea, slavery was variously thought o f as an abhorrent relic of the
feudal past or as a logical, purposeful, and utilitarian concept. And, as a labor system, the
English imagined slavery as something practiced in the Spanish and Portuguese
American colonies —its usefulness (and economic value) was recognized but not fully
embraced by the Anglo-American world until relatively late. In other words, although
slavery certainly existed, it was not one thing. Early modem Englishmen comprehended
multiple notions o f slavery that applied to diverse people under different circumstances in
various parts o f the world. By the mid-seventeenth century, however, a single racialized
notion o f slavery as a labor system pushed aside all other conceptions o f human bondage
513
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as Anglo-Americans constructed an entirely new system o f slavery to fit their own needs.
By the time English settlers managed to establish a permanent foothold on the
fringe of North America in 1607, a number o f ideas about slavery, human identity, and
African peoples were common currency. Although there was great familiarity with the
African slave trade and the association between blackness and slavery in the Americas,
Englishmen recognized the existence o f a variety o f slaverys that included the domestic
English experience and the fate that might befall their countrymen in distant lands particularly the Mediterranean world. Slavery conjured up a number of different dramatic
images: perpetual labor, inherited status, absence o f personal rights, dehumanization, a
life subject to indiscriminate violence and abuse. At the same time, Englishmen did not
believe that slavery had to be all o f these things at once. One could imagine an individual
to be “slave-like” if, as villeins, they lacked the full rights o f other English subjects
because of the circumstances o f their parentage. Englishmen might believe themselves
enslaved if they were condemned to the galleys, or to some other drudgery, because the
nature of the work and the historical association between galley service and bondage.
Slavery, according to sixteenth-century Englishmen, was a horrific state that was made
even more so by virtue o f the fact that it could befall virtually anyone, even if it was not
necessarily absolute, perpetual, or inheritable.
Simultaneously, late Tudor Englishmen were deeply involved in the process o f
isolating the sources o f human difference in a manner that contributed to the later fullflowering o f biological racism. Preeminent among the concerns o f English intellectuals
was the nature and history o f Englishmen vis-a-vis continental Europeans and the newly
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encountered peoples o f Africa, the Americas, and Asia. “Englishness” was measured
most palpably within the context of the nation. In one sense, this concept would not be
fully articulated until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when modem nation-states
came into being. In another context, however, the idea o f a nation as “a people” united
by a common line o f decent, language, shared geographic space, and stories imbued with
historic and emotional value prepared the English to conceptualize the world in terms o f
“races.” The English nation - the people and the “state” - had long been scorned within
intra-European stereotyping, but the rapid rise o f the Tudor monarchy, the English
Reformation, and the expanded pace of European overseas activity promoted a dynamic
interest in the reinvention o f the consummate Englishman. The new Englishman was
imbued with natural strength, intelligence, virtue and was imagined to be inherently free.
In the process, serious attention was placed on explaining such things as whiteness, but
also height, corpulence, hair color and texture, or less visually apparent characteristics
such as bravery, wisdom, or linguistic aptitude. With a firm grounding in climate theory,
religious doctrine, and origin myths, Tudor English scholars reconceptualized “the
English” in the most flattering light possible.
The concern with slavery and self-identity closely paralleled a growing familiarity
with, and curiosity about, Africans. This, too, was a disjointed and multivarious
historical process. Englishmen “encountered” Africans in a variety o f mediums, in
numerous locations, and with varying intentions. Encounters could even be from afar, as
with intellectuals (cosmographers, geographers, historians, antiquarians), theater-goers,
and urban dwellers who never left England. These English observers, more than any
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other identifiable group, were inclined to pay particular attention to the blackness of
Africans. Similarly, stereotypes about African inferiority more often emanated from the
pens o f English writers who may have traveled to other parts o f Europe, but not
necessarily to Africa or the Americas. Those Englishmen who encountered Africans
outside o f England approached their subject quite differently. Many, like those who
traveled to or dwelled in, the Iberian world, were intimately familiar with blacks as a
largely enslaved people, but also as a group capable o f being incorporated into European
society as free men and women. Others, particularly slave traders, conceptualized
Africans as nameless commodities. Many more Englishmen, particularly those that spent
any time whatsoever in Africa or among the cimarrones in the Caribbean possessed a
much more textured impression o f African peoples. These observers conceptualized
Africans as a diverse people, capable o f both strength and weakness, civility or incivility,
worthy o f trust or duplicitous, and part o f one corporate body (nation, village, kin
structure, linguistic group) or another. Crude stereotypes indicative o f the increasing
prevalence of racialist thinking, and even racist ideology, certainly appeared, but the
circumstantial nature o f encounters left plenty o f room for another conception o f subSaharan African peoples that was often subtle, non-judgmental, and even sincere.
The nature o f both Englishmen and Africans, including whether they were
inherently free or justly enslaveable, remained unresolved when Englishmen began to
plant themselves in America. The presence o f a large indigenous population, whose
identity and future status were equally debatable, further complicated these questions.
During the initial decades o f Anglo-American settlement, Englishmen confronted the
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propriety o f human bondage among themselves, with Indians, and with African peoples.
The continuation o f English conceptions o f slavery was most evident when Englishmen
and Indians were subjected to slavery. Slavery was punitive, occasionally temporary, and
potentially redemptive. It was also imagined less as a labor institution and more as a
form of social control. This situation was particularly evident when Indian prisoners-ofwar were condemned to slavery. Ironically, Indians were liable to be enslaved during the
early seventeenth century because many Englishmen articulated the belief that native
Americans were fundamentally similar to Europeans. Africans, however, were generally
conceptualized quite differently. Most Africans arrived in English colonies as slaves, a
pattern that was adopted without reservation from the customary practices o f the Atlantic
world as established by the Spanish and Portuguese during the sixteenth century. Even
so, late sixteenth-century English experiences and the Hispanic model o f slavery left
room for high rates o f manumission, free blacks, and racial intermixture. But like
English slavery, as well as assertions that Indians and the English were essentially
similar, this early model of racial slavery was rapidly extinguished. By the last half o f
the seventeenth century the lives o f African peoples were increasingly circumscribed by
slavery and the idea o f human bondage almost entirely concerned with providing cheap
labor for staple-crop plantations.
The foundations of racial slavery in Anglo-America extended throughout the early
modem Atlantic world and deep into the English past. Various aspects o f English society
and culture merged with pre-existing patterns of social relations established by Hispanic
peoples in the Atlantic world to condition early English societies in the Americas.
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Slavery and race were among the most important considerations that confronted the first
generation o f settlers, but neither term had yet become synonymous with “Africans,”
“blacks,” or “negroes.” “Race” and “slavery” are convenient code-words that historians
often employ to talk or write about plantation agriculture and the African presence in the
Americas, but they also possessed much broader historical connotations that played out,
if briefly, in the English colonies. English settlers in America were thoroughly familiar
with slavery and expressions o f human difference that presaged the later development of
racism. Because of this, it is difficult to conceive of either race or slavery coming first
and, in the context of colonial settlement during the first half o f the seventeenth century,
neither can be said to have caused the emergence of the other. Instead, the complex
realities o f the early Anglo-Atlantic world - with its unstable social relations, periodic
conflicts, and multi-racial environments —facilitated the death o f one model of human
bondage just as it was birth mother to another.
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